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Preface
“The need for a truthful and encyclopedic work is necessary.“
(A Pocket Guide to the Empire and its Environs, 3rd ed.)

The basic concept of the The Elder Scrolls Treasury is that of an offline reference work,
which hopefully will give the Elder Scrolls players and modders all original in-game
information at hand they are looking for.
At present, the Treasury consists of the following parts:
-

the Corpus Tamrielicum (6 vols.),
The New Encyclopedia Tamrielica.

The Corpus gives you all official in-game texts of the Elder Scrolls series.
The New Encyclopedia Tamrielica is a reference work, where you can alphabetically look up
places, people(s), regions, phrases, events, etc. The first edition of this volume was published
under the title TES3 Encyclopaedia. Words, Phrases, Locations and Topics from TES3:
Morrowind, its official Plugins and Expansions and covered the information given in the
dialogue section of the TES3 Construction Set as well as single explanations from the
Morrowind Manual. With the current edition, the other chapters of the Elder Scrolls series are
consulted and covered as well. Thus far this volume has been renamed to The New
Encyclopedia Tamrielica.
All entries are derived from official Bethsoft sources only. In some cases entries are slightly
revised to give them a more general explanation. Each explanation is introduced by its source
code, given in brackets. The source codes are as follows:
(DC)

The Daggerfall Chronicles by Ronald Wartow. ISBN 0-92984-320-7 (© 1996
Bethesda Softworks).
(ESA) The Elder Scrolls: Arena. Players' Guide and in-game information (© 1993
Bethesda Softworks).
(ESACS) The Elder Scrolls: Arena. Codex Scientia by Judith Weller & Ted Peterson. ISBN
0-929843-30-4 (© 1994 Bethesda Softworks).
(ESAR) The Elder Scrolls Adventures: Redguard: User's Guide, together with (PG1) A
Pocket Guide to the Empire and its Environs. Being a Description of the Lands and
the Divers Customs of the Inhabitants and furthermore a useful History of those
Places of Interest by Nature of their Location & Influence. Dedicated To the
unswerving Commitment to Truth and Knowledge of His Most Discerning Majesty
the Emperor Tiber Septim / Promulgated under the Authority of the Imperial
Geographical Society and in-game information (© 1998 Media Technology
Limited).
(ESD) The Elder Scrolls Chapter 2: Daggerfall. User's Guide and in-game information (©
1994-96 Media Technology Limited).
(ESH) The Elder Scrolls homepage: http://www.elderscrolls.com. The exact address is
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given in brackets at the end of its entry: ([url], [date]).
(ESLB) An Elder Scrolls Legend: Battlespire. User's Guide and in-game information (©
1997 Media Technology Limited).
(ESM) The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind manual and Construction Set (version 1.6.1820;
for a full list of the loaded TES3 files see the Appendix) (© 2002 Bethesda
Softworks Inc., a ZeniMax Media company)
(ESO) The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion manual and Construction Set (version 1.2.404; for a
full list of the loaded TES4 files see the Appendix) (© 2006 Bethesda Softworks
LLC, a ZeniMax Media company)
(PG1)
See → (ESAR)
(W3)
Other official sources found in the www. The exact address as well as the date of
the notification is given in brackets at the end of its entry: ([url], [date]).
Since each chapter starts at a specific year, the source code not only gives the sources, but
also the actual Tamrielian time at which the respective information was contemporary. Thus
the source codes also represent the following years:
(DC)
(ESA)
(ESACS)
(ESAR)
(ESD)
(ESLB)
(ESM)
(ESO)
(PG1)

3E 405
3E 399
3E 399
2E 864
3E 405
3E 398
3E 427
3E 433
2E 864

A word concerning the weights and values given of the comparative charts in this volume: Ingame, the weights in ESD are given in kilograms and not pounds, as DC states. However,
since DC is the official game guide, I follow its given weight unit (i.e. pound). ESO originally
gave no weight units at all, but meanwhile the Construction Set Help states that the game unit
is ounce. Thus I have calculated ESO's values per 1 pound.
If you find any mistakes, miss entries or have corrections or additional material etc., I would be
pleased if you let me know so that I can correct or add them in the next edition. You can contact me
either via the Imperial Library website (http://www.imperial-library.info) or by sending me a pm via
Bethesda Softworks' Elder Scrolls Subforums (http://forums.bethsoft.com/index.php?/forum/13-theelder-scrolls/).
C.F.
Dortmund, Germany
April 1, 2013
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A
Aalto: (ESO) A dormant volcanic valley surrounded on all sides by glaciers in north-central
Skyrim.
Lit.: REVEN, Warrior.

Abaelun Mine: (ESM) The only diamond mine on Vvardenfell Island in the province of
Morrowind. It is northeast of Caldera and south of Ramimilk.
Abaesen-Pulu Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine on Vvardenfell, southeast of Seyda Neen.
Abanabi Caves: (ESM) The Abanabi Caves are southwest of Sadrith Mora.
Abandoned Mine: (ESO) A former silver mine in the east of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, northeast of
Lake Canulus.
ABCs for Barbarians: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Abebaal Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine on Vvardenfell. First go to Tel Branora. Then head
north up the small peninsula. Cross to the next island to the northwest. The mine is on the
northern corner of that island.
Abernanit: (ESM) (1) A cave on an island southeast of Gnaar Mok. (2) Ancient name of
Ebernanit.
Abibon-Gora: (ESD, ESO) A barony in Hammerfell.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay. - ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

Abilities: See → Advantages.
Abinabi: (ESM) A cave on Vvardenfell, east of the Dwemer ruin Bthungthumz.
Abolitionists: (ESM) Abolitionists are those dedicated to the abolition of slavery in
Morrowind.
Absorb Attribute: (ESM) This effect temporarily transfers a portion of the victim's attribute
to the caster. Only strength, intelligence, willpower, agility, speed, endurance, personality,
and luck are affected. The caster may exceed the attribute's maximum for the duration. When
the effect ends, both caster and victim attributes return to original values.
Absorb Fatigue: (ESM) This effect transfers fatigue from the victim to the caster, wearying
the victim and invigorating the caster. The caster may exceed his maximum fatigue for the
duration. When the effect ends, the caster loses the borrowed fatigue, and the victim regains
drained fatigue.
Absorb Health: (ESM) This effect transfers health from the victim to the caster, injuring the
victim and vitalizing the caster. The caster may exceed his maximum health for the duration.
When the effect ends, the caster loses the borrowed health, and the victim regains lost health.
(ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Novice skill and affects the
target on touch. Effects: Absorb Health, 5 points.
Lit.: Absorb Health Tome.

Absorb Magicka: (ESM) This effect transfers magicka from the victim to the caster,
reducing the victim's spellcasting reservoirs and filling the caster's. The caster may exceed his
maximum magicka for the duration. When the effect ends, the caster loses the borrowed
magicka, and the victim regains lost magicka. (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration
which requires the Novice skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Absorb Magicka, 10
points.
Lit.: Absorb Magicka Tome.
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Absorb Skill: (ESM) This effect temporarily reduces the victim's skill and increases the
caster's. When the effect ends, the caster loses the borrowed skill, and the victim regains lost
skill.
Absorb Spell Points: (ESM) See → Absorb Magicka.
Absorb Strength: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Absorb Strength, 5 points for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Absorb Strength Tome.

Absorption Spells: (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. Absorption spells transfer a
portion of the fundamental attributes or skills from the victim to the caster. For the duration of
the spell, the victim's attributes are drained, while the caster's attributes are increased. At the
end of the spell effect, attributes return to normal. A caster's stats can exceed their maximum
for the duration. The most common of these mysticism spells are: absorb agility, absorb
endurance, absorb fatigue, absorb health, absorb intelligence, absorb luck, absorb magicka,
absorb personality, absorb speed, absorb strength, absorb willpower, and absorb spell points.
Abuhk, Uthilla: (ESD) A well-known author of the late 1st century 3E, mentioned by DESTRI
MELARG in a Letter to his publisher MELIUS KANE, which was later published as Notes For
Redguard History.
Acidic Field: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Caster surrounded by a medium-level
damage aura, affecting all who come within range.
Acolyte: (DC) The third rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy. (ESM) The fourth rank in the
Imperial Cult hierarchy and the fourth rank in Vvardenfell's Tribunal Temple hierarchy.
(ESO) The second rank in the Mythic Dawn hierarchy.
Acrobat: (ESA) Acrobats are thieves who have honed their physical skills in agility and
balance to such a degree that they are almost supernaturally adept at scaling walls, running,
jumping, and tumbling. They retain the ability to score a critical hit. They also have the ability
to leap great distances and climb walls more securely and faster than the average thief. They
are, in general, the fastest characters on foot. Further, because of their nimbleness, Acrobats
deduct a certain percentage from their opponent’s base chance to hit when engaged in combat
with them. This makes them difficult foes to hit, and dangerous adversaries. Because of their
need for agility and speed, Acrobats use only leather armor, but never shields, and have a
reasonable selection of weapons. (ESD) Acrobats practice the thieving arts, and use their
remarkable physical skills to aid them. They are very quick, agile, and nimble. An
experienced acrobat is as difficult to hit or hold as a drop of quicksilver. Dexterous to a
superhuman degree, acrobats are remarkable leapers, climbers, dodgers, runners, and
tumblers. Not surprisingly, agility and speed are the most important attributes for acrobats.
The most important skills to an Acrobat are: Jumping, Dodging, Running, Climbing, Hand-toHand, and Stealth. (ESLB) Like a drop of quicksilver, an experienced acrobat is hard to hit,
grab, or hold. Acrobats are remarkable leapers, climbers, dodgers, runners, and tumblers.
Agility and Speed are the most important attributes for acrobats. (ESM) 'Acrobat' is a polite
euphemism for agile burgulars and second-story men. These thieves avoid detection by
stealth, and rely on mobility and cunning to avoid capture. Llevana Salaren at the Temple in
Molag Mar is one of the the most knowledgeable acrobats. (ESO) The kind of person that
uses agility and endurance to their advantage. Unafraid of jumping long distances. Their
primary attributes are Agility and Endurance, their major skills Security, Sneak, Acrobatics,
Marksman, Block, Blade, and Speechcraft. They are specialized in the art of Stealth.
(ESM) "I'm an acrobat. As an entertainer, my job is to amaze and amuse my patrons. But in my more discrete
vocation as a second-story man and connoisseur of treasures and secrets, my job is to come and go without
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attracting notice, and to effectively discourage pursuit when I am noticed. Running, swimming, or leaping, my
art is to leave my less-agile, less-swift pursuit behind."

Acrobatics: (ESM) The acrobatics discipline is the ability to jump long distances and to avoid
damage when falling great distances. Nimble acrobats can reach areas others cannot get to and
can direct their paths while falling. (ESO) Acrobatics is the art of jumping long distances and
avoiding damage when falling great distances. An Apprentice of Acrobatics can attack while
jumping or falling. However, he cannot use power attacks while in mid-jump or mid-fall, only
regular attacks. A Journeyman of Acrobatics has the Dodge ability. Blocking while jumping
makes him dodge in the direction of the jump. He will do a tumbling roll and possibly avoid
an attack. For an Expert of Acrobatics it costs half as much fatigue to jump. A Master of
Acrobatics gains the Water Jump ability. When he jumps just as he touches the water, he can
jump again as if it were a solid surface. If he misses, he falls into the water. With practice, a
Master of Acrobatics can jump several times in a row all the way across a body of water.
Acute Hearing: (ESLB) This advantage allows the character to hear sounds at a greater
distance, perhaps warning him or her of nearby danger.
The Adabal-a: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one volume
and was published before or in 3E 433. The Adabal-a is traditionally believed to be the
memoirs of Morihaus, consort to Alessia the Slave Queen. While this cannot be historically
verified, the Adabal-a is certainly among the oldest written accounts to come down to us from
the early First Era.
Lit.: The Adabal-a. - Remanada.

Adamantium: (ESD) Armor material. A little heavier than Orcish, but twice as strong.
(ESLB) Twice as strong as Orcish. (ESM) Mineral product, found in the Temple ruins of Old
Mournhold.
(ESM) "Where beneath Mournhold? Well, that's a secret, of course. Worth quite a lot, and found only in hard-tocome-at and dangerous places. But now and again an adventurer will come by with a fine load of ore, looking to
have a helm or bracers made, so they must still be finding new deposits."
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
6,00
Burden
Restore Magicka
Poison
Reflect

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Bols Indalen: Custom Armor Price List.

Adamantium Helm of Tohan: See → Helm of Tohan.
Adamantium Ore: See → Adamantium.
Adanumuran: (ESM) A cave northwest of Pelagiad.
Adas, Avrus: (ESO) A former priest of the Tribunal Temple in Kragenmoor. After the
collapse, he drifted for a while, until he joined the Chapel and finally became priest of
Zenithar at the Leyawiin Chapel in Cyrodiil (end of the 3rd Era).
Addadshashanammu: (ESM) A Daedric ruin southwest of Aleft.
Addamasartus: (ESM) A cave near the Seyda Neen silt strider port.
Adept: (DC) The fourth rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy. (ESM) The fifth rank in the
Imperial Cult hierarchy and in Vvardenfell's Tribunal Temple hierarchy.
Admire: (ESM) Paying someone a compliment can change the way a person feels about you.
Adrenaline Rush: (ESD) Members of a character class possessing Adrenaline Rush have a
burst of increased ability in a variety of combat-related skills when they are near death from
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health point loss. (ESLB) This advantage gives the character a burst of increased energy and
ability in combat when he or she is near death from a decrease in Wounds level.
Adrethi, Telani: (ESO) A commander in the service of Frathen Drothan.
Lit.: FRATHEN DROTHAN, Journal.

Aduros Nau: (DC) Redguard festival, celebrated in the Alik'r Desert on the 28th of Sun's
Dawn. (ESD) The villages in the Bantha celebrate the baser urges that come with Springtide
on Aduros Nau. The traditions vary from village to village, but none of them are for the
overly virtuous.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Advances in Lock Picking: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Advantages: (ESLB) Advantages are special abilities, perks, and strengths that give the
character more power and make the character more effective. See → Acute Hearing,
Adrenaline Rush, Athleticism, Bonus to Hit, Climate Survival, Expertise, Immunity,
Increase(d) Magery, Rapid Healing, Regenerate Health, Regenerate Spell Points, Resistance,
Spell Absorption. (ESM) Many races in Tamriel have inherent abilities. They seem like
magic, but never need to be cast and are always active. Abilities usually include such things
as weaknesses and resistances. - Opposite: Disadvantages.
Advensen, Inga: See → Advensen, Sven.
Advensen, Sven: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A late Second Era Imperial trustee who had been
granted the title of Count of Darkmoor upon his retirement; his fiefdom was a small town in
central Skyrim. Count Sven and his wife Lady Inga reared Princess Barenziah as their own
daughter until 3E 12, seeing to it that she was educated appropriately - and more importantly,
that the imperial virtues of obedience, discretion, loyalty, and piety were instilled in the child.
Sven and Inga were only distant cousins of Darkmoor Keep's last titled residents and had five
sons.
Lit.: STERN GAMBOGE, Biography of Queen Barenziah. - The Real Barenziah.

Ae Alma Ruma: (ESO) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: MANKAR CAMORAN, Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes.

Ae Altadoon: (ESM) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Ae Ghartok Padhome [Chim] Ae Altadoon: (ESM) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Aedra and Daedra: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Aedric Prophesies: (ESO) See → Elder Scrolls.
Aegilief: (ESM) A Nord Female who became Thirsk's ninth chieftain and ruled over it for
eight years (c. 3E 386 - 3E 394). She slew Oddny the Unfaithful and presented her hand as a
battle trophy.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Aelfendor: (ESO) A kingdom mentioned in the Song of Hrormir.
Aesliip: (ESM) A Draugr Lord which resides in the ice caverns below Lake Fjalding on the
island of Solstheim. Aesliip was once a powerful mage of the Skaal people, exiled for his
research into the necromantic arts. Through his necromancy he learned of a powerful group of
Frost Daedra that were planning to take the island for their own. Through his magic, Aesliip
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was able to keep the Frost Daedra at bay. Knowing that eventually his life would end, and the
Daedra would escape, Aesliip performed the rituals necessary to make himself one of the
undead, and continue to keep the Frost Daedra imprisoned. He retains much of his immense
power.
Aethelweald, Jaren: (ESO) A Knight of the True Horn, contemporary and friend of Garridan
Stalrous. He was the father of Lord Kelvyn Aethelweald.
Lit.: JAREN AETHELWEALD, Journal. - KIRELLIAN ODRENIUS, Knightfall.

Aethelweald, Kelvyn: (ESO) The son of Lord Jaren Aethelweald and the last Knight of the
True Horn who resided on Battlehorn Castle, where he was killed by marauders in c. 3E 433.

Lord Kelvyn Aethelweald
Lit.: Lord Kelvyn's Last Will and Testament.

Aetherius Stone: (ESO) A Heaven Doomstone located just northwest of Skingrad (Cyrodiil),
south of Bleak Flats Cave. Gives the greater power Gates of Aetherius, which fortifies
Magicka and gives a resistance to magic.
Lit.: “Quill-Weave Plans New 'Doomstones' Cycle” (Black Horse Courier article)

Aevar Stone-Singer: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 434. The book gives the history of the
Skaal's beliefs.
Affairs of Honor: (ESM) Law and custom despises dishonorable duelists. A challenge of
honor is a public declaration of a scandal against a private party. Only nobles fight duels, and
the higher the rank, the stronger the obligation. Native Dunmer and Imperials alike recognize
a noble's obligation to answer a challenge of honor. Law and custom despises dishonorable
duelists. If the victim was bullied, intimidated, or goaded by a stronger party with suspect
motives, magistrates often convict the stronger party of foul murder.
The Affairs of Wizards: (ESM) Title of a work by Turedus Talanian, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Afterdark Society: Mysterious society which threatened the people of Tamriel during the
Imperial Simulacrum.
(ESA) “Have you heard about the Afterdark Society? Those nonhuman heathen they meet every night in front of
the temple.”
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Agacephs: (ESO) An Argonian tribe of the interior of the province of Black Marsh,
mentioned in WAUGHIN JARTH, The Argonian Account. – Cf. → Argonia, Argonian Tribes,
Argonians.
Agamanus: (ESA) Unknown numen, whose priests, under the leadership of one Sir Galandir,
declared war on the Corinth Mage's Guild. They claimed that the Mage's Guild had stolen
from them a stone tablet that was sacred to their sacrament and which held the key to
deciphering a part of the Elder Scrolls, the part that shows the location of the Halls of
Colossus.
Agea haelia ne jorane emero laloria: (ESO) (Ayleid phrase) "Wisdom learned by pain is a
reliable guide in dark times" [literally, "Terrible wisdom never betrayed the loremasters"].
Lit.: RAELYS ANINE, Ayleid Inscriptions and their Translations.

Ageless One: (ESA) See → Xarses.
Agent: (1) (ESM) Agents are operatives skilled in deception and avoidance, but trained in
self-defense and the use of deadly force. Self-reliant and independent, agents devote
themselves to personal goals, or to various patrons or causes. (ESO) Charming when they can
be seen, and nearly invisible when in shadow.
(ESM) "I'm an agent. I work for a House, or a company, or the state, and I do things that need doing. All sorts of
things. Mostly I handle matters in the business or diplomatic line, things that require mercantile skills, or the arts
of speechcraft. I trade in knowledge -- hard facts and rumors. 'Knowledge is power,' as they say. And sometimes
I do other sorts of things. Things I can't talk about."

(2) (ESM) The fifth rank in the East Empire Company hierarchy, the fourth rank in the
Imperial Legion hierarchy, and the seventh rank in the Blades and the Imperial Office of
Census and Excise hierarchy.
Agia Nero: (ESM, ESO) A location in the province of Black Marsh.
Lit.: TAVI DROMIO, Hallgerd's Tale.

Agility: (ESD) Agility governs the ability to hit a target, to avoid getting hit, and the ease of
increasing agility-related skills. It directly affects chances of hitting an enemy with a weapon
or spell, and of avoiding an enemy's weapon or spell. (ESLB) Agility affects the character's
chances of hitting an enemy with a weapon or spell and avoiding or dodging an enemy's
attack. The higher the Agility, the better the character's To Hit/Defend modifier. Agility
affects agility-based skills such as stealth. (ESM) A creature's agility is its property of
coordination and mobility. For example, an agile creature is able to target its blows accurately
and effectively. Agility affects your ability to hit and dodge attacks. It also affects how much
Fatigue you have. (ESO) The attribute which affects the ability to maneuver and balance, the
total Fatigue, and damage done by bows. Agility affects how often one is staggered or
knocked back. A high Agility can keep one from getting knocked down. Governs the skills of
Security, Sneak, and Marksman.
Agnar the Unwavering: (ESO) Chieftain of Thirsk (c. 3E 430).
Lit.: AGNAR THE UNWAVERING, Agnar's Journal.

Agronak gro-Malog: (ESO) See → Malog, Agronak.
Ahallaraddon Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine on Vvardenfell. Ahallaraddon Egg Mine is
located in Azura's Coast region, north of the statue of Azura.
Ahanibi-Malmus Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine on Vvardenfell, southeast of Kogoruhn.
Aharasaplit Camp: (ESM) An outcast Ashlander camp on a beach on the southwest coast of
Sheogorad island north of Vvardenfell. The camp lies southwest of Dagon Fel village -- a
variety of paths lead near the site.
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Aharnabi: (ESM) A cave on Vvardenfell, located on the far southeastern shores of Azura's
Coast, near the Shrine of Azura.
Aharunartus: (ESM) A cave on the northern site of an island far west of Seyda Neen.
Ahemmusa: (ESM) The Ahemmusa of the Grazelands of northeast Vvardenfell are mild and
peace-loving. The wise woman of the Ahemmusa, Sinnammu Mirpal, is also their ashkhan.
Ahemmusa Camp: (ESM) Ahemmusa camp is on the northeast, the farthest tip of
Vvardenfell island, north from Tel Mora, near old Daedric ruins of Ald Daedroth. You can get
a ship from Sadrith Mora to Tel Mora. In Tel Mora, ask a local for directions.
Ahinipalit: (ESM) A cave on Vvardenfell, northeast of Uvirith's Grave.
Ahrtabazus: (ESD) A scholar of the Second Era who studied in the Crystal Tower of
Sumurset Isle and developed a controversial theory about Faerie (The Faerie Chain, Firsthold,
2E 456). He organized the Fey variants on a chain, beginning with the glimmering sparks
called Pixies or Whilloki by the Redguards at one end and the godlike beings such as
Gheateus, Chonus, and Sygria at the other. In the middle are human and semi-human beings
generating up to intelligent trees, brooks, rocks, even mountains.
Lit.: SZUN TRIOP, The Faerie.

Ahzirr durrarriss: (ESO) (Khajiiti phrase) "We give freely to the people".
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.

Ahzirr Traajijazeri: (ESO) (Khajiiti phrase; "We justly take by force") Title of a work by
"Anonymous," which comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Aicantar of Shimerene: Author of Before the Ages of Man (Timeline Series, Vol. 1).
Aidanat Camp: (ESM) A camp on Vvardenfell, north of Gnisis and just south of Ald
Velothi.
Ainab: (ESM) The first cave on the island northeast of Bthuand.
Ainat: (ESM) A cave east of the Dwemer ruin Nchardumz.
Airan's Teeth: (ESM) Airan's Teeth are two stone spikes at the mouth of Valley of the Wind.
They bear the name of the seer, Airan, who is blessed by Azura.
Ajcea: (ESD) Old Redguard word for a spiral down.
Lit.: ENRIC MILRES, The Alik'r.

Akatosh: (also 'aka-tosh') (ESD) (Breton and Cyrodiil pantheon: Dragon God of Time) The
God of Time, usually represented as a dragon. (ESO) Akatosh was an Aldmeri god, and after
the Ayleid Hegemonies were overthrown and Alessia declared herself the first Empress of
Cyrodiil, she instituted a new religion: the Eight Divines, an elegant, well-researched
synthesis of both the Nordic and Aldmeri pantheons. (ESM) Akatosh, the Dragon God of
Time, is the chief deity of the Nine Divines (the major religious cult of Cyrodiil and its
provinces), and one of two deities found in every Tamrielic religion (the other is Lorkhan). He
is generally considered to be the first of the Gods to form in the Beginning Place; after his
establishment, other spirits found the process of being easier and the various pantheons of the
world emerged. He is the ultimate God of the Cyrodilic Empire, where he embodies the
qualities of endurance, invincibility, and everlasting legitimacy. Most traces of Akatosh
disappeared from ancient Chimer legends during their so-called 'exodus', primarily due to that
god's association and esteem with the Altmeri.
Lit.: The Monomyth. - MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. - WENENGRUS MONHONA, The
Amulet of Kings. - AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man. - Trials of St. Alessia.
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Akatosh Chantry: (ESD) The Akatosh Chantry is one of the temples dedicated to the
Dragon, the God of Time, Akatosh. The priests of Akatosh always call their temples
chantries. They hold dragons as their holy symbol.
"The Akatosh Chantry is devoted to the worship of Akatosh, the Great Dragon. Akatosh is the most constant of
gods, for his sphere is time itself. Perhaps, if you are in need of a blessing of time and are willing to make an
appreciable donation, Akatosh might smile upon you and grant you time: time to heal your injuries, perhaps, or
time to shorten your voyages. Our priests and priestess here have a variety of other skills and services available
for members of the Akatosh Chantry. Naturally, one has to be judged worthy before one is sheltered under the
Great Wings of Akatosh."

Akavir: (ESO) Akavir means "Dragon Land". Akavir is the kingdom of the beasts. No Men
or Mer live in Akavir, though Men once did. These Men, however, were eaten long ago by the
vampiric Serpent Folk of Tsaesci. There are four major nations of Akavir: Kamal, Tsaesci,
Tang Mo, and Ka Po' Tun. When they are not busy trying to invade Tamriel, they are fighting
with each other.
Lit.: Mysterious Akavir.

Akgun: (ESM, ESO) A location mentioned in MAROBAR SUL's The Ransom of Zarek (Ancient
Tales of the Dwemer, vol. I)
Akimaes Grotto: (ESM) A grotto southeast of Seyda Neen.
Akimaes-Ilanipu Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine north of Falasmaryon.
Akorithi: (ESD) Queen of Sentinel, b. 3E 369. She is the widow of Cameron, who was killed
at the end of the War of Betony (3E 403). Her two sons are Lhotun and Greklith. Her eldest
child is Aubk-i, the Queen of Daggerfall.
Lit.: Lady Benoch's Words and Philosophy. - FAV'TE, The War of Betony. - VULPER NEWGATE, The War of
Betony. - ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

Akulakhan: (ESM) "Akulakhan will serve three purposes. First, it will be the champion of
my armies, liberating first Vvardenfell, then Morrowind, and then, perhaps the rest of
Tamriel. Second, it will serve as a sower and cultivator of the divine substance derived from
the Heart. Three, it will serve as the prominent banner and symbol of our cause -- to defy the
Empire, to liberate mortals from ancient superstitions, and to glorify our crusade against the
gods." (Dagoth Ur)
Alabaster: (ESA) City-State in the province of Elsweyr. (ESO) City in the Khajiit homeland
of Elsweyr.
Alas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the east of Vvardenfell's Molag
Amur, far south of the Erabenimsun camp.
Albion-Gora: (ESM) A location mentioned in TURIUL NIRITH, The Hope of the Redoran.
Albreigh, Geros: Author of The Refugees.
Alcaire: (ESD, ESM) An island kingdom in the province of High Rock which claims to be
the birthplace of Tiber Septim.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay. - The Arcturian Heresy.

Alchemist: (ESM) Alchemists refine and preserve the magical properties hidden in natural
and supernatural ingredients. They sell potions, the various kinds of apparatus alchemists
need to make potions, and buy and sell ingredients.
Cyrodiil Adresses
Angalmo, MAGES GUILD, Chorrol
Ardaline, MAGES GUILD, Bravil
Eilonwy, WILLOW BANK, Cheydinhal
Engorm, Shrine of Sanguine
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Julienne Fanis, Imperial City, Arcane University, Alchemy Headquarters
Ogier Georick, THE MAIN INGREDIENT, Imperial City, Market District
Falanu Hlaalu, ALL THINGS ALCHEMICAL, Skingrad
Selena Orania, MAGES GUILD, Bruma †
Claudette Perrick, THE GILDED CARAFE, Imperial City, Market District
Felen Relas, MAGES GUILD, Anvil
S'drassa, MAGES GUILD, Leyawiin
Sigrid, Kvatch
Sinderion, WEST WEALD INN, Skingrad
Alves Uvenim, MAGES GUILD, Leyawiin
Vvardenfell Addresses
Ajira, GUILD OF MAGES, Balmora
Anarenen, GUILD OF MAGES, Ald'ruhn
Arangaer, Sadrith Mora
Abelle Chriditte, Valenvaryon, Propylon Chamber
Gils Drelas, Tel Branora (Telvanni)
Daynali Dren, Tel Mora (Telvanni)
Andilu Drothan, Vivec, Hlaalu Compound (Hlaalu)
Craeita Jullalian, GUILD OF MAGES, Vivec, Foreign Quarter
Gorven Menas, Tel Uvirith (Telvanni)
Nalcarya of White Haven, Balmora
Rolasa Oren, Vivec, Foreign Quarter
Ganalyn Saram, Vivec, Hlaalu Compound (Hlaalu)
Brarayni Sarys, Tel Aruhn (Telvanni)
Anis Seloth, Sadrith Mora (Telvanni)
Garas Seloth, Vivec, Telvanni Compound (Telvanni)
Cienne Sintieve, Ald'ruhn
Ernand Thierry, GUILD OF MAGES, Caldera
Tusamircil, MAGE'S GUILD, Sadrith Mora, Wolverine Hall
Ungeleb, MAGIC SHOP, Mournhold
The Alchemist's Formulary: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Alchemy: (ESM) Alchemy identifies magical properties in mundane substances. Substances
are consumed directly, or prepared as potions to provide long-lasting benefits like healing and
curing disease, water-walking, magical shielding, and fortifying attributes. The alchemy
discipline is the processing and refinement of ingredients and materials through arcane
processes to elicit and preserve their subtle, hidden magical effects in alchemical potions.
Alchemical potions can provide a broad spectrum of long-lasting magical effects, from
healing and curing disease to water-walking, magical shields, and fortification of bodily
attributes. Anarenen at the Ald'ruhn Guild of Mages is happy to talk your ear off about
alchemy. He's been on Vvardenfell a while, and knows everything there is to know about
practicing the profession here. (ESO) Create potions and gain benefits from alchemical
ingredients more effectively. All potion ingredients have four potential effects. Normally it
takes two or more ingredients to make a potion. To perform Alchemy, one must have at least
a Mortar and Pestle. Adding a Calcinator, Alembic or Retort helps improve potions. Sampling
raw ingredients can improve one's Alchemy skill. The Alchemy skill level determines the
effects one can gain from ingredients. A Novice of Alchemy can identify an ingredient's first
effect. An Apprentice of Alchemy can identify an ingredient's first two effects. A Journeyman
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of Alchemy can identify the first three effects. An Expert of Alchemy can identify all effects.
A Master of Alchemy can create a potion from a single ingredient.
Lit.: The Alchemists Formulary. - ALYANDON MATHIERRY, Fundaments of Alchemy.

Ald Daedroth: (ESM) Ald Daedroth is a very impressive Daedric ruin in the Sheogorad
region of northeast Vvardenfell. The site itself is on a small island between Vvardenfell and
Sheogorad island to the north. Tel Mora is the closest settlement. From there you'll have to fly
or water-walk; Ald Daedroth is long abandoned, and there's no boat service. The Ald
Daedroth Daedric site is a shrine to Sheogorath, the Mad Lord.
Ald Erfoud: (ESM, ESO) A location in Morrowind near the Cyrodilic border.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Ald Iuval: (ESM, ESO) City in southwestern Morrowind at Lake Coronati.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Ald Lambasi: (ESM, ESO) A key strategic border castle in Morrowind.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Ald Malak: (ESM, ESO) City in southwestern Morrowind at Lake Coronati.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Ald Marak: (ESM, ESO) A key strategic border castle in Morrowind.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Ald Olyra: (ESM) A castle dating back to the second era when a collection of nobles built it
to protect themselves during one of the epidemics. They didn't want any of the diseased
masses to get into their midst and spread the plague, so they built up quite a sophisticated
security system for the time. Today it's mostly fallen into ruin.
Lit.: ANIIS NORU, Surfeit of Thieves.

Ald Redaynia: (ESM) Ald Redaynia is the site of an ancient Velothi tower on the northern
coast of Vvardenfell, on the western tip of a large island west of Sheogorad. (ESO) A First
Era High Elven wizard tower on Vvardenfell.
Lit.: AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man.

Ald Skar Inn: (ESM) An inn in Ald-ruhn (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District) where you can
sleep for 10 gold a night.
Ald Sotha: (ESM) Ald Sotha is a large Daedric ruin in the southern Ascadian Isles region,
within sight of Vivec City to the east. Though exotic and picturesque, it is a dangerous site,
haunted by old magics, dark cultists, and their Daedric summonings, and not recommended
for sightseers.
Lit.: Guide to Vvardenfell.

Ald Umbeil: (ESM, ESO) A key strategic border castle in Morrowind.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Ald Velothi: (ESM) Ald Velothi is a tiny fishing village on the northern coast of the West
Gash. The only services offered there are at the Ald Velothi Outpost. It's uphill from the
fisherman's shacks and docks. You can't miss it; it's a Redoran-style building with a
watchtower next to it. Theldyn Virith, the local Redoran sheriff, is in charge of the Ald
Velothi Outpost. They have a publican, Trivura Arenim, and Orero Omothan, a Redoran
smith, and Sedam Omalen, a Redoran trader. The only other place of interest is the Daedric
ruin of Ashalmawia to the east.
Follow the coast northeast to the village of Khuul. Gnisis is due south, but there is no direct
road. Head southwest until you reach the Samsi River, then work back east towards Gnisis.
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Aldmeri: (ESM) Aldmeri -- the Imperial usage is 'Elves' -- are long-lived, culturally
conservative humanoids distinct from Tamriel's "manish" races of the north and "beast
peoples" races of the southeast. By contrast with the manish tribes, Elven cultures and social
institutions are stable and persistent; Elven nations are neither economically expansive nor
militarily adventurous. Elves are conditionally fertile - that is, they only conceive when
population pressure is low - so expanding populations do not force them to explore or war
with neighbors. The arts, literature, sorceries, technology and theology that have flourished
within ancient Elven cultures have profoundly shaped the development of the Empire's
manish and beast races.
Aldmeri Dominion: (PG1) The Aldmeri Dominion is a relatively recent creation. Formerly
divided into the two realms of the Summerset Isles and Valenwood, the Aldmeri Dominion
has its origins in CE830, when the heirs of the Camoran Dynasty began to fight over the
Valenwood throne. When a faction of the Bosmer (Wood Elves) made overtures of peace to
their longtime enemies in West Cyrodiil - territorial concessions in return for Colovian
support for the faction's claimant - the Altmer (High Elves) of Summerset invaded the
Valenwood Nations. Citing a stewardship clause in a treaty from a thousand years before, the
High Elves quickly established a provisional government, the Thalmor, on behalf of their own
claimant, Camoran Anaxemes, whose bloodline had struck the pact with the Aldmeri Council
in the first place. As the Cyrodilic Empire was still in the shambles of the Interregnum, the
Colovians were quickly driven back by the Aldmeri army. The other heirs of the throne were
silenced, the Wood Elves thanked their cousins for bringing back stability, and the High Elves
reminded Anaxemes the price of Summerset's aid: fifty years' fealty to the King of Alinor.
The Aldmeri Dominion was born. - The Thalmor strengthened its hold on the Valenwood
Nations during the foundation of the Third Empire. Savage Bosmer tribes skirmished with the
Estates along the River Strid, whipped to a frenzy by their High Elven masters. With the
Empire now reunified under Tiber Septim, these attacks have subsided; but encampments wait
on either side of the Valenwood border, awaiting a decisive battle. On the occasions when the
Elves probe the Empire's defenses, the Legions have sent them back in tatters. Indeed, the
Colovians have taken to calling their enemy the "Old Mary" Dominion, for the womanly
offensives of its Elven soldiers. The situation at sea, however, is another story, and the
Dominion terrorizes the southern waters from the Cape of the Blue Divide to the Topal Bay.
Their sorcery has made allies of a few Reachmen, the Maormer of Pyandonea, and, as of this
writing, perhaps even the Elsweyr Confederacy. Though no formal declaration of war has
been made, Tamriel is divided between the Empire and the Elder Races, and Tiber Septim has
made it known to the Thalmor that he is the True Emperor of Cyrodiil, and heir to all of its
former holdings. The Elves of Tamriel have yet to answer. - Considering we have endured
their offenses for two thousand years, we know surprisingly little about the Aldmeri. (Only
Morrowind, under Skyrim domination during the First Empire, and open to travel and trade
during most of the Common Era, is somewhat better known.). The Elves of High Rock and
Cyrodiil were either wiped out long ago or displaced into obscurity. As for the Elves of the
Dominion, our knowledge of their regions is limited to brief Imperial occupations, or to the
translations we have of their literature.
Today, we are left with the beautiful heresies of the Anuad, surviving only by virtue of their popularity and
proliferation, and perhaps a dozen more works of lesser reknown. This, though, does not explain fully the
scarcity of Elven letters. We might turn to Dylxexes, an early human scholar, for another answer. After studying
the financial records of the Direnni Hegemony, a High Elven merchant family that exploited the human
kingdoms of its day, he had this to say: “These [records] may help to explain why so much of Aldmeri literature
is forbidden, scorned, or untranslated, for I have seen [their] like before. The Direnni were either exceedingly
paranoid or their system of economy so inextricably linked with dangerous theosophist numeral-symbolism that
much of what is recorded here requires... sorcerous precautions on the part of the reader. [Hidden magic] is
everywhere incorporated in their writings... signs and preternatural runes and [correspondences]... in expenditure
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columns, even, or margins [that] can be fatal to the uninitiated. Crucial pages were covered with the spittle of the
previous translator, who had babbled idiotically over the text for days before catching fire.”

Of particular scarcity is information about either the High Elves or the Summerset Isles.
During the Second Empire ambassadors were allowed only in the capital of Alinor, and thus
any description of the Altmeri homeland is confined to that city alone, and elsewhere
(Alinor). Furthermore, we can offer only this brief but reliable account of the High Elven
people. It comes from the journals of Eric of Guis, Reman's emissary to the Altmer, who lived
among them ca. 1E2820:
"High elves consider themselves to be the only perfect race. Over hundreds of generations they have bred
themselves into a racially pure line, and are now almost identical to one another in appearance. The theory that
the High Elves do not reproduce as quickly or as often as humans is false. Rather, and to my horror, they kill
nine out of ten babies born to them in their obsession for purity."
"The Altmer despise other Elves as unsophisticated churls and barely consider the non-Aldmeri races at all. They
pay their Imperial tithes, I'm sure, not for fear of war with the humans but rather to keep an invasion from
"infecting" their islands."
"Breeding outside the pure line is a terrible, unthinkable crime, and taken as prima facia evidence of the tainted
blood of the individual in question - if they were, they wouldn't have the impulse to do it. Exile to the mainland
is regarded as equivalent to a death sentence, since there is no purpose in living outside their ideal society."
"They have a high regard for order and gravitate naturally towards wearing uniforms and speaking in formal
patterns. Their trees and their livestock have been bred to be as standard and ideal as they are. They have no real
names of their own, only combinations of numbers that, when spoken aloud, sound to human ears as such. They
feel no real tenderness for one another and have no concept of compassion."
"They are decadent and self-obsessed, and prize form and their own brand of manners or style as their main
value. Aware of their aristocratic position, they surround themselves with riches and treasures, the works of great
artists and the finest of everything, but have no real appreciation for any of these things. Each of them is
concerned solely with himself, and as a result they do no real socializing; they meet and hold courts only to
demonstrate their importance and power to each other. Rarely do they speak to the human ambassadors of
Cyrodiil; when they do, their speech is full of riddles, or spellwords that enchant one to a satisfied madness."

Valenwood was claimed as a wasteland province of the Second Empire, and its geography is
partially described in several Imperial surveys. Valenwood is noteworthy in that it has no
cities or townships built by the Wood Elves themselves. Their strict "Green Pact" prohibits
the use of wood or other vegetable derivatives as building materials, and they are too
improvident to learn the use of stone. The Wood Elves permitted a few roads to be built by
the Second Empire, but neglect their maintenance, as the Bosmer do not need roads to move
easily through the thickest forest; these roads would be now overgrown were it not for the
High Elves of the Thalmor, who have repaired and widened them for rapid passage of their
arms to and from the coast. Much of the region is impenetrable mangrove and coastal rain
forest, with few grasslands or glade areas until further north near the Strident Coast. Many of
the human trading posts established by the Second Empire have been abandoned or claimed
by the beastfolk - Centaurs, Orcs, and Imga - that share the forests with the Bosmer tribes.
Humans, in general, have learned not to intrude in the forests of Valenwood. While they once
depended entirely on the annual Stridmeet caravans of the Colovian West, the Wood Elves
now rely entirely on the sea piracy of the Dominion for whatever they require from the
outside world. - Concerning the Wood Elves as a people, we must again turn to the prolific
Eric of Guis. After a grateful dismissal from the Court of Alinor, he stayed with the Bosmer
for a time at the capital city of Falinesti, during its summer migration. As the city strode along
the coastal region of the Cape, Eric of Guis recorded much about Valenwood culture:
"No less abhorrent are the Bosmer than their kin at Summerset, but they are far more cooperative. The Wood
Elves love the current human activity because it makes them feel important."
"They are exclusively and religiously carnivorous. They cannot, or will not, eat anything that is plant-based.
They eat game, beastfolk, each other, or meats imported from other regions. This part of the Green Pact is known
as the Meat Mandate, and, among its other rules, it requires that a fallen enemy must be eaten completely before
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three days pass. The family members of the warrior that slew the enemy may help him with his meal. Needless
to say, the Wood Elves do not like to engage in large battles if they have not undergone a suitable starvation
period."
"Though they are excellent archers, the Green Pact forces their bowyers and fletchers to use bone or similar
materials, or to buy bows and arrows from other cultures. The use of woodcrafts created by another race is not
forbidden, nor is the sale of their own Valenwood timber as long as it is collected by a non-Bosmeri."
"The Wood Elves, of course, cannot smoke anything of a vegetable nature. Bone pipes are common, however,
and are filled with caterpillars or tree grubs."
"For a brief time the Colovian armies used Wood Elf archers, as in the War of Rihad two years past. The Bosmer
proved to be too undisciplined and prone to desertion for further use. They would sometimes walk into the shade
of a single tree and vanish. Their forest-coupling skills are remarkable. The title of their most famous poem, the
Meh Ayleidion, means "The One Thousand Benefits of Hiding."
"At the trading posts of the Empire, the Wood Elves become very happy. Some creations of carpentry delight
them to no end. Most of it has never occurred to them. They bring their own trade items: hides, river pearls,
finger-bone charms made from the still-magically-charged hands of their dead wizards. They often buy
woodcrafts that they have no use for or whose use they never bother to find out. Some of the bravest Wood
Elven warriors use wagon wheels as shields, or as (they think) impressive headgear."
"While sometimes amusing, the Bosmer have a bestial side. They can resort to animal shapes if they need to, or
water. Their most dreaded transformation is the Wild Hunt, which killed King Borgas for the "iniquities" of his
Alessian faith. The Wild Hunt is a pack of shifting forest-demons and animal-gods, thousands strong, which
sweeps through the countryside killing everything its path. The Wood Elves do not like to talk about the Hunt,
and I gather they do not feel proud of this power at all-Gomini, my Bosmer companion of late, tells me that the
Hunt is used for justice, but that also, "every monster in the world that has ever been comes from a previous
Hunt. Those Bosmer that go Wild, they do not return."

The traveler is advised to avoid the lands of the Aldmeri Dominion. Though the Thalmor have
representatives at the Imperial City, and the Cyrodilic Grand Vizier Zurin Arctus is meeting
with the King of Alinor, contact with the Bosmer and Altmer are often disagreeable to the
common Imperial citizen. Avoid their books and magic. Wear the permitted weaponry when
near their borders. If you are manly and able, apply for service in the Legions.
Aldmeris: (1) (a.k.a. Ald Aldmeris) (ESM, ESO) Aldmeris is the original Elvish language,
still spoken as a first language among isolated Elven communities, and spoken and written by
all educated Elves, and the language of the Elven arts. The root '-mer' is analogous with the
root '-man' or '-men' in human language; thus, the Elves are mer as Humans are men.
Lit.: RAELYS ANINE, Ayleid Inscriptions and their Translations. - MAROBAR SUL, Azura and the Box (Ancient
Tales of the Dwemer, vol. XI). - MAROBAR SUL, Chimarvamidium (Ancient Tales of the Dwemer, vol. VI). Hanging Gardens of Wasten Coridale. - Chronicles of Nchuleft. - Kagrenac's Journal. - Kagrenac's Planbook. FLORIN JALIIL, Father of the Niben. - IRLAV JAROL, Magic from the Sky. - AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the
Ages of Man.

(2) (ESO) The now lost continent where the Aldmeri originally hail from (also known as 'Old
Ehlnofey').
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Ald'ruhn

Ald'ruhn
(From Guide to Ald'ruhn)

(ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind. (ESM) Ald'ruhn is the district seat of House
Redoran, and a large settlement. Most citizens are Dunmer, most are House Redoran members
or followers. The Redoran Council, the Redoran Noble Manors, and fine merchants are in the
Manor District, all inside an ancient Emperor Crab shell known as Skar. All six Redoran
councilors, Brara Morvayn, Hlaren Ramoran, Athyn Sarethi, Garisa Llethri, Miner Arobar, and
Bolvyn Venim, live in the Manor District. Most of the cornerclubs, merchants, and guildhalls
are on the southwest and central part of town. House Redoran services are in the Manor District,
under Skar. Goren Andarys, guild steward of the Morag Tong, in the Manor District. The
Ald'ruhn Temple is on the east side of town. Old Methal Seran is an eminent Temple priest and
scholar. For Imperial Legion and Imperial cult services, go to Fort Buckmoth through the South
Gate, south of town, outside the town wall. Raesa Pullia is commandant of Fort Buckmoth,
Imsin the Dreamer is the chapter steward, the Redguard Hean is priest of the Imperial cult. The
Fighters Guild and Mages Guild are near the South Gate. Percius Mercius is Fighters Guild
steward, Edwinna Elbert is Mages Guild steward. Pricy but high-quality clothier, alchemist, and
enchanter shops are under Skar as well. You can get more reasonable prices, but a smaller
selection, from the smith, clothier, trader, pawnbroker, and bookseller near the entrance to Skar.
Ald'ruhn is fortunate in having two enchanters and two alchemists. Even though Cienne
Sintieve and Llether Vari are up in the more expensive Manor District, I think you'll find the
selection and service with Tanar Llervi and Anarenen at the Mages Guild every bit as good. Of
course, if you're affiliated with the Mages Guild, you'll want to try Tanar Llervi and Anarenen
first. If you want weapons or arms in Ald'ruhn, or need weapons and armor repaired, look for
Dandera Selaro the Smith in Ald'ruhn-under-Skar. Dandera Selaro serves all comers, and has a
quality selection. The other three smiths in Ald'ruhn have faction associations. Ergnir the Nord
is the Fighters Guild smith, and Tuveso Beleth is the House Redoran smith at Redoran Council
Hall. Yambagorn gro-Shulor is the Legion's smith at Fort Buckmoth. And Daynes Redothril the
pawnbroker may also be worth a look. The Rat in the Pot cornerclub is to the south, and the Ald
Skar Inn to the west, near West Gate and the silt strider port. Silt strider service goes to
Balmora, Gnisis, Khuul, and Maar Gan. Guild guides at the Mages Guild teleport you to
Balmora, Vivec, Caldera, and Sadrith Mora for a fee. Gnaar Mok is a long hard walk west to the
coast and then south; there are no marked routes.
Ald'ruhn is a good place for experienced fighters and mercenaries. Both the Fighters Guild and the Imperial
Legion are looking for recruits, and they offer rapid advancement if you do well with the tasks the guild steward
or the chapter steward assigns you. And if you're planning to make a career in Ald'ruhn, you might consider
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House Redoran. It's hard for outlanders to rise above a certain rank, but if you show promise, and get a sponsor,
you can go all the way to the top... in theory, anyway. If you are looking for work, and have skill and experience
in the arcane arts, you can't do better than the Ald'ruhn Mages Guild. Edwinna Elbert, the guild steward, is in her
own world, like most mages, but she's good-hearted and sensible, if you can get her attention. And you can't
advance very far in other factions around here unless you have good fighter's skills. Except, the Temple, if that's
to your taste. People with arcane skills can rise pretty fast in their ranks.

To reach Ald'ruhn from Balmora on foot, take the road north from Balmora to Caldera. Exit
Caldera through the northwest gate. Though Ald'ruhn is nearly due north as the racer flies, the
road swings far to the west to avoid the ash wastes, curving around at last to the east, even
southeast, before approaching Ald'ruhn. It is a long trip through desolate lands, and easy to
get lost if you leave the road. Alternatively, pay for passage on a silt strider. Travel by guild
guide is the best method. Pay a guild guide at the Guild of Mages for transport to Ald'ruhn.
Lit.: Guide to Ald'ruhn.

Alduin: (ESM) (Skyrim pantheon: World Eater) Alduin is the Nordic variation of Akatosh,
and only superficially resembles his counterpart in the Nine Divines. For example, Alduin's
sobriquet, 'the world eater', comes from myths that depict him as the horrible, ravaging
firestorm that destroyed the last world to begin this one. Nords therefore see the god of time
as both creator and harbinger of the apocalypse. He is not the chief of the Nordic pantheon (in
fact, that pantheon has no chief; see Shor, below) but its wellspring, albeit a grim and
frightening one.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Aleft: (ESM) A Dwemer ruin south of Gnaar Mok.
Alembic: (ESM) An alembic is a glass container in which the arcane properties of natural and
supernatural substances are distilled from their raw ingredients. The substances are infused,
then heated until vapor is produced. The vapor then condenses in a separate container,
precipitating the distilled elements with the desired magical properties. – Cf. → Apparatus.
Quality
Novice
Apprentice
Journeyman
Expert
Master
Secret Master
Grandmaster

Year
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 427
3E 427

Weight
0,44
10,00
0,45
7,00
0,47
0,48
5,00
0,50
3,00
3,00

Value
50,00
50,00
100,00
200,00
250,00
500,00
1.200,00
1.000,00
1.600,00
4.000,00

Alen Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's West
Gash, south of the Dwemer ruin Bthungthumz.
Al-Esh: ('the high high') (ESO) Ancient form of Alessia.
Lit.: The Adabal-a ; The Song of Pelinal.

Alessia: (ESO) Founder and first Empress of Cyrodiil.
Lit.: FAUSTILLUS JUNIUS, Shezarr and the Divines.

Alessian Calendar: See → Apotheosis of Alessia.
Alessian Order: (PG1) This monotheistic religion was once very popular, but today only
remnants of its faith remain. It started in the coastal jungle of what is now the Colovian west,
where a prophet named Marukh, who had spoken to the "Enlightened One," Saint Alessia,
began to question the validity of Elven rule. These sentiments led to an increasingly abstract
and unknowable depiction of a Single God. The Alessians were wise enough to realize that
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they had to incorporate the ancient polytheistic elements into their new religion for it to find a
wide acceptance. The divine aspects worshipped by the various humans and Aldmeri were
recognizable in the guise of the myriad saints and spirits of the evolving Alessian canon. It
wasn't long before the Order was the authority on every religion in Tamriel, and their power
grew to earthshaking proportions. Nearly a third of the First Era passed under their theocratic
rule. When its priesthood had become too widespread to support itself, the Order began to
fight among itself. With the severance of the territories of West Cyrodiil from the Empire, too
much money and land had been lost. The War of Righteousness broke out, and the Order
which had almost ruled the world undid itself in a ten year span. (ESO) In 1E 361, the
Alessians gained control of the Empire and enforced the Alessian Doctrines throughout its
domain.
Lit.: HERMINIA CINNA, The Last King of the Ayleids.

Aleswell: (ESO) A small settlement in Cyrodiil to the northwest of the Roxey Inn, on the
other side of the Silver Road to Bruma.
Alfiq: (ESO) (Khajiiti term) Allegedly a kind of ordinary housecat which is able to cast
spells.
Lit.: CODUS CALLONUS, Mixed Unit Tactics in the Five Years War (vol. I).

The Alik'r: (ESD) Title of a work by Enric Milres, which comes in one volume and was
originally published in c. 3E 402/403.
Alik'r Desert: (ESD) A desert in Hammerfell's west.
Lit.: ENRIC MILRES, The Alik'r.

Alinor: (ESA) City-State in the province of Sumurset Isle, forest city of Summurset. (PG1) A
forbidden city for nearly fifty years, Alinor is both capital of the Summerset Isles and the
heart of the Aldmeri Dominion. Human traders were only allowed at its ports, and they
described the city as "made from glass or insect wings." Less fantastic accounts come from
the Imperial emissaries of the Reman Dynasty, which describe the city as straight and
glimmering, "a hypnotic swirl of ramparts and impossibly high towers, designed to catch the
light of the sun and break it to its component colors, which lies draped across its stones until
you are thankful for nightfall."
Alit: (ESM) The alit is a tailless two-legged predator common to the grasslands and ash
wastes of Vvardenfell. Built like its larger cousin and more dangerous cousin, the kagouti, the
alit has a large head and protruding jaw, and when running on its short, stumpy legs, it looks
like a big toothy mouth with feet.

Alit.
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Alit Hide: (ESM) The tough hide of the wild alit makes a serviceable multi-purpose leather.
Ashlanders hunt the alit and use their tanned hides as trade goods.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
5,00
Drain Intelligence
Resist Poison
Telekinesis
Detect Animal

* Septims/Pound

Alkanet Flower: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Alkanet plant.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Intelligence
Resist Poison
Light
Damage Fatigue

* Septims/Pound

Alkosh: (ESM) (Elsweyr pantheon: Dragon King of Cats): Pre-ri'Datta Dynasty Anaquinine
deity. A variation on the Altmeri Auri-El, and thus an Akatosh-as-culture-hero for the earliest
Khajiiti. His worship was co-opted during the establishment of the Riddle-T'har, and he still
enjoys immense popularity in Elsweyr's wasteland regions. He is depicted as a fearsome
dragon, a creature the Khajiit say 'is just a real big cat'. He repelled an early Aldmeri pogrom
of Pelinal Whitestrake during mythic times.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

All-Saints Inn: (ESO) An inn in the Temple district of the Imperial City (Cyrodiil) where you
can sleep for 15 gold a night.
Alluring Gaze: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Novice skill and
affects the target at distance. Effects: Charm, 12 points for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Alluring Gaze Tome.

Almalexia: (1) (ESM) (Dunmeri pantheon: Mother Morrowind) Almalexia - or Almalexia the
Warden - is one of the gods worshipped by the Dunmer in the Tribunal Temple and a member
of the Tribunal. She was the virtuous wife of Nerevar and one of his most trusted advisors,
and later the Consort of Lord Vivec. She is known as the Healing Mother and Lady of Mercy,
the source of compassion and sympathy, patron of Healers and Teachers, and protector of the
poor and weak. She's no tender-hearted powderpuff, though. She's an important symbol of
Dunmer independence to those who resent the Empire, and the Hands of Almalexia - her
personal guards - enforce a strict adherence to Temple doctrines. - (2) (PG1) The largest and
oldest city in Morrowind, named for its patron goddess. Almalexia is truly an ancient city,
possibly predating the Dark Elves. It is reputed to be built over the ruins of a vast Dwarven
city, although the current inhabitants vigorously deny this. Here the intrepid traveler would
find the center of the Tribunal cult, in the sprawling palace/temple of Mournhold, a city
within the city. This is also the seat of government of the Dark Elves, where the priests of the
Tribunal rule in the name of their legendary deities. - See also → Mournhold.
(ESM) "Almalexia's the Mother of us all, healer and protector. Always has been. I suppose She doesn't seem that
way now. It's the war with Dagoth Ur. It's hard for all of us. She's had to change -- to toughen Herself and Her
followers. It's true that sometimes dissenters disappear when they question Her doctrines. The Hands of
Almalexia are more like inquisitors than knights of loving mercy. And Mournhold doesn't feel much like the
City of Love any more. But hard times demand hard gods."

Almoners: (ESM) Almoners gather alms from members and friends of the faith. We depend
on donations to fund most of our good works. Almoners who are successful at bringing in
generous donations may rise in the ranks of Imperial cult service. If you are interested, speak
to Iulus Truptor at the Imperial Chapels in Ebonheart.
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Alms for the Poor: (ESM) The Imperial cult asks for donations from members and friends of
the faith to support our good works. As a custom, we ask for alms for the poor, because most
of the gifts go to feed, cloth, cure, and heal the less fortunate, but in fact the donations go to
support various worthy causes and special projects. Collecting alms is just one of the many
tasks our more faithful members perform in the service of the Nine.
Almsivi: Acronym of Almalexia, Sil and Vivec.
Almsivi Intervention: (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. The subject of this effect is
transported instantaneously to the altar of the nearest shrine or temple of the Tribunal Temple.
Almsivi Restoration: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's saint Veloth
which restores the blessed's damaged attributes.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Almurbalarammi: (ESM) A Daedric ruin north of Mawia.
Alocasia Fruit: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Alocacia plant, known to have
restorative properties.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
64,00 Restore Fatigue
Light
Restore Health
Damage Magicka

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: BRENITH ARALYN, A Traveler's Guide to New Sheoth and the Shivering Isles.

Aloe: (ESAR) The ancients know well the afficiacy of the Aloe. It is a wondrous herb, useful
in staunching the flow of blood and in promoting the healing of wounds. It has also been
found to lessen the effect of the pox. An elexir may be simply made by combining the licqor
from a crushed leaf with purest water.
Aloe Vera Leaves: (ESAR, ESD, ESO)
Time
2E 864
3E 405

Province Value* Attributed Effect(s)
Hammerfell n/a
Heal
High Rock 36,00 Restore [?] Stamina
Heal Health
3E 433 Cyrodiil
160,00 Restore Fatigue
Restore Health
Damage Magicka
Invisibility
* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Flora of Hammerfell.

Altadoon Dunmeri: (ESM) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Altar of Thrond: (ESM) A formation of standing stones west of the Harstrad River.
Alten Corimont: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Alten Markmont: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Alten Meirhall: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Alteration: (ESD) Alteration refers to the School of Alteration, one of the six avenues of
magical study. This school concerns itself with magicka's ability to change, often radically,
the structure and composition of any object. Unlike the School of Illusion, Alteration deals
with actual change, not the appearance of it. Slowfalling and Shield are two classic spells of
the School of Alteration. (ESLB) Governing attribute: Willpower. The School of Alteration
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specialises in magic's ability to change the structure and composition of matter. The better the
character's skill, the easier the character can buy, learn, and cast spells in this School. (ESM)
The alteration discipline is the mastery of the spell effects of the College of Alteration. The
alteration spells involve manipulation of the physical world and its natural properties.
Alteration effects include water breathing and walking, jumping, levitating, opening locks,
and shield barriers against physical damage. (ESO) The art of altering the fabric of reality.
Alteration magic has spells that decrease the weight of the items one carries, or increase the
weight of the items enemies carry, spells that shield from fire, frost or lightning, spells that
unlock doors and treasure chests, spells that let one breathe underwater or walk on the water's
surface, and a Shield spell that temporarily reduces the damage enemies do to the caster in
combat. Alteration creates a reality that is recognized by everyone.
Lit.: Reality and Other Falsehoods.

Alteration Potions: (ESM) Alteration potions provide beneficial magical effects from the
domain of the Arcane College of Alteration. Alteration potions include: burden, feather, and
levitate.
Alteration Spells: (ESM) There are many common variants of alteration spells, not to
mention the countless custom versions created by ambitious spellcasters. But here is a list of
the most basic spells, representing all the fundamental classes of spell effects produced by this
college: water breathing, buoyancy, water walking, shield, fire shield, shock shield, frost
shield, burden, feather, jump, slowfall, levitate, lock, and open.
Altmer: ('high people') (ESA) High Elves hail from the island province of Summurset. They
are a tall, golden-skinned people with almond shaped eyes. High Elves are extremely
intelligent, agile, and willful. High Elves seem drawn to magic as a moth is to flame. They have
a natural affinity to its use, and often make quite formidable wizards. High Elves are naturally
immune to paralyzation. They are adept at any art involving the arcane. (ESD) Province:
Sumurset Isle [sic]. The tall, golden-skinned High Elves are easily equal to Bretons in sorcerous
ability due to their high intelligence, force of will, and agility. They are more susceptible to
spells than the people of High Rock, but by their nature are completely immune to paralysation.
The magical nature of Sumurset Isle has made the High Elves natural spellcasters. (ESM) Altmer
are the proud, tall, golden-skinned peoples of the Summerset [sic] Isles. 'High' is taken to mean
variously 'tall,' 'proud,' and 'culturally snobbish.' In the Empire, 'High Elves' is the common
usage. They consider themselves the most civilized culture of Tamriel, and, in truth, the
common tongue of the Empire, Tamrielic, is based on their speech and writing, and most of the
Empire's arts, crafts, and sciences are derived from High Elven traditions. Deft, intelligent, and
strong-willed, High Elves are often gifted in the arcane arts, and are far more resistant to disease
than the lesser races. (ESO) Also known as „Altmer“ in their homeland of Summerset Isle, the
High Elves are the most strongly gifted in the arcane arts of all the races. High Elves have the
most Magicka, but are also damaged more by all types of magic, to fire, frost and shock.
Lit.: The Anuad Paraphrased.

Amaro: (ESM, ESO) The name of a spiritual or magical being, conjured by the witches of the
Skeffington Coven.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Amatius, Cinda: (ESO) Author of The Shivering Apothecary.
Amaya: See → Lake Amaya.
Amber: (ESO) Amber is a resin found in the realm of the Daedra Sheogorath. It is often
found in root system tunnels and on Gnarls. When treated properly, it is especially suited to
lightweight weapons and armor. It is rumored that a smith in New Sheoth is able to fashion
weapons and armor from Amber.
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Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
400,00 Resist Fire
160,00 -

Lit.: DUMAG GRO-BONK, Amber Materials List.

Amber Forest: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Amber Guard: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Ambrosia: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Mana Bloom.
Time
Province
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
320,00 Restore Health

Amelion's Tomb: (ESO) A familiy tomb in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Blackwood. Apart
from the Trentius Family Mausoleum in the Imperial City's Palace district, this is the only
family tomb in Cyrodiil.
Amiel Richton: See → Richton, Amiel.
Amiglith: (ESM) A location on Summurset Isle.
Lit.: The Charwich-Koniinge Letters.

Amodetha: (ESM, ESO) The wife of King Mantiarco of Solitude which preceeded Potema
Septim. She was the mother of Prince Bathorgh of Solitude (b. 3E 65).
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Amol: (ESA) Town in the province of Skyrim.
Ampoule Pod: (ESM) The immature state of the fruiting body of the primitive Draggle-Tail
plant of the Bitter Coast is called the ampoule pod. This pod has modest magical properties
prized by alchemists.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
20,00 Water Walking
Paralyze
Detect Animal
Drain Willpower

* Septims/Pound

Amulet of Kings: (ESO) The sacred symbol of the Empire. The Amulet of Kings is ancient,
Saint Alessia herself received it from the gods. During the Sack of Sancre Tor, General Talos
is said to have recovered the Amulet of Kings from the tomb of Reman III. It is a holy relic of
great power. Originally the Symbol of the Cyrodilic Empire, it was later taken as the symbol
of the Septim line. When an Emperor is crowned, he uses the Amulet to light the Dragonfires
at the Temple of the One in the Imperial City. Only those of Septim blood can wear it.
Lit.: WENENGRUS MONHONA, The Amulet of Kings. - MATERA CHAPEL, The Legendary City of Sancre Tor.

The Amulet of Kings: (ESO) Title of a work by Wenengrus Monhona, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
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Amulet of Unity: (ESM) The Amulet of Unity was made many years ago, back in the First
Era.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
1.000,00 1,00
Fortify Intelligence
Fortify Willpower
Fortify Alteration
Fortify Conjuration
Fortify Destruction
Fortify Illusion
Fortify Mysticism
Fortify Restoration

* given in pounds

Anabolis, Hasphat: Author of Life and Times of the Nerevarine (4 vols.) and Collected
Essays on Dwemer History and Culture.
Anarion, Quarde: (ESM) Author of Smuggler's Island.
Anaxes: (ESO) A Daedric Xivilai, the lord of Mankar Camoran's Savage Garden.
Ancestor: (ESM) The Dunmer believe the spirits of the dead live on in our world. They can
know and affect the future, and can speak with other spirits, and work great magic, so the
Dunmer honor and gift them, and ask them for aid and protection. Strong spirits of heroes and
wise women preserve the wisdom and honor of the race. The worst spirits are evil and
harmful, called ghosts, and devils, and daemons. The oldest and greatest ancestor spirits are
the Daedra. They are powerful, but dangerous, and hard to understand. Ghosts can't be
harmed except by an enchanted weapon or magic.
Lit.: Ancestors and the Dunmer. - The Doors of the Spirit.

Ancestor Ghost: (ESM) Ancestor ghosts commonly defend the tombs of clan and kin, but
may also be summoned and controlled by sorcerers. Ancestor ghosts are aggressive but not
very dangerous -- IF you have an enchanted or silvered weapon, or deadly sorcery.

Ancestor Ghost

Ancestor worship: (ESM) Ancestor worship is the dominant form of worship among the
Ashlanders, a personal and pervasive feature of their everyday life. The Tribunal Temple
retains veneration of ancestors as a minor aspect of worship, greatly overshadowed by the
awe-inspiring power and benevolence of the Tribunes. The Daedra and the Saints are
worshipped as ancestors, and each Temple family maintains a shrine dedicated to the remains
and spirits of the clan's dead.
Ancestor-Moth: See → Cult of the Ancestor-Moth.
Ancestors and the Dunmer: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was originally written by an unknown scholar as a guide for foreign visitors
to Morrowind shortly after the Armistice was signed. Many of the described practices have
since fallen into disfavor. The most obvious changes are those regarding the practice of
Necromancy and the Great Ghostfence. Dunmer today regard Necromancy upon any of the
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accepted races as an abomination. The Ghostfence has forced many changes in the practice of
ancestor worship. With the vast majority of ancestors' remains going to strengthen the Great
Ghostfence around the mountain of Dagoth Ur, there are very few clan ghost fences in
Morrowind. The Temple discourages such practices among the Houses as selfish. The upkeep
of family tombs and private Waiting Doors has also fallen into disfavor, as very few remains
have been buried in these tombs and shrines since the Armistice. In recent years most Dunmer
venerate a small portion of their ancestor's remains kept at a local temple.
Ancestral Barrow: (ESM) The Skaal bury their deads in ancestral barrows, which can be
found all over Solstheim.

A typical ancestral barrow.
Alphabetical List of Ancestral Barrows
Bloodskaal Barrow
Connorflenge Barrow
Eddard Barrow
Frosselmane Barrow
Gyldenhul Barrow
Himmelhost Barrow
Hrothmund's Barrow

Jolgeirr Barrow
Kelsedolk Barrow
Kolbjorn Barrow
Lukesturm Barrow
Skogdrake Barrow
Stormpfund Barrow
Valbrandr Barrow

Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) The Dunmer bury their dead in such tombs. It is best to avoid
offending the Dunmer by entering them. There are rules to govern such things.
Alphabetical List of Ancestral Tombs
Alas Ancestral Tomb
Alen Ancestral Tomb
Andalen Ancestral Tomb
Andalor Ancestral Tomb
Andas Ancestral Tomb
Andavel Ancestral Tomb
Andrano Ancestral Tomb
Andrethi Ancestral Tomb
Andules Ancestral Tomb
Aralen Ancestral Tomb
Aran Ancestral Tomb
Arano Ancestral Tomb
Arenim Ancestral Tomb
Arethan Ancestral Tomb

Aryon Ancestral Tomb
Arys Ancestral Tomb
Baram Ancestral Tomb
Beran Ancestral Tomb
Baram Ancestral Tomb
Beran Ancestral Tomb
Dareleth Ancestral Tomb
Dralas Ancestral Tomb
Drath Ancestral Tomb
Dreloth Ancestral Tomb
Drethan Ancestral Tomb
Drinith Ancestral Tomb
Dulo Ancestral Tomb
Fadathram Ancestral Tomb

Falas Ancestral Tomb
Favel Ancestral Tomb
Gimothran Ancestral Tomb
Ginith Ancestral Tomb
Helan Ancestral Tomb
Helas Ancestral Tomb
Heran Ancestral Tomb
Hlaalu Ancestral Tomb
Hleran Ancestral Tomb
Hlervi Ancestral Tomb
Hlervu Ancestral Tomb
Ienith Ancestral Tomb
Indalen Ancestral Tomb
Indaren Ancestral Tomb
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Llando Ancestral Tomb
Lleran Ancestral Tomb
Llervu Ancestral Tomb
Maren Ancestral Tomb
Marvani Ancestral Tomb
Nelas Ancestral Tomb
Nerano Ancestral Tomb
Norvayn Ancestral Tomb
Omalen Ancestral Tomb
Omaren Ancestral Tomb
Orethi Ancestral Tomb
Othrelas Ancestral Tomb
Randas Ancestral Tomb
Ravel Ancestral Tomb
Raviro Ancestral Tomb
Redas Ancestral Tomb
Releth Ancestral Tomb

Reloth Ancestral Tomb
Rethandus Ancestral Tomb
Rothan Ancestral Tomb
Sadryon Ancestral Tomb
Salothan Ancestral Tomb
Salothran Ancestral Tomb
Salvel Ancestral Tomb
Samarys Ancestral Tomb
Sandas Ancestral Tomb
Sandus Ancestral Tomb
Sarano Ancestral Tomb
Saren Ancestral Tomb
Sarethi Ancestral Tomb
Sarys Ancestral Tomb
Savel Ancestral Tomb
Senim Ancestral Tomb
Seran Ancestral Tomb
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Serano Ancestral Tomb
Sethan Ancestral Tomb
Thalas Ancestral Tomb
Tharys Ancestral Tomb
Thelas Ancestral Tomb
Thiralas Ancestral Tomb
Uveran Ancestral Tomb
Vandus Ancestral Tomb
Velas Ancestral Tomb
Veloth Ancestral Tomb
Venim Ancestral Tomb
Verelnim Ancestral Tomb

Anchivius: Author of Legal Basics.
Ancient: (ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in Vvardenfell's vampiric clans hierarchy.
Ancient Tales of the Dwemer: (ESM) A popular collection of tales compiled by MAROBAR
SUL, of which only the following seven volumes are known: I. The Ransom of Zarek, II. The
Seed, III. The Importance of Where, V. The Song of the Alchemists, VI. Chimarvamidium (see
the respective entry), X. The Dowry, and XI. Azura and the Box. Scholars do not agree on the
exact date of SUL's work, but it is generally agreed that they were written by the playwright
GOR FELIM, famous for popular comedies and romances during the Interregnum between the
fall of the First Cyrodilic Empire and the rise of Tiber Septim. The current theory holds that
FELIM heard a few genuine Dwemer tales and adapted them to the stage in order to make
money, along with rewritten versions of many of his own plays. - GOR FELIM created the
persona of MAROBAR SUL who could translate the Dwemer language in order to add some sort
of validity to the work and make it even more valuable to the gullible. Note that while
MAROBAR SUL and his works became the subject of heated controversy, there are no reliable
records of anyone actually meeting MAROBAR SUL, nor was there anyone of that name
employed by the Mages Guild, the School of Julianos, or any other intellectual institution. - In
any case, the Dwemer in most of the tales of MAROBAR SUL bear little resemblance to the
fearsome, unfathomable race that frightened even the Dunmer, Nords, and Redguards into
submission and built ruins that even now have yet to be understood.
Ancotar: (ESO) A wizard who took up residence in the ruins of Fort Caractacus a couple of
years ago.
Andalen Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb east of the Erabenimsun camp.
Andalor Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the southeast of Vvardenfell's
Grazelands, west of the Dunmer stronghold Indoranyon.
Andas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's
Molag Amur, on the mainland west of Tel Fyr.
Andasreth: (ESM) One of the ten ancient Dunmer strongholds. It is northwest of Gnaar Mok,
due north of the famous Khartag Point.
Andavel Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the west of Vvardenfell's
Sheogorad region, northwest of the Daedric ruin Onnissiralis.
Andrano Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Bitter Coast region. The tomb is south of Pelagiad, just off the road, just before you reach the
fork where the road goes southwest towards Seyda Neen and southeast to Vivec.
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Andrethi Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the northern part of
Vvardenfell's Bitter Coast region, west of Balmora, southeast of the Dunmer stronghold
Hlormaren.
Andules Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's
Molag Amur, west of the Daedric ruin Yansirramus.
Andus Tradehouse: (ESM) An inn in Maar Gan (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District) where
you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Anequina: Cyrodilic name of → Ne Quin-al.
Anga: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the north of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, east of Bleaker's Way.
Now Anga is a deep hole of shadow and despair, the home of the Forgotten Ones. In Anga,
the Forgotten Ones have lived in peace for many years.
Angelica: (ESAR) Angelica is known among those who dwell in Hammerfell as a delicacy
when crystalised. It has been used to cure the flatulence.
Time
Province Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2E 864 Hammerfell n/a
Cure Disease
* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Flora of Hammerfell.

Animal Products: (ESM) Animal products of commercial value on Vvardenfell include the
following: alit hide, crab meat, dreugh wax, guar hide, hound meat, kagouti hide, kwama
cuttle, kwama egg, netch leather, racer plumes, rat meat, scales, scrib jelly, scrib jerky, scuttle,
shalk resin, and Sload soap.
Anine, Raelys: (ESO) Author of Ayleid Inscriptions and their Translations.
Annihilators: (ESA) The arena team of Winterhold of 3E 399/400.
Ansei: (ESD, ESAR) ('Sword Sainthood' or 'Saint of the Sword') Yokudan term; the title of
the greatest among the → Sword-singers.
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes. - From The Memory Stone of Makela Leki.

Anselma, Taurce: See → il-Anselma, Taurce.
Ansi: (ESM) A cave on the mainland southwest from Bal Fell.
Antecedents of Dwemer Law: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428. Antecedents of Dwemer Law is a
historical account of the development of Dwemer law and custom from its roots in High
Elven culture.
Anthotis: (ESD) A vampiric tribe of Hammerfell, whose territory comprises Tigonus, Antiphyllos, Bergama, the Alik'r, and Dak'fron. Their declared enemy is the → Thrafey tribe. –
Cf. → Vampirism.
The Anticipations: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published between 1E 668 and 3E 428.
Anticlere: (ESD) A lordship in High Rock, the former village Reich Gradkeep. It was
renamed after Lord Auberon Flyte's ancestral home after the War of Betony (3E 402/403).
Lit.: FAV'TE, The War of Betony.

Antiphyllos: (ESD) A county in the Alik'r Desert in the province of Hammerfell.
Lit.: ENRIC MILRES, The Alik'r.

Anu: (Altmeri pantheon) The first force ever, and, together with Padomay, the creator of the
Cosmos.
Lit.: The Anuad Paraphrased. The Monomyth. AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man.
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The Anuad Paraphrased: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428. A revised edition was
published between 3E 428 and 3E 433.
Anudnabia: (ESM) A Daedric ruin near Sadrith Mora. The lower halls of Anudnubia have
been inaccessible since the First Era.
Anui-El: (Altmeri pantheon) A numen which seems to represent the aspect of order (opposite
to Sithis, the aspect of chaos).
Lit.: The Monomyth. Sithis.

Anumidium: (ESM) With a mere copy of the Anumidium, Tiber Septim was able to conquer
all of Tamriel. Naturally in these troubling times, the new Emperor wants us to find any
information we can on the original Anumidium. I have heard that the plans for the
Anumidium rest somewhere in Red Mountain. If you find them, bring them to me.
Anutwyll: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the far southwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, north of Bravil.
Anvil: (ESO) A port town in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region. The seat of Anvil
County is by the sea. - Castle Anvil lies outside the town walls, south of town, overlooking
the harbor, and is reached by gate from Chapelgate. Within the town walls are three districts:
Chapelgate in the east, Westgate (the residential district of town) in the west, and Guildgate
(or Main Gate, or North Gate) between Chapelgate and Westgate. Harborside lies outside the
town walls, south of town, and is reached by gate from Westgate district. South of the harbor
is a lighthouse. Ships sail from Anvil harbor for ports-of-call in Hammerfell, Summerset Isle,
Yokuda, and the Western Isles. Traffic through Anvil harbor comes mostly in exotic, highprofit goods easy to transport by road or Mages Guild couriers to eastern markets. That's why
you will see items here you will not find in the Imperial City. A number of shabby abandoned
houses mar the essential beauty of the town. The docks, harbor, lighthouse, and castle are
outside the walls to the south. Inside the walls, the chapel is in the east, the residences in the
west, and the guilds in between. The guilds are near the north wall, Fighters Guild west of the
north gate, and Mages Guild to the east. Anvil's Chapel of Dibella, the goddess of love, grants
healing, curing, and restoration of damaged attributes for those good pilgrims who pray at the
Altar of the Nine. The smith is next to the north gate. The general trader is in Harborside,
outside the wall. The Count's Arms is next to the north gate. Visit the lighthouse any time.
Fine view of the town and harbor. You can best know Anvil by walking its streets and
speaking with its people. Many of Anvil's folk are directly or indirectly associated with ships
and sailing.
Clesa and her husband Ernest run the Horse Whisperer Stables. While you're in Anvil, they will treat your horse
like an honored guest. Maenlorn and his brother Caenlorn run a nice establishment at the Flowing Bowl. The
Count's Arms is a very nice place for a meal. And Wilbur has an extensive knowledge of wines. If you're looking
for hard-to-find ingredients, try Lelles' Quality Merchandise, outside the walls facing the harbor. Norbert Lelles
handles rare books, exotic ingredients, and gems, and they have fine weapons at Morvayn's Peacemakers. Varel
Morvayn has been making weapons and arms in Anvil for 30 years. Azzan is the head of the Anvil Fighters
Guild chapter, and Advanced Blunt Weapons trainer. Carahil is the master of the Anvil Mages Guild chapter and
an outspoken enemy of necromancy, summoning, and the dark arts. She knows more about Illusion than any
other mage in Anvil. If you're looking to learn a bit about potion-making, you should speak to Felen Ralas at the
Mages Guild. March Gulitte teaches mages about the Destruction school of magic. Quill-Weave is a famous
author and had some success selling stories about the lives of the lower and criminal classes. She does a lot of
traveling to research her books. Newheim the Portly is the Anvil harbormaster. He's responsible for all harbor
traffic, docks, duties and fees in Anvil harbor. Mirabelle Monet runs the Fo'c's'le, a boarding house for sailors.
Watch yourself around the Fo'c's'le. Sailors despise landsmen, and won't hesitate to treat them to a good beating
when they're in their cups. You see a sailor in the streets of Anvil, best step out of his way. If it's in his mind to
raise hell, a little jail time is just fair payment. Lady Millona Umbranox is the Countess of Anvil and well-loved
by her people. The Count went missing about ten years ago. No one knows what happened to him.
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Anvil.
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Anvil of Mithas: (ESA) A Dwarven artifact, named after the greatest of the Dwarven
blacksmiths. Only one object was strong enough not to shatter when used to shape metal upon
the Anvil, the Hammer of Gharen.
Apocrypha: (ESO) Hermaeus-Mora's realm in Oblivion, where all forbidden knowledge can
be found.
Lit.: SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion.

Apographa: (ESM) The Heirographa are the collected priestly writings of the Temple. The
Apographa are the 'hidden writings' -- secrets known only at the highest levels of priesthood
and inquisition. Defying the Temple, the Dissident priests have gathered much of the
Apographa in Holamayan. One of the chief disputes between the Temple and the Dissident
priests is that the Temple hides the truth from its followers.
Apothecary: (ESM) Apothecaries brew and sell potions to heal wounds, restore bodily and
mental attributes, and cure diseases. They also buy and sell ingredients. If you want to know
about the apothecary's trade in Morrowind, you should talk to Tendris Vedran.
Vvardenfell Addresses
Andil, Services Tower, Tel Vos
Danoso Andrano, Tribunal Temple, Ald'ruhn
Dralval Andrano, Tribunal Temple, Balmora
Bildren Areleth, Tel Aruhn
Ibarnadad Assirnarari, Suran
Galuro Belan, Telvanni Compound, Vivec
Aurane Frernis, Foreign Quarter, Vivec
Frik, Imperial Chapels, Ebonheart
Fonari Indaren, Great Bazaar, Mournhold
Jolda, Tel Mora
Irna Maryon, Tel Aruhn
Peragon, Moonmoth Legion Fort
Cocistian Quaspus, Buckmoth Legion Fort
Pierlette Rostorard, Sadrith Mora
Teril Savani, TOWER OF DAWN, Ghostgate
Eris Telas, High Fane, Vivec
Bervaso Thenim, Tribunal Temple, Molag Mar
Tendris Vedran, Telvanni Council House, Sadrith Mora
Apotheosis of Alessia: (ESO) The beginning of the Alessian calendar, i.e. the year 1E 266.
Lit.: The Cleansing of the Fane (The Chronicles of the Holy Brothers of Marukh, vol. IV).

Apparatus: (ESM) Making potions requires pieces of specialized alchemical equipment
called 'apparatus.' Better quality apparatus are more reliable in their results, and produce a
finer product. The four types of apparatus are: mortar and pestle, retort, alembic, and
calcinator. Apparatus can be purchased from alchemists.
Quality
Novice
Apprentice

Year
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
Journeyman
3E 427
3E 433
1
full set in pounds
2
full set in Septims

Weight1
1,00
48,00
1,06
35,00
1,13

Value2
175,00
180,00
375,00
720,00
1.000,00

Quality
Expert
Master
Secret Master
Grandmaster

Year
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 427
3E 427

Weight1
1,19
25,00
1,25
12,00
16,00

Value2
2.000,00
4.320,00
4.000,00
11.800,00
13.600
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Apparatus of 3E 427.
Alembic

Calcinator

Mortar, pestle

Retort

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
Alchemical equipment of different quality: a. Apprentice equipment, b. Journeyman equipment, c.
Master equipment, d. Secret Master equipment, e. Grandmaster equipment.
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Apparatus of 3E 433.
Alembic

Calcinator

Mortar, pestle

Retort

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Alchemical equipment of different quality: a. Novice equipment, b. Apprentice equipment, c.
Journeyman equipment, d. Expert equipment, e. Master equipment.
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Appeal to Fairness: (ESM) In the course of events it is sometimes necessary to put aside the
childish notions of allies and enemies and focus instead on a debate in which propositions are
considered based only upon their merits. This, indeed, is one of those times, and you have
defended your position well, answering all of my concerns. I, therefore, shall support the
revocation of the Mages Guild monopoly lest history look upon my actions with a baleful eye
and claim that I allowed expediency to overwhelm principle.
Apple: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Fatigue
Damage Luck
Fortify Willpower
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Appreciation Day: (DC) Breton thanksgiving, celebrated in Anticlere on the 21st of Last
Seed. (ESD) Appreciation Day in Anticlere is an ancient holiday of thanksgiving for a
bountiful harvest for the people of Anticlere. It is considered a holy and contemplative day,
devoted to Mara, the goddess-protector of Anticlere.
Apprentice: (1) (ESM) Constellation of The Apprentice with a Prime Aspect of Masser.
Those born under the sign of The Apprentice have increased Magicka, but also have a
weakness to it. (ESO) Apprentice's Season is Sun's Height. Those born under the sign of the
apprentice have a special affinity for magick of all kinds, but are more vulnerable to magick
as well. The Apprentice shall serve you at the forge of destiny.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

(2) The first rank in (DC) the Fighters Guild, (DC) the Mages Guild, (DC) the Thieves Guild,
and (DC, ESM) the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy. (ESM, ESO) The second rank in the
Fighters Guild and the Mages Guild hierarchy.
Apprentice Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located just south of Skingrad. Gives the
greater power Void Seed, which fortifies the Illusion and Alchemy skills.
Apthorne: (ESM) Translator of VOLTHA GRA-YAMWORT's The Wraith's Wedding Dowry.
Aquatic Potions: (ESM) Aquatic potions aid the subject in movement and survival in an
aquatic environment. Aquatic potions include: water breathing, swift swim, and water
walking.
Aralen Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the northeast of Vvardenfell's
Grazelands, south of the Zainab camp.
Aralor: See → Saint Aralor.
Aralor's Intervention: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's saint Aralor
which temporarliy fortifies the blessed's personality.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Aran Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the west of Vvardenfell's Molag
Amur, northeast of Lake Nabia, south of the end of the foyada Ashur-dan.
Arano Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Azura's Coast region, on the southern shore south of Tel Branora.
Arcana Restored: (ESLB, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Wapna Naustra, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 399. A revised edition was published
between 3E 399 and 3E 427.
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Arcane University: (ESO) The Arcane University is the seat of the Mages Guild in Cyrodiil.
It is the greatest repository of knowledge in all of Cyrodiil. Located in the Imperial City, it
houses the leaders of the guild. The Arcane University has been here for nearly as long as the
Mages Guild has been in Cyrodiil, it has been the home of the Mages Guild for the longest
time. Before the Arcane University was founded in the second era, Crystal Tower on
Summerset Isle was the source of all magical learning. Since then, the Imperial City has been
Tamriel's foremost magical research center. The Mystic Archives have a large collection of
books. The privilege of admission is a goal every mage strives for. Arch-Mage Hannibal
Traven has closed the doors of the University to all who are not qualified to enter. Only
mages who have gotten recommendations from all the local guild halls can enter the Arcane
University. Guild members who have access to the University can craft their own spells, not
to mention chat with the most important people in the guild. The Council of Mages meets
there in the Imperial City -- that's where the real power of the guild lies. The services
provided at the Arcane University are just priceless. Enchanting and Spellmaking can only be
performed by Mages Guild members at the Arcane University.
Arch: (ESD, ESAR) A great port city in the Yokudan province of Seawind, from where
Frandar Hunding and his followers left Yokuda and traveled across the great ocean to their
new land Hammerfell.
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes.

Archein: (ESO) Argonian title for a wealthy person, mentioned in WAUGHIN JARTH's The
Argonian Account.
Archen Cormount: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
Archen Grangrove: (ESA) Town in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Archer: (ESA) Archers are the marksmen of the Empire, adept at using any missile weapon
during melee. They may wear any armor up to and including chain, and use any weapon.
They may not use shields. Archers have a chance of causing a critical strike upon a target per
experience level when using any missile weapon (longbow or shortbow). A critical strike
equals 3x the normal damage caused for the weapon used. (ESD) Archers are specialist
warriors whose weapon of choice is the bow. Warriors who prefer close melee have called the
archer's long-distance attack dishonourable, but to the archer, efficiency is most important.
They cannot waste their arrow shots as conventional warriors can waste their strikes. High
strength gives arrows more power, but high agility is even more important for the archer. The
most important skills to an Archer are: Archery, Hand-to-Hand, Dodging, Axe, Blunt
Weapon, and Critical Striking. (ESLB) Archers are specialist warriors whose weapon of
choice is the bow. Warriors who prefer hand-to-hand melee and close combat have called the
archer's long-distance-attack dishonourable. However, to the archer, efficiency is most
important and a carefully placed arrow can fell a foe in a fraction of the blows required by a
warrior. High Strength gives arrows more penetration, but a high Agility is even more
important to ensure accuracy. (ESM) Archers are fighters specializing in long-range combat
and rapid movement. Opponents are kept at distance by ranged weapons and swift maneuver,
and engaged in melee with sword and shield after the enemy is wounded and weary. If you
want to talk to an archer about archery, talk to Ian in Ebonheart. You can usually find him
wandering around on the plaza near the docks, where the dragon statue is. (ESO) A
marksman, adept at combat at great distances. Able to take down most foes before they have a
chance to draw sword.
(ESM) "I'm an archer. I'm the kind of fighter who hates getting hurt, so I ambush with my marksman weapons
from a distance, then run like crazy when I can, and fight with long blades or spears when I must. I prefer spears
because they're longer, and I keep farther from things trying to hurt me. If that sounds cowardly to you, you
better stick with tin suits and fat axes."
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Archery: (ESD) Archery is the skill governing one's ability to hit targets and cause damage
using a bow and arrow.
Architecture of the Second Empire: (ESM) Title of a work by Guylaine Marilie, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Archmage: (also Arch-Mage) (DC, ESM, ESO) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in the
Mages Guild hierarchy. (ESO) You'll find him in the Arch-Mage's Tower, in the center of the
Arcane University in the Imperial City (Cyrodiil).
Archmagister: (ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in Morrowind's Great House
Telvanni hierarchy.
Archmaster: (ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in Morrowind's Great House Redoran
hierarchy.
Archon: (ESA) City-State in the province of Black Marsh. (ESO) City in the Argonian
homeland of Black Marsh.
Arctic Blow: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill and
affects the target on touch. Effects: Frost Damage, 80 points.
Lit.: Arctic Blow Tome.

Arctic Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill and
affects the target on touch. Effects: Frost Damage, 30 points for 6 seconds; Weakness to
Frost, 100% for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Arctic Touch Tome.

The Arcturian Heresy: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published between 3E 37 and 3E 427.
Arctus, Zurin: (ESO) Battlemage of Tiber Septim, creator of the golem Numidium, and
author of The Art of War Magic. - Cf. → Dragonbone Mail.
Lit.: MALVISER, Response to Bero's Speech.

Arena: (1) (ESO) The Imperial City Arena attracts gladiators and gamblers from all over
Cyrodiil. It is the bloody jewel of the Imperial City. All the best fighters from all over the
Empire come here to test their skills. The Council runs the Arena to amuse the masses, and it
pays for itself. If you decide to enter the Arena as a combatant, you'd better come prepared.
Every match is a fight to the death. If you're interested in actually fighting in the Arena, you
need to head down to the Bloodworks and speak with the Blademaster. But stay away from
the Battle Matron. She doesn't deal with combatants, unless they want to challenge the Grand
Champion.
Arena Battle Raiment
The uniform of all Arena combatants.
Betting
Risk your gold by betting on a match or your very life as a combatant. You can bet on either
the Yellow Team or Blue Team. The opponents are always evenly matched, so your chance of
winning is 50/50. For each fight, you can bet 25, 50 or 100 gold pieces. You can bet as many
times as you want per day, within the hours of 9:00 AM and 9:00 PM. If you win, you get
back double what you bet. Simple as that. Win or lose -- it's mostly a matter of luck.
Bloodworks
The Bloodworks beneath the Arena has been appropriately named. Blood often seeps down
through the grate of the fighting pit and into this training area.
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Rules of Competition: Grand Champion Matches
In any standard Arena match you're forbidden from looting the corpse of a fallen opponent. A
Grand Champion Match ain't any standard match. There are no disqualifications in a Grand
Champion match. That means you can wear whatever armor you damn well please. In the
event that you beat the Grand Champion, you're to remove his armor and present it to the
Battle Matron. Then you'll get your own Raiment of Valor.
Rules of Competition: Standard Matches
You can compete in the Arena any day from 9:00 AM to 9:00 PM. In order to fight in the
Arena you must wear an Arena Battle Raiment. The Battle Raiment covers your entire body.
You can use your own helmet, shield, and weapon, so choose those items wisely. The Battle
Raiment's already enchanted, so you can't muck with it. But aside from that, anything goes.
Magic, stealth... whatever you need to win. If you actually manage to win a fight, don't get
any ideas about looting your opponent's corpse! That's strictly forbidden. - See also → Battle
Matron, Blademaster, Grand Champion.
(2) (ESM) See → Vivec (City).
Arenim Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in Vvardenfell's Azura's Coast
region south of Sadrith Mora, on the northern shore of the mainland shore north of
Holamayan.
Arenthia: (ESA) City-State in the province of Valenwood. Named after the first king of the
Wood Elves, Arenthia is regal in bearing and noble in stature. The city seems quiet and
dignified for her guards are reputed to be honorable warriors but dangerous foes.
Arethan Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the west of Vvardenfell's
Molag Amur, west of the Dwemer ruin Nchuleftingth.
Argonia: (PG1) These vast swamplands were once part of the Second Empire, which, in
1E2837, had seized a large portion of it to create the Imperial Province of Black Marsh. Many
humans still refer to the region by that name, but the Elves call it Argonia, after some ancient
battlefield where many of their ancestors fell. Thus, the native inhabitants of the swamplands,
a collection of beastly tribes of "lizard-men," have become, in common parlance, the
Argonians. - Argonians are rarely seen outside of their homeland, except for a relatively
intelligent strain called the hist. Individuals of this strain are repulsive, but peaceful enough to
be tolerated among the human kingdoms, and can be found as far from Black Marsh as
western Hammerfell. The rest of the Argonians are primitive, reclusive, and practice heathen
rituals of nature worship that necessitates a proximity to a certain type of spore-tree, which
grows only in the interior of their native swamplands. - Black Marsh never regained its
Provincial status after the dissolution of the Second Empire, though some parts of it are still
considered Imperial territories. In CE560, the Knahaten Flu spread through greater Argonia,
claiming the lives of the Kothringi tribesmen, the only humans to have persisted in the area
for long. The hist proved immune to the effects of this plague, leading to wild rumors that
they had, in fact, created it through a manipulation of their cherished spore-trees.
The Argonian Account: (ESO) Title of a work by Waughin Jarth, which comes in four
volumes and was published before or in 3E 433.
Argonian Mission: (ESM) The Argonian Mission is Black Marsh's diplomatic embassy to
Vvardenfell District. Leave the Imperial Chapels, pass through the Grand Council Chambers,
cross the bridge, then down the stairs. As you face out the gate, the Argonian Mission is to the
south, on the southern side of the well.
Argonian Tribes: See → Agacephs, Kothringi, Nagas, Orma, Paatru, Sarpa.
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Argonians: (ESA) Argonians hail from the province of Black Marsh. They are a highly
evolved race of reptilians, at home in any marsh-like environment from which they hail. They
are known for their intelligence, agility, and speed. Because of their reptilian nature,
Argonians do not tire easily while swimming, and seldom drown. They can also swim faster
than any other race. They are adept at any art involving the arcane, or involving thievery and
sleight of hand. (ESD) Province: Black Marsh. The strange reptilian people of Black Marsh
seem equally comfortable in the water - surely no other race of Tamriel can swim faster or for
longer than Argonians. An intelligent, quick-footed, and agile people, Argonians often train in
magery and thievery. While many Argonians have successfully mastered the arts of thievery
and spellcasting, there are some regarded well as warriors. (ESAR) Native Dunmer regard
Argonians as animals fit for slavery. Dunmer have always enslaved Argonians. The Empire
protects Argonian human rights, but does not outlaw slavery in Morrowind. (ESM) Little is
known and less is understood about the reptilian denizens of Black Marsh. The Argonians call
themselves the 'People of the Root'. They are equally at home on land or in water, and are
magically gifted. Persecuted and enslaved by other races, they are cautious and secretive.
Years of denfending their borders have made the Argonians experts in guerilla warfare. They
are well suited for the treacherous swamps of their homeland, and have developed natural
immunities to the diseases and poisons that have doomed many would-be explorers of the
region. Little is known of their homeland or native culture, and their alien physiology and
customs are not well understood by scholars. (ESO) This reptilian race, well-suited for the
treacherous swamps of their homeland, has developed natural immunities to diseases and
poisons. Argonians can breathe underwater, are immune to poison, resistant to disease, and
are good at picking locks.
(ESAR) “We Argonias are used to honor the clan's interests about our own private affairs.” (Dreekius)
Lit.: The Anuad Paraphrased.

Arkan: (ESD) The Scribe of Daggerfall in the year 2E 24. Translator and editor of First
Scroll of Baan Dar.
Arkay: (ESD, ESM, ESO) (Breton and Cyrodiil pantheon: God of the Cycle of Life and
Death) Member of the Nine Divines pantheon, and popular elsewhere as well. Arkay is often
more important in those cultures where his father, Akatosh, is either less related to time or
where his time aspects are difficult to comprehend by the layman. He is the god of burials and
funeral rites, and is sometimes associated with the seasons. His priests are staunch opponents
of necromancy and all forms of the undead. It is said that Arkay did not exist before the world
was created by the gods under Lorkhan's supervision/urging/trickery. Therefore, he is
sometimes called the Mortals' God.
(ESO) From a prayer: “Though the darkness comes, I feel no fear. In your glory, bring us to the light. In
darkness you bring us light. Arkay, guide me through these times, that I may once again see your light. From
darkness to light. From the depths of despair to Arkay's glory. Save these poor souls. Light from darkness, hope
from hopelessness. In Arkay's name, I pray. Arkay, bring light to the dark. Arkay, bring hope to the hopeless.
Arkay, protect these souls. Arkay, Light of Lights, cleanse this place of darkness. Watch over these souls, who
have strayed from the light of your love. Arkay, protect and keep these wayward souls. Bringer of Light, bless
these wretches that they may see the path to your glory. Arkay, bring light to these damned souls.“
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. MYMOPHONUS THE SCRIBE, Ark'ay The God. Arkay
the Enemy. The Monomyth. On the Preparation of the Corpse.

Arkay the Enemy: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428. Rumor has it that it was written by
Mannimarco, the King of Worms, himself.
Ark'ay The God: (ESD) Title of a work by Mymophonus the Scribe, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 406.
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Arkngthand: (ESM) The old Dwemer ruins at Arkngthand are extensive on the surface and
underground. Head south out of town past the silt strider port, then cross bridges east over the
Odai River. At the signpost, head north towards Caldera. Immediately on the right see a
signpost for Molag Mar. Turn right and head uphill on an old road to cross an ancient
Dwemer bridge over Foyada Mamaea. The entrance to Arkngthand is on the east side of the
foyada, south of the bridge. Turn a crank on a pipe nearby to open the doors.
Arkngthunch-Sturdumz: (ESM) The old Dwemer ruin is west of Ald Velothi on the coast.
If you follow the coast from Ald Velothi you should be able to see it.
Armanias: (ESM, ESO) A village in the province of Black Marsh, mentioned in
MYMOPHONUS, The Armorers' Challenge.
Armor: (ESM) Armor absorbs damage. Each piece of armor you wear will add to your
overall protection, or "armor rating." Your armor rating is the weighted average of all the
armor you are wearing. The higher the armor rating, the better you will be protected. Certain
pieces contribute more towards your rating than others. When someone hits you, the damage
they do is compared against your armor rating, and some of the damage is absorbed. As armor
takes damage, its condition decreases. This also lowers how much protection the armor offers.
Don't be afraid to invest in armor. Even if you carefully avoid close combat like a smart spellcaster, things go
wrong, and armor can save your skin when the unexpected happens.
Lit.: Heavy Armor Repair . - Light Armor Repair. - Manual of Armor.

Armor of Morihaus: See → Lord's Mail.
Armor of the Saviour's Hide: (ESLB, ESM) Created by the Daedra Lord Malacath, this
armor has the marvelous property of turning the blow of an oathbreaker. It consists of a
helmet, pauldrons, a cuirass, gauntlets, greaves, and boots. Chimere tricked Dagon into
swearing an oath against the Powers which he had no intention of keeping. The Hide of the
Savior turned Dagon's titanic fury long enough for Chimere to deliver his own attack -- an
incantation invoked upon Dagon's "Protonymic" (i.e., Incantory True Name). Unfortunately,
like many of Malacath's gifts, the armor is a mixed blessing. It also makes its wearer
exceptionally vulnerable to magical attacks, so one should only wear it for particular
occasions.
Lit.: TAL MAROG KER, Tal Marog Ker's Researches.

Armor of Tiber Septim: (ESO) An ancient relic of the first Emperor, who became the divine
Talos, the patron of the Order of Talos. After the Battle of Sancre Tor, Tiber Septim gave his
armor to the Blades in honor of our role in his victory. The Blades built a shrine in the
catacombs of Sancre Tor, on the spot where Tiber Septim received the blessing of Akatosh.
The Armor has been there ever since.
Armor Styles
Light Armor Styles
(ESM) The light armor styles, called 'militia' in the West and 'Ashlander' in the East, favor
speed and agility. Both the Western 'militia' and eastern 'Ashlander' armor styles depends on
light, cheap leather armors. The Eastern reinforced chitin armor, however, is distinctly
superior to Western-style leather armors, and offers better protection, pound for pound and
drake for drake, than any other armor. The 'glass' light armors of the noble Great Houses are
in the high Altmer style, strikingly light and stylish, and comparable with the ebony and
daedric in protection, but are expensive and in short supply.
Medium Armor Styles
(ESM) The medium armor styles, called 'Imperial guard' in the West and 'Great House' in the
East, are compromises between the heavy and light styles, balancing protection against
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mobility. The chain and scale medium armors of the Western 'Imperial guard' style offer less
protection than the heavy iron and steel plate armors of the Legions, but with a considerable
advantage in mobility. The Dunmer bonemold medium armor is generally lighter and more
durable than its Western equivalent. The most prized of medium armors, Orcish, is limited in
availability and very expensive, but markedly superior, and is the medium armor of choice for
nobles and mercenaries in both the West and East.
Heavy Armor Styles
(ESM) The heavy armor styles, called 'Legion' or 'knight' style in the West and 'ebony' style in
the East, require great strength and endurance. In the West, cheap iron, steel, and silver heavy
armor is made in quantity for the Legions, and many are trained in its use. In the East, the
expense of the superb ebony and daedric heavy armors limits their use to aristocratic families.
Suits of ebony and daedric armor are passed down from generation to generation, and
represent a sizable portion of a Great House nobles' personal wealth.
Exotic Armor Styles
(ESM) A few less common exotic armor styles are also found in Morrowind. Fur armor is a
light armor style popular among Nord barbarians. Dreugh is a remarkably strong Dunmer
medium armor, made from Dreugh hide. But the most famous exotic armor is Dwemer, or
Dwarvish armor, a highly ornate heavy armor valued as much for its rarity and antique
craftsmanship as for its distinctive impact-absorbing qualities in combat.
Armor Types: (ESM) Shields and tower shields are basic armor protection, but limit you to
one-handed weapons. For body armor, get a cuirass first for the chest, then greaves for the
legs, helm for the head, and boots for the feet. Add left and right pauldrons for upper arms and
gauntlets or bracers for lower arms. Balance protection against weight; you can't fight if
you're exhausted by the weight of your armor.
Armor Wear: (ESM) As it wears out, armor becomes less effective. Broken armor is
completely useless until you repair it, but worn armor stops only a fraction of the damage that
new or well-maintained armor does. Learn the basics of armor repair, and go over your armor,
piece by piece, before every big battle. Or visit a smith regularly to keep your armor in good
shape.
Armorer: (ESM) The armorer discipline is the maintenance of weapons and armor at top
efficiency. Worn weapons do less damage. Worn armor protects less against attacks. As wear
increases, the diminishing effectiveness of weapons and armor is dramatic. (ESO) Maintain
weapons and armor at top efficiency. Worn weapons and armor are less effective. An
Apprentice Armorer's repair hammers last twice as long. A Journeyman Armorer can fully
repair magic weapons and armor. An Expert Armorer can repair items up to 125% of their
normal health. Weapons with health above 100% do extra damage, armor with health above
100% provides extra protection. A Master Armorer. A Master Armorer does not wear out
repair hammers while repairing weapons and armor. One repair hammer lasts a lifetime.
Don't carry those cheap armorer's hammers around with you. Hammers are dead weight. Buy them, and use them
on the spot. If you're a shortblade specialist, and you like to travel light, it's often cheaper to own and carry
backup weapons.

The Armorer's Challenge: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Mymophonus, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Arms of Feathered Grace: (ESLB) Renders the power of Slow Fall.
Lit.: MALHAM, Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.

Arnie the Scrib: (ESM) Author of Honor Among Thieves.
Arobar, Gandosa: (ESM) A Dunmer noble, daughter of Miner Arobar.
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Arobar, Miner: (ESM) A Dunmer crusader, Lord of North Gash, and Councilor of
Morrowind's Great House Redoran in 3E 426, father of Gandosa and Nartise Arobar. He lived
in Arobar Manor in Ald'ruhn-under-Skar. His Manor was the last on the right as one enters
the Skar, between the Redoran Council Hall and the Morag Tong Guildhall.
Lit.: Red Book of Great House Redoran (ed. 3E 426).

Arobar, Nartise: (ESM) A Dunmer commoner, the daughter of Miner Arobar which was
kept as hostage by the Telvanni Master Neloth in Tel Naga in c. 3E 427.
Arpenia: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the north of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, north of Nocturnal's
shrine.
Arrius: See → Lake Arrius.
Arrovan: (ESA) Name of a thief who wielded the Skeleton's Key.
Arrow of Extrication: (ESO) Ammo respectively tool mentioned in Plan for the Big Heist.
Arrowroot: (ESD, ESM) A thick, rubbery tuber that can be found in the province of
Valenwood. The plant is quite difficult to find as its aboveground foliage is very meager and
scrawny. But the root itself can be most beneficial to the gatherer as it has magical properties.
The paste made from grinding the root is quite wholesome and can improve the user's
accuracy with a bow and arrow, or other missile weapon.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
320,00 Restore Agility
Damage Luck
Fortify Strength
Burden

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: HARDIN THE HERBALIST, Special Flora of Tamriel. - TALAN, Wine Ingredient List.

Arrowshaft Cavern: (ESO) A cavern in the east of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, east of Fort Entius.
The Arrowshot Woman: (ESD) Title of a work by "Anonymous," which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 406.
Arsenic: (DC) A poison made of Pearl, Sulphur, Mercury, and Lich Dust, which damages the
victim's Endurance and Health.
Arslan II: (ESD) King of Daggerfall, b. 3E 319, d. 3E 377. Arslan II was the husband of
Nulfaga and the father of Lysandus.
Art of Corruption: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Major Poison Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

The Art of War Magic: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Zurin Arctus, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Artaeum: (ESD, ESM, ESO) The third largest island in the Summurset archipelago, located
south of the Moridunon village of Potansa and west of the mainland village of Runcibae. It is
best known for being {the}4 home to the Psijic Order, perhaps the oldest monastic group in
Tamriel. At the beginning of the Second Era the Isle of Artaeum literally vanished from the
shores of Summurset, but five hundred years later reappeared. The Isle of Artaeum is difficult
to chart geographically. It is said that it shifts continuously either at random or by decree of
the Council. Visitors to the island are so rare as to be almost unheard of.
Lit.: TAURCE IL-ANSELMA, On Artaeum. - SALARTH, Origin of the Mages Guild.

Arthago: (ESD) The first born of King Cameron of Sentinel and Akorithi, born c. 3E 384,
died 3E 400, whose remains and testimony have been found in the crypt of an old ruin.
Lit.: Testimony of Arthago, Prince of Sentinel. - BOALI, Night Falls On Sentinel.
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Artifact: (ESD) A very rare, very powerful, unique magical item.
They say that the Daedra Lords claimed most of the ancient artifacts. They only give them to loyal servants.
Alphabetical List of Known Artifacts
Amulet of Unity
Anvil of Mithas
Armor of the Saviour's Hide
Auriel's Bow
Auriel's Shield
Azura's Star
Bitter Cup
Bloodworm Helm
Boots of the Apostle
Bow of Shadows
Chrysamere
Crosier of St. Llothis
Cuirass of the Savior's Hide
Dagger of Symmachus
Dragonbone Cuirass
Ebony Mail
Eleidon's Ward
Eye of Argonia
Fang of Haynekhtnamet
Fearstruck
Flask of Lillandril
Fork of Horripilation
Goldbrand

Helm of Oreyn Bearclaw
Hircine Shield
Hopesfire
Horn of Summoning
Ice Blade of the Monarch
Keening
King Orghum's Coffer
Lord's Mail
Mace of Aevar Stone-Singer
Mace of Molag Bal
Mace of Slurring
Mask of Vivec
Masque of Clavicus Vile
Mazed Band
Mehrunes' Razor
Moon-and-Star
Necromancer's Amulet
Oghma Infinium
Ring of Namira
Ring of Phynaster
Ring of the Wind
Robe of the Lich
Sanguine Rose

Skeleton's Key
Skull of Corruption
Skull-Crusher
Spear of Bitter Mercy
Spear of the Snow Prince
Spell Breaker
Staff of Hasedoki
Staff of Magnus
Stendarr's Hammer
Sunder
Ten Pace Boots
Totem of Claw and Fang
Totem of Tiber Septim
Trueflame
Umbra Sword
Vampiric Ring
Veloth's Judgement
Volendrung
Wabbajack
Ward of Akavir
Warlock's Ring

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Artorius, Trebonius: (ESM) Arch-Mage and Guildmaster of the Vvardenfell Mages Guild
until c. 3E 427.
Arvel family: (ESM) There are two Arvel families. The head of the family lives in Arvel
Manor in the Ascadian Isles. Another branch of the family lives in Ald Velothi.
Arvel Manor: (ESM) Arvel Manor is just north of the Foreign Quarter, above Dren
Plantation, at Arvel Plantation. There's no direct road. The Arvels are slave-holders.
Arvs Drelen: (ESM) A Velothi tower in Gnisis.
Arynx, Kontin: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Consort of Empress Kintyra II, who fell when defending
Imperial garrisons along the coastal Morrowind islands against Uriel Mantiarco's forces.
Lit.: STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire.

Aryon: (ESM) A Telvanni Master and Mage Lord of the Council of Vvardenfell's Great
House Telvanni in the first quarter of the fifth century 3E. His residence was the Tower of Tel
Vos near the village of Vos, his Mouth in the Telvanni Council Hall the enchanter Galos
Mathendis. Master Aryon was a very original thinker and quite open-minded.
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Master Aryon in 3E 427.
"Our new Telvanni mage-lord, Master Aryon of Tel Vos, protects us from the Ashlanders, and he's grown us a
fine new tradehouse and docks. Thanks to Master Aryon, now we have a Tribunal priest at the Vos Chapel, and a
new tradehouse, the Varo Tradehouse. And at Tel Vos, Master Aryon has a healer, enchanter, apothecary, and
monk who provide services to Telvanni. Master Aryon says we are all his clients, and we can come get services
at Tel Vos whenever we want. Master Aryon isn't afraid to try new things."

Aryon Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Ashlands, north of the Velothi tower Shishara.
Arys Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Azura's Coast region, on the small island west of Tel Branora.
Ascadian Isles: (ESM) The Ascadian Isles is the lush, green, well-watered lowlands in the
south where most of Vvardenfell's agriculture is found. The area includes Pelagiad, Suran,
Vivec City, and Ald Sotha along with the inland lakes and waterways of the Ascadian Isles
proper. The urban areas of Vivec and Ebonheart of the southern coast are densely populated;
the inland Ascadian Isles are dotted with small farms and large plantations. The climate is
temperate and comfortable, with moderate rainfall.
Don't bother looking for a convenient system of bridges or ferries across the lakes and rivers. There aren't any. If
you're traveling in the Ascadian Isles, be prepared to get wet, or to use magic to fly or walk across the
waterways.

Ascended Sleeper: (1) (ESM) The ascended sleepers are distorted, half-human, half-beast
creatures transformed by a mysterious force into powerful magical beings. Ascended sleepers
are highly intelligent, aggressive, and dangerous. Ascended sleepers are associated in some
way with the Devil Dagoth Ur. – Cf. → Dagoth Gares.

Ascended Sleeper.

(2) (ESM) The supposed ninth rank in Vvardenfell's Sixth House hierarchy.
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Ash Ghoul: (1) (ESM) The ash ghoul is a distorted, half-human, half-beast creature
transformed by a mysterious force into a powerful magical being. Ash ghouls are highly
intelligent, aggressive, and dangerous. Ash ghouls are associated in some way with the Devil
Dagoth Ur.

Ash Ghoul.

(2) (ESM) The supposed seventh rank in Vvardenfell's Sixth House hierarchy.
Ash Poet: (ESM) The supposed eighth rank in Vvardenfell's Sixth House hierarchy.
Ash Salts: (ESM) Ash salts are hard grey crystals formed from the ash deposited by ash
storms in the ash wastes and lava fields. Ash salts are most often collected from the remains
of creatures like the ash slave, the ash ghoul, and ash zombie.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
250,00 Drain Agility
Resist Magicka
Cure Blight Disease

* Septims/Pound

Ash Slave: (1) (ESM) The ash slave is a humanoid creature transformed by a mysterious
force into a deranged beast. These creatures are aggressive and dangerous. Ash slaves are
associated in some way with the Devil Dagoth Ur.

Ash Slave.

(2) (ESM) The supposed fifth rank in Vvardenfell's Sixth House hierarchy.
Ash Statue: (ESM) The ash statues are a sign of the Sixth House.
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Ash Statue.

Ash Vampire: (1) (ESM) Ash vampires are immortal magical beings of vast powers. Close
kin and loyal lieutenants of the Devil Dagoth Ur, they partake of his supernatural vitality.
They are not vampires, and are not undead, but nonetheless extremely dangerous. While their
spirit and substance may indeed be preserved by some magical process, the holy warriors of
the Tribunal Temple report that spell effects known to affect the undead have no effect on ash
vampires. - Cf. → Dagoth Gares.
Lit.: Legions of the Dead.

(2) (ESM) The supposed tenth (and highest) rank in Vvardenfell's Sixth House hierarchy.
According to Sixth House cultists, the seven known Ash Vampires are Dagoth Ur's brothers.
Their names are Vemyn, Odros, Araynys, Endus, Gilvoth, Tureynul, and Uthol.
Ash Woe: (ESM) Ash-woe is an acute blight disease affecting a victim's will and thought
processes. It may be contracted from corprus beasts or other blighted creatures.
Ash Yam: (ESM) Ash yam is a tough tuberous root vegetable with modest magical
properties. It grows commonly in the Ascadians Isles region. Ash yams have the strongest
smell in Ghostgate near Ralyn Othravel.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Fortify Intelligence
Fortify Strength
Resist Common Disease
Detect Key

* Septims/Pound

Ash Zombie: (1) (ESM) The ash zombie is a humanoid creature transformed by a mysterious
force into a deranged beast. Though their skulls are apparently empty, these creatures are
nonetheless intelligent, aggressive, and dangerous. Ash zombies are associated in some way
with the Devil Dagoth Ur.

Ash Zombie.

(2) (ESM) The supposed sixth rank in Vvardenfell's Sixth House hierarchy.
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Asha-Ahhe Egg Mine: (ESM) The mine is east of the ruins of Ashalmawia, and just south of
the village of Khuul.
Ashalmawia: (ESM) A Daedric ruin east of Ald Velothi.
Ashalmimilkala: (ESM) Ashalmimilkala is a large Daedric ruin on a large off-shore island
south of Gnaar Mok, west of the Dunmer stronghold called Hlormaren in the Bitter Coast
region. A thin strand of land connects the southern part of the island with the mainland on the
coast southwest of the stronghold. Go to Hla Oad and head on the road north until you reach
the Stronghold of Hlormaren. When you do, head west to the coast and then south until you
see bridges leading to an island.
Ashamanu Camp: (MP) The Ashamanu Camp is on the northern shore of the small island
west of Tel Aruhn.
Ashanammu: (ESM) A cave north of the Caldera Mining Company Office.
Asharnatamat: (ESM) A Daedric ruin northeast of Fort Moonmoth.
Ash-chancre: (ESM) Ash-chancre is an acute blight disease affecting a victim's behavior. It
may be contracted from corprus beasts or other blight monsters.
Ashimanu Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine east of Berandas.
Ashinabi: (ESM) A subaqueous cave west of Gnisis.
Ashirbadon: (ESM) A cave on an island east of the ruins of Bal Fell.
Ashir-Dan: (ESM) A cave northeast of Khuul.
Ashkhan: (ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in Vvardenfell's Ashlanders hierarchy.
Ashlanders: (ESM) Ashlanders are the nomadic Dunmer barbarians of the Morrowind
wastelands - they preserve the most ancient barbarian tribal traditions of the Dunmer who first
settled Morrowind. In the First Era, the nomadic Ashlanders and the settled Dunmer clans
were much alike, but after the First Council and the formation of the Great House, Ashlanders
have been steadily forced into the poorest and most hostile lands. They live in camps of small,
mobile huts, herding guar and hunting wildlife for meat and hides. By tradition, the
Ashlanders claim the right to raid settlements and other tribes for booty and slaves. The
Ashlanders worship their ancestors, and are led by their ashkhan war chiefs, counseled by the
arcane wisdom and prophecies of their wise women. Now the nomadic tribes look to the
prophesied return of Nerevar for a restoration of their ancient rights and religious traditions. If
you plan to visit them, you should know something of Ashlander customs.
"We are nomads, living in camps of small portable huts. We travel from place to place, build our camps, then
move on to find new grass for our herds and new ranges for hunting."

Challenges
(ESM) When challenged for sport, it is acceptable to decline. When challenged for honor, it is
shameful to decline. Honor challenges come from offense given in speech or action, or may
represent customary formal challenges of status or ritual.
Courtesy
(ESM) Ashlanders may challenge a stranger who enters a yurt without invitation. Customs
differ with different tribes, but leave when requested, and you may be forgiven. Be
particularly careful about ashkhans -- tribal chiefs -- and wise women -- tribal seers and
counselors. Some are welcoming, some are hostile. Be courteous, and leave if requested. If
offended, they may attack.
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Culture
(ESM) The Ashlander culture is an anachronistic survival of the ancestor-worshipping tribal
culture that evolved into the theocratic Great House culture of the native Dunmer. The
Ashlanders perversely prefer the impoverished physical culture and subsistence economy of
the Ashland nomadic herder-hunter, and their ancestor worship is shamanistic and primitive
by Dunmer and Imperial standards.
Customs
(ESM) Take care when visiting an Ashlander camp. Among clan and kin, Ashlander courtesy
is very proper and polite, but you are a stranger, so remember that Ashlanders hate foreigners.
Ashlander challenges are very solemn and serious things; do not make a challenge lightly. In
particular, the men are very proud. Among the Ashlanders, no one would be rude enough to
force an Ashlander to admit something shameful. If the truth will shame them, they don't want
to say it. And know the customs of Ashlander gifts; they are not offended by gifts of money,
and take them as tokens of deference and respect. And among outcast Ashlanders, beware the
mabrigash, renegade witch-warrior women who practice dark magics.
Gifts
(ESM) Among Ashlanders, a gift is a token of courtesy among strangers, and affection among
friends. When coming first among strangers, a thoughtful gift is a sign that you are cautious,
and considerate, and aware of the other's wants and needs. Such is particularly useful for
traders and travelers. Among friends, it is a private thing, and subtle, with great risks, for the
test of the gift is how well it is tailored to the receiver.
Nomadic Camp Style
(ESM) Ashlander nomadic camps have portable huts of hides stretched on chitin frames.
These huts can be quickly dismantled and packed atop a guar when moving to new grazing
and hunting grounds. The khan's hut is simply a larger, more elaborate version of a family
hut.
Worship
(ESM) All Ashlanders in a tribe, young and small, are born into the Ancestor cult of their
clan. The Nerevarine cult is different, though; it is a very small cult, with only a few wise
women with the gift of prophecy, and a few holy warrior-heroes who guard and protect the
seers. Sul-Matuul, Ashkhan of the Urshilaku, is the Warrior-Protector of the cult, and Nibani
Maesa, also of the Urshilaku, is the Oracle-Seer of the cult.
Ashlanders hate foreigners
(ESM) Most Ashlanders wish all foreigners and their false gods could be driven from
Morrowind. At very least, Ashlanders wish the foreign devils would leave them in peace.
Ashlanders think it shameful to attack unarmed persons, but they will kill without hesitation
an armed person who offends them or their clan laws. No Ashlander is fool enough to make
war against the Empire. However, if such a war might be won, many Ashlanders might
cheerfully give their lives to win such a war.
Ashlanders in war
(ESM) Ashlanders seldom make war like the city people do. We raid other tribes, to prove we
are strong, and to make us rich and respected. Our champions challenge one another for duels
of sport and honor; it is fitting that Warriors should decide these things, not hunters or
herders. But when we make war as a tribe, hunters and herders fight beside champions and
ashkhans with spear and bow. Such wars are cruel, for we are few, and the lives of our people
are too dear to waste.
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Ashlanders on the Imperials
(ESM) The Imperials came out of the West and tricked the gods of the settled people, the
false gods called the Tribunal. Now the Imperials act like they own Morrowind, and they
claim we are ruled by their chief, the one they call Emperor. We think nothing of this
foolishness, but they have great armies of soldiers in armor who come and burn our yurts and
slay our children. So we hate them, but we must remember to be quiet and patient and
cunning, as Boethiah has taught us.
Visiting an Ashlander Camp
(ESM) It is safe to walk around an Ashlander camp, but risky to talk with Ashlanders,
especially if you do not know their customs, since they may take offense at your speech, and
challenge you. When visiting, speak with the people; you cannot receive an invitation to enter
a yurt or tent without speaking with an Ashlander. If an Ashlander gives you permission to
enter a khan or wise woman's yurt, you are welcome, but enter a khan or wise woman's tent
without invitation, and the whole tribe will attack you.
Lit.: Ashland Hymns. - The Five Far Stars.

Ashlands: (ESM) The Ashlands are the dry, inhospitable wastelands surrounding the lower
slopes of Red Mountain. The Ashlands extend to the Sea of Ghosts to the north, and
elsewhere form a wide margin between the blighted Red Mountain region and other
geographic regions. The town of Ald'ruhn and the village of Maar Gan are the only sizable
permanent Ashlands settlements. Ashlanders hunt for game here, and their herds find sparse
grazing. It rains rarely, and suffers frequent ash storms. The ashlands are full of diseased and
blighted creatures.
Watch out for small camps of outcast Ashlanders. They prey on careless pilgrims.

Ashlands Hymns: (ESM) Title of a collection of folk verses collected from Ashlanders,
which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Ashpit: (ESO) A realm in Oblivion said to be the home of Malacath, where anguish, betrayal,
and broken promises like ash fill the bitter air.
Lit.: SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion.

Ashunartes: (ESM) A Daedric ruin west of Marandus.
Ashur-Dan: (ESM) See → Foyada Ashur-Dan.
Ashurnibibi: (ESM) A Daedric ruin on an island northwest of Hla Oad.
Aspirant: (ESM) The first rank in the hierarchy of knightly orders.
Asron, Carni: (ESM, ESO) A High Wizard, the supposed creator of the → Mentor's Ring.
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Assalkushalit: (ESM) A Daedric ruin north of Dagoth Ur.
Assarnatamat: (ESM) Assarnatamat is a Daedric ruin east of Caldera and northeast of Fort
Moonmoth.
Assarnud: (ESM) A cave northeast of Gnisis.
Assassin: (1) (ESA) Assassins are the dark hand of the night, their skills honed to the killing of
others. They are very adept at this, able to find weak points or critical areas to strike, often
felling opponents much more powerful than themselves. Assassins have the greatest chance per
level to score a critical hit when attacking. Because of their training, Assassins have a wide
variety of weapons from which to pick, but because of their need for stealth, they are not
allowed to wear armor greater than leather or allowed to use shields. (ESD) This is the businesslike attitude of the assassin: we are the merchants whose commodity is death. Assassins are
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much feared and respected, for they use the night for concealment, and their cunning to strike
deadly blows. Cold-blooded and efficient, the assassin is trained to find weakness and to
commit murder for a profit. Even secure locks cannot stay the Assassin's blade. The Dark
Brotherhood is largly composed of assassins, and casts a hostile eye on freelancers in the field.
Still, a strong, agile, and quickfooted solo assassin can have a long, bloody, and lucrative career.
The most important Assassin skills are: Critical Striking, Backstabbing, Stealth, Short Blade,
Long Blade, and Blunt Weapon. (ESLB) The assassin finds profit and pleasure in his specialised
trade - murder. Cold-blooded, efficient, and business-like, the assassin is trained to find a victim's
weaknesses and steal a life for payment. A sly and quickfooted assassin depends on Strength,
Agility, and Speed. (ESM) Assassins are killers who rely on stealth and mobility to approach
victims undetected. Execution is with ranged weapons or with short blades for close work.
Assassins can be ruthless murderers and principled agents of noble causes. Most assassins don't
like to talk about their trade. But Ingokning, the assassin at the Skyrim Mission in Ebonheart
doesn't mind talking. In fact, he'll bend your ear if you aren't careful. (ESO) Nimble and quiet,
they move in darkness to strike at the unsuspecting. Locks hold no doors shut for them.
(ESM) "I'm an assassin. Killing is my profession. I am discrete, efficient, and reliable. In Morrowind, the
assassin's trade is an ancient and honorable profession, restricted by a rigid code of conduct, and operating
strictly within the law. Because I am discreet, I prefer short blades for swift, close-and personal work, while the
marksman weapons like throwing stars and throwing knives are more suitable for stealth and surprise."

(2) (DC, ESM) The eighth rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy. (ESM) The first rank in
the Morag Tong hierarchy. (ESM, ESO) The first rank in the Fighters Guild and the Mages
Guild hierarchy. (ESO) The fourth rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy.
Assassins: (ESA) The arena team of Skywatch of 3E 399/400.
Assault: (ESD) Any threat or attempt (whether successful or not) to do physical, emotional,
mental, or magical harm or injury to another person, group of persons, or entity a reasonable
person might assume to be sentient. The punishment for this crime may include a fine or
incarceration, or a fine and incarceration.
Lit.: ANCHIVIUS, Legal Basics.

Assemanu: (ESM) To get to Assemanu, take the southern road towards Seyda Neen. After
you cross the bridge, you will see swamplands to the south. Go across the swamps and look
for an island to the south. Assemanu is on that island.
Assernerairan: (ESM) Assernerairan is in the Underworks of the St. Olms Canton in Vivec
City.
Assi, Pelarne: (ESO) See → Assi, Pellarne.
Assi, Pellarne: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A respected scholar and author of The Brothers of
Darkness. He was a contemporary of Enric Milnes and Ynir Gorming.
Assi, Thurgnarr: (ESM, ESO) The name of the great warrior who, according to legend, was
the original owner of a claymore before it was enchanted by the Evil Archmage Almion
Celmo and became one of Tamriel's most prized artifacts, the → Ice Blade of the Monarch.
He was to play a part in the assassination of a great king in a far off land, and become the new
leader, but failed.
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Assu: (ESM) A cave on the slopes of Mount Kand northwest of Molag Mar.
Assumanu: (ESM) A cave southeast of Ald Redaynia.
Assurdirapal: (ESM) A Daedric ruin west of Dagon Fel, also known as the Shrine of
Malacath.
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Assurnabitashpi: (ESM) A Daedric ruin west of Urshilaku camp. At the ruins of
Assurnabitashpi, they have an old shrine to Mehrunes Dagon.
Aster Bloom Core: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Aster Bloom plant.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Agility
Dispel
Shield
Burden

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: BRENITH ARALYN, A Traveler's Guide to New Sheoth and the Shivering Isles.

Astis, Brenus: (ESO) A scholar who studied the Cyrodilic fauna. Works: (Ms) Various
Studies on the Fauna of Cyrodiil.
Astral Travel: (ESD) Sends caster to the Astral Plane.
Astrology: At first sight, not much is revealed about Tamrielian astrology except the
teachings of the birthsigns. But if we study the oral traditions of the Tamrielians, we find that
certain stars are appointed to or named after the Daedra, and that the stars in general are
observed to interpret current and forthcoming events:
(ESD) "But the daedra stars burn at night."
(ESD) "Dire portents have been read in the sky. The daedric stars glow bright. The Cabal at the Mages Guild
say the daedra are active tonight."
(ESD) "Even the daedra stars glowed softer last night."
(ESD) "It is forseen in the stars, and I have read them."
(ESM) "Kynareth is invoked for auspicious stars at birth"
(ESD) "Strange portents were in the stars last night. Angry passions of a demi-god. Necromancers are
supposedly scouring the countryside."
(ESM) "The ancestors and stars have given me clear signs."
(ESD) "The daedra appear to be sated, from all astrological signs."
(ESD) "The daedric stars burn bright and cold last evening. Dire portents of daedra in Mundus have I seen."
(ESD) "The daedric stars last night shone particularly bright."
(ESD) "The stars foretell dreams that will never come true. There are dangerous portents the oracles have
foreseen."
(ESD) "The stars have told me that the path" etc.
(ESD) "The stars last night spoke of a disaster narrowly averted."
(ESD) "The stars last night spoke of calamity and death."
(ESD) "The stars of Namira burned bright last night."
(ESD) "The stars of Mehrunes Dagon are blazing tonight."
(ESD) "The three stars of Locanda glowed last night. That stands for unholy alliances."
(ESD) "When the stars darken like last night, it is to mark the death of a daedra."

(ESO) The skies are marked with numberless sparks, each a fire, and every one a sign.
Astrologers chart their course by the cycles of the heavens.
The Asylum Ball: (ESD) Title of a work by Waughin Jarth, which comes in one volume and
was originally published between 3E 153 and 3E 405.
Atatar: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the north of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, northeast of Chorrol and
northwest of the Drunken Dragon Inn.
Ataxia: (ESM) Ataxia is a mild common disease affecting the victim's strength and dexterity.
Symptoms include generalized pain and muscle stiffness. It may be contracted from
slaughterfish.
Athleticism: (ESD) Members of a character class possessing Athleticism find that their
stamina decreases much less than other classes while swimming, running, and doing other
strenuous activities. (ESLB) Athleticism means the character possesses a high stamina and
loses Fatigue Points more slowly while running, swimming, and fighting.
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Athletics: (ESM) The athletics discipline is training and conditioning for running and
swimming, moving short and long distances over land with speed and efficiency, and
conserving breath while swimming swiftly underwater. (ESO) Run and swim faster, and
regenerate lost fatigue faster. To make your Athletics increase, swimming is better than
running. An Apprentice's rate of fatigue regeneration when running is increased by 25%. A
Journeyman's rate of fatigue regeneration when running is increased by 50%. An Expert's rate
of fatigue regeneration when running is increased by 75%. A Master's rate of fatigue
regeneration when running won't be reduced at all.
Athyn Llethan: (ESM) The former king was an old man and had been ill for a while. He had
no sons or daughters. Helseth is Llethan's great-nephew -- Barenziah is Llethan's niece. Queen
Barenziah renounced her claim to the throne, so, according to Imperial custom, the crown
goes to Prince Helseth. He didn't do much, but we assumed he wasn't supposed to. We
thought he was just a convenient fiction for Imperial administrative purposes.
A'tor: (ESAR) The son and heir of High King Thassad II of Hammerfell. He was defeated by
the Imperial Army under the leadership of Admiral Lord Amiel Richton, struck down with a
poisoned arrow by Richton's Morag Tong assassin Dram, and his body lost at sea at the final
battle of Stros M'kai in 2E 864.
Atronach: (ESM) Constellation of The Atronach with a Prime Aspect of Masser. Those born
under the sign of The Atronach cannot regenerate Magicka, but have a chance of absorbing
any magic cast at them. (ESO) Atronach (often called the Golem) is one of the Mage's
Charges. Its season is Sun's Dusk. Those born under this sign are natural sorcerers with deep
reserves of magicka and have a chance of absorbing any magic cast at them, but they cannot
generate magicka of their own. The Atronach shall aid you with your appointed burden.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

Atronach's Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located west-northwest of Skingrad
(Cyrpdiil). Gives the greater power Arcane Well, which has a Spell Absorption effect and
fortifies Intelligence.
Atronachs: (ESM) Atronachs are unaligned Daedra of the elemental planes. Atronachs
encountered here are of three elemental domains: flame atronachs, or fire daedra; frost
atronachs, or frost daedra; and storm atronachs, also called storm daedra.
Attempted Breaking and Entering: (ESD) Attempted Breaking and Entering is defined as
an any act that a reasonable person would perceive as the preparation for, an attempt (whether
successful or not, or perceived to be possibly successful or not) to bring about the opening,
breaking, incinerating, magically transporting, or in any way causing a door, window, or other
portal that has been magically or mundanely locked or which a reasonable person would
assume to be so restricted to be passable, and the act (though the act is not required for the
definition) of preparing or attempting (whether successful or not, perceived to be possibly
successful or not) entering the house, business, or public location through said defined portal.
Lit.: ANCHIVIUS, Legal Basics.

Attrebus: (ESAR, W3) Imperial Guard, b. 2E 841 in the Colovian West (Cyrodiil). - At only
23, Attrebus was considered a grizzled veteran by his fellows. The sixth son of a peasant family
from the backwoods of the Colovian West, he ran away from home at 16 to join the Third
Legion mustering in nearby Anvil, hoping, like the other peasant boys who flocked to the
Imperial standards in that fateful year, to find in the soldier's life an escape from the changeless
toil of farm and herd. The Third was immediately posted to the capital to help put down the
Moth Rebellion, where its green recruits earned it the sobriquet "The Faithful" while besieged
in the Hesod Barracks by the Cultists. The proudest moment of his life was when the Third
marched with Tiber Septim's honor guard during his triumphal reentry into the capital. -
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Attrebus saw action with the Third in every corner of the expanding Empire over the next few
years, and has scars to prove it. He was wounded during the storming of Tarak Shan, and nearly
lost a leg to an Argonian feather-serpent during the grueling pursuit of Reekee's kidnappers into
the depths of Black Marsh in 861. Fiercely loyal to his Emperor, he had little patience with
people who refused to acknowledge the obvious benefits of the Empire. For a glass of the
strongest local brew, he gladly retold his part in the sack of Senchal (an event which has no part
in the official history of the Empire), claiming to have put thirty catmen to the sword himself,
"man, woman and cubling, made no difference to us - General Pottreid had given 'em their chance
to surrender." - He was among the few who escaped the Aldmeri trap at Black Rocks - later, the
remnants of the Third made up the core of the new Ruby Legion, and Attrebus spent an
uneventful year on garrison duty in the Nibenay Valley. Just when he was getting used to the
jungle heat, his company was posted to Hammerfell as the personal guard of Lord Richton on this
"godsforsaken island". Attrebus didn't understand why Richton had let Stros M'kai off so easy "it's the bleedin' rebel capital, ain't it?" - but veterans of the Faithful Third prided themselves on
doing their duty without complaint. He followed orders and kept a suspicious eye on the locals.
(Source: http://redguard.bethsoft.com/characters/attrebus.html, 2005-11-01)

Attribute-Damaging: (ESM) Attribute-damaging spells actually destroy the eleven
fundamental attributes of natural and supernatural beings: agility, endurance, fatigue, health,
intelligence, luck, personality, speed, strength, willpower, magica. The victim's attributes are
reduced permanently. The most common of these destruction spells are: curse agility, curse
endurance, curse fatigue, curse health, curse intelligence, curse luck, curse personality, curse
speed, curse strength, curse willpower, and curse spell points. See also → Damage.
Attribute-Draining: (ESM) Attribute-draining spells reduce the eleven fundamental
attributes of natural and supernatural beings: agility, endurance, fatigue, health, intelligence,
luck, personality, speed, strength, willpower, magica. The reduction is only temporary, and
the attribute returns to normal after the duration of the magical effect elapses. The most
common of these destruction spells are: clumsiness, distraction, exhaustion, gash spirit ,
misfortune, spite, strain, temptation, torpor, weakness, and wound.. See also → Drain
Attribute, Drain Fatigue, Drain Health, Drain Magicka, Drain Skill.
Attributes: (ESLB) The character's physical, mental, and magical abilities are represented by
eight Attributes: Strength, Intelligence, Willpower, Agility, Endurance, Personality, Speed, and
Luck. (ESM) A character's mental, physical, and magical abilities are modeled by eight primary
attributes: agility, endurance, intelligence, personality, luck, speed, strength, willpower. These
attributes can be changed by magic, potions, or disease. Derived from them are fatigue, health,
magicka, and encumbrance. They are affected by changes to the primary attributes. The eleven
fundamental attributes of natural and supernatural beings are agility, endurance, fatigue, health,
intelligence, luck, personality, speed, strength, willpower, and magicka. Scholars and sages of
the six magic colleges are familiar with these fundamental attributes from the works of the
earliest Aldmeri philosophers, and the concepts have been adopted by all the other scholarly
disciplines of Imperial culture.
Aubk-i: (ESD) Queen of Daggerfall and consort of King Gothryd, b. 3E 386. Her parents are
Queen Akorithi of Sentinel and the late King Cameron. Her brothers are Lhotum and Greklith.
Aundae: (ESM) “We are the most blessed of all of the cursed. In addition to the powers all
vampires possess, our dark powers are of the mind, where other, weaker clans are gifted more
physically. Our path through the darkness relies on magic, and at this, we are truly gifted.”
Aundae's Aura: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify Willpower, 10 points for 30 seconds;
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Fortify Blade, 5 points for 30 seconds; Fortify Mysticism, 5 points for 30 seconds; Fortify
Destruction, 5 points for 30 seconds; Sun Damage, 1 point for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Aundae's Aura Tome.

Auredel: (ESO) The second rank in the Golden Saints hierarchy.
Aurelia, Caccino: (ESM) An Imperial male who became Thirsk's tenth chieftain and ruled
over it for three weeks (c. 3E 394). He slew the Imperial hero Claudius Anzione and
presented his sword as a battle trophy.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Auren: (ESO) The first rank in the Golden Saints hierarchy.
Aurgezel: (ESO) Presumedly one of the higher ranks of the Golden Saints hierarchy.
Auri-El: (ESM) (Altmeri and Bosmeri pantheon: King of the Aldmer) The Elven Akatosh is
Auri-El. Auri-El is the soul of Anui-El, who, in turn, is the soul of Anu the Everything. He is
the chief of most Aldmeri pantheons. Most Altmeri and Bosmeri claim direct descent from
Auri-El. In his only known moment of weakness, he agreed to take his part in the creation of the
mortal plane, that act which forever sundered the Elves from the spirit worlds of eternity. To
make up for it, Auri-El led the original Aldmer against the armies of Lorkhan in mythic times,
vanquishing that tyrant and establishing the first kingdoms of the Altmer, Altmora and Old
Ehlnofey. He then ascended to heaven in full observance of his followers so that they might
learn the steps needed to escape the mortal plane. (ESO) Akatosh as he is known in Cyrodiil.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. The Anticipations. The Monomyth. AICANTAR OF
SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man.

Auriel's Bow: (ESA) One of the greatest lost artifacts of Tamriel, famed by all archers as the
most powerful bow to ever exist. In the hands of an accomplished archer, this Elven artifact
could very well be the deadliest weapon in Tamriel. (ESA, ESD) Auriel's Bow appears as a
modest Elven Longbow, but it one of the mightiest weapons ever to exist in Tamriel's history.
Allegedly created and used, like its sister Auriel's Shield, by the great Elvish demi-god, the
Bow can turn any arrow into a missile of death and any wielder invulnerable to any lesser
attacks. Without Auriel's power behind it, however, the bow uses its own store of energy for
its power. Once exhausted of this energy, the bow will vanish and reappear where ever chance
puts it. Its most recent appearances have been subject of gossip for hundreds of years. (ESM)
Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 15.000 gold for Auriel's Bow.
Time
3E 399

Province
n/a

3E 405

High Rock

3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
n/a

Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Damage Health
Damage Fatigue
Damage Magicka
n/a
n/a
Lightning
Hand of Sleep
Magicka Leech
30.000,00 16,00
-

Auriel's Shield: (ESA) Auriel's Shield, an Ebony shield said to have once belonged to the
quasi-mythical Elvish deity Auriel, can make its wielder nigh invulnerable. In its resistance to
fire and magick, Auriel's Shield is unsurpassed. To defend its wielder from any attacks it
cannot absorb, the Shield lends him or her health. Like many artifacts of Tamriel, the Shield
has life and personality of its own, and does not feel bound to its user. A popular fable tells
the tale of it abandoning one wielder in her greatest hour of need, but this is perhaps,
apocryphal.
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3E 399

Province
n/a

3E 405

High Rock

3E 427 Morrowind
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Value
n/a

Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Resist Fire
Reflect
Shield
n/a
n/a
Resist Fire
Shield
Reflect
17.000,00 30,00
-

Aurig: (ESO) The fifth rank in the Golden Saints hierarchy.
Aurmazl: (ESO) Presumedly one of the higher ranks of the Golden Saints hierarchy.
Aurmok: (ESO) The third rank in the Golden Saints hierarchy.
Aurmokel: (ESO) The fourth rank in the Golden Saints hierarchy.
Auroran (ESO)
Lit.: The Song of Pelinal.

Autkendo: (ESO) The seventh (and thus highest) rank in Sheogorath's Dark Seducers
hierarchy.
Av molag anyammis, av latta magicka: (ESO) (Ayleid phrase) "From fire, life; from light,
magic".
Lit.: RAELYS ANINE, Ayleid Inscriptions and their Translations.

Avalea: See → Masque of Clavicus Vile.
Avengers: (ESA) The arena team of Dawnstar of 3E 399/400.
Awakening: See → Dark Brotherhood.
Axe: (ESD) Axe is the skill automatically checked whenever one uses a battleaxe or a war axe
on a target. Characters with great Axe skill are best at striking targets and doing damage with
all hatchet-sytle, chopping weapons such as battle axes and war axes. (ESLB) Governing
attribute: Strength. Characters with this skill are proficient in using axes and cleaving
weapons. (ESM) The axe weapon discipline is the study and mastery of the war axe and
battleaxe weapon styles. Axe skill helps a user wield heavy chopping weapons like war axes
and battleaxes more effectively. To use any style of weapon effectively, the user must be
trained, conditioned, and skilled in its use.
The Axe Man: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Axers: (ESA) The arena team of Riverhold of 3E 399/400.
Axes: (ESM) Only two types of axe are common here -- the one-handed war axe and the twohanded battle axe. Use the war axe with a shield or use the two-handed battle axe for
maximum effect.
Ayalea: (ESD) The given name of a nymph.
Lit.: VONDHAM BARRES, A Scholar's Guide to Nymphs.

Ayasofya: (ESD) A county in the province of Hammerfell.
Ayem Ae Sehti Ae Vehk: (ESM) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Ayleid Inscriptions and their Translations: (ESO) Title of a work by Raelys Anine, which
comes in one volume was published before or in 3E 433.
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Ayleid Philosophy: (ESO) The ancient Ayleids believed that Nirn was composed of four
basic elements - earth, water, air, and light - and of these four elements, they believed the
most sublime form of light was star light. The stars are our links to the plane of Aetherius, the
source of all magical power, and therefore, light from the stars is the most potent and exalted
of all magical powers. From time to time, fragments of Aetherius fall from the heavens. The
people know these fragments as 'shooting stars', and from time to time, such Aetherial
fragments are found on Nirn. The most common varieties are known as 'meteoric iron'; this
metal is prized by armorers and enchanters for its properties in the forging of enchanted
weapons and armors. This meteoric iron is also the primary component in 'Ayleid Wells,'
ancient enchanted artifacts found throughout Cyrodiil. Another, rarer form of Aetherial
fragment is called 'meteroic glass'. It is from such fragments that other rare Ayleid enchanted
artifacts are crafted -- Welkynd Stones and Varla Stones.
Lit.: IRLAV JAROL, Magic from the Sky.

Ayleid Revivalists: (ESO) A group mentioned by the Bosmer Glarthir.
Ayleid Ruins: (ESO) See → Anga, Anutwyll, Arpenia, Atatar, Bawn, Belada, Beldaburo,
Ceyatatar, Culotte, Elenglynn, Fanacas, Fanacasecul, Garlas Agea, Hame, Hrotanda Vale,
Kemen, Lindai, Lipsand Tarn, Mackamentain, Malada, Miscarcand, Morahame, Moranda,
Nagastani, Narfinsel, Nenalata, Nenyond Twyll, Ninendava, Niryastare, Nonungalo, Nornal,
Nornalhorst, Ondo, Piukanda, Rielle, Sardavar Leed, Sedor, Sercen, Silorn, Talwinque,
Telepe, Trumbe, Vahtacen, Varondo, Veyond, Vilverin, Vindasel, Welke, Wendelbeck,
Wendir, Wenyandawik.
Blackwood
Atatar
Telepe
Veyond
Welke
Colovian Highlands
Hrotanda Vale
Lipsand Tarn
Nonungalo
Talwinque
Trumbe
Varondo
Wendir
Gold Coast
Beldaburo
Garlas Agea

Gold Coast (cont.)
Niryastare
Great Forest
Anga
Ceyatatar
Elenglynn
Lindai
Moranda
Narfinsel
Nenyond Twyll
Piukanda
Wenyandawik
Heartlands
Belda
Culotte
Fanacasecul

Heartlands (cont.)
Nagastani
Sardavar Leed
Sercen
Vilverin
Vindasel
Jerall Mountains
Ninendava
Rielle
Sedor
Nibenay
Anutwyll
Bawn
Mackamentain
Malada
Morahame

Nibenay (cont.)
Nenalata
Nornal
Ondo
Vahtacen
Wendelbek
Valus Mountains
Fanacas
Hame
Kemen
West Weald
Miscarcand
Nornalhorst
Silorn

Known Ayleid ruins in Cyrodiil, listed by regions.

Ayleidish
(ESO) As oiobala Umarile, Ehlnada racuvar, in the Ayleid tongue. By the eternal power of Umaril, the mortal
gods shall be cast down. - Av Auri-El ye Tamri-El dellevoy an Arpen Aran tarnabye! Av Sunna Tam Riel
arctavoy an Arpen Aran malaburo! Man kana mitta abasel Umarile? Pelinal na vasha. Sa yando tye. Shanta,
ehlno. Tyavoy balangua! Asma bala ni hilyat sino? Heca! Rahtan Pelinale na anda! As balangua, Ehlnada
racuvar! Abagaianye Ehlnadaya!

Ayleidoon: (ESO) See → Ayleids.
Ayleids: (ESO) The Ayleids, or Heartland High Elves, ruled Cyrodiil in the long ages of
Myth before the beginning of recorded history.
Lit.: KIER-JO CHORVAK, On Wild Elves.

Ayleids Wells: (ESO) Ayleids Wells are scattered across Cyrodiil's landscape. Their siting is
a mystery; they are not associated with any known Ayleid cities or settlements. It is presumed
that, in some manner, they harvest magical power from starlight. It is also suggested, without
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evidence or support, that they are located at the meeting points of ancient lines of magical
power; however, modern arcane arts have discovered no perceptible evidence of such lines of
power. Those with magical talents can draw magicka from Ayleid wells to restore their own
reservoirs of magical power. No ritual or arcane knowledge is necessary, suggesting that these
wells were designed to serve persons not skilled in the magical arts. Once drained, the wells
replenish again only at magical midnight. Once recharged, they appear to radiate magical
power back into the sky, which prompts some to theorize they are also objects with religious
or magical ritual significance -- perhaps a means of offering magic back to the heavens.
Lit.: IRLAV JAROL, Magic from the Sky.

Aywenil, Mabei: (ESO) Author of Opusculus Lamae Bal ta Mezzamortie. A brief account of
Lamae Bal and the Restless Death (University of Gwylim Press, 3E 105).
Azura: (also Azurah) (ESD) Azura is one of the Daedric Regents of Oblivion. Her sphere is
vanity. Lady Azura is the Daedra Prince of Vanity and Egotism. (ESM) (Dunmeri pantheon:
Goddess of Dusk and Dawn) Azura was the god-ancestor that taught the Chimer the mysteries
needed to be different than the Altmer. Some of her more conventional teachings are
sometimes attributed to Boethiah. In the stories, Azura is often more a communal cosmic
force for the race as a whole than an ancestor or a god. Also known as the Anticipation of
Sotha Sil. In Elsweyr, Azurah is nearly a wholly separate entity, yet she is still tied into the
origins of Khajiiti out of Altmeri stock. It was Azura who changed the Chimer into Dunmer.
See also → Winged Twilight.

Azura.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. - The Book of Daedra. - Darkest Darkness. SIGILLAH PARATE, Invocation of Azura. - The Anticipations. – VIVEC, The Battle of Red Mountain, and the Rise
and Fall of the Tribunal. - Nerevar at Red Mountain.

Azura and the Box: (ESM, ESO) Title of the nineth part of Marobar Sul's Ancient Tales of the
Dwemer, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Azura's Coast: (ESM) The rugged coast and islands of northern and eastern Vvardenfell are
called Azura's Coast. The region is rocky, infertile, and largely uninhabited, except for the
outpost at Molag Mar, the Telvanni settlements at Sadrith Mora, the wizard towers at Tel
Aruhn, Tel Mora, and Tel Branora, and Ahemmusa camp and the remote fishing villages of
Ald Redaynia and Dagon Fel on the north coast. There are no roads; most travel is by boat.
Despite the rocky terrain, a variety of plants thrive on the regular rainfall.
Azura's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine in the far southeast of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains,
north of Cheydinhal, up Lake Arrius way, towards the Skyrim border. If you wish to speak to
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her, visit her shrine at dawn or dusk and leave her an offering of glow dust. Perhaps she will
deign to speak with you.
Azura's Star: (ESD) Few mortals have the stomach to trade in souls. The Dark Brotherhood
does it, as do certain groups within the Mages Guild. For these cruel folk, Azura's Star has a
particular fascination. The Star acts as a reusable soul gem. The soul of any creature killed by
the bearer of the Star is trapped within it. If the Star already carries a soul, nothing happens.
Using Azura's Star empties it, freeing the trapped soul to make its journey to Oblivion.
Azura's Star can be used to make magical items over and over and over.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* given in pounds

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
5.000,00 2,00
2.500,00 0,04
-

Azura's Star.
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B
Baan Dar: (ESM) (Bosmeri and Elsweyr pantheon: The Bandit God) In most regions, Baan
Dar is a marginal diety, a trickster spirit of thieves and beggars. In Elsweyr he is more
important, and is regarded as the Pariah. In this aspect, Baan Dar becomes the cleverness or
desperate genius of the long-suffering Khajiit, whose last minute plans always upset the
machinations of their (Elven or Human) enemies.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. ARKAN, First Scroll of Baan Dar.

Backstabbing: (ESD) An ungentlemanly but useful skill. Backstabbing is a skill checked
whenever a target is struck from behind. It is easier for a person proficient at this skill to hit a
target from behind. It is also probable that more damage will be dealt with a well-delivered
backstab. A successful backstab delivers three times the normal damage to a target. Getting
behind a target aware of your presence is quite a different challenge. (ESLB) Governing
attribute: Agility. A dastardly and underhanded skill, Backstabbing is automatically checked
when the character attacks a target from behind. A successful Backstab inflicts double the
normal damage to the target.
Bad Daedra: (ESM) The Tribunal Temple teaches that the Three Good Daedra -- the
Anticipations, Boethiah, Azura, and Mephala -- recognized the Divinity of the Tribunal and
made homage to them. But the Rebel Daedra -- the Dark Daedra, Molag Bal, Malacath,
Sheogorath, and Mehrunes Dagon -- in their arrogance and pride, refused to keep faith with
the Tribunal. These Rebel Daedra thus became the Four Corners of the House of Troubles,
and they continue to tempt the unwary into heresy and dark worship. Bad Daedra include
Molag Bal's servant, the daedroth; Malacath's servant, the ogrim; Mehrunes Dagon's servant,
the scamp, the dremora, and the clannfear; and Sheogorath's servant, the golden saint. See
also Bad Daedra.
Lit.: Darkest Darkness.

Badge of the Steward: (ESLB) Grants the gift of Summon Wise Monster
Lit.: MALHAM, Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.
Bagam, Yagrum: (ESM) The famous 'Last Living Dwarf', a former Master Crafter in the
service of the Dwemer High Craftlord Kagrenac. When the Dwemer disappeared, Yagrum
Bagam was in an Outer Realm, and when he came back, his people were gone. He left Red
Mountain, wandering Tamriel for years, searching the Dwemer deserted colonies, looking for
a survivor or an explanation. Then, a long, long time ago, he returned to Red Mountain, still
looking for answers. Instead, he found corprus disease, and has been in Divayth Fyr's
Corprusarium ever since.
Bal Dagon Malac Sheog: (ESM) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Bal Fell: ('city of stone') (ESM) Bal Fell is the "City of Stone," an ancient First Era ruin in the
southeastern islands and promontories of Azura's Coast. The site has a nasty reputation, and
several Telvanni wizards currently have competing camps of hirelings and adventurers
exploring and looting there. Legend says that Bal Fell was built on the site of an ancient
Daedric worship center. (ESO) A First Era High Elven wizard tower on Vvardenfell.
Lit.: AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man.

Bal Isra: ('rows of stones') (ESM) A place on the road from Ald'ruhn to Maar Gan, named
after the rows of stones there.
Bal Molagmer: ('stone fire men') (ESM) There is a legend about the Bal Molagmer, or "Stone
Fire Men," who brought the light of justice to the land. The Bal Molagmer once carried their
burning stones from Red Mountain over all of Morrowind, lighting hearth fires and lanterns.
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It is said that their fires brought the light of justice. Though the Bal Molagmer were thieves,
they stole only from the unjust and gave to those in need. They vanished early in the Third
Era, and have not been seen since.
Bal Ur: (ESM) Bal Ur is known as the Birthplace of Molag Bal where the Doom Drum
tricked Molag Bal into becoming mortal. Vivec defeated Molag Bal here and sent him back
into Oblivion. Bal Ur is north of Suran, but you will need to levitate over the mountains to get
there easily.
The Shrine of Molag Bal is not a pilgrimage for the casual traveler. The interior is cursed and dangerous, and the
Temple has not been successful in keeping it clean of Daedra-worshipping witches and warlocks. Go view the
ruins from the outside, but don't go inside unless you are strong and well-prepared.
Lit.: Vampires of Vvardenfell.

Bal Ur Region: (ESM) The region is named after the ancient Bal Ur Daedric ruins, a local
landmark and pilgrimage site. It's an uninhabitable ash waste, rugged highlands broken by
lava fields and ash pits. There's no grazing for the Ashlander herds, but they hunt there. It's
also a convenient refuge for outlaws and Ashlander outcasts.
Balfiera: (PG1) An island in the Iliac Bay which has been used for centuries as a neutral
meeting place for diplomatic negotiations and treaty signings by the kingdoms of High Rock
Lit.: TSATHENES, The Madness of Pelagius. - AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man. - SINJIN, Rislav
the Righteous. – CYRUS, Reminiscences of a Redguard.

Baliwog: (ESO) The Baliwog is an extraordinarily ugly aquatic-dwelling creature that
frequents the lakes, rivers and bogs of the Shivering Isles. Although the Baliwog, or "Wog" as
some of the locals call it, walks on all fours, it should by no means be considered stupid or
docile. A fully-grown adult Baliwog can deliver a nasty blow from its claws or a potentially
deadly bite from its razor-sharp teeth. The lethality of this beast comes not from the actual
damage it can deliver, but from the horrible diseases it seems to generate. Also of note is the
Baliwog's uncanny ability to regenerate when immersed in water. From our observations, it's
best just to avoid these brutes, although it's said some of them carry flawless pearls in their
bodies, though it is not known why they would swallow them, or what use they may serve to
the creatures. (NAMLIR ESPRINK, The Shivering Bestiary) - Baliwogs are thought to be the
larval form of Grummites, although this relationship has never been proven.
Baliwog Leg (smoked): (ESO) A popular meal in Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
32,00 Restore Fatigue
Feather
Restore Health
Damage Fatigue

* Septims/Pound

The Balladeer's Fakebook: (ESM) Title of an anonymous collection of lyrics to many
popular Western drinking songs, which comes in one volume and was originally published
between c. 2E 860 and 3E 427.
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Balmora

Balmora
(From Guide to Balmora)

(ESA) Town in the province of Morrowind. (ESM) ('stonewood') Balmora is the Council Seat
of Great House Hlaalu, and the largest town on Vvardenfell except for Vivec City. Located on
the Odai River, and sitting astride the Ald'ruhn-Vivec road, Balmora is an important
mercantile trade and travel center. High Town, on the hill to the west, is the administrative
center and has the Temple, Hlaalu Council Hall, rich manors, better shops, and the Morag
Tong. None of the Hlaalu counselors actually live in Balmora; Nileno Dorvayn at the Council
Hall is the ranking Hlaalu local. Morag Tong offers services; Ethasi Rilvayn is the Morag
Tong steward. The Commercial District, just west of the river, has the Fighters Guild and
Mages Guild, shops and inns; Labor Town, east of the river, where the commoners and poor
live, has only the South Wall Cornerclub and a few traders. Go to Hlaalu Council Manor for
House Hlaalu services. Temple faithful go to the Balmora Temple. Feldrelo Sadri is the
steward for the Balmora Tribunal Temple. Outlanders go to Fort Moonmoth for the Imperial
Legion and the Imperial cult southeast of town. Try Balmora Fighters Guild or Balmora
Mages Guild. Eydis Fire-Eye is the Fighters Guild steward, Ranis Athrys the Mages Guild
steward. Sugar Lips Habasi is the local Thieves Guild boss. The only known street names are
Trade Street and Labor Street.
Dulnea Ralaal, publican of the Eight Plates Cornerclub in Balmora, is hiring entertainers to amuse her patrons.
She's looking for jesters, dancers, drummers, jugglers, and singers who play the lute.

Roads south lead to Pelagiad, Seyda Neen, and Vivec. Silt strider service goes to Seyda Neen,
Ald'ruhn, Suran, and Vivec. Roads north lead to Caldera and Ald'ruhn. Guild guides at the
Mages Guild can teleport you to Ald'ruhn, Vivec, Caldera, and Sadrith Mora for a fee. Hla
Oad is southwest on the coast. There's no trail, and it's easy to get lost. The only route to
Ghostgate is via Foyada Mamaea.
Lit.: Guide to Balmora.

Balmora Fighters Guild: (ESM) West of the Odai River, looking up towards the Temple, the
Fighters Guild is halfway up on your right. They're always looking for people. If you're
thinking of joining up, ask for Eydis Fire-Eye, the local Guild Steward.
Balmora Mages Guild: (ESM) The Mages Guild is west of the river, one street up from the
waterside, by the open plaza just north of the silt strider port. If you were planning to join the
Mages Guild, you want to talk to Ranis Athrys, the Guild Steward.
Balmora Temple: (ESM) The Balmora Temple stands on Rich Hill in the northwest part of
town. The shrine there cures diseases and poison, and they offer various other services as
well.
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Baloth-Kul: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Horror of Castle Xyr. A One Act Play and The
Legend of the Krately House.
Baltham's Insight: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the Novice skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Detect Life, 150 feet for 5 seconds.
Lit.: Baltham's Insight Tome.

Balur Salvu's Farm: (ESM) Balur Salvu's farm is on the road just south of Pelagiad. The
farmhouse is north of the road, south of the southwestern end of Lake Hairan. Just head north
from Ebonheart. Don't take the bridge west towards Seyda Neen. When you hit the east-west
road between Pelagiad and Vivec, turn right, east, towards Vivec, and Balur's farm is not far.
If you reach a bridge, you've gone too far.
Balyna's Antidote: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration. Medium-level chance of curing
caster of paralysis, poison, and mundane diseases.
Bamboo: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
12,00 Heal Fatigue
Cure Paralysis
Resist Paralysis

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Free Action.

Bamz-Amschend: (ESM) An old Dwemer ruin beneath Mournhold.
Band Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine northwest of Caldera.
Bands Of Chosen: (ESO) At Mankar Camoran's command, those favored by him to wear the
Bands may enter the Forbidden Grotto, and leave the Savage Garden forever. The Bands of
the Chosen prevent the inhabitants from escaping, and make them easy to control. One cannot
pass through the door to the Forbidden Grotto unless one wears the Bands. No one wearing
the Bands of the Chosen can leave this Grotto. The doors will not open, and there is no other
way out.
Bane: (ESA) The arena team of Rihad of 3E 399/400.
Bandit: (DC, ESM) The sixth rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy. (ESO) The third rank in
the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Bandits: (ESM) Bandits typically operate from secret hideouts in the backcountry, and the
Legions don't have troops or time to comb the wilderness for them. An adventurer can make a
living preying on bandits; the adventurer has right of salvage on weapons, armor, and goods
recovered from dead outlaws.
Bane, Tyston: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Author of The Pig Children.
Bani-Dad: (ESM) See → Foyada Bani-Dad.
Banish Daedra: (ESD) Governing School: Mysticism. Medium-level chance of transporting
daedra target back to the plane of Oblivion. Banish Daedra is one of the most difficult of the
standard circinate spells to cast. Few spells require more innate magicka and skill.
Bank: (ESD) At some point you will have more money and items than you can carry. It's time
to visit a bank. Put your money in the bank. You can deposit unlimited money at the bank.
Each region has its own bank, so keep track of which regions you open accounts in. Every
town bank within a region has complete access to your funds. Have them give you letters of
credit. They hardly weigh a thing. - A bank can issue a letter of credit. Gold is heavy. Some of
the things you will want to buy are too expensive for actual gold coins, even if you load up
your wagon! The bank will issue a letter of credit (for a small fee), which weighs next to
nothing. All shops in Daggerfall will accept letters of credit, and even give you change with
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another letter of credit if necessary. - Banks can also sell houses and ships to your character.
These are both wonderful places to store surplus items. Ships have the added bonus of
following your character to travel by sea without cost. Of course, houses and ships are
hideously expensive.
Banker's Bet: (ESD) Title of a work by Porbert Lyttumly, which comes in one volume and
was originally published before 3E 406.
Bankorai Pass: (ESD) A pass in central High Rock's (or Orsinium's) Wrothgarian Mountains.
Lit.: From The Memory Stone of Makela Leki.

Banthan: (ESD) A jungle in Hammerfell and ancient Redguard dialect.
Lit.: TIDASUS, Ghraewaj and the Harpies. - THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Barak, Grommok: (ESO) See → Dawnfang.
Baram Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in Vvardenfell's Azura's Coast
region, on the southeastern shore of the small island southeast of the Dunmer stronghold
Indoranyon.
Baranth Do: (ESD) Redguard festival, celebrated in the Alik'r Desert on the 18th of Evening
Star. (ESD) Baranth Do is celebrated on the 18th of Evening Star by the Redguards of the
Alik'r Desert. Its meaning is "Goodbye to the Beast of Last Year." Pageants featuring
demonic representations of the old year are popular, and revelry to honor the new year is
everywhere.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Barbarian: (ESA) Barbarians are warriors who have learned to fight in order to survive the
harsh life of their homeland. Barbarians may wear armor up to and including Chain, and may
use any weapon or shield. Barbarians begin with the most hit points of any character class.
Because of their hardy upbringing, Barbarians have a natural immunity to poison. Barbarians,
because of their incredible physique, heal additional health points based upon their endurance.
(ESD) The true savage warriors of Tamriel, barbarians hail from the wastelands that fringe
more civilized areas, where only the strongest and hardiest survive. What they may be lacking
in social finesse, barbarians more than counterbalance with their battle prowess. Barbarians
have very high strength and endurance. They make excellent fighters, well-suited to survival
under the worst conditions. The skills Barbarians use most are: Blunt Weapon, Long Blade,
Axe, Jumping, Running, and Swimming. (ESLB) The true savage warriors of Tamriel,
barbarians hail from the wastelands where only the strongest and the hardiest survive.
Barbarians have very high Strength and Endurance.(ESM) Barbarians are the proud, savage
Warrior elite of the plains nomads, mountain tribes, and sea reavers. They tend to be brutal
and direct, lacking civilized graces, but they glory in heroic feats, and excel in fierce, frenzied
single combat. Briring is a barbarian at the Skyrim Mission in Ebonheart. He's remarkably
educated and well-spoken for a barbarian, but he knows the things a barbarian should know.
(ESO) Fearsome brutes who inspire fear and dread in the hearts of their enemies. Like a
storm, swift and powerful. Finding little use for heavy armor, they rely on smashing their foes
into the ground.
(ESM) "I'm a barbarian, and proud of it. I like the wilderness, and know how to live comfortably off the land. I
know the various creatures of the wild, how to hunt them, what bits are good to eat, and what bits the city-folk
will pay for. I know weapons and armor, and how to stay healthy, so I can play soldier for pay. But I hate taking
orders, so I rather live by hunting."

Barbas: (ESO) The Hound of Clavicus Vile.
(ESO) “Not that I've always been a hound, or always been called Barbas. I've also been a Redguard. For a while
I was a scamp, making deals with Orcs. But, for now, I am His Hound, and I serve the Lord Clavicus.”
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Bard: (ESA) Bards are the proverbial ‘Jack of all Trades’. They are able to perform many
tasks, including but not limited to: critical strikes, weapons skill, picking locks/pockets, and
magic. They are a very versatile class, able to take up slack in almost any situation. Bards
receive an amount equal to their INT in spell points. They have a wide selection of weapons,
may wear armor up to chain, and use any shield except the Tower Shield. A Bard’s critical
strike capability is useful when cornered by stronger opponents, though their chance to score
is not as great as Thieves and the others in this subclass. (ESD) Bards are the most versatile
class, learned in many different arts. They are familiar with weaponry, magic, and the thiefly
talents. The common bard seen entertaining in taverns is a wandering storyteller, a singer, a
dancer, an all-around performer. Some who have mastered these diverse skills have taken to
enterprises other than amusement. The bard may be considered a "jack of all trades", for, in
addition to the traditional thiefly skills, bards are trained in social and magical skills. Agility
and intelligence are essential for all bards. The skills most often employed by Bards are:
Streetwisdom, Etiquette, Pickpocketing, Stealth, Short blade, and Hand to hand. (ESLB) The
bard is the jack of all trades with a variety of skills gained from wandering the realm. On the
surface, the bard is a travelling storyteller, a singer, a dancer, and an all-around performer.
But below the actor's mask, the bard plays many rolls as thief, warrior, courtier, and magic
user. Intelligence and Agility are essential to the bard. (ESM) Bards are loremasters and
storytellers. They crave adventure for the wisdom and insight to be gained, and must depend
on sword, shield, spell, and enchantment to preserve them from the perils of their educational
experiences. (ESO) Intelligent and personable, they prefer to accomplish tasks with their
words first, and sword second.
(ESM) "I am a bard. As an entertainer, I share songs and stories with patrons and peasants. As a scholar, I travel
the world, speaking with people, and learning the lessons of history and human nature. And because a good bard
must experience adventure at first hand in order to present its drama effectively, I have learned to defend myself
with the noble tools of medium armor and long blade, and have mastered minor mysteries of alchemy,
enchantment, and illusion."

Bardmont: (ESO) A town south of Dawnstar where in 2E 283 the last Akaviri Potentate
Versidue-Shaie gathered the Imperial Council in what would be called the Council of
Bardmont. There the Potentate declared catholic and universal martial law. The princes of
Tamriel would dissolve their armies or face his wrath.
Lit.: History of the Fighters Guild.

Barelo, Gilvas: (ESM) An Abbot of the Holamayan monastery in c. 3E 427.
Barenziah: (ESD) Queen of Wayrest, and former Queen of Mournhold (Morrowind), b. 2E
893. Currently married to Eadwyre, Barenziah has two children by a previous marriage,
Helseth and Morgiah. (ESM) She's the Queen Mother -- mother of King Hlaalu Helseth. She's
also the widow of General Symmachus, the great Dunmer hero, and a former queen in her
own right back in Wayrest. Many years ago she abdicated her throne and retired from public
life here with her son. Now her son has become king. - Cf. → The Real Barenziah.
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Barenziah
Lit.: STERN GAMBOGE, Biography of Queen Barenziah.

Barfok: (ESM) A 'great demon chieftain of the frigid west', described as follows: 'Maid of
Planes, who appeared as a winged human with lick-encrusted spear, had the powers of Event
Denouement. Battles fought against her would always end in victory for Barfok, because she
could shape outcomes by singing. Four Chimeri villages and two more Dwemeri strongholds
were destroyed by her decision enforcement. Vivec had to stuff her mouth with his milk
finger to keep her from singing Veloth into ruin.' A reference of Lamae → Beolfag?
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Barilzar's Mazed Band: (ESM) See → Mazed Band.
Bark and Sap. The Root System and the Ecology and Culture of the Gnarl: (ESO) Title of
an anonymously published work, which is said to exist in Sheogorath's realm and to come in
one volume. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E 433.
Barnabas of Tethis: (ESA) A brother of the Camlorn Brotherhood of Seth.
Barra agea ry sou karan: (ESO) (Ayleid phrase) "Wear lore as your armor".
Lit.: RAELYS ANINE, Ayleid Inscriptions and their Translations.

Barracks: (ESM) The Barracks is an ancient Velothi building adapted for use as a barracks
by the local Deathshead Legion garrison.
Barren Cave: (ESO) A cave in the northeast of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, west of Cheydinhal.
Barren Mine: (ESO) A former silver mine in the north of Cyrodiil's Blackwood.
Barres, Vondham: (ESD) Former scholar at the Imperial University and author of A
Scholar's Guide to Nymphs and The House of Dibella.
Bashomon: (ESO) A prince of Esroniet who yielded Esroniet to Imperial authority in 3E 284.
Lit.: Report of the Imperial Commission on the Disaster at Ionith.

Basil: (ESAR) This herb is beneficial for reducing swelling in the proboscus. It is applied as a
poultice over the affected area as a precautionary measure, straws should be placed in the
nostrils prior to application.
Time
Province Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2E 864 Hammerfell n/a
Heal
* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Flora of Hammerfell.
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Basilisk's Eye: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
104,00 Cure Paralysis

Bathorgh: (ESM, ESO) Prince of Solitude, born in 3E 65 as the son of King Mantiarco and
Queen Amodetha.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Battle Axe: (ESD) A short-handled hatchet with double-headed blade. (ESLB) A light onehanded broad-bladed axe. (ESM) Heavy two-handed chopping weapon provides maximum
damage. The term 'battle axe' includes all very heavy axes used two-handed. Most battle axes
are double-bladed, but the Nordic battle axe has a single blade. The great mass and efficiency
of the battle axe enables a strong Warrior to penetrate heavy armor, but the battle axe is also a
powerful shock weapon against massed, lightly armored opponents.
Battle Matron: (ESO) The Imperial City Arena den mother. She handles the logistical stuff, as
well as the training of the Grand Champion. The Battle Matron serves as the Grand Champion's
trainer and manager, among other things. The Battle Matron of 3E 433 was Ysabel Andronicus.
Battle Mage: See → Battlemage.
The Battle of Molag Beran: (ESM) The title of a Dunmer traditional ballad.
The Battle of Red Mountain, and the Rise and Fall of the Tribunal: (ESM) The title of a
transcript of the words of Vivec, addressed to the Dissident Priest Malur Omayn, who
confronted Vivec with the Ashlander traditions surrounding the Battle of Red Mountain and
with prophecies of the Nerevarine, and to unnamed magistrates of the Inquisition who joined
Vivec in interrogating Omayn.
Battle of Rourken-Shalidor: (ESO) Cf. → Spell Breaker.
The Battle of Sancre Tor: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Battle of Sungard: (ESO) A battle between Cyrodiil and Skyrim in 1E 478.
Battle of Zelinin: (ESO) A battle which took place during the Five Year War between
Elsweyr and Valenwood.
Lit.: LIVILLUS PERUS, Cherim's Heart of Anequina (Interviews With Tapestrists series, vol. 18)

Battleaxe of Augmented Red Wisdom: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
destruction, and does Major Frost Damage to the enemy.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Battleaxe of Augmented Swiftblade: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
shortblade, and does Minor Frost Damage to the enemy.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Battleaxe of Furious Swiftblade: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
shortblade, and casts the spell of Jumping, and provides the preternatural Blessing of
Athleticism when equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Battleaxe of Heaven's Teeth: (ESLB) Causes Minor Shock Damage, and is schooled with
crafts of running.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.
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Battleaxe of Marvelous Extension: (ESLB) Provides castings of the spell Slow Fall, and
gifts its owner with special insight into the disciplines of mysticism.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Battleaxe of Rubicund Wisdom: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
destruction, and casts the spell of Teleport, and provides the preternatural Blessing of
Athleticism when equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Battleaxe of Scathing: (ESLB) Causes Minor Magic Damage, and is informed by the arts of
illusion.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Battleaxe of Starkhorn's Swiftblade: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
shortblade, and gives some Resistance to Shock when equipped by the owner.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Battlemage: (also Battle Mage) (ESA) Battle Mages are mages trained and bred to manipulate
the essence of magic in battle. They are highly skilled at delivering offensive spells at their
targets. Certain offensive spell effects in the Spellmaker are cheaper for a Battle Mage to
purchase. In combat, a trained Battle Mage has few equals. (ESD) The antithesis of the healer
is the battlemage, whose credo comes from the School of Destruction. Battle Mages use their
mastery of magic for combat purposes. They are naturally adept at casting offensive magic
spells. Intelligence and willpower are important attributes for battlemages. The skills most
important to a Battle Mage are: Destruction, Long Blade, Axe, Thaumaturgy, Alteration, and
Hand-to-Hand. (ESLB) The antithesis of the healer is the battlemage. They are the specialists
in the magical school of Destruction. Offensive spells come naturally to battlemages. Like all
spellcasters, a battlemage needs high Intelligence and Willpower. (ESM) Battlemages are
wizard-warriors, trained in both lethal spellcasting and heavily armored combat. They sacrifice
mobility and versatility for the ability to supplement melee and ranged attacks with elemental
damage and summoned creatures. Albecius Colollius is a veteran battlemage. He hangs out at
Arrille's Tradehouse in Seyda Neen. Talk to him if you want to know about battlemages and
how they work here in Morrowind. (ESO) Battlemages are able to resolve most conflicts with
either spell or sword. They are a deadly mix of scholar and soldier.
(ESM) "I am a Battlemage. Though arrayed as a Western knight with heavy armor, axes and long blades, my
primary training is in the College of Alteration, the College of Destruction, and the College of Conjuration. To
round out my education, I have mastered enchantments and alchemy. Potions made through alchemy, or
purchased from alchemists, grant me the magics of the Restoration, Mysticism, and Illusion Colleges. And can
there be any more terrible master of the science of war than a battlemage? I think not."

Battlespire: (ESAR) The Battlespire is a war college set up by the Empire to test its Battlemages. (ESO) According to SEIF-IJ HIDJA (in his The Doors of Oblivion; mid 3rd century 3E)
the Weir Gate still stands, though the old proving grounds of the Imperial Battlemages itself is
shattered. After an exhaustive search through the detritus, he and Morian Zenas concluded that
all access to the realms beyond, the Soul Cairn, the Shade Perilous, and the Havoc Wellhead,
has been broken. - Cf. → Daedric Crescent Blade, Daedric Scourge, Spear of Bitter Mercy.
Lit.: SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion.

(W3) Battlespire is a citadel for the training of battlemages. It is located in its own pocket
universe and held there by magical anchors. Only the most elite warriors are sent there to
train.
(Source: www.bethsoft.com/htms/land.html, 1998-01-25)

Baumoval, Croll: (ESD) Author of The Legend of Lovers Lament.
Bawn: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the far southwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, southeast of Bravil.
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Baylor, Ryston: (ESD) Author of Broken Diamonds.
Beacon of Warning: (ESLB) Renders the power of Detect Enemy.
Lit.: MALHAM, Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.

Beaks of Lightning: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Major Shock Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Bear: (ESM) Bears are but one of the sacred creatures the All-Maker has blessed us with.
They embody the Warrior's strength, and some of the Skaal can even summon them to fight
by their sides.

(a)

(b)

Bears: (a) Black Bear, (b) Brown Bear.

Bear Pelt: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Drain Fatigue
Fortify Strength
Resist Common Disease
Night Eye
60,00 -

Beast Stone: (ESM) One of the six Standing Stones used in the Ritual of the Gifts,
representing the All-Maker's Gift of Beasts. It is located in the northeast of Solstheim,
northeast of Lake Fjalding.

The symbol of the Beast Stone.

the Beautiful: (PG3) A revolutionary gang in Summerset, dedicated to the destruction of the
greatest monuments of Altmer civilization.
Beast's Maw: (ESO) A cave in the north of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, south of Fort Horunn.
Beckon of the Averted Eye: (ESLB) Renders the power of Chameleon.
Lit.: MALHAM, Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.

Bed: See → Resting.
Bedrock Break: (ESO) A cave in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, north of Fort GoldThroat.
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Beds: (ESM) Beds can be used to rest in public buildings.
Beds in Cyrodiil
(ESO) (Prices are per night) THE BLOATED FLOAT TAVERN (Cyrodiil, Imperial City,
Waterfront district; 10 gold). BORDER WATCH INN (Cyrodiil, Border Watch; 10 gold). BRINA
CROSS INN (Cyrodiil; 10 gold). FAREGYL INN (Cyrodiil; 10 gold). FIVE CLAWS LODGE
(Cyrodiil, Leyawiin; 10 gold). GOTTSHAW INN (Cyrodiil; 10 gold). THE GREY MARE
(Cyrodiil, Chorrol; 10 gold). IMPERIAL BRIDGE INN (Cyrodiil; 10 gold). INN OF ILL OMEN
(Cyrodiil; 10 gold). THE KING AND QUEEN TAVERN (Cyrodiil, Imperial City, Elven Gardens
district; 10 gold). THE LONELY SUITOR LODGE (Cyrodiil, Bravil; 10 gold). LUTHER BROAD'S
BOARDING HOUSE (Cyrodiil, Imperial City, Elven Gardens district; 10 gold). NEWLANDS
LODGE (Cyrodiil, Cheydinhal; 10 gold). THE OAK AND CROSIER (Cyrodiil, Chorrol; 10 gold).
OLAV'S TAP AND TACK (Cyrodiil, Bruma; 10 gold). ROXEY INN (Cyrodiil; 10 gold). TWO
SISTERS LODGE (Cyrodiil, Skingrad; 10 gold). WAWNET INN (Cyrodiil; 10 gold). THE ALLSAINTS INN (Cyrodiil, Imperial City, Temple district; 15 gold). THE DRUNKEN DRAGON INN
(Cyrodiil; 20 gold). THE MERCHANT'S INN (Cyrodiil, Imperial City, Market district; 20 gold).
SILVERHOME-ON-THE-WATER (Cyrodiil, Bravil; 20 gold). WEST WEALD INN (Cyrodiil,
Skingrad; 20 gold). THE COUNT'S ARMS (Cyrodiil, Anvil; 25 gold). JERALL VIEW INN
(Cyrodiil, Bruma; 25 gold). MOSLIN'S INN (Cyrodiil, Hackdirt; 30 gold). CHEYDINHAL BRIDGE
INN (Cyrodiil, Cheydinhal; 40 gold). THREE SISTERS' INN (Cyrodiil, Leyawiin; 40 gold).
TIBER SEPTIM HOTEL (Cyrodiil, Imperial City, Talos Plaza district; 40 gold).
Beds in Morrowind
(ESM) (Prices are per night) ALD SKAR INN (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Ald-ruhn; 10
gold). ANDUS TRADEHOUSE (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Maar Gan; 10 gold). BLACK
SHALK CORNERCLUB (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Vivec, Foreign Quarter; 10 gold).
COUNCIL CLUB (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Balmora; 10 gold). EIGHT PLATES
(Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Balmora; 10 gold). FARA'S HOLE IN THE WALL
(Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Sadrith Mora; 10 gold). GATEWAY INN (Morrowind,
Vvardenfell District, Sadrith Mora; 10 gold). HALFWAY TAVERN (Morrowind, Vvardenfell
District, Pelagiad; 10 gold). LUCKY LOCKUP (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Balmora; 10
gold). RAVEN ROCK BAR (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Solstheim, Raven Rock; 10 gold).
SETHAN'S TRADEHOUSE (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Tel Branora; 10 gold). SHENK'S
SHOVEL (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Caldera; 10 gold). SIX FISHES (Morrowind,
Vvardenfell District, Ebonheart; 10 gold). SOUTH WALL CORNERCLUB (Morrowind,
Vvardenfell District, Balmora; 10 gold). THE COVENANT (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District,
Tel Mora; 10 gold). THE FLOWERS OF GOLD (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Vivec,
Redoran Compound; 10 gold). THE LIZARD'S HEAD (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Vivec,
Telvanni Compound; 10 gold). THE WINGED GUAR (Morrowind, Mournhold; 10 gold).
TOWER OF DUSK (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Ghostgate; 10 gold). VARO TRADEHOUSE
(Morrowind, Vvardenfell District, Vos; 10 gold).
Beef: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
16,00 Restore Fatigue
Shield
Fortify Agility
Dispel

* Septims/Pound

Before the Ages of Man: (ESO) Title of a work by Aicantar of Shimerene, which was
published as the first volume of the Timeline Series in (or before) 3E 433.
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Begalin: (ESM, ESO) The clan from Skyrim of which Randagulf, one of Skyrim's mightiest
warriors and contemporary of the legendary King Harald, hailed. – Cf. → Fists of Randagulf.
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Beggar: (ESO) The title of the first volume of Reven's untitled Eslaf-Erol-cycle, which was
published before or in 3E 433. The other volumes are entitled (2) Thief, (3) Warrior, and (4)
King.
Beggar Prince: (ESO) Attributed title of an originally untitled and anonymous work, which
comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Beguiling Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Novice skill and
affects the target on touch. Effects: Charm, 12 points for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Beguiling Touch Tome.

Beinir White-Beard: (ESM) A Nord male who became Thirsk's fourteenth chieftain and
ruled over it for twenty-two years (c. 3E 403 - 3E 425). He slew three Orc raiders and
presented their eyes as battle trophies.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Belada: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the northeast of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, far west of
Cheydinhal.
Beldaburo: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the west of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region, near the coast
of the Abecean Sea.
The Beldama: (ESD) A coven of witches in Northmoor in the province of High Rock.
Belene: (ESO) The daughter of King Justinius of Kvatch. She was married to Prince Rislav
Larich of Skingrad (c. 1E 472).
Lit.: SINJIN, Rislav the Righteous.

Belharza: (ESO) The name of an early First Era king, mentioned in the fourth volume of The
Chronicles of the Holy Brothers of Marukh.
Beliefs: (ESM) See → End of Times
Belkarth Guard: (ESA) Town in the province of Hammerfell.
Belladonna Berries: (ESM) A vegetable product from the Belladonna, a plant often found on
Solstheim.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
50,00 Resist Magicka
Restore Magicka
Fortify Magicka
Drain Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Belletor's Folly: (ESO) A mine in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region, south of
Kvatch.
Bellienus, Glabrio: (ESM) Emperor Uriel Septim VII Personal Secretary (c. 3E 427).
Belsport Run: (ESA) Town in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Belt of the Hortator: (ESM) A token that shows that its bearer has been named Hortator of
House Hlaalu by Hlaalu's councilors.
Benevolences: (ESD) Temples devoted to the Mother-Goddess Mara are customarily called
Benevolences because she is also the Goddess of Love.
"Temples devoted to the Mother Goddess of Tamriel are called Benevolences, for we are devoted to the charge
of uniting all creatures as brethren, childer of Mara. We are intolerant only of those who show intolerance; we
hate only those who hate. The whole philosophy of the Benevolence of Mara forbids us to harm another living
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creature willingly. Mara is our Mother Goddess, and thus she blesses all with the gift of love. Particularly, she
favors those who help her followers in Tamriel. For a reasonable donation to our Benevolence, you will be
blessed and be forever beloved by he or she who loves you best. Those who devote themselves further to the
Mother Goddess are even more blessed. Our priests and priestesses study the greatness of Mara's Tamriel and
have learned much. So there is much to share with our initiates who are judged to be true to Mara's calling."

Benirus Manor: (ESO) The original owner of Skingrad's Benirus Manor was Lorgren
Benirus, who mysteriously disappeared over a hundred years ago.
Benirus, Lorgren: (ESO) A strange old man, always dabbling and experimenting with
magic. He was mostly harmless, until the fateful day he came across a tome bearing the evil
magic of necromancy. He became obsessed and decided that by using necromancy, he could
prolong his own life. The dark arts contained in the tome called for him to dig up the recently
deceased in the nearby crypts under the cathedral. When it was discovered that he did this, the
Mages Guild called for a quick meeting to decide what to do. It only took minutes to decide.
Led by a young upstart named Carahil, the Mages Guild stormed Benirus Manor and slew
Lorgren. However, amid the chaos, his body vanished. Because of this, the people of Anvil
concluded the manor must be cursed. - Lorgren Benirus was the grandfather of Velwyn
Benirus of Anvil.
Benkongerike: (ESM) A cave on Solstheim, on the shores northeast of Castle Karstaag.
Benoch, Allena: (ESO) (aka 'Graylady') A famous Lady of 3E, former master of the Valenwood Fighter's Guild and head of the personal guard of Uriel Septim VII.
Lit.: Lady Benoch's Words and Philosophy.

Bensamsi: (ESM) A cave west of the Dwemer ruin Bthuand.
Bensiberib Camp: (ESM) Take a boat to Tel Aruhn and swim southwest until I reach the
coast. The Bensiberib Ashlander camp is on the coast near the end of a small peninsula.
Beolfag, Lamae: (ESO) The name of a mythic Nord woman who later became Lamae Bal,
the mother of vampires. – Cf. → Barfok.
Lit.: MABEI AYWENIL, Opusculus Lamae Bal ta Mezzamortie.

Beran Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Azura's Coast region, on the eastern shore south of Tel Branora.
Berandas: (ESM) The old Dunmer stronghold Berandas lies south of the village of Gnisis in
the West Gash region. Berandas is also distinctive among Dunmer stronghold, in that
extensive caverns lie beneath the centuries-old architectural ruins.
Bergama: (ESD) A barony in the Alik'r desert.
Lit.: ENRIC MILRES, The Alik'r.

Bergamot Seeds: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Bergamot plant, and an ingredient of
Argonian Bloodwine.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Resist Disease
Dispel
Damage Magicka
Silence

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: TALAN, Wine Ingredient List.

Berne: (ESM) This clan above all disappears into the night. Though gifted physically, they
prefer the shadows, stalking their prey from the darkness. They rely on stealth to claim their
victims.
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Berne's Aura: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify Agility, 10 points for 30 seconds; Fortify
Sneak, 5 points for 30 seconds; Fortify Hand to Hand, 5 points for 30 seconds; Fortify
Acrobatics, 5 points for 30 seconds; Sun Damage, 1 point for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Berne's Aura Tome.

Bero, Berevar: (ESO) Illusionist and author of Bero's Speech to the Battlemages, resulting
from a speech he gave at the Chantry of Julianos in the Imperial City sometime after the
Imperial Simulacrum.
Lit.: MALVISER, Response to Bero's Speech.

Bero, Dram: (ESM) A Councilor of Morrowind's Great House Hlaalu and author of Grasping
Fortune.
Berries: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
8,001,2,3 Damage Health1
Resist Fire2
Resist Shock2
Fortify Personality3

* Septims/Pound
1
green
2
red
3
yellow

Berserkers: (ESM) They are called "bare-sarks" in the Nord tongue, beause of their
insistence on going bare-chested even in the most severe blizzard. They're crazy as they come,
and care only for savagery and murder. It is said they are so attracted to death, they make their
homes in some of Solstheim's burial barrows. I've also heard rumor of some kind of berserker
"mother" but no one has ever seen her and lived to tell about it.
Beshara: (ESM) A cave east of the Vivec City's Telvanni bug musk.
Bestiary: (ESA) There are many vile and dangerous foes which inhabit both the upper world
and the lairs and caverns underneath. These creatures can be dangerous to the experienced,
deadly to the uninitiated. (ESD) It is important to note that while all of the creatures are, by
nature, antagonistic to human beings and elves, many are intelligent, and several are capable
of more than just frenzied combat. - Studies of several creatures of the Iliac Bay region have
shown individual languages and cultures, some rivaling our own for sophistication. Learning
their languages may be the first step toward understanding these wild beings. Who knows
what secrets unknown to civilized Tamrielans these creatures have been privy to? Diplomacy is seldom possible with these "Monsters", perhaps due to barries other than
language. In such cases, a ready blade is the only tongue, and talk is blood. - Cf. →Corprus
Beasts, Creatures.
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Animals
Alit
Bear
Betty Netch
Bull Netch
Cave Rat
Cliff Racer
Dreugh
Durzog
Goblins
Guar

Horkers
Kagouti
Kwama
Kwama Forager
Kwama Queen
Kwama Warrior
Kwama Worker
Lizard Men
Mudcrab
Nix-hound

Packrats
Rat
Scrib
Shalk
Silt Strider
Slaughterfish
Snow Bears
Snow Wolves
Spider
Wolves

Other Creatures
Ancestor Ghost
Ascended Sleeper
Ash Ghoul
Ash Slave
Ash Vampire
Ash Zombie
Atronachs
Blight Monsters
Bonelord
Bonewalker
Bonewolves
Centaurs
Centurion Sphere
Centurion Spider
Clannfear

Corprus Stalker
Daedroth
Dragon
Draugr
Dremora
Fire Atronach
Flame Atronach
Frost Atronach
Ghosts
Ghoul
Golden Saints
Golems
Grahl
Greater Bonewalker
Harpies

Hell Hounds
Homonculus
Hunger
Imp
Liches
Medusa
Minotaurs
Ogrim
Rieklings
Scamp
Spider Daedra
Spriggan
Storm Atronach
Troll
Udyrfrykte

Undead Creatures
Vampires
Werewolves
Winged Twilight
Wraith
Zombies

Bethal Gray: (ESM, ESO) A location in the Heartland of southwestern Morrowind.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Bethamez: (ESM) Officially, the Gnisis eggmine was closed because of blight, but I heard
that miners broke into the lost Dwemer ruin of Bethamez. I have also heard that they found
Dwemer plans.
Betmeri: ('beast people') (ESM) Betmeri, or 'Beastmen,' were the aboriginal inhabitants of
Tamriel. Each Beast race has its own distinctive accounts of the mythic era before the coming
of Elves and Men; each Beast race is as culturally and physically distinct from one another as
it is from Elven and Manish races. The peaceful Khajiit and Argonian races are the most
numerous and culturally advanced of the Beast races; the war-loving Orc tribes are relatively
few in number and widely scattered, but notable as superior Warriors and weapon crafters.
Other smaller Beast races, like Goblins, Apemen, and Giants, are limited to mountainous
areas in the west and north of Tamriel, and seldom encountered in the East.
Lit.: The Anuad Paraphrased.

Betony: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A small island in the Iliac Bay.
Lit.: FAV'TE, The War of Betony. - VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony.

Betty Netch: (ESM) The betty netch is a large hovering beast, supported by internal sacks of
magical vapors. The betty netch, the female of the species, is smaller than the male bull netch,
but fiercely territorial. Cured netch skin, durable, flexible, and variously colored, is used
throughout the Empire in garments, armor, weapons, household goods, and furnishings.
Bhag: (ESM) A 'great demon chieftain of the frigid west', described as follows: 'the TwoTongued, who appeared as a great bearded king, had the powers of Surety and Form Change.
His raiders were small in number, but ran amok in the west hinterlands, killing many Velothi
trappers and scouts. He fell in a great debate with Vivec, for the warriorpoet alone could
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understand the northern man's two-layered speech, though ALMSIVI had to remain invisible
during the argument.'
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Bhoraine: (ESD) A county in the province of High Rock.
Bianki: (ESM, ESO) The Queen of Gilane, Redguard wife of King Cephorus Septim of
Gilane. She died in 3E 136.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Bible of the Deep Ones: (ESO) Attributed title of an originally untitled work by Irlav Moslin,
which comes in one volume and was written in 3E 345.
Big Tooth: (ESD) See → Tooth.
Billies: (ESO) The common Cyrodilic name for land dreugh.
Biography of Barenziah: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Stern Gamboge, which comes in
three volumes and was originally published before 3E 399. A revised edition was published
between 3E 399 and 3E 427.
Biography of the Wolf Queen: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Katar Eriphanes, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
BiPolar Blade: (ESM) Legend has it that a nobleman sank his fortune into creating a blade of
supreme power. Two smiths on opposite ends of Tamriel created each half of the blade,
unaware of the other, with the hope that no one man, save the owner of the blade, would know
its true power. Unfortunately, the smiths were not given enough instruction, and created
halves with enchantments that completely negated each other.
Birthsign: (ESM) In Tamriel, persons born under certain constellations are said to be
'fortunate in their aspects'. Such persons are often blessed - or cursed - with remarkable
abilities or weaknesses as a result of the magical conjunctions of celestial influences. - For the
single birthsigns see → Apprentice, Atronach, Lady, Lord, Lover, Mage, Ritual, Serpent,
Shadow, Steed, Thief, Tower, and Warrior.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

Birthsign Doomstones: (ESO) See → Runestones.
Bite of Fleshrime: (ESLB) Renders the power of Medium Frost Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Bitter Coast: (ESM) The western coast of Vvardenfell from Seyda Neen north to Gnaar Mok
is called the Bitter Coast. It is named for the salt marshes and swamps along the southwest
coast. From here to the Odai River, it's rugged coastal hills, then it's roadless, uninhabited
swamp all the way north to the West Gash and the Sea of Ghosts. The water is bitter, and so is
life, generally. It's mostly uninhabited wilderness from Seyda Neen in the south all the way
north to the West Gash and the Sea of Ghosts. Hla Oad is a fishing settlement on the mainland
near the mouth of the Odai River; there's a fair track along the river inland to Balmora. Gnaar
Mok is a fishing village on an island farther north, but both places are small, isolated, and
poor. Also called 'the Smuggler's Coast', the region's secluded coves and islands provide
refuge for criminal trade, and the frequent rain and fog hides small boats from Excise cutters.
Hunting is fair, and some folks gather mushrooms, pods, and flowers for alchemists.
Bitter Cup: (ESM) The Bitter Cup, an artifact sacred to Clavicus Vile, was lost in the ruins of
Ald Redaynia, which is on an island north of the Urshilaku Camp. Drinking from the cup will
improve the user's best attribute and lower his worst. If he drinks, the Cup is lost forever.
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3E 427

Province
Morrowind
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Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
100.000,00 10,00
Fortify Attribute
Damage Attribute

* given in pounds

Bittergreen: (1) (ESM) Bittergreen is a red flowering plant with modest magical properties. It
grows in the Red Mountain region. (2) (ESM) A fast-growing slime triggered by rain.
Bittergreen is safe and nourishing when boiled, though highly toxic if eaten raw.
Bittergreen Petals: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
50,00 Restore Intelligence
Invisibility
Drain Endurance
Drain Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Bjorn: (ESM) A cave on Solstheim, northeast the Altar of Thrond.
Bjoulsae River: (ESAR, ESD, ESM, ESO) The river which feeds the Iliac Bay from the east
and seperates High Rock and Hammerfell. In 3E 405, it was known to be "notoriously
infested with pirates"
Black Anther: (ESM) Black anther is a flowering plant that grows along Azura's Coast.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
20,00 Drain Agility
Resist Fire
Drain Endurance
Light

* Septims/Pound

The Black Arrow: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Gorgic Guine, which comes in two
volumes and was originally published before 3E 428. A revised edition was published
between 3E 428 and 3E 433.
Black Arts: (ESO) See → Necromancy.
The Black Arts On Trial: (ESO) Title of a work by Hannibal Traven, which comes in one
volume and was published in c. 3E 431.
Black Band: (ESO) A ring whose powers are quite useful to those who value discretion.
Black Bow Bandits: (ESO) A group of bandits, led by the outlaw Black Brugo. His
marauders are called 'Black Bow Bandits' because they use black bows. Back Brugo's got a
hideout in a ruin called Telepe. Every night, between midnight and six AM, he stops there to
pick up his take.
Black Dart Gang: (ESM) They look like harmless beggars, and they hang out in the sewers,
waiting to ambush some careless adventurer struggling out of the ruins loaded with loot. They
use darts -- deadly poisons, enchantments, I don't know -- never heard of anything so evil. If
you see one, you better run, fast, and carry cure poison and dispel potions.
Black Flag: (ESO) The name of Torradan ap → Dugal's ship.
Lit.: TORRADAN AP DUGAL, Journal.

Black Gate: (ESM, ESO) A location in Morrowind, which seems to have been quite
important during the conflict between Cyrodiil and Morrowind at the end of the First Era.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

The Black Glove: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
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Black Hand: See → Dark Brotherhood.
Black Harbor: (ESO) A port town in the small island kingdom Esroniet, occupied in 3E 282
by Uriel V.
Lit.: Report of the Imperial Commission on the Disaster at Ionith.

Black Heights: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Black Horse Courier: (ESO) The Black Horse Courier brings the news of the people to the
people. It is run by three Khajiit brothers. They operate throughout the Imperial City and
Cyrodiil and buy freelance stories with an Imperial stipend. They are funded by the Empire,
so their broadsheets are always free.
Black Jinx: (ESM) An enchanted ring which can instill fear in others.
Black Kiergo: (ESM) A section of Senchal, mentioned by MIKHAEL KARKUXOR in his
Varieties of Faith in the Empire.
Black Lichen: (ESM) Black lichen is a hardy primitive plant that grows in the harsh
conditions of the Ashlands, Red Mountain, Molag Amur, and Azura's Coast.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
20,00 Drain Strength
Resist Frost
Drain Speed
Cure Poison

* Septims/Pound

Black Marsh: (ESM) Most of the native Argonian population of Black Marsh is confined to the
great inland waterways and impenetrable swamps of the southern interior. There are few roads
here, and most travel is by boat. The coasts and the northwestern upland forests are largely
uninhabited. For ages the Dunmer have raided Black Marsh for slaves; though the Empire has
made this illegal, the practice persists, and Dunmer and Argonians have a long-standing and
bitter hatred for one another. (ESO) One of the nine Imperial provinces. Most of the native
Argonian population of Black Marsh is confined to the great inland waterways and
impenetrable swamps of the southern interior. There are few roads here, and most travel is by
boat. The coasts and the northwestern upland forests are largely uninhabited. For ages the
Dunmer have raided Black Marsh for slaves; though the Empire has made this illegal, the
practice persists, and Dunmer and Argonians have a long-standing and bitter hatred for one
another. - Black Marsh has become more dangerous than ever. Many settlers have been lost,
and most non-Argonians have left in fear. The legions have been recalled from Fort
Swampmoth in Black Marsh, and many of the Argonian slaves have returned to their tribes.
Many Argonians say they have been "called back" to Black Marsh. They disappear into the
swamps and are never seen again.
(ESA) "The Elder Gods are coming and Black Marsh will burn for its sins."
Notable Locations
City-States
Archon
Blackrose
Gideon
Helstrom
Lilmoth
Soulrest
Stormhold
Thorn

Towns
Greenglade
Greenspring
Moonmarch
Riverwalk
Rockgrove
Rockpark
Seaspring
Tenmar Wall

Villages
Alten Corimont
Longmont
Alten Markmont
Portdun Mont
Alten Meirhall
Riverbridge
Branchgrove
Rockguard
Branchmont
Rockpoint
Chasecreek
Rockspring
Chasepoint
Seafalls
Glenbridge
Stonewastes

(Source: ESA)
Lit.: Provinces of Tamriel.
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Black Moor: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Black Park: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
Black Poppy: (ESD) See → Poppy.
Black Rock Caverns: (ESO) A cavern in Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, northwest of Chorrol.
Black Rose: (ESD) See → Rose.
Black Sacrament: See → Dark Brotherhood.
Black Shalk Cornerclub: (ESM) An inn in the Foreign Quarter of Vivec (Morrowind,
Vvardenfell District) where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Black Shields: (ESA) The arena team of Stormhold of 3E 399/400.
Black Soul Gem: (ESO) There is one obscure text that references these gems. The name of
the book is Necromancer's Moon.
Black Tar: (ESO) An exotic product which grows on trees in Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Damage Fatigue
Damage Speed
Damage Health
Shock Damage

* Septims/Pound

Black Wastes: (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock.
Blackberry: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Blackberry Bush.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Fatigue
Resist Shock
Fortify Endurance
Restore Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Blackcap: (ESM) The fourth rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Blackcasters: (ESA) The arena team of Elinhir of 3E 399/400.
Black-heart: (ESM) Black-heart is an acute blight disease affecting a victim's strength and
endurance. It may be contracted from corprus beasts or other blight monsters.
Blacklight: (ESA, ESD, ESM, ESO) City-State in the province of Morrowind.
(ESA) " Blacklight holds the northern tip of Morrowind, and to the east is Dagoth Ur in all its fiery glory. The
Dark Knights fight for this city-state and seldom show mercy to their opponents..."
Lit.: ERRAMANWE OF SUNHOLD, On Morrowind the Imperial Province. – ANONYMOUS, King Edward.

Blackrose: (ESA, ESD, ESM, ESO) City-State in the province of Black Marsh.
Lit.: MALVISER, Response to Bero's Speech. - ANNANAR ORME, The Third Door. - TSATHENES, The Madness of
Pelagius.

Blackwater Brigands: (ESO) A gang of thieves.
“When we formed the Brigands three months ago, I was told no more than a four way split on all the profits!
There's no one else in our group except the four of us. The Blackwater Brigands don't just take on new members
out of the clear blue sky.”

Blackwood Company: (ESO) Mercenaries sent by the Emperor to reclaim territory in Black
Marsh. When they failed, they came back and set up shop in Leyawiin. They weren't always a
threat. Small scale mercenary band, until Ri'Zakar took over. Then came the fat Imperial
contracts. The Company provides expert jihatt for selected customers. 'Blackwood' refers in
part to Blackwood Forest, but it also carries a reference to the 'thoghatt', of 'charcoal warriors'
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of Khajiit tradition. We speak West-fashion for the comfort of our Western clients, but we
invest the fierce pride of our ancient races in each of our mercenary contracts. The Blackwood
Company were taking bad hist from a sick tree. No wonder they fought blood-mad and
fearless. They were working high on Hist sap. That's why there were so many terrible
'accidents'. The Blackwood Company has a terrible reputation. The Blackwood Company
seems to be winning the battle for mercenary contracts in Cyrodiil, but I wouldn't count the
Fighters Guild out just yet. It sure sounds like the Blackwood Company double-crossed
Argoth and helped Azani Blackheart murder him. Hard to prove it, though. The Blackwood
Company takes any job, no matter how tough.
Lit.: “Fighters Guild Faces Tough Competition” (Black Horse Courier article).

Blade: (ESO) A Journeyman of Blade can perform a sideways power attack with a chance of
disarming the opponent. A Master of Blade can perform a forward power attack with a chance
of paralyzing. An Expert of Blade can perform a backwards power attack with a chance of
knocking opponents down.
Blade Dancers: (ESA) The arena team of Mournhold of 3E 399/400. It is said that none have
ever seen the bodies of their slain after the Arena is over.
Blademaster: (ESO) The first Arena Blademaster was Gaiden Shinji, a fierce and noble
warrior of the Order of Diagna. The Blademaster is in charge of the Arena. He arranges the
fights, trains combatants, that sort of thing.
Blades: (ESA) (1) The arena team of Dune of 3E 399/400. – (2) A secret society comprised of
the best warriors of the Empire. The Blades approach whomever they wish for membership.
None know exactly what their ultimate goals are, for they have been seen on both sides of the
law, sometimes helping those in need, other times attacking caravans or wealthy merchants.
All that is known is that they are deadly in combat, trained by special swordmasters to a point
where their thought and reaction are one. The symbol of the Blades is a scar above the right
eye. - (ESD) Many orders have their mysteries, but everything about the Blades is shrouded in
myth. They are rumored to be the finest warriors in Tamriel, trained for generation after
generation, all within the same families. What their goals are is completely unknown. They're
a knightly order alright, but unlike any other order, which defines itself by its allegiance, the
Blades' master is unknown. They are a completely enigmatic group.
"If you are unaware, the Blades were once the honor guard for Tiber Septim. Today they are loyal to the empire
and Tiber's code, but not always to the current emperor."

(ESM) The Blades is an prestigious service order for citizens demonstrating the greatest
loyalty to the Emperor. To be named to the Blades by the Emperor is a great honor, and
publicly acknowledged members serve openly in noble courts and diplomatic posts. Privately,
many Blades members act as the Empire's intelligence agency. Such agents conceal
themselves with secret identities, operating in disguise as couriers, observers, and spies
throughout the Empire. (ESO) The Emperor's elite knights working in secret for the good of
the empire. They dedicate themselves to Talos above and the Septims here on earth. The
Blades answer only to the Emperor, they are no arm of the government. The Blades are sworn
to the service of the Emperor, as the mortal representative of the Dragon Blood of the divine
Talos. As the eyes and ears of the Emperor, the Blades don't advertise themselves. Only a few
of them have the honor to serve publicly in the Imperial Guard. Those of the Imperial
Bodyguard are the public face of the Blades, but most of their brothers serve the Emperor
quietly, behind the scenes - discretion is their watchword. They are lead by a "Grandmaster".
The Blades are closely linked to the Order of Talos. Both serve Talos, and many of the
Order's brothers are former Blades.
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Blades Trainers: (ESM) These Blades agents offer training... not free, of course, but cheap
for a fellow agent. Look for Rithleen, Tyermaillin, and Nine-Toes here in Balmora. In
Caldera, see Surane Leoriane. In Ald'ruhn, see Gildan. Sjorvar Horse-Mouth lives in a hut
west of Ald'ruhn. And Elone the Scout can be found at Arrille's Tradehouse in Seyda Neen.
Blankenmarch: (ESO) A small settlement in the western center of Cyrodiil's Blackwood,
northeast of Leyawiin, east of the Yellow Road.
Blasphemous Revenants: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Blazing Spear: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 35 points.
Lit.: Blazing Spear Tome.

Bleak Flats Cave: (ESO) A cave in the northwest of Cyrodiil's West Weald, just northwest of
Skingrad.
Bleak Mine: (ESO) A silver mine in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region, southsoutheast of Fort Such and north of Anvil, owned by Lord Drad.
Bleaker's Way: (ESO) A small village in the north of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, south of
Bruma. Many years ago, this town was settled by Ulf the Bleaker. Ulf the Bleaker settled here
before Rayno Dalvilu and his family arrived. Dalvilus and Ulfgars have lived here peacefully
for generations.
Blessings: (ESM) Imperial cult members, or reverent, respectful guests, may make offerings
at shrines and receive in return a blessing. Common blessings are healing, cure common or
blight disease, resistance to common or blight disease, cure poison, and other health benefits.
More extraordinary blessings are reserved for the advanced ranks of the faithful. No offering
need be made by these pious souls; benefits may include long-term fortification of attributes
and abilities.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Blight: (ESM) The Blight is a weather phenomenon associated with Vvardenfell's colossal
volcano, Red Mountain. Persistent within the Ghostfence -- that is, within the crater and on
the volcano's slopes -- and intermittent near the volcano, the Blight is a health-threatening,
ash-heavy volcanic cloud. Plants and creatures exposed to the Blight may contract a variety of
blight diseases. The blight diseases you get from being outside during ash storms. The
sickness comes from Red Mountain; it makes normal creatures into terrible monsters.
Blight Disease: (ESM) The four blight diseases are ash-chancre, chanthrax, black-heart, ash
woe. They come from touching blighted creatures or from going about in blight storms. Blight
diseases resist common herbal and magical treatments, and are of two kinds: wasting diseases
which attack one or more of an organism's systems, and abnormal growth diseases, which
distort the organism's functions and structures. Natives avoid exposure to the Blight, and wear
special protective garments when traveling in Blight-prone regions. Unless you walk upon
Red Mountain, you need not fear the blight storms. You need magical resistance to blight
disease if you go there.
There is bad magic in the dust from Red Mountain. The grass dies, the kwama and guar go mad, bite and fight.

Blight Monsters: (ESM) See → Corprus Beasts.
Blight Storms: (ESM) See → Blight.
Blighted Creatures: (ESM) The following creatures are susceptible to blight diseases:
kwama queen, kwama forager, kwama warrior, kwama worker, scrib, cliff racer, alit, shalk,
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kagouti, nix hound, and rat. Since blight disease is contracted by contact, after an encounter
with these creatures, make sure you haven't gotten a blight disease.
Blind: (ESM) Governing School: Illusion. This effect obscures the vision of the victim,
reducing his chance to hit an opponent with weapon or hand-to-hand attacks.
Blind Thrall: (ESM) The second rank in the Morag Tong hierarchy.
Blink: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Novice skill and affects the
caster himself. Effects: Invisibility, 5 seconds.
Lit.: Blink Tome.

Bliss: (ESO) A town in Sheogorath’s realm. The northern half of New Sheoth is named Bliss.
Its colorful streets and people are the embodiment of Mania. The smith in Bliss can create
weapons and armor from Amber.
Lit.: BRENITH ARALYN, A Traveler's Guide to New Sheoth and the Shivering Isles.

Blister Pod Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Blister Pod mushroom.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Magicka
Fortify Magicka
Night-Eye
Invisibility

* Septims/Pound

Bloat: (ESM) Bloat is the thick, pulpy-white tuber of the bloatspore plant. It grows in dark,
damp locations.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
50,00 Drain Magicka
Fortify Intelligence
Fortify Willpower
Detect Animal

* Septims/Pound

Bloated Float Tavern: (ESO) An inn in the Waterfront district of the Imperial City (Cyrodiil)
where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Block: (ESM) The block discipline is the skill of parrying melee attacks with shields. A
successful block removes all damage from the attack. (ESO) Blocking reduces the damage
you take based on your Block skill. An Apprentice of Block will not be fatigued by blocking.
A Journeyman of Block does not have his shield damaged by blocking. An Expert of Block
has a chance of knocking back a recoiling opponent. A Master of Block has a chance of
disarming a recoiling opponent.
Bloodgrass: (ESO) A vegetable product from Blood Grass, a plant which was originally at
home in Oblivion, but since the Oblivion crisis in Tamriel as well.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Chameleon
Resist Paralysis
Burden
Fortify Health

* Septims/Pound

Blood Mages: (ESA) The arena team of Firewatch of 3E 399/400.
Blood Rot: (ESD) Blood Rot is a serious disease which will adversely affect your health,
personality, and willpower over the next several days or weeks unless you cure it. Some have
not found a cure and died of this disease.
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Bloodcrust Cavern: (ESO) A cavern in Cyrodiil's West Weald, southeast of Skingrad, a short
distance east of the castle.
Bloodhorns: (ESA) The arena team of Hegathe of 3E 399/400.
Bloodkin: (ESM) The sixth rank in Vvardenfell's vampiric clans hierarchy.
Bloodletter: (ESO) The third rank in the Imperial City Arena Combatants hierarchy.
Bloodmayne Cave: (ESO) A cave in the far southwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, west of Bravil.
Bloodmoon Prophecy: (ESM) An ancient Skall legend that tells of the signs that appear
before a demon god begins to stalk the land in the company of his Hounds, creatures of
terrible might. He is The Hunter, and his coming is preceded by three signs: the moon above
will turn blood red, and the wolves that walk like men will walk the land. The prophecy tells
of other signs that precede the Bloodmoon, but they are not all easily interpreted.
Bloodrun Cave: (ESO) A cave in the far northeast of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, east of the
Ayleid ruin Welke.
Bloodskaal Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the southwest of Solstheim, northeast of
the Earth Stone.
Bloodworm Helm: (ESM, ESO) The King of Worms was said to have left behind one of his
prized possessions, the Bloodworm Helm. The Helm is a construct of magically formed bone.
The Helm allows the user to summon skeletons and control the undead. It would be a prized
artifact to a necromancer. – Cf. → Mannimarco, → Necromancers.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433 Cyrodiil
* given in pounds

Value Weight*
Attributed Effect(s)
34.000,00 8,00
Turn Undead
Summon Skeletal Minion
55,00
0,31
Fortify Conjuration

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Blossom of Chastening Fire: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Minor Fire Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

The Blue Book of Riddles: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Blunt: (ESO) A Journeyman of Blunt can perform a sideways power attack with a chance of
disarming the opponent. A Master of Blunt can perform a forward power attack with a chance
of paralyzing. An Expert of Blunt can perform a backwards power attack with a chance of
knocking opponents down.
Blunt Weapon: (1) (ESD) Blunt Weapon is a skill checked whenever one strikes a target
with a heavy, blunt weapon such as a mace or a staff. Proficient Blunt Weapon specialists
have a greater chance of hitting and cause more damage with each blow. (ESLB) Governing
attribute: Strength. Characters with this skill are proficient in using blunt, crushing weapons.
(ESM) The blunt weapon discipline is the study and mastery of the club, staff, mace, and
warhammer weapons styles. Blunt Weapon skill makes you more effective when using heavy
bashing weapons like maces, hammers, clubs, or staves. To use any style of weapon
effectively, the user must be trained, conditioned, and skilled in its use. (2) (ESM) Clubs and
staves are cheap, easy-to-master, all-purpose weapons for travelers and militias. The mace and
morningstar are one-handed, the warhammer is two-handed, slow, and heavy; all three are
proper weapons for professional Warriors. Rank them by effectiveness as club, staff, mace,
morningstar, and warhammer, with club least effective.
Boali: (ESM) Author of Night Falls On Sentinel.
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Boar Meat: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Health
Damage Speed
Fortify Health
Burden

* Septims/Pound

Bodrum: (ESM, ESO) A location in Morrowind, near the Cyrodilic border and the Pyrai
River.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Body Armor: (ESM) First, wear as much armor as you can carry and still fight without
passing out. Second, use armor that matches the style you are skilled in -- light, medium, or
heavy armored style. Third, keep your armor in good shape. Worn armor is less effective;
badly-worn armor is just as heavy as new armor, but provides almost no protection. Fourth,
buy the best quality armor you can afford. Fifth, if you're trained in unarmored style, you may
be better protected without armor than with armor.
Boethiah: (ESD) Boethiah is the Daedra Prince of Cruelty and Torture. She's a Prince of
Oblivion, one of the Daedric Regents, and a real killer. (ESM) (Dunmeri pantheon: Prince of
Plots) Heralded by the Prophet Veloth, Boethiah is the original god-ancestor of the Dark
Elves who illuminated the elves ages ago before the Mythic Era. Through his illuminations,
the eventual 'Chimer', or Changed Folk, renounced all ties to the Aldmer and founded a new
nation based on Daedric principles. All manner of Dark Elven cultural 'advances' are
attributed to Boethiah, from philosophy to magic to 'responsible' architecture. Ancient Velothi
allegories are uniformly heroic successes of Boethiah over enemies of every type, foundation
stories of Chimeri struggle. Some of her cults summon her on the day they call the Gauntlet,
the 2nd of Sun's Dusk. Also known as the Anticipation of Almalexia. See also → Ebony Mail,
Hunger.

Boethiah.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. - The Book of Daedra. - Darkest Darkness. - The
Anticipations. - Boethiah's Glory. - Boethiah's Pillow Book. - Changed Ones.

Boethiah's Glory: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428. It describes the sunken Shrine of
Boethiah as it once was.
Boethiah's Pillow Book: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
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Boethiah's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine high in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Valus
Mountains, northeast of Fort Facian. Boethia demands a daedra's heart.
Bog Beacon Asco Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Bog Beacon mushroom, and an
ingredient of Colovian Battlecry wine.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Magicka
Shield
Damage Personality
Damage Endurance

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: TALAN, Wine Ingredient List.

Bogwater: (ESO) Far south of Cheydinhal, on the southern end of Cyrodiil, lies a swamp
called Bogwater.
Boils of Handfire: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Minor Fire Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Bombidius, Albrecht Theophannes: (ESO) Author, mentioned in CAMILONWE OF ALINOR's
Liminal Bridges. A Discourse On The Theory and Praxis of Travelling Between Mundus and
Oblivion.
Bone: (ESM) Title of a work by Tavi Dromio, which comes in two volumes and was
originally published before 3E 428.
Bone Marrow: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Shambles in Sheogorath's
realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
320,00 Damage Health
Frost Damage
Damage Magicka
Paralyze

* Septims/Pound

Bone of Resolve: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Spell Resistance.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Bone Shard (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Shambles in Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
53,33 Restore Willpower
Frost Shield
Damage Magicka
Damage Luck

* Septims/Pound

Bonebiter: (ESM) Sul-Senipul's bonemold long bow.
Bonelord: (ESM) The Bonelord is a revenant that protects the tombs of clan and kin.
Bonemeal, the finely ground powder made from the bones of the skeleton minions, has
modest magical properties.
Bonemeal: (ESM) Bonemeal is a finely ground powder with modest magical properties made
from the bones of man-like races. Alchemists have identified its magical properties, and use it
in various preparations.
(ESM) Pointy hats and bottlepackers all need their ingredients. Go out, pop a skeleton apart, get the bonemeal,
make a quick drake. Now, you have to be careful, because the locals don't like you out digging up their aunties.
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Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Restore Agility
Telekinesis
Drain Fatigue
Drain Personality
400,00 Damage Fatigue
Resist Fire
Fortify Luck
Night-Eye

* Septims/Pound

Bonewalker: (ESM) Bonewalkers are among the distinctive ancestral revenants that guard
Dunmer burial sites, and which may be summoned as spirit guardians. Bonewalkers are
aggressive but not very dangerous. Among the undead, they are less worrisome than their
more powerful manifestation, the Greater Bonewalker.
Bonewolves: (ESM) Foul beasts, not of this earth. These are creatures brought into existence
by black magic. They are a mockery of the true and good wolves that roam this land.
Bontecou, Amelie: (ESM) A Breton female who became Thirsk's seventh chieftain and ruled
over it for three years (c. 3E 367 - 3E 370). She slew Grjotgaror and presented his head as a
battle trophy.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Bonus to Hit: (ESD) Members of a character class possessing a Bonus to Hit are better at
fighting certain types of enimies and find that their blows strike more often and inflict more
damage.
The Book of Daedra: (ESM, ESO) See The Requisite Book of Daedra.
The Book of Dawn and Dusk: (ESM) Title of an anonymous collection of sayings and
aphorisms attributed variously to the Tribunals and to their saints and servants. Many of these
sayings have become common cliches of everyday life in Morrowind. The Book of Dawn and
Dusk comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Book of Dwarven Lore: (ESAR) Title of a work by Arrin Favoril, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 2E 865. It reveals that the Dwarves were
destroyed long ago by the Dark Elves.
Book of Life: (ESD) The title of the book which contains the result of the census performed
by the Nords when they conquered the current province of High Rock in 1E 246. It consists of
at least 933 pages.
Lit.: ODIVA GALLWOOD, A History of Daggerfall.

Book of Life and Service: (ESLB, ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 399. A revised edition was
published between 3E 399 and 3E 427.
Book of Rest and Endings: (ESLB, ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 399.
Book of the Wheels of Heaven: (ESD) Title of a work, which was written in Daedric and
already lost before 3E 399.
Book Stores: See → Bookseller.
Bookseller: (ESM) "I'm a bookseller. I buy and sell books. I also read books, and know the
sorts of things you read in books. I don't mind sharing what I know about Morrowind lore,
and am happy to share a little advice, if you're interested. I can also suggest who to talk to if
you want to know more about a subject."
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BOOKSELLERS IN CYRODIIL
Imperial City, Market District: The First Edition.
Chorrol: Renoit's Books.
Cheydinhal: Mach-Na's.
Leyawiin: Southern Books.
BOOKSELLERS IN MORROWIND
Mournhold: Sanaso Sarothran.
Vvardenfell District, Ald-ruhn: Codus Callonus.
Vvardenfell District, Balmora: Dorisa Darvel.
Vvardenfell District, Vivec, Foreign Quarter: Jobasha's Rare Books.
Vvardenfell District, Vivec, Foreign Quarter: Simine Fralinie.
Boots of Blinding Speed: (ESM) A wondrous pair of boots,.the name says it all.
Boots of Consuming Indwelling: (ESLB) Provides castings of the spell Spell Absorption,
and is schooled with crafts of restoration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Boots of Exquisite Perfection: (ESLB) Provides castings of the spell Resistance to All
elements, and gifts its owner with special insight into the disciplines of shortblade.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Boots of Glacial Hue: (ESLB) Wreaks Major Frost Damage, and partakes of the excellence
of thaumaturgy.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Boots of Springheel Jak: (ESO) A pair of enchanted boots mentioned in Journals from the
Imperial Province : Journal of a Thief and Plan for the Big Heist. They will enable you to
leap to an unreachable place and will also protect you from a long fall.
Boots of Starkhorn's Fleetness: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of running, and,
when in use by the owner, provides a modest Resistance to Poison.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Boots of the Apostle: (ESM) The Boots of the Apostle are a true mystery. When Talos
Stormcrown was a young man in Skyrim, he went into the mountains to learn the secrets of
the Greybeards. He learned the secrets of the high peak winds -- the roar of the winter blast,
and the warm silk of the summer updrafts. When he descended from the mountains, he came
riding the clouds, striding through the air in great boots he claimed were gifts of the
Greybeards for his cunning craft and riddling. After Septim yielded his crown, the boots
disappeared, and have been lost for many years. The wearer of the boots is rumored to be able
to levitate, though nobody has ever seen them used. Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers
27,500 gold for them.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
55.000,00 10,00
Levitate

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Boots of the Creeping Things: (ESLB) Enchanted with the spell of Summon Brute, and is
informed by the arts of thaumaturgy.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Boots of the Crusader: (ESO) The boots can only be granted to one who values Kynareth's
works. It is said that the wearer has the blessing of Kynareth upon him, and will not come to
harm from creatures of the forest. The Boots are safeguarded by Kynareth herself.
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Border Watch: (ESO) A small Khajiit community in the west of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, near
the Elsweyr border.
Lit.: Rain of Burning Dogs! (Black Horse Courier special edition). - Journals from the Imperial Province:
Journal of a Daedra Worshipper.

Border Watch Inn: (ESO) An inn in Border Watch (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 10
gold a night.
Boreal Stone Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains.
Borgas (of Ysgramor): (ESD) The last Nordic king of the Ysgramor dynasty. King Borgas of
Winterhold died in 1E 369.
Lit.: ODIVA GALLWOOD, A History of Daggerfall.

Bosmer: ('forest people') (ESA) Wood Elves hail from the province of Valenwood. They are
a people of the forests, matching their features to all that is found growing in the green woods
of their homeland. They are known to be extremely agile and quick and are well suited
towards any class, although their nimbleness serves them best in any art involving thievery.
(ESD) Province: Valenwood. The finest archers in Tamriel, the Wood Elves of Valenwood
are nimble and as quick as the wind. Wood Elves have a natural affinity for the bow and
arrow, and all members of their race have some ability with that weapon. There are wellknown Wood Elves in most every class, but the arts of thievery are their particular forte.
Because of their curious natures and natural agility, Wood Elves often become thieves. (ESM)
The Bosmer are the clanfolk of the Western Valenwood forests. In the Empire, they are called
"Wood Elves," but they call themselves the Bosmer, or the 'Tree-Sap' people. They scorn
pretense and formality, preferring a romantic, simple existence in harmony with the wild
beauty of nature. They are nimble and quick in body and wit, and their curious natures and
natural agility make them good scouts, agents, and thieves. There are no finer archers in all of
Tamriel. (ESO) The clanfolk of the Western Valenwood forests. Wood Elves are nimble and
quick, making them good scouts and thieves, and there are no finer archers in all of Tamriel.
Wood Elves can command other creatures to fight for them with their Beast Tongue power.
Their ability to command simple creatures is well-known.
Lit.: The Anuad Paraphrased.

Bosriel: (ESM, ESO) Female Dunmer personal name, meaning 'Beauty of the Forest.'
Bothe, Jonquilla: (ESM) Author of Incident in Necrom.
Bound: (ESM) Governing School: Conjuration. Conjures a lesser Daedra bound in the form
of a magical, wondrously light Daedric item. The item appears automatically equipped on the
target, displacing any currently equipped item to inventory. See → Bound Armor Spells and
Bound Weapons Spells.
Bound Armor Spells: (ESM) Bound armor spells summon lesser daedra constrained within
the form of magical armor for the duration of the magical effect. The armor pieces are
impossibly light, superbly formed, and supernaturally durable. The most common spells of
this variety are: bound cuirass, bound helm, bound boots, bound shield, and bound gauntlets.
Bound Battle Axe: (ESM) The spell effect conjures a lesser Daedra bound in the form of a
magical, wondrously light Daedric battle axe. The battle axe appears automatically equipped
on the caster, displacing any currently equipped weapon to inventory. When the effect ends,
the battle axe disappears, and any previously equipped weapon is automatically re-equipped.
Bound Boots: (ESM) The spell effect conjures a lesser Daedra bound in the form of a
magical, wondrously light pair of Daedric boots. The boots appear automatically equipped on
the caster, displacing any currently equipped foot armor to inventory. When the effect ends,
the boots disappear, and any previously equipped foot armor is automatically re-equipped.
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(ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Novice skill and affects the
caster himself. Effects: Bound Boots, 20 seconds.
Lit.: Bound Boots Tome.

Bound Bow: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Bound Bow, 15 seconds.
Lit.: Bound Bow Tome.

Bound Cuirass: (ESM) The spell effect conjures a lesser Daedra bound in the form of a
magical, wondrously light Daedric cuirass. The cuirass appears automatically equipped on the
caster, displacing any currently equipped chest armor to inventory. When the effect ends, the
cuirass disappears, and any previously equipped chest armor is automatically re-equipped.
(ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Journeyman skill and affects
the caster himself. Effects: Bound Cuirass, 60 seconds.
Lit.: Bound Cuirass Tome.

Bound Dagger: (ESM) The spell effect conjures a lesser Daedra bound in the form of a
magical, wondrously light Daedric dagger. The dagger appears automatically equipped on the
caster, displacing any currently equipped weapon to inventory. When the effect ends, the
dagger disappears, and any previously equipped weapon is automatically re-equipped. (ESO)
A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Novice skill and affects the caster
himself. Effects: Bound Dagger, 15 seconds.
Lit.: Bound Dagger Tome.

Bound Gauntlets: (ESM) The spell effect conjures a lesser Daedra bound in the form of
magical, wondrously light Daedric armored gloves. The armored gloves appear automatically
equipped on the caster, displacing any currently equipped hand armor to inventory. When the
effect ends, the armored gloves disappear, and any previously equipped hand armor is
automatically re-equipped. (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the
Novice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Bound Gauntlets, 20 seconds.
Lit.: Bound Gauntlets Tome.

Bound Greaves: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Bound Greaves, 45 seconds.
Lit.: Bound Greaves Tome.

Bound Helm(et): (ESM) The spell effect conjures a lesser Daedra bound in the form of a
magical, wondrously light Daedric helm. The helm appears automatically equipped on the
caster, displacing any currently equipped head armor to inventory. When the effect ends, the
helm disappears, and any previously equipped head armor is automatically re-equipped.
(ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Novice skill and affects the
caster himself. Effects: Bound Helmet, 20 seconds.
Lit.: Bound Helmet Tome.

Bound Longbow: (ESM) The spell effect conjures a lesser Daedra bound in the form of a
magical, wondrously light Daedric longbow. The longbow appears automatically equipped on
the caster, displacing any currently equipped weapon to inventory. When the effect ends, the
longbow disappears, and any previously equipped weapon is automatically re-equipped.
Bound Longsword: (ESM) The spell effect conjures a lesser Daedra bound in the form of a
magical, wondrously light Daedric longsword. The longsword appears automatically
equipped on the caster, displacing any currently equipped weapon to inventory. When the
effect ends, the longsword disappears, and any previously equipped weapon is automatically
re-equipped.
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Bound Mace: (ESM) The spell effect conjures a lesser Daedra bound in the form of a
magical, wondrously light Daedric mace. The mace appears automatically equipped on the
caster, displacing any currently equipped weapon to inventory. When the effect ends, the
mace disappears, and any previously equipped weapon is automatically re-equipped. (ESO) A
spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Journeyman skill and affects the caster
himself. Effects: Bound Mace, 15 seconds.
Lit.: Bound Mace Tome.

Bound Shield: (ESM) The spell effect conjures a lesser Daedra bound in the form of a
magical, wondrously light Daedric shield. The shield appears automatically equipped on the
caster, displacing any currently equipped shield to inventory. When the effect ends, the shield
disappears, and any previously equipped shield is automatically re-equipped. (ESO) A spell of
the School of Conjuration which requires the Expert skill and affects the caster himself.
Effects: Bound Shield, 120 seconds.
Lit.: Bound Shield Tome.

Bound Spear: (ESM) The spell effect conjures a lesser Daedra bound in the form of a
magical, wondrously light Daedric spear. The spear appears automatically equipped on the
caster, displacing any currently equipped weapon to inventory. When the effect ends, the
spear disappears, and any previously equipped weapon is automatically re-equipped.
Bound Sword: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Expert skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Bound Sword, 15 seconds.
Lit.: Bound Sword Tome.

Bound War Axe: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Bound Axe, 15 seconds.
Lit.: Bound War Axe Tome.

Bound Weapons Spells: (ESM) Bound weapon spells summon lesser daedra constrained
within the form of magical weapons for the duration of the magical effect. The weapons are
impossibly light, superbly formed, and profoundly bloodthirsty. The most common spells of
this variety are: bound dagger, bound longsword, bound mace, bound battle-axe, bound spear,
and bound longbow.
Bow: (ESM) Marksman weapon that come in short and long variations. Fires arrows.
Bow of Shadows: (ESM, ESO) Legend has it that the Bow of Shadows was forged by the
Daedra Nocturnal. The legendary ranger, Raerlas Ghile, was granted the Bow for a secret
mission that failed, and the Bow was lost. Raerlas did not go down without a hearty fight and
is said to have, with the aid of the Bow, taken scores of his foes with him. The Bow grants the
user the ability of invisibility and increased speed. Many sightings of the Bow of Shadows
have been reported, and it is even said that the sinister Dark Elf assassin of the Second Era,
Dram, once wielded this bow. Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 21,000 gold for the
artifact.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
42.000,00 10,00
Invisibility
Fortify Speed

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Brae, Darloc: (ESO) A First Era king of Anequina (mid fifth century), also known as the
'Beast of Anequina'.
Lit.: SINJIN, Rislav the Righteous.

Braeloque: (ESD) A poet quoted in PALAUX ILLTHRE's The Fall of the Usurper.
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Brain Fever: (ESD) Brain Fever is a slow death, as your willpower, your health, even your
personality trickle away, day by day. You must either get a cure or face oblivion.
Bramblepoint Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, east of Fort
Aurus.
Branchgrove: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Branchmont: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Brass: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
16,00 Jumping

Bravil: (ESO) A town in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, southeast of the Imperial City.
The poorest and oldest of Cyrodiil's towns, Bravil nevertheless is an important trade center,
most popular with beastfolk and foreigners, and a rich melting pot of Imperial, Khajiit, and
Argonian cultures. Bravil's night air is damp and noisome because of the Larsius River
channels that serve as Bravil's sewers, and because of the nearby swamps where insects and
diseases breed in abundance. The houses, shops, and guilds are built from cracked and
splintered timbers soft from rot and green with mold and mildew. Elsweyr and Black Marsh
are close by. There are two ruined forts south of Bravil. One is close to the road to Leyawiin.
The other is out on a point of land that projects into Niben Bay. The Ayelid ruin of Anutwyll
is nearby. - Bravil is not organized into orderly districts. However, some landmarks may serve
to orient the visitor. The castle is approached by rickety bridges over the river to the east. The
Chapel of Mara is to the northwest. The shops and guilds are arranged in a line with their
backs to the east wall and the channels of the river. The port is over a bridge to the south. The
Fighters Guild is east, by the bridge to the castle. The Mages Guild is south, by the bridge to
the port. The smith is near the harbor. The general trader is to the east, by the river. The
mage's shop is between the castle bridge and the harbor bridge. Silverhome-on-the-Water is
where the north wall meets the river. The Lonely Suitor Lodge is in the port, across the south
bridge. Between the chapel and the shops and guilds are Bravil's ramshackle slums and
tenements. - Bogrum gro-Galash runs The Lonely Suitor Lodge. Gilgondrin's Silverhome-onthe-Water has beds and food. He inherited Silverhome from his parents. Isabeau Bienne runs
the Bay Roan Stables. Kud-Ei is in charge of the Mages Guild. City-Swimmer teaches Sneak.
Dro'shanji teaches Security, Luciana Galena is Bravil's Advanced Trainer for the Light Armor
discipline. Varon Vamori teaches Speechcraft. Ita Rienus knows much about the geography of
Tamriel. Chana Mona takes care of the Chapel's affairs in Bravil, and speaks for Mara in the
Council of the Nine. Viera Lerus is the captain of the Bravil Guard. Regulus Terentius is the
Count of Bravil. Count Regulus Terentius used to be a great man, but power and idleness
have spoilt him. Once a noted tournament champion, he is now widely recognized by his
people as a drunken wastrel and ne'er-do-well.
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Bravil. - SATHYR LONGLEAT, Bravil.

Bravil. Daughter of the Niben: (ESO) Title of a work by Sathyr Longleat, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Brawler: (ESO) The second rank in the Imperial City Arena Combatants hierarchy.
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Bread: (ESM, ESO)

Time
3E 427
3E 433

Province
Morrowind
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
5,00
Restore Fatigue
32,00 Restore Fatigue
Detect Life
Damage Agility
Damage Strength

* Septims/Pound

Breaking and Entering: (ESD) This refers to any act including, but not limited to opening,
breaking, incinerating, magically transporting, or in any way causing a door, window, or other
portal that has been magically or mundanely locked or which a reasonable person would
assume to be so restricted to be passable, and the act (though the act is not required for the
definition) of entering the house, business, or public location through said defined portal. The
punishment for this crime may include a fine or incarceration, or a fine and incarceration. The
fine and incarceration, or both, or neither, may be less in a crime of Attempted Breaking and
Entering.
Lit.: ANCHIVIUS, Legal Basics.

Breakneck Cave: (ESO) A cave in the west of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, west of the Imperial
City and south of Fort Ash.
Breath of the Vampire: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Vampiric Drain.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Breathing Water: (ESM) Title of a work by Haliel Myrm, which comes in one volume and
was originally published before 3E 428.
Brellach: (ESO) Brellach is the stronghold of the Golden Saints in Sheogorath's realm. Few
beyond the Saints are ever permitted inside. Golden Saints cast into the waters of Oblivion
return to the Shivering Isles through Brellach. The process is considered sacred and secret.
Brethren [the]: (ESO) See → Deep Ones.
Bretic: (ESD) The native language of the Bretons of the province of High Rock.
Lit.: RYSTON BAYLOR, Broken Diamonds. - ANONYMOUS, King Edward.

Breton: (ESA) Bretons hail from the province of High Rock. They are a tall, dark-haired
people. Bretons are a highly intelligent and willful people, and have an outgoing personality.
It is said that Bretons are weaned on magic, for it seems to suffuse their very being. As a
result Bretons take half damage from any Magic based attacks, and no damage on a successful
save. They are excellent in all the arcane arts. (ESD) Province: High Rock. Highly intelligent
and willful, the Bretons have a natural bond with the forces of magicka. Many great sorcerers
have come out High Rock, and even the humblest Breton can boast a high resistance to the
destructive powers of magicka. As a race, they are more resistant to the effects of hostile
magic than any other group, and thus are excellent in all arcane arts. (ESM) Passionate and
eccentric, poetic and flamboyant, intelligent and willful, Bretons feel an inborn, instinctive
bond with the mercurial forces of magic and the supernatural. Many great sorcerers have
come from their home province of High Rock, and in addition to their quick and perceptive
grasp of spellcraft, enchantment, and alchemy, even the humblest of Bretons can boast a high
resistance to destructive and dominating magical energies. (ESO) Bretons have more
Magicka, and higher resistance to it, than other races. In addition to their quick and perceptive
grasp of spellcraft, even the humblest of Bretons can boast a resistance to magical energies.
They are particularly skilled at summoning and healing magic.
Briarbird: (ESO) Code name of an Imperial agent, stationed in Hammerfell in 3E 417.
Lit.: ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.
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Bribe: (ESM) The quickest way to a person's heart may be through his wallet. While bribery
works for some folks, it doesn't work on everyone (particularly those with high morals or
ethics). (ESO) Bribing someone is often the best way to get information, especially if your
skill in Speechcraft is low.
Bridwell: (ESD) A famous Breton Lord of the court of Daggerfall. He was the general of
King Lysandus' army during the War of Betony.
Lit.: VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony.

A Brief History of the Empire: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Stronach k'Thojj III,
which comes in four volumes and was originally published before 3E 406. A revised edition
was published between 3E 406 and 3E 427, another between 3E 428 and 3E 433.
Brina Cross Inn: (ESO) An inn on the Gold Road to the north of Anvil (Cyrodiil) where you
can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Bristleback: (ESM) The Bristleback is a type of boar native to Solstheim. There are lots of
them around, and they're sometimes hunted for their meat. The Bristlebacks can be vicious,
too. The Rieklings use them as mounts, and have bred the creatures to be even more warlike
and dangerous.
Bristleback Leather: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Blind
Frost Damage
Resist Frost
Recall

* Septims/Pound

Br'itsa: (ESD) A Redguard with a connection to Lainlyn's School of Julianos.
Brittlerock Cave: (ESO) A cave in the north of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region, northwest of
Kvatch.
Broadsword: (also Broad Sword) (ESD, ESLB) A long but broad-bladed, double-edged
sword. (ESM) Long popular in the West, the mass-produced, one-handed, double-edged
heavy broadsword commonly used by the Legions is descended from the original elaborate,
decorated Breton broadsword designs. The Nordic broadsword developed independently, and
is a more plain, practical weapon. All broadswords are commonly used with sword-and-shield
techniques, the Bretons favoring the heavy tower shield, while the legions prefer a smaller
standard-sized shield.
Broadsword of Augmented Leaping: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of jumping,
and, when striking a target, causes Minor Frost Damage.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Broadsword of Augmented Unseen Wisdom: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of
thaumaturgy, and, when striking a target, causes Medium Fire Damage.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Broadsword of Percipient Wisdom: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of
thaumaturgy, casts the spell of Medium Cure Health, and provides the preternatural Blessing
of Athleticism when equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Broadsword of Starkhorn's Unseen Wisdom: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of
thaumaturgy, and, when equipped, confers a measure of Resistance to Magic for its owner.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.
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Broadsword of the Biting Pains: (ESLB) Engenders Medium Frost Damage, and partakes of
the excellence of destruction.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Broadsword of the Firmament: (ESLB) Provides castings of the spell Resistance to Shock,
and gifts its owner with special insight into the disciplines of missile.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Broadsword of the Flea's Leaping: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of jumping,
casts the spell of Jumping, and provides the preternatural Blessing of Athleticism when
equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Broadsword of the Unnatural Essence: (ESLB) Engenders Medium Poison Damage, and
gifts its owner with special insight into the disciplines of backstabbing.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Broadsword of Uncertainty: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Invisibility, and is schooled with
crafts of alteration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Brodir Grove: (ESM) Brodir Grove is where the wizard Grimkell turned some men to stone,
and there they remain, a monument of betrayal.
Broken Diamonds: (1) (DC) Breton holiday, celebrated in Glenpoint on the 23rd of Frost
Fall as the supposed annual of Empress Kintyra's II death. (ESD) On the 23rd of Frost Fall in
the 121st year of the first era, the empress Kintyra Septim II met her death in the imperial
dungeons in Glenpoint on the orders of her cousin and usurper Cephorus I. Her death is
remembered in Glenpoint as the day called Broken Diamonds. It is a day of silent prayer for
the wisdom and benevolence of the imperial family of Tamriel. – (2) (ESD) Title of a work by
Ryston Baylor, which comes in one volume and was originally published between c. 3E 200
and 3E 405.
Lit.: RYSTON BAYLOR, Broken Diamonds.

Broken Promises Cave: (ESO) A cave in the est of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, southwest
of Chorrol.
Brood: (ESA) The arena team of Corinth of 3E 399/400.
Brother: (DC) The seventh rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy. (ESM) The third rank in
Vvardenfell's Ashlanders hierarchy and the sixth rank in the Morag Tong hierarchy.
Brotherhood of Seth: (ESA) The priests of the Brotherhood of Seth were ever a secretive lot,
one that did not share information lightly. It seems as if they have temples in Gideon and
Camlorn.
The Brothers of Darkness: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Pellarne Assi, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 406. A revised edition was published
between 3E 406 and 3E 427, another between 3E 428 and 3E 433.
Brown Book of Great House Telvanni: (ESM) The title of the yearbook of the affairs of the
Telvanni Council of Vvardenfell District.
Brown Rot: (ESM) Brown rot is a mild common disease affecting the victim's strength and
behavior. Symptoms include necrosis and sleeplessness. It may be contracted from the
bonewalker, skeleton, greater bonewalker, or bonelord.
Brukreich Bridge: (ESA) Town in the province of Elsweyr.
Brum, Ampyrian: (ESM) Author of The Gold Ribbon of Merit.
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Bruma Caverns: (ESO) Caverns in the south of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains, southwest of
Bruma.
Bruma: (ESO) A town in the south of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains. Bruma is located high in the
Jerall Mountains and is always cold and covered with snow, with braziers kept burning in every
quarter to prevent the citizens from freezing to death. The streets are cramped and barren, since
few trees and plants can survive the cold, but the town is compact and quickly explored. Bruma builds in wood harvested from the native forests of the High Jeralls, and her houses and
halls often bear decorative carved timbers in the Nordic style. Everything is built in wood, since
trees are so plentiful in the forests of the Jeralls, and even rich men live here in dark, dirty
wooden huts. Bruma's chilly winds and alpine climate favors dwellings built partly below
ground level to conserve heat. - The castle is to the west, the Chapel of Talos and houses to the
south, and guilds and shops to the north. The guilds are in a row, in the center of town below the
terraces, north of the chapel. The general trader and clothier and armorer are on the terraces to
the west. The smith is north, next to the wall. The Jerall View is on the terraces, near the castle
gate and facing the chapel. Olav's is next to the east gate. - Countess Narina Carvain is
Heartland Nibenean, and so are most guildsmen and chapelmen, but most others are as Nordish.
She is a dutiful chapelgoer, and a respected ruler, though she is a cunning and ruthless
negotiator. Lyra Rosentia collects Akaviri artifacts. Her house is west of the chapel. Wildeye
Stables can board your horse, or sell you one, if you like. Olav's Tap and Tack is a good,
inexpensive place for travelers. Jerall View is a nice place for visitors to stay.
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Bruma.

Brush of Truepaint: (ESO) The Brush showed up several years ago in the possession of an
artist who was serving in the Arnesian War of 396. It seems an errant fireball had exploded
next to him, and he lost the use of both arms. He was a stubborn man who didn't want to give
up his talent. Being a devout follower of Dibella, he prayed to her for something that would
allow him to express himself once more. She heard his plea, and gifted him with the Brush.
It's said the bristles of the Brush are woven from Dibella's own hair. The Brush allows the
artist to paint from within a canvas. It opens a portal into which the artist may enter to paint
things life-sized. All the painter has to do is have the Brush in his possession, and whatever he
imagines appears in the canvas.
Brute: (ESM) The fourth rank in Vvardenfell's Camonna Tong hierarchy.
Bthalag-Zturamz: (ESM, ESO) A location mentioned in MAROBAR SUL's Azura and the Box
(Ancient Tales of the Dwemer, vol. XI).
Bthanchend: (ESM) A Dwemer ruin south of Maar Gan.
Bthuand: (ESM) An ancient Dwemer ruin east of Kogoruhn.
Bthuand Mzahnch: (ESM) A Dwemer scholar.
Bthungthumz: (ESM) A Dwemer ruin in the foyada Bani-Dad.
Buljursoma: (ESD) Author of Ius, Animal God.
Bull Netch: (ESM) The bull netch is a huge beast that hovers in the air, supported by internal
sacks of magical vapors. Cured netch skin, durable, flexible, and variously colored, is used
throughout the Empire in garments, armor, weapons, household goods, and furnishings.
Bully: (ESM) The lowest rank in Vvardenfell's Camonna Tong hierarchy.
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Bungler's Bane: (ESM) Bungler's Bane is a mottled brown-and-orange shelf fungus collected
from the trunks of trees in the Bitter Coast region.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Drain Speed
Drain Endurance
Dispel
Drain Strength

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: AJIRA, Mushrooms of the Bitter Coast.

Buoyant Armigers: (ESM) The Buoyant Armigers is a small military order of the Tribunal
Temple, exclusively dedicated to and answering to Lord Vivec. They pattern themselves on
Lord Vivec's heroic spirit of exploration and adventure, and they emulate his mastery of the
varied arts of personal combat, chivalric courtesy, and subtle verse. The light-hearted Buoyant
Armigers serve the Temple as champions and knights-errant, and are friendly rivals of the
more solemn Ordinators in our dedicated service to Lord Vivec and the Temple.
Bura, Snak: (ESO) A female Orc which owned of the Chestnut Handy Stables in 3E 433.
Burden: (ESM) Governing School: Alteration. This effect temporarily increases the weight
carried by the victim, causing faster fatigue loss. The magnitude of the effect is the weight
added. When the effect ends, the added weight disappears.
Burdening Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Burden, 15 points for 15 seconds.
Lit.: Burdening Touch Tome.

Burglar: (ESA) Burglars are adept at picking locks and infiltrating different areas. They do
this better than any other class, honing their skills to be able to find ways into areas thought
inaccessible. They are very useful when exploring new dungeons, palaces, or other areas
where others may be stopped by locked doors and/or chests. Because of the delicate nature of
their work, they are restricted in the armor they may wear and the weapons they may carry.
They may not use shields. Burglars also have a higher chance to score a critical strike when
attacking an opponent, though they are not as adept at this as Thieves. (ESD) Burglars are
well versed in the arts of picking locks. They can sneak undetected into even the most secure
of noble houses and escape detection. A good burglar can strip a palace to its foundations
without waking a soul. Let the vulgar delinquents mug and kill for their gold - the burglar is
agile, silent, and curious as a cat. Sometimes it is the challenge of a supposedly
insurmountable lock or a tireless guard that sets their blood to burn. More often, it is simple
greed. High agility, sharp intelligence, and speed mark the successful burglar. The most
important Burglar skills are: Lockpicking, Stealth, Climbing, Mercantile, Dodging, and Short
blade. (ESLB) Agile, silent, and as curious as a prowling cat, the burglar finds the challenge
of a tricky lock or an open window irresistible. Unlike the waylaying thief and the sinister
assassin, the burglar slips in and out of the shadow with ouches full of treasure. A burglar
depends on high Agility, Intelligence, and Speed.
Burning Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Fire Damage, 10 points.
Lit.: Burning Touch Tome.

The Buying Game: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Ababael Timsar-Dadisun, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
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C
Cactus: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
16,00 Resist Magicka
Resist Fire
Resist Shock

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Resist Fire. - Recipe for Potion of Resist Shock.

Cadlew Chapel: (ESO) A chapel in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, on the northern side
of the mouth of the Silverfish River.
Caecilly Island: (ESLB, ESM) Originally a small island off the coast of Northmoor, now a
place in the Void. – Cf. → Dagon's Protonymic.
Lit.: TAL MAROG KER, Tal Marog Ker's Researches.

Cael: (ESM, ESO) A location mentioned in MAROBAR SUL's The Ransom of Zarek (Ancient
Tales of the Dwemer, vol. I)
Caenlorn: (ESM) Caenlorn are the ceremonial wolves of the Skaal. The Caenlorn are only
summoned for specific ceremonies. Other times, they reside in the world of the spirit with the
All-Father.
Caer Suvio: (ESM, ESO) A location in Cyrodiil where the Potentate Versidue-Shaie and
Vivec met after Emperor Reman III's death in 1E 2920 to sign the peace treaty between the
Cyrodilic Empire and Morrowind.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Cairn Bolete: (ESO) You can find Cairn Bolete growing in caves. They are said to mark the
place someone has died.
Cairn Bolete Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Cairn Bolete mushroom.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Health
Damage Intelligence
Resist Paralysis
Shock Damage

* Septims/Pound

Caitiff: (ESO) The second rank in the Dremora hierarchy. See → Dremora.
Caius: (ESO) One of Cyrodiil's famous Knights of the Nine of the early Third Era. Sir Caius
was of Imperial origin and was slaughtered by Sir Berich with the holy Sword of the Crusader
on the steps of the Priory of the Nine.
Lit.: KAROLINE OF SOLITUDE, The Knights of the Nine.

The Cake and the Diamond: (ESM) Title of a work by Athyn Muendil, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Caladan: (ESD) A king of a small kingdom called Trowbridge, mentioned only in A Tale of
Kieran (edited by VEGEPYTHICUS).
Calaxes: (ESM, ESO) Illegitimate son of Emperor Uriel Septim VII and Archbishop of The
One in the Imperial City until his sudden disappearance on 29th Sun's Dusk 3E 398.
Lit.: Lady Benoch's Words and Philosophy.

Calcinator: (ESM) A calcinator is a stove or crucible which reduces metals and substances to
ash so their arcane properties can be separated from the dross. They must be made of
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porcelain or iron device to withstand the high temperatures necessary to reduce certain
substances to ash. – Cf. → Apparatus.
Quality
Novice
Apprentice
Journeyman
Expert
Master
Secret Master
Grandmaster

Year
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 427
3E 427

Weight
0,31
25,00
0,33
18,00
0,34
0,36
13,00
0,38
6,00
8,00

Value
50,00
10,00
100,00
40,00
250,00
500,00
240,00
1.000,00
3.200,00
4.000,00

Calder: (ESD) A marquisate in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: ERYSTERA LIGEN, Etiquette With Rulers.

Caldera: (ESM) Caldera is a recently chartered Imperial town and mining corporation north
of Balmora on the road to Ald'ruhn. The Caldera Mining Company has been granted an
Imperial monopoly to remove raw ebony from the rich deposits here. Caldera is a new town,
recently built in the Western Imperial style, and most of the citizens are outlanders and new
colonists. Odral Helvi used to be the town reeve of Caldera, but he's been sent to the mainland
to await trial on smuggling charges. Shenk's Shovel, the tradehouse by the South Gate, has
beds, food, and sundries. Shenk the Redguard is the publican of Shenk's Shovel. Hodlismod
the Nord is the smith, Verick Gemain the trader, Irgola the pawnbroker, and Falanaamo the
clothier. House Hlaalu services are available at the big Governor's Hall on the hill to the
northeast. The Mages Guild is in the southwest corner of town; they have an alchemist,
enchanter, mage, and nightblade. The Mages Guild has guild guide transport to Vivec,
Balmora, Ald'ruhn, and Sadrith Mora Mages Guilds.Various other folks in town offer
training. Roads lead south to Balmora and north to Ald'ruhn. Hla Oad on the west coast is a
long walk without any trail; head west to the coast, then follow the coast north.
Caldera Ebony Mines: (ESM) The Caldera ebony mines lie in a depression southwest of
Caldera. There's an office, a bunkhouse, and guard tower over near the mine entrance.
Stlennius Vibato, the mine boss, lives on site at the mines to the southwest. If you're thinking
of taking a look while you're here, head straight west from town, then swing around south into
the bowl of the mine through a gap in the mountains. Otherwise, you can try climbing straight
over the ridge -- but it is too steep a climb for most. - (MP) This large newly-chartered ebony
mine is a source of much bad feeling between House Hlaalu (which got the charter) and
House Redoran (which wanted it).
Caliron's Curse: (ESD) Caliron's Curse is a disease which makes strength, speed, and agility
stunt. Some people have recovered by themselves in a week or two, but their strength, speed,
and agility remain stunted. It is best to cure the disease quickly.
Call: (ESLB, ESM, ESO) The third stage of the → Ritual of the Innocent Quarry, in which
the Greater Hounds trap the Hare and summon the Huntsmen for the kill. The other stages are
called → Drag, → Chase, and → View.
Lit.: The Posting of the Hunt.

Call Bear: (ESM) The ritual allows you to summon a bear to your side to aid you in battle.
Call Wolf: (ESM) A forgotten ritual which seems to allow you to summon a wolf to your side
to aid you in battle.
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"the Calling": (ESM) Several Dwemer legends suggest that the Dwemer race as a whole had
some sort of silent and magickal communication, referred to as "the Calling". Whatever the
case, there are no documented spells of "calling." - Cf. → Borgusilus Malier.
Callonus, Codus: (ESM) Imperial bookseller in Ald-ruhn (Vvardenfell District, Morrowind),
and author of Mixed Unit Tactics in the Five Years War.
Calluis Lar: (ESM, ESO) A small island in the Abecean Sea.
Lit.: MAVEUS CIE, The Firsthold Revolt.

Calm: (ESM) Governing School: Illusion. This effect temporarily reduces the target's attack
rating (i.e., its inclination to attack). The effect's magnitude is the value of the reduction of the
attack rating. When the effect ends, the target's attack rating returns to normal. The most
popular calm spells are Calm Creature and Calm Humanoid; undead, Daedra, and artifacts are
not affected.
Calm Creature
(ESM) This effect temporarily reduces a creature's attack rating. Humanoids are not affected.
Calm Humanoid
(ESM) This effect temporarily reduces a humanoid's attack rating. Creatures are not affected.
Calming Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Calm up to level 7 for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Calming Touch Tome.

Cameron: (ESD) King of Sentinel, b. 3E 368, d. 3E 403. Cameron was killed in the Battle of
Cryngaine Field by King Gothryd of Daggerfall. His wife was Akorithi, Queen of Sentinel.
His children were Greklith, Lhotum, and Aubk-i, the Queen of Daggerfall.
Camilonwe of Alinor: (ESO) Author of Liminal Bridges. A Discourse On The Theory and
Praxis of Travelling Between Mundus and Oblivion.
Camlorn: (ESA) City-State in the province of High Rock. (ESD) One of the eight kingdoms
in High Rock.
(ESA) "Camlorn, Jewel of the West, greets thee weary traveller and bids thee welcome to our city-state. Know
that we are home to the Dragons, and hold them as our champions..."
Lit.: ERYSTERA LIGEN, Etiquette With Rulers. - MERA LLYKITH, The Mystery of Princess Talara. - WAUGHIN
JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Camonna Tong: (ESM) The Camonna Tong is Morrowind's native criminal syndicate.
They're grown powerful and ruthless since the Imperial occupation, and have great influence
in the higher ranks of House Hlaalu. The Camonna Tong are in direct competition with the
Thieves Guild for control of illegal trade, and Camonna Tong will not tolerate competition.
They have sworn to exterminate the upstart outlander newcomers. Compared with the
Camonna Tong, the Thieves Guild is relatively decent and honorable -- certainly less brutal.
The Camonna Tong are known for their brutal disregard for human life. They don't accept
outlanders as members.
Camoran, Haymon: (ESD, ESM, ESO; DC, PGE3) The pretender to the ancient throne of
the Camorans, who called himself the Camoran Usurper. In 3E 249 he led an army of Daedra
and undead warriors on a rampage through eastern Valenwood, conquering kingdom after
kingdom, destroying all who stood against him. After he had consolidated his power in
Valenwood, he turned his attention northward. In 3E 253, the Camoran Usurper defeated the
armies of Taneth and Rihad, taking southern Hammerfell. Emperor Cephorus II sent more and
more mercenaries into Hammerfell to stop the Usurper's northward march, but they were
bribed or slaughtered and raised as undead. The Usurper had conquered Hammerfell and
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Valenwood by means of a large army, which by legend consisted entirely of undead and
daedra, but was mostly composed of Redguards and Wood Elves. In all probability, the
Usurper summoned the daedra and undead in Arenthia and slowly replaced the original
summoned creatures with the armies of his conquered territories. News of the Usurper's
barbaric treatment of captives and abuse of conquered lands, mostly true, spread rapidly
through their territories, and then to other neutral lands. Within a few months, the greatest
navy ever combined organized along the High Rock edge of the Iliac Bay. In the year 3E 267,
the Camoran Usurper's relentless move north through High Rock was halted around the area
of contemporary Dwynnen.
(DC) Haymon's claim to the Camoran throne and his very origins are still debated by
historical scholars. The most persistent legend is that he was the progeny of a Breton woman
and the daedra Molag Bal.
Lit.: STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire. - PALAUX ILLTHRE, The Fall of the Usurper. - GEROS
ALBREIGH, The Refugees. – A Pocket Guide to the Empire and its Environs (3rd ed.).

Camoran, Mankar: (ESO) The supposed leader of the Mythic Dawn cult and author of the
infamous Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes (4 vols.). The Commentaries are
contemporary with Tiber Septim, over 400 years ago. Mankar Camoran lived in his palace,
Carac Agaialor, which overlooks the Savage Garden from the top of the mountain, until the
end of the Oblivion Crisis. Legend has it that he was the son of Haymon, the infamous
Camoran Usurper.
Lit.: GEROS ALBREIGH, The Refugees.

Camoran Usurper: See → Camoran, Haymon.
Camoran's Paradise: (ESO) Gaiar Alata, in the old tongue.
"Gaiar Alata is the Master's [i.e. Mankar Camoran’s] name for this place. This is the Savage Garden. At the top
of that mountain lies the Terrace of Dawn, which leads up to Mankar Camoran's palace... Carac Agaialor.
Beneath the mountain lies the Forbidden Grotto, the only way out of the Savage Garden. At Mankar Camoran's
command, a favored few are given the Bands of the Chosen. Those favored by the Master to wear the Bands may
enter the Forbidden Grotto, and leave this Savage Garden forever. You cannot pass through the door to the
Forbidden Grotto unless you wear the Bands. No one wearing the Bands of the Chosen can leave this Grotto.
The doors will not open, and there is no other way out."

Candle of the Lesser Vigil: (ESLB) Renders the power of Minor Shield. Lit.: Codex Arcana.
Candlelight: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Journeyman skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Light, 40 ft for 180 seconds.
Lit.: Candlelight Tome.

The Cantatas of Vivec: (ESM) The title of a collection of gospels written in the form of epic
songs. They trace the evolution of Vivec from a foolish mortal into an enlightened divine.
Vivec sought out experiences that tested him in every way possible, particularly in the defense
and protection of his Dunmer people, and through his long life, his humility, and his
unconquerable spirit, he attained the Wisdom of the Seven Graces. The Cantatas relate many
stories of Vivec's experiments with challenge and risk, his failures and triumphs, his blessings
of insight and good fortune, and his debt to his partners, Almalexia the Lover and Sotha Sil
the Teacher. The poetry is simple and dramatic, lyric and personal, composed to be sung or
recited. The Cantatas of Vivec comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E
428.
Cantons: See → Vivec (City).
Canulus: See → Lake Canulus
Caomus: (ESO) The name of a river; see → Direnni.
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Capstone Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains, west of
Bruma.
Captain: (ESM) The seventh rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy. (ESO) The second rank in
the Blades and the Imperial Watch hierarchy.
Carac Agaialor: (ESO) The palace of Mankar Camoran. – Cf. → Camoran's Paradise.
Caravaner: (ESM) "I'm a caravaner. I can transport you by silt strider to various destinations
for a modest fee."
Carecalmo: (ESM) A very old High Elf wizard. As a young mage he served Uriel V, though
he did not follow him to Akavir. He was accounted among the wise and powerful until he was
implicated in Jagar Tharn's plot to place an impostor on the Imperial throne. Since then he and
his bodyguard, a masterful knight named Meryaran, have been fugitives. Carecalmo is a
servant of Mehrunes Dagon, a grim agent of death and destruction, and the Imperial cult has
long sought to destroy him.
Caretaker: (ESM) "I keep things clean and running smoothly. I keep an eye on things. I
make sure we have enough of what is needed, and make sure no one walks off with things."
Carolyna: (ESD) Queen of Wayrest, b. 3E 368, d. 3E 392. Carolyna was the first wife of
King Eadwyre of Wayrest and mother of Elysana.
Carrot: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Fatigue
Night-Eye
Fortify Intelligence
Damage Endurance

* Septims/Pound

Carthan: (ESD) A kingdom mentioned only in A Tale of Kieran (edited by VEGEPYTHICUS),
located west of the also mentioned kingdom of Trowbridge.
Cartia, Faustina: (ESO) Leader of a ring of female thieves plaguing Anvil's men. The
women employed feminine wiles to seduce the men, lured them to remote locations, then
robbed them, leaving them without a stitch of clothing.
Lit.: Gang of Tarts Thwarted! (Black Horse Courier special edition).

Cascabel: (ESM, ESO) A county in Skyrim, mentioned in TENACE MOURL, The Rear-Guard.
Casimir: (ESO) One of Cyrodiil's famous Knights of the Nine of the early Third Era. Sir
Casimir was of Redguard origin and the one who recovered the Gauntlets of the Crusader. He
became infamous after his disgraceful murder of a beggar in Chorrol's Chapel of Stendarr in
3E 139.
Lit.: KAROLINE OF SOLITUDE, The Knights of the Nine.

Castellian: (ESD) A Breton Lord of the court of Wayrest and member of the Elder Circle of
Wayrest. His sister was Lady Pasipha.
Castle Karstaag: (ESM) Castle Karstaag is a castle made of ice on the northwest part of
Solstheim. There lives the frost giant Karstaag. None may enter the castle itself without the
giant Karstaag's blessing. The Skaal have lived in peace with the monster for many years, but
have heard nothing from the giant for some time.
Castellan of Balfiera: (PG1) The title of the traditional ruler of the Isle of Balfiera, perhaps
reflecting his original role as commander of Direnni (or Balfiera) Tower. The Castellans
continue to reside in the Tower, although its true provenance and purpose remains a mystery.
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Even more curiously, the hereditary Castellans are High Elves, the only known Elven ruling
family remaining in human lands.
Cat burglar: (ESO) The fifth rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Cathay-Raht: (ESM, ESO) A form of Khajiit described by WAUGHIN JARTH with these
words: "a sleek creature with pointed ears, wide yellow eyes, mottled pied fur and a tail like a
whip" (A Dance In Fire). (PG1) According to the native tradition, a khajiit born while Masser
is full and Secunda a thin crescent will grow to be a cathay-raht.
Lit.: CODUS CALLONUS, Mixed Unit Tactics in the Five Years War (vol. I). - LIVILLUS PERUS, Cherim's Heart of
Anequina.

Cattle: (ESM) The lowest rank in Vvardenfell's vampiric clans hierarchy.
Cause Damage: (ESLB) Governing school: Destruction. This spell allows the caster to strike
and damage a target at range. This spell can detonate on impact or be set to detonate on
proximity, which causes the spell to bounce like a cue ball until it runs out of time or hits a
creature.
Cavaliers: (ESA) The arena team of Eldenroot of 3E 399/400.
Cave of Hidden Music: (ESM) A cave in the northwest of Solstheim, southeast of Hvitkald
Peak and southwest of the Altar of Thrond.
Cave Rat: (ESM) The cave rat is a subterranean variety of the hardy, abundant hunterscavenger. Rat meat is tough and greasy, with an unpleasant odor and taste. Nonetheless, it is
cheap, abundant, and nutritious, and palatable when cooked in a stew and masked by strong,
strong spices.
Cavern of the Incarnate: (ESM) A secret place sacred to Azura. Its location is given by the
following riddle: "The eye of the needle lies in the teeth of the wind -- the mouth of the cave
lies in the skin of the pearl -- the dream is the door and the star is the key."
Caves: See → Abanabi Caves, Abernanit, Abinabi, Adanumuran, Addamasartus, Aharnabi,
Aharunartus, Ahinipalit, Ainab, Ainat, Ansi, Arrowshaft Cavern, Ashanammu, Ashinabi,
Ashirbadon, Ashir-Dan, Assarnud, Assemanu, Assu, Assumanu, Barren Cave, The Beast's Maw,
Bedrock Break, Belletor's Folly, Benkongerike, Bensamsi, Beshara, Bjorn, Black Rock Caverns,
Bleak Flats Cave, Bloodcrust Cavern, Bloodmayne Cave, Bloodrun Cave, Boreal Stone Cave,
Bramblepoint Cave, Breakneck Cave, Brittlerock Cave, Broken Promises Cave, Capstone Cave,
Cave of Hidden Music, Caves of Fjalding, Charcoal Cave, Cracked Wood Cave, Crayfish Cave,
Dark Fissure, Darkfathom Cave, Domme, Dubdilla, Dun-Ahhe Caverns, Dunirai Caverns,
Dzonot Cave, Echo Cave, Fallen Rock Cave, Fatback Cave, Felgageldt Cave, Fieldhouse Cave,
Fingerbowl Cave, Fjell, Frossel, Frykte, Fyrelight Cave, Fyrelight Cave, Gandrung Caverns,
Glademist Cave, Gloomy Cave, Goblin Jim's Cave, Grayrock Cave, Grayrock Cave, Greenmead
Cave, Gronn, Habinbaes, Hall of Penumbra, Hassour, Haynote Cave, Hinnabi, Horn Cave,
Howling Cave, Hrota Cave, Ibar-Dad, Ilunibi Caverns, Kindred Cave, Kingscrest Cavern, Koal
Cave, Kudanat, Kumarahaz, Kunirai, Leafrot Cave, Legge, Lost Boy Caverns, Maba-Ilu,
Mallapi, Mamaea Caverns, Mannammu, Maran-Adon, Massama Cave, Masseranit, Mat, Mausur
Caverns, Memorial Cave, Milk, Minabi, Mingo Cave, Missamsi, Mongrel's Tooth Cave, Moss
Rock Cavern, Muck Valley Cavern, Nallit, Nammu, Newt Cave, Nisin Cave, Nissintu, Nonwyll
Cavern, Nund, Odaishah, Odibaal, Odirnamat, Onyx Caverns, Outlaw Endre's Cave, Palansour,
Panat, Pinsun, Piran, Pothole Caverns, Pulk, Punabi, Punammu, Punsabanit, Quickwater Cave,
Red Ruby Cave, Redguard Valley Cave, Redwater Slough, Reedstand Cave, Rimhull, Rissun,
Robber's Glen Cave, Rock Bottom Caverns, Rockmilk Cave, Sage Glen Hollow, Salmantu,
Sanabi, Sandstone Cavern, Sanit, Sargon, Saturan, Sennananit, Serpent Hollow Cave, ShaAdnius, Shadow's Rest Cavern, Shal, Shallit, Sharapli, Shattered Scales Cave, Shinbone Cave,
Shurinbaal, Shushan, Shushishi, Sideways Cave, Silver Tooth Cave, Sinkhole Cave, Sinsibadon,
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Well-documented Caves in the Provinces Cyrodiil and Morrowind, Listed by Regions
Blackwood
Bloodrun Cave
Darkfathom Cave
Fieldhouse Cave
Onyx Caverns
Reedstand Cave
Rockmilk Cave
Shattered Cave
Tidewater Cavern
Colovian Highlands
Black Rock Caverns
Broken Promises Cave
Mongrel's Tooth Cave
Nonwyll Cavern
Rock Bottom Caverns
Wind Cave
Gold Coast
Brittlerock Cave
Hrota Cave
Smoke Hole Cave
Great Forest
The Beast's Maw
Breakneck Cave
Charcoal Cave

CYRODIIL
Great Forest (cont.)
Heartlands (cont.)
Felgageldt Cave
Memorial Cave
Frostfire Cave
Moss Rock Cavern
Glademist Cave
Shinbone Cave
Greenmead Cave
Sideways Cave
Haynote Cave
Sinkhole Cave
Horn Cave
Veyond's Cave
Mingo Cave
Wellspring Cave
Outlaw Endre's Cave
Jerall Mountains
Pothole Caverns
Boreal Stone Cave
Redguard Valley Cave
Bruma Caverns
Red Ruby Cave
Capstone Cave
Robber's Glen Cave
Echo Cave
Serpent Hollow Cave
Lake Arrius Caverns
Shadow's Rest Cavern
Silvertooth Cave
Toadstool Hollow
Nibenay
Underpall Cave
Arrowshaft Cavern
Unmarked Cave
Bedrock Break
Yellow Tick Cave
Bloodmayne Cave
Heartlands
Bramblepoint Cave
Barren Cave
Cracked Wood Cave
Dzonot Cave
Crayfish Cave
Fatback Cave
Dark Fissure
Fingerbowl Cave
Kindred Cave

Nibenay (cont.)
Leafrot Cave
Lost Boy Caverns
Muck Valley Cavern
Newt Cave
Quickwater Cave
Redwater Slough
Sage Glen Hollow
Swampy Cave
Timberscar Hollow
Wenderbek Cave
Valus Mountains
Kingscrest Cavern
West Weald
Bleak Flats Cave
Bloodcrust Cavern
Fallen Rock Cave
Fyrelight Cave
Goblin Jim's Cave
Grayrock Cave
Howling Cave
Nisin Cave
Sandstone Cave

MORROWIND
Ascadian Isles
Ashlands (cont.)
Adanumuran
Odibaal
Ansi
Sanabi
Beshara
Sha-Adnius
Hassour
Sharapli
Hinnabi
Tin-Ahhe
Mannammu
Yesamsi
Nund
Azura's Coast
Panat
Abanabi
Punammu
Aharnabi
Sinsibadon
Ainat
Ulummusa
Ashirbadon
Vassir-Didanat
Kumarahaz
Ashlands
Maba-Ilu
Abinabi
Masseranit
Bensamsi
Minabi
Dun-Ahhe Caverns Pinsun
Dunirai Caverns
Rissun
Maran-Adon
Salmantu
Missamsi
Sanni
Odaishah
Yakanalit
Felsaad Coast
Caves of Fjalding
Frossel
Lair of the Udyrfrykte
Rimhull
Sjobal
Skygge

Vvardenfell District
Bitter Coast
Molag Amur
Abernanit
Ahinipalit
Addamasartus
Assu
Aharunartus
Kunirai
Assemanu
Mt. Kand Cavern
Ilunibi Caverns
Nissintu
Mallapi
Piran
Sennananit
Punabi
Shal
Saturan
Shurinbaal
Shushan
Yasamsi
Zaintirari
Zainsipilu
Zebabi
Zanabi
Zenarbael
Grazelands
Red Mountain
Dubdilla
Mausur Caverns
Massama Cave
Sheogorad
Nallit
Ainab
Nammu
Assumanu
Pulk
Habinbaes
Sanit
Ibar-Dad
Yakin
Odirnamat

Hirstang Forest
Gandrung Caverns
Hall of Penumbra
Kolfinna's Dwelling
Solvjord
Isinfier Plains
Bjorn

Solstheim
Isinfier Plains (cont.)
Cave of Hidden Music
Fjell
Gloomy Cave
Gronn
Kjolver's Dwelling

Sheogorad (cont.)
Punsabanit
Sargon
Shallit
Sud
Surirulk
West Gash
Ashanammu
Ashinabi
Ashir-Dan
Assarnud
Koal Cave
Kudanat
Mamaea Caverns
Mat
Milk
Palansour
Shushishi
Subdun

Moesring Mountains
Benkongerike
Caverns of Karstaag
Domme
Frykte
Legge
Varstaad Caves
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Sjobal, Skygge, Smoke Hole Cave, Solvjord, Subdun, Sud, Surirulk, Swampy Cave, Tidewater
Cave, Tin-Ahhe, Ulummusa, Underpall Cave, Undertow Cavern, Unmarked Cave, Vaarstad
Cave, Vassir-Didanat Cave, Veyond Cave, Wellspring Cave, Wenderbek Cave, Wind Cave,
Yakanalit, Yakin, Yasamsi, Yellow Tick Cave, Yesamsi, Zainsipilu, Zaintirari, Zanabi, Zebabi,
Zenarbael,. See also → Grottos.
Caves of Fjalding: (ESM) The caves below Lake Fjalding.
CE: See → Cyrodiil Era.
Celarus: (ESD, ESM, ESO) (also with the epithet 'the Loremaster') Loremaster of the Psijic
Order, who has presided over the Council of Artaeum for over two hundred and fifty years
until at least 3E 400. Works: The Old Ways.
Lit.: TAURCE IL-ANSELMA, On Artaeum. - SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion.

Celedaen: (ESO) An ancient Altmer necromancer of the first third of the Third Era who was
attempting to escape death by transforming himself into a lich. His dwelling was Leafrot Cave
in Cyrodiil, where he nonetheless found death by the hands of the Dark Brotherhood. He was
the author of The Path of Transcendence.
Lit.: Dead Drop Orders #1. Journals from the Imperial Province : Journal of a Dark Brother.

Celmo, Almion: (ESM, ESO) A legendary evil Archmage who enchanted Thurgnarr Assi's
claymore with the soul of a Frost Monarch and thus created the → Ice Blade of the Monarch.
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Census and Excise: (ESM) See → Imperial Office of Census and Excise.
Census of Daedra Lords: (PG3) Title of a work by the Imperial Geographic Society, which
was originally published before 3E 432.
Centaurian: (ESD) Centaurian is a language skill checked whenever one tries to talk with a
Centaur.
Centaurs: (ESD) Centaurs are ancient and mysterious creatures, alternately worshipped and
despised. Legends of their exploits range from the epic to the pornographic, perhaps for no
better reason than that they have varied personalities. The Council of Artaeum have called the
Centaurs "true followers of the Old Ways" of Tamriel, referring to the complex system of
ancestor worship that Artaeum itself espouses. All| that one can certainly say about Centaurs
is that in a battle there are few who are equal.
Centurion: (ESO) The third rank in the Imperial Watch hierarchy.
Centurion Archer: (ESM) See → Centurion Sphere.
Centurion Sphere: (ESM) The centurion sphere is an enchanted animated artifact of Dwemer
creation. These aggressive and dangerous devices compress into a ball when inactive, and
transform into a mobile Warrior when aroused. Scrap metal collected from Dwemer artifacts
is rare and precious, and prized both by collectors of antiquities and students of metals and
enchantments.
Centurion Spider: (ESM) The centurion spider is an enchanted animated artifact of Dwemer
creation. Constructed in the form of large metal spiders, they are aggressive and dangerous.
Scrap metal collected from Dwemer artifacts is rare and precious, and prized both by
collectors of antiquities and students of metals and enchantments.
Ceyatatar: ("Shadow of the Fatherwoods") (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the southwest of
Cyrodiil's Great Forest, southwest of the Imperial City and northeast of Skingrad.
Lit.: ALEXANDRE HETRARD, Glories and Laments Among the Ayleid Ruins.

Chael, Leros: (ESO) A mage mentioned in ZURIN ARCTUS, The Art of War Magic.
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Chain: (ESD) Fairly thin and light armor material. Cheap alternative to plate.
Challenges: (ESM) Vvardenfell's greatest challenges are its mutually hostile cultures, its
cruel and untamed wildernesses, and the troubling phenomenon of the Blight. The Temple
and traditional Dunmer cultures are in direct opposition to the values of the Imperial
conqueror's colonists, and the interests of each Great House conflict with the interests of the
other Great Houses. Only the Imperial Legions and the Duke's shrewd policies prevent
political disputes from expanding into civil unrest or warfare.
Chameleon: (ESD) Makes target very difficult to see. If target attacks something, chameleon
spell is aborted. Governing School: Illusion. If caster does not move, he or she is mostly
camouflaged, as per an Invisibility spell. (ESM) Governing School: Illusion. This effect lets
the target blend into the surroundings so no one can see him. The target can attack and use
objects without disrupting the effect, but chameleon may range from 1% to 100%
effectiveness. The effect's magnitude is the degree of concealment. (ESO) A spell of the
School of Illusion which requires the Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself. Effects:
Chameleon, 25% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Chameleon Tome.

Champion: (DC) The eighth rank in the Fighters Guild hierarchy. (ESM) The fifth rank in the
Imperial Legion hierarchy and the seventh rank in Vvardenfell's Ashlanders hierarchy. (ESM,
ESO) The ninth rank in the Fighters Guild hierarchy. (ESO) The eighth rank in the Imperial
City Arena Combatants hierarchy.
Champion of Cyrodiil: (ESO) The highest rank possible in the Order of the Dragon, the
illustrious order of Imperial knights founded by Tiber Septim himself. Until the Oblivion
crisis, only six Champions have been awarded in the history of the Empire.
Chance's Folly: (ESM) Title of a work by Zylmoc Golge, which comes in one volume and
was originally published before 3E 428.
Changed Ones: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Chanthrax: (ESM) Chanthrax is an acute blight disease affecting a victim's dexterity and
mobility. It may be contracted from corprus beasts or other blight monsters.
Chapel: (ESO) The righteous seek blessings from the Nine at altars in the chapels. Pray in
chapels at the Altars of the Nine to rid the body of its afflictions and be healed, cured, and
restored in all your attributes.
Chapels in Cyrodiil:
Bravil ............. Chapel of Mara
Bruma............. Chapel of Talos
Cheydinhal ..... Chapel of Arkay
Chorrol ........... Chapel of Stendarr
Leyawiin ........ Chapel of Zenithar
Skingrad ......... Chapel of Julianos

Chapel of the Innocent Quarry: (ESLB, ESM) Chimere believes that Dagon had Caecilly
Island established as the site of the Chapel of the Innocent Quarry to personally mock and
torment Chimere. The green crystal structure was created by enchantments, and is the only
building on the island erected since it was ripped from Tamriel and loosed in the void.
Lit.: TAL MAROG KER, Tal Marog Ker's Researches.

Chapel, Matera: (ESO) Author of The Legendary City of Sancre Tor.
Chapelgate: (ESO) The eastern district of Anvil.
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Anvil.
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Charcoal Cave: (ESO) A cave in the south of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, north of the Inn of Ill
Omen.
Charges: (ESO) See → Constellations.
Charisma: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration. Temporarily boosts caster's Personality
attribute.
Charm: (ESD) Raises caster's charm with target, thereby improving caster's reputation.
(ESM) Governing School: Illusion. This effect temporarily increases the target's disposition
towards the caster. When the effect ends, the target's disposition returns to its original value.
Charma's Breath: (MP) The lava tube that links the Red Mountain crater to stronghold
Kogoruhn to the north.
Charvek-si: (ESD) A Redguard with a connection to Sentinel's Akatosh Chantry.
The Charwich-Koniinge Letters: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in four volumes and was originally published between 3E 412 and 3E 427.
Chase: (ESLB, ESM, ESO) The second stage of the → Ritual of the Innocent Quarry, in
which the Greater Hounds drive the Hare before them. The other stages are called → Drag, →
Call, and → View.
Lit.: The Posting of the Hunt.

Chasecreek: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Chasegrove: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Chaseguard: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Chasemoor: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Chasepoint: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Chasetown: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Cheese Wedge: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Fatigue
Resist Fire
Fire Shield
Damage Agility

* Septims/Pound

Cheese Wheel: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
5,33
Restore Fatigue
Resist Paralysis
Damage Luck
Fortify Willpower

* Septims/Pound

Chemua: (ESM) A 'great demon chieftain of the frigid west', described as follows: 'the
Running Hunger, who appeared as a mounted soldier with full helm, had the powers of Heart
Roaring and of sky sickening. He ate the Chimeri hero, Dres Khizumet-e, sending the spirit
back to the Hortator as an assassin. Sometimes called First Blighter, Chemua could give
clouds stomach aches and turn the rain of Veloth into bile. He destroyed six Chimeri villages
before he was slain by Vivec and the Hortator.'
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Cherim: (ESO) A famous Khajiit Tapestrist, contemporary with Maqamat Lusign.
Lit.: LIVILLUS PERUS, Cherim's Heart of Anequina (Interviews With Tapestrists, vol. 18)
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Cherim's Heart of Anequina: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Livillus Perus, which was
published in one volume as volume eighteen of the series Interview with Tapestriests. It was
originally published before 3E 428, a revised edition was published between 3E 428 and 3E
433.
Chevalier: (ESM) The fourth rank in the knightly orders hierarchy.
Cheydinhal: (ESO) Cheydinhal lies in the Nibenean East and is divided into three districts.
To the north, on a hill, is the courtyard and inner keep of Castle Cheydinhal. A road runs eastwest below the castle from East Gate to West Gate. The Corbolo River runs roughly northsouth from this road, dividing southern Cheydinhal into two districts, Chapel in the east, and
Market in the west. In Market District lie all the shops, inns, and guildhalls. In Chapel District
are the Chapel of Arkay itself and Cheydinhal's residences. Bridges span the Corbolo in the
north and south, with the south bridges connecting upon a pretty little island park in the
middle of the river. Its culture is shaped by the Dark Elf immigrants who emigrated here in
the past half century [i.e. c. 3E 380 – 3E 430] from Morrowind. The Abandoned House on the
eastern edge of Cheydinhal is never spoken of publicly, and the Count refuses to even
acknowledge its existence. – Cf. → Corbolo.
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Cheydinhal.

Cheydinhal Bridge Inn: (ESO) An inn in Cheydinhal (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 40
gold a night.
Chil'a: (DC) Redguard festival, celebrated in Kairou on the 24th of Evening Star. (ESD)
Chil'a, the blessing of the new year in the barony of Kairou, is both a sacred day and a
festival. The archpriest and the baroness each consecrate the ashes of the old year in solemn
ceremony, then street parades, balls, and tournaments conclude the event.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Children of the Shadows: (ESO) See → Thieves Guild.
Children of the Sky: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Children's Day: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in Betony on the 19th of Hearth Fire. (ESD)
Children's Day in Betony is a festive occasion with a grim history. All know though few
choose to recall that Children's Day began as a memorial to the dozens of children in Betony
who were stolen from their homes by vampires one night never to be seen again. This
happened over a hundred years ago, and the holiday has since become a celebration of youth.
Chiller: (ESM) The sixth rank in Vvardenfell's Camonna Tong hierarchy.
Chilling Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Frost Damage, 4 points for 5 seconds; Weakness to
Frost, 25% for 5 seconds.
Lit.: Chilling Touch Tome.

Chills: (ESM) Chills is an extremely dangerous common disease affecting the victim's mind
and coordination. Symptoms include clumsiness and mental confusion. It may be contracted
from the bonewalker, skeleton, greater bonewalker, or bonelord.
Chim: (ESO) Mystic word.
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec. - MANKAR CAMORAN, Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes.

Chimarvamidium: (ESM) The sixth volume of MAROBAR SUL's Ancient Tales of the
Dwemer, which was originally published before 3E 428. Most of the "Ancient Tales" are not
truly Dwemer in origin, but this one may be an exception. It deals with some sort of golem or
centurion. "Chimarvamidium" may be the Dwemer "Nchmarthurnidamz." This word occurs
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several times in plans of Dwemer armor and Animunculi, but it's meaning is not known. It is
almost certainly not "Hope of the Chimer," however.
Lit.: MAROBAR SUL, Chimarvamidium (Ancient Tales of the Dwemer series, volume VI).

Chim-el Adabal: (ESO) The 'amulet of the kings of glory,' i.e. the Amulet of Kings.
Lit.: Remanada.

Chim-el Gharjyg: (ESO) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: MANKAR CAMORAN, Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes.

Chimer: (ESM) Chimer -- literally "the People of the North," an archaic and poetic usage -were the Elven tribes who followed the prophet Veloth out of the southwest of Tamriel to
settle in the lands now known as Morrowind. Dunmer fable says that before their skin turned
dark with the Curse, the Dark Elves were known as the Chimer.
Lit.: The Anuad Paraphrased. - The Changed Ones.

Chimeras: (ESA) The arena team of Southpoint of 3E 399/400.
Chitin: (ESM) Chitin weapons of native Dunmer manufacture are created from the sturdy but
light exoskeletons of local creatures. Layers of chitin are typically laminated using vegetable,
shalk, and bug resin glues to form strong but flexible weapons. The serrated edges of the
original materials are exploited to create especially wicked daggers and slashing weapons.
Chokeberry: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from Chokeberry Vine.
Time
Province
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
0,00
Poison Fruit

Chokeweed: (ESM) Chokeweed is a tough shrub growing in the rocky highlands of the West
Gash.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Drain Luck
Restore Fatigue
Cure Common Disease
Drain Willpower

* Septims/Pound

Choking Grasp: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Drain Health, 35 points for 3 seconds.
Lit.: Choking Grasp Tome.

Cholera: (ESD) Cholera is one of the deadliest diseases in Tamriel and always fatal unless
help is given very, very quickly.
Chonus: (ESD) A 'godlike' Fey variant mentioned in SZUN TRIOP's The Faerie.
Choose a Hortator: (ESM) A Hortator is chosen by consensus. Everyone has to agree. A
single 'no' is a veto. First a Great House has to choose a Hortator. Then that Hortator has to go
persuade the other Great Houses to agree to name him Hortator of their houses, too.
Chorrol: (ESO) A town in the west of Cyrodiil's Great Forest. Chorrol is the county seat of
County Chorrol. County Chorrol is rich in mines and timber, wool and mutton, and hardworking people. Chorrol appears to be clean, prosperous, and well-ordered. The symbol of
Chorrol is the Great Oak, an ancient tree where the townsfolk gather to share news of the day.
- There are five main districts of Chorrol. When you enter the gate, you find yourself in
Fountain Gate, before the fine pool and statue of the Saint of Sancre Tor, in memory of all
who died in that great battle. Around the fountain are the two inns, the general store and the
smith. One street leads east to the Castle, one north to Great Oak Place, one west to Chapel
Street and West Chorrol. Chapel Street leads west to the Chapel of Stendarr, past the book
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store, and thence to the crude shacks gathered around the well of West Chorrol. Around Great
Oak Place are the Mages Guild and Fighters Guild, and many fine houses. - The Oak and
Crosier and the Grey Mare are near the gate and fountain. The Oak and Crosier is the place of
choice for well-bred visitors to Chorrol. The Grey Mare isn't a bad place to stay, especially if
you're low on Septims. Northern Goods and Trade is an excellent place to buy supplies. The
Fighters Guild is a good place to go if you need weapons training. Estelle Renoit owns
Renoit's Books. Countess Arriana Valga is the Lady of Chorrol. However, her deceased
husband, Count Charus Valga, was the hereditary Count of Chorrol.
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Chorrol.

Chorvak, Kier-jo: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Author of On Wild Elves.
the Chosen: (ESO) "We are the Chosen. We see more clearly than ordinary mortals. We will
destroy the world and remake it. Mankar Camoran is our leader, our teacher, our Master. He
has the secret knowledge. He deals with Mehrunes Dagon as an equal."
Chrondiasis: (ESD) Chrondiasis is a magical disease which will consume your intelligence
and innate magicka, day by day. The disease must be cured, or it will eventually kill you.
Chronicles of Nchuleft: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428. Chronicles of Nchuleft is a chronicle of
events of historical significance to the Dwemer Freehold Colony of Nchuleft. The text was
probably recorded by an Altmer, for it is written in Aldmeris. It is a very rare Dwarven tome.
Chrysamere: (ESA) Also known as the Sword of the Paladin, the Blade of Blades. (ESA,
ESD) Chrysamere, the Paladin's Blade and Sword of Heroes, is an ancient claymore with
offensive capabilities only surpassed by its defenses. It lends the wielder health, protects him
or her from fire, and reflects any deletory spells cast against the wielder back to the caster.
Seldom has Chrysamere been wielded by any bladesman for any length of time, for it chooses
not to favor one champion. (ESM, ESO) The Paladin's Blade is an ancient claymore with
offensive capabilities surpassed only by its own defenses. It lends the wielder health, protects
him or her from fire, and reflects any spells cast against the wielder back to the caster. Seldom
has Chrysamere been wielded by any bladesman for any length of time, for it chooses not to
favor one champion.. It was in the possession of the Legion for many years, but was stolen by
a treacherous Knight. Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 30,000 gold for it.
Time
3E 399

Province
n/a

3E 405

High Rock

3E 427

Morrowind

Value
n/a

Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Restore Health
Reflect
Resist Fire
n/a
n/a
Resist Fire
Shalidor's Mirror
Heal
95.000,00 60
Resist Fire
Restore Health
Reflect

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Churl: (ESO) The first rank in the Dremora hierarchy. See → Dremora.
Cie, Maveus: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Firsthold Revolt.
Cinna, Herminia: (ESO) Author of The Last King of the Ayleids.
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Herminia Cinna.

Cinnabar Polypore Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Cinnabar Polypore
mushroom.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
480,00 Restore Agility1 / Restore Endurance2
Shield1 / Fortify Endurance2
Damage Personality1,2
Damage Endurance1 / Reflect Spell2

* Septims/Pound
1
red variant
2
yellow variant
Lit.: TALAN, Wine Ingredient List.

Citadel of Myn Dhrur: (ESM) See → Myn Dhrur.
Citadels: (ESM) The five ancient Dwemer citadels on Red Mountain are no longer known by
their Dwemer names, but now take the names of their Dagoth Lords: Endusal, Odrosal,
Vemynal, Tureynulal, and Dagoth Ur. See under the respective names.
City Gates: (ESA) The City Gates lead out of the City-State, Town, or Village and into the
wilderness, where many interesting (and dangerous) places can be found including crypts,
temples, and dungeons. There are also friendlier places such as wayside inns and quaint
farmsteads.
City Guards: (ESA) City Guards take a dim view on thieves, especially ones that they catch
in the act. If they spot you, remember, its you or them. They will try and kill you on the spot.
As we said, they take a very dim view of thieves in their city. Except for the fact that the
toughest guards are found in City-States, there really is no difference if you are caught in a
village, town, or City-State. The punishment is the same. - There is one consolation. Facing
the City Guard does not always mean instant death. If you are tough and resourceful, you can
beat them and then hightail it to a safer area. Just as their tempers are short, so are their
memories. Once you leave the area you should be safe from pursuit. Cities are very
unforgiving of those who would break the law. Act carefully and you can make a quick killing
in cash; act stupid and the onlookers will agree that it was a quick killing. - You can also
break into places without trying to pick the lock. Take out your weapon and bash away. If you
can damage the door or chest enough, it will open. You may also break your weapon if the
door is too strong. Still, it might be better than having to turn back because you don’t happen
to have the key. Be careful with chests, or you might damage the contents of whatever was
inside. - There are three types of Guards:
GUARDS: The normal heavy grunt. Good at killing, chopping, dismembering, stomping,
drinking, etc.
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SERGEANTS: A little faster and stronger than normal Guards. Better at all the things listed
above.
CAPTAINS: Faster still than Sergeants. Captains usually work in the Palace or in important
areas of the City. Very good at parting you from your life.
City-Face: (ESM) The sixth of the mythic monsters mentioned in The Thirty-Six Lessons of
Vivec.
Civello, Giovanni: (ESO) An Imperial Legion commander.
Clanfriend: (ESM) The first rank in Vvardenfell's Ashlanders hierarchy.
Clanholder: (ESM) The fifth rank in Vvardenfell's Ashlanders hierarchy.
Clannfear: (ESM) The clannfear is a fierce, green, lizardlike bipedal Daedric summoning. –
Cf. → Dremora.

Clannfear.

Clannfear Claws: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
400,00 Cure Disease
Resist Disease
Paralyze
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Class: (ESD) A character's occupation. (ESM) The class defines your way of life and which
skills are most important to you.
Clavicus Vile: (ESD) Clavicus Vile is the consummate politician of Oblivion. You won't find
a more carefully neutral Daedric Prince than Clavicus Vile. See also → Masque of Clavicus
Vile.
Clavicus Vile's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine in Cyrodiil's Great Forest, just southwest of
Fort Virtue. If you wish to bargain with Clavicus Vile, approach with an offering of 500 gold.
Claymore: (ESD) A sword with a double-edged, five-foot-long blade. (ESLB) A great sword
with a heay double-edged, five-foot-long blade. (ESM) Highland Bretons were the first to use
the very heavy two-handed sword called the claymore, but powerful Redguards were quick to
adopt these massive shock weapons to their heroic melee styles. Not suitable for use by close
order troops, the claymore is favored by the solitary hero-adventurer, particularly against
great beasts and otherworldly creatures. The claymore is commonly used by warriors of great
strength.
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Collection of claymores: (from left to right) Adamantium, Nordic Silver, Daedric, Dwarven, Glass, Iron, Nordic,
Silver, and Steel claymore.

Claymore of Augmented Fleetness: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of running,
and causes Medium Frost Damage to a victim on contact.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Claymore of Augmented Unknown Wisdom: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of
mysticism, and causes Major Fire Damage to a victim on contact.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Claymore of Glacial Hue: (ESLB) Wreaks Major Frost Damage, and gifts its owner with
special insight into the disciplines of restoration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Claymore of Mysteries: (ESLB) Conceives the spell of Chameleon, and partakes of the
excellence of thaumaturgy.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Claymore of Starkhorn's Unknown Wisdom: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of
mysticism, and, when in use by the owner, provides a modest Resistance to Poison.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Claymore of Sulphurous Death: (ESLB) Wreaks Major Poison Damage, and is informed by
the arts of jumping.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Claymore of the Hare's Fleetness: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of running, and
casts the spell of Running, and provides the preternatural Blessing of Athleticism when
equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Claymore of Transcendent Wisdom: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of
mysticism, and casts the spell of Major Cure Health, and provides the preternatural Blessing
of Athleticism when equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Cleansing: (ESM) See → End of Times.
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The Cleansing of the Fane: (ESO) The Title of a fragment of the fourth volume of The
Chronicles of the Holy Brothers of Marukh, which was published before or in 3E 433. It is the
only surviving fragment of the chronicle of this First Era sect of the Alessian Order and seems
to have been kept at their great monastic complex at Lake Canulus, which was razed during
the War of Righteousness (1E 2321) and its archives destroyed or dispersed.
Cleaver of St. Felms: (ESM) Mendel Eves carried the Cleaver of St. Felms the Bold. He was
a brave and honorable Buoyant Armiger, but he fell fighting on the northeast slopes of Red
Mountain in an Ash Vampire lair known as Tureynulal.
Clerk: (ESM) The second rank in the East Empire Company hierarchy and the third rank in
the Imperial Office of Census and Excise hierarchy.
Cliff City: (ESM) See → Kemel-Ze.
Cliff Keep: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Cliff Racer: (ESM) The long-tailed cliff racer is an aggressive, dangerous flying creature
with a large vertical sail along its spine. Racer plumes from the native bird-like cliff racer are
used locally and throughout the Empire as decorations for garments and household goods.

Cliff Racer.

Cliff Keep: (ESD) Climbing is a skill checked whenever one attempts to scale a wall or a
steep incline. It is continually checked until one is on level ground again.
Climate Survival: (ESD) Members of a character class possessing Climate Survival abilities
are experts in the terrain of their chosing. They are able to pass through such terrain easily,
with little fear of getting lost, meeting the native monsters, or missing places of interest.
Climbing: (ESD) Causes target to climb at twice the natural rate.
Cloak: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Master skill and affects the
caster himself. Effects: Chameleon, 75% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Cloak Tome.

Clockwork City: (ESM) Sotha Sil's lair, as puzzling as the mind of the Sorcerer himself.
Ever-moving, ever-changing, its levers and gears responding to its master's will alone. It is
here where Sotha Sil performs his profane experiments, aided by his magic and tainted by his
madness.
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Clothes: (ESM) In Morrowind we speak of four different levels of clothing quality: common,
expensive, extravagant, and exquisite. Common clothes are cheap and serviceable. Merchants
and lesser nobility wear expensive clothes. Extravagant clothes are worn by wealthy
merchants and nobles of upper rank. Only the most wealthy can afford exquisite clothes.
Persons of exalted rank may not even speak to you if you are unsuitably dressed, so if you
plan to deal with the upper classes, make sure you are well-dressed. If you need to know
about clothes, and you want to talk to a clothier, talk to Milie Hastien in Balmora.
Clothier: (ESM) Clothiers make clothes with style and distinction and sell them. Their clients
are either discerning nobles or merchants or commoners with exceptional taste and financial
resources. They also buy clothes in good condition, and with a little work they can make them
good as new and resell them.
Cloud Ruler Temple: (ESO) A mountain fortress high in the mountains near Bruma, built by
Reman Cyrodiil's Akaviri Dragonguard, back in the days of Reman Cyrodiil, at the founding
of the Second Empire. Since then, it has served the Blades as a headquarters, fortress, home,
and sanctuary. No enemy has ever taken Cloud Ruler from the Blades. There's no place more
secure in all of Cyrodiil.
Cloud Spring: (ESA) Town in the province of High Rock.
Cloud Top: (ESO) An old ruin north of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, northwest of Chorrol,
up in the mountains high on a mountain shelf.
Cloudcleaver: (ESM) The name of the axe Balmir used to slay the Terror of Wrothgar's
Quagmire.
Clouded Funnel Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Clouded Funnel Cap mushroom.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Intelligence
Fortify Intelligence
Damage Endurance
Damage Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Cloudrest: (ESA, ESM, ESO) City-State and kingdom in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, Feyfolken. - MAVEUS CIE, The Firsthold Revolt.

Clover: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
20,00 Fortify Luck

Club: (ESM) The club is usually a crude, improvised one-handed blunt weapon common
among less technologically sophisticated cultures like the Argonians, but it also a cheap and
effective militia weapon used with a light shield in Cyrodiil and the Western provinces.
Coals of Bonesear: (ESLB) Renders the power of Major Fire Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Coda Flower: (ESM) The coda flower is the fruiting body collected from the primitive
Draggle-Tail plant of the Bitter Coast.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
230,00 Drain Personality
Levitate
Drain Intelligence
Drain Health
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Codex Arcana: (ESD) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in nine
volumes and was originally published before 3E 399.
Coffer of Restoration: (ESLB) A few very rare items called Coffers of Restoration can
restore depleted magical items. When the depleted item is placed inside the Coffer, the
magicka reservoir is filled, but the Coffer is destroyed.
Cold Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill and
affects the target on touch. Effects: Frost Damage, 15 points.
Lit.: Cold Touch Tome.

Coldharbour: (ESD, ESM, ESO) The realm in Oblivion where Molag Bal was Prince.
Lit.: SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion. - MORIAN ZENAS, On Oblivion. - CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The
Last Year of the First Era.

Collapsed Mine: (ESO) A former mine in the east of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, east of Fort Entius.
Collected Essays on Dwemer History and Culture: (ESO) Title of a work, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433. Its first chapter, "Marobar Sul and the
Trivialization of the Dwemer in Popular Culture," deals with Marobar Sul's series Ancient
Tales of the Dwemer and was written by Hasphat Antabolis.
Collectors: (ESO) BRUMA, CYRODIIL. Countess Carvain's collection of Akaviri artifacts is
known far and wide as one of the most complete. It's unsurpassed even by museum standards.
- IMPERIAL CITY, CYRODIIL. The wealthy gentleman Umbacano in the Talos Plaza district
collects Ayleid artifacts.
Colleges of Magicka: See → Schools of Magicka.
Collywobbles: (ESM) Collywobbles is a serious common disease affecting a victim's
strength, endurance, and mobility. Symptoms include uncontrollable shaking and chronic
weariness. It may be contracted from the fiery shalk.
Colovia: (ESO) Western Cyrodiil is called 'Colovia,' and includes the Gold Coast, West
Weald, and Colovian Highlands regions. The Colovian Highlands are barren wastelands along
the border with Hammerfell. Colovia is a land of rugged wastes and highland forests and
dotted with isolated farms and settlements, with most of the population in the coastal margin.
Chorrol, Anvil, Kvatch, and Skingrad counties represent the heartland of Colovia. The
Colovians are proud of their reputation for being independent, rough, and rebellious.
Columbine Root Pulp: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Columbine flower.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Personality
Resist Frost
Fortify Magicka
Chameleon

* Septims/Pound

Combat: (ESO) The condition of your weapons affects how much damage they can do. The
condition of your armor affects how much protection it offers. If you do enough damage to an
opponent, you will stagger them. Heavier weapons will fatigue you more when you swing
them. Heavier weapons and armor will slow you down when you wear them. Use repair
hammers to repair your armor and weapons. You do less damage with your weapons when
your Fatigue is low. Blocking works with either a shield or a weapon, but a shield is more
effective. Blocking attacks will cause your opponent to recoil briefly. Arrows can be
recovered from fallen creatures and characters. You can run faster with your weapon
sheathed. Power attacks do large amounts of damage. If you get into a fight with a friend, you
can yield to him to stop the combat. If he likes you enough, he will stop the fight. Some
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creatures, like ghosts, are immune to normal weapons. Use a silver, daedric or magic weapon
instead. Wearing armor you are not skilled in will reduce your magic effectiveness. When in
combat, don't always run. It will slow your Fatigue regeneration. Increasing your skill level in
Blade, Blunt, or Hand to Hand will allow you to perform new power attacks. If you sneak up
and attack someone who does not detect you, you will do Critical Damage.
Comberry: (ESM) The comberry is a bush that produces a bitter berry, best known as the
basis of the native comberry brandy, a rough but potent alcoholic beverage of Morrowind.
Comberry is grown in the Ascadian Isles.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
20,00 Drain Fatigue
Restore Magicka
Fire Shield
Reflect

* Septims/Pound

Command: (ESM) Governing School: Conjuration. Makes a target fight for the caster. The
most common command spells are Command Creature and Command Humanoid.
Command Creature: (ESM) This effect compels a creature to fight the caster's enemies for
the duration of the effect. The magnitude is the level of creature affected. When the effect
ends, the creature returns to its normal behavior. (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion
which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Command
Creature up to level 2 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Command Creature Tome.

Command Humanoid: (ESM) This effect compels a humanoid to fight the caster's enemies
for the duration of the effect. The magnitude is the level of humanoid affected. When the
effect ends, the humanoid returns to its normal behavior. (ESO) A spell of the School of
Illusion which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the target at distance. Effects:
Command Humanoid up to level 2 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Command Humanoid Tome.

Commander: (ESM) The seventh rank in the knightly orders hierarchy. (ESO) The fourth
(and thus highest) rank in the Imperial Watch hierarchy.
Commanding Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Command Creature up to level 3 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Commanding Touch Tome.

Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes: (ESO) Mankar Camoran's Commentaries on the
Mysterium Xarxes are contemporary with Tiber Septim, over 400 years ago and comes in four
volumes. The first two volumes are rare, but one may run across them from time to time. The
third and fourth are impossible to find. One can only get the fourth volume directly from a
member of the Mythic Dawn. Since it is a fairly common practice of these kinds of esoteric
cults to put hidden messages within their sacred writings, his writings are said to contain
hidden clues to the location of the Mythic Dawn's secret shrine to Mehrunes Dagon. Those
who unlock this hidden path (the so-called "The Path of Dawn") have proven themselves
worthy to join the ranks of the Mythic Dawn cult. Finding this secret shrine is the first test. To
find it, one needs to study all four volumes of the Commentaries. In effect, simply by finding
their way to the shrine, prospective members have already passed the first test on the road to
"enlightenment."
Commercial Potions: (ESM) Commercial potions are guaranteed effective. Most come in
five commercial grades -- bargain, cheap, standard, quality, and exclusive -- increasing in
effectiveness and duration according to quality and expense. Some potions come in only one
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grade; they produce a single effect, and are guaranteed effective. Adventurers lacking magic
skills must rely on potions, scrolls, or enchantments when they require the benefits of magic
effects.
Common Disease: (ESM) There are sixteen common diseases: rockjoint, helljoint, witbane,
chills, serpiginous dementia, greenspore, dampworm, rust chancre, droops, ataxia, wither,
swamp fever, collywobbles, brown rot, yellow tick, rattles. The healers of the settled peoples
divide them into three kinds: mild, serious, and acute. Serious and acute are more dangerous,
of course, but none of them are fatal. But you must get them cured, or they weaken you, and
people won't want to talk to you.
The Common Tongue: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work by Trels Varis, which
comes in one volume and was originally published in Mournhold c. 3E 427.
Commoner: (ESM) "I am a commoner. I do whatever needs doing -- cooking, cleaning,
building, baking, making, breaking."
Comprehend Languages: (ESD) Caster can comprehend any written or spoken tongue so
long as the spell is active.
Confessions of a Dunmer Skooma-Eater: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work by
Tilse Sendas, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428. The
narrative of Tilse Sendas' tale carries the reader through the stages of early infatuation,
ecstatic obsession, and profound degradation of her addiction, and in the course of the story
she subtly enables the reader to discover that the hopelessness of the addict comes from the
addict's own unconscious assumption that only a helpless and foolish person could become
addicted to skooma, and that, consequently, no such helpless and foolish person could ever
achieve the admittedly difficult task of renouncing, once tasted, the exquisite delights of the
skooma. Tilse Sendas shows that once the addict overcomes the burden of her own
selfdespising, that there is the possibility of redemption. And, against all of society's dearly
held beliefs, she says that it is not altogether clear that the addict SHOULD renounce the
sugar, but that it is only one of the choices that the skooma addict must make. Tilse Sendas'
casual proposition that skooma addiction is not necessarily a sign of moral and personal
weakness is essential to her thesis that a cure is possible, but it has not endeared her or her
book to the upright and conservative elements of Dunmer society.
Confessions of a Thief: (ESD) Title of a work by "Anonymous," which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 406.
Confusion: (ESLB) Governing school: Mysticism. While this spell is in effect, your controls
will periodically and randomly change causing erratic movement and action. This spell affects
both movement and combat controls.
Congealed Putrescence: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Putrid Gigantea
mushroom of Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Strength
Fire Damage
Restore Magicka
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Conjuration: (ESM) The conjuration discipline is the mastery of the spell effects of the
College of Conjuration. The conjuration spells summon magical items and beings from the
outer realms to serve the caster. Conjuring effects include the mental domination of mundane
and magical creatures, summoning of otherworldly weapons and armor, and summoning of
Daedric servants and powers to serve and protect the caster. (ESO) The Conjuration skill will
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allow you to summon powerful weapons, armor, and otherworldly creatures to aid you in
battle, and turn the undead.
Conjuration Expert: (ESM) A mage skilled at Conjuration is adept at summoning
otherworldly creatures, including ghosts.
Conjuration Spells: (ESM) Unlike spells of the other colleges, there are few variants and
versions of the conjuration spells, other than according to effect duration. There are four
different classes of conjuration spells: domination spells, summoning spells, bound weapons
spells, and bound armor spells. (ESO) Conjuration magic has spells that will summon
powerful magic armor or weapons, spells that will summon powerful daedric creatures to
fight for you, spells that will summon powerful undead creatures to fight for you, and a Turn
Undead spell that causes undead enemies to flee.
Conjuror: (DC) The fourth rank in the Mages Guild hierarchy. (ESM, ESO) The fifth rank in
the Mages Guild hierarchy.
Connorflenge Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the southeast of Solstheim, on the
shore east of the mound in the Felsaad Coast region.
Conservation of Perception: (ESO) Some kind of principle mentioned by the mage Ancotar.
The Consolations of Prayer: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Constellations: (ESO) The Stars of Tamriel are divided into thirteen constellations. Three of
them are the major constellations, known as the Guardians. These are the Warrior, the Mage,
and the Thief. Each of the Guardians protects its three Charges from the thirteenth
constellation, the Serpent. When the sun rises near one of the constellations, it is that
constellation's season. Each constellation has a Season of approximately one month. The
Serpent has no season, for it moves about in the heavens, usually threatening one of the other
constellations.
THE CONSTELLATIONS, THEIR QUALITIES AND SEASONS
Constellation Charge Guardian Constellation
Apprentice
x
Mage
Atronach
x
Mage
Lady
x
Warrior
Lord
x
Warrior
Lover
x
Thief
Mage
x
Ritual
x
Mage
Serpent
Shadow
x
Thief
Steed
x
Warrior
Thief
x
Tower
x
Thief
Warrior
x

Season
Sun's Height
Sun's Dusk
Heartfire
First Seed
Sun's Dawn
Rain's Hand
Morning Star
Second Seed
Mid Year
Evening Star
Frostfall
Last Seed

Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

Consume Health: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Absorb Health, 20 points.
Lit.: Consume Health.

Consumption: (ESD) Consumption is a disease which makes your willpower, agility, and
strength slowly leave you, until you are cured or you die.
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Continuous Damage: (ESLB) Governing school: Destruction. With a crackle of energy, this
spell inflicts damage upon a target over a period of time. The target continues to suffer
damage until the spell expires. A Dispel Magic will remove this spell.
Continuous Damage Fatigue: (ESD) Causes target's Fatigue to be damaged.
Continuous Damage Health: (ESD) Causes target's health to be damaged.
Continuous Damage Spell Points: (ESD) Causes target's Spell Points to be damaged.
Contract: See → Dark Brotherhood.
Convalescence: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Restore Health, 15 points.
Lit.: Convalescence Tome.

Copper: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
30,00 Detect Magic

Corbolo: (ESO) A river in Cyrodiil's Nibenay, which runs from Lake Poppard in the north to
the Niben Bay in the south. – Cf. → Cheydinhall.
Corcyr I: (ESD) A First Era King of Daggerfall, husband of Aliera of Wayrest.
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, King Edward.

Corgrad Wastes: (ESA) Town in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Cori Darglade: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Cori Silmoor: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
Coridale, Wasten: Author of Hanging Gardens of Wasten Coridale.
Corim Ashlen: (ESA) A Loremaster of the Lillandril Mage's Guild.
Corinth: (ESA, ESO) City-State in the province of Elsweyr.
Lit.: HANNIBAL TRAVEN, The Black Arts On Trial.

Corkarth Run: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Corkbulb: (ESM) Corkbulb is a huge bulbous root that protrudes from the ground, with
green foliage about man-high. It grows wild, but is easier to find in cultivated patches near the
farmhouses of the Ascadian Isles. I think there's a big patch of it just north of Dren Plantation;
that's on many maps. And remember: we have an agreement with the plantation owners that
lets us collect the corkbulb, so don't be shy.
Corkbulb Root: (ESM) Corkbulb trees are grown for their tough, fibrous roots which have
modest magical properties. On Vvardenfell corkbulb root is used in place of wood, since trees
won't grow in this harsh environment. Corkbulb grows best in the Ascadian Isles.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
50,00 Cure Paralysis
Restore Health
Lightning Shield
Fortify Luck

* Septims/Pound

Cormar(is) View: (ESA: Cormar View; ESM, ESO: Cormaris View) Village in the province
of Morrowind.
Lit.: ERRAMANWE OF SUNHOLD, On Morrowind the Imperial Province.

Cormeir Spring: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
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Cormelik the Elder: (ESA) The man who once tracked all of the returning points of Auriel's
Shield, a famed artifact. Cormelik is said to have prophesized all the Shield's returning points
and recorded then on maps.
Corn: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Fatigue
Restore Intelligence
Damage Agility
Shock Shield

* Septims/Pound

Coronati: See → Lake Coronati.
Coronation: (ESO) By ancient tradition, an Emperor's successor may not present himself as a
candidate for the throne. He needs someone else to formally present his claim to the Elder
Council.
Corprus: (ESM) Corprus is a deadly disease that attacks a victim's mind and body. It takes
many forms. For some, the progress is rapid and terrible. For others, the effects on the mind
and body are very slow. Victims grow mad and violent, and their bodies sprout wild, revolting
growths. Cut a piece off, and another piece grows back, bigger and better. This disease comes
from contact with corprus beasts or other blight monsters. It's a remarkable affliction, in that
once having contracted Corprus, one is completely unaffected by any other diseases.
Corprus Beasts: (ESM) They call them 'corprus beasts' or 'corprus men,' they crawl from
under Red Mountain. Corprus beasts include the corprus stalker and the lame corprus. Once
they were men. Then blight storms come. They walk in the storms. They get sick, grow fat
and stupid. Now they prey in the night like demons. Sit around in caves, cutting off pieces of
their own flesh and eating it, follow the blight storms, walk in the storms, bring death,
disease. They wander like mad beasts, killing and eating.
Corprus Stalker: (1) (ESM) Corprus stalkers are the deformed, deranged victims of corprus
disease. Aggressive and dangerous, they also carry corprus disease, a deadly disease
profoundly affecting a victim's mind and body. - (2) (ESM) The supposed third rank in
Vvardenfell's Sixth House hierarchy.
Corprus Weepings: (ESM) Corprus weepings are hardened secretions that fall from the
fleshy sores of corprus victims.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
500,00 Drain Fatigue
Fortify Luck
Drain Willpower
Restore Health

* Septims/Pound

Corprusarium: (ESM) The Corprusarium is beneath Tel Fyr, the tower of the Telvanni
wizard Divayth Fyr. The Temple sends victims of corprus disease to the Corprusarium.
Corprus victims can't be cured, but Lord Divayth Fyr cares for them, and keeps them from
infecting the rest of the world. The inmates are sad, distorted monsters, angry and cruel, and
their sufferings are great, but they still live and feel.
Corprusmeat: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
0,00
Drain Fatigue
Drain Health
Drain Magicka
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Corrode Armor: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Disintegrate Armor, 30 points.
Lit.: Corrode Armor Tome.

Corrode Weapon: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Disintegrate Weapon, 60 points.
Lit.: Corrode Weapon Tome.

Corryngton Mirror: (ESO) An onject mentioned in SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion.
Corten Mont: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Corwich: (ESD) A High Rock port town, mentioned in ANIDO JHONE (Ed.), The Epic of the
Grey Falcon.
Council Club: (ESM) An inn in Balmora (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District) where you can
sleep for 10 gold a night. It is across from the Silt Strider.
Council Hall: (ESM) See → Telvanni Council Hall.
Council of Three: (ESD) According to AEGROTHIUS GOTH (The Sage), the leaders of the
mages in the City-State of Shornhelm.
Councilman: (ESM) The ninth rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great Houses Hlaalu
and Redoran.
Count's Arms: (ESO) An inn in Anvil (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 25 gold a night.
Counts and Countesses: (1) Count Caro of Leyawiin: (ESO) The Count appears for
audiences in the County Hall near the throne weekdays between 8 AM and 4 PM. (2) Count
Goldwine of Kvatch: (ESO) Ormellius Goldwine, Count Kvatch. Count Goldwine is the
embodiment of nobility. He's always ruled Kvatch with a fair hand, and listened to the needs
of his people. He was a valiant warrior in his day, and inspired many all to be their best. (3)
Count Hassildor of Skingrad: (ESO) Janus Hassildor, Count Skingrad. Skingrad's people
scarcely ever set eyes on the Count, but he's apparently loved and respected by all his
subjects. Count Hassildor is a very private person. He does not accept unsolicited visitors, all
appointments to see the Count must be made through his steward. The Count of Skingrad
does not agree with certain policies the Mages Guild has established. (4) Countess Carvain of
Anvil: (ESO) The Countess is in attendance from 8 in the morning until 6 in the evening each
day. (5) Countess Carvain of Bruma: (ESO) Lady Narina Carvain, Countess Bruma. The
Countess is in attendance from 8 in the morning until 6 in the evening each day. (6) Countess
Valga of Chorrol: (ESO) The Countess is in attendance from 8 in the morning until 6 in the
evening.
Coven of the Tide in Totambu: (ESD) A location of which nothing else is known but its
name.
Covenant: (ESM) An inn in Tel Mora (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District) where you can sleep
for 10 gold a night.
Crab Meat: (ESM) The mudcrab native to Vvardenfell is prized for its sweet crab meat. The
flesh of the mudcrab is both tasty and possessed of modest magical properties.
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Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Restore Fatigue
Resist Shock
Lightning Shield
Restore Luck
16,00 Restore Endurance
Resist Shock
Damage Fatigue
Fire Shield

* Septims/Pound

Cracked Wood Cave: (ESO) A cave in the west of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, south of Fort Sejanus
along the Yellow Road.
Craghold: (ESD) An island in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony. - BUTHA SUNHOUS, Jokes.

Crater Citadels: (ESM) See → Citadels.
Crayfish Cave: (ESO) A cave in the northern center of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, southwest of Fort
Facian.
Create Item: (ESD) Creates one useful item of the caster's choosing.
Creatures: (ESM) Vvardenfell has many native creatures, some more dangerous than others. The
main varieties are: kwama, flying creatures, herd animals, large bipedal predators, small predators,
and water creatures. Two types of creatures are particularly dangerous, because they carry
disease: diseased creatures -- creatures suffering from milder local common diseases -- and
Blighted Creatures -- creatures suffering from the more dangerous blight diseases.
CREATURES OF VVARDENFELL
Flying Creatures Land Creatures
Water Creatures
Netch
Herd animals
Mud crab
Bull netch
Guar
Common mud crab
Betty netch
Shalk
King mudcrab
Cliff Racers
Kwama
Mudcrab titan
Kwama forager
Slaughterfish
Kwama queen
Common slaughterfish
Kwama warrior
Blind slaughterfish
Kwama worker
Electric slaughterfish
Scrib
Dreugh
Predators
Common dreugh
Large bipedal predators
Dreugh man o'war
Alit
Kagouti
Small predators
Nix-hound
Rat

Crime and Jail: (ESM) In Morrowind, the following actions are considered crimes and will be
reported as such if you are caught: taking something that is not yours, starting a fight in a town
(defending yourself is ok), killing a character, or sleeping in someone else's bed. When a crime is
reported, money is added to your bounty. If you go into town with a bounty on your head, guards
may come to arrest you. If you run, they will chase you. If you manage to escape, you will find
that the legal system is very efficient and anywhere you encounter guards, they will attempt to
arrest you. Once they catch you, you will have several options: (1) If you have the money, you
can pay off the Bounty on your head and avoid jail. If you stole items, they will be taken from
you, including things you may have stolen without getting caught. Guards can spot stolen
merchandise. (2) You can resist arrest, which is a really bad idea because a) guards are very
tough, and b) its yet another in a growing list of crimes for which you'll be held accountable, and
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your Bounty goes up further. (3) You can agree to go to jail rather than pay the fine. Some of your
skills will degrade during your time in jail. The number of skills, and the amount they deteriorate,
depends on the amount of time in jail. Any stolen items in your possession will be taken from
you. (ESO) Watch what you pick up. Your bounty will go up if someone catches you stealing.
Stolen goods in your possession are taken from you when you go to jail. Look for evidence chests
in the prisons to get them back. If you are sent to jail, you are able to hide one of your lockpicks.
There's a small chance that being locked in jail will increase your Security or Sneak skill.
Criminal Conspiracy: (ESD) Any meeting, communication, or encounter with the purpose
(or which a reasonable person might assume had the purpose) of preparing or arranging a
crime of any kind (or crimes of any kind) to be commited or caused to be commited. The
punishment for this crime may include a fine or incarceration, or a fine and incarceration.
Lit.: ANCHIVIUS, Legal Basics.

Crimson Guard: (ESA) The arena team of Lillandril of 3E 399/400.
Crimson Plague: (ESM) A serious common disease which was stamped out during the
Second Age, but re-surfaced in Mournhold in the end of the Third Era. It spreads easily, and
acts quickly, affecting the victim's fatigue, strength, and behavior.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH: Feyfolken. - Notes and Journals from the Province of Morrowind : Journal of a Mages
Guild Member.

Crimson Scars: (ESO) A vampiric faction temprarily rivaling the Dark Brotherhood Cyrodiil
in 3E 421.
Lit.: GREYWYN, Journal.

Critical Striking: (ESD) Critical Striking is a skill checked whenever one has successfully
struck a target. A target that receives a successful Critical Strike suffers withering, often fatal,
additional damage. A character who is skilled in Critical Striking knows how to inflict the
greatest amount of damage to any target. This does not translate as greater accuracy; but if a
successful hit is scored, a veritable explosion of damage will result. Assassins and other
business-like predators favor this skill. (ESLB) Governing attribute: Agility. Critical Strike
allows the character to inflict a devastating amount of damage. With every successful strike,
this skill is checked. Assassins favour this skill.
Critical Weakness: (ESD) A character having a critical weakness to any dangerous agent
would be smart to avoid the allergen at all cost. There is a chance that contact would instantly
kill the character, and even if it does not, the character has little chance of coming our of the
experience unscathed. (ESLB) This dangerous disadvantage means the character is highly
vulnerable to the effects of raw magicka, fire, frost, shock, or poison. The character suffers a
chance being extremely hurt or even killed by the effect.
Crook: (DC) The fourth rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Cropsford: (ESO) A small settlement in the west of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, founded by the
Breton Barthel Gernand. Cropsford is along the Yellow Road, right in between Timberscar
Cave and Cracked Wood Cave.
Crosier of St. Llothis: (ESM) The former captain of the Buoyant Armigers, Voruse
Bethrimo, fought against the terrible creatures of Dagoth Ur, but was slain while protecting
those under his command as they retreated. He carried the Crosier of St. Llothis, a holy
artifact which is now in the hands of our enemies.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

* given in pounds

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
5.000,00 4,80
Damage Health
Blind
Desintegrate Armor
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Crossbow: (ESLB) A bow mounted crosswise on a heavy stock. A formidable missile
weapon. (ESM) The Dwemer crossbow is an ingenious device that permits someone with
only modest training and skill to fire a missile bolt massive enough to penetrate heavy armor.
The Imperial Legion's mass-produced version is somewhat less effective, and most Imperial
missile troops and hunters use the more popular short and long bows.
Crossbow of Augmented Sureflight: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of missile,
and causes Medium Magic Damage to a victim on contact.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Crossbow of Grand Sureflight: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of missile, and
casts the spell of Medium Shield, and provides the preternatural Blessing of Athleticism when
equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Crossbow of Grotesque Liveliness: (ESLB) Engenders Rapid, Medium Continuous Damage
to Target, and is informed by the arts of thaumaturgy.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Crossbow of Pleasure: (ESLB) Conceives the spell of Minor Cure Health, and partakes of
the excellence of thaumaturgy.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Crossbow of Starkhorn's Sureflight: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of missile,
and, when in use by the owner, provides a modest Resistance to Poison.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Crossbow of Sulphurous Death: (ESLB) Wreaks Major Poison Damage, and is schooled
with crafts of restoration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

The Crossroads: (ESO) A place mentioned in SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion.
The Crow: (ESD) A Breton with a connection to Daggerfall's underworld.
Crowhaven: (ESO) The former residence of Lord Lovidicus. Today it's just a ruined fort in
the west of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region, northwest of Anvil.
Crown of the Ayleids: (ESO) The Crown of the Ayleids is not simply an ancient work of art.
It has certain superficial magic powers, but its real power is hidden. It is the key to dangerous
magical powers. In the wrong hands, the Crown of the Ayleids could be very dangerous.
Crowns: (ESAR) A Redguard faction which traced their lineage to the first Redguard rulers
and favored the rule of King Thassad and his son and heir, Prince A'tor. When Thassad died
(2E 862), Prince A'tor and all Crowns were forced to leave Sentinel and came to Stros M'Kai
to plan the counterattack. Stros M'Kai became the new seat of power for the Crowns. After an
Imperial dragon destroyed A'tor's fleet in the Battle of Hunding Bay, the Crowns fled ashore
and made their last stand in Stros M'Kai's Old Quarter. Few Crowns survived the battle.
Lit.: CYRUS, Journal. - CYRUS, Reminiscences of a Redguard.

Crucible: (ESO) The southern half of New Sheoth is named Crucible. It embodies Dementia,
with its ominous buildings and fearful citizens. The smith in Crucible can mold weapons and
armor from Madness Ore.
Lit.: BRENITH ARALYN, A Traveler's Guide to New Sheoth and the Shivering Isles.

Cruelty's Heart: (ESO) An amulet.
Crumbling Mine: (ESO) A former mine in the west of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, southwest of
Chorrol.
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Crusader: (ESM) Any heavily armored Warrior with spellcasting powers and a good cause
may call himself a crusader. Crusaders do well by doing good. They hunt monsters and
villains, making themselves rich by plunder as they rid the world of evil. There's a crusader in
residence at Desele's House of Earthly Delights in Suran. His name is Snorri. Talk to him if
you want a good, long lecture on a crusader's experiences on Vvardenfell.
"Crusaders used to be Warriors in service to a cult, but now any heavily armored Warrior with a good cause calls
himself a crusader. My good cause is hunting down necromancers and witches and bandits and other
malefactors. And I do well by doing good -- salvage on arms, armor, and goods taken from malefactors earns me
a good living. I'm tough and strong, so I wear heavy armor and use blunt weapons. And I won't fight with worn
weapons or worn armor, so I'm my own armorer."

Crusader: (ESO) A combatant who wields the power of brute strength and medicinal
knowledge. Cheating death after every fight, they rely on their keen knowledge of restoration
to fight yet again.
Crusader's Relics: (ESO) The armor and weapons of the legendary Divine Crusader Pelinal
Whitestrake, Alessia's comrade, granted to him by the Eight Divines. Knights have quested
for them for thousands of years, and over the ages, sometimes one or another of them have
been found, but never for long. The Eight created the Relics to withstand Umaril's fell power.
Only a true knight can find or even wield them. The Crusader's Relics have been lost for
many an age. - See → Boots of the Crusader, Cuirass of the Crusader, Gauntlets of the
Crusader, Shield of the Crusader, and Sword of the Crusader.

The Crusader's Relics, as presented in the Undercraft of the Priory of the Nine.

Crusaders: (ESD) The Crusaders are the knights of Stendarr, God of Mercy. They protect the
Temples of Stendarr and act as his compassionate blade when the situation demands.
"We, the Knights of Stendarr the Merciful call ourselves the Crusaders, for it is our sacred duty to protect the
Temple and fights its battles. While we firmly espouse the Temple's philosophy of compassion and charity, we
recognize that if the Temple is weak, it cannot realistically survive. Only those of great combat ability and
proven devotion to the Temple and the God Stendarr are eligible for possible membership in the Crusaders."

Crushers: (ESA) The arena team of Rimmen of 3E 399/400.
Crypt of Hearts: (ESA) Legendary halls of the dead somewhere in the Province of High
Rock. It is said that the Brotherhood of Seth found clues to the location of the Crypt in the
Mines of Khuras.
Crystal Tower: (ESA) An ancient stronghold of sorcery in the province of Summurset Isle.
The Crystal Tower is a nexus of power, known by all Mages as the crucible of magic. It was
said that the southern tip of the Dragon's Teeth, which stretches from the ice covered mounts
of High Rock to the wooded forests of Valenwood, could be seen on the horizon from the top
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parapet of the Tower. (ESO) The Crystal Tower was built in the Middle Merethic Era. Among
the treasures of the Crystal Tower's Great Library are Topal the Pilot's crude but fascinating
maps, his legacy to all Tamriel.
Lit.: AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man. - FLORIN JALIIL, Father of the Niben. - AEGROTHIUS
GOTH, The Sage.

Cuhlecain: (ESM, ESO) Also known as the "Emperor Zero", Cuhlecain was a Second Era
King of Falkreath in West Cyrodiil who allied with Skyrim at the Battle of Old Hrol'dan (midninth century). Leading his forces was Hjalti Early-Beard, who murdered him and would
become Tiber Septim, the First Emperor of Tamriel.
Lit.: The Arcturian Heresy. - The Battle of Sancre Tor.

Cuirass of Final Virtue: (ESLB) Wreaks Major Fire Damage, and gifts its owner with
special insight into the disciplines of restoration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Cuirass of Starkhorn's Swimmer: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of swimming,
and, when in use by the owner, provides a modest Resistance to Fire.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Cuirass of the Dusk and the Dawn: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Shadow, and is schooled with
crafts of restoration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Cuirass of the Outermost Wastes: (ESLB) Wreaks Major Delayed Damage, and partakes of
the excellence of thaumaturgy.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Cuirass of the Savior's Hide: (ESM, ESO) Another of Hircine's artifacts was the Cuirass of
the Savior's Hide. The Cuirass has the special ability to resist magicka. Legend has it that
Hircine rewarded his peeled hide to the first and only mortal to have ever escaped his hunting
grounds. This unknown mortal had the hide tailored into this magical Cuirass for his future
adventures. The Savior's Hide has a tendency to travel from hero to hero as though it has a
mind of its own. (ESM) Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 30,000 gold for it.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
150.000,00 15,00
Resist Magicka

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Cuirass of the Scaly Pelt: (ESLB) Enchanted with the spell of Minor Shield, and is informed
by the arts of blunt weapon.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Culotte: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the far southeast of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, on the eastern
shore of the Upper Niben.
Cult of Emperor Zero: (PG1) This cult, started by Tiber Septim himself, was established in
the honor of Cuhlecain, the Emperor Zero. Though Cuhlecain did not technically recapture all
of Cyrodiil's holdings during his time, he is worthy of worship for the wisdom he showed in
appointing Talos as his General, and the bravery he showed when retaking the Imperial City,
two events that were crucial in restoring the glory of the new Cyrodilic Empire. He is
therefore to be remembered in our prayers. The topiary-mages have begun to shape his aspect
in the Palace gardens, where in the future Cuhlecain may share his insights with Tiber Septim
in the same manner as the rest of the blessed hedgery heads of Green Emperor Road.
Cult of the Ancestor-Moth: (PG1) For long the Cyro-Nordics had exported ancestor-silks to
other regions, simple yet exotic shawls woven from the silks of an indigenous gypsy moth and
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inscribed with the requisite genealogy of its buyer. Under the Cult, however, ancestor and
moth became synonymous: the singing and hymnal spirits of one's forebears are caught in a
special silk-gathering ritual, the resource of which is used to create any manner of vestment or
costume. The swishing of this material during normal movement reproduces the resplendent
ancestral chorus contained therein - it quickly became a sacred custom among the early
Nibenese, which has persisted to the present day. Monks of the higher orders of the Cult of
the Ancestor-Moth are able to forego the magical ritual needed to enchant this fabric, and,
indeed, prefer instead to wear the moths about the neck and face. They are able to attract the
ancestor-moths through the application of finely ground bark-dust gathered from the gypsy
moth's favorite tree, and through the sub-vocalization of certain mantras. They must chant the
mantras constantly to maintain skin contact with the ancestor-moths, a discipline that they
endure for the sake of some cosmic balance. When a monk interrupts these mantras, in
conversation for example, the moths burst from him in glorious fashion every time he speaks,
only to light back upon his skin when he resumes the inaudible chant.
Cumberland: (ESD) A famous and successful High Rock mercantile dynasty which followed
the Gardner Dynasty.
Lit.: SATHYR LONGLEAT, Wayrest, Jewel of the Bay.

Curate: (DC) The fifth rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy. (ESM) The sixth rank in
Vvardenfell's Tribunal Temple hierarchy.
Cure: (ESM) Governing School: Restoration. Cure spells remove diseases, poisons, and
incapacitation spell effects from the victim. The most common restoration spells of this kind
are: cure common disease, cure blight disease, cure poison, and cure paralysis.
Cure Blight Disease: (ESM) This effect cures the subject of any and all blight diseases.
Cure Common Disease: (ESM) This effect cures the subject of any and all common diseases.
Cure Corprus Disease: (ESM) This effect cures the subject of corprus disease.
Cure Disease: (ESD) High-level chance of curing caster of mundane diseases. (DC) Cures
target of disease. (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Cure Disease.
Lit.: Cure Disease Tome.

Cure Disease Potion: (ESO) For a potion of Cure Disease, grind Clannfear Claws and
Mandrake root into a fine powder using a mortar and pestle. It will remain somewhat gritty. It
can be mixed in with almost any liquid, but ordinary clear water is safest.
Cure Health: (ESLB) Governing school: Restoration. This spell replenishes your Wounds
score.
Cure Paralysis: (ESD) Cures target of paralysis. (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration
which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Cure Paralysis.
Lit.: Cure Paralysis Tome.

Cure Paralyzation: (ESM) This effect cures the subject of paralyzation.
Cure Poison: (ESD) High-level chance of curing caster of poisons. (ESLB) Governing
school: Restoration. This spell cures any poison in the caster's body and restores all Attributes
affected by the poison. (ESM) This effect cures the subject of poisons affecting the subject.
The effect does not restore health lost to poisons. (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration
which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Cure Poison.
Cure Poison Potion: (ESO) To create a potion of Cure Poison, mix Ginseng and Redwort
Flower in equal portions. Slowly grind them together with a mortar and pestle. The ginseng
may leave a sticky residue. Add water for easy swallowing.
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Cure Potions: (ESM) Cure potions remove diseases and harmful conditions. Cure potions
include: cure poison, cure common disease, cure paralyzation, and cure blight disease.
Cure Spells: (ESM) See → Cure.
Curio, Crassius: (ESM, ESO) The Imperial Magistrate of Peace of the District of the Great
House Hlaalu, Councilor of Hlaalu Council in 3E 426, a patron of the arts, and aspiring
author. Works: (1) Dance of the Three-Legged Guar. (2) The Lusty Argonian Maid.
(ESM) "The Lusty Argonian Maid" will stir the soul, touch the heart, and rouse the...masses from their slumber.
(Crassius Curio)

Crassius Curio.

Curiosities Of The Second Age: (ESD) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 399.
Currency: See → Septim, Skooma.
Curse: (ESA) A curse is similar to a disease except that it affects your Intelligence,
Willpower, Personality, and Luck. As with all other degenerative attacks, if any of your stats
reach zero, you will die. The good thing about curses is that they seldom have a duration long
enough to threaten your life. But if you are hit with another curse it could kill you.
Cursed Mine: (ESO) A silver mine in Cyrodiil's West Weald. The mine entrance is south of
the road west out of Skingrad, through the High Pasture.
Curtain of the Unseen World: (ESLB) Renders the power of Invisibility.
Lit.: MALHAM, Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.

Cybiades: (ESD) A small island lordship in the province of Hammerfell.
Cycle of Blood: (ESM) The name of an old Redguard fighting style.
Lit.: The Prayers of Baranat.

Cylarne: (ESO) The ancient city of Cylarne is believed to be the original capital of
Sheogorath's Shivering Isles, being by far the oldest extant on the surface, despite its
relatively well-maintained state.
Lit.: YNGVAR THE WANDERER, The Predecessors.

Cyndassa: (ESD) A Breton commoner at the court of Daggerfall.
Cyrod: (ESO) Ancient form of Cyrodiil.
Lit.: The Song of Pelinal.

Cyrodiil: (1) (PG1) Cyrodiil is the largest region of the continent, and most is endless jungle.
Its center, the grassland of the Nibenay Valley, is enclosed by an equatorial rain forest and
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broken up by rivers. As one travels south along these rivers, the more subtropical it becomes,
until finally the land gives way to the swamps of Argonia and the placid waters of the Topal
Bay. The elevation rises gradually to the west and sharply to the north. Between its western
coast and its central valley there are all manner of deciduous forest and mangroves, becoming
sparser towards the ocean. The western coast is a wet-dry area, and from Rihad border to Anvil
to the northernmost Valenwood villages forest fires are common in summer. There are a few
major roads to the west, river paths to the north, and even a canopy tunnel to the Velothi
Mountains, but most of Cyrodiil is a river-based society surrounded by jungle. - Cyrodilic
history truly begins by the middle of the Alessian Reformation (Alessian Order), when
civilization and cultivation had allowed the region to emerge as a discernible Tamrielic power.
Its culture and military strength centered in the sacred Nibenay Valley, a grassland expanse with
a vast lake at its heart. Several small islands rose from this lake, and the capital city sprawled
across them, crisscrossed with bridges and gondola ferries. Rivers connected the city-state to
both its profitable outlying territories and the friendly inland ports of Skyrim and Pellitine. Rice
and textiles were its main exports, along with more esoteric treasure-goods, such as hide armor,
moon-sugar, and ancestor-silk. The sheer size of Cyrodiil's physical theater, and frequent
intervals of Elven tyranny, made its unification as a whole a slow and oft-interrupted process.
At the height of Alessian influence, its western arm enjoyed a brief autonomy as the Colovian
Estates, a demarcation that still colors an outsider's view of the Empire today; often, Cyrodiil
has two faces, East and West, and any discussion of its later social history must first be
tempered with a summary of this early divergence. - Traditionally, the East is regarded as the
region's soul: magnanimous, tolerant, and administrative. It was in the rain forests of the
Nibenay Valley that the original Cyro-Nordic tribes, the Nibenese, learned a self-reliance that
separated them culturally and economically from Skyrim. The Elven harassment of the First
Empire gave rise to an elite form of support troop for the Valley armies, the battlemage. By the
time the Alessian Doctrines filtered down from the north along the river trade ways, these
mages had become the ruling aristocracy. They were quickly superseded by the Alessian
priesthood, whose inexplicably charismatic religion found purchase in the lower classes. The
traditional Nordic pantheon of Eight Divines was replaced by a baroque veneration of ancestor
spirits and god-animals, practices encouraged by the mutable-yet-monotheistic doctrines of the
Alessian faith. The doctrines eventually codified nearly every aspect of Eastern culture.
Restrictions against certain kinds of meat-eating, coupled with the sentiments of the blossoming
animal cults, soon made agriculture and husbandry nearly impossible. Thus, many of the
Eastern Cyrodiils were forced to become merchants, which, over time, allowed the Nibenay
Valley to become the wealthiest city-state in the region. Yet, under Alessian rule, no matter how
rich or powerful the merchant class became it was still a tenanted citizenry, and the tithes they
were forced to pay the priesthood were constant reminders of the state's true masters. - The
West is respected as Cyrodiil's iron hand: firm, unwavering, and ever-vigilant. The Cyro-Nords
that settled it had relinquished the fertile Nibenay Valley long ago, determined to conquer the
frontier. Their primitive ferocity was disinclined to magic or the need for industry, preferring
bloody engagement and plunder instead. After they had captured the Nedic port-cities of the
Strident coast, the Westerners embarked on a mastery of the sea. Their earliest voyages took
them as far as the Iliac Bay and the Cape of the Blue Divide, whose ports they annually raided
until the (then) superior Yokudan navies arrived, ca. 1E810. By the time of the Alessian
Reformation, the Westerners were firmly in a position, both geographically and socially, to
resist its doctrines. Hammerfell, its northern border state, was now protected by its own holyavenging order, the Ra Gada, whose bloody intolerance for foreigners acted as West Cyrodiil's
buffer against the Alessian priesthood. The pantheon of Eight Divines, therefore, survived
unchecked in Western Cyrodiil, and relations with the increasingly Alessian East became
strained. Ultimately, the West isolated itself from the theocratic hegemony of the Nibenay
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Valley, establishing an autonomous government, the Colovian Estates. - Things persisted in this
vein until the Thrassian Plague of 1E2200 (Thras), which decimated more than half of Tamriel's
population, particularly the western coastlands closest to Thras. After Bendu Olo, the Colovian
king of Anvil, led the All Flags Navy to victory over the slugfolk of Thras, the glory of the
Cyrodilic people became known throughout the world. The Colovian Estates began to
overshadow the richer, more populous East then, which eventually lead to the War of
Righteousness that ended Alessian rule. Control of the Nibenay Valley reverted to a mercantilemagocracy that was still far too arcane for Western tastes to entertain a reunification of
Cyrodiil. Four hundred years would pass before that would happen, when Reman I, another
proud son of the West, rallied the Valley's army to join his own and fight the Akaviri Invasion
of 1E2703. The Cyrodilic forces engaged the Akaviri in every region of the north, eliciting their
surrender at last in the Pale Pass of Skyrim. By war's end, the Cyrodiils found themselves not
only united as a nation, but, too, responsible for the further protection of the northern human
kingdoms at large. When the Elves of the Summerset Isles took umbrage at what they perceived
as a renewed human imperialism, Reman was forced to prove them right. In order to prevent the
Elves from attacking the already weakened northern kingdoms, he offered the captive Akaviri
Horde amnesty in his future dominions if they would serve as the nucleus of the Army of the
Second Empire of Men. Reman's own dynasty lasted for two hundred years, and in that span it
conquered all the kingdoms of Tamriel except for Morrowind. Indeed, the Dark Elven Morag
Tong were the doom of Reman's heirs, and the death of the last true Cyrodilic Emperor heralded
the beginning of the Common Era. - The Cyrodilic Empire endured for another four hundred
years under the auspices of the Akaviri Potentate (Second Empire), fell, and suffered a similar
span of years in the insurrections, misrules, and loss of power known as the Interregnum. Yet,
the remnants of the Cyrodilic Empire refused to die, even though both East and West had
become fragmented beyond measure. A petty king of the Colovian Estates, Cuhlecain, came to
power and appointed an Atmoran as General of his legions. General Talos had studied in
Skyrim, and used the thu'um. He could rout armies with his battlecry and shout lesser men off
their feet. A year later more than half of the Cyrodilic Empire was reclaimed or consolidated,
and Cuhlecain saw fit to move into the Nibenay Valley, capture the capital city, and proclaim
himself Emperor. By this point, High Rock and Skyrim, which bitterly opposed a return to
Cyrodilic rule, gathered their armies for a joint invasion of the Colovian West. Talos met them
on the field of Sancre Tor. The Nords that had come to cripple the Empire soon joined the
General's forces, for when they heard his thu'um they realized he was Skyrim's Son and the Heir
to the Empires of Men. The Bretons were sent back to High Rock with tales of Cuhlecain's new
General, where they decided to combat the Emperor's sorcery with their own. In CE854, a
nightblade from the Western Reach made his way to the Imperial Palace at Nibenay. There, the
Witchman assassinated the Emperor, caught the Palace on fire, and slit the throat of General
Talos. "But from the smoldering ruin he came, one hand to his neck and with Cuhlecain's
Crown in the other. The legions wept at the sight. His Northern magic had saved him, but the
voice that led them would be more silent from that night on. His word could no longer rout an
army with a roar, but he could still command one with a whisper. He took for himself a
Cyrodilic name, Tiber Septim, and the Nordic Name of Kings, Ysmir, the Dragon of the North.
And with those names he took, too, the Red Diamond Crown of the Cyrodiils, and became their
True Emperor." Thus was born the Third Empire of Men. - Cyrodiil in the Third Empire is the
young, vital embodiment of its ancient heritage. Internally, it has undergone an incredible
restoration- reconstruction of the ruined sections of the Imperial City is nearly complete, roads
and cities destroyed in the Interregnum have been rebuilt, East and West are unified for the first
time in four centuries. Cyrodiil's present stability and strength have not been seen since the
Reman Dynasty; indeed, they were born under similar circumstances - a Westerner winning the
Eastern throne, forging them both into the greatest power in Tamriel. And now, in but twenty
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years time, Tiber Septim has secured Imperial authority in High Rock, Skyrim, and
Hammerfell. Every human region stands with him against the Elven menace. The Emperor has
gracefully attributed his success to his peoples, the Colovians and the Nibenese, whose cultures
we shall now treat in their current incarnation. - The Colovians today still possess much of the
frontier spirit of their ancestors. They are uncomplicated, self-sufficient, hearty, and extremely
loyal to one another. Whenever the East would tremble under the weakness of a leader, the
Colovians would withdraw unto themselves, always believing they were keeping the national
spirit safe until the storm passed. They realize that the Nibenay Valley is the heart of the Empire
and the cultural center of its civilization, but it is a fragile center that only can be held together
by the strength of character of its Emperor. When he falters, so do the Colovians. Yet when he
is mighty, like Tiber Septim, they are his legions. Today, West Cyrodiils make up the majority
of the soldiers in the Ruby Ranks. The Colovian nobility, all officers of the Imperial Legions or
its West Navy, do not allow themselves the great expenditure of courtly life as is seen in the
capital city. They prefer immaculate uniforms and stark standards hanging from the ceiling of
their austere cliff-fortresses; to this day, they become a little perplexed when they must visit the
grandly decorated assault of color that is the Emperor's Palace. - By contrast, the Eastern people
of Cyrodiil relish in garish costumes, bizarre tapestries, tattoos, brandings, and elaborate
ceremony. Closer to the wellspring of civilization, they are more given to philosophy and the
evolution of ancient traditions. The Nibenese find the numinous in everything around them, and
their different cults are too numerous to mention (the most famous are the Cult of the AncestorMoth, the Cult of Heroes, the Cult of Tiber Septim, and the Cult of Emperor Zero). To the
Colovians, the ancestor worship and esoteric customs of the East can often be bizarre. Akaviri
dragon-motifs are found in all quarters, from the high minaret bridges of the Imperial City to the
paper hako skiffs that villagers use to wing their dead down the rivers. Thousands of workers
ply the rice fields after the floodings, or clear the foliage of the surrounding jungle in the
alternate seasons. Above them are the merchant-nobility, the temple priests and cult leaders, and
the age-old aristocracy of the battlemages. The Emperor watches over them all from the towers
of the Imperial City, as dragons circle overhead. (ESM) Cyrodiil is the cradle of Human
Imperial high culture on Tamriel. It is the largest region of the continent, and most is endless
jungle. The Imperial City is in the heartland, the fertile Nibenay Valley. The densely populated
central valley is surrounded by wild rain forests drained by great rivers into the swamps of
Argonia and Topal Bay. The land rises gradually to the west and sharply to the north. Between
its western coast and its central valley are deciduous forests and mangrove swamps. (ESO) The
cradle of Human Imperial high culture on Tamriel. It is the largest region of the continent, and
most is endless jungle. High mountain ranges rise to the borders in the north and east, open sea
to the west, and marshes and rainforests extend to the southeast borders. Cyrodiil is surrounded
to the north and east by the lofty Jerall and Valus mountain ranges. The Imperial City is in the
heartland, the fertile Nibenay Valley. The densely populated central valley is surrounded by
wild rain forests drained by great rivers into the swamps of Argonia and Topal Bay. The land
rises gradually to the west and sharply to the north. On Cyrodiil's northern border is the sparsely
populated mountain wilderness called the Valus Mountains. No one wants to live in the Jerall
Mountains. Between its western coast and its central valley are deciduous forests and mangrove
swamps.
Lit.: Provinces of Tamriel ; Frontier, Conquest, and Accommodation. A Social History of Cyrodiil.

(2) (ESAR) "Cyrodiil" is a pretty blanket term for every element of the Imperial Province: its
common provincial name is Cyrodill, the capital city is named Cyrodiil, the people are the
Cyrodiils, and the Emperor is "The Cyrodiil". A lot of people still think it comes from the
surname of Reman Cyrodiil, who built the region into the Second Empire of Men, but, really,
he just took its ancient Elven name and stuck it onto his own. - (3) (ESAR) Traditionally,
anyone strong enough to take the Imperial Throne is known as the "Cyrodiil," no matter the
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provenience/kingdom of their birth. This reaches back to the time when the Elves ruled the
area before it was taken from them by the First Empire of the Nords.
Cyrodiil, Juilek: (ESM, ESO) The promising son of Emperor Reman Cyrodiil III. He was
erroneously assassinated at the Dorsza Pass in the province of Black Marsh on 31 Last Seed,
2920.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Cyrodiil, Reman: (ESO) The greatest known hero of the First Age. Reman (literally "Light
of Man") Cyrodiil not only was the conqueror of the Akaviri forces, but he actually convinced
them to help build the Empire as it is today. With such an Empire at his disposal, he
conquered most of Tamriel, except Morrowind of course, and was crowned Emperor. In fact,
he instituted the rites of becoming an Emperor, which included the construction of the Amulet
of Kings. His alliance with Lord Vivec during the Akaviri invasion is just one example of his
cunning and ingenuity.
Lit.: Remanada.

Cyrodiil Empire: (PG3) See → Second Empire.
Cyrodiil Era: (ESAR) The Second Era.
Cyrodiilic Brandy: (ESM) Cyrodiilic brandy, an invigorating and stimulating alcoholic
beverage, is imported and expensive in Morrowind, but it is claimed to have none of the
unpleasant side effects of other intoxicants. I hear it fortifies Willpower and Endurance.
Cyrodil: (a.k.a. Cyrodilic) (ESD, ESM, ESO) The native language of the human inhabitants
of the province of Cyrodiil.
Lit.: Parcel of Letters. - WAUGHIN JARTH, A Dance in Fire. - KIER-JO1 CHORVAK, On Wild Elves. - CARLOVAC
TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era. - YAQUT TAWASHI, Withershins. - WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf
Queen.

Cyrus: (ESAR, W3) Redguard mercenary, b. 2E 831 in Hammerfell, date of death unknown.
- Cyrus spent his youth in Sentinel, the capital of Hammerfell, in the years just before the
expansion of Tiber Septim's Empire. He fled his homeland, and abandoned his famly, after
killing his sister's husband in a drunken sword fight. Taken in by a band of brigands, led by
the Nord pirate captain Tobias, Cyrus soon became a mercenary-for-hire. He wandered the
borderlands of the Empire for years, taking whatever jobs he could find, selling his skill with
a blade to beggars and petty-kings alike. Shortly after the Battle of Stros M'Kai (2E 864), he
learned that his sister, Iszara, vanished in the wake of the Empire's invasion. Though he
vowed never to return to Hammerfell, he found himself bound for Stros M'Kai, determined to
find Iszara and, perhaps, atonement.
(Source: http://redguard.bethsoft.com/characters/cyrus.html, 2005-11-01)
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Daedra: (ESD) The peasants have colorful terms for Daedra: friends, unclean spirits, the evil
ones, the Dark Princes, the gods of torment, the infernal ones, and, most commonly, demons.
Those who wish to understand or battle these nightmarish beings, rather than live in fear,
prefer the more circumspect term, Daedra. It is nearly impossible to say anything definitive
about Daedra, despite thousands of years of scholarship devoted to their natures. Their
reputation as cruel, amoral geniuses of destruction seems to be mostly deserved, but if they
are true evil, our definition of evil may need revision to include the complexity of their
natures. Daedra appear to have a well-organized hierarchy, and the ones found in our world
are doubtless the weakest of the lot. Of course, the Fire Daedra, the Frost Daedra, the Seducer,
or the Daedra Lord are among the most dangerous creatures in Tamriel, but there is certainly
something greater out there in the world they call Oblivion. Perhaps we are already doomed to
fall beneath their fire. (ESD, ESM) Daedra are a very mixed lot. It is almost impossible to
categorize them as a whole except for their immense power and penchant for extremism.
Mehrunes Dagon, Molag Bal, Peryite, Boethiah, and Vaernima are among the most
consistently "demonic" of the Daedra, in the sense that their spheres seem to be destructive in
nature. The other Daedra can, of course, be equally dangerous, but seldom purely for the sake
of destruction as these five can. Nor are these previous five identical in their destructiveness .
Mehrunes Dagon seems to prefer natural disasters -- earthquakes and volcanoes -- for venting
his anger . Molag Bal elects the employment of other daedea , and Boethiah inspires the arms
of mortal warriors. Peryite's sphere seems to be pestilence, and Vaernima's torture. (ESM)
The Daedra are powerful ancestor spirits, similar to gods, but weaker and more capricious. In
the olden times, the Daedra were worshipped as gods by the Dunmer, but were undeserving of
this veneration, since they harmed their followers as often as they helped them. With their
Apotheosis, the Tribunal became the Protectors and High Ancestor Spirits of the Dunmer.
The Temple teaches that the Three Good Daedra -- the Anticipations, Boethiah, Azura, and
Mephala -- recognized the Divinity of the Tribunal and made homage to them. The good
Daedra became loyal friends of the Tribunal, but the Rebel Daedra -- the Dark Daedra, Molag
Bal, Malacath, Sheogorath, and Mehrunes Dagon -- in their arrogance and pride, refused to
keep faith with the Tribunal and remained foul and treacherous. Good Daedra are the Daedra
associated with Boethiah, Azura, and Mephala -- the winged twilight and the hunger. The
Rebel Daedra thus became the Four Corners of the House of Troubles, and they continue to
tempt the unwary into heresy and dark worship. Bad Daedra include Molag Bal's servant, the
daedroth; Malacath's servant, the ogrim; Mehrunes Dagon's servant, the scamp, the dremora,
and the clannfear; and Sheogorath's servant, the golden saint. The Bad Daedra are inconstant,
rebellious, and unreliable, and ever eager to seduce the faithful into sin and profane worship.
The Daedric cult worship the bad Daedra. Whenever Daedra are encountered at Daedric ruins
or in tombs, they are almost invariably long-term visitors to our plane. (ESO) (sing. Daedroth)
The old Elven word for the strange, powerful creatures of uncertain motivation who hail from
the dimension of Oblivion. It is almost impossible to categorize them as a whole except for
their immense power and penchant for extremism. The Daedra princes (or lords) whose
names appear over and over in ancient records are Sanguine, Boethiah, Molag Bal,
Sheogorath, Azura, Mephala, Clavicus Vile, Vaernima, Hircine, Malacath, Hoermius (or
Hermaeus or Hormaius or Herma -- there seems to be no one accepted spelling) Mora,
Namira, Jyggalag, Nocturnal, Mehrunes Dagon, and Peryite. Mehrunes Dagon, Molag Bal,
Peryite, Boethiah, and Vaernima are among the most consistently "demonic" of the Daedra, in
the sense that their spheres seem to be destructive in nature. The other Daedra can, of course,
be equally dangerous, but seldom purely for the sake of destruction as these five can. Nor are
these previous five identical in their destructiveness. Mehrunes Dagon seems to prefer natural
disasters -- earthquakes and volcanoes -- for venting his anger. Molag Bal elects the
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employment of other daedra, and Boethiah inspires the arms of mortal warriors. Peryite's
sphere seems to be pestilence, and Vaernima's torture. Hircine has been called "the Huntsman
of the Princes" and "the Father of Man-beasts".
Lit.: Aedra and Daedra. - The Anuad Paraphrased. - The Anticipations. - The Book of Daedra. - Darkest
Darkness. - The House of Troubles. - MORIAN ZENAS, On Oblivion.

Cf. → Oblivion.
Editor's Note. Known High Rock and Hammerfell daedrologists not only know the Daedra princes, but also the
names of minor individual Daedra, each regarded as a "Daedroth of great power", which especially tend to
possess children. Some of them are "Asmebex", "Baleus", "Baluchither", "Demul", "Dispebrex", "Juboth",
"Morkebeus", "Morkon", "Morkorgon", "Sahebon", and "Sahorgon". The exorcism itself seems to be relatively
simple and unspectacular (usually the exorcist only needs to bear a special holy or magical item with him), but
the danger follows immediately: "When the exorcism is complete, the Daedroth will leave the victim and appear
elsewhere in the house. Be ready for a battle when it does." (acc. to ESD)

Daedra Cults: (ESM) See → Daedra Worship.
Daedra Silk: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Spider Daedra.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2400,00 Burden
Night-Eye
Chameleon
Damage Endurance

* Septims/Pound

Daedra Skin: (ESM) Daedra skin must be removed from the specimen while it remains on
the mortal plane. Daedra skin has modest magical properties, but collecting it from the daedra
is hard work and dangerous.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
1000,00 Fortify Strength
Cure Common Disease
Paralyze
Swift Swim

* Septims/Pound

Daedra Venin: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Spider Daedra.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
6000,00 Paralyze
Restore Fatigue
Damage Health
Reflect Damage

* Septims/Pound

Daedra Worship: (ESD) Some of your deeds feed the daedra. But you draw power from it at
the same time. Then the power's yours, to use as you choose. Having a daedra is a bit like
riding a horse. You must keep control. The daedra do not care for you. It would as lief feed
off your pain or injury or death as any other, and find a new host. They do not think or plan as
we can and it is questionable that they experience time as we do. So acts that feed the daedra
take place in the moment and while you are caught up in them, past and future cease to exist
for you too. It is an intensely pleasurable experience, but it can also be very dangerous. And
very addictive, so that you begin to think only of feeding your daedra. You cease to think of
the gods and those you love and even yourself. When you have walked too far along that path,
you lose the will to choose another. (ESM) The Temple forbids the worship of the four bad
Daedra -- Mehrunes Dagon, Malacath, Molag Bal, and Sheogorath. But it's a big island, and
there's a lot of wilderness, with lots of old Daedric ruins just waiting for a new group of
worshippers. The Ordinators have their hands full with heretics and dissidents at home. They
can't go out chasing Daedra lovers. (ESO) Daedra worship is not prohibited by law in
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Cyrodiil. Primarily this is a result of the Imperial Charter granted the Mages Guild permitting
the summoning of Daedra. Nonetheless, chapel and public opinion is so strongly against
Daedra worship that those who practice Daedric rituals do so in secret. - Daedra Lords
demand offerings and services. HADERUS OF GOTTLESFONT in his Modern Heretics. A Study
of Daedra Worship in the Empire states that "in Cyrodiil, Daedric shrines are generally
represented by statues of Daedra Lords, are generally situated in wilderness locations far from
settlements, that each shrine generally has associated with it a community of worshippers,
often referred to as a 'coven', that shrines have associated with them a particular time -- often
a day of the week -- when a Daedra lord might be solicited, that Daedra Lord often will not
deign to respond unless they regard a petitioner of sufficient prowess or strength of character,
that they will only respond if given the proper offering [the secret of which offering often
known only to the community of worshippers], and that, in return for the completion of some
task or service, the Daedra Lords will often undertake to offer an artifact of power to a
successful quester.
Lit.: Darkest Darkness. - HADERUS
Empire.

OF

GOTTLESFONT, Modern Heretics. A Study of Daedra Worship in the

(ESM) Are you interested in seeing the old places of the Daedra worshippers? Look upon Esutanamus.
Sometimes a champion will enter there in search of ancient weapons and treasures.

Daedra's Heart: (ESM) A Daedra's heart must be removed during the brief period of its
appearance on the mortal plane. It has modest magical properties, but, since removing the
heart is generally fatal to the specimen, the substance is rare and expensive. It is prized by
alchemists, and is also available at reasonable prices and with considerably less excitement
from alchemists.
(ESD) "A daedra's heart never spoils, but some recipes call for it to be fresh. The heart of a daedra. Not the sort
of thing daedras like in mortals' hands."
Time
3E 405
3E 427

Province
High Rock
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
500,00 Fortify Willpower
200,00 Restore Magicka
Fortify Endurance
Drain Agility
Night Eye
200,00 Restore Health
Shock Shield
Damage Magicka
Silence

* Septims/Pound

Daedraeka: (ESO) Mystic word.
Daedric: (1) (ESD) Daedric is a language skill checked whenever one attempts to speak with
a daedra, such as a Fire Daedra or a Daedra Lord. (2) See → Daedric Runes. (3) (ESD) The
refined form of Ebony. This armor material is too heavy for all but the strongest. (ESLB) The
refined form of Ebony.
Daedric Artifacts: (ESO) The only way to obtain a daedric artifact is through the cults
devoted to each of the Daedric Lords. - Cf. → Artifacts.
Daedric Crescent Blade: (ESO) Probably the most rare and even outlawed item of all the
great prizes is the Daedric Crescent Blade. The Blade was used by Mehrunes Dagon's Daedric
forces in the capture of the Imperial Battlespire. These extremely unique Blades were
gathered up and destroyed after the Battlespire was recaptured by the Empire. All but one it
seems. Though the Empire believes them all to be destroyed, it is rumored that one still
remains in existence, somewhere in Tamriel, though none have ever seen it. The Blade lends
it's wielder the ability to do great damage on an enemy and allows him to paralyze and put
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heavy wear on his enemy's armor. Quite the prize for any mighty warrior, if it does indeed
exist.
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Daedric Cults: (ESO) The book Modern Heretics is the best introduction to daedric cults.
See → Daedra Worship.
Lit.: HADERUS OF GOTTLESFONT, Modern Heretics. A Study of Daedra Worship in the Empire.

Daedric Ruins: (ESM) When the Velothi first came to Morrowind, they worshipped their
most terrible ancestors, the Daedra Lords. Legends say the Daedra Lords themselves built
these great shrines, because mortals could not build anything grand enough to suit them.
Vvardenfell's Daedric ruins, listed by regions:
Ascadian Isles
Azura's Coast
Bitter Coast
Molag Amur (cont.) West Gash
Ald Sotha
Ald Daedroth
Addadshashanammu
Bal Ur
Ashalmawia
Ashlands
Almurbalarammi
Ashalmimilkala
Tusenend
Dushariran
Asharnatamat
Bal Fell
Ashurnibibi
Red Mountain
Maelkashishi
Ashurnabitashpi
Esutanamus
Grazelands
Assalkushalit
Yasammidan
Ebernanit
Kaushtarari
Kushtashpi
Ularradallaku
Kora-Dur
Shashpilamat
Yansirramus
Sheogorad
Ramimilk
Shrine of Azura Molag Amur
Ashurdirapal
Zergonipal
Zaintiraris
Ashunartes
Onnissiralis
How do you recognize a Daedric shrine? Well, they've got long, funny names, like Ashurnibibi or Zaintiraris.
Some are well-known sites, like Ald Sotha and Bal Fell. And stone and architecture is unmistakable. Big, dark,
grey-green stone ruins, funny angles, funny markings and patterns on the stone. Weird oval crooked doors. And
inside, all funny angles.

A typical Daedric ruin: Ald Sotha in Vvardenfell's Ascadian Isles.
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Daedric Runes: (ESLB)
No. Rune Name Letter No. Rune Name Letter No. Rune Name Letter No. Rune Name Letter
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A
B
C
D
E
F

Ayem

A

7.

Bedt

B

8.

Cess

C

9.

Doht

D

10.

Ekem

E

11.

Hethed

F

12.

G
H
I
J
K
L

Geth

G

13.

Hekem

H

14.

Iya

I

15.

Jeb

J

16.

Koht

K

17.

Lyr

L

18.

M
N
O
P
Q
R

Meht

M

19.

Neht

N

20.

Oht

O

21.

Payem

P

22.

Quam

Q

23.

Roht

R

24.

S Seht
T Tayem
U Yoodt
V Vehk
W Web
Z Zyr

S
T
U
V
W
Z

Daedric Scourge: (ESO) The Daedric Scourge is a mighty mace forged from sacred ebony in
the Fires of Fickledire. The legendary weapon of Mackkan, it was once a fierce weapon used
to send spirits of black back into Oblivion. The weapon has the ability to summon creatures
from Oblivion, Once a tool used against the Daedric Lords in the Battlespire, it now roams the
land with adventurers.
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Daedric Shrines: (ESM) See → Daedric ruins.
Daedric Sites: (ESM) See → Daedric ruins.
Daedric Summonings: (DC) Daedra are magical creatures summoned from another
dimension. Each has very special skills that aid or impede the summoner. Daedra can destroy
the summoner under certain circumstances. Summonings occur at various places and times
throughout Tamriel. (ESD) Summoning daedra is not a difficult proposition, but it is usual an
expensive one. Most Mages Guilds have a summoning room, but this is most often reserved
for the highest echelon of guildmembers. Witches covens are much less class sensitive, and
the Necromancers, the Dark Brotherhood, and many secretive kings and queens of Tamriel
have private summoning rooms. Daedra princes usually demand some sort of service of those
who summon them. (ESM) In Morrowind, both worshippers and sorcerers summon lesser
Daedra and bound Daedra as servants and instruments. Certain Daedric summonings are more
often encountered on Vvardenfell. The summoner commands a summoning, and, good or bad,
nice or nasty, they must do the summoner's bidding. Most Daedric servants can be summoned
by sorcerers only for very brief periods, within the most fragile and tenuous frameworks of
command and binding. This fortunately limits their capacity for mischief, though in only a
few minutes, most of these servants can do terrible harm to their summoners as well as their
enemies. Worshippers may bind other Daedric servants to this plane through rituals and pacts.
Such arrangements result in the Daedric servant remaining on this plane indefinitely -- or at
least until their bodily manifestations on this plane are destroyed, precipitating their
supernatural essences back to Oblivion. Likewise, lesser entities bound by their Daedra Lords
into weapons and armor may be summoned for brief periods, or may persist indefinitely, so
long as they are not destroyed and banished. The class of bound weapons and bound armors
summoned by Temple followers and conjurors are examples of short-term bindings; Daedric
artifacts like Mehrunes Razor and the Mask of Clavicus Vile are examples of long-term
bindings. The Mages Guild is permitted to invoke and summon Daedra by Imperial license.
This is a source of friction between the Guild and local authorities, and the Guild insists that
mages take care to avoid public controversy when using summoning magic. - The following
is a list of the days traditionally considered for Daedric summonings.
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Azura .............................21st of First Seed
Boethiah ........................2nd of Sun's Dusk
Clavicus Vile .................1st of Morning Star
Hermaeus Mora .............5th of First Seed
Hircine...........................5th of Mid Year
Malacath ........................8th of Frost Fall
Mehrunes Dagon ...........20th of Sun's Dusk
Mephala.........................13th of Frost Fall
Meridia ..........................13th of Morning Star
Molag Bal......................20th of Evening Star
Namira...........................9th of Second Seed
Nocturnal.......................3rd of Hearth's Fire
Peryite ...........................9th of Rain's Hand
Sanguine ........................16th of Sun's Dawn
Sheogorath.....................2nd of Sun's Dawn
Vaernima .......................10th of Sun's Height
Lit.: Darkest Darkness. - MORIAN ZENAS, On Oblivion.

Daedric Weapons: (ESM) Daedric weapons are made from raw ebony which has been
refined using the craft and magical substances of the lesser minions of Oblivion. The process
is not a pleasant one for the Daedra involved, and the weapons retain echoes of preternaturally
prolonged suffering endured during manufacture. Daedric weapons are the most rare and
expensive weapons known in Tamriel.
Daedroth: (ESM) The daedroth are the crocodile-headed Daedric minions of the Daedra Lord
Molag Bal.

Daedroth.

Daedroth Teeth: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2080,00 Night-Eye
Frost Shield
Burden
Light

* Septims/Pound

Daemons: (ESA) These creatures are from the netherworld, often gating themselves into our
plane of existence on some errand of their choosing. They are dangerous foes, highly
intelligent, completely chaotic in nature, and powerful in the ways of magic. Often they are
very resistant to fire, and are subject to attack only by special weapons. They are very
dangerous to face. Fire daemons also have the ability to see invisible creatures. (ESM) Cf. →
Ancestor.
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Daenia: (ESD) A duchy in the province of High Rock. (ESO) A kingdom in the province of
High Rock.
Lit.: ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West. - Sixteen Accords of Madness.

Dagger: (ESD, ESLB) A double-edged, six-inch to foot-long blade. (ESM) Short-bladed
multi-.purpose weapons, quick to strike and break. Every culture produces some variant on
the short multi-purpose weapon called the dagger. Dagger weapons differ dramatically in
quality and effectiveness; they are further differentiated by a wide variety of enchantments
commonly placed on these easily concealed weapons. Daedric and glass daggers are
shockingly efficient weapons, despite their small size and low mass.
Dagger of Augmented Green Wisdom: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of
restoration, and, when striking a target, causes Minor Magic Damage.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Dagger of Augmented Stalking: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of stealth, and,
when striking a target, causes Minor Fire Damage.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Dagger of Emerald Wisdom: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of restoration, casts
the spell of Minor Shield, and provides the preternatural Blessing of Athleticism when
equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Dagger of Starkhorn's Green Wisdom: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of
restoration, and, when equipped, confers a measure of Resistance to All Elements for its
owner.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Dagger of Symmachus: (ESM) Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 10,000 gold for the
ceremonial dagger of General Symmachus.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
20.000,00 1,40
Fortify Short Blade
Fortify Endurance
Reflect

* given in pounds

Dagger of the Capering Dog: (ESLB) Conceives the spell of Summon Smart Guard, and
partakes of the excellence of destruction.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.
Dagger of the Shrew: (ESLB) Engenders Medium Magic Damage, and is informed by the
arts of mysticism.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Dagger of the Tiger's Stalking: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of stealth, casts the
spell of Minor Cure Health, and provides the preternatural Blessing of Athleticism when
equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Dagger of the Tongue of the Wyrm: (ESLB) Engenders Medium Fire Damage, and gifts its
owner with special insight into the disciplines of alteration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Dagger of the Winter's Night: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Resistance to Frost, and is schooled
with crafts of hand-to-hand.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.
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Daggerfall: (ESA) City-State in the province of High Rock. (ESD) One of the eight
kingdoms in High Rock, located in southwestern High Rock. It is ruled by King Gothryd and
Queen Aubk-i from their palace in the capitol city, also called Daggerfall. The name
"Daggerfall", by tradition, is said to refer to the knife the first chieftain threw to form the
borders of his lands. (PG1) One of the oldest and largest cities of High Rock, Daggerfall has
long considered itself the capital of High Rock, by virtue of its antiquity, prominence, and
prosperity. All three of these qualifications may seem fanciful to the outsider, in comparison
to Cyrodiil, Windhelm, or even Sentinel across the Iliac Bay. But Daggerfall was one of the
largest kingdoms in High Rock before its accession to the Empire, and retains the right to
maintain its royal court according to Cyrodilic tradition. Although few buildings of any age
survive, Bretons being unsentimental about their history, Daggerfall is of considerable
antiquity, founded originally by the Nords as a coastal foothold during the heyday of the First
Empire. The city's fortunes have waxed and waned over the years; during the Alessian period
it was of considerable importance, but it suffered greatly in the Thrassian Plague and is only
now beginning to recover. The rise of Wayrest has lessened Daggerfall's importance as a
trading port, although it should benefit from the opening of trade with the interior of the
province. – History. (ESD) There is sufficient archaeological evidence for the modern
historian to believe that there has been some variety of human settlement in the city-state of
Daggerfall starting at least a thousand years before recorded history. The first use of the name
Daggerfall to refer to the area around the current capitol was most probably in the 246th year
of the 1st Era. The north half of the Iliac Bay, in fact all of the current province of High Rock,
was conquered by invading Nords who brought a rough sort of civilization with them. One of
the first civilized acts the Nords performed was a census -- the so-called Book of Life. Listed
on page 933 of the Book is this entry: "North of the Highest bluffs, south of the moors, west
of the hills, and east of the sea is called DAGGERFALL. 110 men, 93 women, 13 children
under 8 years of age, 58 cows, 7 bulls, 63 chickens, 11 cocks, 38 hogs live here." Nearly four
thousand years after this census was taken, we can see that these two hundred and sixteen
people have multiplied heartily. The last census, in the year 3E 401, lists the population at
over 110,000. It is always difficult to find an exact number, but the capitol city of Daggerfall
certainly outnumbers her rivals, Sentinel and Wayrest. It has been a consistant, if not actually
helpful amusement of historians to find the origin of placenames. Daggerfall, by tradition, is
said to refer to the knife the first chieftain threw to form the borders of his lands. But there are
other legends that may have equal validity. The Daggerfall entry from the Book of Life
actually supports one theory about the reason for Daggerfall's longevity. The people were
coastal fishermen, but they also found the land itself sufficiently rich to support raising
livestock. This inclination of the early citizenry toward reinforcing their principal products
brought stability to a fickle land. - Daggerfall thrived during the years of the Skyrim
occupancy. When the Wild Hunt killed King Borgas of Winterhold in 1E 369, the northlands
engaged in the War of Succession and Skyrim, greatly weakened, lost her holdings in High
Rock and Morrowind. The Iliac Bay had become important strategically, and Daggerfall
began to expand her military. There were multiple opportunities for her to exercise this army
and navy during the Direnni conflicts with the force of the Alessian Reform. The Dirennis
were native Bretons, and Bretons are hardly ever given to excessive religion. Daggerfall
became a minor base of operations for the Dirennis and their allies. Raven Direnni, the
enchantress whose magic helped secure the final victory over the Alessians in the Glenumbria
Moors, was one of the earliest occupants of Castle Daggerfall. Over the centuries that
followed, the Dirennis felt into obscurity, but Daggerfall continued her growth. In 1E 609,
King Thagore of Daggerfall defeated the army of Glenpoint and became the preeminant
economic, cultural, and military force in southern High Rock. A position the kingdom has
precariously kept ever since. Ironically, it was another successful military exercise three
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hundred and seventy years later that ended Daggerfall's monopoly of Bay trade: the
annihilation of the orcish capitol Orsinium by a joint effort of Daggerfall, the new kingdom of
Sentinel, and the now extinct Order of Diagna. The scattering of the orcs from southeastern
High Rock made the river route to the Bay more accessible. The tiny village of Wayrest grew
like a flower that no longer feared the mow. In twenty years, Wayrest's trade profits equalled
Daggerfall's. In forty years, Wayrest was the acknowledged master of Iliac Bay trade. In one
hundred and twenty years, Wayrest became the Kingdom of Wayrest. The Kingdom of
Sentinel did not exhibit Wayrest's aggrandizement during the First Era. The Redguards were
warriors learning the ways of the merchants, and their land was enemy enough to keep their
population checked. Indeed, the number of people in all areas of the Iliac Bay was halved
once in the First Era by the Thrassian Plague, once again by the War of Righteousness, and a
third time by the invading Akavari. If Daggerfall had not spent its first thousand years
preparing for the battles of the next thousand years, it is indeed conceivable that the Iliac Bay
today might be Akavarian. - The Second Era, like the latter part of the First Era, is a tapestry
of wars, insurrections, and plagues. Daggerfall, Sentinel, and Wayrest continued to expand
and improve their military and economic positions in the Bay. Daggerfall and Wayrest would
transpose positions as major trading center of the Bay, and Daggerfall and Sentinel likewise
bandied over which was the superior military power. - The Iliac Bay has continued to hold an
important position in the Imperial government of the Third Era. Rarely allies (though the
combined armies in opposition to the Camoran Usurper in the 3rd century of the 3rd Era is a
notable exception), but not always enemies, Daggerfall, Sentinel, and Wayrest have
weathered the storms of contention, plague, famine, and pestilence. The recent War of Betony
(3E 402/403) was typical of Iliac Bay warfare: sincere, frighteningly violent, and peaceably
resolved. (ESO) City in the Breton homeland of High Rock.
Lit.: ERYSTERA LIGEN, Etiquette With Rulers. - ODIVA GALLWOOD, A History of Daggerfall.

The Daggerfall Witches: (ESD) A coven of witches in Daggerfall in the province of High
Rock.
Dagi: (ESO) A less common form of Khajiit who lives in the trees of the Tenmar forest.
Apparently the Dagi and Dagi-raht have more magical ability than is widely believed.
Lit.: CODUS CALLONUS, Mixed Unit Tactics in the Five Years War (Vol. I).

Dagi-raht: (ESO) A less common form of Khajiit who lives in the trees of the Tenmar forest.
Apparently the Dagi and Dagi-raht have more magical ability than is widely believed.
Lit.: CODUS CALLONUS, Mixed Unit Tactics in the Five Years War (Vol. I).

Dagon's Protonymic: (ESLB, ESM) Master Sorcerer Chimere Graegyn used Dagon's
Protonymic in an incantation to invoke a sorcery that would gradually drain all of Dagon's
power into the void. Chimere miscalculated, however, not realizing that Dagon's resistance
could slow the draining of his power, even if it could not stop it. As a result, Dagon had the
time to curse Chimere with a literal fulfillment of the terms of his bargain with Chimere.
Rather than let his power drain into the void, Dagon cast it all into his curse. As a result,
Caecilly Island was cast into the void, all its citizens were horribly slain, and Chimere was
condemned to live forever among the ruins of his greatest ambition.
Lit.: TAL MAROG KER, Tal Marog Ker's Researches.

Dagon Fel: (ESM) Dagon Fel is a tiny fishing village on the northern coast of Vvardenfell on
the large island called Sheogorad in the Azura's Coast region. This was a Nord settlement
thousands of years ago, until the Dunmer drove the Nords from Morrowind. Then the
Dwemer built a city here; the village built on the ruins of the Dwemer city. Since Morrowind
became an Imperial province, Nord fishermen have returned here. Imperial scholars and
adventurers also come here to explore the various Dwemer and Daedric ruins of Sheogorad.
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Fryfnhild, the publican and proprietor of the End of the World tradehouse., is the trader.
Hjotra the Peacock, also at the End of the World, is a pawnbroker; he buys and sells many
things. The End of the World tradehouse is in the center of the village, near the watchtower.
Dagon Fel does not have a smith or a healer. Haema Farseer's ship to Tel Mora, Sadrith Mora,
Tel Aruhn, and Khuul is the only travel service.
Dagoth: (ESM) (1) House Dagoth was the Sixth of the Seven Dunmer Great Houses. Nothing
remains of the Sixth House. Its members were all slain or adopted into other Great Houses
following their treason in the War of the First Council. Their clanstead was called Kogoruhn.

Relics of House Dagoth: A cup and a banner.
Lit.: AGRIPPA FUNDILIUS, The War of the First Council.

(2) See → Dagoth Ur.
Dagoth Gares: (ESM) The Sixth House priest of Ilunibi Shrine.
“I am known as Dagoth Gares, priest of Ilunibi Shrine, and minister to Sixth House Servants. [...] Ilunibi shrine
is just a small, quiet retreat for Sixth House servants, a place to contemplate and grow strong and wise in Lord
Dagoth's ways. Here we share the sacraments of flesh and blood, and dream the dreams of our Lord. This and
other lesser shrines are hidden from prying eyes throughout the land. But the greatest shrines of Sixth House
servants lie beneath Red Mountain, in the citadels of our Lord and his close kin. [...] The Sleepers and Dreamers
are newly come to Lord Dagoth, and not yet blessed with his power. But the Children of His Flesh, they are deep
in the heart of his mysteries. Their bodies swell to contain his glory, and to yield the rich sacraments of our
Lord's feasts. And we are the least of his servants, for Ash Poets, Ascended Sleepers, and Ash Vampires stand
high above us in the Lord's bountiful grace.” (Dagoth Gares)

Dagoth Thras: (ESM) A powerful daedra-worshipper of unknown origin who declared
himself the heir of the Sixth House, though there is little evidence he descended from the
vanished family.
Lit.: GEOCRATES VARNUS, Death Blow of Abernanit.

Dagoth Ur: (1) (ESA) The firecone on the Black Isle, legendary home of the Dwarven
people. Legend has it that a great labyrinth resides under the fire mountain. It was rumored
that Dwarves built a secret opening to the Mount of Dagoth-Ur. The entrance to that fabled
mountain has disappeared with the Dwarves that mined it. Now any knowledge of that is lost,
unless the Palace kept records. It is said that the ring of the Hammer of Gharen upon the Anvil
of Mithas speaks to the user, telling him the entrance to the Mount of Dagoth-Ur. Many have
journeyed to the Mount in search of great treasure, but few have been heard of again. Those
who survived its fiery slopes spoke of demons. (ESM) Also known as "Citadel Dagoth" or
"Red Mountain": Today's name of the Dwemer ruin in the center of Red Mountain. – (2)
(ESM) (Lord Dagoth) Dagoth Ur is the former Lord High Councilor of the extinct Sixth
House, House Dagoth, the traitor house destroyed in the War of the First Council. He was of
Lord Nerevar's generation and a mighty sorcerer and enchanted in life. In his sustained
shadow immortality, he appears to be a highly intelligent, severely deluded immortal monster
with unparalleled supernatural abilities. He appears, by turns, lucid and deranged,
compassionate and bestial, profoundly wise and profoundly disordered. In short, he is a mad
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god. Dagoth Ur dwells in fiery caverns beneath Red Mountain, served by his kin and legions
of monsters. Dagoth Ur is the evil immortal enemy of the Tribunal Temple cult. The Temple
blames Dagoth Ur and his hosts for all the evils that beset the Dunmer and Morrowind.
Lit.: The Five Songs of King Wulfharth. - The Battle of Red Mountain, and the Rise and Fall of the Tribunal. Dagoth Ur's Plans. - Kagrenac's Tools. - Message from Dagoth Ur. - Nerevar at Red Mountain. - The Plan to
Defeat Dagoth Ur. - Progress of Truth.

Dagoth Ur's Servants: (ESM) See → Sixth House Servants.
Dahrk Mezalf: (ESM) Mezalf is sometimes referred to as "Mezalf Bthungthumz." Perhaps he
was from the Dwemer village of Bthungthumz. Go to Maar Gan. Head east past the silt
strider, then go north towards the Foyada. Follow the Foyada Bani-Dad to the northwest until
you see what remains of Bthungthumz on the right.
Dai-katana: (ESD) A sword with a five-foot-long, single-edged blade. (ESM) Massive twohanded, single-edged long blades. These exotic blades of Akaviri design are neither common
nor popular for military or private use. They are superb examples of weaponcraft, but
expensive and subtle in technique. Dai-katanas are used by warriors of great strength
Dak'fron: (ESD) A region in the province of Hammerfell.
Daktown: (ESA) Town in the province of Morrowind.
Damage: (ESM) Governing School: Destruction. Lets the caster shoot out magical energy
which lowers the value of a target's attributes, Health, Magicka, Fatigue, or skill. Attributes
can only be restored with a Restore effect spell or potion.
Damage Attribute: (ESM) This effect lowers the value of one of a victim's attributes. Only
Strength, Intelligence, Willpower, agility, Speed, Endurance, Personality, and Luck are
affected. Any derived attributes are recalculated. attributes do not return to their original
values at the end of the spell's duration; they can only be restored with the appropriate restore
attribute spell or potion. The magnitude is the units of attribute lost each second of duration.
See also → Attribute-Damaging.
Damage Fatigue: (ESD) Causes target's Fatigue to be damaged. (DC) Drains fatigue from
target making target tired. (ESM) This effect lowers the value of a victim's fatigue. Any
derived attributes are recalculated. Fatigue does not return to its original value at the end of
the spell's duration; it restores normally, or may be restored with a restore fatigue spell or
potion. The magnitude is the units of fatigue lost each second of duration.
Damage from Holy Places or Sunlight: (ESD) An unusual and restrictive disability, damage
from sunlight or from holy places may severely limit a character's ability to have a normal
life. While the damage the character suffers initially is light, practically unnoticeable at first, it
continues for as long as the character remains at the lethal location. Holy places are defined as
any shrine or temple. On the other hand, damage from sunlight or holy places is a
disadvantage that really helps character classes which might otherwise never advance in
levels.
Damage Health: (ESD) Causes target's Health to be damaged. (DC) Causes damage to health
of a character. (ESM) This effect lowers the value of a victim's health. Any derived attributes
are recalculated. Health does not return to its original value at the end of the spell's duration; it
restores normally, or may be restored with a restore health spell or potion. The magnitude is
the units of health lost each second of duration.
Damage Magicka: (ESM) This effect lowers the value of a victim's magicka. Any derived
attributes are recalculated. Magicka does not return to its original value at the end of the
spell's duration; it restores normally, or may be restored with a restore magicka spell or
potion. The magnitude is the units of magicka lost each second of duration.
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Damage Skill: (ESM) This effect lowers the value of one of a victim's skills. Skills do not
return to their original values at the end of the spell's duration; they can only be restored with
the appropriate restore skill spell or potion. The magnitude is the units of skill lost each
second of duration.
Damage Spell Points: (ESD) Causes target's Spell Points to be damaged. (DC) Drains Spell
Points from target.
Dampworm: (ESM) Dampworm is a serious common disease affecting a victim's mobility.
Symptoms include uncontrollable muscle spasms and twitching. It may be contracted from
the nix-hound.
A Dance in Fire: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Waughin Jarth, which comes in seven
volumes and was originally published before 3E 428.
Dancing Day: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in Daggerfall on the 23rd of Mid Year. (ESD)
Dancing Day is a time-honored holiday in Daggerfall. Who started it is questionable, but the
Red Prince Atryck popularized it in the second era. It is an occasion of great pomp and
merriment for all the people of Daggerfall, from the nobles down.
Daravyn the Gray: (ESO) A citizen of Skingrad, who in 3E 227 managed to escape from the
Imperial Prison. He spent his childhood at Rosethorn Hall.
Dareleth Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the northeast of
Vvardenfell's Ashlands, west of Tel Vos. See also → Valley of the Wind.
Dareloth, Emer: (ESO) The supposed true thief of the Cowl of Nocturnal (and thus the first
and original Grey Fox).
Dark Brother: (DC, ESM) The ninth rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy.
Dark Brotherhood: (ESA) The Dark Brotherhood are loyal followers of Sithis, God of
Death. They are sworn to uphold the tenements of Chaos. They are vicious foes to those who
would follow the roads of Law, often patrolling outer paths and byways for unwary travelers.
It is said that the Brotherhood does not associate with any other group, contesting that even
the Necromancers are not true to word of the Dark God. They instead work towards what they
call a pure form of Chaos. Few have faced them and escaped with their souls intact. The
servants of the Dark Brotherhood are legion, and the loyalty of their servants is legendary.
(ESD) The Dark Brotherhood is a very mysterious organization, prohibeted by law, but
unofficially sanctioned by the many powers that unofficially use their services, often hired as
assassins by the more pragmatic rulers. The leader of the Dark Brotherhood is supposedly
called the Night Mother. They have a reputation as maniacs and daedra worshippers, but they
must be doing something right. The Brotherhood prides itself on always knowing where each
Brother is at all times. No one ever leaves the Dark Brotherhood. They've been around for
thousands of years. They're more or less the official Assassin's Guild of Tamriel. Most
kingdoms have declared them to be an illegal organization, but it's one thing to make a
declaration ...
The Dark Brotherhood has been the sole assassin's guild in Tamriel since the Second Era. They intend to keep
that monopoly.

(ESM) The Dark Brotherhood is an ancient secret association of assassins. They do not
advertise their services or their creed, but they are an outlawed secret society with an evil
reputation, and are often associated with Daedra worship. The Morag Tong claims the Dark
Brotherhood is a depraved perversion of their ancient law-abiding order of assassins, and the
Morag Tong is the sworn enemy of the Dark Brotherhood. (ESO) An ancient assassins guild,
which kills for profit, for enjoyment, and for the glory of the Dread Father, Sithis. The
Brotherhood serves the Night Mother. While the Brotherhood maintains its ancient name,
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membership is always open to skilled women. The first written testimony of its existence
dates back to 2E 412.
Structure and Ranks
The Night Mother is the Dark Brotherhood's Unholy Matron. She rules the Brotherhood
through the "Black Hand", the organization's ruling body. It consists of one Listener and four
Speakers. What is not commonly known, even among the members of the Dark Brotherhood,
is that the Black Hand employs a few additional numbers, the Silencers. The other ranks are
(in descending order) Executioner, Assassin, Eliminator, Slayer, and Murderer.
The Night Mother
The Night Mother, who they regard the bride of Sithis, guides the brotherhood's actions, just
as the Dread Father Sithis once guided hers. She speaks to only one member of the Dark
Brotherhood - the Listener of the Black Hand.
Listener of the Black Hand
The Listener is anointed by the Night Mother herself. It is his task to speak with the statue of
the Night Mother in the city of Bravil (the locals call it the "Lucky Old Lady") once a week
and hear her words. This statue serves as a conduit between the Night Mother and the
Listener, for this stone effigy masks the entrance into the Dark Brotherhood's most revered
unholy site - the crypt of the Night Mother herself. There he will be presented with a list of
names and locations: these are people who have performed the ritual of the "Black
Sacrament", i. e. prayed to the Night Mother and request a visit from a Speaker, to arrange
someone's assassination. The Listener then passes this list on to his Speaker so that the will of
Sithis may be fulfilled.
Speaker of the Black Hand
The Speaker is a representative of the Dark Brotherhood and directly oversees a particular
group of Dark Brotherhood members - each Dark Brotherhood Sanctuary is overseen by a
Speaker of the Black Hand, to them his voice is the voice of the Black Hand. He passes the
information he gets from the Listener on to the master or mistress of his appropriate Sanctuary
and receives his share of the Sanctuary's weekly earnings. His other duties include the finding
of exceptional individuals, and offer them a place within the brotherhood.
Silencer
When a member has advanced to the rank of Silencer, his life in the Sanctuary is over and the
regular contracts are behind him. He is no longer bound by the Five Tenets and serves the
Black Hand directly. He receives contracts only from his speaker.
Brother, Sister
The common address among Dark Brotherhood members.
Recruitment and Initiation
When somebody murders someone, a Dark Brotherhood representative visits him at night,
makes him a special offer and grants him a gift (usually a dagger called "Blade of Woe").
When the candidate accepts the offer and fulfils a special task (usually murder), he is initiated
and has become a 'Dark Brother' resp. 'Dark Sister' - a full member of the Dark Brotherhood.
When he enters the Sanctuary for the first time, the Sanctuary's master or mistress welcomes
him with the gift of a unique enchanted set of armor, which is lighter than normal leather and
black as the Void.
Dark Brotherhood Sanctuary
The Sanctuary serves the Dark Brotherhood members as their new home, a place of comfort
and security whenever the need arises. - The Cheydinhal Sanctuary in the Imperial Province is
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at least 200 years old and located under the Abandoned House on the eastern edge of
Cheydinhal, of which is never spoken of publicly - the Count of Cheydinhal refuses to even
acknowledge its existence. It is said that he knows of its existence, but bribes and threats of
death have done wonders to keep his mouth shut.
The Five Tenets
Every member of the Dark Brotherhood must abide by the Five Tenets. They are the laws that
guide and protect the Brotherhood. They are as follows: Tenet 1: Never dishonor the Night
Mother. To do so is to invoke the Wrath of Sithis. Tenet 2: Never betray the Dark
Brotherhood or its secrets. To do so is to invoke the Wrath of Sithis. Tenet 3: Never disobey
or refuse to carry out an order from a Dark Brotherhood superior. To do so is to invoke the
Wrath of Sithis. Tenet 4: Never steal the possessions of a Dark Brother or Dark Sister. To do
so is to invoke the Wrath of Sithis. Tenet 5: Never kill a Dark Brother or Dark Sister. To do
so is to invoke the Wrath of Sithis.
Dead Drop
The dead drop is a secret location where Black Hand members leave orders, rewards, and the
location of the next dead drop. They are secure, known only to the members of the Black
Hand.
Wrath of Sithis
If a Dark Brotherhood member breaks any of the Five Tenets, he gets exiled from the
Brotherhood, but may be allowed to rejoin the Dark Brotherhood one more time. A spirit of
vengeance - the so-called 'Wrath of Sithis' - will be sent to him at night, which he will have to
defeat. If he succeeds, he is no longer exiled from the Brotherhood and may resume his duties
as normal. Should he break the Tenets for a second time, he will be permanently expelled,
even if he succeeds again.
Contracts
Contracts are secret pacts one enters into with the Dark Brotherhood through performing the
rite of Black Sacrament. They provide the Brotherhood with gold, and the Brotherhood
removes someone from existence. They are fulfilled by a skilled assassin such, who keeps the
Dark Brotherhood's end of the bargain. While carrying out a contract, the assassin may have
the opportunity to earn a bonus if certain parameters are met - some contracts are
straightforward (find the target, eliminate them, then return to the Sanctuary), with no time
limits or complications. However, many of the Brotherhood's clients request that their
contracts be carried out in a specific manner. A certain place, a certain method of elimination.
The Brotherhood tries to honor these requests whenever possible. Any Brother or Sister who
can complete a contract while following a specific request will receive a valuable bonus,
oftentimes a powerful magic item.
Black Sacrament
All across the Empire, every day, people beseech the Night Mother to take the lives of others.
To employ the services of the Dark Brotherhood, one must perform a ritual to the Night
Mother, only then will she heed their prayers for murder. As documented in the rare and taboo
work A Kiss, Sweet Mother, the Black Sacrament involves an effigy of the intended victim created from actual body parts, including a heart, skull, bones and flesh - within a circle of
candles. To proceed with the ritual, one must stab the effigy repeatedly with a dagger rubbed
with the petals of a Nightshade plant, while whispering the plea, "Sweet Mother, sweet
Mother, send your child unto me, for the sins of the unworthy must be baptized in blood and
fear." After a person performs the ritual, they are contacted by a Speaker (who is always clad
in a black hooded robe), gold is exchanged, and the details worked out.
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Purification
The Dark Brotherhood survived for millenia. Sometimes, to ensure that survival, drastic
measures are required. The Purification is one of the most extreme measures. With a
Purification, it cleanses itself of mistrust and treachery - everyone inside the respective
Sanctuary must die, usually by the hand of a Silencer. Those who are slain are offered to
Sithis as a symbol of fealty. Until the Purification is complete, no given Sanctuary will ever
be considered secure. Until 3E 433, it has only been carried out twice.
Awakening
The ritual of awakening is an ancient ritual to get the Black Hand in direct contact with the
Night Mother. It can only be performed by the members of the Black Hand between midnight
and 3:00 AM at her resting place, where an incantation must be recited which reveals the
hidden door to the Night Mother's crypt. Only then they can proceed down into the crypt and
seek her guidance, an audience with the Night Mother herself. - See also → Mehrunes Razor.
Lit.: PELLARNE ASSI, The Brothers of Darkness. - YNIR GORMING, Fire and Darkness. The Brotherhoods of
Death. - ENRIC MILNES, Sacred Witness. A True History of the Night Mother. - Adamus Phillida slain by Dark
Brotherhood! (Black Horse Courier special edition). - Night Mother Rituals on the Rise! (Black Horse Courier
special edition).

Dark Brotherhood Sanctuary: See → Dark Brotherhood.
Dark Elves: (ESM) See → Dunmer.
Dark Fissure: (ESO) A cave in the north of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, in the mountains south of
Cheydinhal.
Dark Knights: (ESA) The arena team of Blacklight of 3E 399/400.
Dark Seducers: (ESO) Sheogorath's fiercely loyal Dark Seducers patrol the streets of
Crucible. They are aligned with Dementia and are not overly fond of Golden Saints.
Dark Shadows: (ESA) The arena team of Falcrenth of 3E 399/400.
Darkam Place: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Darkest Darkness: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Darkfathom Cave: (ESO) A cave in the south of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, southeast of
Leyawiin. The original resting place of the Staff of the Everscamp.
Darkmoor: (ESD, ESM) Small town and fiefdom in central Skyrim.
Darkness: (ESD) (Spell) Darkness created around target.
Darkness-powered Magery: (ESD) A character with darkness-powered magery may have
severe limitations on its magic use during the days outdoors. The darkness-powered mage
may be entirely unable to cast spells, or find that spells have a tendency to fizzle or work at
lesser capacity.
Darkwood: (ESA) Town in the province of Skyrim.
Darkworth: (ESD) A Breton Lord of the court of Wayrest.
Darnim Watch: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Dart: (ESM) Darts are light, easy-to-use missile weapons. These marksman weapons are
thrown at a distance for minor damage. Skirmishers throw several darts to weaken and
disorder the opponent before advancing into close combat. Darts are also handy for lightly
armed, modestly trained, club-and-shield militia troops.
Darvulk Haven: (ESA) Town in the province of Elsweyr.
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Dasek Moor: (ESO) A dungeon in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region, south of
Kvatch.
Dates: (ESA) The way dates are displayed in the world are: (day), (date) day of (month),
(year) or, Tirdas, 5th day of Hearthfire, 3E 389.
The Daughters of Wroth: (ESD) A coven of witches in High Rock's Wrothgarian Mountains.
Dawnfang: (ESO) An enchanted sword of Akaviri craftsmanship, discovered by the
adventurer Grommok gro-Barak in the Ayleid ruin Trumbe in 3E 431. According to his
journal, it
"looks like a mouth with teeth, handle like golden snakeskin and the gem in the middle of it... a perfect fiery
orange and red."

The enchantment of the sword is quite unique, since it changes its nature every dusk and
dawn: From dawn till dusk it is a fire blade with a red gem in the handle, but at dawn the gem
turns blue and purple and the sword becomes a frost blade. Hence its names "Dawnfang" and
"Duskfang" (both names were given to it by gro-Barak). Furthermore its enchantment seems
to be of vampiric nature:
"After the twelfth kill, it told me its thirst was satisfied. At least, I think it told me. Then it stopped. [...] When
dusk came around, [...] the blade changed... [...] it somehow seemed stronger [...] not only did it do more frost
damage than normal, but also I could feel the energy from the creature transfer to me every time I hit it."

A fellow adventurer of gro-Barak had this suggestion:
" it's possible the sword was a blood drinker [...] he was sure Duskfang would blood drink too and I could power
up Dawnfang with it."

The whereabouts of the sword is unknown. – Cf. → Vampiric Ring.
Lit.: GROMMOK GRO-BARAK, Grommok's Journal.

Dawnstar: (ESA, ESM, ESO) City-State in the province of Skyrim where the last Akaviri
Potentate Versidue-Shaie had his fortress.
(ESA) "We bid you welcome to the city-state which greets the sun as it begins its journey, Dawnstar. The
Avengers stand victorious here. Challenge if you dare..."
Lit.: History of the Fighters Guild. - CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Day: (ESA) Each week is 7 days, arranged thus: 1. Morndas, 2. Tirdas, 3. Middas, 4. Turdas,
5. Fredas, 6. Loredas, 7. Sundas. – Cf. → Time.
Day of Lights: (DC) Redguard holiday, celebrated on the 16th of Morning Star with prayers
for a good year. (ESD) The Day of Lights is celebrated as a holy day by most villages in
Hammerfell on the Iliac Bay. It is a prayer for a good farming and fishing year, and is taken
very seriously.
Day of Release: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in Glenumbra Moors on the 8th of Sun's
Dawn as the day Clan Direnni defeated the Alessian army. (ESD) The people of Glenumbra
Moors may be the only people to remember or care about the battle between Aiden Direnni
and the Alessian Army in the first era. They celebrate it vigorously on the Day of Release.
Day of Shame: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in Betony on the 20th of Rain's Hand. (ESD)
All along the seaside of Hammerfell, no one leaves their houses on the Day of Shame. It is
said that the Crimson Ship, a vessel filled with victims of the Knahaten Plague who were
refused refuge hundreds of years ago, will return on this day.
Day of the Dead: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in Daggerfall on the 13th of Rain's Hand.
(ESD) The Day of the Dead is one of the more peculiar holidays of Daggerfall. The
superstitious say that the dead rise on this holiday to wreak vengeance on the living. It is a
fact that King Lysandus' spectre began its haunting on the Day of the Dead, 3E 404.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.
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Day of Waiting: (DC) Redguard festival, celebrated in the Dragontail Mountains on the 9th
of First Seed. (ESD) The Day of Waiting is a very old holy day among certain settlements in
the Dragontail Mountains. Every year at that time, a dragon is supposed to come out of the
desert and devour the wicked, so everyone locks himself up inside.
De Rerum Dirennis: (ESO) Title of a work by Vorian Direnni, which comes in one volume
and was published before or in 3E 433.
Dead Drop: See → Dark Brotherhood.
Deadlands: (ESO) The name of Mehrunes Dagon's realm.
Lit.: SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion.

The Death Blow of Abernanit: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work, which was published with
explains by Geocrates Varnus and comes in one volume. It was originally published before 3E
428, a revised edition was published between 3E 428 and 3E 433.
Debilitate: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Journeyman skill and
affects the target on touch. Effects: Paralyze, 3 seconds.
Lit.: Debilitate Tome.

Decaying Blast: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Damage Health, 16 points for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Decaying Blast Tome.

Decaying Bolt: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Damage Health, 3 points for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Decaying Bolt Tome.

Decaying Burst: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Damage Health, 7 points for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Decaying Burst Tome.

Decaying Taint: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Damage Health, 2 points for 5 seconds.
Lit.: Decaying Taint Tome.

Deep Ones: (ESO) Unknown chthonic entities worshipped by the Hackdirt community.
"Our grandfathers first found them, I think, digging in the mines. They helped us. Made us rich. But there was a
terrible price. They want blood -- and worse --, or they'll not help us. I was only a boy when the soldiers came.
We hid, vowed revenge. But the Deep Ones never came back. Those of us who've changed the most, we call The
Brethren. Live down in the caves, to be nearer the Deep Ones. They don't like the sunlight much. Dangerous,
too."

Deepwallow: (ESO) A small community in Sheogorath's realm, built on a swamp. The
citizens are not fond of strangers.
Lit.: BRENITH ARALYN, A Traveler's Guide to New Sheoth and the Shivering Isles.

Defend: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Apprentice skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Shield, 15% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Defend Tome.

Defender: (DC) The fifth rank in the Fighters Guild hierarchy. (ESM, ESO) The sixth rank in
the Fighters Guild hierarchy.
Defenders: (ESA) The arena team of Greenheart of 3E 399/400. The Defenders have earned
themselves the distinction of having the fastest win recorded in Arena history.
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Defensive Boost: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify Light Armor, 5 points for 30 seconds;
Shield, 15% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Defensive Boost Tome.

Delayed Damage: (ESLB) This spell creates an invisible mine that can be left for another
unsuspecting creature. The next creature to stumble into the area will suffer damage from the
spell's release. A Detect Magic will reveal this spell and a Dispel Magic will remove it.
Delodiil: (ESO) An ancient western kingdom mentioned in Remanada.
Delyn: See → Saint Delyn.
Dementia: (1) (ESD) Dementia is a hideous disease which slowly robs a victim of his or her
intelligence, willpower, and even personality, until he or she is dead or a cure has been
applied. (2) (ESO) A duchy in Sheogorath’s realm. Giant roots twist across the landscape of
Dementia. Its residents and native creatures are similarly twisted, in body and spirit.
Lit.: BRENITH ARALYN, A Traveler's Guide to New Sheoth and the Shivering Isles.

Demnevanni, Baladas: (ESM) A Telvanni Master and Mage Lord of the Council of
Vvardenfell's Great House Telvanni, successor of Master Neloth in c. 3E 427. His residence
was the tower Arvs Drelen in Gnisis, his Mouth in the Telvanni Council Hall the sorceress
Arara Uvulas. Although the folk of Gnisis seemed terrified of him, he had lived right among
them for years. He has studied Dwemer ruins all over Vvardenfell.

Master Baladas Demnevanni in 3E 427.

Demoralize: (ESM) Governing School: Illusion. This effect temporarily increases the target's
flee rating (i.e., its inclination to flee from an attacker). The effect's magnitude is the value of
the increase of the flee rating. When the effect ends, the target's flee rating returns to normal.
Undead, Daedra, and artifacts are not affected.
Demoralize Creature. (ESM) Temporarily increases a creature's flee rating. Humanoids,
undead, Daedra, and artifacts are not affected.
Demoralize Humanoid. (ESM) Temporarily increases a humanoid's flee rating. Creatures,
undead, Daedra, and artifacts are not affected.
Denstagmer's Ring: (ESO) All that is known of this Ring is that it may grant the user
protection from certain elements. Even the name Denstagmer is a mystery.
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Deputy: (ESM) The eighth rank in the East Empire Company hierarchy.
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Derelict Mine: (ESO) A silver mine in Cyrodiil's West Weald, east of Skingrad, along the
Gold Road.
Deserted Mine: (ESO) A former silver mine in the northeast of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, northwest
of Fort Entius.
Desolate Mine: (ESO) A former gold and silver mine in the far northeast of Cyrodiil's Great
Forest, northwest of Cheydinhal.
Destruction: (ESD) Destruction refers to the School of Destruction, one of the six formal
avenues of magical study. This School is concerned with the purely destructive capabilities of
magicka, evident in spells like Fireball and Acidic Field. (ESLB) Governing attribute:
Willpower. The School of Destruction specialises in the explosive, destructive, and damaging
powers of magic. The better the character's skill, the easier it is to buy, learn, and cast spells in
this School. (ESM) The destruction discipline is the mastery of the spell effects of the College
of Destruction. The destruction spells harm living and undead creatures, and mages
specializing in destruction are usually war wizards. (ESO) Cast spells to inflict magical fire,
frost, and shock damage, or reduces resistances to magic attacks. Destruction magic has spells
that directly damage Fatigue, Health, or Magicka, spells that disintegrate weapons and armor,
making them break sooner, spells that temporarily drain the attributes or skills of your
enemies, spells that temporarily drain Fatigue, Health or Magicka, spells that harness fire,
frost or lightning to kill your enemies, and spells that weaken your enemy's resistance to
disease, fire, frost, lightning, magic, normal weapons or poison.
Destruction Spells: (ESD) Destruction spells are those with a primary purpose of causing
damage to a target, such as Fireball or Acidic Field. (ESM) There are many common variants
of destruction spells, not to mention the countless custom versions created by ambitious
spellcasters. There are so many different destruction spells that it helps to divide them into
five different classes of effects: elemental damage, attribute-draining, attribute-damaging,
vulnerability, and disintegration. (ESO) Destruction spells can cause a lot of damage.
Knowing enough could make you a dangerous person.
Detect Animal: (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. The caster of this effect can detect any
entity animated by a spirit; they appear on the map as symbols. This effect includes all classes
of monsters. The effect's magnitude is the range in feet from the caster that animals are
detected.
Detect Creature: (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. See → Detect Animal.
Detect Enchantment: (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. The caster of this effect can
detect enchanted items; they appear on the map as symbols. The effect's magnitude is the
range in feet from the caster that enchanted items are detected.
Detect Enemy: (ESD) Caster is able to detect all enemies in a 30' cone projected from caster.
(ESLB) Governing school: Mysticism. This spell will point to the nearest creature or monster
not of the caster's team. This spell has no range limit.
Detect Invisibility: (ESLB) Governing school: Mysticism. This spell allows the caster to see
all invisible creatures.
Detect Key: (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. The caster of this effect can detect keys;
their locations appear on the map as symbols. The effect's magnitude is the range in feet from
the caster that keys are detected.
Detect Magic: (ESD) Caster is able to detect all magic in a 30' cone projected from caster.
Detect Potions: (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. Detect potions provide magical means
of perceiving certain classes of things in space. Detect potions include: detect key, detect
creatures, and detect enchantment.
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Detect Spell: (ESLB) Governing school: Mysticism. With this divination, the character can
detect any delayed-action spells.
Detect Treasure: (ESD) Caster is able to detect all treasure in a 30' cone projected from
caster.
Devastators: (ESA) The arena team of Whiterun of 3E 399/400.
Devil: (ESM) Cf. → Ancestor.
Devour Health: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Absorb Health, 40 points.
Lit.: Devour Health.

Dexian, Kuric: (ESAR) A resident of Sentinel who was famous for his private library.
Lit.: Elven Artifacts.

Dh'emka: (ESD) A Redguard Baroness of the court of Lainlyn.
Diagna: (ESM) (Yokudan pantheon: Orichalc God of the Sideways Blade) Hoary thuggish
cult of the Redguards. Originated in Yokuda during the Twenty Seven Snake Folk Slaughter.
Diagna was an avatar of the HoonDing (the Yokudan God of Make Way, see below) that
achieved permanence. He was instrumental to the defeat of the Lefthanded Elves, as he
brought orichalc weapons to the Yokudan people to win the fight. In Tamriel, he led a very
tight knit group of followers against the Orcs of Orsinium during the height of their ancient
power, but then faded into obscurity. He is now little more than a local power spirit of the
Dragontail mountains.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Diamond: (ESM) The diamond is a rare, transparent, extremely hard gemstone of great value.
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

3E 427

Morrowind

3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2000,00 Resist Fire
Invisibility
1250,00 Drain Agility
Invisibility
Reflect
Detect Key
8000,00 -

Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Invisibility.

Diamond Mines: See → Abaelun Mine.
There must be more diamond deposits on Vvardenfell. This kind of rock is common there. But even though
people have been there for thousands of years, the island has never been fully explored.

Dibella: (ESM) (Breton, Cyrodiil and Skyrim pantheon) Dibella, the Goddess of Beauty, is
the most popular god of the Nine Divines. In Cyrodiil, she has nearly a dozen different cults,
some devoted to women, some to artists and aesthetics, and others to erotic instruction.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Diminish Fire: (ESD) Caster may dim the light of a normal fire.
Diminution: (ESD) Causes target to shrink to half its normal size.
Din of Revelations: (ESLB) Renders the power of Major Delayed Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Dinieras-Ves: (ESO) (also known as "Dinieras-Ves the Iron") The Second Era Akaviri
founder of the Fighters Guild. In the dawn of 2E 320, he presented himself with a host of
companions before the Potentate Versidae-Shaie. It was he who suggested an order of
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mercantile warriors-for-hire, who could be hired by nobility in lieu of a standing army. The
employment would be temporary, and a percentage of the fee would go to the Potentate's
government, thus putting salve on two of Versidae-Shaie's greatest pains. Though it was then
called The Syffim, after the Tsaesci word for 'soldiers,' the organization that was to be known
as the Fighters Guild had been born.
Lit.: History of the Fighters Guild.

Dire Enervation: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Drain Fatigue, 60 points for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Dire Enervation Tome.

Dire Wolves: (ESA) The arena team of Gilane of 3E 399/400.
Dire Wound: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Drain Health, 30 points for 10 seconds.
Lit.: Dire Wound Tome.

Diren: (ESO) The ancient name of Summurset Isle's Caomus River. – Cf. → Direnni.
Lit.: VORIAN DIRENNI, De Rerum Dirennis.

Direnni: A famous and powerful Aldmeri clan, originally hailing from Summurset Isle's tiny
farming village of Tyrigel on the banks of the river Diren (today's Caomus River), hence the
family name.
Lit.: VORIAN DIRENNI, De Rerum Dirennis. SINJIN, Rislav the Righteous. HERMINIA CINNA, The Last King of the
Ayleids.

Direnni, Asliel: (ESO) Progenitor of the famous Direnni clan. Because of his excellence as an
alchemist, he was invited to Artaeum and became a Psijic.
Lit.: VORIAN DIRENNI, De Rerum Dirennis.

Direnni, Jovron: (ESO) Imperial Battlemage to the court of the Dunmer Empress Katariah of
Tamriel, assisting her in creating peace in a time of turmoil. He was the grandfather of
Medora Direnni.
Lit.: VORIAN DIRENNI, De Rerum Dirennis.

Direnni, Medora: (ESD, ESO) The Breton grand-daughter of the Imperial Battlemage Jovron
Direnni and Court Sorceress of King Lysandus of Daggerfall, said to be King Lysandus' lover.
Prior to the battle of Cryngaine Field, Medora retired to her castle on the island of Balfiera.
Queen Mynisera of Daggerfall, discovering Medora's affair with Lysandus, banished her from
court.
Lit.: VORIAN DIRENNI, De Rerum Dirennis.

Direnni, Pelladil: (ESO) Imperial Battlemage of the first Potentate. He encouraged the Guild
Act. Great great grandfather of Jovron Direnni.
Lit.: VORIAN DIRENNI, De Rerum Dirennis.

Direnni, Raven: (ESO) A witch, cousin of Aiden and Ryain Direnni, and one of the earliest
occupants of Castle Daggerfall. It is said that she created the art of enchantment before the
Psijics of Artaeum, learning how to bind a soul into a gem and use that to ensorcel all
manners of weaponry. Her magic helped secure the final victory over the Alessians in the
Glenumbria Moors and end the tyranny of the latter Alessian Empire.
Lit.: VORIAN DIRENNI, De Rerum Dirennis. - ODIVA GALLWOOD, A History of Daggerfall.

Direnni, Vorian: (ESO) Wizard of the times of King Lysandus of Daggerfall and author of
De Rerum Dirennis.
Direnni Tower: (PG1) An enigmatic structure on the on the Isle of Balfiera, a circular tower
soaring hundreds of feet into the sky. It was used as a fortress, prison, and palace by the
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infamous Direnni Hegemony. A recent archaelogical study, using the latest techniques of
divination and sorcery, has pushed the Tower's construction date back to around ME 2500,
making it by far the oldest known structure in Tamriel. Although it has been much modified
and added on to over the years, its core is a smooth cylinder of shining metal; the Tower is
believed to extend at least as far beneath the surface as is now visible above, although its
deepest bowels have never been systematically explored. - The Direnni Tower is also known
as the Balfiera Tower. – Cf. → Castellan of Balfiera
Dirij Tereur: (DC) Redguard holiday, celebrated in the Alik'r Desert on the 5th of Frost Fall.
(ESD) The fifth of Frost Fall marks Dirij Tereur for the people of the Alik'r Desert. It is a
sacred day honoring Frandar Hund, the traditional spiritual leader of the Redguards who led
them to Hammerfell in the first era. Stories are read from Hund's Book of Circles, and the
temples in the region are filled to capacity.
dir'Tharkun, Thulidden: (ESO) A mage mentioned in ZURIN ARCTUS' The Art of War
Magic.
Disadvantages: (ESLB) Disdvantages are special limitations, restrictions, and weaknesses
that balance out the character and provide additional build points to buy skills and abilities.
See → Critical Weakness, Damage from Holy Places or Sunlight, Darkness-powered Magery,
Forbidden Armor Type, Forbidden Materials, Forbidden Shield Type, Forbidden Weaponry,
Inability to Regenerate Spell Points, Light-powered Magery, Low Tolerance, Phobia. Opposite: Advantages. – Cf. → Weakness.
Disappearance of the Dwarves: (ESM) The disappearance of the Dwarves predates Imperial
written records; Dunmer oral accounts record that the Dwemer were utterly destroyed by the
gods for profane practices and impiety. Dwarven ruins are scattered across Tamriel, and
weapons, armor, housewares, coins, and other items of Dwemer design are often found, but
the circumstances surrounding the disappearance of the Dwarves remains one of Tamriel's
greatest mysteries. - One rather odd theory of the Disappearance of the Dwarves came from a
few tales of MAROBAR SUL. It was proposed that the Dwemer never, in fact, left. They did not
depart Nirn, much less the continent of Tamriel, and they are still among us, disguised. These
scholars use the story of Azura and the Box to suggest that the Dwemer feared Azura, a being
they could neither understand nor control, and they adopted the dress and manner of Chimer
and Altmer in order to hide from Azura's gaze. - Cf. the → Calling.
Lit.: MAROBAR SUL, The Dowry (Ancient Tales of the Dwemer series, volume X). Ibid., Azura and the Box
(Ancient Tales of the Dwemer series, volume XI).

Disciple: (DC, ESM) The sixth rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy. (ESM) The seventh rank
in Vvardenfell's Tribunal Temple hierarchy.
Disciplines: (ESM) See → Guild Disciplines.
Disease: (ESA) If you are unlucky enough to contract one of the many diseases possible in
the world, you must get yourself cured quickly. Diseases, unlike other damaging effects,
slowly degrade whatever they normally attack. In the case of a disease such as Wound Rot,
your Strength, Endurance, and Health slowly reduce until one of them reaches zero. At that
point you will die. (ESM) While not true magic, the effects of disease can be very similar. In
Morrowind you worry about three kinds of disease -- common disease, blight disease, and
corprus disease. Common disease isn't so bad. You can get cured at shrines or temples easily,
but you need to get cured because people will be wary to talk with you. Blight disease is more
serious, and potions and cures are harder come by. Corprus disease can't be cured. And some
say vampirism is a disease, but no known cure seems to exist.. The only cure for a vampire is
destroying it. Policy on vampires is 'kill on sight.' Or 'run on sight.'
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Blight disease
Ash woe
Ash-chancre
Black-heart
Chanthrax
Common disease
Ataxia
Brown rot

BASIC CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES
Common disease (cont.) Common disease (cont.)
Chills
Rockjoint
Collywobbles
Rust chancre
Dampworm
Serpiginous dementia
Droops
Swamp fever
Greenspore
Witbane
Helljoint
Wither
Rattles
Yellow Tick
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Corprus disease
Soul sickness

Disease Resistance: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Resist Disease, 50% for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Disease Resistance Tome.

Diseased Creatures: (ESM) The following creatures are susceptible to common diseases:
scrib; kwama worker, cliff racer, alit, shalk, kagouti, and rat. Since disease is contracted by
contact, after an encounter with these creatures, make sure you haven't gotten a disease.
Disguise: (ESD) Disguise is a skill automatically checked whenever one attempts either to
infiltrate a hostile environment or to secrete items away from prying eyes.
Disintegrate: (ESD) Causes target to disintegrate.
Disintegrate Armor: (ESM) This effect damages the health rating of an equipped piece of
armor on a touched or ranged victim. (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which
requires the Expert skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Disintegrate Armor, 100
points.
Lit.: Disintegrate Armor Tome.

Disintegrate Weapon: (ESM) This effect damages the health rating of an equipped weapon
on a touched or ranged victim.
Disintegration Spells: (ESM) There are only two common disintegration spells: weapon
eater and armor eater. Each causes the affected item to become worn and less effective.
Neither can actually cause an item to cease to exist, but each can reduce its target's
effectiveness so much that it becomes completely useless until repaired.
Dismiss Undead: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Turn Undead up to level 18 for 60 seconds.
Lit.: Dismiss Undead Tome.

Dispel: (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. This effect removes magicka-based spell
effects from the subject. It does not affect abilities, disease, curses, or constant magic item
effects. The magnitude is the chance an effect is removed.
Dispel Daedra: (ESD) Causes Daedra to be dispelled.
Dispel Magic: (ESD) Causes magic to be dispelled. (ESLB) Governing school: Thaumaturgy.
This spell lists all the spells on the caster and in the caster's immediate vicinity. The caster
chooses which spell to dispel. This spell is always successful.
Dispel Other: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Dispel, 30 points.
Lit.: Dispel Other Tome.

Dispel Sigil: (ESLB) When cast, this spell will dispel all sigils within the range of the caster
at the cost of his life.
Dispel Undead: (ESD) Causes undead to be dispelled.
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Disposition: (ESO) How people feel about you affects how much information they will give
you. People don't like it when you talk to them with your weapon drawn. People you barter
with like you a little bit more each time you make a large transaction with them. People like
you less when you make them an offer that they refuse.
Dissapla Mine: (ESM) A glass mine northeast of the Dunmer stronghold Falensarano, which
is on the mainland west of Tel Aruhn. Novor Drethan is the owner of the mine.
Dissident Priests: (ESM) The Dissident priests dispute Temple doctrine, and are outlawed
and persecuted by the Temple. Ordinators arrest and imprison heretics, and the Empire cannot
interfere. 'Progress of Truth' lists their beliefs. In brief, they challenge the purity and divinity
of the Tribunal, suggesting their powers are sorcerous, not divine, and perhaps akin to the
powers of Dagoth Ur. They also condemn the arbitrary power of the Ordinators, and accuse
the Temple hierarchy of self-interest and corruption. They study the Ashlander Nerevarine
prophecies, and record them in books.
Lit.: Progress of Truth.

Disturbing Dreams: (ESM) The gods and spirits speak to us in dreams. That is what my
people believe. And when a mad god speaks, we must expect to hear madness. Dagoth Ur is
dead. I hope we will no longer be troubled by his dreams. But I wonder, too, what the ghost of
a god would be. And can a dead god dream?
Divad the Singer: (ESD) Title of a work by Destri Melarg, which comes in one volume and
was originally published 1E 807 and 3E 405.
Divat Etep't: (DC) Redguard holiday, celebrated in Antiphyllos on the 12th of Sun's Height.
(ESD) During Divat Etep't, the people of Antiphyllos mourn the death of the one of the
greatest of the early Redguard heroes, Divat, son of Frandar of the Hel Ansei. His deeds are
questioned by historians, but his tomb in Antiphyllos is almost certainly genuine.
Divayth Fyr: See → Fyr, Divayth.
Dive Rock: (ESO) A rock formation in the far east of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains, in the far
north of Cheydinhal. It is said to be the highest natural observation point in all of Cyrodiil.
Lit.: Agnar's Journal.

Divine Crusader: (1) (ESO) See → Pelinal Whitestrake. (2) (ESO) The third (and highest)
rank in the Knights of the Nine hierarchy.
Divine Disease: (ESM) The magical principles of corprus disease are elusive and miraculous,
far more subtle and powerful than any conventional sorcery or enchantment. I'm persuaded
that it is in some manner the curse or blessing of a god. Perhaps both a curse and a blessing.
The victim, of course, cannot appreciate the marvelous nature of corprus. It saps the mind and
destroys the body. But to a wizard, it is a profound and glorious mystery, a riddle worth a
long lifetime of study.
Divine Intervention: (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. The subject of this effect is
transported instantaneously to the altar of the nearest shrine of the Imperial cult.
Divine Metaphysics Adapted to the Meanest of Intellects: (ESM) This is an one-volume
explanation of how the Dwemer tried to make a new god, Anumidium, using Kagrenac's tools
and the sacred tones on Lorkhan's Heart. It has several interesting theories about how to bend
the Ehlnofey or "Earth Bones."
Diviner: (DC) The eighth rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy. (ESM) The eighth rank in
Vvardenfell's Tribunal Temple hierarchy.
Dodging: (ESD) Dodging is a skill checked before one is struck by an enemy's weapon or
spell. Shield spells and good armor are excellent defenses, but the fist and best defense is
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avoidance. And dodging is just that. (ESLB) Governing attribute: Speed. Whenever the
character is attacked, whether with a spell, a missile, or a sword, Dodging is automatically
checked to see if the blow hits home. The higher the skill, the better the chance is of an attack
missing the character.
Dog Food: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
16,00 Fortify Health
Damage Fatigue
Dispel
Damage Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Domica Redwort: (ESD, ESM) A herb grown by many residents of Valenwood for their
beautiful and showy flowers. They attain a height of about three feet and sport feathery
leaves; the flowers are usually bright red. In addition to their beauty, they are said to have the
magical ability of enhancing the appearance of anyone who carries or wears one of the
blooms.
Lit.: HARDIN THE HERBALIST, Special Flora of Tamriel.

Dominate Creature: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Command Creature up to level 9 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Dominate Creature Tome.

Dominate Humanoid: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Command Humanoid up to level 9 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Dominate Humanoid Tome.

Dominating Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Command Creature up to level 6 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Dominating Touch Tome.

Domination Spells: (ESM) Domination spells permit the caster to bend the will of creatures
and humanoids to the caster's service. Affected creatures and humanoids will not, alas, listen
to or follow orders, but they will feel a compulsion to aid and protect the caster. Most
otherworldly creatures are unaffected, though the undead can be compelled to avoid the
caster. The most common domination spells are: turn undead, command creatures, and
command humanoids.
Domme: (ESM) A cave in the northwest of Solstheim, north of Hvitkald Peak and southeast
of the Mortrag Glacier.
Doomed Mine: (ESO) A former mine in the west of Cyrodiil's Valus Mountains, northeast of
Fort Nasco.
Doomstone: (ESO) Across Cyrodiil, within rings of rough stones, stand 20 ancient
monuments known as Doomstones. In fact, there a two types of Doomstones: "Birthsign" and
"Heaven" stones. Each of the 13 Birthsign stones strips you of any Doomstone powers you've
acquired from another Birthsign stone and gives you new ones. The "Heaven" stones, marked
with red runes, are slightly trickier, as you have to have a certain level of combined Fame and
Infamy to activate them. The new powers do not cancel the old. - Cf. → Runestones.
The Doors of Oblivion: (ESO) Title of a work by Seif-ij Hidja, which comes in one volume
and was published before or in 3E 433.
The Doors of the Spirit: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
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Doppelganger: (ESM, ESO) A spirit that assumes the guise of his victim and portends certain
death.
Lit.: MERA LLYKITH, The Mystery of Princess Talara.

Dove of Blistering Fire: (ESLB) Renders the power of Medium Fire Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

The Dowry: (ESM, ESO) The title of the tenth part of Marobar Sul's Ancient Tales of the
Dwemer, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Doyen: (ESO) The Doyen are the hands and eyes of the Thieves Guild guildmaster. Thieves
Guild members take their orders from them and get their favors from them. They have special
arrangements with the guards and judges throughout Cyrodiil and can make all outstanding
warrants go away, for only half the price of the fines. – Cf. → Thieves Guild.
Dozsa Pass: (ESM, ESO) A pass in Argonia.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Draconian Madstone: (ESO) A stone of Akaviri craftsmanship. Worn like an amulet, this
talisman is said to protect the wearer from poisons of any type. The Madstone appears as a
snake coiled around and encircling itself. The eyes of the snake are supposed to be precious
gems or some such.
Drag: (ESLB, ESM, ESO) The first stage of the → Ritual of the Innocent Quarry, in which
the Lesser Dogs drag the ground to flush out the Hare. The other stages are called → Call, →
Chase, and → View.
Lit.: The Posting of the Hunt.

Draggin' Tale: (ESAR) An inn in the Hammerfell port town Stros M'kai, established in 2E
284 by the Argonian Dreekius.
(ESAR) “The whole wild-world -- the Elf-kingdoms, and the beastlands -- waits to see what finally happens here
in the last land of men. We see that Septim's tribes will not be long satisfied with the thrones of men and the
Elder Race. One day they will come to Black Marsh. Argonians have lost land once before when we did not
know our enemy. This is a settled study for me, from which I'll add to the wealth of wisdoms when I return to
my clan. There are other places -- universities, the military, the magical guild -- but I am to chart man's
geography of desire, which is most readily charted when he is drunk and blathering.” (Dreekius)

Dragon: (1) (ESD) The fairly common dragonling is a worthy opponent for any adventurer. It
is capable of casting a number of powerful spells and healing itself in combat. Those who
speak their language tell us that beneath a veneer of maddening riddles and non sequiturs are
minds of great wisdom. Despite all their merits, dragonlings are less grand than their lineage
would suggest. Explorers, sages, and archivists have argued for centuries over whether the
great dragongs of legends still live, if in fact they ever existed. The people of the Alik'r Desert
insist that their cast plain of sand is home to a multitude of the Great Wyrms. Granting the
nomads their propensity for all tales, if there were a forsaken land where the great Dragons
still fly undisturbed, it would be the Alik'r Desert.
Dragons absorb metal into their scales while they lie on it.

(2) (ESD) Dragon is a language skill checked whenever one attempts to speak with a dragon.
The Dragon Break Reexamined: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Fal Droon, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Dragon Bridge: (ESA) Town in the province of Skyrim.
Dragon Gate: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Dragon Glade: (ESA) Town in the province of Morrowind.
Dragon Grove: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
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Dragon Scales: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
125,00 Absorption

Dragon Stone: (ESO) A Heaven Doomstone located just east-northeast of Lake Arrius
Caverns. Gives the greater power Dragon Dream, which fortifies Health, Magicka, and
Fatigue.
Dragon Wood: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Dragon's Teeth Mountains: (ESD) Mountains in the province of Hammerfell, allegedly the
location of the famous Dwarven mine → Fang Lair.
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, King Edward.

Dragon's Tongue: (ESD, ESM) A fernlike herb found in Black Marsh, especially prolific
around the area of the Ultherus Swamp. It is a beautiful wildflower whose name comes from
the fire-red fronds that protect its golden efflorescence. As pretty as it is, however, it is a
deadly poison to most living beings and needs to be avoided by adventurers, especially
unprotected ones, as it is lethal to the touch. It is said, however, that Argonians can handle the
plant and use the sap derived from its roots to enhance their endurance.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
800,00 Resist Fire
Damage Health
Restore Health
Fire Shield

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: HARDIN THE HERBALIST, Special Flora of Tamriel.

Dragonbone Cuirass: (ESM, ESO) Also known as Dragonbone Mail, this cuirass is one of
the greatest artifacts any collector or hero could own. It is constructed of real dragon bone and
was enchanted by the first Imperial Battlemage, Zurin Arctus, in the early years of the Third
Era. It is a truly exquisite piece of work and many have sought to possess it. The properties of
the Cuirass allow the wearer to resist fire, and to damage an enemy with a blast of fire. Little
is known about the involvement of Zurin Arctus with the enchantment of the Cuirass, but an
old tale speaks of a debt that he owed to a traveling Warrior. Like the Warrior, the
Dragonbone Mail never stays put for long. (ESM) Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers
30,000 gold for it.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
180.000,00 50,00
Resist Fire

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Dragonbone Mail: See → Dragonbone Cuirass.
Dragonclaw Rock: (ESO) A rock formation in the north of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains,
northeast of Bruma.
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Dragonclaw Rock, as seen from the northwest.

Dragonfires: (ESO) The Dragonfires of Akatosh remain lit until the death of the Emperor.
His successor then lights them anew upon ascending to the throne. The coronation of each
new Emperor is sealed when he uses the Amulet of Kings to light the Dragonfires in the
Temple of the One in the Imperial City. Emperor, Amulet, and Dragonfire--with these divine
gifts, the daedra of Oblivion have been kept at bay for thousands of years. While the
Dragonfires burned, the divine barriers kept the daedra from making more than fleeting visits
to our world. But the Dragonfires can only be relit by an heir of the Septim blood wielding the
Amulet of Kings.
Dragons: (ESA) The arena team of Camlorn of 3E 399/400.
Dragonstar: (ESA) City-State in the province of Hammerfell.
(ESA) "Welcome to Dragonstar, home of the Sacred Rage. We wish thee peace and rest in our city-state, but
conduct thyselves honorably, or thou shalt answer to our champions..."

Dragontail Mountains: (ESAR, ESM, ESO) Mountains in the north of the province of
Hammerfell.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen. - MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. - ULVIUS
TERO, The Warp in the West.

Drain: (ESM) Governing School: Destruction.Temporarily lowers the value of a traget's
attributes, Health, Magicka, Fatigue, or skills. See also → Attribute-Draining.
Drain Agility: (ESD) Causes target's Agility to be drained. – Cf. → Attribute-Draining, Drain
Attribute.
Drain Attribute. (ESM) This effect temporarily lowers the value of one of a victim's
attributes. Only Strength, Intelligence, Willpower, Agility, Speed, Endurance, Personality,
and Luck are affected. Any derived attributes are recalculated. Attributes return to their
original values when the spell ends. The magnitude is the units of attribute reduced each
second of duration.
Drain Endurance: (ESD) Causes target's Endurance to be drained. – Cf. → AttributeDraining, Drain Attribute.
Drain Fatigue. (ESM) This effect temporarily lowers the value of a victim's fatigue. Any
derived attributes are recalculated. Fatigue returns to its original value when the spell ends.
The magnitude is the units of fatigue reduced each second of duration.
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Drain Health. (ESM) This effect temporarily lowers the value of a victim's health. Any
derived attributes are recalculated. Health returns to its original value when the spell ends.
The magnitude is the units of health reduced each second of duration.
Drain Intelligence: (ESD) Causes target's Intelligence to be drained. – Cf. → AttributeDraining, Drain Attribute.
Drain Luck: (ESD) Causes target's Luck to be drained. – Cf. → Attribute-Draining, Drain
Attribute.
Drain Magicka. (ESM) This effect temporarily lowers the value of a victim's magicka. Any
derived attributes are recalculated. Magicka returns to its original value when the spell ends.
The magnitude is the units of magicka reduced each second of duration.
Drain Personality: (ESD) Causes target's Personality to be drained. – Cf. → AttributeDraining, Drain Attribute.
Drain Skill. (ESM) This effect temporarily lowers the value of a victim's skill. The skill
returns to its original value when the spell ends. The magnitude is the units of skill reduced
each second of duration.
Drain Speed: (ESD) Causes target's Speed to be drained. – Cf. → Attribute-Draining, Drain
Attribute.
Drain Strength: (ESD) Causes target's Strength to be drained. – Cf. → Attribute-Draining,
Drain Attribute.
Drain Willpower: (ESD) Causes target's Willpower to be drained. – Cf. → AttributeDraining, Drain Attribute.
Drake's Pride: (ESM) A fine and marvelous robe when worn by the rare wizard who is
worthy of it.
Drakelowe: (ESO) An isolated house in the north of Cyrodiil's Nibenay.
Dralas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb on Dagon Fel island north of
Vvardenfell, northwest of the Dunmer stronghold Rotheran.
Dram: (ESAR, W3) Dunmer Morag Tong assassin and Imperial Emissary, allegedly b. ca.
CE 612 somewhere in Morrowind, d. ca. 2E 864 in Stros M'Kai (Hammerfell). - Little is
known about the Dark Elven Imperial Emissary, though his loyalty to Tiber Septim is
unquestioned. Ironically, his ancestors were preeminent nightblades of the Four Score War,
wherein the Morag Tong systematically destroyed the heirs of the Second Empire of Men.
Why Dram served Cyrodiil, Morrowind's longtime enemy, is a mystery, as is the reason Tiber
Septim suffers any Aldmeri to assist in his conquests in the first place. - Like all members of
the Morag Tong, Dram worshipped Sithis, the God of Death; indeed, he was a thrice-born
initiate who continued his faith even after his exile. Again, details of Dram's exile are
unknown. There have been whispers that House Indoril, the chosen Dark Elven faction of the
legendary Tribunal, took slight at the assassin's affairs and had him secretly executed in
CE800, an insult the Morag Tong has yet to forgive. Others say Dram has been a companion
of Tiber Septim since the Emperor first took the Cyrodilic Crown. Still more, that he was the
apprentice of Zurin Arctus. - Whatever the case, Dram was one of the Empire's most trusted
servants, and perhaps its deadliest assassin. After the Battle of Stros M'Kai he was stationed at
Stros M'kai, helping Provisional Governor Richton root out the last of the Redguard resistance
fighters. - Cf. → Bow of Shadows.
(Source: http://redguard.bethsoft.com/characters/dram.html, 2005-11-01, and in-game information)

Drath Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the northwest of Vvardenfell's
Ashlands, south of the Daedric ruin Assurnabitashpi.
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Dratha: (ESM) A Telvanni Mistress and Mage Lord of the Council of Vvardenfell's Great
House Telvanni in the first quarter of the fifth century 3E. Her residence was the Tower of Tel
Mora, her Mouth in the Telvanni Council Hall the sorcerer Raven Omayn. In 3E 427,
Mistress Dratha was the oldest living Telvanni Councilor and sustained by the necromantic
arts. She also believed that the study of the Blood of the Quarra Ancients could lead to a
greater understanding of the abilities of vampires. She disliked men of all races.

Mistress Dratha in 3E 427.
Lit.: Brown Book of Great House Telvanni (ed. 3E 426).

Dratik: (ESO) A vampire who resided in Cyrodiil's Gutted Mine. He was slain many years
ago by five followers of Azura: Ghola gro-Muzgol, Aranalda, Nille Elf-Daughter, Avita
Cassiana, and Umar gra-Khar. They slew Dratik and his kin, but all were infected with
vampirism. Knowing their fate, they sealed themselves up in Dratik's lair, protecting the
world from the monstrosities within.
Draugr: (ESM) Once, they were Warriors much like the Skaal. Trapped and hungry on this
island, they feasted on the flesh of their fallen comrades, which is a crime against nature. The
All-Maker cursed them with undeath, forever doomed to walk the land in search of more of
the flesh of man to consume.

Draugr.

Dreamer: (ESM) The supposed second rank in Vvardenfell's Sixth House hierarchy.
Dreaming Cave: (also Cavern) (ESO) A mysterious place mentioned by the Psijics of the Isle
of Artaeum, where it is said one can enter into the Daedric realms and return. In the second
half of the 3rd century 3E, it was sealed off by the Psijics.
Lit.: SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion. - CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.
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Dreamworld: (ESO) In the Dreamworld, your magic and belongings no longer exist, but you
still have your talents and skills from the real world. Beware, the death of the dreamer means
the death of those who share his dream.
Dreamworld Amulet: (ESO) A magical device constructed by the mage Henantier to see if
he could use his dreams as a training ground to help better himself. With this device, one can
enter his own mind and experience dreams. When you enter your dreams with the amulet,
you're in full command of a dream-like replica of yourself. All your thoughts, your skills and
your talents travel there with you. If you are killed in your dreams, anyone that's in there with
you will die as well. The amulet is a conduit to get to that training ground.
Dreloth Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in Vvardenfell's Azura's Coast
region, on the mainland southeast of Tel Fyr.
Dremora: (ESM) The Dremora are a class of intelligent, powerful war spirits in the service of
the Daedra Lord Mehrunes Dagon. (ESO) The chief servants of Mehrunes Dagon. Dremora
are ordered into clans and castes, and these clans and castes are well-defined. Individual
Dremora might rise or fall in ranks, or move back and forth among clans, but only when
regulated by complex oaths, and only at the will and pleasure of their Lord Dagon. The
Dremora refer to themselves as 'The Kyn' ('the People'), contrasting themselves to other
Daedra, whom they consider unthinking animals. The term 'kynaz' refers to a member of the
Dremora race ('he of the Kyn'). The least of kyn castes are the Churls, the undistinguished
rabble of the lowest rank of Dremora. Churls are obsequeous to superiors but ferociously
cruel to humans and other Daedra. Next in rank are the Caitiffs, creatures of uncalculating
zeal, energy without discrimination. Caitiffs are used as irregulars in the faction wars of the
Daedra, as berserkers and shock troops, undisciplined and unreliable, but eager and willing.
The highest of the regular rank-and file of Dremora troops are the Kynvals, warrior-knights
who have distinguished themselves in battle, and shown the deliberate steadiness of potential
war leaders. Above the rank and file warriors of the Churl, Caitiff, and Kynval castes are the
officer castes. A Kynreeve is a clan sheriff or clan officer. Kynreeves are typically associated
either with a clan fighting unit or an administrative office in the order of battle. The
Kynmarcher is the lord and high officer of a Daedric citadel, outpost, or gate. A Kymarcher's
command is usually associated both with a unit and with a 'fief' -- a location or territory for
which he is responsible. Above the Kymarcher is the Markynaz, or 'grand duke'. A Markynaz
is a lord of lords, and member of the Markyn, Mehrunes Dagon's Council of Lords. The
highest rank of Dremora is the Valkynaz, or 'prince'. This warrior duke is a member of the
Valkyn, Mehrunes Dagon's personal guard. The Valkynaz are rarely encountered on Tamriel;
normally they remain by Mehrunes Dagon's side, or serve as commanders of operations of
particular importance or interest to Dagon.
1 Mehrunes Dagon
2 Valkyn
3
Markyn
4
Kymarchers
5
Kynreeves
6
Kynvals
7
Caitiffs
8
Churls
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Dremora.
Lit.: ARANEA DRETHAN, Varieties Of Daedra.

Dres: (ESM) Of the five Dunmer Great Houses, House Dres is one of two houses without
holdings or interest in Vvardenfell. Dres District is in the south of Morrowind, bordering the
swamps and marshes of Black Marsh. House Dres is an agrarian agricultural society, and its
large saltrice plantations rely completely on slave labor for their economic viability. Always
firm Temple supporters, House Dres is hostile to Imperial Law and culture, and in particular
opposed to any attempts to limit the institution of slavery. House Dres represents the past of
pre-Tribunal Great House culture, a persistent tradition of Daedra- and ancestor-worshipping
civilized Dunmer clans. – Cf. → Khizumet-e.
Drethan, Aranea: (ESO) Author of Varieties Of Daedra.
Drethan Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the west of Vvardenfell's
Sheogorad region on the small island east of the Dunmer stronghold Rotheran.
Dreugh: (ESD) Another of the so-called cursed races of Tamriel, the Dreughs are said to be
the remnants of a once-great civilization that flourished in the Iliac Bay long before the 1st
Era. Though they have some humanoid characteristics, it is hard to give credence to the
legend when one views the tentacles and the claws of the misshapen beasts. There is certain
evidence that the Dreughs may have amphibian qualities, for they can be found in waterways
far inland from their bayside origins. It is unlikely that the creatures themselves will offer
insight to their origins, for Dreughs are violently hostile to all who invade their watery
domain. (ESM) Dreugh are ancient sea monsters, half-human, half-octopus in appearance. For
one year of their life, they undergo karvinasim when they walk upon the land. Following that,
they return to the water and meff, or devour the skin and organs they needed for landdwelling. Then they vomit it up into little balls. Grom. Dreugh vomit. - Dreugh are hunted for
their hides, which are used for making armor, and dreugh wax, a tough, waxy substance with
modest magical properties, scraped from dreugh shells. (Editor's Note) Interestingly, the
author of 36 Lessons of Vivec calls the Dreugh "the Altmer of the sea" who once "ruled the
world" (both Sermon 28), which leaves much room for speculation. Cf. → Land Dreugh.
“There are nests of dreugh somewhere along the Bitter Coast.”
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Dreugh.
Lit.: Carlovac Townway, 2920. The Last Year of the First Era (Vol. II: Sun's Dawn). - The Thirty-Six Lessons of
Vivec (Sermons 1, 16 and 28). - The Anuad Paraphrased. - COUNCIL OF HEALERS, Notes on Racial Phylogeny
and Biology.

Dreugh Wax: (ESM) Dreugh wax is a tough, waxy substance with modest magical
properties, scraped from dreugh shells. Dreugh are powerful aquatic creatures, and hunting
them for their hides and wax is a dangerous occupation.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
500,00 Fortify Strength
Restore Strength
Drain Luck
Drain Willpower
1120,00 Damage Fatigue
Resist Poison
Water Breathing
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Drigh R'Zimb: (DC) Redguard festival, celebrated in Abidon-gora on the 1st of Mid Year.
(ESD) The festival of Drigh R'Zimb, held in the hottest time of year in Abibon-Gora, is a
jubilation held for the sun Daibethe itself. Scholars do not know how long Drigh R'Zimb has
been held, but it is possible the Redguards brought the festival with them when they came in
the first era.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Drillmaster: (ESM) Drillmasters train and condition the local militia and teach the citizens
the basics of block, spear, and long blade. Mostly they concentrate on athletics and acrobatics.
If you want to talk to someone about the drillmaster's trade, talk to Flaenia Amiulusus at the
Balmora Fighters Guild.
Drinith Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's
Ashlands, northeast of the Dunmer stronghold Kogoruhn.
Dromio, Tavi: (ESM, ESO) Author of Bone, Hallgerd's Tale, and Vernaccus and Bourlor.
Droon, Fal: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Dragon Break Reexamined, and The Lunar Lorkhan.
Droops: (ESM) Droops is a serious common disease that affects a victim's strength.
Symptoms include weak and flaccid muscle tissues. It may be contracted from all forms and
stages of kwama.
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Droth Dagger: (ESM) It's one of several made by artisans during the 2nd Age. They were
crafted for a group of Dunmer nobles, each bearing a mark of the owner. Of course, it takes a
trained eye to distinguish one from a normal dagger.
Drothan, Frathen: (ESO) A rogue Dunmer arch-mage of Morrowind's Great House
Telvanni.
Lit.: FRATHEN DROTHAN, Field Journal. - FRATHEN DROTHAN, Journal.

Drothmeri Army: (ESO) The Drothmeri Army is founded and funded by Frathen Drothan.
Drothweed: (DC) A poison made of Palm, Bamboo, and Black Rose, which damages the
victim's Strength, Agility, and Speed.
Dro'Zel: (ESM, ESO) A king of Senchal in ancient Anequina (early 30th century of the First
Era).
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Drunken Dragon Inn: (ESO) An inn in the northern wilderness of County Leyawiin
(Cyrodiil), southeast of the Ayleid ruin Atatar, where you can sleep for 20 gold a night.
Druscashti: (ESM) The northern Dwemer ruin in the foyada Bani-Dad.
Dry Camp Valley: (ESM) See → Valley of the Wind.
Dryad Saddle Polypore Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Dryad's Saddel Polypore
mushroom.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1600,00 Restore Luck
Resist Frost
Damage Speed
Frost Damage

* Septims/Pound

Dubdilla: (ESM) A cave south of Vos.
A Dubious Tale of the Crystal Tower: (ESD) Title of a work by Bibenus Geon, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 406.
Dubois, Antoine: (ESO) Owner of Dubois and Sons Carpentry, a thriving house-building
business headquartered in the Breton nation of High Rock. Because of his expertise, Dubois
has been known to offer his services throughout the Empire.
Lit.: Bruma's Baenlin Dies in Tragic Accident! (Black Horse Courier special edition).

Dubois and Sons Carpentry: (ESO) See → Dubois, Antoine.
Duel: (ESM) The duel is an honorable tradition dating back at least to the founding of
Resdayn. Each party to the duel makes an agreement as to the compensation that will be given
to the winner. The loser is legally bound to this agreement. Most duels are fought until one
party admits defeat or falls in battle. The duel to the death is less common and only ends
when one party is dead. The winner of a duel may take what he wants of the loser's
possessions, but some consider this dishonorable.
Dugal, Torradan ap: (ESO) Also known as 'Scourge of the Abecean Sea', 'Terror of the Gold
Coast', 'Cutthroat of Hunding Bay', and 'Lord Captain of the Red Sabre', he was the legendary
pirate captain of the infamous Black Flag at the end of the 4th century 3E. He was born in
Dunbarrow, a little town on the north coast of Skyrim. In 3E 286, he was defeated in Anvil
Bay by Fasil Umbranox.
Lit.: TORRADAN AP DUGAL, Cap'n Dugal's Journal.

Dulo Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb north of Vvardenfell's Molag
Amur, west of the Dwemer ruin Galom Daeus.
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Dumac: (ESM) Dumac was a king among the Dwemer and a friend of the hero Nerevar
before the war began. He served with Nerevar on the First Council and died with Nerevar at
Red Mountain.
Dun-Ahhe Caverns: (ESM) See → Valley of the Wind.
Dunbarrow: (ESO) A little town on the north coast of Skyrim, the birthplace of Torradan ap
→ Dugal.
Duncori Walk: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Dune: (ESA, ESM, ESO) City-State in the province of Elsweyr.
Lit.: CODUS CALLONUS, Mixed Unit Tactics in the Five Years War.

Dunirai Caverns: (ESM) They are located southeast of Ghostgate between the Foyada
Esannudan and the Foyada Ashur-Dan.
Dunkarn Haven: (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock.
Dunlain Falls: (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock.
Dunmer: ('dark people') (ESA) Dark Elves hail from the province of Morrowind. They are a
tall, dark-skinned people with red, glowing eyes. They are known to be extremely strong and
intelligent, and very quick. Dark Elves seem innately attuned to weaving magic with
weapons. They are adept in any art involving the blade and shield combined with the arcane
arts. (ESD) Province: Morrowind. The dusky, fire-eyes Dark Elves of Morrowind are a
strong, intelligent, and quick-footed people. They are legendary sorcerers and warriors, with a
prowess with sword and bow rivalling that of the Redguards and Wood Elves. They are
extremely versatile in all manners of skills and well-known as warriors and mages. (ESM) In
the Empire, "Dark Elves" is the common usage, but in their Morrowind homeland, they call
themselves the "Dunmer". Dunmer -- literally 'the Dark, or Cursed People,' or 'Dark Elves' -are the dark-skinned Elven peoples of the East who followed the Prophet Veloth out of the
southwest generation upon generation ago, settling here in Morrowind. 'Dark' is variously
understood to mean 'dark-skinned,' 'gloomy,' and 'ill-favored by fate.' The dark-skinned, redeyed Elves combine powerful intellect with strong and agile physiques, producing superior
Warriors and sorcerers. On the battlefield, Dark Elves are noted for their skilled and balanced
integration of swordsmen, marksmen, and war wizards. In character, they are grim,
distrusting, and disdainful of other races. The Dunmer and their national character embrace
these various connotations enthusiastically. (ESO) Also known as „Dunmer“ in their
homeland of Morrowind, the Dark Elves are noted for their skilled and balanced integration of
the sword, the bow and destruction magic. Dark Elves are resistant to fire and also have the
power of Ancestor Guardian, which summons an ancestral ghost to fight for them.
Culture
(ESM) Native Dunmer culture shares common roots with the other Aldmeri races -- the
Altmer, or High Elves, and the Bosmer, or Wood Elves. All Aldmeri cultures are ancient,
complex, and sophisticated. The native Dunmer have dark grey skin, unlike their cousins.
Native Dunmer have strong militaristic and authoritarian traditions, founded in their ancient
practices of ancestor worship, and fostered and elaborated in the theocratic religion of the
Tribunal Temple.
Metropolitan Style
(ESM) Vivec City presents a unique panorama of high Dunmer architectural style. Grand
multi-tiered blocks are arranged along canals. High bridges lead across the canals to block-top
plazas and markets, while below gondoliers guide flat-bottomed skiffs along the canals. The
whole city is overshadowed by the grand monumental architectures of Vivec's Palace and the
Archcanon's High Fane.
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Strongholds
Ashlands
Falasmaryon
Kogoruhn

Azura's Coast
Indoranyon

VVARDENFELL'S DUNMER STRONGHOLDS
Bitter Coast Grazelands
Molag Amur
Hlormaren
Falensarano
Marandus
Marandus
Telasero

Sheogorad
Rotheran

West Gash
Andasreth
Berandas

“There's an enchanted transportation system in the old Dunmer strongholds. Created ages ago, but still works.
You need a thing called an 'index' to use the system. Not many of them around. Collectors will pay a pretty drake
for them.”

Urban Style
(ESM) Dunmer towns are typically organized around a dominant central feature, either the
Temple or the grand manor residences of the Great House nobles. Urban Temple compounds
feature high-walled outer courtyards, with smaller shelters and halls clustered around the
Temple Shrine itself. Aristocratic residences of the Great Houses are similar to Temple
compounds with walled outer courts and outbuildings for craftsmen and servants, dominated
by a grand manor residence in place of the Temple Shrine. Simple multi-storied public and
commercial buildings -- tradehouses, craftguilds, and such -- are usually rectangular in floor
plan, built from local materials, featuring organic curves with decorated exteriors. More
modest one-story private dwellings follow the same plan, except with less decoration.
Village Style
(ESM) The Dunmer village style is the most familiar style in all districts. Huts are built of
local materials, with organic curves and undecorated exteriors inspired by the landscape and
the shells of giant native insects. Villages are dominated by Temple compounds and
courtyards in traditional villages, but in newer plantations, the manor houses are the central
features.
Lit.: The Anuad Paraphrased.

Dunpar Wall: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Dunstad Grove: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Durzog: (ESM) Frightening creatures. Possibly even more intelligent than their goblin
handlers. You might hear them referred to as "sludgepuppies," but don't let that name fool
you. They're strong, smart, and often well-trained creatures. The goblins use them on patrols
to hunt down their victims.

Durzog.

Durzog Meat: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
3,50
Fortify Agility
Fortify Strength
Blind
Damage Magicka
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Dushariran: (ESM) A Daedric ruin west of Bal Isra.
Dusk: (ESA) City-State in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Duskfang: (ESO) See → Dawnfang.
Dust of Restful Death: (ESD) A black powder supposedly able to soothe spirits. All one
needs to do is spinkle it on the spirit's true corpse. It will not put the shade to rest, but calm it
sufficiently to allow you a chance to speak with it.
The Dust Witches: (ESD) A coven of witches in Antiphyllos in the province of Hammerfell's
Alik'r.
Dwarf: (ESM) (pl. Dwarves) See → Dwemer.
Dwarven: (ESD) Armor material. Heavier but stronger than Elven. (ESLB) Stronger than
Elven.
Dwarven Spectre: (ESM) See → Dwemer Ghost.
Dwarvish: See → Dwemer Language.
Dwemer: ('deep people') (PG1) Hammerfell's original name was Volenfell, named for the
Dwemer "City of the Hammer" whose ruins lay nearly submerged by the sands of the Alik'r.
Legend holds that these Dwemer were the self-exiled Rourken clan of Resdayn (Morrowind),
who refused to participate in making peace with the Dark Elves. Thus, the Rourken chieftain
threw his mighty hammer, Volendrung, across Tamriel, promising to lead his clansmer to
"wherever it should fall." This mythic image has been depicted on the walls of several ruins in
Hammerfell: a mass exodus of golden-clad dwarves, trudging through the Cyrodilic forests,
Volendrung a falling star in the nightsky before them, urging them on. Sadly, these same ruins
offer no clues to the mysterious disappearance of the Dwarves from Tamriel, which was
everywhere the same, ca. 1E700. Before quitting this subject, we might as well address the
oft-used misnomer for the Dwemer, the "Dwarves." There is nothing to suggest that the
Dwemer were any less towering over humans than the early Aldmeri were; indeed, extant
Dwarven goldmail more or less fits every human lucky enough to possess it. Imperial
excavation of ancient and wondrous Dwarven machinery supports the Dlyxexic theory that
the translation of Dwemer as "Deep Elves" might instead be read as "Smart Elves," despite
the incongruity of that notion. Perhaps, then, the "brilliant students" of the titanic Ehlnofey
mentioned in the Anuad are the Dwarves, and that their giant masters gave them this
sobriquet. (ESM) Dwemer -- literally, 'the Deep, or Deep-Counseled or Secretive People' -are the fabled lost Dwarven race whose ruins and splendid artifacts are scattered across
Tamriel. Elves use the term 'Dwemer,' connoting variously 'deep-delving,' 'profound,' and
'close-counseled'; Imperial usage is 'Dwarven,' derived in fable from the affectionate regard of
the Giant races for their 'little' Dwemer friends. The Dwemer were probably the first to use
heavy armors.
Baladas Demnevanni in Gnisis has studied Dwemer ruins all over Vvardenfell. He's always looking for books on
the Dwemer.
Lit.: Antecedants of Dwemer Law. - MAROBAR SUL, Ancient Tales of the Dwemer (Part VI: Chimarvamidium). The Anuad Paraphrased.

Dwemer Artifacts: (ESM) Artifacts salvaged from Dwemer ruins are valuable, but protected
under Imperial Law, and trade in such artifacts is illegal. Most valuable are Dwarven weapons and
armor, both for their superb craftsmanship, and for their value to collectors and scholars. Weapons,
armor, housewares, coins, and other items of Dwemer design are often found in Dwemer ruins.
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Dwemer artifacts: plans and schematics.
There's a lot of money to be made looting the Dwarven ruins. Against the law, yes, but where's there's a profit to
be made, folks turn a blind eye. One problem -- the artifacts are often made of metal, and heavy as hell. Unless
you're a big brute, it's tough to carry away all the loot. Carry a Divine Intervention or an Almsivi intervention
scroll. Load up, read the scroll, and be back in town with a load of goods.

Dwemer Centurions: (ESM) Dwemer centurions are enchanted war devices in the form of
animated metal creatures. There are three classes of Dwemer centurions: the centurion spider,
the centurion sphere, and the steam centurion. These devices are rarely encountered outside of
ancient Dwemer ruins.
Dwemer Ghost: (ESM) Dwarven ghosts are encountered in the ancient abandoned Dwemer
ruins. They are aggressive and dangerous, but ectoplasm, a filmy residue that remains after
the revenant spirit of a Dwemer has been banished from the mortal plane, is a rare, valuable
substance with modest magical properties. Normal weapons do not harm them; only
enchanted or silver weapons or deadly spells affect them.

Dwemer Ghost.

Dwemer Language: (ESM) The Dwemer language is largely untranslatable, though the
alphabet is known, and short inscriptions can be deciphered, usually from context clues.
Fortunately, many Dwemer documents were written in Aldmeris, which is very close to
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modern Elven languages, making them accessible to modern scholars. However, even in
Aldmeris, many Dwemer terms remain uncertain. – Cf. → the Calling.
(ESAR) Shahbth ih awerk. Stuh ndah bthahhrk. Awerd sheh ahhmmzrteh. (Transcript of a Dwarven inscription,
found in Hammerfell.)
Lit.: FRINCHEPS, Fools' Ebony.

Dwemer Puzzle Box: (ESM) A little Dwemer cube, about the size of a fist. It is made of a
coppery metal, with a circular design and symbols on one side and some lined marks on the
other sides. The inscriptions on the box are directions for setting a Dwemer key to open a
specific lock.

Dwemer Puzzle Box.

Dwemer Ruins: (ESM) The ruins of the lost Dwemer race are found everywhere in Tamriel,
but are most common in Morrowind, once the native land of the Dwemer. The two largest are
Mzuleft and Nchuleftingth. Mzuleft is in the Sheogorad region, and access is forbidden.
Nchuleftingth is occupied by an expedition of the Imperial Archaeological Commission, and
is not open to visitors.
Do the old places of the Deep Elves interest you? The places that look like they're made of a golden metal? With
spires and towers? Those are Dwarven ruins. They're kinda dangerous -- partly because of the old Dwarven
machines in them, and partly because of the kind of things that like to hide out in such old ruins. All the old ruins
inside the Ghostfence, for example, are ancient Dwarven ruins. You should go see Nchuleft or Nchuleftingth.
The places are very old, and you can still go down inside. The walls still glow with strange lights, and terrible
things walk and squeal in the passages. They are bad places, and very dangerous, but filled with wonders.
Ashlands
Bthuand
Bthungthumz
Druscashti
Azura's Coast
Mzahnch
Nchurdamz
Bitter Coast
Aleft
1

VVARDENFELL'S DWEMER RUINS
Grazelands
Mournhold
Sheogorad
Nchuleft
Bamz-Amschend
Mzuleft
Molag Amur
Red Mountain
Nchardahrk
Arkngthand
Bthanchend
Unnamed ruin1
Galom Daeus
Dagoth Ur
Unnamed ruin2
Mzanchend
Endusal
Unnamed ruin3
Nchardumz
Odrosal
West Gash
Nchuleftingth
Tureynulal
Arkngthunch-Sturdumz
Vemynal

north of Dagon Fel (occupied by Andre Maul)
east of Dagon Fel (occupied by Sorkvild the Raven)
3
northeast of Dagon Fel (vacant)
2
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A Dwemer ruin in the Red Mountain region.
Lit.: GUYLAINE MARILIE, Architecture of the Second Empire.

Dwemer Sites: (ESM) See → Dwemer Ruins.
Dwemer Weapon: (ESM) These refined and elegant weapons resist corrosion and retain their
edge in spite of hard use, and are notable among the distinctive relics of the extinct Dwemer
race. Enterprising adventurers risk life and limb to recover these ornate, heavy weapons from
the Dwarven ruins scattered throughout Tamriel.
Dwemer's Sin: (ESM) The sin of the Dwemer was the creation of a new god from the
substance of a dead god, Lorkhan. That is also the sin for which we would destroy Dagoth Ur.
I hesitate to call it 'sin'. More properly, call it 'destructive evil'. The sin of the Tribunal,
however, is in the breaking of an oath to Azura to forebear from tapping the Heart with
Kagrenac's tools, and in the folly of seeking to become gods. Breaking the oath was evil.
Becoming gods was folly. If we sinned, we have paid the price.
Dwynnen: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A barony in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: ERYSTERA LIGEN, Etiquette With Rulers. - PALAUX ILLTHRE, The Fall of the Usurper. - THETH-I, Holidays
of the Iliac Bay.
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Dylxexes: (ESAR) The name of an early human scholar, mentioned in the first edition of A
Pocket Guide to the Empire and its Environs (CE 864).
Dzonot Cave: (ESO) A cave in the west of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, west on the Imperial City
on the shore of Lake Rumare.
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E
Eadwyre: (ESD, ESM, ESO) King of Wayrest, b. 3E 340. His first wife was Carolyna (3E
368 – 3E 392), with whom he had a daughter, Elysana (b. 3E 389). After Carolyna's death
King Eadwyre married Barenziah, the former Queen of Mournhold.
Lit.: STERN GAMBOGE, Biography of Queen Barenziah. - AN ANONYMOUS SPY, A Game At Dinner. –
ANONYMOUS, The Real Barenziah. - ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

Eagle Brook: (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock.
Eagle Moor: (ESA) Town in the province of Morrowind.
Eagle Vale: (ESA) Town in the province of Valenwood.
Earheardt, Agnes: (ESO) Author of Night Mother Rituals on the Rise! (Black Horse Courier
special edition).
Earth Stone: (ESM) One of the six Standing Stones used in the Ritual of the Gifts,
representing the All-Maker's Gift of Earth. It is located in the southwest of Solstheim,
northwest of Raven Rock.

The symbol of the Earth Stone.

Ease Burden: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Feather, 50 points for 240 seconds.
Lit.: Ease Burden Tome.

East Empire Company: (ESM) The East Empire Company is a monopolistic mercantile
enterprise chartered by the Emperor and managed by a board of directors appointed by the
Emperor. The Company has sole authority to trade in certain goods, like flin, raw ebony, raw
glass, and Dwemer artifacts, and it also enjoys favorable tariffs and regulations for import and
export of other common and exotic goods, like kwama eggs, marshmerrow pulp, saltrice, and
Telvanni bug musk.
The Eastern Provinces Impartially Considered: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously
published work, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Ebernanit: (ESM) A Daedric ruin southeast of Valenvaryon. The fall of this stronghold is
discribed in GEOCRATES VARNUS' Book Death Blow of Abernanit.
The Ebon Arm: (ESD) Title of a work by Witten Rol, which comes in one volume and was
originally published before 3E 406.
Ebon Ro: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
Ebon Stadmont: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Ebon Wastes: (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock.
Ebonheart: (1) (ESA) City-State in the province of Morrowind, also known as the Black
City. To the north you can see the red-orange glow of Dagoth Ur, the firecone on the Black
Isle. – (2) (ESM) Castle Ebonheart is a pair of forts on adjacent islands on the Systata Lagoon
west of Vivec City, south of Pelagiad, between Vivec and Seyda Neen. Castle Ebonheart is
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the home of Duke Vedam Dren, head of the Grand Council and Uriel VII's representative on
Vvardenfell. Also located at Castle Ebonheart are the Vvardenfell District Council chambers
and the Hawk Moth Legion garrison. The Grand Council Chambers, along with the Imperial
Commission, the Imperial guard quarters, the Imperial cult shrine, and the Duke's chambers,
are in the castle's west keep. The Grand Council representatives are: Llerar Mandas, House
Redoran; Galas Drenim, House Telvanni; Relen Hlaalu, House Hlaalu; Llivas Othravel,
Tribunal Temple; Ruccia Conician, Imperial Commission. Rufinus Alleius is the Imperial
magistrate. The Hawkmoth Legion Garrison is within the walls of the castle, in the east keep,
with the Skyrim Mission and the Argonian Mission in an outer court nearby. Frald the White,
Knight Bachelor of the Imperial Legion, is the head of the Hawkmoth Legion Garrison. The
Vvardenfell Grand Council determine law and policy for the Vvardenfell administrative
district. The Imperial cult shrine serves the Duke, his retainers, and the castle's garrisons, and
is also an administrative center for the Imperial cult presence on Vvardenfell. Lalatia Varian
is the head priest of the castle's Imperial cult shrine. A unit of the Imperial Guard protects the
Duke. Cavortius Albuttian is the head of the Imperial Guard. Agning is the publican of the Six
Fishes; he rents beds and sells food and sundries. The Imperial cult shrine services include a
priest, healer, monk, enchanter, apothecary, trader, and savant. The Imperial Legion services
of the Hawkmoth Legion Garrison include a healer, smith, master-at-arms, scout, trader,
chaplain, and battlemage. The East Empire Company has offices, warehouses, and docks east
of the castle, and connects to the castle by a bridge. The wealthy Canctunian Ponius is the
chief factor and banker of the East Empire Company. The great statue of the Imperial dragon
in the East Empire Company plaza is a visible reminder of the Empire's power and wealth in
Morrowind. The Six Fishes Cornerclub is just across the bridge from the East Empire
Company and inside the east gate of the castle. Nevosi Hlan offers ship passage to Vivec,
Sadrith Mora, Hla Oad, and Tel Branora from the docks east of the dragon statue. For other
services, visit Vivec City -- the Foreign Quarter, in particular, for Fighters Guild and Mages
Guild services, and the Great House compounds for kin and retainers.
(ESD, ESM) The rivalry between Ebonheart and Mournhold reached back almost to the dawn of Morrowind's
history. Once the two nations had been one, all the lucrative mines held in fief by the Ra'athims, whose nobility
retained the High Kingship of Morrowind. Ebonheart had split into two separate city-states, Ebonheart and
Mournhold, when Queen Lian's twin sons -- grandsons of the legendary King Moraelyn -- were left as joint
heirs. At about the same time the office of High King was vacated in favor of a temporary War Leader to be
named by a council in times of provincial emergency. Still, Ebonheart remained jealous of her prerogatives as
the eldest city-state of Morrowind ("first among equals" was the phrase its rulers often quoted) and claimed that
rightful guardianship of the Staff of Chaos should have been entrusted to its ruling house. Mournhold responded
that King Moraelyn himself had placed the Staff in the keeping of the god Ephen -- and Mournhold was
unarguably the god's birthplace.
(ESA) "You enter Ebonheart, also known as the Black City. To the north you can see the red-orange glow of
Dagoth Ur, the firecone on the Black Isle. The Reavers reside here. They have a reputation of being extremely
ruthless..."

Ebonium: (ESD) An undefined ingredient, perhaps Ebony?
Ebony: (ESM) (1) (Raw Ebony) Raw ebony is one of the most precious substances in the
Empire, and most of the continent's deposits are here on Vvardenfell - the deposits on
Vvardenfell are the richest in the world, and the deposit in Caldera the biggest on
Vvardenfell.. Raw ebony itself is an extremely hard, durable, black glass-like substance, said
to be the crystalized blood of the gods. Raw ebony is protected by Imperial Law, and may not
be mined or exported without an Imperial charter. Ebony smuggling is a profitable but
dangerous source of illegal wealth on Vvardenfell. – (2) (Ebony weapons) Ebony weapons are
made from a rare form of volcanic glass found almost exclusively in the buried deposits and
surface lava flows of Vvardenfell's Red Mountain. 'Ebony' refers to the lustrous, black, glassy
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surface of ebony weapons. – (3) (Armor Material) (ESD) Very rare, heavy, and almost
impossible to pierce. (ESLB) Very rare and almost impossible to pierce.
(ESM) Smuggling ebony is a crime. All ebony belongs to the Emperor, so it's the crime of treason, and punished
by death. But there's so much money to be made selling black market ebony that it's a rare merchant who'll
refuse to buy a piece from you. Of course, if the mine guards catch you stealing ebony, they just kill you.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
20,00 Drain Agility
Cure Poison
Frost Shield
Restore Speed

* Septims/Pound

Ebony Blade: (ESA, ESD) The Ebony Blade, sometimes called the Vampire or the Leech,
resembles an ebony katana, but its power is very dark indeed. Every time the Ebony Blade
strikes an opponent, part of the damage inflicted flows into the wielder as raw power. The
Blade itself may not be any more evil than those who have used it, but at some point in its
long existence, a charm was cast on it so it would not remain with one bladesman. The wizard
who cast this charm sought to save the souls of any too infatuated by the Blade, and perhaps
he was right to do so. (ESA) It is said that every time its wielder's enemies are hurt, the
wielder grows stronger, transfering their lifeforce to him.
Time
3E 399

Province
n/a

Value
n/a

Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Absorb Health
Absorb Fatigue
Silence

Ebony Mail: (ESA, ESD) The Ebony Mail is an artifact created before recorded history,
according to legend, by the Dark Elven goddess Boethiah. It is she who determines who
should possess the Mail and for how long a time. If judged worthy, its power grants the
wearer invulnerability to all common magical attacks that drain talents and health. It is
Boethiah alone who determines when a person is ineligible to bear the Ebony Mail any
longer, and the goddess can be very capricious. (ESM, ESO) The Ebony Mail is a breastplate
created before recorded history by the Dark Elven goddess Boethiah. It is she who determines
who should possess the Ebony Mail and for how long a time. If judged worthy, its power
grants the wearer added resistance of fire, magicka, and grants a magical shield. It is Boethiah
alone who determines when a person is ineligible to bear the Ebony Mail any longer, and the
goddess can be very capricious. (ESM) Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 30,000 gold
for it.
Time
3E 399

Province
n/a

3E 427

Morrowind

Value
n/a

Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Resist Magicka
Resist Fire
Shield
120.000,00 20,00
Resist Fire
Shield
Resist Magicka

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Ebony Mines: (ESM) See → Elith-Pal Mine, Firemoth Mine, Sudanit Mine, Vassir Didanat
Mine, Yanemus Mine.
Ebrocca: (ESO) One of the youngest of the ruins within Sheogorath's realm.
Lit.: YNGVAR THE WANDERER, The Predecessors.

Echo Cave: (ESO) A cave in the west of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains, northeast of Sancre Tor
and west of Bruma.
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Echo Mine: (ESO) A former silver mine in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands,
northeast of Kvatch and northwest of Skingrad.
Ectoplasm: (ESM) Ectoplasm is a filmy residue with modest magical properties that remains
after a revenant spirit has been banished from the mortal plane.
Time
3E 405
3E 427

Province
High Rock
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
120,00 Invisibility
100,00 Fortify Agility
Detect Animal
Drain Strength
Drain Health
1600,00 Shock Damage
Dispel
Fortify Magicka
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Invisibility.

Eddard Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the southwest of Solstheim, west of the Tree
Stone.
Edward: (ESD) A Prince of Daggerfall, son of King Corcyr I of Daggerfall and Aliera of
Wayrest.
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, King Edward.

Egg Mines: See → Abaesen-Pulu Egg Mine, Abebaal Egg Mine, Ahallaraddon Egg Mine,
Ahanibi-Malmus Egg Mine, Akimaes-Ilanipu Egg Mine, Asha-Ahhe Egg Mine, Ashimanu
Egg Mine, Band Egg Mine, Eluba-Addon Egg Mine, Eretammus-Sennammu Egg Mine,
Gnisis Egg Mine, Hairat-Vassamsi Egg Mine, Hawia Egg Mine, Inanius Egg Mine, MadasZebba Egg Mine, Maelu Egg Mine, Maesa-Shammus Egg Mine, Matus-Akin Egg Mine,
Missir-Dadalit Egg Mine, Mudan-Mul Egg Mine, Panabanit-Nimawia Egg Mine, Panud Egg
Mine, Pudai Egg Mine, Sarimisun-Assa Egg Mine, Shulk Egg Mine, Shurdan-Raplay Egg
Mine, Sinamusa Egg Mine, Sinarralit Egg Mine, Sur Egg Mine, Vansunalit Egg Mine, ZalkinSul Egg Mine. See also → Kwama Mining, Mines.
The Egg of Time: (ESM) Title of a work by Bthuand Mzahnch, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428. It is Bthuand Mzahnch's refutation of a popular
theory from Nerevar's time. The Dwemer were not unified in their thinking. Kagrenac and his
tonal architects, among them Bthuand Mzahnch, believed they could improve the Dwemer
race. Others argued that the attempt would be too great a risk. The war with Nerevar and the
Dunmer may have led Kagrenac to carry out his experiments prematurely.
Ehlnofex: (ESM) The language of the Ehlnofey.
Lit.: The Monomyth.

Ehlnofey: (ESM, ESO) ('Earth Bones') The mythical ancestors of Mer (Altmer, Bosmer,
Chimer anon Dunmer, and Dwemer on Tamriel) and Men (Nords on Atmora, Redguards on
Yokuda, and Tsaesci on Akavir).
Lit.: The Anuad Paraphrased. - The Monomyth. - MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man.

Eight Divines: (ESO) A religion instituted by Empress Alessia, the founder of the original
Cyrodilic Empire. Scholars consider it a synthesis of the Nordic and Aldmeri pantheons.
When Tiber Septim became Talos, the Eight became Nine.
Lit.: FAUSTILLUS JUNIUS, Shezarr and the Divines.
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Eight Plates: (ESM) An inn in Balmora (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District) where you can
sleep for 10 gold a night.
Eight Traitors: (ESD) High Rock leaders which made secret allegiances with the Camoran
Usurper to protect their lands during his invasion (c. 3E 266).
Lit.: PALAUX ILLTHRE, The Fall of the Usurper.

Ein Meirvale: (ESA) Town in the province of Elsweyr.
Einarr: (ESM) A Nord male who became Thirsk's third chieftain and ruled over it for six
years (c. 3E 352 - 3E 358). He slew the frost giant Guolog and presented his foot as a battle
trophy.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Einarr the Younger: (ESM) A Nord male who became Thirsk's fifth chieftain and ruled over
it for seven years (c. 3E 358 - 3E 365). He slew Gisl Round-Gut and presented his stomach as
a battle trophy.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Elanius Camp: (MP) The Elanius Camp is in the southeast of Vvardenfell's Grazelands,
northeast of the Dunmer stronghold Falensarano.
Elante of Alinor: (ESO) A scholar, interested in researching Daedra worship.
Eldamil: (ESO) One of Mankar Camoran's chief lieutenants. Eldamil helped plan the
Emperor's assassination and opened the Great Gate at Kvatch. He was slain after the battle of
Kvatch was over. Three townsfolk hiding in a cellar attacked him when he entered their
house, hunting down survivors, and tore him to pieces.
Elden Grove: (a.k.a. Eldengrove) (ESA) Elden Grove, ancient home of the Elves, somewhere
in the Valenwood Province. The Elden Grove is said to be the birthplace of the sacred First
Tree, that which gave life to all the forests on the continent of Tamriel. Its location has been a
closely guarded secret, so guarded in fact that many believe that even the Elves have forgotten
its true location. (ESM, ESO) A legendary labyrinthian landscape in the province of
Valenwood.
Lit.: ANTHIL MORVIR, A Hypothetical Treachery.

Elden Yokeda: (ESD, ESAR) Yokudan title: Military Dictator.
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes.

Eldenroot: (ESA, ESM, ESO) City-State near the center of Valenwood.
Lit.: GORGIC GUINE, The Black Arrow.

Elder: (ESM) The ninth rank in the hierarchy of Vvardenfell's vampiric clans Aundae, Berne,
and Quarra.
Elder Council: (ESO) The Elder Council has a long history, stretching back to the founding
of the First Empire by Alessia. The Elder Council and the bureaucracy have managed the
Empire's affairs for decades. The Emperor rules, but the Council handles all the details. The
Elder Council rules in the Emperor's absence, by ancient tradition. As the head of the Elder
Council, the High Chancellor is the de facto ruler of the Empire for the time being.
Elder Scrolls: (ESH) Tamriel's mystical tomes of knowledge that told of its past, present, and
future.
(Source: http://www.elderscrolls.com/tenth_anniv/tenth_anniv-arena.htm, 7/9/2005)

(ESM) They seem to be stored in the Hall of Records at the Imperial Palace. (ESO) The Elder
Scrolls are kept in the Imperial Palace behind a door that cannot be breached. Interpreting the
Elder Scrolls is the priviledge of the Order of the Ancestor Moth. Each reading of the Elder
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Scrolls is more profound than the last. Each leaves the priest blind for longer, and longer
periods of time. Finally, the last reading achieves a nearly sublime understanding of that
scroll's contents, but the priest is left permanently blinded to the light of this world. No longer
can he read the scrolls.
Lit.: Pension of the Ancestor Moth. - WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen (vol. VIII).

Elder Way: (ESO) A philosophy of meditation and study said to bind the forces of nature to
the individual will. It differs from magicka in origin, but the effects are much the same. It was
taught to the members of the Psijic Order by the original race that inhabited Tamriel.
Lit.: TAURCE IL-ANSELMA, On Artaeum.

Eldjar Bear-Skinner: (ESM) A Nord male who became Thirsk's eleventh chieftain and ruled
over it for five years (c. 3E 394 - 3E 399). He slew the Imperial fraud Caccino Aurelia and
presented his tongue as a battle trophy.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Electric Shell: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Shock Shield, 10% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Electric Shell Tome.

Electric Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Shock Damage, 25 points.
Lit.: Electric Touch Tome.

Electrifying Blast: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Shock Damage, 20 points for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Electrifying Blast Tome.

Electrifying Bolt: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Shock Damage, 5 points for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Electrifying Bolt Tome.

Electrifying Burst: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Shock Damage, 10 points for 6
seconds.
Lit.: Electrifying Burst Tome.

Electrifying Spark: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Shock Damage, 3 points for 5 seconds.
Lit.: Electrifying Spark Tome.

Electrifying Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Shock Damage, 6 points for 6
seconds; Weakness to Shock, 50% for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Electrifying Touch Tome.

Electrocuting Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Shock Damage, 30 points for 6 seconds;
Weakness to Shock, 100% for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Electrocuting Touch Tome.

Eleidon: See → Eleidon's Ward.
Eleidon's Ward: (ESM, ESO) Eleidon was a holy knight of legend in Breton history. He was
a sought after man for his courage and determination to set all wrongs right. In one story, it is
said that he rescued a Baron's daughter from sure death at the hands of an evil warlord. For
his reward, the Baron spent all of his riches to have an enchanted shield built for Eidelon. The
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Shield granted Eleidon the opportunity to heal his wounds. (ESM) Mournhold’s Museum of
Artifacts offers 30,000 gold for it.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
200.000,00 30,00
Restore Health

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Elemental Atronachs: (ESO) See → Daedra.
Elemental Blast: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 25 points; Frost Damage, 25 points;
Shock Damage, 25 points.
Lit.: Elemental Blast Tome.

Elemental Bolt: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 9 points; Frost Damage, 9 points;
Shock Damage, 9 points.
Lit.: Elemental Bolt Tome.

Elemental Burst: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 15 points; Frost Damage, 15
points; Shock Damage, 15 points.
Lit.: Elemental Burst Tome.

Elemental Damage: (ESM) Elemental damage spells injure natural and supernatural
creatures with magics based on the elemental forces of fire, frost, shock, and poison. Here is a
list of the most basic destruction spells, representing all the fundamental classes of elemental
damage effects: flame, flamebolt, spark, sparkbolt, shard, shardbolt, poison, and poisonbolt.
In general, these effects cause damage on touch or at range, and the '-bolt' version is the
ranged variant of the spell.
Elemental Flare: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 5 points; Frost Damage, 5 points;
Shock Damage, 5 points.
Lit.: Elemental Flare Tome.

Elemental Resistance - Fire: (ESD) Causes target to be resistant to fire. Target takes half
damage if spell is unsuccessful.
Elemental Resistance - Frost: (ESD) Causes target to be resistant to cold. Target takes half
damage if spell is unsuccessful.
Elemental Resistance - Magic: (ESD) Causes target to be resistant to magic. Target takes
half damage if spell is unsuccessful.
Elemental Resistance - Poison: (ESD) Causes target to be resistant to poison. Target takes
half damage if spell is unsuccessful.
Elemental Resistance - Shock: (ESD) Causes target to be resistant to shock. Target takes
half damage if spell is unsuccessful.
Elements: (ESO) (in Ayleid philosophy) The ancient Ayleids recognized not the four
elements of modern natural philosophy -- earth, water, air, and fire - but the four elements of
High Elf religion -- earth, water, air, and light. The Ayleids considered fire to be but a weak
and corrupt form of light, which Ayleid philosophers identified with primary magical
principles. - Cf. → Gardens of Flesh and Bone.
Lit.: ALEXANDRE HETRARD, Glories and Laments Among the Ayleid Ruins.
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Elenglynn: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, north of
Skingrad.
El-Estia: (ESO) A numen mentioned in Remanada, where it is called "the queen of
ancienttimes", "the healer of all men", and "the mother of dragons".
Lit.: Remanada.

Elf Cup Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Elf Cup mushroom.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
800,00 Damage Willpower
Cure Disease
Fortify Strength
Damage Intelligence

* Septims/Pound

Eliminator: (ESO) The third rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy.
Elinhir: (ESA) City-State in the province of Hammerfell, also called the guardian of the
West.
(ESA) "Thou art welcome in Elinhir, Guardian of the West. The Blackcasters name this home. Be cautious, lest
ye draw their wrath upon thy heads..."

Elith-Pal Mine: (ESM) An ebony mine on the base of Red Mountain just west of the Zainab
camp.
Elixir of Exploration: (ESO) A multi-purpose potion, obviously created with the dungeon
explorer in mind.
Elixir Vitae: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
120,00 Increase Fatigue
Cure Disease

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Cure Disease.

Elmas Island: (ESM) An island near Vivec city. Take the bridge to the mainland from
Telvanni Compound, then turn south and cross the bridge to Elmas Island.
Elsweyr: (PG1) Elsweyr is the youngest of the modern regions, and the only one to have
established itself in the Common Era, nearly six hundred years ago. It is inhabited by a
strange race of intelligent beastmen, who call themselves the khajiit in their native tongue.
These khajiit are all feline in aspect, some far more than others. A particular family-tribe, or
pride, might include a hunting party of males that appear like upright jaguars, a few beautiful
youths who could pass for Elves were it not for their swishing tails, an uncle or two that
would stalk the perimeters on all fours, and a chief who, depending on the moons of his birth,
might have the form of any of the above. The khajiit attribute their improbable biology to the
workings of the ja-Kha'jay (the "Moonstrings," or "Lunar Lattice"), a magical and semi-divine
phenomena believed to derive from the influence of Tamriel's twin moons, Masser and
Secunda. According to the native tradition, a khajiit born while Masser is full and Secunda a
thin crescent will grow to be a cathay-raht, one of the aforementioned jaguar-men, while one
born under the opposite conditions will be little more than an intelligent house-cat. Even the
Senche-tiger, the largest great cat in existence, has proven to be just another form of the
khajiit; these massive beasts can often be found serving as steeds for their more humanoid
cousins. Over twenty forms have been documented among the catmen of Elsweyr, and, in
their own society at least, no one of them is more important or inherently better than another
(with the exception of the Mane form, to be described shortly). However, the ohmes, or "man-
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faced" khajiit, are those most commonly seen outside of the province, as most adventurers and
diplomats come from this, the most discreet of the "breeds."
Until relatively recently, the nearly constant insurrection and tribal warfare among the catmen
rarely troubled the stage of history. In CE309, however, Keirgo of Anequina and Eshita of
Pellitine combined their long-feuding kingdoms to create Elsweyr, sparking a great class
struggle that briefly threatened to draw in outside intervention. Power shifted from two
separate kingdoms, each with its own central government and allied tribes, to a nobility
besieged by those tribes, who felt that both their ruling classes had betrayed them. Chieftains
forgot their ancient sugar-vendettas and signed treaties of their own (recorded, incidentally,
through facial tattoos), and before long the cities of former Anequina were under constant
attack. Keirgo petitioned the Empire for help, but it had just lost its own ruler, Potentate
Versidue-Shaie, and was in similar disarray. When the old capital, Ne Quin-al, fell to the
rebels, it seemed Elsweyr would soon burst under the weight of its own union. Peace was
restored,however when the normally nonpartisan khajiit spiritual leader, the Mane Rid-T'harri'Datta, "bestowed to the classes equality under the bi-lunar shadow, dividing their power in
accordance with two-moons-dance of the ja-K'hanay". What this established, in a more
understandable sense, was a rotational power base in which both sides of khajiit society, the
city-dwellers under the nobility and the nomadic tribes of the desert chieftains, shared
alternate control of the region based on the phases of Masser and Secunda; the terms of this
measure, the Riddle-T'har, were overseen by the thinly-veiled dictatorship of the Mane
himself. Since then, Elsweyr has withdrew itself into a secrecy that has scarcely been
breached in five hundred years.
Geographically, Elsweyr is a harsh area of badlands and dry plains. Only near the southern
reaches does the soil turn fertile, and the whole of this region is covered in jungle and
rainforests, with sugarcane groves clustering against the two main river basins. The old
kingdom of Anequina is its northern section, and has historically offered no threat to either
the early Cyro-Nords or the later Cyrodiliic Empires. Indeed, Pelinal Whitestrake, Nibenay
warlord of the Elven Pogrom, mistook the khajiit for another strain of Aldmeri and killed
many of their number before realizing his error.
Understandably, the ja-Kha'jay makes the culture of Elsweyr very strange and alien. It is a
peculiar affliction, which seems, at first glance, to be related to lycanthropy. It is not, however,
contagious or temporal in effect like the latter - a khajiit retains the form of his birth throughout
his lifespan, and the moons, while they determine that form, do not affect it thereafter. There are
no known shapeshifting khajiit. On the whole, the catmen of Elsweyr are a bestial lot, victims of
their own preternatural anatomies. They are quick to anger, unpredictable, and dangerous,
though singly no match for an Imperial legionnaire. It is also worthwhile to point out that the
so-called "human" features found among many of the khajiits are, in fact, distinctly Elven in
appearance, no doubt proving once and for all the baser predilections of the Elder Race.
This is not to say that Elsweyr is without some semblance of civilization. The khajiit that do
walk erect dress and conduct themselves in a close approximation of a modern, human
culture. Their dress is an abundant shawl, commonly of brightly patterned cloth, for defense
against the harsh sun and saber-cuts. Their chief attire, the budi, or shirt, is fastened in braids
down the right side, not permitting any part of the torso fur to be seen, for such is believed to
be highly indecorous. Jewelry and trinkets often adorn the costume, and tattoos are very
popular. In some quarters, the latter can even have religious and legal significance. A recent
trend among the younger ohmes is the application of feline facial tattoos that make them
resemble their more hideous and savage brethren. The obvious weapon of choice among the
khajiit are their claws, naturally sharp and retractable. Others, though, have mastered the use
of the saber and scimitar, the dagger and the longbow. There is no standing army in Elsweyr,
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and the catmen have never shown an expansionist inclination. In fact, they have lost territory
in the last fifty years with the secession of their rim territories (Rimmen).
Tamriel's two moons are inextricably linked to the society of the khajiit, who worship their
different phases, and the combination of the phases, as if they were gods. Therefore, each
"breed" of khajiit has its own patron deity. Earlier it was believed this practice was just
another heathen system of worship common among the beastmen of Tamriel, but recent
studies in comparative religion have proven that the lunar gods of Elsweyr are merely the
divinities of the Imperial Pantheon (Stendarr, Mara, Kynareth, etc.) in disguise. Similar
findings have revealed that the dro-m'Athra, or dark spirits of Elsweyr, which correspond to
the inverse phases of Masser and Secunda, to be aspects of the more universal Daedric
powers. The khajiit also believe that their gods regularly bestow blessings to their chosen
people, in the form of the moon-sugar, a substance native to the Tenmar Forest in southern
Elsweyr. This sugar has a variety of uses; it is alternately a seasoning and a magical
ingredient, a source of communion with the holy moons and a dangerous and addictive drug.
The khajiit understand it to be "crystallized moonlight," caught in the water of the Topal Sea
and brought to the sugarcane groves of the Tenmar by the force of the twin tides. By
partaking of the sugar, the khajiit believes they are consuming small portions of their gods'
eternal souls. This drives them into fits of ecstasy and abandon, and the streets of Elsweyr's
major cities are full of catmen shivering in the grip of sugar fits. A particularly hazardous
derivative of the moon-sugar, known as skooma, is often smoked in raw form through a
water-pipe by the more pathetic khajiit; its victims are addicted for life, and in constant,
alternating states of euphoria and lethargy. Nevertheless, moon-sugar is a daily part of khajiit
life, and their kingdom's chief export. The food of Elsweyr is invariably sweet; candies, cakes,
puddings, and sugarmeats are the staples of the khajiit diet, and travelers to Elsweyr are
cautioned against partaking of any of the native food. Humans, it seems, are even more
susceptible to the effects of the moon-sugar than the catmen themselves. (ESM, ESO) One of
the nine Imperial provinces. The Khajiit of the southern Elsweyr jungles and river basins are
settled city dwellers with ancient mercantile traditions and a stable agrarian aristocracy based
on sugarcane and saltrice plantations. The nomadic tribal Khajiit of the dry northern wastes
and grasslands are, by contrast, aggressive and territorial tribal raiders periodically united
under tribal warlords. While the settled south has been quick to adopt Imperial ways, the
northern nomadic tribes cling to their warlike barbarian traditions.
Notable Locations
City-States
Alabaster
Corinth
Dune
Orcrest
Rimmen
Riverhold
Senchal
Torval

Towns
Brukreich Bridge
Darvulk Haven
Ein Meirvale
Greenhall
Meir Lynmount
Portnew View
Seaplace
Tenmar Forest

Villages
Black Heights
Kings Walk
Chasegrove
Markgran Brook
Chasemoor
Neumar Walk
Cori Darglade
River Keep
Darkam Place
South Gard
Duncori Walk
Tardorn Wood
Heimthor Mount Valley Guard
Helkarn Land
Verkarth Hills

(Source: ESA)
Lit.: Provinces of Tamriel.

Eluba-Addon Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine southwest of the Dwemer ruin ArkngthunchSturdumz.
Eluba-Addon Grotto: (ESM) A grotto southeast of Ald Daedroth.
Elven: (ESD) Armor material. Slightly heavier and stronger than steel. (ESLB) Slightly
stronger than steel.
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Elven Artifacts: (ESAR) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published between 1E 476 and 2E 865.
Elvish: (ESD) Elvish is a language skill checked whenever one attempts to speak with a Wild
Elf.
Elysana: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Queen of Wayrest, b. 3E 389. Elysana is the only child of King
Eadwyre and his late wife Queen Carolyna.
Elytra: (ESO) The Elytra are large insect-like creatures indigenous to much of the Isles.
Although there is a marked color difference between the Northern (Mania) Variety and the
Southern (Dementia) Variety, they are remarkably similar in behavioral patterns and physical
makeup. The Elytra pose a serious threat to the casual traveler, as they have two interesting
mechanisms that benefit them in combat. The first is their uncanny ability to block weapon
attacks. Through my observations, I have deduced that they utilize their antennae as an early
warning system to detect incoming attacks, say from a sword blade or an arrow. The antenna
sends a signal to their brains, and they instinctively lift their arms to block. Their second
ability is natural venom in their sting. This venom is very deceiving, as it is very low yield,
but its real deadly nature comes from its duration. Gone unchecked, the venom can slay the
average man over a period of hours. Especially deadly is the Elytra Matron's venom, which
can last much longer than the poisons found on the lesser varieties of the creature. (NAMLIR
ESPRINK, The Shivering Bestiary)
Elytra Ichor: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Elytra of Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
480,00 Restore Magicka
Burden
Chameleon
Silence

* Septims/Pound

An Elytra's Life: (ESO) Title of a work by Karmelle, which is said to exist in Sheogorath's
realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E 433.
Emerald: (ESM) The emerald is a transparent green gem with modest magical properties.
Time
3E 405
3E 427

Province
High Rock
Morrowind

3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1700,00 Chameleon
750,00 Fortify Magicka
Restore Health
Drain Agility
Drain Endurance
6400,00 -

Emetic Russula Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Emetic Russula mushroom.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
640,00 Restore Agility
Shield
Damage Personality
Damage Endurance

* Septims/Pound

Emma May: (ESO) The name of a small cargo ship which stranded in Cyrodiil's → Mouth of
the Panther in 3E 421. Her crew consisted at least of one Captain Laughton, the Navigator
Quillan, Grantham Blakeley, and someone named Gable, who started a mutiny.
Lit.: Log of the Emma May. - Journals from the Imperial Province : Journal of a Private Investigator.

Empedocles: (ESO) A mage mentioned in Ancotar's Journal.
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Emperor’s Day: (ESA) Once the 30th of Frostfall, the Emperor's Birthday, was the most
popular holiday of the year. Great traveling carnivals entertained the masses, while the
aristocracy of enjoyed the annual Goblin Chase on horseback. Recently, these traditions have
fallen into neglect. It has been decades since there was a big carnival and longer still since a
sovereign sponsered a Goblin Chase. It is rumored that the Emperor has even begun refusing
any audience.
Emperor's Run: (ESA) Town in the province of Valenwood.
Empire: (ESM) The Empire of Tamriel encompasses the nine Imperial provinces: Skyrim,
High Rock, Hammerfell, Summerset Isle, Valenwood, Elsweyr,
Empty Mine: (ESO) A former silver mine in the east of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, east of Fort
Magia.
Enchanter: (DC) The sixth rank in the Mages Guild hierarchy.
Enchanting Items: (ESM) To have an enchanter enchant an item for you, bring it to the
enchanter, along with a soul gem to power the item. Enchanting items is expensive, and
failure destroys the item, so enchanting items is most profitable for skilled enchanters. The
soul gem must contain a soul, or it is useless for enchanting. Different items have different
capacities for enchantments, and various soul gems are more or less powerful. To enchant an
item yourself, you'll need a soul gem with sufficient power to support the enchantments you
want to add. And have some skill in enchanting, or you will just fail and waste your soul gem.
When enchanting an item yourself, you can only enchant items with spell effects you know,
and success or failure in enchanting an item depends on your enchanting skill. The more
effects you want, and the more powerful the effects, the more powerful the soul gem you will
need to make the enchantment. Higher quality soul gems can trap larger creatures to create
more powerful enchantmens. To trap a soul, you need an empty soul gem, a soul trap spell or
scroll, and a live creature. Cast soul trap on the creature, then kill it. Upon its death, its soul
will be trapped inside your previously empty soul gem. (ESAR) The practice of Soul Capture
was outlawed for a while in the Second Era, because such magic was so prone to error. But
after the Mage's Guilds were founded, the ban on Soulgems were lifted.
Lit.: Darkest Darkness.

Enchantments: (ESM) Temple enchanters favor healing and protection spells. Redoran
enchanters favor wounding missile loads and shield spells. Hlaalu like weapon enchantments
and various spell rings. Imperials use a wide array of weapon and ring damage enchantments.
But the masters of enchantment are the Telvanni. They use all effects, often several combined
on one item, but they especially like items that summon creatures or magical weapons and
armor.
Using Enchantments
(ESM) Enchanted items are completely reliable. They always work. But the more skilled the
enchanter, the more efficiently the item uses the magical charge of its built-in soul gem.
Enchanted items use less power, and are recharged more efficiently from soul gems for a
trained user. Unskilled enchanters quickly exhaust the power of items they use. See also →
Magical Items.
Encumbering Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Burden, 50 points for 25 seconds.
Lit.: Encumbering Touch Tome.

Encumbrance: (ESM) Encumbrance is the total weight of items one can carry. Encumbrance
also affects how fast one moves and how fatigued one gets while running, or swimming. One
cannot move when fully encumbered.
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Encyclopedia Tamrielica: (ESO) The predecessor of this work, first published in 3E 12.
End of Times: (ESD) For centuries, prophets have spoken of the day when the aetherial walls
that separate our dimension, Mundus, from Oblivion, the land of the Daedra, will crack
asunder.
The Mages Guild has discovered a rift in the wall between Oblivion and our dimension, Mundus. I don't pretend
to understand exactly what that means, but it's bad. All sorts of Daedric beings are entering into our world. The
Mages Guild says it can seal the breach, but it falls to us to slay the Daedras that have already crossed over.

(ESM) A suizide cult, formed in Mournhold under the direction of a Dunmer named Eno
Romari. Their beliefs are destructive, heretical, and frightening. The blessed Tribunal, though
once filled with glory, are no longer the gods they once were. As with the tides and Tamriel's
moons, all cosmic powers will wax and wane. But, when gods die, it creates ripples
throughout the lands. The passing of the Three will be a prelude to the end of this era, and the
beginning of the next. The followers of the End of Times are making others ready for this to
happen. They preach that the Tribunal have lost their powers, and that this is a signal that the
apocalypse is near. Eno Romari teaches his followers that our time in Tamriel is at an end,
and the gates of Oblivion will soon open and the daedra will walk the land: "We are a
peaceful group, dedicated to relieving the suffering all are feeling in these troubled times. I
teach my followers the way to enlightenment, through understanding of what is happening in
our world and what is to come in the next. All of my people know the importance of
preparedness for the coming troubles, and many are willing to make great sacrifice for our
cause." Only the ancestors who have already left this world will remain once the daedric
scourge covers the earth. And so he promotes what he calls "the Cleansing.", a ritual suicide.
You'll most often find them in Godsreach, outside the Winged Guar.
(ESM) We realize that the end of the era will bring many changes. We believe that the gates of Oblivion will
open, and the multitude of daedra will roam this world freely. Some might tell you that this is a good thing, that
we are descended from the daedra and it will be a return to the natural order of things. I know differently,
though. The coming age will be a time of great horror. (Eno Romari)

(ESO) "The Principalities have sparkled as gems in the black reaches of Oblivion since the First
Morning. Many are their names and the names of their masters: the Coldharbour of Meridia,
Peryrite's Quagmire, the ten Moonshadows of Mephala, and Dawn's Beauty, the Princedom of
Lorkhan... misnamed 'Tamriel' by deluded mortals. Tamriel is just one more Daedric realm of
Oblivion, long since lost to its Prince when he was betrayed by those that served him. Lord
Dagon cannot invade Tamriel, his birthright! He comes to liberate the Occupied Lands! Ask
yourself! How is it that mighty gods die, yet the Daedra stand incorruptible? How is it that the
Daedra forthrightly proclaim themselves to man, while the gods cower behind statues and the
faithless words of traitor-priests? It is simple... they are not gods at all. The truth has been in
front of you since first you were born: the Daedra are the true gods of this universe. Julianos
and Dibella and Stendarr are all Lorkhan's betrayers, posing as divinities in a principality that
has lost its guiding light. What are Scholarship, Love, and Mercy when compared to Fate,
Night, and Destruction? The gods you worship are trifling shadows of First Causes. They have
tricked you for Ages. Why do you think your world has always been contested ground, the
arena of powers and immortals? It is Tamriel, the realm of Change, brother to Madness, sister to
Deceit. Your false gods could not entirely rewrite history. Thus you remember tales of Lorkhan,
vilified, a dead trickster, whose heart came to Tamriel. But if a god can die, how does his heart
survive? He is daedroth! TAMRIEL AE DAEDROTH! 'This Heart is the heart of the world, for
one was made to satisfy the other.' It is in every legend. Daedra cannot die, so your so-called
gods cannot erase him from your minds completely. I am the midwife of the Mythic Dawn,
Tamriel Reborn. The walls between our worlds are crumbling. The Mythic Dawn grows nearer
with every rift in the firmament. Soon, very soon, the lines now blurred will be erased. Tamriel
and Oblivion rejoined! The Mythic Age reborn! Lord Dagon shall walk Tamriel again. The
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world shall be remade. The new age shall rise from the ashes of the old. My vision shall be
realized. Weakness will be purged from the world, and mortal and immortal alike purified in the
refiner's fire. The time of Preparation is almost over. The time of Cleansing is near. When Lord
Dagon Himself walks the earth, our victory will be complete. He will rule over Tamriel and the
Mythic Age will be restored: 'When I walk the earth again, the Faithful among you shall receive
your reward: to be set above all other Mortals forever. As for the rest: the weak shall be
winnowed; the timid shall be cast down; the mighty shall tremble at my feet and pray for
pardon.'" (Mankar Camoran)
Endurance: (ESD) Endurance governs hit points, healing rate, resistance to poisons, spells,
diseases, and fatigue. It directly affects your number of health points. (ESLB) Endurance
directly affects the character's health and stamina. Endurance is a factor in holding your
breath under water. (ESM) Endurance affects how much Fatigue you have, your Health, and
how much your Health will increase when you sleep and raise levels. A creature's endurance
is its property of sustained expenditure of physical energy and its resistance to bodily injury.
A creature with greater endurance can withstand long periods of physical exertion without
suffering from exhaustion, and is less likely to suffer permanent harm or death from disease
or physical injuries. Endurance governs the skills of Medium Armor, Heavy Armor, and
Spear. (ESO) The attribute which affects how much Fatigue you have, your Health, and how
much your Health will increase when you sleep and raise levels. Governs the skills of Block,
Armorer, and Heavy Armor.
Endusal: (ESM) The current name of the Dwemer ruin southwest of Dagoth Ur.
Energy Leech: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction/Restoration. Transfers stamina from
target to caster with a successful strike.
Enforcer: (ESM) "I am an enforcer. There are rules. The boss makes the rules. I enforce
them. You break the rules, and you don't get to live a long productive life. So don't break the
rules."
Enhanced Visibility: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Light, 10 feet in 30 feet for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Enhanced Visibility Tome.

Enthralling Presence: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Charm, 24 points in 20 feet for 20
seconds.
Lit.: Enthralling Presence Tome.

Entropic Bolt: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Damage Health, 10 points.
Lit.: Entropic Bolt Tome.

Entropic Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Damage Health, 5 points.
Lit.: Entropic Touch Tome.

Ephesus: (ESD) A marquisate in the province of Hammerfell.
The Epic of the Grey Falcon: (ESD) Title of a work edited and translated by Anido Jhone,
which comes in one volume and was originally published between 3E 0 and 3E 405.
Erabenimsun: (ESM) The war-loving Erabenimsun are the Ashlanders of Molag Mar, a
barren wasteland of rock, lava, and smoke southeast of Red Mountain, and love themselves
and their weapons above all else. They are greedy and cruel, and have no respect for
Ashlander custom. Their Ashkhan Ulath-Pal is cruel and ambitious, and his gulakhans are just
like him. There is one gulakhan of their tribe, Han-Ammu, who might be shaped as a new
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ashkhan. He is a weak reed, but his Wise Woman, Manirai, is strong and resourceful. Seek her
counsel.
Erabenimsun Camp: (ESM) The Ashlander Erabenimsun tribe has a permanent settlement at
Erabenimsun camp, an isolated hut settlement north-northwest of Mt. Assarnibibi in the
wastelands of Molag Amur region. Erabenimsun camp lies north as the racer flies, between
Mt. Kand and Mt. Assarnibibi and beyond. The camp itself lies north-northwest of Mt.
Assarnibibi. There are no tracks, few landmarks, and the going is difficult. Even Ashlanders
get lost in Molag Amur. Find Tel Fyr, the tower of Divayth Fyr, on the southern coast of
Zafirbel Bay. Tel Fyr is due south from Tel Aruhn, across the bay. Then follow the mainland
coastline south until you pass a one-yurt outcast camp. Look southwest for a valley heading
west, inland. Follow the valley west, turning south with it, until you see the camp in a small
hollow surrounded by hills. The camp itself is a group of five or six yurts.
Eraintine: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A sage quoted in STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the
Empire.
Eretammus-Sennammu Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine southeast of the Daedric ruin
Zaintiraris.
Ergalla, Socucius: (ESM) An elderly Imperial agent of the Seyda Neen Imperial Census and
Excise. He signed several Release Identifications of prisoners in 3E 427.
Eriphanes, Katar: (ESM, ESO) Imperial Scribe and author of Biography of the Wolf Queen.
Erramanwe of Sunhold: (ESM, ESO) Author of On Morrowind the Imperial Province.
Esannudan: (ESM) See → Foyada Esannudan.
Esprink, Namlir: (ESO) Author of The Shivering Bestiary.
Esroniet: (ESO) A small island kingdom which became part of the Imperial Empire in 3E 284.
Esutanamus: (ESM) A Daedric shrine upon an island east of the mainland beaches, southeast
of the Telvanni town of Tel Mora.
Eternal Champion: (ESD) The title which refers to the unknown 29-year-old hero which
defeated Jagar Tharn and freed Emperor Uriel Septim VII in 3E 399.
Lit.: IREK UNTERGE, The Light and The Dark.

Etherealness: (ESD) Turns caster ethereal, thus able to walk through walls. (ESLB)
Governing school: Thaumaturgy. With this spell, the caster becomes ethereal and can pass
through most objects including monsters and other players. However, the caster can not act
upon them in any way The caster can not pass through objects that make up the dungeon itself
(such as walls) and the caster still obeys the laws of gravity.
Etiquette: (ESD) Etiquette is a skill checked whenever one attempts to be polite, deferential,
and charming in conversation. Characters skilled in etiquette are charming, mannerly, witty,
and deferential - the darlings of high society. Nobles and merchants are won over by this
behaviour and are more likely to champion you as "one of our own".
Etiquette With Rulers: (ESD) Title of a work by Erystera Ligen, which comes in one volume
and was originally published in 3E 403.
Evening Star: The twelvth month of the Tamrielic calendar (the second winter month; 31
days). – Cf. → Month, Time.
Everflow Ewer: (ESO) A vessel of sorts cut from crystal from which water would pour
endlessly. Some say the Divines themselves created it; others think perhaps a powerful
sorcerer enchanted it.
Lit.: KIRELLIAN ODRENIUS (Ed.), Knightfall. Tales of Heroism and Chivalry.
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Evermore: (ESA) City-State in the province of High Rock. (ESD) One of the eight kingdoms
in High Rock.
(ESA) "We of Evermore welcome you into our walls. The War Knights reside here, and call this their home.
Remember this, lest you forget who you face in the Arena..."
Lit.: ERYSTERA LIGEN, Etiquette With Rulers.

Everscamp: (ESO) The Everscamp is unique. Not quite as powerful as a regular scamp, it can
barely use magic and is more of an annoyance than a threat.
Evoker: (DC) The third rank in the Mages Guild hierarchy. (ESM, ESO) The fourth rank in
the Mages Guild hierarchy.
Ewer of Purity: (ESLB) Renders the power of Cure Poison.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Exalted Master: (ESM) The ninth rank in the Morag Tong hierarchy.
Excise Officer: (ESM) The eighth rank in the Imperial Office of Census and Excise
hierarchy.
Excrescence of Ice: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Major Frost Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Executioner: (DC, ESM, ESO) The fifth rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy.
Executioners: (ESA) The arena team of Summurset of 3E 399/400.
Exhausted Mine: (ESO) A former silver mine in the northeast of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, east
of Fort Chalman.
The Exodus: (ESO) Title of a work by Waughin Jarth, which comes in one volume and was
published before or in 3E 433.
Exotic Armor Types: (ESM) See → Armor.
Exotic Items: (ESM) Well, some of the finer materials are hard to come by these days. While
it would be nice to have such items as dwarven limeware, it has become too difficult to obtain
it.
Exotic Products: (ESM) Exotic products of commercial value on Vvardenfell include the
following: bonemeal, corprus weepings, Daedra skin, Daedra's heart, ectoplasm, fire salts, frost
salts, Ghoul heart, gravedust, raw ebony, raw glass, Scamp skin, Vampire dust, and void salts.
Expertise: (ESD) Members of a character class possessing Expertise in a particular weapon
type inflict more damage and strike more often with their chosen weaponry than other classes.
Eye of Argonia: (ESAR) A priceless gem that also serves as a key to the Lost City of Black
Marsh.
Eye of the Needle: (ESM) The Needle is a tall rock column with whitish rock at its top,
located in the Valley of the Wind. The Valley of the Wind is a valley on the northeast slopes
of Red Mountain. The entrance to the valley is marked by Airan's Teeth, two tall rock spires.
Eyes of Arcane Sight: (ESLB) Renders the power of Detect Spell.
Lit.: MALHAM, Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.

Eyes of Eventide: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Night-Eye for 15 seconds.
Lit.: Eyes of Eventide Tome.

Eyes of Midnight: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Night-Eye for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Eyes of Midnight Tome.
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Factions and
Faction
Arena1
Ashlanders2
Aundae Clan2
Aureal1
Berne Clan2
Blades
Camonna Tong2
Census and Excise Office2
Court of Madness1
Dark Brotherhood
East Empire Company2
Fighters Guild1,2
Great House Hlaalu2
Great House Redoran2
Great House Telvanni2
Hands of Almalexia2
Imperial Cult2
Imperial Legion2
Imperial Trading Company1
Imperial Watch1
Knightly Orders2,3**
Knights of the Nine1
Knights of the Thorn1
Knights of the White Stallion1
Kyn1
Mages Guild
Mazken1
Morag Tong2
Mythic Dawn1
Nine Divines1
Nobility1
Quarra Clan2
Royal Guard2
Sixth House2***
Skaal2
Talos Cult2
Temple*
Thieves Guild
Twin Lamps2
1

Rank 1
Pit Dog
Clanfriend
Cattle
Auren
Cattle
Novice2
Knight Brother1
Bully
Novice
Tourist

Rank 2
Brawler
Hearthfriend
Neonate
Auredel
Neonate
Apprentice2
Captain1
Tough
Apprentice
Aspirant

Rank 3
Bloodletter
Brother
Minion
Aurmok
Minion
Journeyman2
Grandmaster1
Thug
Clerk
Citizen

Rank 4
Myrmidon
Initiate
Servant
Aurmokel
Servant

Rank 5
Warrior
Clanholder
Stalker
Aurig
Stalker

Finder2

Traveller2

Brute
Lifetaker
Taxman
Taxtaker
Madman
Honored Madman
Slayer3
Apprentice2,3
Journeyman2,3
Operator2,3
Wetboy2
Executioner1, 2,3
Murderer1
Slayer1
Eliminator1
1
Assassin
Underling
Clerk
Steward
Fixer
Agent
Apprentice3
Journeyman3
Swordsman3
Protector3
Defender3
Associate1,2
Apprentice1,2
Journeyman1,2
Swordsman1,2
Protector1,2
Hireling
Retainer
Oathman
Lawman
Kinsman
Hireling
Retainer
Oathman
Lawman
Kinsman
Hireling
Retainer
Oathman
Lawman
Mouth
Layman
Novice
Initiate
Acolyte
Adept
Recruit
Spearman
Trooper
Agent
Champion
Worker
Boss
Watchman
Captain
Centurion
Commander
Aspirant
Squire
Gallant
Chevalier
Keeper
Knight Errant
Knight Commander Divine Crusader
Honorary Knight
Knight-Errant
Knight-Errant
Churl
Caitiff
Kynval
Kynreeve
Kynmarcher
Apprentice3
Journeyman3
Evoker3
Conjuror3 [sic]
Magician3
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
Associate
Apprentice
Journeyman
Evoker
Conjurer1,2
Kiskengo
Kiskella
Kiskedrig
Grakendo
Grakella
Associate
Blind Thrall
Thrall
White Thrall
Thinker
Initiate
Acolyte
Pilgrim
Novice
Initiate
Acolyte
Adept
Knight
Baron/Baroness
Lord/Lady
Count/Countess Duke/Duchess
Cattle
Neonate
Minion
Servant
Stalker
Guard
Captain
Sleeper
Dreamer
Corprus Stalker Lame Corprus
Ash Slave
Novice3
Initiate3
Acolyte3
Adept3
Curate3
Layman2
Novice2
Initiate2
Acolyte2
Adept2
3
3
3
3
Apprentice
Journeyman
Filcher
Crook
Robber3
2
2
2
2
Toad
Wet Ear
Footpad
Blackcap
Operative2
1
1
1
1
Pickpocket
Footpad
Bandit
Prowler
Cat burglar1
-

ESO.
ESM.
3
ESD (according to DC)
* In ESD i.e. Temples of the Eight Divines (cf. Imperial Cult and Nine Divines), in ESM the Tribunal Temple.
** In ESM i.e. Imperial Knights.
*** These Sixth House ranks are not official, but deduced from in-game hints and stats.
2
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Ranks
Rank 6
Gladiator
Guide
Bloodkin
Malaurig
Bloodkin

Rank 7
Hero
Champion
Reaver
Pelaurig
Reaver

Rank 8
Champion
Gulakhan
Lord
Lord

Rank 9
Grand Champion
Farseer
Elder
Elder

Rank 10
Ashkhan
Ancient
Ancient

Operative2

Agent2

Spy2

Spymaster2

Grand Spymaster2

Chiller
Operative
Duke of Dementia

Hammer
Agent
Duke of Mania

Old Man
Excise Officer
Regent

Strongman
Inspector
Defender of the Realm

Kingpin
Grand Inspector
Madgod

Punisher2,3
Silencer1

Terminator2,3
Speaker1

Assassin2,3
Listener1

Dark Brother2,3

Master Assassin2,3

Negotiator
Warder3
Defender1,2
House Cousin
House Cousin
Spellwright
Disciple
Knight Errant
Knight Brother
Markynaz
Enchanter3
Magician1,2
Grakedrig
Brother
Disciple
Bloodkin
Ash Zombie
Disciple3
Curate2

Officer
Guardian3
Warder1,2
House Brother
House Brother
Wizard
Oracle
Knight Bachelor
Commander
Valkynaz

Deputy
Champion3
Guardian1,2
House Father
House Father
Master
Invoker
Knight Protector
Marshal
-

Factor
Warrior3
Champion1,2
Councilman
Councilman
Magister
Theurgist
Knight of the Garland
Seneschal
-

Grandmaster
Archmaster
Archmagister
Primate
Knight of the Imperial Dragon
Paladin
-

Warlock1,2,3

Wizard1,2,3

Master Wizard1,2,3

Arch-Mage1,2,3

Autkendo
Knower
Oracle
Reaver
Ash Ghoul
Brother3
Disciple2
Thief3
Captain2
Master Thief1
-

Master
Invoker
Lord
Ash Poet
-

Exalted Master
Theurgist
Elder
Ascended Sleeper
-

Grandmaster
Primate
Ancient
Ash Vampire
-

Diviner3

Master3

Patriarch3

Ringleader3
Gray Fox1

Mastermind3

Master Thief3

-

-

-

Bandit2,3
Shadowfoot1
-

Master1,2,3
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F
Factions: (ESM) Observers of Vvardenfell's politics have identified eleven main factions,
some aligned with Imperial interests, some aligned with native Dunmer interests. The primary
Imperial factions are the Imperial cult, the Imperial legions, and the Fighters, Mages, and
Thieves Guilds. The primary native Dunmer factions are the three Great Houses, Redoran,
Hlaalu, and Telvanni, the Temple, and the Morag Tong. The Ashlander barbarians are native
Dunmer, but are opposed to both the Empire and the settled Dunmer. (ESO) You can make
new friends, and enemies, by joining a faction. Joining a faction has great benefits, everyone
in your faction will like you more.
Factor: (ESM) The ninth (and thus highest) rank in the East Empire Company hierarchy.
Fadathram Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the southwest of
Vvardenfell's Ashlands, southwest of the Dwemer ruin Endusal.
Faerie: (1) (ESD) Faerie have been on Tamriel, in all probability, long before recorded
history, perhaps since or before the days of the Elder Ones. The tales of their mischief are
found in every culture, in most every village, town, and city-states in the Empire. Alternately
they are called Fey, Illyadi, Sprites, Pixies, and Sylphim, and their natures seem to flit from
one story to the next with the same variation. It could almost be said that Faerie are anything
unpredictable in nature. Their plans and schemes are not governed by a higher purpose,
simply by their own whim. - Cf. → Ahrtabazus.
Lit.: SZUN TRIOP, The Faerie.

(2) (ESD) A language skill checked whenever one attempts to speak with a Faerie.
(3) The Faerie: (ESD) Title of a work by Szun Triop, which comes in one volume and was
originally published 2E 456 and 3E 405.
Fairtree: (ESD) A location mentioned in A Tale of Kieran (ed. VEGEPYTHICUS).
Fairy Dragon's Scales: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
45,00 Reflect
Resist Fire

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Resist Fire.

Falas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the west of Vvardenfell's West
Gash, north of the Dunmer stronghold Berandas.
Falasmaryon: (ESM) The abandoned Dunmer stronghold of Falasmaryon is just northeast of
Maar Gan, across the Foyada Bani-Dad. You can get into Foyada east of Maar Gan. Travel up
the Foyada Bani-Dad from Maar Gan and take the first trail from the Foyada that leads north.
Falcrenth: (ESA, ESD) City-State in the province of Skyrim.
(ESA) "The city-state of Falcreath bids you welcome, as does its ruler. We are home of the Dark Shadows, who
have killed all who dared come against them..."
Lit.: VARNARD KARESSEN, On Lycanthropy. – ANONYMOUS, King Edward (obviously mis-read as 'Falcreath').

Falensarano: (ESM) One of the ancient Dunmer strongholds. Falensarano is on the mainland
west of Tel Aruhn.
Falinesti: (ESA) City-State in the province of Valenwood. Falinesti lies near the coast on the
northern region of Valenwood. To the north are the spines of the Dragon's Teeth. (PG1) The
walking city of the Bosmer king, Falinesti is south in the summer and north come Hearth Fire.
It is the largest of Valenwood graht-oaks, whose magic was invoked at the dawn of recorded
history. The Camaron throne is somewhere in the highest branches, as are numerous other
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natural dwellings. Wood Elves climb about its surface like termites, or carefully swing from
level to level by means of thorny vines. Humans have generally been too unsettled by the city
to stay there long, though Great Apes and Orcs are common. The Thalmor has decided to
change the capital of Valenwood from Falinesti to Elden Root for the duration of the Aldmeri
Dominion. (ESO) City in the Wood Elven homeland of Valenwood.
Falki the Fat: (ESM) A Nord male who became Thirsk's twelfth chieftain and ruled over it
for three months (c. 3E 399). He slew a pack of six rabid wolves and presented their claws as
battle trophies. Succumbed to madness and death as a result of rabies.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Falkreath: (ESM, ESO) A kingdom in West Cyrodiil.
Lit.: The Arcturian Heresy. - Remanada.

Fall Months: (ESA) See → Months.
Fall of the Snow Prince: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
The Fall of the Usurper: (ESD) Title of a work by Palaux Illthre, which comes in one volume
and was originally published between 3E 288 and 3E 405.
Fallen Rock Cave: (ESO) A cave in the northwest of Cyrodiil's West Weald, northwest of
Skingrad.
Falmer: ('snow people') (PG1) Nords attribute almost any misfortune or disaster to the
machinations of the Falmer, or Snow Elves, be it crop failure, missing sheep, or a traveler lost
crossing a high pass. These mythical beings are popularly believed to be the descendants of
the original Elven population, and are said to reside in the remote mountain fastnesses that
cover most of Skyrim. However, there is no tangible evidence that this Elven community
survives outside the imaginations of superstitious villagers. (ESM) According to Nord legend,
the Falmer or 'Snow Elves' are an elusive race of Elves who dwell in cold, remote regions.
Since they bred with the other Elven races, they ceased to exist as an identifiable culture.
They're usually blamed for any number of disasters. - Locals of the island Solstheim think the
legendary Falmer are actually the Rieklings (little ice creatures that inhabit the island).
Lit.: LOKHEIM, Fall of the Snow Prince.

False Incarnate: (ESM) The Temple refers to any demented impostor who claims to be the
Nerevarine as "the False Incarnate". The Temple treats such persons as insane, and Ordinators
pursue and imprison them "for their own protection." In the past, some have claimed to be the
reincarnated Nerevar. The most recent is known as Peakstar, a figure of legend among the
Wastes tribes for the last 30 years. At present, Elvil Vidron in Suran is claiming to be the
Incarnate. So far the Temple hasn't said anything about it. The Temple says these false
Incarnates disprove the prophecies, since the false Incarnates fail and come to nothing, but the
mystical Nerevarine cult glorifies rather than shrinks from contradictions, citing the
appearance of "failed Incarnates" as certain proof of Nerevar's coming rebirth.
Every few years an Ashlander appears, and the tribes call him the Incarnate. Then the Temple goes out, hunts
him down, and reveals him as a fake. Why does the Temple worry so much about it?

Famed Artifacts of Tamriel: See → Tamrielic Artifacts.
Fanacas: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the far southeast of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains, north of
Cheydinhal.
Fanacasecul: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, north of Fort
Virtue.
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Fang Lair: (ESA) It is said that the Dwarven mine Fang Lair is located somewhere in the
province of Hammerfell and was originally built by the Dwarves of Kragen. Legend has it
that a Great Wyrm drove the Dwarves from their home in the Dragon's Teeth, and took the
Lair for itself. Not too long ago a band of goblins, led by Golthog the Dark attacked Rihad.
They carried away with them much treasure, including a parchment which held within its
writings clues to decipher the part of the Elder Scrolls which spoke of the location of the
legendary Fang Lair. Golthog and his goblins fled to an ancient and ruined fortress called
Stonekeep, outside the city..
(ESD) Fang Lair is an old dwarf mine, but there's supposed to be a dragon there, and the dwarves are gone. They
mined there mithril and gold. Mithril's scarce, but it's light to carry for its worth, and easy to mine and work if
you know how. The dwarves had built a hall over the top of their mines. It's a pretty thing on the outside. Narrow
towers, and arched bridges between them. Delicate looking; you wouldn't expect work like that from Dwarves.
Merged right into the rocks too. And there was a big stone dragon mounted above the gate. The inside wasn't
much to look at, just rock wall. The doorway was enormous, but the doors were gone. There was a balcony
running right around a big open pit, probably the start of the mine, turned into a hall. And right in the middle was
more treasure than you can imagine piled up almost like a haystack that'd been flattened out. And what had
flattened it was a golden dragon curled right over it; we didn't even see him at first, 'cause he blended with the
rest of the gold. The place smelled of brimstone, but most mines do.

Fang of Haynekhtnamet: (ESM, ESO) Black Marsh was once known to be inhabited with
what the Argonians called the Wamasus. Northern men considered them to be intelligent
dragons with lightning for blood. One such mighty beast, Haynekhtnamet, was slain by the
Northern men, though it took 7 days and nights, and a score of men. One of the surviving men
took a fang home as a trophy. The fang was carved down into a blade and fashioned into a
small dagger. The Dagger mysteriously houses some of the beast's magical properties and
grants the user the ability to do shock damage on an opponent. This unique Dagger is seen
occasionally by traveling heroes. (ESM) Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 16,000
gold for it.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
32.000,00 5,00
Shock Damage

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Far Silence: (ESD) Governing School: Mysticism. Creates a sphere of silence around a
target, making spell-casting impossible for the duration.
Fara's Hole in the Wall: (ESM) An inn in Sadrith Mora (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District)
where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Faregyl Inn: (ESO) An inn in the south of the Great Forest (Cyrodiil) and northwest of the
Inn of Ill Omen, where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Faremyle of Burning Blows: (ESLB) Renders the power of Medium Fire Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Farmantle Glens: (ESO) A location in the northern reaches of Cyrodiil's Jeral Mountains.
Her most famous citizen was her Knight-Errant Garridan Stalrous.
Lit.: KIRELLIAN ODRENIUS (ed.), Knightfall. Tales of Heroism and Chivalry.

Farmer: (ESM) "I am a farmer. I grow crops, and raise animals for food, and gather animal
products and vegetable products from the land for my own use or for sale at the markets."
Farnsworth, Phineas: (ESO) Author of Bruma's Baenlin Dies in Tragic Accident! (Black
Horse Courier special edition).
Farrington: (ESD) A Breton noble of the court of Anticlere.
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Farrun: (ESA) City-State in the province of High Rock. (ESD) One of the eight kingdoms in
High Rock.
(ESA) "The northern port of Farrun welcomes you into her icy hold. Feel not the bite of winter, nor the edge of
the wind, but instead the cold steel of the Hellcats, as they perform their deadly dance..."
Lit.: ERYSTERA LIGEN, Etiquette With Rulers.

Farseer: (ESM) The ninth rank in Vvardenfell's Ashlanders hierarchy.
Fast Travel: (ESM) Since the land of Morrowind is so large, you will find a variety of fast
travel options available to you at various places throughout the world.Although traveling by
foot can lead you to many exciting adventures and exotic locations, it can also lead to your
demise. Options available to you include Silt Striders, boats, and teleportation from Mages
Guilds.
Fatback Cave: (ESO) A cave in the south of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, in the south of the
Imperial City isle, on the shore of Lake Rumare.
Father of Blight: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Medium Continuous Damage to the victim.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Father Of The Niben: (ESO) The title of Florin Jaliil's commentated translation of the only
surviving four short verse fragments of the Aldmeri epic Udhendra Nibenu, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433. Father of the Niben is the only written
record of Topal the Pilot's voyages and offers an interesting if controversial look at the
Middle Merethic Era.
Fatigue: (ESM) Fatigue is how tired you are. Low Fatigue makes it harder to successfully
perform actions. Running, jumping, swimming fast, and swinging a weapon reduce your
Fatigue. Walking, resting, waiting, potions, or spells can restore your Fatigue. (ESO) Fatigue
is how tired you are and affects every action you do. Fatigue affects how good you are at
combat and magic, low Fatigue hurts your effectiveness, especially when doing melee attacks.
Actions like jumping and fighting will decrease your Fatigue. Your Fatigue regenerates
quickly while walking, and slowly while running. Those skilled in Athletics recover fatigue
faster while running.
Faume Toad-Eye: (ESM, ESO) Bosmeri king and father of the legendary hero Oreyn
Bearclaw, mentioned in YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.
Favel Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the northeast of Vvardenfell's
Ashlands. Favel Ancestral Tomb lies west of the Ahemmusa camp. Follow the coast west
from the camp, past the Daedric ruins until you see a cavern. If you reach the ashlands, you
have gone too far.
Favoril, Arrin: (ESAR) Author of Book of Dwarven Lore.
Fav'te: Author of The War of Betony. - Cf. Vulper → NEWGATE.
Fearful Gaze: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Expert skill and
affects the target at distance. Effects: Demoralize up to level 7 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Fearful Gaze Tome.

Fearstruck: (ESD) A legendary artifact mentioned by BRESNE SMYTHE. According to
SMYTHE, the artifact Fearstruck was a shield created by the Dark Elven goddess Boethiah, but
utterly destroyed by something Smythe calls "the wyrm" and which might have been a sort of
dragon. No other reference to it has ever been found.
Lit.: BRESNE SMYTHE, The Story of Lyrisius.

Feast of the Tiger: (DC) Redguard festival, celebrated in Bantha on the 14th of Last Seed.
(ESD) The Feast of the Tiger in the Bantha rainforest is like other holidays in praise of a
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bountiful harvest. It is not, however, a solemn occasion for introspection and thanksgiving,
but a great celebration and festival from village to village.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Feather: (ESM) Governing School: Alteration. This effect temporarily reduces the target's
encumbrance, resulting in a slower loss of fatigue. The magnitude is the units of weight
removed from encumbrance.
Feet of Notorgo: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration. Temporarily boosts caster's Speed
attribute.
Felgageldt Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, south of Fort
Virtue.
Felldew: (ESO) Felldew is a dangerous toxin secreted by some Elytra. Despite the risks, some
value it for its use as a powerful stimulant. Ingestion of Felldew results in the release of
pheromones that some Elytra recognize, making them indifferent to the user's presence.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
4000,00 Fortify Agility
Fortify Intelligence
Fortify Strength
Fortify Agility

* Septims/Pound

Fellmoor: (ESO) Fellmoor is a small Dementia community of farmers.Their crops have been
known to alter a person's sense of reality.
Fellowship of the Temple: (ESM) Title of a work by Tholer Saryoni, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Felms: See → Saint Felms.
Felms' Glory: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's saint Felms which
temporarily fortifies the blessed's restoration skill.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Fennel Seeds: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Fennel plant.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
800,00 Restore Fatigue
Damage Intelligence
Damage Magicka
Paralyze

* Septims/Pound

Fenrik's Welcome: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Chameleon 100% for 5 seconds; Open Hard Lock.
Lit.: Fenrik's Welcome Tome.

Fern: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
28,00 n/a

Fervinthil: (ESM, ESO) A village in Morrowind, located to the north-west of Ald Lambasi,
mentioned in CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.
Festival: See → Holidays.
Festival of Blades: (DC) Redguard festival, celebrated in the Alik'r Desert on the 26th of
First Seed to celebrate the defeat of the giant goblins. (ESD) During the Festival of Blades,
the people of the Alik'r Desert celebrate the victor of the first Redguard over a race of giant
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goblins. The story is considered a myth by most scholars, but the holiday is still very popular
in the desert.
Fey: See → Faerie.
Feydnaz: (ESO) Presumedly a not yet documented rank of the Dremora hierarchy. See →
Dremora.
Feyfolken: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Waughin Jarth, which comes in three volumes and
was originally published before 3E 428.
Ffoulke: (ESAR, ESM, ESO) Author of The Firmament.
Fieldhouse Cave: (ESO) A cave in the northeast of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, south of the
Drunken Dragon Inn.
Fields of Kummu: (ESM) The Fields of Kummu are somewhere along the coast of Lake
Amaya, near a farm. It was there that Lord Vivec met a poor farmer whose only guar had
died. This farmer could not harvest his muckspunge without his guar, and could not provide
muck for himself or his village. So, the Lord Vivec removed his fine clothes, laid them aside,
and toiled in the farmer's fields, acting as a beast of burden until the entire crop was
harvested. It is at the Fields of Kummu we go to pray for the same humility Lord Vivec
showed on that day.
Lit.: The Pilgrim's Path.

Fiery Night: (DC) Redguard festival, celebrated in the Alik'r Desert on the 29th of Sun's
Height. (ESD) Few besides the natives of the Alik'r Desert would venture out on the hottest
day of the year, Fiery Night. It's a lively celebration with a meaning lost in antiquity.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Fifth Trial: (ESM) The Ashlanders are sometimes called the Velothi, for the prophet Veloth
who guided us to this land many, many centuries ago. And the Four Tribes are the four tribes
of Vvardenfell, the Urshilaku, the Ahemmusa, the Zainab, and the Erabenimsun. It would
truly be a miracle to unite these four tribes who have so long raided and warred with one
another. But the Nerevarine must be one who performs miracles.
Fig: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
32,00 Resist Fire
Cure Disease

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Cure Disease.

Fighter Disciplines: (ESM) The nine disciplines traditionally associated with the Fighters
Guild are: block, armorer, medium armor, heavy armor, blunt weapon, long blade, axe, spear,
and athletics.
Fighters Guild: (ESD) The Fighters Guild has a reputation for not being very picky about its
members. Nothing could be further from the truth. The Fighters Guild provides strong arms
and sharp blades for any willing to pay the price. If you want constant action and a steady
flow of gold coin, its the guild for you. We offer skills training, special discounts on armor
and weapon repairs, and very profitable work assignments. In addition, you always have a
place to rest in any Fighters Guild. Its far better than some Knightly order. Did you you know
that they don't even get paid? (ESM) The Fighters Guild is a professional organization
chartered by the Emperor to regulate the hiring and training of mercenaries. Training, goods,
and services are cheaper for members, and the Guild Stewards know where to find work.
Look for chapters in Balmora, Ald'ruhn, Wolverine Hall in Sadrith Mora, and the Foreign
Quarter in Vivec. The Fighters Guild in Balmora is on Trade Street, west of the river, on the
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right as you head north of the plaza near the south gate and the silt strider port. Eydis Fire-Eye
is the steward. Look for her if you're thinking of joining the Fighters Guild. (ESO) A
brotherhood of warriors. They provide a service to Tamriel, lending steel and shield to those
who need their help. The Fighters Guild maintains minimum standards of public behavior.
You must have a clean criminal record to join. According to the Fighters Guild charter, no
private contracts may offend against the laws and customs of the counties and the Imperium.
What affects one of them affects them all. Fighting, drunkenness, dereliction of duty are not
tolerated. The highest aspiration of a Fighters Guild member is to advance to the rank of
Champion, and eventually Master.
Lit.: Imperial Charter of the Guild of Fighters. - “Fighters Guild Faces Tough Competition” (Black Horse
Courier article).

Filcher: (DC) The third rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Fin of Spite: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Minor Continuous Damage to the victim.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

The Final Lesson: (ESM) Title of a work by Aegrothius Goth, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Finder: (ESM) The fourth rank in the Blades hierarchy.
Fines and Compensation: (ESM) The punishment for criminals in Morrowind is typically
fines and compensation. The fines are collected by the state; the compensation goes to the
injured party or his kin. That may sound like a sweet deal -- kill an enemy, then pay the fine -but folks who have enough money to pay such fines are almost always House lords, and
House Wars customs means the Great House of the victim usually buys a writ with the Morag
Tong to assassinate the murderer. So murderers pay, and then they get killed, too.
Fingerbowl Cave: (ESO) A cave in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, north-northeast of
Aleswell.
Fingers of the Fox: (ESO) See → Thieves Guild.
Fingers of the Mountain: (ESO) A very old text, written in Ayledish, a language few
understand. It contains instructions for acquiring a very special power - something about
tapping into the power of the weather, the magical control over the weather. It's very valuable,
but slightly dangerous.
(From the margins of the book) "... only seems to function outdoors, where it reacts strongly to magic... terrible
power, capable of striking a man dead on the spot..." - "...transported the stone to a secure location, in order to
study it more fully..." - "...guild wizards brought in to focus power of stone. Several severely injured; stone
finally 'tuned' to react to shock magic..." - "...Welkynd stone necessary to harness stone's power. Success means
powers of shock unattainable through other means. "

Fire and Darkness. The Brotherhoods of Death: (ESO) Title of a work by Ynir Gorming,
which comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Fire and Faith: (ESM) Title of a work by Nchunak, which comes in one volume and was
originally published before 3E 428.
Fire Atronach: (ESM) See → Flame Atronach.
Fire Ball: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 30 points in 10 feet.
Lit.: Fire Ball Tome.

Fire Damage: (ESM) Governing School: This spell effect produces a manifestation of
elemental fire. Upon contact with an object, this manifestation explodes, causing damage.
Fire Fern: (ESD, ESM) A perennial herb, native to the province of Morrowind. The flowers
are inconspicuous and often hidden. The glossy, evergreen foliage and blossoms are resistant
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to the conditions of high heat and bright light. A petal from this plant placed under the
adventurer's tongue will provide protection from the heat and fire of the lava pits and thermal
streams found around Dagoth-Ur.
Lit.: HARDIN THE HERBALIST, Special Flora of Tamriel.

Fire Festival: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in Northmoor on the 20th of Second Seed.
(ESD) The Fire Festival in Northmoor is one of the most attended celebrations in High Rock.
It began as a pompous display of magic and military strength in ancient days and has become
quite a festival.
Fire Petals: (ESM) Fire petals have modest magical properties, and are collected from the
Fire Fern plant that grows on Red Mountain, in Molag Mar, and on Azura's Coast.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
20,00 Resist Fire
Drain Health
Spell Absorption
Paralyze

* Septims/Pound

Fire Salts: (ESM) Fire salts are the crystalline compound that precipitates from elemental fire
in solution. Such residues may be collected from the remains of fire atronachs that have been
banished from the mortal plane.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1000,00 Drain Health
Fortify Agility
Resist Frost
Fire Shield
4800,00 Fire Damage
Resist Frost
Restore Magicka
Fire Shield

* Septims/Pound

Fire Shield: (ESLB) Governing school: Alteration. This spell creates a fiery aura around the
caster. Whenever the caster is hit at close range, the attacking creature suffers twice the
amount of inflicted damage from the Fire Shield. This spell lasts until a certain amount of
damage has been absorbed. (ESM) This effect creates a shield of elemental fire around the
subject's entire body. The spell adds its magnitude to the subject's Armor Rating, and also
greatly reduces damage from fire attacks. (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which
requires the Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fire Shield, 30% for 30
seconds.
Lit.: Fire Shield Tome.

Fire Storm: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Creates a fiery aura around caster,
delivering medium-level damage to all within its boundaries. (ESO) A spell of the School of
Destruction which requires the Expert skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire
Damage, 50 points in 15 feet.
Lit.: Fire Storm Tome.

Fireball: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Fires a ball of flame at a single target,
delivering medium to high-level damage.
Firedrakes: (ESA) The arena team of Torval of 3E 399/400.
Firemoth: (ESM) This Imperial fort offshore to the west was captured years ago by the
undead horde of Grurn, who literally marched out of the ocean and overran the garrison there.
Once a strategic strongpoint guarding the Inner Sea, now it is an all-but-forgotten ruin.
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Firemoth Mine: (ESM) The Firemoth Ebony Mine can be reached through the dungeon of
Fort Firemoth.
Firewatch: (ESA) City-State in the province of Morrowind.
(ESA) "Firewatch is the closest city-state to the firecone, Dagoth Ur. Legend has it that a great labyrinth resides
under that fiery mountain. Here in this city however, the danger comes from the Blood Mages, who are old
veterans of the Arena..."

The Firmament: (ESAR, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Ffoulke, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 399. A revised edition was published between 3E 399
and 3E 427, another between 3E 428 and 3E 433.
First Planting: (ESA, ESD) On the 7th of First Seed every year, the people celebrate First
Planting, symbolically sowing the seeds for the autumn harvest. It is a festival of fresh
beginnings, both for the crops and for the men and women of Tamriel. Neighbors are
reconciled in their disputes, resolutions are formed, bad habits dropped, the diseased cured.
The clerics at the temples run a free clinic all day long to cure people of poisoning, different
diseases, paralyzation, and the other banes found in Tamriel.
First Scroll of Baan Dar: (ESD) Title of a work edited and translated by Arkan, which comes
in one volume and was originally published in 2E 24.
First Seed: The third month of the Tamrielic calendar (the second spring month; 31 days). –
Cf. → Month, Time.
Firsthold: (ESA) City-State in the province of Sumurset Isle, birthplace of the High Elves.
The Firsthold Revolt: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Maveus Cie, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Fisherman's Rock: (ESO) Fisherman's Rock is north of Leyawiin (Cyrodiil), about six hours
walk, on a point of land on the eastern shore of the Niben.
Fishing Day: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated on the 30th of Second Seed. (ESD) Fishing
Day is a big celebration for the Bretons who live off the bounty of the Iliac Bay. They are not
a usually flamboyant people, but on Fishing Day, they make so much noise, fish have been
scared away for weeks.
Fists of Randagulf: (ESO) Randagulf of Clan Begalin goes down in Tamrielic history as one
of the mightiest warriors from Skyrim. He was known for his courage and ferocity in battle
and was a factor in many battles. He finally met his fate when King Harald conquered
Skyrim. King Harald respected this great hero and took Randagulf's gauntlets for his own.
After King Harald died, the gauntlets disappeared. The King claimed that the Fists granted the
bearer added strength.
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Five Claws Lodge: (ESO) An inn in Leyawiin (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 10 gold a
night.
The Five Far Stars: (ESM) Title of an anonymous collection, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428. It consists of verses composed by Ashlander
warriors, champions, and ashkhans, committed to memory by the wise women of the
Urshilaku Ashlanders and transmitted down the generations.
The Five Songs of King Wulfharth: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work,
which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428. A revised edition
was published between 3E 428 and 3E 433.
The Five Tenets: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433. – Cf. → Dark Brotherhood.
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Fixer: (ESM) The fourth rank in the East Empire Company hierarchy.
Fjalding: See → Lake Fjalding.
Fjell: (ESM) A cave at the southern end of Harstrad River.
Fjyron: (ESO) Each Ancestor Moth carries the fjyron of an ancestor's spirit. Loosely
translated as the "will to peace," the fjyron can be sung into the silk produced by the Ancestor
Moths. When the silk is in turn spun into cloth and embroidered with the geneology of the
correct Ancestor, clothing of wonderous power can be made. See also → Monastery of the
Ancestor Moth.
Lit.: Pension of the Ancestor Moth.

Flakes of Snow: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Minor Frost Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Flame Atronach: (ESM) The flame atronach is a powerful Daedric summoning associated
with elemental fire. Crystalline elemental fire compounds called fire salts may be salvaged
from the remains of banished fire atronachs. - See also → Daedra.

Flame Atronach.

Flame of the Greater Vigil: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Medium Shield.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Flame Shield: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fire Shield, 30% for 60 seconds.
Lit.: Flame Shield Tome.

Flame Stalk: (ESO) An exotic product from the Flame Stalk plant of Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Health
Fire Damage
Frost Shield
Invisibility

* Septims/Pound

Flame Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Fire Damage, 25 points.
Lit.: Flame Touch Tome.

Flammable Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Fire Damage, 4 points for 5 seconds; Weakness
to Fire, 25% for 5 seconds.
Lit.: Flammable Touch Tome.

Flare: (ESD) Governing School: Illusion. Creates an aura of light around caster, making
visibility higher.
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Flash Bolt: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 20 points.
Lit.: Flash Bolt Tome.

Flask of Lillandril: (ESAR) An ancient magical flask of unknown origin with the ability to
absorb magic, discovered during the 1st Era of Tamriel (c. 1E 470) by a group of Elves living
in Lillandril, a port city on the Northern shore of Summerset Isle. Upon learning that the flask
had the marvellous property of being able to absorb magic of any persusasion, the founders
realized their importance in the world and spread word of their discovery. They performed
various favors for the Barons of Summerset Isle, keeping the magical powers of the Wood
Elves of Valenwood in check. Eventually the founders, worried that Wood Elf assassins may
kill them and take the flask, left Summerset Isle for the City of Daggerfall, in High Rock,
where they hoped to buy their safety from the Clan Direnni, to live in secret, protected by the
Direnni. While sailing from Summerset to High Rock they were ahipwrecked on the coral reef
along the southern coast of what is now Stros M'Kai. The founders were killed and the Flask
of Lillandril was lost. Reference linking the island to the flask occur in manuscript fragments
on unknown but ancient origin held in the private library of Kuric Dexian at Sentinel. One
piece, the Lagan Text, has symbols which could be interpreted as map references. This has led
to the theory that the location of the flask was known at some time after the founders demise.
Stories tell of the High Wizard of Valenwood himself defeated by a stable-boy armed only
with the Flask, others of the famous Second Era necromancer N'GASTA defeated by a young
Redguard mercenary shortly after the Battle of Stros M'Kai. Stories of the flask have appeared
over the ages, but it is still believed by many that it is lost somewhere on the island of Stros
M'Kai. No mage has ever been able to detect the flask's location.
Lit.: Elven Artifacts, Vol. VIII.

Flax Seeds: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Magicka
Feather
Shield
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Flesh Atronach: (ESO) One of the most unusual creatures in the Isles, the Flesh Atronach
appears as a sewn-together conglomeration of skin and muscle adorned with mystical symbols
and wearing an iron collar. Although it's uncertain whether Sheogorath or some other Daedric
Prince created this creature, it's obvious that the intent was to use them as guardians. Usually
found inhabiting underground ruins, the Flesh Atronach will defend areas it's set to guard
until it's destroyed. A unique visual feature of this creature is the energy spots located on its
body. These colored areas seem to glow with an inner light and denote the power of the
Atronach. In increasing order of magnitude, these seem to be Yellow, Purple, and Red. The
function for these spots is still a mystery, but from my observations, I suspect them to be a
magic dampening gland of some kind. As expected, the Flesh Atronachs are all completely
impervious to disease and poison and highly resistant to fire and frost. Shock magic seems to
affect them adversely, which appears to be their largest weakness. The Purple and Red
varieties also seem to possess innate magic abilities, including healing and fireballs. (NAMLIR
ESPRINK, The Shivering Bestiary)
Flin: (ESM) Imported Cyrodiilic whiskey is called flin. This stimulating beverage is imported
and expensive, but has none of the unpleasant side effects of other intoxicating beverages. A
sharp boost in strength and willpower is what most people experience.
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Flooded Mine: (ESO) A former mine in the far southeast of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, north of
Bravil.
Flora of Hammerfell: (ESAR) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 2E 865.
Flour: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Fatigue
Damage Personality
Fortify Fatigue
Reflect Damage

* Septims/Pound

Flower Day: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in smaller High Rock villages on the 25th of
First Seed. (ESD) Flower Day is another of the frivolous celebrations of High Rock. Children
pick the new flowers of spring while older Bretons, cooped up all winter, come out to
welcome the season with dancing and singing.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Flower Festival: (ESM, ESO) An event which started with the sunset during the millennial
celebration of the founding of the Breton Kingdom of Camlorn at Cavilstyr Rock in 3E 405:
"It was a great, wide promontory facing the sea, and for the occasion of the Festival of
Flowers, a large circle of unlit torches and covered baskets had been arranged. [...] The sun
was setting, and it was time for the Flower Festival. Twelve young men emerged from the
darkness wearing only loincloths and masks, and lit the torches. The moment the fire blazed,
[...] all the rest of the dancers rushed to the baskets, pulling out blossoms and vines by the
handful. At first, the women danced with one another, sprinkling petals to the wind. The
crowd then joined in as the music swelled. It was a mad, beautiful chaos." (MERA LLYKITH,
The Mystery of Princess Talara). – Cf. → March of Beauty.
Flowers: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
16,001,2 Damage Fatigue1
Resist Fire1
Chameleon2

* Septims/Pound
1
red
2
yellow

Flowers of Gold: (ESM) An inn in the Redoran Compound of Vivec (Morrowind,
Vvardenfell District) where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Fly Amanita Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Fly Amantia mushroom.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Agility
Burden
Restore Health
Shock Damage

* Septims/Pound

Flying Creatures: (ESM) Two kinds of flying creatures are common on Vvardenfell: netch
and cliff racers. Bull netch are giant, peaceful floating creatures with long tentacles that
dangle to the ground. Betty netch are smaller than the bull netch, but more aggressive and
dangerous. Cliff racers are winged, leathery flying creatures larger than a man, with long
wicked beaks and flailing tails. They're a serious threat, especially in packs.
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Flyte, Auberon: (ESD) The Breton Lord of Reich Gradkeep anon Anticlere, in whose honor
the lordship was renamed. He was a cousin of Lord Graddock, the preceeding ruler of Reich
Gradkeep, and the husband of Lady Doryanna.
Lit.: VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony.

Flyte, Doryanna: (ESD) The wife of Lord Auberon Flyte of Anticlere.
Lit.: VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony.

Followers of the Gray Fox: (ESO) Attributed title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Food in Morrowind: (ESM) The staple is the saltrice grain, usually eaten as a cooked
porridge mixed with scuttle (a cheese-like food from giant domesticated beetles). Hackle-lo (a
hardy succulent edible leafy green) is a reliable year-round vegetable, eaten cooked or raw,
and bittergreen (a fast-growing slime triggered by rain) is safe and nourishing when boiled,
though highly toxic if eaten raw. We've got the local brews, greef, shein, mazte and sujamma.
They're cheap, and full of kick.
Fools' Ebony: (ESD) Title of a work by Frincheps, which comes in five volumes and was
originally published before 3E 406.
Footpad: (ESM) The third rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy. (ESO) The second rank in the
Thieves Guild hierarchy.
For My Gods and Emperor. A Handbook for the Imperial Cult: (ESM) Title of a handbook
for members of the Imperial cult, which comes in one volume and was originally published
before 3E 428.
Forbidden Armor: (ESD) Characters with forbidden armor may still possess the prohibited
helmets and pauldrons, they just cannot equip or use them. (ESLB) Characters with this
disadvantage can not use or equip any armour of a higher class than the one indicated.
Forbidden Material: (ESD) Characters who are forbidden a certain material cannot use or
equip any item that is made of that material, whether it be a weapon, a shield, armor, or any
other type of item. The character may possess items of the forbidden material, he or she
simply may not use them. (ESLB) Characters with this disadvantage can not use or equip any
item of better material than the material indicated.
Forbidden Shield Type: (ESD) Like forbidden weaponry and forbidden armor, characters
who are forbidden shields may still possess, buy, and sell them, they simply cannot equip or
use certain types of shield.
Forbidden Weaponry: (ESD) Being forbidden a type of weaponry simply means that the
character cannot use or equip any of a certain category of armament. The character may buy
or sell the forbidden weapons, may carry them in inventory forever, but they may never be
actually used. (ESLB) Characters with this disadvantage can not use or equip certain types of
weapons.
Force Bolt: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction/Alteration. Fires a ball of energy at a
single target delivering high-level damage and a chance of paralysis.
Foreign Quarter: (ESM) See → Vivec (City).
Foreigners: (ESM) Most native Dunmer don't like foreigners. The Dunmer are a proud
people, and they look down on other races and cultures. They particularly dislike outland
Dunmer -- Dark Elves born and raised to Imperial ways, who don't know what it is to be a
Dunmer born-and-bred. Foreigners can be accepted in Morrowind, even adopted into the
Great Houses. There's even a Nord on the House Hlaalu Council. But it isn't easy. It takes
time and effort to win a native's trust.
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Forgotten Ones: (ESO) They worship Namira from the dark, basking in their misery and
filth.
"Blessed are the Forgotten Ones, Chosen of Namira. In squalor they thrive, wallowing in filth, low and repulsive,
darlings of Namira."

Fork of Horripilation: (ESM) A powerful artifact. The origin and purpose of this wondrous
fork are unknown.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* given in pounds

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
1,00
Drain Magicka
5,00
0,38
Stunted Magicka

Forks of Bonefrost: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Major Frost Damage Range. Lit.: Codex
Arcana.
Forlorn Watchman: (ESO) The ghost of an old man that looks out into Niben Bay each
night. Every night he appears at Bawnwatch Camp at 8 and wanders the shore of Niben Bay.
Then he stops and looks mournfully out to sea. The Watchman looks like he may have been a
sailor. No one knows where he came from, or why he looks so sad. Some say he died in a
horrible shipwreck. He's never harmed anyone, but most people give him a wide berth.
Forsaken Mine: (ESO) A former mine in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, just south
of Leyawiin.
Fort: See the table below.
Blackwood
Fort Blueblood
Fort Bulwark
Fort Doublecross
Fort Nomore
Fort Redman
Fort Teleman
Colovian Highlands
Fort Dirich
Fort Hastrel
Fort Linchal
Fort Ontus
Fort Rayles
Gold Coast
Crowhaven
Dasek Moor

CYRODIIL
Gold Coast (cont.)
Heartlands (cont.)
Fort Strand
Fort Homestead
Fort Sutch
Fort Magia
Fort Wariel
Fort Nikel
Great Forest
Fort Urasek
Fort Ash
Fort Variela
Fort Carmala
Fort Virtue
Fort Coldcorn
Jerall Mountains
Fort Horunn
Cloud Ruler Temple
Fort Roebeck
Sancre Tor
Fort Wooden Hand
Nibenay
Heartlands
Fort Aurus
Fort Alessia
Fort Cedrian
Fort Caractacus
Fort Cuptor
Fort Chalman
Fort Entius
Fort Empire
Fort Facian

Nibenay (cont.)
Fort Farragut
Fort Flecia
Fort Gold-Throat
Fort Grief
Fort Irony
Fort Naso
Fort Redwater
Fort Sejanus
Valus Mountains
Fort Scinia
West Weald
Fort Black Boot
Fort Istirus
Fort Vlastarus

MORROWIND
Vvardenfell
Ascadian Isles
Castle Ebonheart
Fort Pelagiad
Ashlands
Fort Buckmoth

Bitter Coast
Fort Moonmoth
West Gash
Fort Darius

Zafirbel Bay
Wolverine Hall

Solstheim
Hirstang Forest
Fort Frostmoth

The Inner Sea
Fort Firemoth

Imperial forts in the provinces Cyrodiil and Morrowind, listed by regions.

Fort Alessia: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, on the
northwestern shore of the Upper Niben.
Fort Ash: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the west of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, west of the
Imperial City.
Fort Aurus: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, on the
northern shore of the Niben Basin.
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Fort Black Boot: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the far southeast of Cyrodiil's West Weald,
west of Bravil.
Fort Blueblood: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in Cyrodiil's Blackwood, southwest of
Leyawiin, near the border to Black Marsh.
Fort Buckmoth: (ESM) Fort Buckmoth is the Imperial Legion's garrison for Redoran
District. The fort lies south of Ald'ruhn, a short walk from Ald'ruhn's south gate.
Fort Bulwark: (ESO) It lies in the southeast of Cyrodiil, near the Black Marsh border. It was
designed to keep the Shield of the Crusader hidden and safe.
Fort Caractacus: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Heartlands,
south of Aleswell.
Fort Carmala: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the west of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, south of
Chorrol and west of the Imperial City.
Fort Cedrian: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the west of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, along the
Yellow Road on the eastern shore of the Corbolo River..
Fort Chalman: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northeast of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, east of
the Roxey Inn.
Fort Coldcorn: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Great Forest,
right between Chorrol and Bruma.
Fort Cuptor: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, on the
southwestern shore of Lake Canulus..
Fort Darius: (ESM) The Empire built a fort near Gnisis village with the help of House
Redoran. They named this fort after the garrison's commandant, General Darius. - (MP) Fort
Darius is the smallest of several Imperial fortifications on Vvardenfell, it is basically just the
east gate to Gnisis.
Fort Dirich: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands,
north-northwest of Skingrad.
Fort Doublecross: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the center of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, east
of Blankenmarch.
Fort Empire: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Heartlands,
northwest of the Imperial City and north of Fort Nikel.
Fort Entius: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the east of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, at the end of the
Silverfish River.
Fort Facian: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the north of Cyrodiil's Nibenay.
Fort Farragut: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the far north of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, northeast
of Cheydinhal.
Fort Firemoth: (ESM) See → Firemoth.
Fort Flecia: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the south of Cyrodiil's Nibenay.
Fort Frostmoth: (ESM) Fort Frostmoth is the Imperial fort on the southern tip of the island
Solstheim.
Fort Gold-Throat: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Nibenay,
southwest of Lake Canulus.
Fort Grief: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort on a small island south of Fort Aurus, in the
southwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay.
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Fort Hastrel: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Colovian
Highlands, north of Fort Wariel.
Fort Hawkmoth: (ESM) Also known as Hawkmoth Fort. Fort Hawkmoth is located in
Ebonheart.
Fort Homestead: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the south of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, south of
the Imperial City.
Fort Horunn: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northeast of Cyrodiil's Great Forest,
northeast of Frostfire Glade.
Fort Irony: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in Cyrodiil's Nibenay, southeast of Bravil, out on a
point of land that projects into Niben Bay.
Fort Istirus: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the southwest of Cyrodiil's West Weald, east of
Kvatch.
Fort Linchal: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the south of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands,
northeast of Kvatch.
Fort Magia: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the east of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, south of
Wellspring Cave.
Fort Moonmoth: (ESM) Fort Moonmoth is the Imperial Legions garrison southeast of
Balmora, just outside of town. General Larrius Varro is the commandant, and Radd HardHeart is the Chapter Steward. The Chapter Steward is the fellow to talk to if you were
thinking of enlisting. Crulius Pontanian, an enchanter, is the Imperial agent. Between the
Imperial Legions and Imperial cult staff, they have about a dozen service providers out there.
Fort Naso: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the north of Cyrodiil's Nibenay.
Fort Nikel: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the west of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, west of the
Imperial City.
Fort Nomore: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, south
of Bravil, close to the road to Leyawiin.
Fort Ontus: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands,
in the northwest of the Imperial Reserve.
Fort Pale Pass: (ESO) The fabled headquarters of Tamriel's First Era Akaviri invaders.
Thanks to an expedition funded by Her Ladyship Narina Carvain, Countess of Bruma, the
secret entrance to this ruin was found in the frozen wastes of the Jeral Mountains. Evidence
uncovered at the site indicates a great landslide had covered the fort, trapping the hapless
Akaviri commanders within, leaving the Akaviri columns leaderless and isolated in the alpine
wilderness passes.
Lit.: Fort Pale Pass Discovered! (Black Horse Courier special edition).

Fort Pelagiad: (ESM) Fort Pelagiad is the garrison right east of Pelagiad. Angoril of Vulkhel
Guard is the boss of Fort Pelagiad.
Fort Rayles: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the far north of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands,
northwest of Chorrol.
Fort Redman: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Blackwood,
northeast of Water's Edge, on the east bank of the Lower Niben.
Fort Redwater: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Nibenay.
Fort Roebeck: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the south of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, on the
shore of White Rose River.
Fort Runestones: (ESO) See → Runestones.
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Fort Scinia: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Valus Mountains,
east-southeast of Cheydinhal.
Fort Sejanus: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, north of
Cropsford.
Fort Sphinxmoth: (ESO) A fort on the border near Dune.
Fort Strand: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the south of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region, east
of Anvil.
Fort Sutch: (ESO) Nestled in the mountains to Cyrodiil's west [of Chedinhal] lies the ruined
Imperial Fort Sutch. It is an impregnable fortress surrounded by mountains. Not far from from
the ruins of Fort Sutch lie the ruins of a tower. That tower was once part of the Fort Sutch
Abbey. The two ruins lie apart on the surface. But underground, they're connected by some
now-flooded tunnels.
Fort Teleman: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northeast of Cyrodiil's Blackwood,
southeast of the Drunken Dragon Inn.
Fort Urasek: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northeast of Cyrodiil's Heartlands where
Blue and Ring Road meet..
Fort Variela: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, north of
Bravil in the center of the Nibenay Valley.
Fort Virtue: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Heartlands,
southwest of the Imperial City.
Fort Vlastarus: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northeast of Cyrodiil's West Weald, east
of Skingrad.
Fort Wariel: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the northeast of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region,
northwest of Kvatch.
Fort Wooden Hand: (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Great
Forest, northwest of Skingrad and southeast of Chorrol.
Fortify: Effects which increase a person's attributes, skills or abilities. (ESM) Governing
School: Restoration. – Cf. → Fortify Potions, Fortify Spells.
Fortify Agility: (ESD) Increases target's Agility. (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration
which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify Agility, 5
points for 90 seconds. See also → Fortify Attribute.
Lit.: Fortify Agility Tome.

Fortify Attack: (ESM) This effect raises the subject's chance of making a successful attack
with a weapon or hand-to-hand attack. See also → Fortify Skill.
Fortify Attribute: (ESM) This effect temporarily increases the value of one of a subject's
attributes. Only Strength, Intelligence, Willpower, agility, Speed, Endurance, Personality, and
Luck are affected. Any derived attributes are recalculated. Attributes return to their original
values when the spell ends. The magnitude is the value of the increase of the attribute.
Fortify Endurance: (ESD) Increases target's Endurance. (ESO) A spell of the School of
Restoration which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify
Endurance, 5 points for 90 seconds. See also → Fortify Attribute.
Lit.: Fortify Endurance Tome.

Fortify Fatigue: (ESM) This effect temporarily increases the value of a subject's fatigue. Any
derived attributes are recalculated. Fatigue returns to its original values when the spell ends.
The magnitude is the value of the increase in fatigue. (ESO) A spell of the School of
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Restoration which requires the Novice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify
Fatigue, 25 points for 45 seconds. See also → Fortify Spells.
Lit.: Fortify Fatigue Tome.

Fortify Health: (ESM) This effect temporarily increases the value of a subject's health. Any
derived attributes are recalculated. Health returns to its original values when the spell ends.
The magnitude is the value of the increase in health. (ESO) A spell of the School of
Restoration which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify
Health, 30 points for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Fortify Health Tome.

Fortify Intelligence: (ESD) Increases target's Intelligence. (ESO) A spell of the School of
Restoration which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify
Intelligence, 5 points for 90 seconds. See also → Fortify Attribute.
Lit.: Fortify Intelligence Tome.

Fortify Luck: (ESD) Increases target's Luck. (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration
which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify Luck, 5
points for 90 seconds. See also → Fortify Attribute.
Lit.: Fortify Luck Tome.

Fortify Magicka: (ESM) This effect temporarily increases the value of a subject's magicka.
Any derived attributes are recalculated. Magicka returns to its original values when the spell
ends. The magnitude is the value of the increase in magicka. (ESO) A spell of the School of
Restoration which requires the Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself. Effects:
Fortify Magicka, 30 points for 60 seconds.
Lit.: Fortify Magicka Tome.

Fortify Maximum Magicka: (ESM) This effect temporarily modifies the multiplier used to
derive the amount of magicka a character has. The magnitude is multiplied by a character's
Intelligence to derive magicka. The standard multiplier is 0.5 (Intelligence x 0.5). A
magnitude of 2 produces magicka equal to the character's Intelligence x 2.
Fortify Personality: (ESD) Increases target's Personality. (ESO) A spell of the School of
Restoration which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify
Personality, 5 points for 90 seconds. See also → Fortify Attribute.
Lit.: Fortify Personality Tome.

Fortify Potions: (ESM) Fortify potions temporarily increase attributes and abilities. Fortify
potions include: fortify strength, fortify intelligence, fortify willpower, fortify agility, fortify
speed, fortify personality, fortify luck, fortify health, fortify spell points, fortify fatigue, and
fortify endurance. – Cf. → Fortify Spells.
Fortify Skill: (ESM) This effect temporarily increases the value of one of a subject's skills.
The skill returns to its original value when the spell ends. The magnitude is the value of the
increase in the skill.
Fortify Speed: (ESD) Increases target's Speed. (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration
which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify Speed, 5
points for 90 seconds. See also → Fortify Attribute.
Lit.: Fortify Speed Tome.

Fortify Spells: (ESM) Fortify spells temporarily increase fundamental attributes for the
duration of the spell effects. The most common restoration spells of this kind are: nimbleness,
fortitude, vigor, vitality, wisdom, jack of trades, charisma, feet of notorgo, powerwell, orc
strength, and iron will. – Cf. → Fortify Potions.
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Fortify Strength: (ESD) Increases target's Strength. (ESO) A spell of the School of
Restoration which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify
Strength, 5 points for 90 seconds. See also → Fortify Attribute.
Lit.: Fortify Strength Tome.

Fortify Willpower: (ESD) Increases target's Willpower. (ESO) A spell of the School of
Restoration which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify
Willpower, 5 points for 90 seconds. See also → Fortify Attribute.
Lit.: Fortify Willpower Tome.

Fortitude: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration. Temporarily boosts caster's Endurance
attribute.
Forts: (ESM) There are garrisons all over Vvardenfell: Fort Pelagiad in Pelagiad, Fort
Hawkmoth in Ebonheart, Fort Moonmoth outside Balmora, Fort Buckmoth outside Ald'ruhn,
and Fort Darius in Gnisis.
Fountain Gate: (ESO) A district of Chorrol.
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Chorrol.

Four Corners: (ESM) The First Corner of the House of Troubles is Malacath, the Daedric
patron of the Orcs who tests the Dunmer for weakness. There is a shrine to Malacath on
Sheogorad, southwest of Dagon Fel. The Second Corner of the House of Troubles is
Mehrunes Dagon, the Daedra of Destruction who represents the trials the Dunmer face in the
lands of Morrowind. At Ald Sotha, the daedric ruins northeast of Vivec City, Vivec rescued
Sotha Sil, the only survivor of the minor House Sotha, from the armies of Mehrunes Dagon.
The Third Corner of the House of Troubles is Molag Bal, who tries to destroy the Dunmer by
corrupting our bloodlines. The Fourth Corner of the House of Troubles is Sheogorath, the
Mad Star, who threatens the Dunmer with madness. See also → Bad Daedra.
Lit.: The House of Troubles.

The Four Suitors of Benitah: (ESM) Title of a work by Jole Yolivess, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428. The book has an important lesson on the
rewards of compassion.
Fourth Trial: (ESM) The "Fourth Trial" is to join the three Great Houses of Vvardenfell
under one Hortator. A "Hortator" is a war-leader chosen when Dunmer great houses must put
aside their normal feuds to unite against a common enemy. This has happened only once since
the Empire invaded Resdayn.
Foxglove Nectar: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Foxglove plant, and an ingredient of
Argonian Bloodwine.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Resist Poison
Resist Paralysis
Restore Luck
Resist Disease

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: TALAN, Wine Ingredient List.

Foyada: ('fire-river') (ESM) 'Foyada' means 'fire-river' in the native Ashlander language. The
deep, ash-dark ravines which run down from the Red Mountain volcano are called foyada.
The lava from Red Mountain is very fluid, and it runs almost like water, and during an
eruption, fire-rivers run down the mountain, clearing the ravines of vegetation. Because they
have good footing, are clear of brush, and run long distances, we use them like roads when
traveling overland.
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Foyada Ashur-Dan: (ESM) A larger foyada southwest of Falensarano
Foyada Bani-Dad: (ESM) The large foyada which runs down from the Red Mountain to the
northeastern end of Vvardenfell. - (MP) This lava riverbed is the most direct foot route from
Maar Gan to Vvardenfell's north coast and the Dunmer strongholds in the northern Ashlands.
Foyada Esannudan: (ESM) The foyada which leads from the Ghostgate into the crater of
Red Mountain.
Foyada Ilibaal: (ESM) The foyada which leads from Molag Mar to Mount Kand.
Foyada Mamaea: (ESM) Foyada Mamaea is a volcanic ravine that runs from the top of Red
Mountain southwest to its end just below Balmora. An old Dwemer bridge crosses the foyada
near Fort Moonmoth. The best route to Ghostgate is to follow Foyada Mamaea up from where
the Pelagiad-Balmora road crosses the foyada southeast of Fort Moonmoth.
Foyada Nadanat: (ESM) The foyada which runs from Molag Amur to the Erabenimsun
Camp.
Foyada Zabirbael: (ESM) The foyada between Mount Kand and Mount Assarnibibi.
Free Action: (ESD) Cures the target of paralysis. Governing School: Alteration/Restoration.
High-level chance of curing, and creating an immunity to paralysis for the duration of the
spell.
Freelance Work: (ESM) You can always just wander around and ask for work. Hunt
monsters and sell their hides. Collect ingredients for alchemists. Prey on bandits and
smugglers. Search ruins for loot. All you need are better skills and conditioning, and
knowledge of Morrowind. And spend what you earn on equipment and training. Then come
back a little less wet-behind-the-ears, and I won't have to worry so much about you when I
send you out on a mission.
Freezing Blast: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Frost Damage, 20 points for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Freezing Blast Tome.

Freezing Bolt: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Frost Damage, 5 points for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Freezing Bolt Tome.

Freezing Burst: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Frost Damage, 10 points for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Freezing Burst Tome.

Freezing Shard: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Frost Damage, 3 points for 5 seconds.
Lit.: Freezing Shard Tome.

Freezing Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Frost Damage, 6 points for 7 seconds; Weakness
to Frost, 50% for 7 seconds.
Lit.: Freezing Touch Tome.

Frenzy: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Novice skill and affects
the target at distance. Effects: Frenzy up to level 5 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Frenzy Tome.

Frenzy Creature: (ESM) Governing School: Illusion. This effect temporarily increases a
creature's attack rating (i.e., its inclination to attack). The effect's magnitude is the value of the
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increase in the attack rating. When the effect ends, the creature's attack rating returns to
normal. Humanoids, undead, Daedra, and artifacts are not affected.
Frenzy Humanoid: (ESM) Governing School: Illusion. This effect temporarily increases a
humanoid's attack rating (i.e., its inclination to attack). The effect's magnitude is the value of
the increase in the attack rating. When the effect ends, the humanoid's attack rating returns to
normal. Creatures, undead, Daedra, and artifacts are not affected.
Frincheps: (ESD) Author of Fool's Ebony.
Fringe: (ESO) The Fringe is an enclosed area designed to test those who wish to enter the
Shivering Isles.
From Frog to Man: (ESO) Title of a work by Meekus Ralbrek, which is said to exist in
Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E
433.
From The Memory Stone of Makela Leki: (ESD) Title of an anonymously published work,
which comes in one volume and was published between 2E 230 and 3E 406. Although it
claimes to give a "faithful reproduction of the thoughts recorded in" the First Era,
chronological discrepances prove it a fraud of a later era.
Frontier, Conquest and Accommodation. A Social History of Cyrodiil: (ESM, ESO) Title of
an anonymously published work, which comes in one volume and was published by the
University of Gwylim Press before 3E 428 (although its title page gives as the year of
publication "3E 344").
Frossel: (ESM) A cave on the shores southeast of the Skaal village.
Frosselmane Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the southeast of Solstheim, northwest
of the southern mouth of the Iggnir River.
Frost Atronach: (ESM) The frost atronach is a powerful Daedric summoning associated with
elemental frost. Crystalline elemental frost compounds called frost salts may be salvaged from
the remains of banished frost atronachs. - See also → Daedra.
Frost Bolt: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Frost Damage, 35 points.
Lit.: Frost Bolt Tome.

Frost Centurion: (ESM) The frost centurion is an enchanted animated artifact of Dwemer
creation. Constructed in the form of an armored Warrior, they are aggressive and dangerous.
Scrap metal collected from Dwemer artifacts is rare and precious, and prized both by
collectors of antiquities and students of metals and enchantments.
Frost Damage: (ESM) Governing School: Destruction.This spell effect produces a
manifestation of elemental frost. Upon contact with an object, this manifestation causes frost
damage over the area of the spell.
Frost Fall: (a.k.a. Frostfall) The tenth month of the Tamrielic calendar (the third fall month;
31 days). – Cf. → Month, Time.
Frost Monarch: (ESO) A stronger form of the more common Frost Atronach.
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Frost Salts: (ESM) Frost salts are the crystalline compound that precipitates from elemental
frost in solution. Such residues may be collected from the remains of frost atronachs that have
been banished from the mortal plane.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
750,00

3E 433

Cyrodiil

6400,001
9600,002

Attributed Effect(s)
Drain Speed
Restore Magicka
Frost Shield
Resist Fire
Frost Damage
Resist Fire
Silence
Frost Shield

* Septims/Pound
1
refined
2
raw

Frost Shell: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Frost Shield, 10% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Frost Shell Tome.

Frost Shield: (ESM) This effect creates a shield of elemental frost around the subject's entire
body. The spell adds its magnitude to the subject's Armor Rating, and also greatly reduces
damage from frost attacks.
Frost Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Frost Damage, 25 points.
Lit.: Frost Touch Tome.

Frostbite: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Frost Damage, 12 points for 6 seconds; Weakness to
Frost, 75% for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Frostbite Tome.

Frostfire Glade: (ESO) An isolted region in the north of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, northeast of
Fort Chalman, reached only through Frostfire Cave.
Frykte: (ESM) A cave northeast of Hrothmund's Bane.
Fryse Hags: (ESM) The fryse hags are powerful and savage mages dedicated to the teachings
of Kyne, the widow of the god Shor and Mother of Men. Each is a powerful sorceress skilled
in the use of frost-based magicka. They're vicious lasses, and view most people as a threat to
their beliefs. They despise anyone not of their order, and will attack on sight. They've been
seen out in the wild, and in a couple of the ice caves.
Fundamental Attributes: (ESM) See → Attributes.
Fundaments of Alchemy: (ESO) Title of a work by Alyandon Mathierry, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Fundilius, Agrippa: (ESM) Imperial scholar and author of The War of the First Council.
Fungus Stalk: (ESO) An exotic product from the Fungus Stalk plant of Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Strength
Water Walking
Fortify Health
Restore Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Furies: (ESA) The arena team of Riften of 3E 399/400.
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Fusozay var dar: (ESO) (Khajiiti phrase) "Kill without qualm".
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.

Fusozay var var: (ESO) (Khajiiti phrase) "Enjoy life".
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.

Fyr, Divayth: (ESM) Divayth Fyr is one of the oldest mortals on Tamriel. He is one of the
oldest and most respected wizards in House Telvanni and could be the Telvanni
Archmagister, but he doesn't care about that stuff. He just wants to collect Dwemer artifacts
and Daedric artifacts and corprus victims. He welcomes thieves and adventurers, says they
can have anything they can get away with. He must have a right rich booty in there,
considering the ones that go in and don't come out. He lives in Tel Fyr. (ESO) A very old and
reclusive Dunmer wizard with the ability to travel to the realms beyond ours at will. He lives
in a tower off Zafirbel Bay on the island of Vvardenfell in the province of Morrowind.
Fyrelight Cave: (ESO) A cave in the west of Cyrodiil's West Weald, southwest of Skingrad.
Fyrre, Tjurhane: (ESO) Civilized Ayleid male, born in 1E 2790, died in 2E227. Author of
Nature of Ayleidic Poesy (University of Gwilym Press, 2E12).
Lit.: KIER-JO CHORVAK, On Wild Elves.
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G
Gable: (ESO) A sailor of the ship → Emma May.
Gaeldol: (ESM) Bosmeri author of I'm My Own Grandpa.
Gaer: (ESM, ESO) A location mentioned in Lord Jornibret's Last Dance.
Gaiar Alata: (ESO) See → Camoran's Paradise.
Galerion The Mystic: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Asgrim Kolsgreg, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 406. A revised edition was published
between 3E 406 and 3E 427.
Galerion, Vanus: (ESO) A Psijic of the Isle of Artaeum and student of the famed Iachesis.
He was operating out of the urban center of Firsthold. Galerion proposed to make magical
items, potions, and even spells available to any member of the general public who could
afford to pay. Galerion was brought before Iachesis and the King of Firsthold, Rilis XII, and
made to state the intentions of the fraternity he was forming, which was later to be known as
the Mages Guild.
Lit.: Origin of the Mages Guild. - HANNIBAL TRAVEN, The Black Arts On Trial.

Gallant: (ESM) The third rank in the knightly orders hierarchy.
Galom Daeus: (ESM) A Dwemer ruin southwest of Uvirith's Grave. Go south from Uvirith's
Grave until you reach a river of lava, then follow that river to the west.
Gallwood, Odiva: (ESD) Author of A History of Daggerfall.
Gamboge, Stern: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Author of Biography of Barenziah.
Gambolpuddy: (ESM) One of Sheogorath's creations.
A Game at Dinner: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by "An Anonymous Spy," which comes in
one volume and was originally published by Nerris Gan before 3E 428.
Gan, Nerris: (ESM) Publisher of A Game At Dinner.
Gandrung Caverns: (ESM) The Gandrung Caverns are northeast of Fort Frostmoth.
Garden of Dareloth: (ESO) A garden in the Imperial City's Waterfront district, directly
facing the former residence of the supposed "true thief of Nocturnal's Cowl," Emer Dareloth.
Gardener: (ESM) "I tend the plants and trees, and keep things looking pretty. I keep an eye
on the weather, keep things watered when it's dry and dusty."
Gardens of Flesh and Bone: (ESO) The Gardens of Flesh and Bone were created by the
sorceress Relmyna Verenim as her attempt to grow the mystical components of the „sixth
element,“ Flesh.
Gardner: (ESD) A famous and successful High Rock mercantile dynasty which built a
walled palace in Wayrest on the High Rock side of the river Bjoulsae and, over time, allowed
banks and other businesses within its walls. Under the command of this family Wayrest was
granted the right to call itself a kingdom in the 1100th year of the 1st Era.
Lit.: SATHYR LONGLEAT, Wayrest, Jewel of the Bay.

Gardner, Aphren: (ESD) The original founder of Castle Wayrest.
Lit.: SATHYR LONGLEAT, Wayrest, Jewel of the Bay.

Gardner, Farangel: (ESD) The first king of Wayrest. He was proclaimed king when Wayrest
accepted ambassadors from the Camorian Empire in the 1100th year of the 1st Era.
Lit.: SATHYR LONGLEAT, Wayrest, Jewel of the Bay.

Gardtide: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in Tamarilyn Point on the 1st of Rain's Hand.
(ESD) On Gardtide, the people of Tamarilyn Point hold a festival to honor Druagaa, the old
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goddess of flowers. Worship of the goddess is all but dead, but the celebration is always a
great success.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Garlas Agea: ("Caverns of Lore") (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the south of Cyrodiil's Gold
Coast region, northeast of Anvil.
Garlas Malatar: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the west of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region. Garlas
Malatar was the westernmost outpost of the Ayleid empire. It watched over the Abecean Sea.
Garlic: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1
Resist Disease
Damage Agility
Frost Shield
Fortify Strength

* Septims/Piece

Garlythi: (ESD) A vampiric tribe of High Rock, whose territory comprises Northmoor and
Phrygias. Their declared enemies are the → Selenu and the → Lyrezi. – Cf. → Vampirism.
Garridan's Tears: (ESO) The Tears are small crystals, bluish in appearance. The Tears are
literally the frozen tears of a knight named Garridan Stalrous who lived many years ago.
Garridan was a knight who lorded over a small village of peaceful farmers. One harvest
summer, there was a horrible drought. The farmers appealed to Garridan to discover a
solution. He spent a week consulting with sages, until one of them mentioned a possibility.
The sage told him of an artifact called the Everflow Ewer. The vessel, which looked like a
silver pitcher, was said to supply endless water. Legend has it that Garridan found the Ewer,
and that it was guarded by a fearsome creature. It is also said that the creature froze him.
When Garridan realized his quest was a failure, and he wouldn't be able to return and save the
farmers, he began to shed some tears. As the ice enveloped him, some of his tears were frozen
as well. Some even say that the Divine, Mara, took pity on the poor knight. To commemerate
his kind heart, she imbued the Tears with some sort of magical power.
Lit.: Knightfall.

Gatekeeper: (ESO) The Gatekeeper guards the Gates of Madness against those not Blessed
by Sheogorath.
Gates of Madness: (ESO) The Gates of Madness serve to keep out casual adventurers from
Sheogorath's realm. Only those fit for Sheogorath's realm, or those invited, can gain access.
Gateway: (ESM) The Gateway is the official Telvanni hostel for outsiders visiting Sadrith
Mora. Unless you are a Telvanni retainer or kin, you're not supposed to sleep anywhere in
Sadrith Mora except the Gateway, the official Telvanni hostel for outsider visitors. In theory,
you're not supposed to walk around in Sadrith Mora unless you are Telvanni retainer or kin,
unless you have the necessary Hospitality papers from the Prefect of Hospitality, Angaredhel
the Dunmer, at the Gateway. In practice, stay out of trouble, and you can go where you want
and do what you want.
Gateway Inn: (ESM) An inn in Sadrith Mora (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District) where you
can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Gathering: (ESO) Ritual meeting of the followers of the Deep Ones, usually held at
midnight.
Gauntlet: (ESD, ESM) A festival the cultists of Boethiah celebrate on the 2nd of Suns Dusk.
– See also → Daedric Summonings.
Lit.: SIGILLAH PARATE, Invocation of Azura.
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Gauntlets of Expectant Wonder: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Summon Smart Monster, and is
schooled with crafts of mysticism.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Gauntlets of Scathing: (ESLB) Causes Minor Magic Damage, and gifts its owner with
special insight into the disciplines of mysticism.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Gauntlets of Starkhorn's Red Wisdom: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
destruction, and gives some Resistance to Shock when equipped by the owner.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Gauntlets of the Crusader: (ESO) An ancient relic of a time long past. The Gauntlets were
recovered by Sir Casimir of the old Order of the Nine. When the Order of the Nine fractured,
Sir Casimir followed Sir Berich into war, taking the Gauntlets with him. When it was over, he
returned to Cyrodiil. Sir Casimir attempted to return to the service of the Nine, but the war
had changed him. He no longer had sympathy for the weak, or pity for the suffering. In the
brief time he was in Chorrol, Sir Casimir did more to hurt the Chapel of Stendarr than help it.
It was there that Sir Casimir was cursed. A beggar who came to the Chapel each day for help
tried his patience one too many times. Sir Casimir lost his temper, and struck him. His blow
landed harder than he had intended, and the beggar fell to the floor, dead. As proof of the
deed, when he struck the poor man the Gauntlets slipped right off his hands and fell to the
floor. They dropped to the floor right where he stood, and no one could lift them. Sir Casimir
left the Chapel at once.
Gauntlets of the Rain of Fire: (ESLB) Causes Minor Fire Damage, and partakes of the
excellence of illusion.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Gauntlets of the Summer's Day: (ESLB) Enchanted with the spell of Resistance to Fire, and
is informed by the arts of longblade.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Gauvadon: (ESD) A lordship in the province of High Rock. (ESO) A principality in the
province of High Rock, located just east of Wayrest.
Lit.: ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

Geography of Morrowind: (ESM) Morrowind is the northeastmost province of the
Tamrielic Empire, bounded on the north and east by the Sea of Ghosts, on the west by
Skyrim, on the southwest by Cyrodiil (also known as the Imperial Province), and on the south
by Black Marsh (also known as Argonia). The southeast is a warm coastal plain with broad
cultivated areas and marshes and swamps similar to those found in Black Marsh. Most of
Morrowind's people live the high hills and rich river valleys of central Morrowind, especially
around the Inland Sea. The west and south-central region is mountainous and sparsely
populated. The rocky, rugged archipelago of the northeast is also sparsely populated. Most of
the population is gathered in the high uplands and fertile river valleys of central Morrowind,
especially around the Inland Sea. The island of Vvardenfel, in north-central Morrowind, is
dominated by the titanic volcano Red Mountain and its associated ash wastelands.
Geography of Vvardenfell: (ESM) Vvardenfell District consists of the island of Vvardenfell,
surrounded by the Inland Sea, and dominated by the titanic volcano Red Mountain and its
associated ash wastelands. Only recently open to settlement and trade, most of the island's
population is confined to the relatively hospitable west and southwest coast, centered around
the ancient city of Vivec and the old Great House district centers at Balmora, Ald'ruhn, and
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Sadrith Mora. The rest of the island is covered by hostile desert wastes, arid grasslands, and
volcanic badlands, and thinly populated by the nomadic Ashlander tribes.
Geographic Regions
(ESM) Vvardenfell has nine basic geographic regions, each with their own distinctive plants
and terrain features. Scholars have based their classifications on the different types of land
described by the native Ashlanders, so the designations are recognized by most local traders,
travelers, and adventurers. These geographic regions are called: the Ascadian Isles, the
Ashlands, Azura's Coast, the Bitter Coast, the Grazelands, Molag Amur, Red Mountain, West
Gash, and Sheogorad.
If you want to know about a place on Vvardenfell, talk to Elone the Redguard. You can find her at Arrille's
Tradehouse in Seyda Neen. She's traveled all over the island. And you might want a copy of 'Guide to
Vvardenfell'.

Geon, Bibenus: (ESD) Author of A Dubious Tale of the Crystal Tower.
Gersen, Ulfe: (ESD. ESM. ESO) The wealthy and influential Baron of Winterhold who
married Uriel VI's half-sister Morihatha before she became Empress of Tamriel in 3E 313.
Lit.: STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire.

Ghartok Al Mnem: (ESO) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: MANKAR CAMORAN, Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes.

Ghartok Padhome: (ESM) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Gheateus: (ESD) A 'godlike' Fey variant mentioned in SZUN TRIOP's The Faerie.
Ghile, Raerlas: (ESO) See → Bow of Shadows.
Ghost: (ESA) Ghosts were once human, but are now trapped between here and the ethereal
plane. They exist as spirits only, but have a chilling effect upon those they attack. Ghosts have
the ability to drain a wizards spell points at range. Ghosts are difficult to hit, and often hide
themselves in the shadows, where they are effectively invisible. Ghosts also have the ability
to see invisible creatures.
Ghosts are normally the temple's problem.

(ESM) Cf. → Ancestor.
Ghost Essence: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
120,00 n/a

Ghost Form: (ESD) Governing School: Illusion/Thaumaturgy. Turns caster invisible and
weightless, as per the spells Invisibility and Levitation.
Ghostfence: (ESM) The Ghostfence is a magic wall around Red Mountain. The settled people
created this barrier to keep the Devil Dagoth Ur and his beasts and servants trapped in Red
Mountain. The barrier also keeps blight storms and blight monsters from spreading across
Vvardenfell. In the past, the Ghostfence was completely effective, but now we hear reports of
encounters with blighted monsters outside the fence.
Ghostgate: (ESM) Ghostgate is the stronghold on the south slope of Red Mountain that
guards the only passage through the Ghostfence and into the blighted region of Red
Mountain. Ghostgate consists of two towers, the Tower of Dusk -- the west keep -- and the
Tower of Dawn -- the east keep -- with a temple between the two towers, and a tunnel beneath
the temple leading up Foyada Esannudan into Red Mountain. It is garrisoned by the
Ordinators and the Buoyant Armigers, and House Redoran maintains a hostel for pilgrims
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with beds, food, and sundries in the Tower of Dusk. Redoran also offers services here for
retainers and kin. The Ordinator Grand Commander Ralyn Othravel is in the Tower of Dawn.
Buoyant Armiger Grand Marshal Galdal Omayn, Ordinator Knight Commander Enar Dralor,
and Anise Romoran, publican of the Redoran hostel, are in the Tower of Dusk. The Temple
has healers and other services in the Tower of Dawn. Rilvase Avani is the priest of the
Temple. The Shrine at Ghostgate is a symbol of Almsivi's indomitable will and power. It is
located within the Ghostfence, west of the stronghold along a path.. There are no travel
services out of Ghostgate.

Ghostgate.

Ghostwalk: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Expert skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Invisibility for 60 seconds.
Lit.: Ghostwalk Tome.

Ghoul: (ESA) These undead are the carrion eaters of dungeons, crypts, and other burial
places. They feast on human corpses and other rotting flesh. Although they are not intelligent,
they have a natural cunning that aids them in finding food. Because of their vile habits, ghouls
have a chance of transmitting a disease to those they bite.
Ghoul Heart: (ESM) The substance called ghoul heart is heart tissue collected from the
remains of an ash ghoul.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
300,00 Paralyze
Cure Poison
Fortify Attack
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Ghoul's Tongue: (ESD)

Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
120,00 Resist Fire

Ghraewaj: (ESD) (Old Redguard: 'The Crows Who Were Punished' or 'The Crows Who
Punish') One of the most popular Redguard plays about the great moments from Lainlyn's
past. The story of Ghraewaj is of the Baron of Lainlyn's victory over a wicked sisterhood of
daedra worshippers who craft lies, curses, murders, and suicides to hurt the people of Lainlyn.
Lit.: TIDASUS, Ghraewaj and the Harpies.

Ghraewaj and the Harpies: (ESD) Title of a work by Tidasus, which comes in one volume
and was originally published between 2E 148 and 3E 405.
Ghulari: (ESD) A vampiric tribe, perhaps a misspelling of → Khulari. – Cf. → Vampirism
Giant Scorpion Stinger: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
16,67 Cure Poison

Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Cure Poison.

Giant's Blood: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
100,00 Diminution

Giantish: (ESD) Giantish is a language skill checked whenever one attempts to speak with a
Giant.
Gideon: (ESA) City-State in the province of Black Marsh. Gideon, the black city of the
followers of Seth, lies near the southern tip of the Imperial Run. (ESO) A thoroughly
Imperialized city in southern Black Marsh.
Gift of Kynareth: See → Lord's Mail.
Gilane: (ESA) Southern port City-State and kingdom in the province of Hammerfell.
Gilderdale: (ESM, ESO) Presumably a typo, cf. → Gilverdale.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Gilverdale: (ESM, ESO) A location in easternmost Valenwood.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Gimothran Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's
Molag Amur, south of the Dunmer stronghold Falensarano.
Gi'Nanth: (ESM, ESO) Author of Master Zoaraym's Tale.
Ginith Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the northwest of Vvardenfell's
West Gash, southeast of the Dwemer ruin Arkngthunch-Sturdumz.
Gink(g)o: (ESD, ESM) The Ginko leaves which are found along the banks of rivers and lakes
in Hammerfell are most inconspicuous, only their peculiar half-moon shape making them
noticeable. The edible foliage is very sweet and quite tasty. Legend has it that when mixed
properly with the pulp of the aloe plant, the resulting concoction has the ability of increasing
one's stamina for a short while.
Lit.: HARDIN THE HERBALIST, Special Flora of Tamriel.
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Gink(g)o Leaves: (ESD, ESO)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
48,00 Cure Disease
Restore [?] Stamina
160,00 Restore Speed
Fortify Magicka
Damage Luck
Shock Damage

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Stamina.

Ginseng: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
320,00 Damage Luck
Cure Poison
Burden
Fortify Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Giovese: (also Giovesse) A castle in Gideon in Black Marsh, where Emperor Reman Cyrodiil
III locked up his wife, Empress Tavia, from 1E 2913 until her death (6 Hearth Fire 2920).
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Gisl Round-Gut: (ESM) A Nord male who became Thirsk's fourth chieftain and ruled over it
for two months (c. 3E 358). He slew Einarr and presented his sword as a battle trophy.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Glabrio Bellienus: (ESM) Uriel Septim's VII Personal Secretary to the Emperor in 3E 427.
Glacial Wall: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Expert skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Frost Shield, 30% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Glacial Wall Tome.

Gladiator: (ESO) The sixth rank in the Imperial City Arena Combatants hierarchy.
Gladiators: (ESA) The arena team of Cloudrest of 3E 399/400.
Glamorill: (ESA) Elven term for 'The Secret of Life'.
Glass: (ESM) (1) (Raw Glass) Raw glass is similar to raw ebony, but less well-known. Ebony
is jet black, while glass is a milky translucent green. Less durable, but much lighter and more
flexible than ebony, glass is used primarily to make the distinctive, elegant glass armors and
weapons of High Elven design.
Smuggling raw glass is a crime. All raw glass belongs to the Emperor, so it's the crime of treason, and punished
by death. But there's so much money to be made selling black market raw glass that it's a rare merchant who'll
refuse to buy a piece from you. Of course, if the mine guards catch you stealing raw glass, they just kill you.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
100,00 Drain Intelligence
Drain Strength
Drain Speed
Fire Shield

* Septims/Pound

(2) (Glass Weapons) (ESM) The light and elegant Glass weapons of High Elven design
feature extravagant use of rare metals and cutting edges made from rare crystalline materials.
Duelists and assassins appreciate the delicate balance and sinister sharpness of glass weapons.
Glass Mines: See → Dissapla Mine, Halit Mine, Yassu Mine.
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Glass of Time: (ESO) A strange device located inside the Imperial Palace.
Lit.: Journals from the Imperial Province : Journal of a Thief. Plan for the Big Heist.

Glaze of Mysteries: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Medium Delayed Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Gleam of the Shock Ward: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Resistance to Shock.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Glen Haven: (ESA) Town in the province of Morrowind.
Glenbridge: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Glenhwyfaunva: (ESM, ESO) A legendary witch-serpent of the Elven wood. See → Helm of
Oreyn Bearclaw.
Glenmoril Wyrd: (ESO) A vampiric tribe of Bretony, mentioned in the Manifesto Cyrodiil
Vampyrum. – Cf. → Vampirism.
The Glenmoril Witches: (ESD) A coven of witches in Glenpoint in the province of High
Rock.
Glenpoint: (1) (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock. (ESD) A marquisate in the
province of High Rock. (ESM, ESO) The coastal duchy in the province of High Rock where
Empress Kintyra II was murdered.
Lit.: STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire. - WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen. - RYSTON
BAYLOR, Broken Diamonds.

(2) (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
Glenumbra Moors: (ESD) A barony in the province of High Rock.
Glenview: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Gloomy Cave: (ESM) A cave in the northwest of Solstheim, just northwest of the Isinfier
Plains.
Glories and Laments Among the Ayleid Ruins: (ESO) Title of a work by Alexandre Hetrard,
which comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Glove of Service: (ESLB) Grants the gift of lesser Monster Summoning.
Lit.: MALHAM, Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.

Glow Dust: (ESO) An animal product from the Will-o-the-Wisp.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
6400,00 Restore Speed
Light
Reflect Spell
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Gnaar Mok: (ESM) Gnaar Mok is an island fishing village on the Bitter Coast, roughly west
of Caldera and Ald'ruhn. There is no marked route to Gnaar Mok from Ald'ruhn. It's no easy
trip. Patrols take the Balmora road. At the Gnisis-Balmora-Ald'ruhn signpost, go south, then
immediately west on a side road to Drulene Falen's cottage. Then head crosscountry west to
the coast, with the old Dunmer stronghold at Andasreth as a landmark. When you hit the
coast, turn south. If you're House Hlaalu retainer or kin, get your services at Arenim Manor.
Almse Arenim, she's Hlaalu, of Arenim Manor; the Arenims are the local Hlaalu lords. If
you're Guild, then you want Wadarkhu, Balan, or Hinald at the Druegh-jigger's Rest, the only
tradehouse. Wadarkhu the Khajiit hangs around the Druegh-jigger's Rest; he's very serious
business. You might get some services at Nadene Rotheran's shack. Nadene Rotheran's place
is where the Camonna Tong people hang out.
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Gnarl: (ESO) Perhaps the strangest creature of all is the Gnarl, or "Walking Tree" as it's
sometimes called. Like the Elytra, this animated plant can be found roaming almost anywhere
on the Isles. One of Sheogorath's truly unique creations, the Gnarl has the most unusual trait of
being able to use magic cast upon it, and harness that power to bolster its own defense. Once
struck with fire, frost or lightning, the Gnarl grows physically larger and becomes resistant to
just that element for short time. Interestingly, this is where the Gnarl's vulnerability comes into
play. At the same time the Gnarl is resisting that element it was struck with, it becomes
vulnerable to all of the other elements. Our guide on the expedition demonstrated this by
striking the Gnarl with a flame arrow then a frost arrow and then back to a flame arrow and so
on. (NAMLIR ESPRINK, The Shivering Bestiary) – Gnarl are sentient tree-like creatures whose
ability to blend into the landscape has surprised many would-be adventurers.
Gnarl Bark: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Endurance
Shield
Fire Shield
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Gnisis: (ESM) Gnisis is a small egg mining and trade village on the silt strider caravan route
between Ald'ruhn and the northwest tip of Vvardenfell. It's the largest settlement in the West
Gash, with a Legion garrison, Fort Darius, a Tribunal Temple, and a tradehouse. The Gnisis
Temple is the village center. In the center of the village, try the merchants outside the Temple,
or see Mehra Drora at the Temple for Temple services. Get Imperial Legions and Imperial
cult services at Fort Darius southeast of the village. General Darius leads the Deathshead
Legion garrison at Fort Darius; Optio Bologra, an Orc, is Deathshead Legion's Camp Prefect.
Madach is the publican at Madach's Tradehouse, south of the Temple. Hetman Abelmawia is
Village Hetman. His is southwest, close to the Temple. An Old Velothi tower lies under a
natural arch to the northwest, built into the bluff. A renegade Telvanni wizard, Baladas
Demnevanni, lives in Arvs Drelen, the Old Veloth tower. Punibi Yahaz offers silt strider
service to Ald'ruhn, Maar Gan, and Khuul from the strider port overlooking the river gorge.
The Gnisis eggmine lies to the east. Gnisis is on the north side of the Ouada Samsi gorge; the
Samsi runs from Gnisis west all the way to the Inner Sea. A well-marked road leads southeast
to Ald'ruhn. The fishing villages of Ald Velothi and Khuul lie to the north on the coast, but
there's no direct or marked route -- you just have to travel cross-country north to the coast.
Ald Velothi is west of Khuul, with the Daedric ruin of Ashalmawia in between. To reach
Gnisis, take the silt strider from Vivec or Seyda Neen, then transfer through Balmora and
Ald'ruhn to Gnisis strider port.
It's pretty quiet right around Gnisis, especially for a questing hero. But out to the east are a bunch of bandit
caves. Might be some loot and bandits there that'd be easy pickings for someone like you.

Gnisis Egg Mine: (ESM) See → Gnisis.
Gnisis Temple: (ESM) Gnisis Temple is the only shrine in Gnisis. Pilgrims visit the Temple
to pray before the Mask of Vivec, a holy relic. The Temple maintains a hostel for pilgrims and
travelers, and provides the other services common at any small shrine. Mehra Drora is Gnisis
Temple Priestess.
Gnoll Mountain: (ESO) A mountain in the south of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains, east of
Bruma.
Goblin: (ESA) Goblins are vile, nasty creatures, short in stature and almost rodent-like in
their frenzy to feed. Very stupid but dangerous to the inexperienced.(ESM) Miserable, horrid
creatures. They're vile and viscious. They vary in size from smaller than a Bosmer to larger
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than a Nord. Some are mindless animals; others have learned the ways of magic. You'll often
see them with trained Durzogs, another filthy creature. (ESO) The whole West Weald is
pretty good goblin hunting country. They're thick in Colovia, along the Valenwood and
Elsweyr borders. Every goblin tribe is led by a shaman, but she mostly stays hidden in the
heart of the lair. If the shaman gets killed, the tribe will dissolve into confusion. Normally
goblins stay close to their lairs, except if their tribes are at war. Usually a war between tribes
is because of a stolen Tribal Head. Each tribe guards a head in its lair. A sacred tribal totem or
something like that. If you want to rile up a goblin tribe, steal their Tribal Head. Which is
often what a rival tribe does, just to prove they're tougher.

Goblin Shaman

Goblin Jim's Cave: (ESO) A cave in the northwest of Cyrodiil's West Weald, a long walk
due north of Skingrad, in the Imperial Reserve.
God's Fire: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Fires a ball of energy at a single target,
delivering very high-level damage.
Godsreach: (ESM) See → Mournhold.
Gold:
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00
Charm
1600,00 -

Gold Kanet: (ESM) Gold kanet is a flowering plant commonly found in the Ascadian Isles
and on Azura's Coast. Gold kanet grows near rocks. It has yellow flowers and broad darkgreen spiny leaves.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
50,00 Drain Health
Burden
Drain Luck
Restore Strength

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: AJIRA, Flowers of Lake Amaya.

The Gold Ribbon of Merit: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Ampyrian Brum, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Goldbrand: (ESM, ESO) This magical Sword is almost a complete mystery. Thieves tell
tales about its golden make and how it was actually forged by ancient dragons of the North.
Their tales claim that it was given to a great knight who was sworn to protect the dragons. The
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Sword lends its wielder the ability to do fire damage on an enemy. Goldbrand has not been
sighted in recent history and is said to be awaiting a worthy hero. (ESM) Mournhold’s
Museum of Artifacts offers 30,000 gold for it.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
150.000,00 40,00
Fire Damage

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Golden Poppy: (ESD) See → Poppy.
Golden Saints: (ESM) These magical winged females are spawn of Sheogorath. Their hearts
have modest magical properties. (ESO) The proud and haughty Golden Saints act as enforcers
in Sheogorath's Realm. They are aligned with Mania and are not overly fond of Dark
Seducers.
Golden Sedge Flowers: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
Drain Magicka
Fortify Strength
Fortify Attack
Swift Swim

* Septims/Pound

Golem: (1) (Creature) (ESA) Golems are creatures created by those practiced in the arcane
arts. They are fashioned from a material to resemble a human form, then animated and set to
particular tasks, whether that be questing for an object or guarding a tomb. There are three
varieties known to exist in the land; Ice, Stone, and Iron. Any of these are dangerous, each
with its own special abilities, immunities, and spell casting powers. Defeating one is a feat
well worth praise, for they are very formidable opponents. (2) (Constellation) See →
Atronach.
Golge, Zylmoc: (ESM) Author of Chance's Folly.
Gondolier: (ESM) "I'm a gondolier. I can ferry you by gondola to various nearby destinations
for a modest fee."
Good Daedra: (ESM) The Temple says that Boethiah, Mephala, and Azura, the
Anticipations, also called the Good Daedra, are loyal friends of the Tribunal. Malacath,
Mehrunes Dagon, Molag Bal, and Sheogorath, the Four Corners of the House of Trouble, also
called the Bad Daedra, are inconstant, rebellious, and unreliable, and ever eager to seduce the
faithful into sin and profane worship. The loyal Three Good Daedra, knowing the tricks of
their rebellious kin, help the Tribunal frustrate the devious schemes of the Bad Daedra.
Lit.: Darkest Darkness. - The Anticipations.

Gorgon Snake: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
240,00 n/a

Gorieus: (ESO) A First Era Emperor of Cyrodiil (1E 461 - 1E 478). He was coronated on
Sun's Dawn 23, 1E 461.
Lit.: SINJIN, Rislav the Righteous.

Gorming, Ynir: (ESO) Author of Fire and Darkness. The Brotherhoods of Death. Gorming
was a contemporary of Pellarne Assi and Enric Milnes.
Gorne: (ESO) A small island in eastern Morrowind, not far away from Mournhold.
Lit.: FLORIN JALIIL, Father of the Niben. - BRISTIN XEL, The Poison Song.
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Gortwog: See → Nagorm, Gortwog gro-.
Gorvigh Ridge: (ESM, ESO) A location mentioned in PLETIUS SPATEC's Ice and Chitin.
Goth, Aegrothius: (ESD, ESO) Author of The Final Lesson and The Sage.
Gothlyr: (ESM, ESO) The father and predecessor of King Mortyn of Daggerfall.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Gothren: (ESM) A Telvanni Archmagister and Lord High Magus of the Council of Vvardenfell's
Great House Telvanni until c. 3E 427, when he was killed by his successor. His residence was the
Tower of Tel Aruhn, his Mouth in the Telvanni Council Hall the mage Mallam Ryon. Gothren
was known for never directly refusing requests, but delaying indefinitely, never giving an answer.

Archmagister Gothren in 3E 427.
Lit.: Brown Book of Great House Telvanni (ed. 3E 426). - Guide to Vvardenfell. - RHUNEN ZEBAVI, Realizations
of Acrobacy. - Journal of a Member of the Dunmer Great House Telvanni. - Journal of the Nerevarine.

Gothryd: (ESD) King of Daggerfall, b. 3E 381. His first act as king was to make official
peace with Sentinel, and to marry Princess Aubk-i of Sentinel as a bond. Princess Aubk-i was
the only daughter of the late King Camaron and Queen Akorithi. The request was intended to
restore friendship between the kingdoms. And it was partially successful, though many in the
royal court of Sentinel viewed the princess as more a prisoner of war than a bond to
Daggerfall. His mother was Mynisera, his grandmother Nulfaga. His father, King Lysandus,
was killed at the end of the War of Betony (3E 403). Gothryd went from being an extremely
popular king to a distrusted one, as rumors began that he may have killed his own father in the
chaos of the Battle of Cryngaine Field.
(ESM) "There are even rumors that King Gothryd of Daggerfall may institute the Imperial practice of donating
the corpses of criminals for Necromantic study as a deterrent to the bandits and pirates that still threaten the Iliac
Bay." (On the Preparation of the Corpse)
Lit.: FAV'TE, The War of Betony. - VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony. - ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

Gottlesfont Priory: (ESO) A sisterly counterpart to Weynon Priory, located halfway on
Cyrodiil's Gold Road between Skingrad and the Imperial City. The Sisters of Gottlesfont
gather Steel Blue Entoloma and Lady's Mantle Leaves.
Gottshaw Inn: (ESO) An inn on the Gold Road to the southwest of Kvatch where you can
sleep for 10 gold a night.
Goutfang: (ESM) A Khajiiti arrhythmic fighting style.
Lit.: The Prayers of Baranat.
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Graddock: The Lord of Reich Gradkeep at the times of the War of Betony. He
unsuccessfully tried to act as concilator between Sentinel and Daggerfall and was killed
during the negotiations. His successor was a cousin of Lord Graddock, Lord Auberon Flyte.
Lit.: FAV'TE, The War of Betony. - VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony.

Graddun Spring: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Graegyn, Chimere: (ESLB) A famous Master Sorcerer. Chimere Graegyn was a retainer of
the ambitious Direnni clan. The Direnni derived the bulk of their power from their traffickings
with Daedra, a very profitable but risky path to success. Chimere was perhaps the cleverest
and most ambitious of the Direnni summoners. He dared to scheme against Lord Dagon, and
won. When his trick succeeded, Dagon was cast into Oblivion. However, in the instant of his
betrayal, Dagon struck out against the mortal who tricked him. Chimere's pact assured that he
would live forever in his home town among the happy voices of his friends and countrymen.
Twisting the literal words of Chimere's pact, Dagon scooped up tiny Caecilly Island (a small
island off the coast of Northmoor) and hurled in into the void. All Chimere's friends and
countrymen were instantly killed, though the sounds of their voices remained to torment
Chimere's memory. Chimere was condemned to live forever, to grow progressively old and
crippled with arthritis, and to contemplate the tragic consequences of his defiance of fate and
fortune in cheating a Daedra Lord.
Grahl: (ESM) (also known as Ice-trolls) "We do not know what they really are. Perhaps an
evil spirit, perhaps a great beast. Whatever they are, they are dangerous. Their claws and tusks
rend armor and tear flesh. They will attack alone or in packs. Take care when they are near."
Grahl Eyeball: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
15,00 Resist Frost
Night Eye
Drain Magicka
Fortify Strength

* Septims/Pound

Grakedrig: (ESO) The sixth rank in Sheogorath's Dark Seducers hierarchy.
Grakella: (ESO) The fifth rank in Sheogorath's Dark Seducers hierarchy.
Grakendo: (ESO) The fourth rank in Sheogorath's Dark Seducers hierarchy.
gra-Kogg, Ulliceta: See → Kogg, Ulliceta.
Grand Champion: (ESO) The ninth (and thus highest) rank in the Imperial City Arena
Combatants hierarchy. As Arena Grand Champion, one can fight in weekly matches against
various creatures. All one needs do is see the Battle Matron in the Arena Bloodworks and tell
her one is ready for a match.
Grand Inspector: (ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in the Imperial Office of Census
and Excise hierarchy.
Grand Spymaster: (ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in the Blades hierarchy.
Grandmaster: (ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in the Morag Tong and Morrowind's
Great House Hlaalu hierarchy. (ESO) The third (and thus highest) rank in the Blades
hierarchy.
Granitehall: (ESA) Town in the province of Skyrim.
Granitsta: (ESD) The name of a Redguard village, mentioned in KROWLE's Oelander's
Hammer: An Instructive Tale For Children.
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Grapes: (ESO)

Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
320,00 Restore Fatigue
Water Walking
Dispel
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Grasp of Terror: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Expert skill and
affects the target on touch. Effects: Demoralize up to level 20 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Grasp of Terror Tome.

Grasping Fortune: (ESM) Title of a work by Dram Bero, which comes in one volume and
was originally published before 3E 428.
Gravedust: (ESM) Gravedust is spirit-affinitive dust taken from remains buried in
consecrated ground.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Drain Intelligence
Cure Common Disease
Drain Magicka
Restore Endurance

* Septims/Pound

Gravetar: (ESM) An exotic product from the remains of the Draugr.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
50,00 Resist Frost
Drain Health
Fortify Fatigue
Drain Luck

* Septims/Pound

Gray Cowl of Nocturnal: (ESO) The Gray Cowl of Nocturnal shrouds the wearer's face in
shadow. No light or magic of detection can penetrate its depths. Whosoever wears it shall be
lost in the shadows. His true nature shall be unknown to all who meet him. His identity shall
be struck from all records and histories. Memory will hide in the shadows, refusing to record
the name of the owner to any who meet him. He shall be known by the cowl and only by the
cowl.
Thieves will only recognize one as their guildmaster when he wears the cowl. When you remove the cowl,
eveyone will know you as yourself. The cowl has the power to hide your alter ego from them. They will not
realize that you are the same person that just took off the cowl. To them, the Gray Fox just vanished into thin air.
Lit.: Instructions: the Gray Cowl. Song of Hrormir.

Gray Fox: (ESO) The Imperial Watch pretends there is a thief king named the Gray Fox who
controls all the thieves in Cyrodiil. If there is such a thing as a guildmaster, he is it. All
Thieves Guild members have sworn loyalty to him. It must be 300 years or more since he
took charge. The stories claim he can turn invisible at will, shrink himself down to the size of
a mouse, turn to mist and seep under locked doors, and perform any number of other truly
unbelievable feats. No-one has ever seen his face because he always wears that gray cowl.
That Gray Cowl he wears was stolen from Nocturnal herself. The poor of the Waterfront are
kindred to the Gray Fox, and will not betray him. - Stories of an unstoppable thief called the
Gray Fox have been circulating around the Imperial City for centuries. That master thief died
sometime shortly after stealing the Gray Cowl and receiving Nocturnal's curse. Another thief
in the guild picked up the cowl and assumed his identity and the curse. No-one in the guild
knew it was a different person. Over the centuries there have been dozens of Gray Foxes. To
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the rest of the world he seems immortal and unchanging. Thusfar 'Gray Fox' is just the eighth
and highest rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Lit.: Gray Fox, Man or Myth? (Black Horse Courier special edition).

Gray Prince: (ESO) See → Malog, Agronak.
Gray Rock Cave: (ESO) A cave in the north of Cyrodiil's West Weald, northeast of
Skingrad.
gra-Yamwort, Voltha: See → Yamwort, Voltha.
Graylady: (ESO) Code name of an Imperial agent, stationed in central High Rock in 3E 417.
Lit.: ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

Grazelands: (ESM) The regular rain and dark soils of the Grazelands produce the rich
grazing for Ashlander herds that gives the region its name. The region lies in the northeast of
Vvardenfell, sandwiched between the Ashlands and Azura's Coast. Permanent settlements
include Vos village and the towers of Tel Vos and Tel Fyr. The Ashlanders of Zainab camp
move their herds across the plains in search of fresh grazing. There are no roads or tracks, but
travel is easy across the open plains.
There're many tombs, ruins, and lairs in the Grazelands to the south and west. They're often marked by a clump
of rocks or trees at the entrance.

Great Bazaar: (ESM) See → Mournhold.
Great Forest: (ESO) The lowlands of the Great Forest rise to the upland plateau of the
Colovian West. The Great Forest was cleared for agriculture around Lake Rumare, but it's
mostly wilderness outside of that. The lands surrounding Lake Rumare are studded with small
settlements, farms, and woodland game reserves.
Great Houses: (ESM) In modern times Morrowind is ruled by five Great Houses: House
Hlaalu, House Redoran, House Telvanni, House Indoril, and House Dres. The Great Houses
traditions derive from ancient Dunmer clan and tribes, but now function as political parties.
Great Houses culture is partly defined by its roots in ancient Dunmer tribal clans, and partly
by later Imperial influences from other Western cultures. Dunmer Great House membership is
largely a matter of birth and marriage, but Imperial colonists may also become retainers of a
Great House, or may be adopted into a Great House. The clan and family structures of the
Dunmer Great House system are strong forces for social and political stability. Three of these
Great Houses have territorial interests on Vvardenfell; the other two, Dres and Indoril, are not
represented on Vvardenfell. The three Great Houses on Vvardenfell identify themselves by
their traditional colors: red for Redoran, yellow for Hlaalu, and brown for Telvanni. Thus,
members of House Hlaalu may be referred to collectively as Yellows. The Red Party of
Redoran preserves the ancient martial traditions of our ancestors, and deserves our thankful
respect. The Yellow Party of Hlaalu honors and serves Fortune, Trade, and the Empire, and
through such distractions they stray away from the narrow paths of duty, gravity, and piety.
The Brown Party of Telvanni honors great traditions of arcane mastery of our race, and
deserve our respect, but they are careless in observance of Temple teaching, and scornful of
discipline, doctrine, and obedience. - The Great Houses culture is only one of the native
Dunmer cultures of Morrowind. The other native culture, the Ashlander culture, is a nomadic
barbarian culture largely untouched by Imperial influences.
Serving and Joining Great Houses
(ESM) Outlanders may find employment in the Dunmer Great Houses. Initially one gains
status as an oath-bonded hireling, pledging exclusive loyalty to a given house, but with
faithful service and advancement in lower ranks, an outlander may become retainer of a Great
House, or may be adopted into a Great House. Candidates should be experienced and capable.
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For advancement beyond the lower ranks, a patron on a Great House council is essential.
Adoption and advancement to higher ranks in a Great House requires that a councilor stand as
sponsor for the candidate's character and loyalty. Finding a councilor to sponsor an outlander
often involves performing a great service for the prospective sponsor.
Lit.: Great Houses of Morrowind.

Great Houses of Morrowind: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Great Sigil Stones: (ESO) The counterpart to the Great Welkynd Stone. Great Sigil Stones
are the anchors of Great Gates.
Great Welkynd Stones: (ESO) The pinnacle of Ayleid magic. Great Welkynd Stones are
exceptionally large pieces of enchanted meteoric glass. Scholars believe that at the heart of
each ancient Ayleid city, a Great Welkynd Stone was the source of the settlement's magical
enchantments. It may be that these great stones were linked to the lesser stones, restoring and
maintaining their power. In any case, research on these Great Welkynd Stones is impossible,
since all the known Ayleid ruins have been looted of their great stones, and no examples of
these great stones are known to survive.
Lit.: IRLAV JAROL, Magic from the Sky.

Greater Bonewalker: (ESM) Greater bonewalkers defend the tombs of clan and kin. Greater
bonewalkers are aggressive and dangerous. Bonemeal is a finely ground powder with modest
magical properties made from the bones of the bonewalker.

Greater Bonewalker.

Greater Bound Armor: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Bound Cuirass, 30 seconds; Bound
Boots, 30 seconds; Bound Gauntlets, 30 seconds; Bound Greaves, 30 seconds.
Lit.: Greater Bound Armor Tome.

Greater Convalescence: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Restore Health, 20 points for 2
seconds.
Lit.: Greater Convalescence Tome.

Greater Dispel Other: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Dispel, 60 points.
Lit.: Greater Dispel Other Tome.

Greater Dispel: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Dispel, 75 points.
Lit.: Greater Dispel Tome.
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Greater Fortify Fatigue: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify Fatigue, 50 points for 45
seconds.
Lit.: Greater Fortify Fatigue Tome.

Greater Fortify Health: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify Health, 60 points for 60 seconds.
Lit.: Greater Fortify Health Tome.

Greater Fortify Magicka: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify Magicka, 60 points for 60 seconds.
Lit.: Greater Fortify Magicka Tome.

Greater Life Detection: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Detect Life, 60 ft for 60 seconds.
Lit.: Greater Life Detection Tome.

Greater Magicka Drain: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Drain Magicka, 50 points for 30
seconds.
Lit.: Greater Magicka Drain Tome.

Greater Saints: (ESM) The greater saints of the Temple, listed with their proper spheres, are:
Blessed Almalexia the Warden -- Healers, Teachers, Lord Sotha Sil the Magus -- Artificers,
Wizards, Lord Vivec the Poet -- Artists, Rogues, Saint Nerevar the Captain -- Warriors,
Statesmen, and Saint Veloth the Pilgrim -- Outcasts, Seekers.
Greater Soul Trap: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Soul Trap, 30 seconds.
Lit.: Greater Soul Trap Tome.

Greaves of Kings: (ESLB) Conceives the spell of Major Shield, and partakes of the
excellence of mysticism.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Greaves of Starkhorn's Leaping: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of jumping, and,
when equipped, confers a measure of Resistance to Magic for its owner.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Greaves of the Biting Pains: (ESLB) Engenders Medium Frost Damage, and is schooled
with crafts of alteration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Greaves of the Crusader: (ESO) See → Sword of the Crusader.
Greaves of the Stamp of the Toad: (ESLB) Provides castings of the spell Monster
Summoning, and gifts its owner with special insight into the disciplines of alteration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Greaves of Unrequited Intent: (ESLB) Conceives the spell of Spell Resistance, and is
informed by the arts of destruction.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Greef: (ESM) The native comberry brandy is locally called greef. Greef is a strong stimulant,
but like all intoxicants, it tends to impair physical coordination. That is, it makes you feel real
strong, but makes you clumsy.
Green Hall: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
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Green Leaves: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
8,00
Jumping

Green Lichen: (ESM) Green lichen is a hardy primitive plant with modest magical properties
that grows in the Ascadian Isles and Azura's Coast.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Fortify Personality
Cure Common Disease
Drain Strength
Drain Health

* Septims/Pound

Green Mead Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, southwest of
the Imperial City and east-northeast of Skingrad.
Green Stain Cup Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Green Stain Cup mushroom.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Fatigue
Damage Speed
Reflect Damage
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Green Stain Shelf Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Green Stain Shelf mushroom.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1600,00 Restore Luck
Fortify Luck
Damage Fatigue
Restore Health

* Septims/Pound

Greenglade: (ESA) Town in the province of Black Marsh.
Greenhall: (ESA) Town in the province of Elsweyr.
Greenheart: (ESA, ESM, ESO) City-State in the province of Valenwood. Greenheart lies on
the southern edge of the Elden Grove. Beautiful trees fill the City-State, making it seem more
like a forest than a thriving metropolis.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Greenheights: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Greenmote: (ESO) Greenmote is a highly addictive and potent drug that can be fatal if not
taken in extreme moderation.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

* Septims/Pound
1
refined
2
unrefined

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a1
Drain Intelligence1,2
2
32,00 Drain Agility1
Drain Strength1
Fortify Personality1
Fortify Endurance1
Fortify Speed1
Night-Eye1
Drain Fatigue2
Drain Health2
Drain Magicka2
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Greenspore: (ESM) Greenspore is a serious common disease affecting a victim's behavior.
Symptoms include irritability and violent outbursts, and may include mild dementia. It may
be contracted from slaughterfish.
Greenspring: (ESA) Town in the province of Black Marsh.
Greenwall: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Greenwood, Sylch: (ESD) An individual with a connection to Daggerfall.
Gregory: (ESO) One of Cyrodiil's famous Knights of the Nine of the early Third Era. Sir
Gregory was of Imperial origin.
Lit.: KAROLINE OF SOLITUDE, The Knights of the Nine.

Greklith: (ESD, ESM, ESO) ('Strong King', Old Redguard term) Prince of Sentinel, b. 3E
392. Greklith is the second child of Queen Akorithi and the late King Cameron, and is the heir
to the kingdom.
Lit.: BOALI, Night Falls On Sentinel. - Testimony of Arthago, Prince of Sentinel.

Grey Mare: (ESO) An inn in Chorrol (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Grey Ridge: (ESO) A location mentioned in the Akaviri Diary Translation.
Greyman, Baltham: (ESD) A Breton merchant of Daggerfall.
Greymarch: (ESO) An event which takes place in Sheogorath's realm every 1.000 years.
Lit.: YNGVAR THE WANDERER, The Predecessors. Being an Examination of the Curious Ruins of the Shivering
Isles and Their Terrible Significance for our Future.

Grimtry Garden: (ESM) A village in the province of High Rock, located near Kambria in
the barony of Dwynnen.
Lit.: The Charwich-Koniinge Letters.

Griss the Yellow: (ESM) The name of the wizard which Skjoldr Wolf-Runner slew in c. 3E
425 before he became the fifteenth chieftain of Thirsk.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Grjotgaror: (ESM) A Nord male who became Thirsk's sixth chieftain and ruled over it for
two years (c. 3E 365 - 3E 367). He slew the white witch Katla and presented her staff as a
battle trophy.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

gro-Barak, Grommok: (ESO) See → Barak, Grommok.
Grom: (ESM, ESO) Dreugh vomit.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

gro-Malog, Agronak: (ESO) See → Malog, Agronak.
gro-Nagorm, Gortwog: See → Nagorm, Gortwog.
Gronn: (ESM) A cave southwest of Lake Fjalding.
Grottos: (ESM) At present eleven grottos are documented on Vvardenfell: Adanumuran,
Mudan (Ascadian Isles), Mul, Vassamsi and Zalkin (Azura's Coast region), Akimae and
Nimawia (Bitter Coast region), Ilanipu, Madas and Malmus (Sheogorad region), and finally
the Eluba-Addon Grotto (West Gash region).
Ascadian Isles
Azura's Coast
Adanumuran
Mul Grotto
Mudan Grotto
Vassamsi Grotto
Zalkin Grotto

VVARDENFELL
Bitter Coast
Sheogorad
West Gash
Akimaes Grotto
Ilanipu Grotto
Eluba-Addon Grotto
Nimawia Grotto
Madas Grotto
Malmus Grotto
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Grove of Trials: (ESO) Not far from Kynareth's Shrine, to the west. Nestled within the Great
Forest, it is a place many would overlook.
Grummite: (ESO) The Grummite represents the only native weapon-wielding creature in the
Shivering Isles. These primitive aquatic-born humanoids are organized in a tribal-like system,
though it is uncertain who or what they worship. It would be presumed the Grummite worship
Sheogorath, their creator, but their religious totems don't seem to bear the Madgod's likeness.
What is known is that they maintain a simple hierarchy, including Shaman and Boss
Grummites who seem to command the rest. The Grummite have mastered the art of
spellcasting as well, evidenced by the Magus Grummite, which can be quite deadly.
Curiously, the Grummite possess a defense mechanism similar to the Baliwog: when
immersed in water, the Grummite will begin to regenerate damaged flesh. Unlike the
Baliwog, this regeneration extends to rain as well, making them quite formidable on a stormy
day. This aquatic healing ability leads me to believe the Baliwog and Grummite are somehow
related, but even in my extensive research, I was unable to come up with a solid connection.
(NAMLIR ESPRINK, The Shivering Bestiary) – Grummites are frog-like, tool-making creatures
with a primitive culture. They can often be found protecting the egg sacs that house their
young.
Grummite Eggs: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province Value* Attributed Effect(s)
Cyrodiil 32,00 Damage Magicka
Dispel
Chameleon
Silence
* Septims/Pound

Gryphon's Feather: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Slowfall

Gsost, Menyna: (ESM, ESO) Author of How Orsinium Passed to the Orcs.
Guar: (ESM) The guar is the dominant domesticated herd animal of Morrowind, useful as a
pack animal and for its meat and hides.
Guar Hide: (ESM) Guar hide is cured to make guar leather, used in native clothing, armors,
and household goods.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
5,00
Drain Fatigue
Fortify Endurance
Restore Personality
Restore Luck

* Septims/Pound

Guard: (1) (ESM) Guards keep the peace and chase down criminals. Each district has its own
guards. Legion troopers in Imperial districts, Ordinators in Temple districts, Redoran, Hlaalu,
and Telvanni guards in their own Great House districts. Guards collect fines and
compensation, or drag you off to prison if you can't pay. (2) (Spell) (ESO) A spell of the
School of Alteration which requires the Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself.
Effects: Shield, 30% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Guard Tome.

Guardian: (DC) The seventh rank in the Fighters Guild hierarchy. (ESM, ESO) The eighth
rank in the Fighters Guild hierarchy.
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Guardians: (1) See → Constellations. (2) (ESA) The arena team of Daggerfall of 3E
399/400.
Gudrun: (ESO) A legendary member of the Order of the Ancestor Moth.
Lit.: Pension of the Ancestor Moth.

Guerdon of the Warden: (ESLB) Grants the gift of grand Summon Guard.
Lit.: MALHAM, Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.

Guide: (ESM) The sixth rank in Vvardenfell's Ashlanders hierarchy.
Guide to Ald'ruhn: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Guide to Anvil: (ESO) Title of a work by Alessia Ottus, which comes in one volume and was
published before or in 3E 433.
Guide to Balmora: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Guide to Bravil: (ESO) Title of a work by Alessia Ottus, which comes in one volume and was
published before or in 3E 433.
Guide to Bruma: (ESO) Title of a work by Alessia Ottus, which comes in one volume and
was published before or in 3E 433.
Guide to Cheydinhal: (ESO) Title of a work by Alessia Ottus, which comes in one volume
and was published before or in 3E 433.
Guide to Chorrol: (ESO) Title of a work by Alessia Ottus, which comes in one volume and
was published before or in 3E 433.
Guide to Leyawiin: (ESO) Title of a work by Alessia Ottus, which comes in one volume and
was published before or in 3E 433.
Guide to Sadrith Mora: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Guide to Skingrad: (ESO) Title of a work by Alessia Ottus, which comes in one volume and
was published before or in 3E 433.
Guide to the Imperial City: (ESO) Title of a work by Alessia Ottus, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Guide to Vivec: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Guide to Vvardenfell: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Guild: (ESA) Throughout the world of Tamriel are various Guilds, organizations that work
towards their own ends. You may encounter some of these people in your journeys; not all are
malevolent, nor are all benign. They are people just like you, with their own aims and goals. At
times you may find yourself pitted against them, at others times they may be your staunchest
allies. It is important to remember that these various Guilds usually work for their own benefit.
They can greatly aid those who help them, and can bring great pressure to bear upon those who
oppose them. (ESD) A guild is an organization that offers benefits for its members. Guilds may
have services open to the public, but they are different from shops in that one must join a guild
in order to take advantage of all of its ministrations. As you rise in rank in a guild, you get more
benefits. To rise in rank, you must improve skills that guild cares about, and perform quests on a
regular basis to improve your reputation with them. You can belong to more than one guild. The
Mages' Guild, the Fighters' Guild, and the various knightly orders and temples may all fall
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under the general category of "guild". All spellcasters should join the Mages Guild. Everyone
should pick a temple to join. You can only be a member of one temple. Fighter type characters
should join either the fighter's guild or a knightly order. Inquiring of people on the street will
reveal more specific information abaout individual guilds. Hint: Thieves and murderers, just do
your thing. The underworld will contact you after a while.
If you decide to wish to join a guild, anyone there will be willing to sign you up - if you are deserving. Your
worthiness will be assessed and you will either be offered membership, or told why you're ineligible. If you're
willing to work at it, you can join any guild you wish.

After joining a guild, you will be expected to serve the guild's interests. This may mean
completing quests or studying to become a better guildmember. The reward for this work is
promotion within the guild. As you work your way up through the guild's ranks, you will be
given more rights and responsibilities. Many guilds offer training in certain skills the guild
considers important. There is one person in each of these guilds who must be visited to receive
training.
There are some guilds that operate more surreptitiously. The Thieves' Guild and the Assassins'
Guild, are illegal organizations throughout Tamriel. One does not approach them for
membership. The underworld will contact you after a while. A promising thief or assassin is
sought out and given an invitation to join. Once offered, the invitation is seldom declined. The
thieves and assassins do not take rejection very well.
(ESM) In the Western Empire, mercenaries and adventurers have organized themselves into
guilds to promote the welfare of the members, to serve as a clearinghouse for information and
employment opportunities, and to provide services and training for the members. The Fighters
Guild and the Mages Guild are official trade guilds, chartered by the Emperor. The Thieves
Guild is a private, informal, and semi-secret organization. Each of the Guilds provides training
in what are called the Guild disciplines. (ESO) In the 321st year of the 2nd Era, the Potentate
gave his approval to the Guilds Act, officially sanctioning the Mages, together with the Guilds
of Tinkers, Cobblers, Prostitutes, Scribes, Architects, Brewers, Vintners, Weavers, Ratcatchers,
Furriers, Cooks, Astrologers, Healers, Tailors, Minstrals, Barristers, and Fighters Guild. All the
Guilds, and those that followed by later sanctions throughout the second and third eras, would
be protected and encouraged by the Empire of Cyrodiil, recognizing their value to the people of
Tamriel. All would be required to pay to expand their influence throughout the land. The
Empire was strengthened by their presence, and the Imperial coffers were filled.
(ESM) Guild stewards and faction leaders don't really know how much you can handle. And some don't care.
They don't really get to know your abilities. All they know is that a guy never comes back. They don't know if he
got lost interest, or got eaten. You have to look out for yourself. In principle, a member is not be given tasks that
exceed the member's rank or abilities. In practice, sometimes mistakes are made. You are not expected to fail
and die for those mistakes. Use judgement. Be patient. Take the initiative. Train yourself. Equip yourself. Study
your target and situation more carefully. Then return to your task when you are ready, and succeed. If you kill
yourself trying to complete a job that's too difficult for you, it's nobody's fault but your own.
List of documented guilds
Armorers Guild
Assassins Guild
Cobblers Guild
Coincidence Guild
Dark Brotherhood

Fighters Guild
Guild of Playwrites, Actors, and Dramatists
Mages Guild
Morag Tong
Prostitutes Guild

Scenarist Guild
The Shouts
The Sweeps
Thieves Guild

Lit.: History of the Fighters Guild.

Guild Disciplines: (ESM) In the West they speak of three guilds of mercenaries and
adventurers: the Fighters Guild, the Mages Guild, and the Thieves Guild. Each of these guilds
by tradition acknowledge nine different disciplines as their proper areas of study and mastery.
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Thus it is common to speak of the nine fighter disciplines, the nine mage disciplines, and the
nine stealth disciplines.
If you want to improve a skill you're terrible at, it's worth paying for a little training, just to get you started. Sure,
you can teach yourself, but it can be slow and frustrating. If you're hoping to stand out from the crowd, you need
to practice a lot to improve your skills. And if you want to increase your general level of competence, focus on
your major skills -- the ones most important to your trade. That way you'll advance more quickly.
Guid Disciplines in 3E 427:
Fighter disciplines Mage disciplines Stealth disciplines
Armorer
Alchemy
Acrobatics
Athletics
Alteration
Hand-to-hand
Axe Weapon
Conjuration
Light Armor
Block
Destruction
Marksman Weapon
Blunt Weapon
Enchant
Mercantile
Heavy Armor
Illusion
Security
Long Blade
Mysticism
Short Blade Weapon
Medium Armor
Restoration
Sneak
Spear
Unarmored
Speechcraft

Guild Guide: (ESM) A guild guide is a spellcaster of the Mages Guild who provides magical
transport for a small fee. You can only travel from one Mages Guild to another, but it is the
fastest way to travel between Vivec, Balmora, Ald'ruhn, Caldera, and Sadrith Mora. Erranil is
the guild guide at the Ald'ruhn Mages Guild, Masalinie Merian the guild guide at the Balmora
Mages Guild, Emelia Duronia the guild guide at the Caldera Guild of Mages, Iniel is the guild
guide at the Sadrith Mora Mages Guild at Wolverine Hall and Flacassia Fauseius is the guild
guide at the Vivec Mages Guild in the Foreign Quarter.
Guild of Mages: (ESM) See → Mages Guild.
Guildgate: (ESO) The central district of Anvil, located between → Chapelgate and →
Westgate.
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Anvil.

Guine, Gorgic: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Black Arrow.
Gulakhan: (ESM) The eighth rank in Vvardenfell's Ashlanders hierarchy.
Gulga Mor Jil: (ESM) The eighth (and final) mythic monster mentioned in The Thirty-Six
Lessons of Vivec.
Gulga Mor Jil Hyaet Ae Hoom: (ESM) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Guolog: (ESM) The name of the frost giant slain by the Nord Einarr, before he became the
third chieftain of Thirsk.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Gusal, Dorach: (ESO) See → Skull Crusher.
Gutted Mine: (ESO) A former silver mine in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains,
northwest of Cheydinhal.
Gwinas: (ESO) A scholar from Valenwood investigating Daedric cults.
Gyldenhul Barrow: (ESM) A barrow on an island off the northeast coast of Solstheim.
Gysilla: (ESM, ESO) The second wife of Emperor Antiochus Septim and mother of Kintyra
Septim (1st quarter of the 2nd century 3E).
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Gzalzi Vaberzarita Maaszi: (ESO) (Khajiiti phrase) "absurdity has become necessity".
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.
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Haafingar: (PG1) The home of the famous Bards' College, Haafingar is also one of Skyrim's
chief ports, and ships from up and down the coast can be found at her crowded quays, loading
timber and salted cod for the markets of Wayrest, West Anvil, and Senchal. Founded during
Skyrim's long Alessian flirtation, the Bards' College continues to flaunt a heretical streak, and
its students are famous carousers, fittingly enough for their chosen trade. Students yearly
invade the marketplace for week of revelry, the climax of which is the burning of "King Olaf"
in effigy, possibly a now-forgotten contender in the War of Succession. Graduates have no
trouble finding employment in noble households across Tamriel, including the restored
Imperial Court in Cyrodiil, but many still choose to follow in the wandering footsteps of
illustrious alumni such as Callisos and Morachellis.
Haarvenu: (ESD) A vampiric tribe of High Rock, whose territory comprises Anticlere,
Shalgora, and Ilessan Hills. Their declared enemy is the → Montalion tribe. – Cf. →
Vampirism.
Habinbaes: (ESM) A cave far west and a bit north of Dagon Fel, across the large inlet.
Hackdirt: (ESO) A small, isolated village in the west of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, south of
Chorrol, built two generations ago by the Imperial Irlav Moslin. Caves run all beneath the
town. Hackdirt used to be a prosperous mining town, but it has been nearly deserted for years.
About thirty years back, there was some trouble out there, Legion had to be called in, people
killed. Some say the Legion burned the town to the ground, but it's still there. Not a nice place
to visit. Those that remember still tell stories about the bad old days. There are still folks
living up there, but no one you'd like to meet after dark. They worship and want to bring back
what they call the "Deep Ones".
Hackle-lo Leaf: (ESM) Hackle-lo leaf is a tasty edible succulent leaf of the Grazelands,
prized both for its taste and its roborative powers.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
300,00 Restore Fatigue
Paralyze
Water Breathing
Restore Luck

* Septims/Pound

Hackwings: (ESO) Argonian giant birds with long, saw-like beaks nearly the size of the rest
of their bodies, described by WAUGHIN JARTH in his The Argonian Account.
Haderus of Gottlesfont: (ESO) Author of Modern Heretics. A Study of Daedra Worship in
the Empire.
Hadhuul: (ESO) Also known as the 'Fire King', Hadhuul was a late Merethic or early First
Era Ayleid king. He was slain by Pelinal Whitestrake on the granite steps of Ceya-Tar
(presumably today's Ceyatatar).
Lit.: The Song of Pelinal. - The Adabal-a.

Hail Storm: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Frost Damage, 30 points in 10 feet.
Lit.: Hail Storm Tome.

Hailstone: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Frost Damage, 20 points.
Lit.: Hailstone Tome.

Hairan: See → Lake Hairan.
Hairat-Vassamsi Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine southwest of Shishi.
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Halberd: (ESM) Two-handed, long-shafted weapons with long reach and moderate damage.
Hale: (ESO) Hale is a small Mania community of artists in Sheogorath's realm. They believe
their art is inspired by the spores from the great mushroom trees that surround their village.
Lit.: BRENITH ARALYN, A Traveler's Guide to New Sheoth and the Shivering Isles.

Hale the Pious: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A King of Skyrim of the early 14th century of the First
Era who was the first who introduced the Daedra lords Sanguine, Boethiah, Molag Bal, and
Sheogorath to the written record.
Lit.: MORIAN ZENAS, On Oblivion.

Halfas Varn: (ESA) A senior Brother in the Camlorn temple of the Brotherhood of Seth.
Halfway Tavern: (ESM) An inn in Pelagiad (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District) where you
can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Halit Mine: (ESM) A glass mine east of the Ghostgate.
Hall of Justice: (ESM) The Hall of Justice houses the four orders of the Temple Ordinators:
the Order of the Watch, the Order of War, the Order of Doctrine and Ordination, and the
Order of the Inquisition. You can access it from either the Temple or the St. Delyn canton.
Hall of Penumbra: (ESM) A cave in the south of Solstheim, south of the Tree Stone and east
of Raven Rock.
Hall of Wisdom: (ESM) The Hall of Wisdom houses scholars, monks, and priests who study
and shape the doctrines of the Temple. The Hall of Wisdom is in the Temple Canton of Vivec.
Hallgerd's Tale: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Tavi Dromio, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428. A revised edition was published between 3E 428
and 3E 433.
Hallin: (ESD) A Redguard hero mentioned in DESTRI MELARG's Notes For Redguard
History.
Halls of Colossus: (ESA) The Halls of Colossus is a structure somewhere in the province of
Elsweyr, built to honor a race of Giants, though none have been seen in the land for ages. It is
said that the Halls of Colossus sat perched on a cliff, overlooking the Great Divide, which is
along the southern edge of Tamriel. (ESO) Location in the Khajiit homeland of Elsweyr.
Halls of the Dead: (ESM) That might be any Dunmer ancestral tomb. The ancient Dunmer
word for ancestral tomb is 'cardruhn'. 'Ruhn' translates as 'home' or 'hearth-hall'. 'Card' means
'undeparted kin-wardens'. The sense is very close to your phrase 'Halls of the Dead'.
Hall of the Virtues of War: (ESD, ESAR) A training hall built by Yokuda's sword-singers.
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes. - DESTRI MELARG, Divad the Singer. DESTRI MELARG, Notes For Redguard History. - From The Memory Stone of Makela Leki.

Ham: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province Value* Attributed Effect(s)
Cyrodiil 16,00
Restore Fatigue
Restore Health
Damage Magicka
Damage Luck
* Septims/Pound

Hame: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin the south of Cyrodiil's Valus Mountains, east of Fort Facian.
Hammer: (ESM) The seventh rank in Vvardenfell's Camonna Tong hierarchy.
Hammer of Gharen: (ESA) It is said that the ring of this legendary Hammer upon the Anvil
of Mithas speaks to the user, telling him the entrance to the Mount of Dagoth-Ur. It was
supposedly lost in the dungeon known as the Black Gate.
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Hammerfell: (ESD) One of the nine provinces of the Empire of Tamriel, traditionally the
home of the Redguard people. Among the kingdoms that make up the province of Hammerfell
is the kingdom of Sentinel. (PG1) Hammerfell is the eternal outsider of the human lands,
either regarded by the Imperial citizen as Tamriel's dark and exotic west or its most
tempestuous and dangerous quarter, full of barbarians and cutthroats. Both descriptions are
apt, and can be equally attributed to its people, the proud and savage Redguards.
Some three thousand years ago the continent of Yokuda suffered a cataclysm that sunk most
of it into the sea, driving its people towards Tamriel. The bulk of these refugees landed at the
uninhabited isle of Herne, while the rest continued on to the mainland. This vanguard "warrior
wave" of Yokudans, the Ra Gada, swept into the country, quickly slaughtering and enslaving
the beastfolk and Nedic villagers before them, bloodily paving the way for their people who
waited at Herne, including the Na-Totambu, their kings and ruling bodies. The fierce Ra Gada
became, phonetically, the Redguards, a name that has since spread to designate the TamrielicYokudan race in general. They ultimately displaced the Nedic peoples, for their own
agriculture and society was better organized and better adapted to Hammerfell's harsh
environment. They took much of Nedic custom, religion, and language for themselves in the
process, and eventual contact with the surrounding Breton tribes and Colovian Cyrodilics
hastened their own assimilation into the larger Tamrielic theater. Yoku, the Redguard oral
language, was almost entirely replaced as the need for foreign commerce and treaties
increased.
Under the provincial organization of the Second Empire, two Redguard "parties" formed to
aid Cyrodiil's administration of Hammerfell. The ancient Na-Totambu ruling class retained
the rights of noble council as the Crowns, and the much-admired warriors of the Ra Gada
were finally granted rights of ownership within their tribal districts. This empowerment
fundamentally changed the Ra Gada, who began to call themselves the Forebears, firmly
announcing their status as the first Redguards on Tamriel. This republic, however, lasted only
so long as the Cyrodiils were strong enough to support it. During the Imperial Interregnum,
control reverted back to the hereditary monarchy of the Na-Totambu. The new "High King"
was even so bold as to move his throne from Old Hegathe to the more prosperous Forebear
city of Sentinel, which had, by this time, mastered a third of the trade of the Iliac Bay.
Thassad II was the last of these "High Kings," for upon his death in CE862, the honorable
Forebears retook Sentinel by force. Crown Prince A'tor then sailed from Stros M'kai to
avenge his father, resulting in one of the bloodiest massacres of Tamrielic history. Tiber
Septim, in his rightful duty as Heir to the Reman Dynasty, answered the Forebears' plea for
help, sending his men to end the mad Prince's butchery. A'tor found it impossible to stand
against the superiority of the Imperial legions; many of the Crowns had deserted him after
seeing the glory of the reborn Empire. He and a few loyalists fled back to Stros M'kai,
doggedly pursued by the West Navy, where they were soundly defeated at the Battle of
Hunding Bay. The Emperor, in his wisdom, deemed it best to assume responsibility for
Hammerfell's lawful restoration as a republic and provincial territory, where presently the
Redguards spend their days as proud subjects of the new Cyrodilic Empire.
Physically, the Redguards can be intimidating to an outsider, with their dark skin and wooly
hair, tall, gaunt frames and finely toned physiques. Custom and dress differs by district: the
Redguards of Elinhir are Colovian in fashion and taste, while some in Rihad go naked in the
streets. In demeanor, they are haughty and easily provoked, and, to the last, obsessed with
personal honor. Though it is widely acknowledged that Hammerfell is home to the finest
warriors of the Empire, they are but indifferent soldiers, being unwilling to defer to authority or
endure military discipline, and few serve in the Ruby ranks. There is no standing army in
Hammerfell, only paid militias of the oft-contested border-states and along its coastline. Ancient
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tradition has predisposed the Redguards to knightly orders, though, customarily in the service of
royal families. Initiates of these orders must prove themselves in dangerous, even deadly, tests
of skill. The youths of Crown Totambu, for example, must sail to the Dwemer Ruins of Stros
M'kai, to avoid its deathtraps and "wrestle its mechanical men back into shape" before they can
join the Knights of the Scarab. The more severe Order of Diagna, on the other hand, stages an
annual recreation of the Siege of Orsinium, where their initiates must play the part of the Orcs.
The colonization of Hammerfell was a slow process, since it was mainly a barren and rocky
place, with the vast Alik'r desert in the center, and only a few grasslands that hugged the
coastline in horseshoe fashion. As such, Redguard civilization is divided into the cosmopolitan
coastal cities on one hand, and the numerous nomadic tribes that wander the desert itself on the
other. The former have adopted Breton or Imperial manners of dress and architecture, modified
with motifs and styles from lost Yokuda, and some have even reorganized their gods and tribal
spirits to fit into the traditional Imperial pantheon of Eight Divines. The nomads are more
primitive, either with trace-Nedic influences or stubbornly Yokudan, throwback castaways even
to other Redguards. Devotees of Satakal the Serpent God are strewn among them, historically
causing the A'likr border-states no end of strife. These revered madmen depend entirely on the
charity of the other Redguards, though sometimes they rise in perilous bands, terrorizing the
countryside in old Ra Gada fashion. Many, as in Rihad, go nude, rolling around in the dirt and
nipping at the legs of passersby, "striking out" as if they were snakes themselves, while others
perform terrible exhibitions of "shedding their skin". They have been seen rolling in the desert
sand sidewinder-fashion in continuous, hundred-mile stretches, from Balhar all the way to the
Nohotogrha oasis. The Satakals have never liked the Imperial presence, and have recently taken
to harassing its civil servants. The Provisional Governors have been forced to run them out of
the cities for the safety of its garrisoned troops and the native citizenry at large.
Tourists have, historically, given wide berth to the Redguard cities outside of those facing the
Iliac Bay. Considering the (mostly deserved) reputation of its people, Hammerfell is frequently
seen as intolerant of "foreigners," where trespass is dealt with in blood. This is a shame, and a
situation that the Emperor seeks to rectify, for Hammerfell itself is a beautiful country. From the
twin moonrises over the Alik'r shade-temples to the austere ramparts of Old Hegathe,
everywhere there is the appearance of antique splendor. Its people are harsh - four hundred
years of internal conflict and corrupt government have made them so - but, taken singly, the
Redguard is often a masterful work of a man. Perhaps a guiding power like the Empire, steering
Hammerfell clear of the foul agents of A'tor's legacy, and protecting her from the avarice of her
Elven neighbors, will bring the same prosperity to her people that it seeks to bring to the world.
(ESM, ESO) Hammerfell is primarily an urban and maritime province, with most of its
population confined to the great port and trade cities. The interior is sparsely populated with
small poor farms and beastherds. The Redguard love of travel, adventure, and the high seas has
dispersed them as sailors, mercenaries, and adventurers in ports of call throughout the Empire.
Notable Locations
City-States
Dragonstar
Elinhir
Gilane
Hegathe
Rihad
Sentinel
Skaven
Taneth

Towns
Belkarth Guard
Heldorn Mount
Lainebon Place
North Hall
River Point
Roseguard
Sunkeep
Vulnim Gate

Villages
Chaseguard
Nimbel Moor
Chasetown
Riverview
Cliff Keep
Shadymarch
Corten Mont
Stonedale
Dragon Gate
Stonemoor
Dragon Grove Thorstad Place
Karnver Falls Verkarth City
Lainlyn
Vulkneu Town

(Source: ESA)
Lit.: Provinces of Tamriel.
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Hand of Decay: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Low to medium-level chance of
disintegrating a traget with a successful strike.
Hand of Sleep: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction/Alteration. Destroys stamina from a
target with a successful strike.
Hand to Hand: (ESD) Hand-to-Hand is a skill checked whenever one attempts to strike a
target with a punch or a kick. Characters with great Hand-to-Hand skill are martial artists,
capable of punching and kicking targets with great accuracy and damage. (ESLB) Governing
attribute: Agility. Characters with this skill are martial artists inflicting damage with their
punches and kicks. The better the skill, the more effective are Hand-to-Hand attacks. (ESM)
The hand-to-hand discipline is the martial art of unarmed combat. Inspired by the mystical
martial arts disciplines of the Khajiit, this unarmed combat style has been adopted in the West
by agents and thieves whose scruples forbid them to seriously injure or kill their opponents.
Unlike weapon attacks, which only injure and kill, hand-to-hand attacks damage only the
Fatigue of a standing opponent - defeating an opponent in hand-to-hand combat renders him
unconsciousness and helpless. However, once a target is unconscious, hand-to-hand attacks
cause wounds and death. (ESO) Attack without weapons to damage and fatigue opponents. A
Journeyman of Hand to Hand can perform a sideways power attack with a chance of
disarming the opponent. A Master of Hand to Hand can perform a forward power attack with
a chance of paralyzing. An Expert of Hand to Hand can perform a backwards power attack
with a chance of knocking opponents down.
Hands of Almalexia: (ESM) The Hands of Almalexia are the personal guard of the god
Almalexia. They used to spend much of their time punishing criminals and protecting the
people. Now they spend all their time protecting Almalexia. The Hands are pledged to honor
and protect and serve Almalexia in all ways. Their bodies and souls are fortified by divine
magic, and their armor and weapons bear fearsome divine enchantments. Some say the Hands
are the most terrible mortal warriors in the world.
Handy High-kick: (ESM) The handy high-kick is a traditional Dunmer war dance, danced on
a warrior's bonemold shield. Executing the high-kicks with style and landing gracefully on the
bonemold shield require great athletic and acrobatic skill.
Hanging Gardens of Wasten Coridale: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published
work, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428. Hanging
Gardens of Wasten Coridale is one of the many books which were written in both Dwemer
and classic Altmer. According to Yagrum Bagarn, “this is really just a boring travel guide.”
Hangman's Noose: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Drain Health, 130 points for 3
seconds on Touch.
Lit.: Hangman's Noose Tome.

Hanud: (ESM) A Velothi tower in Vvardenfell's Azura's Coast region, west of the Dunmer
stronghold Indoranyon.
Harald Hand-Free: (ESM) A First Era king of Skyrim.
Harald of Ysgramor: The first Nord ruler (thirteenth of Ysgramor's line) to appear in written
history, b. 1E 113, d. 1E 221. King Harald is remembered for being the first King to
relinquish all holdings in Atmora.
Harborside: (ESO) The district outside the southern town walls of Anvil, reached by gate
from → Westgate district.
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Anvil.
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Harbour Air: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Surrounds caster with a frost-based
damage aura, delivering medium- to high-level damage.
Harkenor of Agony: (ESLB) Renders the power of Major Continuous Damage to the victim.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Harlun's Watch: (ESO) A small community in the far north of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, south of
Cheydinhal at the end of the Blue Road.
Harpies: (ESD) Vicious half-bird creatures. One of the great tragic stories told in northern
Hammerfell is of the group of cruel and beautiful witches who were transformed (or
transformed themselves, the legend is somewhat murky) into hideous, deranged half-breed
Harpies. Whatever the truth is behind the legend, the Harpies are a true threat to life and
commerce along the Iliac Bay, particularly around Lainlyn. They nest in abandoned ruins,
mating with and then destroying the unfortunate human males they capture. While their
maniacal nature makes them somewhat less-than-brilliant tacticians, their sharp talons and
frenzied behavior often force kingdoms to abandon lands to their use. They do have their own
tongue, and the few who have mastered it suggest that the harpies have no more idea about
their origins than we do. Still, some say that the Harpies have some knowledge passed on to
them from their human foremothers: knowledge they may give, but not freely.
Lit.: TIDASUS, Ghraewaj and the Harpies.

Harpy: (ESD) Harpy is a language skill checked whenever one attempts to speak with a
Harpy.
Harrada: (ESO) A vegetable product originally hailing from Oblivion, but since the Oblivion
crisis at home in Tamriel, as well.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
320,00 Damage Health
Damage Magicka
Silence
Paralyze

* Septims/Pound

Harrow of Wizardbrand: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Major Magic Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Harstrad River: (ESM) The long river west of Lake Fjalding that runs from the Isinfier
Plains to the northern coast of Solstheim.
Harvest’s End: (ESA, ESD) Perhaps no other festival fires the spirit as much as the one held
on the 27th day of Last Seed, Harvest's End. The work of the year is over, the seeding,
sowing, and reaping. Now is the time to celebrate and enjoy the fruits of the harvest, and even
visitors are invited to join the farmers. The taverns offer free drinks all day long, an
extravagance before the economy of the coming winter months. Underfed farm hands gorging
themselves and then getting sick in the town square are the most common sights of the
celebration of Harvest's End.
Harvest's End, 3E 172: (ESLB, ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 399. A manuscript of the work (entitled
Tal Marog Ker's Researches) was found in 3E 427.
Harth: (ESD) A Redguard Lord with a connection to the Knights of the True Horn. His
declared enemy was Baron Shrike of Lainlyn.
Hasaama: (ESM, ESO) The wife of King Dro'Zel of Senchal (early 30th century of the First
Era).
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.
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Hasedoki: (ESO) See → Staff of Hasedoki.
Hassildor, Janus: (ESO) Janus Hassildor, Count Skingrad, has ruled Skingrad for many
years, and is known by reputation to be a powerful wizard.
Hassour: (ESM) A cave in the Ascadian Isles. Head east from Balmora, past Fort Moonmoth
and into the Foyada Mamaea. Follow thefoyada all the way south.
Hattu Mountain: (ESD, ESAR) (a.k.a. The Father of Mountains) A mountain in Jokuda's
High Desert, where Frandar Hunding had gone to live as a hermit and to write down his years
of accumulated wisdom, of strategy, of the way of the Shehai, in the Book of Circles and to
die. At the foot of this mountain Hunding's Sword Singers fought the final battle against the
last Yokudan Emperor Hira.
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes. - DESTRI MELARG, Divad the Singer.

Haunted Mine: (ESO) A former silver mine in the north of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, northeast
of the Drunken Dragon Inn.
Haven: (ESA) City-State in the province of Valenwood. Haven lies on the southern edge of
Valenwood.
Hawia Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine north of the Foreign Quarter.
Hawkmoth Fort: (ESM) See → Fort Hawkmoth.
Hayn, Rufus: (ESO) Author of A Life of Uriel Septim VII.
Haynekhtnamet: (ESO) See → Fang of Haynekhtnamet.
Haynote Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, north of the Ayleid
ruin Ceyatatar.
Heal: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration. Heals low- to medium-level wounds of caster.
Heal Agility: (ESD) Heals target's Agility.
Heal Endurance: (ESD) Heals target's Endurance.
Heal Fatigue: (ESD) Heals target's Fatigue.
Heal Greater Wounds: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Health, 20 points for 2
seconds.
Lit.: Heal Greater Wounds Tome.

Heal Health: (ESD) Heals target's Health.
Heal Intelligence: (ESD) Heals target's Intelligence.
Heal Luck: (ESD) Heals target's Luck.
Heal Major Wounds: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Health, 25 points.
Lit.: Heal Major Wounds Tome.

Heal Personality: (ESD) Heals target's Personality.
Heal Speed: (ESD) Heals target's Speed.
Heal Superior Wounds: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Health, 25 points for 4 seconds.
Lit.: Heal Superior Wounds Tome.

Heal Strength: (ESD) Heals target's Strength.
Heal Willpower: (ESD) Heals target's Willpower.
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Healer: (ESA) Healers are mages dedicated to treating injuries and helping those in need.
Their powers tend to be powerful in a defensive nature, and weak in an offensive nature.
Healers have an increased base healing rate. Certain defensive spell effects in the Spellmaker
are cheaper for a healer to purchase. (ESD) A subset of mages, healers are specialists in the
School of Restoration, they use their magic to treat injuries and cure illnesses. Their powers
tend to be very strong for defense, but weaker in offense. High intelligence and willpower are
essential for healers, as they are for all spellcasters. The most important skills to a Healer are:
Restoration, Medical, Dodging, Thaumaturgy, Mysticism, and Alteration. (ESLB) Healers are
specialists in the magicka school of Restoration. Though weaker in offensive magic, their
powers tend to be very strong for defence, protection, and healing. Healers use their magic to
treat injuries and cure illnesses. Like all spellcasters, a healer needs high Intelligence and
Willpower. The most important skills to a Healer are: Restoration, Medical, Dodging,
Thaumaturgy, Mysticism, and Alteration. (ESM) Healers are spellcasters who swear solemn
oaths to heal the afflicted and cure the diseased. When threatened, they defend themselves
with reason and disabling attacks and magic, relying on deadly force only in extremity. If you
are interested in the healer's trade in Morrowind, you should talk with Ygfa at Fort Pelagiad in
Pelagiad village. (ESO) Fighters of poison and illness. The ancient art of restoration is their
ally, and the deadly art of destruction is their weapon.
(ESM) "I am a healer. I have sworn solemn oaths in the College of Restoration to heal the afflicted and cure the
diseased. But I have also learned that preventing harm to others often requires a more active opposition to
monsters and malefactors, so I have studied both the unarmed, unarmored martial arts of the Khajiit and the light
armored and blunt weapon styles of the Imperial West, both for self-defense, and for disabling or killing
dangerous opponents. I sell spells, and I am a spellmaker who creates spells to your specifications. I can also
teach you in my skills, for a fee."

The Healer's Tale: (ESD) Title of a work by "Anonymous," which comes in one volume and
was originally published before 3E 406.
Healing Altar: (ESM) You may pray at Imperial cult healing altars and receive blessings
which cure common and blight diseases, cure poisons, and restore attributes. Non-members
pay 25 drakes. Newer members pay 10 drakes, while higher-ranking members receive
blessings free. Healing altars are found in: Vivec Foreign Quarter; Wolverine Hall in Sadrith
Mora; Fort Buckmoth; Fort Moonmoth; Fort Pelagiad; Fort Darius; Ald'ruhn Guild of Mages,
and Imperial Chapels in Ebonheart.
Health: (ESM) Health is the amount of damage you can take before you die. A creature's
health is a measure of its capacity to withstand physical punishment. A creature with weak
health succumbs easily to disease or injury, while a creature with exceptional health can
endure and survive deadly diseases and injuries. (ESO) The amount of damage you can take.
Sleeping, potions or spells can restore your Health.
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Heart: (ESD, ESM, ESO)

Time
3E 405
3E 427

Province
High Rock
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value*
500,001
10,002
60,003
100,004
200,001
200,001,5

Attributed Effect(s)
Fortify Willpower
Restore Magicka
Fortify Endurance
Drain Agility
Night Eye
Restore Health
Shock Shield
Damage Magicka
Silence

* Septims/Pound
1
of the Daedra
2
of an Innocent
3
of the Udyrfrykte
4
of the Wolf
5
human

Heart of Selene: (ESA) Name of a jewel sacred to the people of Eldenroot.
Heart of the Subtle Force: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Minor Shock Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Heart’s Day: (ESA, ESD) The 16th of Sun's Dawn is a holiday celebrated all over Tamriel as
Heart's Day. It seems that in every house, the Legend of the Lovers is being sung for the
younger generation. In honor of these Lovers, Polydor and Eloisa, the inns offer a free room
for visitors. If such kindness had been given the Lovers, it is said, it would always be
springtime in the world.
Heartfire: (a.k.a. Hearthfire and Hearth Fire) The ninth month of the Tamrielic calendar (the
second fall month; 30 days). – Cf. → Month, Time.
Hearthfriend: (ESM) The second rank in Vvardenfell's Ashlanders hierarchy.
Heartland Highelves: (ESO) See → Ayleids.
Lit.: FAUSTILLUS JUNIUS, Shezarr and the Divines.

Heartlands: (ESO) The Heartlands and Nibenean Valley are the agricultural breadbaskets of
Cyrodiil.
Heartwood: (ESM) An exotic product which comes from the Spriggan.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
200,00 Restore Magicka
Fortify Agility
Drain Strength
Weakness to Fire

* Septims/Pound

Heat Blast: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill and
affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 70 points.
Lit.: Heat Blast Tome.

Heat Shell: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Apprentice skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Fire Shield, 10% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Heat Shell Tome.

Heather: (ESM) Heather is a low evergreen shrub of the Ascadian Isles, known for its small,
pinkish-purple flowers with modest magical properties. It has needles like the trees in Skyrim
and High Rock, but it grows near the ground and has pink flowers.
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3E 427

Province
Morrowind
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Value* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Restore Personality
Feather
Drain Speed
Drain Personality

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: AJIRA, Flowers of Lake Amaya.

Heavenly Doomstones: (ESO) See → Runestones.
Heavy Armor: (ESM) The heavy armor discipline is the study and mastery of iron, steel,
silver, ebony, and Daedric armor styles. To use any style of armor effectively, the wearer
must be trained, conditioned, and skilled in its use. (ESO) Make more effective use of Iron,
Steel, Dwarven, Orcish, Ebony, and Daedric armors. An Apprentice of Heavy Armor will
have it degrade at a normal rate. A Journeyman of Heavy Armor will have it degrade 50%
slower. An Expert of Heavy Armor will only be encumbered 50% by it. A Master of Heavy
Armor will not be encumbered while wearing it.
Heavy Armor Repair: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Heavy Armor Styles: (ESM) See → Armor.
Hegathe: (ESA, ESD, ESM, ESO) City-State in the province of Hammerfell.
(ESA) "Hegathe bids you welcome, and good fortune. We are home to the Bloodhorns, and not a deadlier
challenge wouldst thou face elsewhere..."
Lit.: PELLARNE ASSI, The Brothers of Darkness. - CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Heimdar City: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
Heimlyn Keep: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Heimthor Mount: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Hel Anseilak: (DC) Redguard holiday, celebrated in Pothago on the 18th of Sun's Dusk.
(ESD) Hel Anseilak, which means "Communion with the Saints of the Sword" in Old
Redguard is the most serious of holy days for the people of Pothago. The ancient way of Hel
Ansei is never practiced by modern Redguards, but its rich heritage is remembered and
honored on this day.
Helan Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Molag Amur, northeast of Molag Mar.
Helas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Ashlands, in the east of the Ghostgate, southeast of the Halit mine.
Helath Stormbinder: (ESA) A warrior Boethiah once favored and former owner of the
Ebony Mail.
Heldorn Mount: (ESA) Town in the province of Hammerfell.
Heliand: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A soothsayer of the early years of the Second Era, trained on the
Isle of Artaeum as a mystic. He was the first to recognize Trechtus' preternatural intelligence
and took him to the Psijis of the Aisle of Artaeum, where Trechtus became the pupil of
Iachsis, who at that time was the Magister of the Isle. Iachesis gave Trechtus the name of
Vanus Galerion.
Lit.: ASGRIM KOLSGREG, Galerion The Mystic.

Helkarn Land: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
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Hell Hounds: (ESA) These canines are actually from the nether planes, usually summoned by
some powerful being to perform a service. They attack with their powerful jaws, or with a fire
breath that burns their intended victims. They are resistant to fire based spells.
Hellcats: (ESA) The arena team of Farrun of 3E 399/400.
Hellena: (ESM, ESO) The Cyrodiil Queen of Lilmoth in the province of Black Marsh, who
was married to Magnus Septim in the beginning of the 2nd century 3E.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Helljoint: (ESM) Helljoint is a mild common disease affecting a victim's mobility and
dexterity. Symptoms include persistent irritation and inflammation of joints. It may be
contracted from the girdle-tailed cliff racer.
Helm of Oreyn Bearclaw: (ESM) One of Valenwood's legendary heroes is Oreyn Bearclaw.
Son of King Faume Toad-Eye, he was a respected clan hunter and a future leader. Wood
Elven legend claims Oreyn single handedly defeated Glenhwyfaunva, the witch-serpent of the
Elven wood, forever bringing peace to his clan. Oreyn would go on to accomplish numerous
other deeds, eventually losing his life to the Knahaten Flu. His Helm stood as a monument of
his stature for future generations to remember. The Helm was lost eventually, as the Clan
split, and is now a treasured artifact for adventurers. The Helm of Oreyn Bearclaw is rumored
to improve the wearers agility and endurance. See also → Kharag gro-Khar.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
125.000,00 10,00
Fortify Agility
Fortify Endurance
1.350,00
0,88
Fortify Agility
Fortify Endurance

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Helm of Tohan: (ESM, W3) A rare and powerful artifact lost in the Sheogorad Region.
(Source: http://www.elderscrolls.com/downloads/updates_plugins.htm, 2007-11-10)

Helmet of Despair: (ESLB) Enchanted with the spell of Poison, and is informed by the arts
of destruction.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Helmet of Precipitous Revelation: (ESLB) Engenders Medium Delayed Damage, and is
schooled with crafts of alteration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Helmet of Starkhorn's Stalking: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of stealth, and,
when equipped, confers a measure of Resistance to All Elements for its owner.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Helmet of the Tongue of the Wyrm: (ESLB) Engenders Medium Fire Damage, and partakes
of the excellence of destruction.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Helmet of the Winding Road: (ESLB) Provides castings of the spell Teleport, and gifts its
owner with special insight into the disciplines of axe.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Helnim Wall: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Helseth: (ESD) Prince of Wayrest, b. 3E 376. First child of Queen Barenziah and the late
King Symmachus. He has since been adopted by his stepfather, Eadwyre. (ESM, ESO) King
Hlaalu Helseth is the Duke of Mournhold, ruler of all Morrowind. He is the son of Barenziah,
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former Queen of Morrowind, who herself was the niece of King Athyn Llethan. He succeeded
King Llethan after his death in 3E 427 and is trying to transform the role of King of
Morrowind from a mere Imperial figurehead into a powerful, personalized head of state.
Athyn Llethan, the previous king, was old and dignified, but few took him seriously. Helseth,
by contrast, is dynamic and ambitious. Before Morrowind entered the Empire, the Dunmer
had no kings, and many Dunmer prefer the old system of council rule, but Imperial partisans
want a strong king along Western Imperial lines.

King Hlaalu Helseth

Helstrom: (ESA) City-State in the province of Black Marsh.
Hendor-Stardumz: (ESM) A Dwemer colony, mentioned in Chronicles of Nchuleft. Its
location is forgotten.
Henrik: (ESO) One of Cyrodiil's famous Knights of the Nine of the early Third Era. Sir
Henrik was of Nord origin.
Lit.: KAROLINE OF SOLITUDE, The Knights of the Nine.

Heran Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb on Vvardenfell's Bitter Coast,
south of Hla Oad.
Herd Animals: (ESM) The two most common herd animals of the Ashlanders are the guar
and the shalk. The guar is a large biped, trained as a beast of burden, and raised for meat and
hides. Wild guars are encountered in the wilderness; they're usually quite peaceful. The shalk
is a large, unaggressive beetle, raised for meat and resin from its shells.
Herder: (ESM) "I am a herder. I watch over the tribe's herds of guar and shalk. I butcher the
guar and shalk and preserve their meats to feed the tribe. I tan the guar hides, render the shalk
resins, and season the shalk shells. Then the tribe's craftsmen take these things and make the
things we need for ourselves, and the things we sell to traders and other tribes."
Heretical Thoughts: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which is said to exist in
Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E
433.
Heretics: (ESO) Heretics are fanatics that believe Sheogorath is just a man who needs to be
overthrown. They congregate in the lands of Mania.
Herma-Mora: (also Herma Mora) (ESD) The Daedra Prince of Forbidden Knowledge, the
wisest of the infernal ones. Hermaeus Mora has a mind as old as Tamriel. And a body of
slime. (ESM) (Bosmeri and Skyrim pantheon: The Woodland Man) Ancient Atmoran demon
who, at one time, nearly seduced the Nords into becoming Aldmer. Most Ysgramor myths are
about escaping the wiles of old Herma-Mora. Also called the Demon of Knowledge, he is
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vaguely related to the cult origins of the Morag Tong ('Foresters Guild'), if only by
association with his brother/sister, Mephala.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. – The Requisite Book of Daedra.

Hermaeus Mora: See → Herma-Mora.
Hermaeus Mora's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine in the far west of Cyrodiil's Jerall
Mountains, far north of Chorrol.
Herma-Mora-Altadoon: (ESM) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Hero: (ESO) The seventh rank in the Imperial City Arena Combatants hierarchy.
Hero Hill: (ESO) A location in the north of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, southeast of Cheydinhal and
southwest of Fort Scinia.
Heroism: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Apprentice skill and
affects the target at distance. Effects: Rally, 50 points for 45 seconds.
Lit.: Heroism Tome.

Hestra Runestones: (ESO) Also known as Hestra Stones. See → Runestones.
Hetchfeld: (ESD, ESM, ESO) An Associate Scribe at the Imperial University, Office of
Introductory Studies. Author of An Overview Of Gods and Worship In Tamriel.
Hethoth: (ESM, ESO) The Battlemage of Emperor Uriel Septim V.
Lit.: MALVISER, Response to Bero's Speech.

Hetrard, Alexandre: (ESO) Author of Glories and Laments Among the Ayleid Ruins.
Hiding with the Shadow: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Hidja, Seif-ij: (ESO) A Master of Conjuration of the mid 3rd century 3E and author of The
Doors of Oblivion.
High Elves: (ESM) See → Altmer.
High Fane: (1) (ESM) The High Fane is the largest Tribunal temple on Vvardenfell.
Archcanon Saryoni presides over the temple, along with a large staff of priests, healers, and
monks. Pilgrims travel from all over Morrowind to view the High Fane and the Ministry of
Truth, and to offer prayer and thanks before the Palace of Vivec. (2) (ESO) The ruin now
known as Malada, up in the Valus Mountains. It dates from the Late Ayleid Period, following
the fall of White Gold Tower, a very troubled time for that ancient people.
High Ordinators: (ESM) The High Ordinators keep the peace here in Mournhold. They are
much like the Ordinators you might see in Vivec, but they are even more dangerous. Only the
best of this sacred order are chosen to serve in Mournhold. To wear their garb is considered a
great honor. Any others caught in it are summarily executed.
High Rock: (ESD) One of the nine provinces of the Empire of Tamriel, traditionally the
home of the Breton people. Among the kingdoms that make up the provinces of High Rock
are the kingdoms of Daggerfall and Wayrest. (PG1) High Rock encompasses Greater Bretony,
the Dellese Isles, the Bjoulsae River tribes, and, by tradition, the Western Reach. Its various
peoples are called Bretons for the sake of convenience only, as the endless multitude of citystates, principalities, baronies, duchies, and kingdoms that make up High Rock has, until
recently, resisted all attempts at centralization into a single culture or government. The Nords
of the First Empire never conquered the whole of High Rock; the Cyrodiils ruled it, but failed
to stamp out its virulent sectarianism, which sprang up again with renewed fury during the
Interregnum. It is only now, under the guidance of the Third Empire, that High Rock is finally
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tasting the fruits of peace and unity, although a few Bretons still chafe under Tiber Septim's
firm hand. Aside from Imperial rule, Bretons are connected only in their language, geographic
location, and the ancient rift that separated them from their Nordic progenitors, the Night of
Tears.
Khosey, in his 'Tamrilean Tractates,' transcribes a firsthand account of the "discovery" of the
Bretons by a Nordic hunting party. The Bretons, in ten generations of Elven intermingling and
slavery, had become scarcely recognizable as humans. Indeed, the hunting party attacked
them thinking they were some new strain of Aldmeri, halting their slaughter only when one of
the oldest began to wail for his life, a shrieking plea that was spoken in broken Nordic. When
word of this reached Windhelm, the Nords reasoned that the "Manmeri" beyond the Reach
were, in fact, descended from human slaves taken during the Elven destruction of Saarthal.
King Vrage made the first priority of his Empire the liberation of his long-tormented kinsmen
in High Rock. His initial onslaught took him as far as the Bjoulsae, but beyond that the First
Empire never established a lasting presence; the crafty Elves were too strong in their magic,
and many of the Bretons aided the Elves against their would-be liberators. Ironically enough,
it took the tyranny of the Alessian Order to finally free High Rock from Elven dominion.
Although the Alessians were crushed at the Battle of Glenumbria Moors, this costly victory so
weakened Aldmeri power that the Elves could no longer challenge the emerging nobility of
Greater Bretony, who seized power throughout most of High Rock within two decades of the
Alessian defeat.
This rebellion was not a coordinated effort, however, and while most of High Rock was freed
from Elven tyranny by 1E500, parts of the province remained under Elven rule for much
longer. The Western Reach, paradoxically, was one of the last bastions of the Aldmeri in High
Rock, the legacy of which is still apparent today. Bretons have fought on both sides of most
of the great conflicts of Tamrielic history, including Glenumbria Moors; the memories of
these victories and defeats continues to taint relations between the many factions of this
divided people. The burghers of Anticlere, for instance, still noisily commemorate the Battle
of Duncreigh Bridge, the "famous victory" of their Duke over the neighboring hamlet of
Sensford in 1E 1427 (a battle which apparently achieved nothing, as each village continues to
boast its own ruling family of antique lineage), by marching each year down Sensford's main
street, a progress that results in numerous injuries on both sides even when it does not
provoke a brief war between the "knightly orders" of the two villages.
Today, the social structure of the Bretons has divided itself into a poor middle class and
destitute peasantry, a magical elite separate from their squalor, and an often incoherent jumble
of nobility and ruling families above them all. It is beyond the small ambition of this pamphlet
to address the latter in any better terms, for even the natives have difficulty distinguishing their
leaders from one another. Indeed, it is an old joke among the Bretons: "find a new hill, become
a king," and many have taken it to heart. Youths of all professions and trades in High Rock
spend their free time in knightly pursuits, real and imagined, performing good deeds and the
like for all and sundry, in oft-vain efforts to achieve, one day, a noble status. This "questobsession," more than anything, has served as High Rock's sense of national identity, a peculiar
form of altruism and mutual reliance that binds its people together.
The geography of High Rock is as varied as its people. The forested peaks of the Wrothgarian
Mountains, occupied only by herders and the occasional dismal hamlet, divide the Western
Reach from more heavily settled west of High Rock. The only true cities lie along the Iliac Bay,
where several small kingdoms prospered from the trade that flowed through the Bay to the
Bjoulsae River. Inland, the land rises to the windswept plateau of North Kambria, with many
small towns tucked into the folds and valleys that wind their way down to the northern coast.
This bucolic landscape is marred by the grim fortifications that perch atop every hill and crag, a
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reminder of the constant warfare that has been the scourge of the province. In the past, each
petty lord, secure in his castle, enriched himself with tribute from all who traversed his domain,
a circumstance clearly incompatible with the free flow of commerce. Now Tiber Septim has
begun a program of demolition of these myriad fortresses, a wise policy that should facilitate
prosperity while removing a potential refuge for subversives.
Although the Bretons are divided into numerous mutually antagonistic factions, to the outsider a
singular uniformity in dress, architecture, and customs prevails throughout the land. Bretons are
not an imaginative people, a legacy of the Elves, perhaps, and traditional ways are not lightly
abandoned. Their villages are pleasant collections of half-timbered structures of one or two
stories, with the rustic inn, a shop or two, and perhaps a lordly manor completing the picture.
The traveler need not visit more than a handful of Breton communities before satisfying himself
that he has captured the flavor of the whole. The people, too, despite their cherished
particularism, are remarkably similar in name, accent, and dress throughout the province. It may
be that this unacknowledged homogeneity bodes well for the future harmony of High Rock.
Most Bretons share an affinity for magic wrought, no doubt, by their lamentable intermingling
with the Elves. This talent manifests itself in High Rock's pocket cultures in various ways. In
the richer, more urban centers of the Iliac Bay, it has been systematically organized along the
hierarchical lines of the Mages Guild. Children are tested for their magical potential at an early
age, and those who pass enter apprenticeship programs funded by the Guild itself, or through
independent sponsorship. In more remote regions, such as Glenpoint and the Wrothgarian
Mountains, witches and medicine men, barely distinguishable from Orcish shamans, hold sway
over the superstitious peasants with feats of untutored, but often impressive, magical ability.
(ESM, ESO) High Rock encompasses the many lands and clans of Greater Betony, the Dellese
Isles, the Bjoulsae River tribes, and, by tradition, the Western Reach. The rugged highland
strongholds and isolated valley settlements have encouraged the fierce independence of the
various local Breton clans, and this contentious tribal nature has never been completely
integrated into a provincial or Imperial identity. Nonetheless, their language, bardic traditions,
and heroic legends are a unifying common legacy.
Notable Locations
City-States
Camlorn
Daggerfall
Evermore
Farrun
Jehanna
North Point
Shornhelm
Wayrest

Towns
Cloud Spring
Ilessen Hills
Kings Guard
Meir Darguard
Old Gate
Portdun Creek
Raven Spring
Vermeir Wastes

Villages
Black Wastes
Meir Thorvale
Dunkarn Haven
Moonguard
Dunlain Falls
Normar Heights
Eagle Brook
Norvulk Hills
Ebon Wastes
Anticlere
Glenpoint
Thorkan Park
Karthgran Vale
White Haven
Markwasten Moor Wind Keep

(Source: ESA)
Lit.: Provinces of Tamriel.

High Treason: (ESD) Any act against (whether directly or indirectly, or any nonaction which
results in circumstances, directly or indirectly, against) a allegiated sovereign or by a vassal to
a liege, resulting (or what a reasonable person would assume would result) in physical,
emotional, mental, or magical harm or injury in said sovereign or liege. The punishment for
this crime will be death.
Lit.: ANCHIVIUS, Legal Basics.

Highcross: (ESO) A small settlement in the lands of Mania, located in the north between the
Saint's Watch and the Jerster's Spine Mountains. Its citizens are highly compulsive, acting out
bizarre rituals with little meaning.
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Highlanders: (ESA) The arena team of Wayrest of 3E 399/400.
Hildir Worm-Heart: (ESM) A male necromancer who was slain by Isgeror White-Wave in
3E 348.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Hill of Suicides: (ESO) A site located in central Dementia in Sheogorath's realm.
Lit.: BRENITH ARALYN, A Traveler's Guide to New Sheoth and the Shivering Isles.

Himmelhost Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the southeast of Solstheim, east of the
southern mouth of the Iggnir River.
Hindaril: (ESO) A vampire which was so powerful that those who sought to destroy him
were unsuccessful, no matter what they tried. The best they could do to was to imprison him
underground near the North Panther River.
Hindering Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Burden, 35 points for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Hindering Touch Tome.

Hinnabi: (ESM) A cave on the larger island southwest of the Mzahnch ruin.
Hira: (ESAR, ESD) The last Yokudan Emperor (d. c. 1E 807), his consort was Elisa. Hira
vowed to search out every Sword Singer and to scourge them from the face of the planet.
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes. - DESTRI MELARG, Divad the Singer.

Hircine: (ESD) The least of the daedra princes. He is their Master of the Hunt. Hircine is
supposed to be the creator of all lycanthropes. – Cf. → Cuirass of the Savior's Hide.
Lit.: The Requisite Book of Daedra. – Sixteen Accords of Madness, vol. VI.

Hircine.

Hircine Shield: (ESD) The curse of lycanthropy has its advantages. The incredible strength,
speed and ferocity of a werebeast make it a fearsome opponent. There are, of course,
disadvantages. The bearer of the Hircine Shield can choose when to be a lycanthrope and
when not. Essentially this gives him all the advantages with few of the negatives.
Hircine's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine in the south of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, south of the
Imperial City, northeast of Bravil, between the Upper Niben and the Green Road. Leave an
offering of the pelt of a bear, or the pelt of a wolf at the shrine, and Hircine may speak to you.
Hireling: (ESM) The first rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great Houses Hlaalu,
Redoran, and Telvanni.
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Hist: (ESO) An Argonian tree.
A History of Daggerfall: (ESD) Title of a work by Odiva Gallwood, which comes in one
volume and was originally published between 3E 401 and 3E 405.
History of Lock Picking: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
History of the Fighters Guild: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes
in one volume. The first and a following edition were published before or in 3E 433.
Hixinoag: (ESO) A little village in Argonia.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Argonian Account.

Hjalti Early-Beard: (ESM) The original name of a promising young warrior from the island
kingdom Alcaire (High Rock), before he was crowned by the Grand Battlemage Zurin Arctus
as Tiber Septim. He was leading the forces of King Cuhlecain of Falkreath in the Battle of
Old Hrol'dan and brought the allied forces of Falkreath and Skyrim to victory by shouting
down the walls of Old Hrol'dan, what made the Nords call him Hjalti "Talos", or Stormcrown.
Lit.: The Arcturian Heresy.

Hla Oad: (ESM) This is just a little fishing village on the Bitter Coast. A few folks in town
offer services, but they're either independents, like Perien Aurelie the Pawnbroker and Pallia
Ceno, or they're Camonna Tong, and only offer services to their own people. Fat Leg's DropOff is the only tradehouse in the village. It's owner and publican is the Redguard Trasteve.
That's where everyone hangs out. Baleni Salavel can get you out of here by ship to Ebonheart
or Gnaar Mok. Speak to Nevosi Hlan, shipmaster. His boat is the 'Chun-Ook'. There's also silt
strider service from Vivec. Otherwise, it's a very long and unpleasant walk along the coast
south to Seyda Neen, or a much longer and more unpleasant walk north to nowhere. A rough
track along the River Odai connects Hla Oad with the town of Balmora across the hills to the
northeast.
If you're looking for trouble, and not particularly superstitious, there are a number of ancient abandoned tombs in
these parts.

Hlaalu: (ESM) House Hlaalu is one of the three Dunmer Great Houses with holdings on
Vvardenfell. House Hlaalu has always been loyal to the Emperor and the Empire. Hlaalu
welcomes Imperial Law and the Legions, and freedom of trade and religion. House Hlaalu
still respects the old Dunmer ways, the ancestors, the Temple, and the noble houses. But times
change, and the Empire changes with the times. House Hlaalu is ruled by traders and
merchant princes and hopes to live in peace and harmony with the other races, and share in
the growth and prosperity of the Empire. They're not paranoid and insular like the Telvanni,
nor do they try and covert you to the Tribunal Temple like House Redoran. The councilors of
House Hlaalu meet in Balmora. House Hlaalu represents the future of the Dunmer, integrated
into the sophisticated mainstream of the traditionless, raceless, godless culture of the Empire.
Lit.: DRAM BERO, Grasping Fortune. - Yellow Book of 3E 426.

Hlaalu Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Azura's Coast region, on the shore east of the Daedric ruin Zaintiraris.
Hlaalu Compound: (ESM) See → Vivec (City).
Hleran Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the southeast of Vvardenfell's
West Gash, right between Ald'ruhn and the Dunmer stronghold Andasreth.
Hlervi Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in Vvardenfell's Azura's Coast
region, on the northern shore of a small island northeast of Sadrith Mora.
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Hlervu Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Azura's Coast,
north of the Ahallaraddon Egg Mine.
Hlormaren: (ESM) One of the ancient Dunmer strongholds. Hlormaren is on the coast west
of Balmora, north of Hla Oad.
Hoag Merkiller: (ESO) High Chief of Skyrim in the 5th century 1E. He was the son and
successor of Kjoric the White.
Lit.: SINJIN, Rislav the Righteous.

Hoaga: (ESM) A 'great demon chieftain of the frigid west' (presumably a reference of →
Hoag Merkiller), described as follows: 'the Mouth of Mud, who appeared as a great bearded
king, had the powers of Marshalling and breathing the earth. On the battlefields, this demon
would often be seen on the sidelines, eating the soil voraciously. When his men fell, Hoaga
would fill their bodies back with it, whereupon they would rise again and fight, albeit slower.
He had a Secret Name, Fenja, and destroyed seventeen Chimeri villages and two Dwemeri
strongholds before being turned away.'
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Hoar Frost Root: (ESD) A root used to cure the disease Lunar Chills.
Hörme: (PG3) A strong underground movement in Skyrim that believes Potema Septim and
her son Uriel Septim III to be the last of Tiber Septim's true blood and under that principle
lead raid against Imperial interests.
Hoermius Mora: See → Herma-Mora.
Hogithum: (ESD, ESM) A festival the cultists of Azura celebrate on the 21st of First Seed. –
See also → Daedric Summonings.
Lit.: SIGILLAH PARATE, Invocation of Azura.

Holamayan: (ESM) Holamayan is a secret monastery of the Dissident priests. The monastery
itself is beneath the surface of a remote island along Azura's Coast, with only a single
entrance hidden from view by hills and vegetation. The monastery is further protected by a
magical shield which opens only at dawn and dusk, the magical twilight hours sacred to
Azura.
Holidays: (ESA) Interspersed throughout the year are certain holidays which are celebrated
by the people of the known world. It is on these days that you will be able to find special
bargains on many different services. On some holidays such as the Warriors Festival all
weapons are half price, on others such as Tales and Tallows you can find special prices at the
Mages Guilds. Smart planning can ensure your arrival at a particular town in time to take
advantage of such festivities.
Alphabetical List of Holidays
Aduros Nau
Appreciation Day
Baranth Do
Broken Diamonds
Chil'a
Children's Day
Dancing Day
Day of Lights
Day of Release
Day of Shame
Day of the Dead
Day of Waiting
Dirij Tereur
Divat Etep't

Drigh R'Zimb
Emperor’s Day
Feast of the Tiger
Festival of Blades
Fiery Night
Fire Festival
First Planting
Fishing Day
Flower Day
Gardtide
Harvest’s End
Heart’s Day
Hel Anseilak
Jester’s Day

Khurat
Koomu Alazer'i
Mad Pelagius
Maiden Katrica
Marukh's Day
Merchants Festival
Mid Year Celebration
Moon Festival
New Life Festival
North Winds Prayer
Old Life
Othroktide
Ovank'a
Perseverance Day

Riglametha
Saturalia
Scour Day
Second Planting
Serpent's Dance
South Wind's Prayer
Sun’s Rest
Tales and Tallows
Tibedetha
Waking Day
Warriors Festival
Witches' Festival
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Holidays of the Iliac Bay: (ESD) Title of a work by Theth-i, which comes in one volume and
was originally published between 3E 153 and 3E 405.
Holly Berries: (ESM) A vegetable product which comes from the Holly Bush, a common
plant in Solstheim's Isinfier Plains and Hirstaang Forest.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
50,00 Resist Frost
Frost Shield
Frost Damage
Weakness to Fire

* Septims/Pound

Holly Falls: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Holy Icon: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Dispel

Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
800,00 n/a

Holy Relic: (ESD)

Holy Water: (ESD) See → Water.
Holy Word: (ESD) Governing School: Mysticism. Low- to medium-level chance of
dispelling undead (zombies, skeletons, ghosts, wraiths, et cetera).
Homemade Potions: (ESM) To make homemade potions, you need skill in alchemy,
ingredients, and the necessary apparatus. Ingredients can be collected from the animal bodies,
plants, and the environment. There are four pieces of alchemist apparatus -- mortar and pestle,
alembic, calcinator, and retort. Alchemical apparatus comes in grades of quality; higher
quality apparatus is more effective and reliable.
The Homilies of Blessed Almalexia: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Homonculus: (ESA) A strange being created by a high level Wizard who has somehow
combined the properties of certain spells with parts of various demons. These creatures are
often set to guard areas, using their ability to fly to patrol corridors. They have the ability to
cast spells, using these effectively with their normal attacks to ward whatever areas they have
been set to guard.
Honor Among Thieves: (ESM) Title of a work by Arnie the Scrib, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Honorary Knight: (ESO) The first rank in the hierarchy of knightly orders.
Hook, Ranulf: (ESO) A famous tapestrist, interviewed in volume nineteen of the series
Interviews With Tapestrists.
Hookah: (ESM, ESO) A waterpipe.
Lit.: MAVEUS CIE, The Firsthold Revolt.

HoonDing: (ESM) (Yokudan pantheon: The Make Way God) Yokudan spirit of 'perseverance
over infidels'. The HoonDing has historically materialized whenever the Redguards need to
'make way' for their people. In Tamrielic history this has only happened three times -- twice in
the first era during the Ra Gada invasion and once during the Tiber War. In this last incarnation,
the HoonDing was said to have been either a sword or a crown, or both.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.
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The Hope of the Redoran: (ESM) Title of a work by Turiul Nirith, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Hopesfire: (ESM) The legendary blade of Almalexia. Hopesfire and Trueflame are reffered to
as the "twin blades".
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
150.000,00 15,00
Shock Damage

Horde Mountain: (ESM) The third mythic monster mentioned in The Thirty-Six Lessons of
Vivec.
Horicles: (ESO) Author of Mannimarco, King of Worms.
Horker: (ESM) Horkers are strong swimmers and fierce fighters, on land and in the sea. One
of the favorite mating grounds of Solstheim's horkers is Lake Fjalding, Solstheim's largest
lake. Horkers provide a great deal for the Skaal.
Horker Tusk: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
50,00 Drain Alteration
Fortify Intelligence
Fortify Maximum Magicka
Detect Animal

* Septims/Pound

Horley: (ESD) A famous and successful High Rock mercantile dynasty which followed the
Cumberland Dynasty.
Lit.: SATHYR LONGLEAT, Wayrest, Jewel of the Bay.

Hormaius Mora: See → Herma-Mora.
Horn Cave: (ESO) A cave in the south of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, south of Pell's Gate.
Horn Lily Bulb: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
Resist Paralysis
Drain Health
Restore Strength
Restore Endurance

* Septims/Pound

Horn of Magepain: (ESLB) Renders the power of Medium Magic Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Horn of Summoning: (ESM) An artifact mentioned in volume four of The Real Barenziah
and referred to as "That which Edward and Moraelyn between them used to free High Rock
and their spirits from the hateful domination of the Nords". According to this source it is also
written that "it's buried beneath the measureless caves of Daggerfall."
Horn of the Hunt: (ESLB) Grants the gift of modest Summon Brute.
Lit.: MALHAM, Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.

The Horror of Castle Xyr: (ESM, ESO) Title of a "One Act Play" by Baloth-Kul, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428. A revised edition was
published between 3E 428 and 3E 433.
Horse: (ESO) Purchase a horse to travel faster. You can find them at stables in any city. The
Paint horses of Leyawiin are the least expensive in all of Cyrodiil! None are hardier than the
white horses, and only the black horses of Cheydinhal are faster. Chestnut horses are not as
hardy as most, but only the Black horse is faster. Bruma's Paint horses are the toughest in
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Cyrodiil. None are faster than the Black horses of Cheydinhal and only the White horses of
Anvil are stronger. Bay horses are faster than the Paint horses and tougher than the Chestnut.
Hortator: (ESM) When a greater enemy threatens, the Great Houses put aside their quarrels
and choose a Hortator, a single war leader to lead all the Houses, a champion who leads by
inspiration. He challenges opposing heroes in single combat. He goes on long, desperate
quests. He goes alone into the citadels of the enemy. He confronts the dangers no one else in
the House is strong enough... or courageous enough... to face. He doesn't have to be polite or
smart. Or even a nice person. Just has to win. And make others want to win. Only a Great
House council can name a Hortator, and the vote must be unanimous.
Hospitality Papers: (ESM) According to the Collective Articles of the Council of the Great
House Telvanni, out-house and outlander guests in Sadrith Mora may not travel in town or
speak to or conduct business with citizens, tradesmen, or publicans unless they have
Hospitality Papers. This is for the comfort and safety of our guests. The Prefect of Hospitality
for Sadrith Mora can provide you with these papers for 25 gold.
Host of the Horn: (ESD) The Host of the Horn are composed of the finest knights of Lainlyn,
bound by oaths to protect and serve the Barony of Lainlyn and its ruling family. (DC) A lot of
their time is spent intimidating peasants for tax money and trading jokes about the Knights of
the True Horn, who are still gathering steam in High Rock.
"The Host of the Horn have the honor of serving his most terrible Grace, the Baron Shrike. Our duties consist of
all important activities from straight warfare to espionage and tax collection. It may be worth dispelling this
confusion: the Baron's weak brother Lord Kain has his own order devoted to the illegal acquisition of the throne
of Lainlyn, and he idiotically calls his piteous group, the Host of the True Horn. If one has demonstrated loyalty
to Baron Shrike and prowess in battle, one may be considered for admission in our proud Host. We have not
earned the fear and respect of all in Lainlyn by wasting time with the hopeless."

Hound: See → Nix-Hound.
Hound Meat: (ESM) Hound meat is the flesh of the nix-hound. The meat is sweet and tender,
and has modest magical properties.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Restore Fatigue
Fortify Fatigue
Reflect
Detect Enchantment

* Septims/Pound

Hound Tooth: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Cure Poison
Detect Life
Burden
Invisibility

* Septims/Pound

House: (1) (ESO) Buy a house so you always have a place to sleep. There are houses for sale
in each city. (2) (ESM) See → Great Houses.
House Brother: (ESM) The seventh rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great Houses
Hlaalu and Redoran.
House Cousin: (ESM) The sixth rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great Houses Hlaalu
and Redoran.
House Dagoth: (ESM) See → Dagoth.
House Dres: (ESM) See → Dres.
House Dunmer: (ESM) See → Dunmer.
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House Dwemer: (ESM) See → Dwemer.
House Father: (ESM) The eighth rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great Houses Hlaalu
and Redoran.
House Hlaalu: (ESM) See → Hlaalu.
House Indoril: (ESM) See → Indoril.
House of Dementia: (ESO) The House of Dementia is renowned for its small cadre of
ruthless Dark Seducer Elite Guards.
House of Dibella: (ESD) Any temple dedicated to the Goddess of Beauty is called a House of
Dibella. The priests and priestesses within are epicureans and orgiasts who aspire for beauty
of the form and mind.
"At the House of Dibella, we seek truth through beauty and the worship of the embodiment of beauty, the
Goddess Dibella. Dibella smiles on those who give generously to our House. She grants charm and grace to
donors. In proportion to their generosity, of course. One of the more important functions of the House of Dibella
is the preservation of great works of art. We have scouts all over Tamriel who look for rare and beautiful pieces.
In over four thousand years of high civilization in Tamriel, the House of Dibella has worked tirelessly to save
and preserve objects of antiquity and artistry from ruin at the avaricious and uncouth hands of time. We have
developed a sophisticated network of archaeologists, dealers, and couriers who are goodly paid to procure art for
the house. We are always interested in new initiates to the House of Dibella, though only those possessing skills
in the promotion of harmony. To be honest, very few qualify."

House of Mania: (ESO) The House of Mania exemplifies lavishness and over-indulgence.
The House of Troubles: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
House Redoran: (ESM) See → Redoran.
House Sotha: (ESM) See → Four Corners.
House Styles: (ESM) The three Dunmer Great Houses that have settled Vvardenfell have
distinctive architectures and lifestyles. Aristocratic, warlike Great House Redoran favors a
spacious, irregular, organic building style. Great House Hlaalu, an aggressive mercantile
culture, strongly admiring and influenced by Imperial culture, prefers simpler, more modern,
more densely populated settlements, while bizarre wizard towers dominate mushroom-hut
villages of the Great House Telvanni sorcerer-lords. A fourth Great House style, the Velothi
or Temple style, is evident in the monumental architecture, bridges, buttresses, and grand
canals of the ancient religious center of Vivec City.
House Telvanni: (ESM) See → Telvanni.
House Wars: (ESM) Codes of behavior under House Wars of Honor are complex and subtle,
and the Morag Tong specialize in the honorable and legal prosecution of these factional
vendettas. By the immemorial custom of Dunmer society, a House may challenge the honor
of another House in the person of one of the House's ranking nobles. The ranking noble of the
impugned House is 'marked for death' -- in ancient times, actually formally marked with a
black banner, but in modern times, served with a formal written public announcement. If
within a year of the challenge, the marked noble still lives, the challenging House must
publicly forego any further complaint or scandal on the matter.Only a ranking challenging
noble or a Morag Tong may attack the marked noble; in modern times, Houses routinely
engage Morag Tong. This custom permits Houses to war upon one another on a small scale
without threatening public peace and rule of law. House Wars are expensive, dangerous, and
disruptive to all Houses involved, but on the island of Vvardenfell alone, a dozen or more
Marked Challenges are being prosecuted at any time. Such violent disputes among Great
Houses are called 'House Wars.'
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How Orsinium Passed to the Orcs: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Menyna Gsost, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Howling Cave: (ESO) A cave in the east of Cyrodiil's West Weald, east of Skingrad.
Howling Halls: (ESO) The Howling Halls contain the reconstruction of a famous building
from Cyrodiil.
Hrol: (ESO) The name of a (Nord?) First Era king, mentioned in Remanada.
Hrota Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region, north of Anvil.
Hrotanda Vale: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, north of Chorrol.
Hrothmund the Red: (ESM) A Nord male who became Thirsk's first chieftain and ruled over
it for twenty-one years (c. 3E 327 - 3E 348). He slew Drengr Bronze-Helm and presented his
head as a battle trophy. Hrothmund the Red was slain and devoured by Ondjage, the Fell
Wolf.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Hrothmund's Bane: (ESM) A wolf-shaped formation on Solstheim, which is only visible
from the air.
Hrothmund's Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the northwest of Solstheim, right in
the head of the wolf-shaped formation Hrothmund's Bane. According to Skaal legend,
Hrothmund's Barrow is the barrow of Hrothmund the Red, the first chieftain of Thirsk.
Hue of the Journeyman: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Medium Poison Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Hulking Fabricant: (MPG) As the name suggests, these Fabricants are stronger and slower
than their Verminous cousins. They have the same weakness to electrical attacks, but they
regenerate their health at an alarming rate.
Humanoid Races: (ESM) Elves consider themselves the only 'truly human race,' being
descended directly from the gods, and regard the Manish and Beast races as highly intelligent
animals. On the other hand, Imperial scholars consider Men, Elves, and Beastmen as 'men,' on
the basis that individuals of all three groups can mate with one another. Offspring of interracial matings have the racial appearance of the mother, but may occasionally share inherited
characteristics and abilities of the father. Sloads, dragons, and other sentient races cannot
mate with Men, Elves, or Beastmen, and are not considered 'human.' Exceptional accounts of
matings between men and daedra do not fit smoothly into this scheme.
Lit.: The Anuad Paraphrased.

Human: (ESM) The human races are short-lived, socially aggressive humanoids, shorter than
Elves and more technologically advanced than the Beastfolk. Warlike human cultures have
subjugated their Elven and Beastfolk neighbors and synthesized their arts, literature, magick,
technology, and theology into Tamriel's dominant culture -- the Empire. Obsessed with
progress and destiny, human civilization constantly reinvents itself from materials plundered
from conquered cultures and re-shaped by human myths and dreams.
Lit.: The Anuad Paraphrased.

Human Flesh: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
Fortify Health
Drain Intelligence
Drain Personality
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Human Skin: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
53,33 Damage Magicka
Resist Shock
Reflect Damage
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Hunding: (ESD, ESAR) A region in the Yokudan province of High Desert.
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes.

Hunding, Divad: (ESD) (aka Divad The Singer) The most well known of the Redguard
heroes and the only son of Frandar Hunding, born late in Hunding's life (2396 in the old way
of reckoning, probably about 1E 760 by the Tamrielic calendar). Divad was among those who
climbed Hattu to find Hunding in his cave. The first attempt to interrupt him at his death
poem cause him to drive the elders from his cave, he even formed the Shehai in his anger. It
was Divad who reentered the cave alone to speak with Hunding. Scribes of the time reported
bright flashes of light and angry voices. Five long hours came and went, then both emerged
from the cave, Divad, at Hunding's side. Divad became an adviser to Hunding and spent his
time reading the newly completed Book of Circles.
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Divad the Singer.

Hunding, Frandar: Author of The Book of Circles and father of Divad Hunding.
Hunger: (ESM) The hunger is a powerful and violent lesser Daedra associated with the
Daedra Lord Boethiah, Father of Plots -- a sinuous, long-limbed, long-tailed creature with a
beast-skulled head, noted for its paralyzing touch and its ability to disintegrate weapons and
armor. (ESO) Hungers are Daedric creatures that feed on the misery and despair of everything
around them. - See also → Daedra.
Lit.: Darkest Darkness.

Hunger Tongue: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
640,00 Cure Poison
Cure Disease
Fire Damage
Fortify Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Hunter: (ESM) Hunters range across the ashlands and wastes, hunting for meat and hides. If
you're interested in the hunter's craft, you should talk to Gudling the Rascal. He has taken up
residence at St. Veloth's Hostel in Molag Mar.
No one will ever grow rich hunting. But it is a pure pleasure for itself. Take your time. Sneak up on your prey.
Surprise it with a swift, silent arrow. There is no greater pleasure than to drop a cliff racer with a single arrow.

Hunter's Game: (ESM) According to legend, it varies from era to era. "Our Grandfathers'
Grandfathers tell of a time when the Hunter and his Hounds preyed upon entire tribes of men.
Taken to the Hunting Grounds, the men were hunted by the Hounds. The ones that died were
the lucky--the survivors faced the Hunter himself. In another era, the Hunter took only a
single man as his Prey. It is said if the Prey can last through the Bloodmoon, the Hunter
returns to his demon realm for another era. We have only to await the Hunter's plan." See also
→ Bloodmoon Prophecy.
Huntsmen: (ESA) The arena team of Arenthia of 3E 399/400.
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Hush: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Journeyman skill and
affects the target at distance. Effects: Silence, 10 seconds.
Lit.: Hush Tome.

Husk of the Fiery Ward: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Resistance to Fire.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Hydnum Azure Giant Spore: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Hydnum Azure
mushroom, a mushroom originally hailing from Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
32,00 Restore Endurance
Detect Life
Fortify Health
Frost Shield

* Septims/Pound

Hypha Facia: (ESM) Hypha facia is a light brown shelf fungus collected from the trunks of
trees in the Bitter Coast Region. Hypha Facia looks much like Bungler's Bane and grows like
a shelf on trees and other things. Hypha Facia is safe to eat.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Drain Luck
Drain Agility
Drain Fatigue
Detect Enchantment

* Septims/Pound

A Hypothetical Treachery: (ESM, ESO) Title of a "One Act Play" by Anthil Morvir, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428. A revised edition was
published between 3E 428 and 3E 433.
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I
Iachesis: (ESM, ESO) Magister of the Isle of Artaeum and Ritemaster of the Psijic Order at
about 1E 20.
Lit.: TAURCE IL-ANSELMA, On Artaeum. ASGRIM KOLSGREG, Galerion The Mystic.

Ibar-Dad: (ESM) A cave west of the Daedric ruin Ashurnabitashpi.
Ice and Chitin: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Pletius Spatec, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Ice Bolt: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Fires ball of frost which inflicts medium- to
high-level damage to a single target.
Ice Blade of the Monarch: (ESM) The Evil Archmage Almion Celmo of the Summerset
Isles created the blade for a warrior, Thurgnarr Assi, who was to assassinate a king. The
assassination failed, Thurgnarr Assi was slain, Almion Celmo was imprisoned, and the Ice
Blade fell into the hands of a series of malefactors. The weapon is a claymore enchanted to
cause frost damage, and is rumored to pass from owner to owner of its own volition.
Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 30,000 gold for it. (ESM, ESO) The Ice Blade of the
Monarch is truly one of Tamriel's most prized artifacts. Legend has it that the Evil Archmage
Almion Celmo enchanted the claymore of a great warrior with the soul of a Frost Monarch, a
stronger form of the more common Frost Atronach. The warrior, Thurgnarr Assi, was to play
a part in the assassination of a great king in a far off land, and become the new leader. The
assassination failed and the Archmage was imprisoned. The Ice Blade freezes all who feel its
blade. The Blade circulates from owner to owner, never settling in one place for long.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
95.000,00 60,00
Frost Damage

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Ice Bolt: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill and
affects the target at distance. Effects: Frost Damage, 70 points.
Lit.: Ice Bolt Tome.

Ice Elves: (ESD) “They are gone, gone altogether and forever. Such shy folk. The ice elves
were very hard to find, and not that friendly when I did find them.” (King Edward, vol. 10)
Ice Shield: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Frost Shield, 20% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Ice Shield Tome.

Ice Storm: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Fires ball of frost which explodes on
contact, delivering medium-level damage to all within range. (ESO) A spell of the School of
Destruction which requires the Expert skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Frost
Damage, 50 points in 15 feet.
Lit.: Ice Storm Tome.

Iceblades: (ESA) The arena team of Jehenna of 3E 399/400.
Icestaff: (ESO) Also known as the Staff of Hrormir, the Icestaff is a legendary weapon
mentioned in the Song of Hrormir.
Ichidag: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A location in the province of Hammerfell. It became famous for
the Battle of Ichidag where Uriel III was captured in 3E 127.
Lit.: KATAR ERIPHANES, Biography of the Wolf Queen. - STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire. TSATHENES, The Madness of Pelagius. - WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.
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The Iliac Bay in 3E 405

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1

Abibon-Gora2
Kairou2
Pothago5
Myrkwasa1
Alik'ra
Sentinel6
Cybiades1
Bergama2
Antiphyllos3
Ayasofya3
Tigonus1
Dak'fron

Lordship
Barony
3
County
4
Marquisate
5
Duchy
6
Kingdom
2

Hammerfell
13 Santaki3
14 Dragontail Mountains
15 Ephesus4
16 Lainlyn2
17 Kozanset2
18 Totambu1
19 Satakalaam3
20 Mournoth1

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

High Rock
Gavaudon1
33
6
Wayrest
34
Orsinium6
35
3
Menevia
36
Isle of Balfiera
37
Alcaire1
38
1
Koegria
39
Bhoraine3
40
4
Kambria
41
Wrothgarian Mountains 42
Phrygias2
43
2
Dwynnen
44

Urvaius3
Anticlere1
Daenia5
Ykalon1
Ilessan Hills2
Shalgora3
Daggerfall6
Betony
Tulune2
Glenpoint4
Glenumbra Moors2
Northmoor5
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Ichor: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Resist Fire
Cure Poison
Cure Paralysis
Resist Frost
Resist Poison
Resist Shock

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Cure Poison. - Recipe for Potion of Free Action. - Recipe for Potion of Resist Fire. Recipe for Potion of Resist Frost. - Recipe for Potion of Resist Poison. - Recipe for Potion of Resist Shock.

Identify: (ESD) Identifies the target of the spell.
Ides: (ESO) The time between the 15th and 17th of every month.
Idolan Lancaster: (ESA) A leader of the Stormhold Conclave of Baal.
Ienith Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Grazelands, northeast of the Dunmer stronghold Falensarano.
Ilanipu Grotto: (ESM) A grotto south of Rotheran.
il-Anselma, Taurce: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Author of On Artaeum.
Ilessan Hills: (ESA, ESO) (a.k.a. Ilessen Hills) A barony in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

Iliac Bay: (ESD) The central body of water seperating the provinces of High Rock in the
north and Hammerfell in the south (see map).
Ilibaal: (ESM) See → Foyada Ilibaal.
Illness: See → Disease.
Illthre, Palaux: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Author of The Fall of the Usurper.
Illuminate: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Novice skill and
affects the target at distance. Effects: Light, 10 ft for 90 seconds.
Lit.: Illuminate Tome.

Illusion: (ESD) Illusion refers to the School of Illusion, one of the six avenues of magical
study. This School works with magicka in its capacity to camouflage, illuminate, or obscure
without changing an object's structure. Invisibility and Light are two of the School's most
basic spells. (ESLB) Governing attribute: Willpower. The School of Illusion specialises in
magics of obscuring, illumination, and camouflage. The better the character's skill, the easier
buying, learning, and casting spells is in this School. (ESM) The illusion discipline is the
mastery of the spell effects of the College of Illusion. The illusion spells affect the perception
and mind of living subjects. Illusion effects include blinding, paralyzing, and silencing
subjects, calming and enraging subjects, and distracting observers so they do not notice the
caster -- the invisibility effect. (ESO) Illusion creates a reality that is recognized only in the
mind of the caster and his target. Cast spells to charm, conceal, create light, silence, paralyze,
command or affect morale or aggressiveness. Illusion magic has spells that can calm your
enemies or give them a killing frenzy, spells that will demoralize your enemies, making them
flee, or rally your allies and stop them from fleeing, spells that can illuminate dark dungeons,
or let you see in the dark, a Chameleon spell that makes you partially invisible, but still able
to attack and pick up objects, a Command spell that makes others fight to defend you, a
Charm spell that makes others like you more, a Paralyze spell that immobilizes your enemy
for a short time, a Silence spell that prevents your enemy from casting spells, and an
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Invisibility spell that makes you completely invisible. However, it ends when you attack an
enemy or use an object.
Lit.: Reality and Other Falsehoods.

Illusion Potions: (ESM) Illusion potions provide beneficial magical effects from the domain
of the Arcane College of Illusion. Illusion potions include: night eye, invisibility, and light.
Illusion Spells: (ESD) Illusion spells are capable of camouflaging, illuminating, or obscuring
objects, as the spells Invisibility and Light demonstrate. (ESM) There are many common
variants of illusion spells, not to mention the countless custom versions created by ambitious
spellcasters. But here is a list of the most basic spells, representing all the fundamental classes
of spell effects produced by this college: hide, chameleon, light, chameleon, night eye,
charming touch, paralysis, silence, blind, earwig, calm humanoid, calm creature, frenzy
humanoid, frenzy creature, demoralize humanoid, demoralize creature, rally humanoid, and
rally creature.
Illyadi: See → Faerie.
Ilunibi Caverns: (ESM) An old sea cave up on the north end of the Gnaar Mok island, right
on Khartag Point. Sometimes smugglers and outlaws use it for a hide-out, but it's wet and
nasty, and not real comfortable.
Ilunibi Shrine: (ESM) Ilunibi shrine is just a small, quiet retreat for Sixth House servants, a
place to contemplate and grow strong and wise in Lord Dagoth's ways. Here we share the
sacraments of flesh and blood, and dream the dreams of our Lord. This and other lesser
shrines are hidden from prying eyes throughout the land. But the greatest shrines of Sixth
House servants lie beneath Red Mountain, in the citadels of our Lord and his close kin.
I'm My Own Grandpa: (ESM) Title of a work by Gaeldol, which comes in one volume and
was originally published before 3E 428.
Imbel Genealogy: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Imbel, Artan: (ESO) (1) Son of Rosten Imbel, born 2E 1000, died 2E 1057. Married Gustie
Karna in 2E 1031. Buried in Vardenfell near Suran. - (2) Bastard son of Corben Imbel, born
2E 1079, died 2E 1152. Married Eadith Gerimania in 2E 1100. Buried in Bravil.
Lit.: Imbel Genealogy.

Imbel, Corben: (ESO) (1) Out of wedlock son of Faren Imbel, born 2E 1053, died 2E 1152.
Unmarried. Buried in Bravil. - (2) Bastard son of Corben Imbel, born 2E 1086, died 2E 1167.
Married Faith Horr in 2E 1110. Buried in Bruma.
Lit.: Imbel Genealogy.

Imbel, Faren: (ESO) (1) Son of Artan Imbel, born 2E 1037, died 2E 1056. Married Janiy
Ulura in 2E 1053. Buried in Vardenfell near Suran. - (2) Bastard son of Corben Imbel, born
2E 1084, died 2E 1085. Buried in Skingrad.
Lit.: Imbel Genealogy.

Imga: (PG1) The Great Apes, or Imga, are native beastfolk of Valenwood. They see the High
Elves as their lords and masters, and as a portrait of an ideal, civilized society. Great Apes go
to desperate measures to emulate the High Elves: they wear capes, practice with the dueling
sword, and attempt to speak with perfect enunciation and courtly manners despite their
gravelly, baritone voices. Each Imga bears some kind of title, be it Baron, Duke, Earl, or the
like, which they use when addressing the members of the Thalmor. More extreme Great Apes
shave their bodies and powder their skin white to seem more like the High Elves. They often
cut themselves in the process, creating the truly pathetic picture of a naked white Ape, skin
dotted pink with blood, strutting around the trading posts of Valenwood with mock nobility.
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The Imga feel that humans are beneath them as lesser beastfolk, and pretend to find their
smell exceedingly offensive - a Great Ape holds a perfumed corner of his cape to his nose
when Men are around.
Lit.: (ESM, ESO) ANONYMOUS, Ahzirr Trajijazaeri. - GORGIC GUINE, The Black Arrow. - SIMOCLES QUO, The
Red Kitchen Reader. - Notes on Racial Phylogeny and Biology.

Immobilize: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Expert skill and
affects the target on touch. Effects: Paralyze, 7 seconds.
Lit.: Immobilize Tome.

Immolating Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Fire Damage, 30 points for 6 seconds; Weakness
to Fire, 100% for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Immolating Touch Tome.

Immortal Blood: (ESO) Title of a work by "Anonymous," which comes in one volume and
was published before or in 3E 433.
Immortals: (ESA) The arena team of Tear of 3E 399/400.
Immunity: (ESD) Members of a character class possessing Immunity are more capable of
resisting the harmful effects of paralysis, raw magicka, poison, fire, frost, shock, or diesease.
(ESLB) This expensive advantage grants the character Immunity or comnplete Resistance
versus the effects of raw magicka, fire, frost, shock, or poison.
Imp: (ESA, ESD) The winged Imps have mysterious origins. Some say that they are little
friends from Oblivion, servants of the great Daedra Princes that have been sent to Tamriel as
nuisances or in some darker mission. Others say that they are like the Atronachs or golems,
creatures created from magicka as familiars or companions to powerful sorcerers. The truth
may be that both theories are correct, or that Imps are something else entirely. Whatever their
history, Imps are mischievous creatures, capable of casting minor but painful spells of pure
magicka. They are certainly intelligent and speak their own language, and they are crafty
enough that they know when to fight and when to flee.
(ESO) You might check Robbers Glen Cave. That place has been known to contain the imps.

Imp.

Imp Fluid: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value Attributed Effect(s)
6,00
Damage Health
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Imp Gall: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1200,00 Fortify Personality
Cure Paralysis
Damage Health
Fire Damage

* Septims/Pound

Imperial Archaeological Commission: See → Imperial Archaeological Society.
Imperial Archaeological Society: The society which explored the Dwemer ruins of Stros
M'Kai in the Second Era, perhaps the same society which explored the Dwemer ruin
Nchuleftingth as the Imperial Archaeological Commisson in the Third Era.
Imperial Blades: (ESM) See → Blades.
Imperial Bridge Inn: (ESO) An inn on the northern shores of the Silverfish River, southwest
of Fort Flecia in Cyrodiil's Nibenay, where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Imperial Charter of the Guild of Fighters: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work,
which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Imperial Charter of the Guild of Mages: (ESM, ESO) The original publication year of the
Mages Guild Charter is unknown, but an attachment for the Mages Guild Chapters in
Vvardenfell was published before 3E 428, another addendum followed in 3E 431.
Imperial City: (PG1) Refayj's famous declaration, "There is but one city in the Imperial
Province, -" may strike the citizens of the Colovian west as mildly insulting, until perhaps
they hear the rest of the remark, which continues, " -but one city in Tamriel, but one city in
the World; that, my brothers, is the city of the Cyrodiils." From the shore it is hard to tell what
is city and what is Palace, for it all rises from the islands of the lake towards the sky in a
stretch of gold. Whole neighborhoods rest on the jeweled bridges that connect the islands
together. Gondolas and river-ships sail along the watery avenues of its flooded lower
dwellings. Moth-priests walk by in a cloud of ancestors; House Guards hold exceptionally
long daikatanas crossed at intersections, adorned with ribbons and dragon-flags; and the
newly arrived Western legionnaires sweat in the humid air. The river mouth is tainted red
from the tinmi soil of the shore, and river dragons rust their hides in its waters. Across the
lake the Imperial City continues, merging into the villages of the southern red river and ruins
left from the Interregnum. - The Emperor's Palace is a crown of sun rays, surrounded by his
magical gardens. One garden path is known as Green Emperor Road - here, topiaries of the
heads of past Emperors have been shaped by sorcery and can speak. When one must advise
Tiber Septim, birds are drawn to the hedgery head, using their songs as its voice and moving
its branches for the needed expressions. (ESO) The city of Tiber Septim, youngest of the
gods. The Imperial City is located on a large island surrounded by Lake Rumare. The Imperial
City itself is a walled city, with separate inner walls protecting the Imperial palace. It is
densely urbanized, with a few large parks and waterside dock areas. - The six districts are
arranged around the Imperial Palace like spokes of a wheel. At the center is the Imperial
Palace. The other districts are grouped around the Palace. To the northwest is Elven Gardens,
a pleasant residential district. Continuing widdershins, the Talos District, an exclusive
residential area, lies to the west. To the southwest is the Temple District with the Temple of
the One, and beyond it, outside the walls, the Waterfront District. To the southeast lies the
Arboretum, and beyond that, outside the walls, the Arcane University of the Mages Guild. To
the east is the Arena District. And last, to the northeast of the Palace lies the Market District,
and beyond the Market District, outside the city walls, the Imperial Prison. - There are no
guild halls in the City, but the Arcane University is on an island outside the walls, south of the
Arboretum. Mages Guild members have their own quarters at the Arcane University. You'll
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Distances between the Imperial City and Notable Locations of the Empire I1
BLACK MARSH
City-States

Towns

Villages
Archon .................... 1880
Blackrose................. 1640
Gideon..................... 1220
Helstrom.................. 1320
Lilmoth.................... 1960
Soulrest ................... 1660
Stromhold................ 1180
Thorn....................... 1660

Greenglade ..............1560
Greenspring .............1300
Moonmarch .............1760
Riverwalk ................1580
Rockgrove ...............1440
Rockpark .................1800
Seaspring .................1580
Tenmar Wall............1240

Alten Corimont ........1320
Alten Markmont ......1420
Alten Meirhall..........1840
Branchgrove.............1700
Branchmont .............1640
Chasecreek...............1460
Chasepoint ...............1660
Glenbridge ...............1180

Longmont................ 1720
Portdun Mont .......... 1740
Riverbridge ............. 1680
Rockguard............... 1140
Rockpoint................ 1440
Rockspring .............. 1500
Seafalls.................... 1880
Stonewastes............. 1360

ELSWEYR
City-States

Towns

Villages

Alabaster ................. 1160
Corinth .................... 1200
Dune.......................... 700
Orcrest....................... 740
Rimmen..................... 780
Riverhold .................. 540
Senchal.................... 1760
Torval...................... 1500

Brukreich Bridge .....1140
Darvulk Haven ........1680
Ein Meirvale............1040
Greenhall ...................920
Meir Lynmount .........620
Portnew View..........1340
Seaplace.....................620
Tenmar Forest .........1500

Black Heights ..........1460
Chasegrove ..............1380
Chasemoor .................720
Cori Darglade ............660
Darkam Place...........1080
Duncori Walk ..........1220
Heimthor Mount ......1160
Helkarn Land ...........1080

Kings Walk ............... 580
Markgran Brook...... 1620
Neumar Walk ............ 900
River Keep ................ 940
South Gard .............. 1720
Tardorn Wood........... 580
Valley Guard............. 880
Verkarth Hills............ 800

HAMMERFELL
City-States

Towns

Villages

Dragonstar............... 1540
Elinhir ....................... 940
Gilane...................... 2040
Hegathe ................... 2380
Rihad....................... 1460
Sentinel ................... 2460
Skaven..................... 1720
Taneth ..................... 1720

Belkarth Guard ........1220
Heldorn Mount ........1640
Lainebon Place ........1960
North Hall................1200
River Point...............1520
Roseguard................1560
Sunkeep ...................2400
Vulnim Gate ............2040

Chaseguard ..............1540
Chasetown ...............2420
Cliff Keep ................1560
Corten Mont.............1440
Dragon Gate.............1400
Dragon Grove ..........2460
Karnver Falls ...........1640
Lainlyn.....................2280

Nimbel Moor........... 1040
Riverview................ 2020
Shadymarch ............ 2060
Stonedale................. 1000
Stonemoor............... 1180
Thorstad Place......... 2000
Verkarth City .......... 1760
Vulkneu Town ........ 1200

HIGH ROCK
City-States

Towns

Camlorn .................. 2720
Daggerfall ............... 2800
Evermore................. 1880
Farrun...................... 1760
Jehanna.................... 1520
North Point.............. 2360
Shornhelm ............... 2320
Wayrest ................... 2160

Cloud Spring ...........1640
Ilessen Hills .............2680
Kings Guard ............2520
Meir Darguard .........2460
Old Gate ..................2300
Portdun Creek..........2180
Raven Spring ...........1760
Vermeir Wastes .......2100

1

Source: ESA. All distances are given in kilometers.

Villages
Black Wastes ...........1980
Dunkarn Haven........1780
Dunlain Falls............1660
Eagle Brook .............2540
Ebon Wastes ............2700
Glenpoint .................2620
Karthgran Vale ........1780
Markwasten Moor....2220

Meir Thorvale ......... 2400
Moonguard.............. 2600
Normar Heights....... 2260
Norvulk Hills .......... 2140
Reich Gradkeep....... 2700
Thorkan Park........... 2260
White Haven ........... 2460
Wind Keep .............. 2020
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Distances between the Imperial City and Notable Locations of the Empire II1
MORROWIND
City-States

Towns

Villages

Blacklight................ 1140
Ebonheart ................ 1180
Firewatch................. 1540
Kragenmoor .............. 780
Mournhold............... 1440
Narsis ...................... 1200
Necrom.................... 1880
Tear ......................... 1680

Daktown ....................980
Dragon Glade ..........1640
Eagle Moor..............1200
Glen Haven..............1720
Karththor Hall ...........900
Silgrad Tower............720
Silnim Dale..............1440
Stoneforest...............1040

Amber Forest ...........1600
Corkarth Run ...........1600
Cormar View ...........1060
Darnim Watch..........1460
Greenheights............1780
Heimlyn Keep..........1100
Helnim Wall ............1620
Karththor Heights ....1800

Markgran Forest...... 1080
Old Keep ................. 1280
Old Run................... 1380
Reich Parkeep ........... 840
Riverbridge ............... 960
Sailen Vulgate......... 1740
Stonefalls ................ 1080
Verarchen Hall .......... 820

SKYRIM
City-States

Towns

Villages

Dawnstar ................. 1320
Falcrenth ................... 860
Riften ........................ 640
Snowhawk............... 1240
Solitude ................... 1480
Whiterun ................... 880
Windhelm................ 1200
Winterhold .............. 1280

Amol........................1160
Darkwood ..................760
Dragon Bridge .........1380
Granitehall...............1020
Karthwasten Hall.....1420
Stonehills.................1240
Sunguard ...................660
Vernim Wood............860

Amber Guard ...........1300
Black Moor ................940
Dragon Wood ..........1040
Dunpar Wall ............1120
Dunstad Grove.........1220
Greenwall ..................620
Lainalten ..................1100
Laintar Dale .............1040

Markarth Side.......... 1320
Melarchen Keep ...... 1180
Neugrad Watch ......... 780
Nimalten City............ 760
North Keep................ 920
Pargran Village ......... 880
Reich Grigate ............ 780
Riverwood................. 720

SUMMERSET ISLE
City-States

Towns

Villages

Alinor ...................... 2960
Cloudrest................. 2520
Dusk ........................ 2480
Firsthold .................. 2300
Lillandril ................. 2900
Shimmerene ............ 2500
Skywatch................. 2180
Sunhold ................... 2740

Archen Grangrove ...2580
Belsport Run............2400
Corgrad Wastes .......2700
Marnor Keep ...........2820
Riverfield.................2720
Sea Keep..................3020
Vulkhel Guard .........2240
West Guard..............2180

Ebon Stadmont ........2720
Glenview..................2800
Graddun Spring........2680
Holly Falls ...............2660
Karndar Watch.........2300
Karnwasten Moor ....3000
Kings Haven ............2500
Marbruk Brook ........2780

Old Falls.................. 2540
Riverwatch .............. 2860
Rosefield ................. 2600
Silsailen Point ......... 2260
Silver Wood ............ 2320
Thorheim Guard...... 2500
Wasten Coridale...... 3060
White Guard............ 2920

VALENWOOD
City-States

Towns

Arenthia .................... 740
Eldenroot................. 1200
Falinesti................... 1260
Greenheart............... 1580
Haven ...................... 1580
Silvenar ................... 1140
Southpoint ............... 1680
Woodhearth............. 1700

Eagle Vale ...............1620
Emperors Run..........1440
Karthdor Square ......1060
Longhaven...............1580
Longvale..................1320
Thormar Keep ...........860
Vulkmasten Wood...1140
Wasten Brukbrook...1440

1

Source: ESA. All distances are given in kilometers.

Villages
Archen Cormount ....1320
Black Park ...............1300
Cori Silmoor ............1500
Cormeir Spring ........1340
Ebon Ro .....................960
Glenpoint .................1460
Green Hall ...............1560
Heimdar City ...........1540

Lynpar March.......... 1180
Marbruk Field ......... 1540
Meadow Run........... 1220
Moonmont............... 1080
Stone Fell .................. 960
Stonesquare............. 1460
Tarlain Heights........ 1460
Vullain Haven ......... 1660
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find smiths, alchemists, booksellers, mage shops, clothiers, armorers, and general traders in
the Market District. Merchant's Inn in the Market, King and Queen in Elven Gardens, the
Tiber Septim in Talos Plaza, and All-Saints in Temple District. In the Elven Gardens, the
King and Queen is a fine place, and it's much more reasonable than other places in town.
Luther Broad's Boarding House may suit less discriminating customers. If you want luxury,
there's nowhere better than the Tiber Septim Hotel. The Tiber Septim Hotel in Talos Plaza is
clean, comfortable, and quite exclusive. There's also the Bloated Float on the Waterfront.
Sleep on a boat. And cheap, too, but that's not a very nice neighborhood. The lighthouse is
mostly for show. The Chestnut Handy Stables stable horses for folks in the Imperial City and
used to sell horses. While you're in the Market District, see Rohssan's weapons at A Fighting
Chance, and see Varnado and Maro Rufus at The Best Defense for light armor. Viator Accius
has a good shield selection at Stonewall Shields. Claudette Perrick runs a fine alchemy shop.
Ogier Georick has a good selection of ingredients at The Main Ingredient. Rindir's Staffs is
the best place in the city to buy a magical staff. Calindil runs a nice place at the Mystic
Emporium. If you need to get rid of something quickly, check out the Copious Coinpurse. If
you need money fast, try Jensine's. You can sell almost anything there. Three Brothers have
some good merchandise. If there's a complaint about a merchant, speak to Vinicia Melissaeia.
She takes all the merchant complaints in the city.
The Elven races of the Imperial City are a fairly close-knit community unto themselves.

Prospect of the Imperial City, surrounded by Lake Rumare (as seen from the west).
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to the Imperial City.

Imperial Commerce Road: (ESO) A sort of road in Argonia, mentioned in WAUGIN JARTH's
The Argonian Account.
Imperial Cult: (ESM) The Imperial cult is the official Imperial religion. The cult worships
the Nine Divines: the Aedra Akatosh, Dibella, Arkay, Zenithar, Mara, Stendarr, Kynareth, and
Julianos, and Tiber Septim, founder and patron of the Empire. In Morrowind, it's partly
maintaining the faith for outlanders, and partly a missionary cult, bringing enlightment to the
heathen Dunmer. Though some Dunmer are Imperial cult initiates, most of these are also
nominal members of the Tribunal Temple. Religious fervor is exceptional in the Empire,
compared with Morrowind's more passionate Temple worshippers, and Dunmer who adopt
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the Imperial cult often share the moderation and religious tolerance of Imperial culture.
Imperial cult priests serve Imperial shrines in settlements throughout Vvardenfell.
Doctrine
(ESM) "We look to the Nine Divines as models for living a good and virtuous life. Each of
the Nine represent different aspects of life, and how it should be lived. But the simplest
statement of our doctrines is -- help and protect one another. The stronger one is, the wealthier
one is, the more one bears responsibility for helping and protecting others. One's first duty, of
course, is to one's fellow members of the Imperial Cult. But after that, one should help and
protect any needy persons. We also say -- do not harm one another. It is forbidden to attack
another person of the Imperial cult, and of course, forbidden to kill another member. It is
forbidden to steal from another member, whether by open theft or by covert pickpocketing. It
is forbidden to trespass upon the private property of another member -- private property being
understood to be anything behind a locked door. Break any one of these rules, and be expelled
from the cult."
Ranks
(ESM) The ten ranks of status in the Imperial cult are, from lowest rank to highest rank: Rank
One, Layman; Rank Two, Novice; Rank Three, Initiate; Rank Four, Acolyte; Rank Five,
Adept; Rank Six, Disciple; Rank Seven, Oracle; Rank Eight, Invoker; Rank Nine, Theurgist;
and Rank Ten, Primate. If you want to advance in the service of the Nine, you must dedicate
time and resources to serving the cult, and you must strive for personal improvement in your
attributes and skills. Only the most distinguished are worthy of advancement to the higher
ranks in the Imperial cult.
Shrines
(ESM) Ald'ruhn's Imperial cult shrine is in Fort Buckmoth, south of town. The altar there
cures disease and poison. Cocistian Quaspus, the apothecary, sells cure potions, and they also
have a savant, an enchanter, and a trader. Balmora's Imperial cult shrine is outside of town to
the southeast, in Fort Moonmoth. Aldasi Thirothran is the priest in charge there. The altar
there cures disease and poison, and they offer various other services as well. Ebonheart's
Imperial cult shrine is in a small walled keep in the far western end of Castle Ebonheart. The
altar there cures disease and poison. Lalatia Varian is the Imperial Priestess, Synnolian
Tunifus, the Mara Healer, Kaye the Zenithar Trader, and Iulus Truptor, the Stendarr Savant.
Pelagiad's Imperial cult shrine is in Fort Pelagiad, at the eastern end of the main street. The
altar there cures disease and poison, and Ygfa, the healer, sells cure potions. The Gnisis
Imperial cult shrine is in Fort Darius at the far east edge of town. The altar there cures disease
and poison. Chaplain Ogrul is the cult Healer for the Deathshead Legion garrison, but he also
serves the civilian populace as well.
The services required at lower ranks in the Imperial cult are not very difficult or dangerous. But any task you do
for the Oracle, Lalatia Varian, will be very difficult, very dangerous, and suited only for experienced, powerful,
well-equipped adventurers.
Lit.: For My Gods and Emperor. A Handbook for the Imperial Cult.

Imperial Culture: (ESM) Imperial culture is a pragmatic melting pot of the various
contrasting cultures of the Imperial provinces, unified by a strong hereditary emperor and
bureaucracy, the rule of law, a powerful professional army, and tolerance of disparate
polytheistic cult worships. Education and wealth is broadly distributed through all social
classes where Imperial culture has flourished; many citizens are literate and protected under
Imperial Law. Persons of all races and creeds can advance in wealth and status in commerce,
the bureaucracy, and the military. However, moral and political corruption at the highest
levels of Imperial society, and the economic strain of maintaining military occupations in
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widely separated hostile provinces like Morrowind, signals the impending decline of the
Empire.
Imperial Dragon armor: (ESO) Imperial Dragon armor is normally worn only by the
Emperor himself.
Imperial Era: (ESM) The Third Era.
Imperial Guard: (ESM) The Imperial Guard is an elite unit of the Imperial Legion. The
Guard is charged with the defense of the Emperor and various of his direct representatives in
the provinces. The Duke's rank and responsibilities entitle him to the protection of this elite
unit. There is a traditional rivalry between the Imperial Guard and their counterparts in the
regular Legions.
Imperial Guilds: (ESM) See → Guilds.
Imperial Intelligence Service: See → Blades (2).
Imperial Law: (ESM) See → Law.
Imperial Legion: (ESM) The most disciplined and effective military force in history, the
Imperial Legions preserve the peace and rule of law in the Empire. The legions have garrisons
at Fort Pelagiad in Pelagiad, Hawkmoth Fort in Ebonheart, Fort Moonmoth in Balmora, Fort
Buckmoth in Ald'ruhn, and Fort Darius in Gnisis, a frontier outpost, isolated, a little rough.
But the units mostly serve as guards to enforce the law in Morrowind. The legions hire
qualified recruits of proven skill and character, and provide training, goods, and services at
discounts. Only one fort accepts recruits -- Fort Darius in Gnisis. The lower ranks are
common troopers and officers and handle law enforcement, escorts, rescues, dangerous
predators, diseased and blighted beasts, and so forth., but the upper ranks include the orders of
the Imperial knights.
Promotions come quickly in the Legion, if you don't screw up. And they also hand out some pretty choice armor
when you get promoted.
Lit.: Ordo Legionis.

Imperial Library: (ESO) A library within the Imperial Palace in the Imperial City which
holds the Elder Scrolls. On the bottom floor of the library is a viewing room with a chair
assigned to visitors.
Lit.: Plan for the Big Heist.

Imperial Office of Census and Excise: (ESM) Imperial taxes are based on head counts of
citizens; Census and Excise is responsible both for head counts and tax assessment and
collection. Census and Excise officers also administer many Imperial licenses -- importation,
mercenary company incorporation, for example. Their agents also investigate smugglers and
other tax cheats.
Imperial Orrery: (ESO) The only orrery in Cyrodiil, located at the Arcane University in the
Imperial City. Another orrey is located in Hammerfell at Stros M'Kai.
Imperial Palace: (ESO) This is where the Emperor lives, when there is one. The Imperial
Palace is Ayleid. White Gold Tower, they called it, back in the Middle Merethic, when the
Aldmeri ruled Tamriel. The council meets on the first floor. The first and second floors are
public. All other parts of the palace are strictly off limits. All citizens are welcome on the first
two floors and asked to keep their voices down, especially if the Council is in session.
Trespassing in the Imperial Palace is punishable by death or prison.
Imperial Prison: (ESO) No one has escaped from the Imperial Prison in over 40 years, since
the days of Jagar Tharn and The Imperial Simulacrum, and no member of the Dark
Brotherhood successfully infiltrated it in over three hundred years.
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Imperial Provinces: (ESM) The Empire of Tamriel encompasses the nine Imperial
provinces: Skyrim, High Rock, Hammerfell, Summerset Isle, Valenwood, Elsweyr, Black
Marsh, Morrowind, and the ancient Imperial province itself, Cyrodiil. Morrowind was among
the last of the provinces to be integrated into the Empire, and because it was added by treaty,
and not by conquest, Morrowind retains exceptional power to define local law by reference to
ancient Great House precedents.
Lit.: Provinces of Tamriel.

Imperial Reserve: (ESO) A region in the far west of Cyrodiil, located between Chorrol to the
north and Skingrad to the south and covering parts of the Colovian Highlands and the Great
Forest.
Imperial Sewers: (ESO) The sewers run underneath the whole Imperial City. There are
access points in every district. The Blades have occasion to use them in their undercover
work, as well as a means to move around the city without attracting attention.
Imperial Simulacrum: (ESO) The time from 3E 389 to 3E 399.
Imperial Urban Style: (ESM) Imperial urban style mixes with Dunmer urban style in Hlaalu
District and Vivec suburbs, but dominates in new Hlaalu and Imperial chartered towns.
Houses, shops, and tradehouses are of timbered, half-timbered, or stone construction in the
Western manner, with peaked roofs, right angles and flat planes, and plain, undecorated
exteriors.
Imperials: (ESM) The Imperials are the educated and well-spoken natives of the civilized,
cosmopolitan province of Cyrodiil. Imperials are known for their enlightened rule of law and
government, and the discipline and training of their citizen armies. Though physically less
imposing than the other races, they are shrewd diplomats and traders. These traits, along with
their remarkable skill and training as light infantry, have enabled their legions to subdue all
the other nations and races of Tamriel, and to have erected the monument to peace and
prosperity that comprises the Glorious Empire. (ESO) Natives of the civilized, cosmopolitan
province of Cyrodiil, they have proved to be shrewd diplomats and traders. They are skilled
with heavy armor and in the social skills and tend to favor the warrior classes. Imperials have
the Voice of the Emperor power and can charm others into liking them.
Impish: (ESD) Impish is a language skill checked whenever one attempts to speak with an
Imp. – Cf. → Imp.
The Importance of Where: (ESM, ESO) The title of the third part of Marobar Sul's Ancient
Tales of the Dwemer, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E
428.
Inability to Regenerate Spell Points: (ESD) Most characters, even traditional nonspellcasters, regenerate spent spell points, albeit slowly. Characters who cannot regenerate
spell points are severely limited in the practical aspects of spell casting, but may replenish
spent magicka with certain potions and spell absorption spells and abilities. Some characters
may only be incapable of magicka regeneration in light or darkness, and these disadvantages
do less to improve class advancement potential than the general inability to regenerate.
Inanius Egg Mine: (ESM) Inanius egg mine is across the mountains from Suran. The
entrance of the eggmine faces the mountains.
Incarnate: (ESM) See → False Incarnate.
Incidence of Biter Bitten: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Fire shield.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Incident in Necrom: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Jonquilla Bothe, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
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Increase(d) Magery: (ESD) Members of a character class possessing Increased Magery have
greater magicka reserves than other classes. (ESLB) Characters with this advantage have
greater magicka reserves.
Indalen Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the southern part of
Vvardenfell's West Gash, northeast of Caldera.
Indaren Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's
Ashlands, north of the Daedric ruin Zergonipal.
Indarys Manor: (ESM) House Redoran also has an unchartered stronghold. The Redoran
Stronghold of Indarys Manor is on the east side of the road from Ald'ruhn to Maar Gan in a
place called the Bal Isra.
Indoranyon: ('Blessed greenland') (ESM) One of the ancient Dunmer strongholds.
Indoranyon is somewhere southeast of the Salit Camp.
Indoril: (ESM) House Indoril is one of the five Dunmer Great Houses, and one of the two
houses without holdings or interest in Vvardenfell. The city of Almalexia is located in Indoril
District, and the Indoril are orthodox and conservative supporters of the Temple and Temple
authority. House Indoril is openly hostile to Imperial culture and religion, and preserves many
traditional Dunmer customs and practices in defiance of Imperial Law.
Indoril, Nerevar: (ESM) See → Nerevar (1).
Infested Mine: (ESO) A former silver mine in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Colovian
Highlands, near the Hammerfell border.
Information: (ESO) The best source of information are the beggars. Their eyes and ears seem
to be everywhere. However, be prepared to spend a little coin. They won't tell you anything
for free. At least not anything true.
Ingredients: (ESM) Ingredients sought by alchemists and apothecaries fall into four broad
categories: animal, vegetable, and mineral products, and a fourth category loosely described
as exotic. Animal products come from mortal beasts. Vegetable products come from plants.
Mineral products come from the earth. Exotic products come from many sources, but are
generally of magical or otherworldly origin. When eaten, some ingredients have useful
effects; others have bad effects; the scale of effect depends on alchemy skill. (ESO)
Ingredients taken from plants will grow back in later months. The Mages Guild is the single
best resource for Alchemists in all of Cyrodiil. All of the local Mages Guild halls sell some
amount of Alchemic ingredients, but for the best stuff, you'll need to do some exploring on
your own.
Initiate: (DC) The second rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy . (ESM) The third rank in the
Imperial Cult and Vvardenfell's Tribunal Temple hierarchy, and the fourth rank in
Vvardenfell's Ashlanders hierarchy. (ESO) The first rank in the Mythic Dawn hierarchy.
Initiation rite: (ESM) To be adopted into the tribe, you must undergo a harrowing. In a
harrowing, you will be judged by the spirits and ancestors to see if you are worthy. Go to the
Urshilaku Burial Caverns and fetch me Sul-Senipul's Bonebiter Bow. Sul-Senipul was my
father, and his spirit guards his bonemold long bow deep in the burial caverns. Return to me
with this bow, and I will adopt you into the Ashlander tribes as a Clanfriend.
Inn of Ill Omen: (ESO) An inn on the Green Road to the north of Bravil (Cyrodiil) where
you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Inner Sea: (ESM) The waters enclosed between mainland Morrowind and Vvardenfell Island
are called the Inner Sea.
Inspector: (ESM) The ninth rank in the Imperial Office of Census and Excise hierarchy.
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Ingredients within the Four Basic Categories
Animal Products
Alit Hide
Basilisk's Eye
Bear Pelt
Beef
Boar Meat
Bristleback Leather
Cheese Wedge
Crab Meat
Dog Food
Dreugh Wax

Durzog Meat
Giant Scorpion Stinger
Glow Dust
Guar Hide
Ham
Heart
Horker Tusk
Hound Meat
Hound Tooth
Human Flesh

Human Skin
Ichor
Ivory
Kagouti Hide
Kwama Cuttle
Kwama Egg
Minotaur Horn
Mutton
Netch Leather
Ogre's Teeth

Orc's Blood
Racer Plumes
Rat Meat
Scorpion Stinger
Scrib Jelly
Scrib Jerky
Scuttle
Shalk Resin
Slaughterfish Scales
Sload Soap

Snake Venom
Snow Bear Pelt
Snow Wolf Pelt
Spider's Venom
Tooth
Troll Fat
Troll's Blood
Venison
Wolf Pelt

Exotic Products
Baliwog Leg
Black Tar
Bone Marrow
Bone Shard
Bonemeal
Clannfear Claws
Congealed Putrescence
Corprus Weepings
Corprusmeat
Daedra Silk
Daedra Skin
Daedra Venin
Daedra's Heart
Daedroth Teeth

Dragon Scales
Ectoplasm
Elixir Vitae
Elytra Ichor
Felldew
Fire Salts
Flame Stalk
Frost Salts
Fungus Stalk
Ghost Essence
Ghoul Heart
Ghoul's Tongue
Giant's Blood
Gnarl Bark

Gorgon Snake
Grahl Eyeball
Gravedust
Gravetar
Greenmote
Grummite Eggs
Gryphon's Feather
Heartwood
Holy Icon
Holy Relic
Hunger Tongue
Imp Fluid
Imp Gall
Letifer Orca Digestive Slime

Lich Dust
Lichor
Medusa Snake
Meteor Slime
Mort Flesh
Mummy Wrappings
Nymph Hair
Rot Scale
Saint's Hair
Scalon Fin
Scamp Skin
Screaming Maw
Swamp Tentacle
Taproot

Thorn Hook
Unicorn Horn
Vampire Dust
Void Essence
Void Salts
Watcher's Eye
Water Root Pod Pit
Wereboar's Tusk
Werewolf's Blood
Wisp Core
Withering Moon
Wraith Essence

Mineral Products
Adamantium
Ash Salts
Brass
Copper
Vegetable Products
Alkanet Flower
Alocasia Fruit
Aloe Vera Leaves
Amber
Ambrosia
Ampoule Pod
Angelica
Apple
Arrowroot
Ash Yam
Aster Bloom Core
Bamboo
Basil
Belladonna Berries
Bergamot Seeds
Berries
Bittergreen Petals
Black Anther
Black Lichen
Blackberry
Blister Pod Cap
Bloat
Bloodgrass
Bog Beacon Asco Cap
Bread
Bungler's Bane
Cactus
Cairn Bolete Cap
Carrot
Chokeberry

Diamond
Ebony
Emerald
Glass

Gold
Iron
Jade
Lead

Chokeweed
Cinnabar Polypore Cap
Clouded Funnel Cap
Clover
Coda Flower
Columbine Root Pulp
Comberry
Corkbulb Root
Corn
Domica Redwort
Dragon's Tongue
Dryad Saddle Polypore Cap
Elf Cup Cap
Emetic Russula Cap
Fennel Seeds
Fern
Fig
Fire Petals
Flax Seeds
Flour
Flowers
Fly Amanita Cap
Foxglove Nectar
Garlic
Gink(g)o Leaves
Ginseng
Gold Kanet
Golden Sedge Flowers
Grapes
Green Leaves

Malachite
Mercury
Pearl
Platinum
Green Lichen
Green Stain Cup Cap
Green Stain Shelf Cap
Hackle-lo Leaf
Harrada
Heather
Holly Berries
Horn Lily Bulb
Hydnum Azure Giant Spore
Hypha Facia
Ironwood Nut
Kresh Fiber
Lady's Mantle Leaves
Lady's Smock Leaves
Lavender Sprig
Leek
Lettuce
Lloramor Spines
Luminous Russula
Mandrake Root
Marshmerrow
Meadow Rye
Milk Thistle Seeds
Monkshood Root Pulp
Moon Sugar
Morning Glory Root Pulp
Motherwort Sprig
Muck
Mugwort Seeds
Nectar

Purgeblood Salts
Ruby
Sapphire
Scrap Metal
Nightshade
Nirnroot
Nirthfly Stalks
Noble Sedge Flowers
Onion
Orange
Palm
Pear
Peony Seeds
Pine Branch
Poppy
Potato
Primrose Leaves
Radish
Red Kelp Gas Bladder
Red Lichen
Redwort Flower
Resin
Rice
Roland's Tear
Roobrush
Root Bulb
Root Pulp
Root Tendrils
Rose
Sacred Lotus Seeds
Saltrice
Scathecraw
Somnalius Frond
Spiddal Stick

Silver
Sulphur
Tin
Turquoise
Spore Pod
St. Jahn's Wort Nectar
Steel-Blue Entoloma Cap
Stinkhorn Cap
Stoneflower Petals
Strawberry
Summer Bolete Cap
Sweetpulp
Tiger Lily Nectar
Timsa-Come-By Flowers
Tinder Polypore Cap
Tobacco
Tomato
Trama Root
Twigs
Violet Coprinus
Water Hyacinth Nectar
Watermelon
Wheat Grain
White Seed Pod
Wickwheat
Willow Anther
Wisp Stalk Caps
Wolfsbane Petals
Worm's Head Cap
Wormwood Leaves
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Inspiration: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Novice skill and
affects the target at distance. Effects: Rally, 25 points for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Inspiration Tome.

Intelligence: (ESD) Intelligence governs the total magic potential. It directly affects how
much magicka you store for casting spells, and is a factor in intelligence-related skills such as
negotiations and lockpicking. (ESLB) Intelligence directly affects the amount of magicka you
have for casting spells. The higher the character's Intelligence, the more magicka you can use.
Most classes have half their Intelligence in Spell Points but some classes have up to three
times their Intelligence. (ESM) A creature's intelligence is its property of reasoning, analysis,
and retention of facts and experience. Other than its critical utility in problem-solving, this
property is most important for the comprehension and manipulation of the arcane forces
associated with magic, and creatures with high intelligence are proven to have greater
capacity to cast larger and more powerful spell effects. Intelligence affects your total Magicka
and magic use and governs the skills of Alchemy, Enchant, Conjuration, and Security. (ESO)
The attribute which determines your total amount of Magicka and magic use. Governs the
skills of Alchemy, Conjuration, and Mysticism.
Intensify Fire: (ESD) Caster may intensify the light of a normal fire.
Intimidate: (ESM) If you're not interested in paying money and don't feel like picking a fight,
you can always try to get what you want by being a bully.
Invisibility: (ESD) Turns target invisible. Governing School: Illusion. Medium-level chance
of causing caster to vanish. Normal form: If target attacks something, invisibility is dispelled.
True form: If target attacks something, target will still remain invisible. (ESLB) Governing
school: Illusion. This spell renders the caster completely invisible for a certain period of time
or until the caster is hit. (ESM) Governing School: Illusion. This effect conceals the presence
of the subject from observers. If the subject attacks, speaks, or activates an object, the effect is
dispelld. This magnitude of this effect is not variable; the subject is always 100% invisible.
Invocation of Azura: (ESD, ESM) Title of a work by Sigillah Parate, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 406. A revised edition was published between
3E 406 and 3E 427.
Invocation of Molag Bal: (ESD, ESM) A festival the cultists of Molag Bal celebrate on the
20th of Evening Star. – See also → Daedric Summonings.
Lit.: SIGILLAH PARATE, Invocation of Azura.

Invoker: (ESM) The eighth rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy .
Ionith: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Imperial name of an originally Tsaesci city in southwest Akavir.
The plain around Ionith utterly lacks of trees.
Lit.: Report of the Imperial Commission on the Disaster at Ionith. - STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the
Empire.

Iron: (ESD) Poor knight's armor material. Heavier and more brittle than steel. (ESLB) A poor
knight's armour, weaker than steel. (ESM) For centuries, cheap and serviceable iron and ironreinforced weapons have been produced in quantity for the Legions. These and similarly
made iron weapons are in use throughout the Empire.
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Slowfall
40,00 -

Iron Will: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration. Temporarily boosts caster's Willpower
attribute.
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Ironwood Nut: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Intelligence
Resist Fire
Damage Fatigue
Fortify Health

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: HARDIN, Special Flora of Tamriel.

Isgeror White-Wave: (ESM) A Nord female who became Thirsk's second chieftain and ruled
over it for four years (c. 3E 348 - 3E 352). She slew the necromancer Hildir Worm-Heart and
presented his heart as a battle trophy.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Isild River: (ESM) The river southwest of the Skaal village, connecting Lake Fjalding with
the Harstrad River.
Isle of Artaeum: See → Artaeum.
Isle of Balfiera: See → Balfiera.
Isle of Betony: See → Betony.
Isle of Craghold: See → Craghold.
Itermerel: (ESM) Altmer mage and scholar of the late Third Era. Works (MS. only): Notes
on the Persistence of Oblivion Streams.

Itermerel.

Ius, Animal God: (ESD) Title of a work by Buljursoma, which comes in one volume and was
originally published between 3E 368 and 3E 405.
Ivory: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
26,00 Resist Frost
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J
Jacinth and Rising Sun: (ESO) A riddle of an alchemical formula mentioned in SEIF-IJ
HIDJA's The Doors of Oblivion.
Jack of Trades: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration. Temporarily boosts caster's Luck
attribute.
Jade: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
40,00 Water Breathing

Jaganvir: (ESAR) Human Archmage of the Stros M'Kai Mage's Guild, successor of the
Redguard Archmage Voa, who was killed at the Battle of Stros M'Kai fighting alongside
Prince A'tor.
Jagga: (ESM, ESO) A frothing white drink, made of fermented pig's milk.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, A Dance in Fire.

Jaliil, Florin: (ESO) A contemporary of WAUGHIN JARTH and author of Father of the Niben.
Jallenheim: (ESO) A Nordic village.
Lit.: YNIR GORMING, Fire and Darkness.

Jarol, Irlav: (ESO) Imperial mage, author of Magic from the Sky.

Irlav Jarol.

Jarth, Waughin: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Argonian Account, The Asylum Ball, A Dance
In Fire, The Exodus, Feyfolken, Purloined Shadows, and The Wolf Queen.
(ESO) 'Waughin Jarth, I have been told, in writing his well-regarded series on the Wolf Queen of Solitude used
over a hundred contemporary narratives.' (FLORIN JALIIL, Father of the Niben)

Jastal, Bereditte: (ESM) Breton bookseller, researcher, and author, who spent much time
among the Skaal of Solstheim at the end of the Third Era. Works: Sovngarde, a
Reexamination (c. 3E 427), and Thirsk, a History (c. 3E 428).

Bereditte Jastal.

Javelin: (ESLB) Long shafted weapon made of wood or metal with piercing point, shorter
than spears.
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Javelin of Endless Woe: (ESLB) Wreaks Rapid, Major Continuous Damage to Target, and is
schooled with crafts of mysticism.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Javelin of Heaven's Teeth: (ESLB) Causes Minor Shock Damage, and partakes of the
excellence of illusion.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Javelin of Joy: (ESLB) Provides castings of the spell Medium Cure Health, and gifts its
owner with special insight into the disciplines of mysticism.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Javelin of Starkhorn's Dolphin: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
swimming, and gives some Resistance to All Elements when equipped by the owner.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Javelin of the Augmented Dolphin: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
swimming, and does Medium Fire Damage to the enemy.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Javelin of the Fervent Dolphin: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
swimming, and casts the spell of Medium Cure Health, and provides the preternatural
Blessing of Athleticism when equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Jazbay: (ESO) A rare grape plant which grows only in the north-central Skyrim aera called
Aalto. The wine produced from it is thus rare and extremely expensive.
Lit.: SIMOCLES QUO, The Red Kitchen Reader. REVEN, Warrior.

Jehanna: (ESA) City-State in the province of High Rock. (ESD) One of the eight kingdoms
in High Rock.
(ESA) "Welcome to Jehanna, a city as beautiful as her name. The Iceblades greet you, and wish you peace on
your stay..."
Lit.: ERYSTERA LIGEN, Etiquette With Rulers.

Jephre: (ESD, ESM, ESO) (Bosmeri pantheon; a.k.a. Jephre the Storyteller, Jephre the
Singer) In Valenwood, Jephre is considered one of the Major Sylvan gods with temples and
altars in the deep woodland places. The natural order of things is the basis for Jephre's
temples in Valenwood and the Sumurset Isle. He is worshipped as god of song and forest.
Most Wood Elven Rangers worship Jephre.
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Of Jephre.

Jerall View Inn: (ESO) An inn in Bruma (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 25 gold a night.
Jester's Day: (ESA, ESD) Be warned that the 28th day of Rain’s Hand is Jester's Day, and
pranks are being set up from one end of town to the other. It is as if a spell has been cast over
the community, for even the most taciturn and dignified councilman might attempt to play a
joke on his king. The Thieves Guild finds particular attention as everyone looks for
pickpockets in particular.
Jewel of Fire: (ESA) A gem of the rarest qualities. Legend has that it is a star fallen from the
sky, for it glows with an inner flame.
Jewel of the East: (ESA) Either Tear or Thorn.
Jewel of the West: (ESA) See → Camlorn.
J'Ghasta: (ESO) A Khajiit nobleman in Bruma who lived in the first third of the Third Era.
He turned out to be a high ranking member of the Dark Brotherhood who finally killed him.
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Jhone, Anido: (ESD) A Royal Archaeologist and editor of The Epic of the Grey Falcon.
Jhunal: (ESM) (Skyrim pantheon: Rune God) The Nordic god of hermetic orders. After
falling out of favor with the rest of that pantheon, he became Julianos of the Nine Divines. He
is absent in modern Skyrim mythology.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Jihatt: (ESO) A word from the Ta'agra, meaning 'warrior for hire'. In Ta'agra, the word is
vaguely disreputable. Such a fighter fights for gold rather than for clan or Mane.
Jilathe: Cousin of Helena of Daggerfall.
Lit.: PALAUX ILLTHRE, The Fall of the Usurper.

Jobasha's Rare Books: (ESM) Jobasha's Rare Books is a bookshop with a wide selection of
rare and obscure books. The shop is in Vivec's Foreign Quarter, in the Lower Waistworks, on
the same level as the Black Shalk Cornerclub, but down at the end of the west corridor.
Jode: (1) (ESD, ESM, ESO) The name of one of Tamriel's moons.
Lit.: ENRIC MILRES, The Alik'r. - ANONYMOUS, The Real Barenziah.

(2) (ESM) (Bosmeri pantheon: Big Moon God) Aldmeri god of the Big Moon. Also called
Masser or Mara's Tear. In Khajiti religion, Jode is only one aspect of the Lunar Lattice, or jaKha'jay.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Jode Stone: (ESO) A Heaven Doomstone located east-southeast of Anvil. Gives the greater
power Jode's Blood, which fortifies Health and the Blade, Blunt, and Hand-to-Hand skills.
Joile: (ESD, ESM) A First Era King of Daggerfall. King Joile was a contemporary of Gaiden
Shinji (mid 10th century).
Lit.: SATHYR LONGLEAT, Wayrest, Jewel of the Bay.

Jokes: (ESD) Title of a work by Butha Sunhous, which comes in one volume and was
originally published between 3E 403 and 3E 405.
Jolgeirr Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the northwest of Solstheim, on a mound
southwest of the Altar of Thrond.
Jone: (1) (ESD, ESM, ESO) The name of one of Tamriel's moons.
Lit.: ENRIC MILRES, The Alik'r. - ANONYMOUS, The Real Barenziah.

(2) (ESM) (Bosmeri pantheon: Little Moon God) Aldmeri god of the Little Moon. Also called
Secunda or Stendarr's Sorrow. In Khajiti religion, Jone is only one aspect of the Lunar Lattice,
or ja-Kha'jay.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Jone Stone: (ESO) A Heaven Doomstone located north of Skingrad and east of Sanguine's
shrine. Gives the greater power Jone's Shadwo, which casts an Invisibility spell and fortifies
the Sneak skill.
Journalist: (ESM) "I gather the news -- what happens -- what people care about, and need to
know. And I print it, and make it available, so people can learn the truth about what's going
on."
Journeyman: (DC) The second rank in the Fighters Guild, Mages Guild, and Thieves Guild
hierarchy. (DC, ESM) The second rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy. (ESM) The third
rank in the Blades hierarchy. (ESM, ESO) The third rank in the Fighters Guild and Mages
Guild hierarchy.
Julianos: (ESM) (Breton and Cyrodiil pantheon: God of Wisdom and Logic) Often associated
with Jhunal, the Nordic father of language and mathematics, Julianos is the Cyrodilic god of
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literature, law, history, sorcery, enchantment, alchemy, and contradiction. Monastic orders
founded by Tiber Septim and dedicated to Julianos are the keepers of the Elder Scrolls. (ESO)
History and knowledge are his domain. He is the God of Wisdom and Logic. He teaches:
"Know the truth. Observe the law. When in doubt, seek wisdom from the wise."
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Jump: (1) (skill; also Jumping) (ESD) Jumping is a skill checked to determine the height and
distance one is capable of leaping. The more a character is skilled at Jumping, the further and
higher he or she can leap. (ESLB) Governing attribute: Strength. The greater the Jumping
skill, the higher and further the character can leap. This skill is checked automatically
whenever the character jumps. (2) (spell effect; also Jumping) (ESD) Causes target to jump at
twice natural capacity. (ESLB) Governing school: Mysticism. This spell allows the caster to
jump at twice his or her normal ability. This spell lasts for a certain number of jumps or until
the duration expires. (ESM) Governing School: Alteration. This effect increases the height
and distance of the target's jumps. The magnitude is proportional to the increase in a jump's
height and distance.
Juncan: (ESO) One of Cyrodiil's famous Knights of the Nine of the early Third Era. Sir
Juncan was of Redguard origin and lost while questing for the Boots of the Crusader.
Lit.: KAROLINE OF SOLITUDE, The Knights of the Nine.

Junius, Faustillus: (ESO) Subcurator of Ancient Theology and Paleonumerology in the
Imperial Library and author of Shezarr and the Divines.
Jurard, Arielle: (ESO) A female Breton battlemage and necromancer of sinister reputation in
Lainlyn in Hammerfell, contemporary of Garridan Stalrous, Knight-Errant of Farmantle
Glens.
Lit.: Lord Jaren's Journal.

Justinius: (ESO) A First Era King of Kvatch, father of Princess Belene, the wife of Prince
Rislav Larich of Skingrad (1E 478).
Lit.: SINJIN, Rislav the Righteous.

Jyggalag: (ESD, ESM, ESO) The Daedric Prince of Order, and the leader of the Greymarch.
Areas conquered by the forces of Order are drained of energy, leaving them dead and lifeless.
Lit.: MORIAN ZENAS, On Oblivion.
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K
Ka Po' Tun: (ESO) One of the four major nations of Akavir. Ka Po' Tun is the "TigerDragon's Empire". The cat-folk here are ruled by the divine Tosh Raka, the Tiger-Dragon.
They are now a very great empire, stronger than Tsaesci (though not at sea). After the
Serpent-Folk ate all the Men, they tried to eat all the Dragons. They managed to enslave the
Red Dragons, but the black ones had fled to (then) Po Tun. A great war was raged, which left
both the cats and the snakes weak, and the Dragons all dead. Since that time the cat-folk have
tried to become the Dragons. Tosh Raka is the first to succeed. He is the largest Dragon in the
world, orange and black, and he has very many new ideas.
Lit.: Mysterious Akavir.

Kagouti: (ESM) The kagouti is a large, aggressive, dangerous, short-tailed bipedal creature
with huge tusks.
Kagouti Hide: (ESM) Kagouti hide is the skin of the wild kagouti. The hide is made into
leather and used in clothing and household goods.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Drain Fatigue
Fortify Speed
Resist Common Disease
Night Eye

* Septims/Pound

Kagrenac: (ESM) High priest of the Dwemer, chief architect of the great Second Empire
freeholds, and the greatest enchanter of his time. In his search for the secrets of immortality,
High Craftlord Kagrenac sought to control supernatural forces that one might call 'divine',
intending to transcend the limits of Dwemer mortality. The Dwemer were not unified in their
thinking. Kagrenac and his tonal architects, among them Bthuand Mzahnch, believed they
could improve the Dwemer race. Some believed his tampering with such forces was profane,
and terribly dangerous. Others argued that the attempt would be too great a risk. Nerevar
Indoril fought the Dwemer to prevent this blasphemy.
Kagrenac's Journals: (ESM) Kagrenac recorded every step in his manufacture and testing of
enchanted items. His journals records any modifications or enhancements made to his original
designs.
Kagrenac's Planbook: (ESM) Kagrenac carefully planned all his projects in advance. His
planbook has all his original designs.
Kagrenac's Tools: (ESM) (1) This document describes the secret that the Temple conceals
about the history of the Tribunal and the nature of their divine powers. (2) For the tools
themselves see → Keening, Sunder, Wraithguard.
Kain: (ESD, ESO) A Redguard lord from Lainlyn in the province of Hammerfell, brother of
Baron Shrike of Lainlyn and leader of the exiled Knights of the True Horn. After a failed
battle to dethrone Baron Shrike, Lord Kain ordered his Knights to split up into as many small
groups as possible until the time should come that he would recall them, which never
happened.
Lit.: KELVYN AETHELWEALD, Last Will and Testament. - JAREN AETHELWEALD, Journal.

Kairou: (ESD) A barony in the province of Hammerfell.
Kaltos, Camoran: (ESO) An Author mentioned in GEROS ALBREIGH, The Refugees.
Kamal: (ESO) One of the four major nations of Akavir. Kamal is "Snow Hell". Demons live
there, armies of them. Every summer they thaw out and invade Tang Mo, but the brave
monkey-folk always drive them away. Once Ada'Soom Dir-Kamal, a king among demons,
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attempted to conquer Morrowind, but Almalexia and the Underking destroyed him at Red
Mountain.
Lit.: Mysterious Akavir.

Kambria: (ESD, ESM) A principality (marquisate) in the province of High Rock. Its most
revered deity is Zenithar, the God of Work and Commerce.
Lit.: PALAUX ILLTHRE, The Fall of the Usurper. - The Charwich-Koniinge Letters.

Kane, Melius: (ESD) DESTRI MELARG's publisher in the Imperial City.
Kanthleaf: (ESM, ESO) A plant mentioned in Lady Benoch's Words and Philosophy.
Karessen, Varnard: (ESD) Author of On Lycanthropy.
Karethys: (ESD) A Dunmer scholar with a connection to Wayrest's Mages Guild.
Karkuxor, Mikhael: (ESM) Brother of the Imperial College and author of Varieties of Faith
in the Empire.
Karlyss, Voth: (ESO) A Magister of Corinth, living in the first half of the 5th century 3E. At
Hannibal Traven's times, he was regarded as one of the most learned mages in the Empire.
Lit.: HANNIBAL TRAVEN, The Black Arts On Trial.

Karmelle: (ESO) Author of An Elytra's Life.
Karndar Watch: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Karnver Falls: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Karnwasten Moor: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Karoline of Solitude: (ESO) Author of The Knights of the Nine.
Karolis: (ESD) The great grandfather of the late King Camaron of Sentinel. Prince Karolis of
Sentinel was a sorcerer of no mean skill.
Karoodil: (ESD) (a.k.a. Reman) The Third Era King of Firsthold which married Barenziah's
daughter Morgiah (c. 3E 405).
Lit.: MAVEUS CIE, The Firsthold Revolt.

Karstaag: (ESM) A frost giant. See → Castle Karstaag.
Karstaag's Breath: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Paralyze, 5 seconds; Frost Damage, 10 points for 10
seconds on Touch.
Lit.: Karstaag's Breath Tome.

Karstangz-Bcharn: ('the Weather Witch') (ESM) Loosely translated: the Weather Witch. At
its height, the Dwemer civilization was masterful in the use of machinery. In a time of
drought, Dwemer scholars were commissioned to create a machine that would be able to
control the weather and bring rain to their lands. They created the Karstangz-Bcharn. Its
existence was little more than a myth until recently, when the ruins opened beneath
Mournhold.
Karthdor Square: (ESA) Town in the province of Valenwood.
Karthgran Vale: (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock.
Karththor Hall: (ESA) Town in the province of Morrowind.
Karththor Heights: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Karthwasten Hall: (ESA) Town in the province of Skyrim.
Katana: (ESD) A four foot-long single-edged sword. (ESM) Long blades weapons often used
by shield-bearing knights. Elegant and efficient, the Akaviri katana is too expensive and
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sophisticated a weapon to be popular with the Legions or hero-adventurers, but well-heeled
nobles, collectors, and swordmasters prize the blade for its superior balance and effectiveness.
Kathutet: (ESO) A Dremora tasked with keeping order in the Savage Garden.
Katla: (ESM) The witch which the Nord Grjotgaror slew before he became the sixth chieftain
of Thirsk.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Kaushtababi Camp: (ESM) Kaushtababi Camp is south of Molag Mar.
Kaushtarari: (ESM) A Daedric ruin east and south of Tel Fyr.
K'avar: (ESD) A Redguard Lord of the court of Sentinel.
Kavas Rim Pass: (ESM, ESO) A pass in Cyrodiil.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Keening: (ESM) One of the three legendary artifacts forged by the High Priest and
Magecrafter of the ancient Dwemer, Kagrenac, which are known as 'Kagrenac's Tools.'
Keening is described as an enchanted dagger or blade that is used to flay and focus the power
that rises from the heart of Lorkhan.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
400.000,00 9,00
Fortify Magicka
Fortify Health
Fortify Attack
Fortify Agility
Fortify Speed

* given in pounds
Lit.: GILVAS BARELO, Kagrenac's Tools. The Plan to Defeat Dagoth Ur.

Keeper (ESM) The fifth rank in the knightly orders hierarchy.
Kelmeth: (ESM, ESO) He was the healer of Queen Potema of Solitude at the end of the first
century 3E.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Kelsedolk Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the southwest of Solstheim, southwest of
Raven Rock.
Kemel-Ze: (ESO) (also known as the "Cliff City") A Dwemer city on the mainland side of
the Vvardenfel Rift near the village of Marog, sprawling down the sheer coastal cliff.
Travelers from the east coast of Vvardenfel often visit the site by boat, and it can also be
reached overland from the nearby villages without undue hardship. By land, the ruins of
Kemel-Ze can only be reached using narrow paths that wind down the face of the cliff from
above, where any misstep threatens to send one tumbling into the sea foaming about the
jagged rocks below. The city's original entrance to the surface must have been in the part of
the city to the northeast - the part that fell into the sea long ago when the eruption of Red
Mountain created this mind-bogglingly vast crater.
Lit.: ROLARD NORDSSEN, The Ruins of Kemel-Ze.

Kemen: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Valus Mountains, east of
Cheydinhal.
Kena: (ESM) Elvish term, used to address a person of great knowledge.
Kendhall: (ESLB) Author of The Kendhall Book Of Riddles.
The Kendhall Book Of Riddles: (ESD) Title of a work by Kendhall, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 406.
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Ketil, Rangidil: (ESM, ESO) Commander of the Temple Ordinators in 3E 150, born 2E 803,
died 3E 195.
Lit.: The Death Blow of Abernanit.

Khajiit: (ESA) Khajiit hail from the province of Elsweyr. They are a fair skinned people who
are extremely hardy, intelligent, and agile. Legend has it that they descended from an
intelligent feline race, for they still retain a strange cast to their features. Many Khajiit have
taken to painting their faces to more resemble their distant cousins, the predatory cats that
hunt the great desert. Khajiit are expert climbers, able to scale chasm wall sides with speed
unmatched by any other race. They are adept at all arts involving thieving and sleight of hand.
(ESD) Province: Elsweyr. Descended from the great cats of the desert, the Khajiit are an
agile, intelligent, and hardy people. Some chose to decorate their faces in the style of their
feline ancestors, the predatory cats that hunt the great desert, and most all, given the
inclination, make excellent thieves due to their climbing abilities. (ESM) The Khajiit are the
cat people of the province of Elsweyr and can vary in appearance from nearly Elven to the
smooth-skin Ohmes, from the cathay-raht "jaguar men" to the fat-fur Senche-raht and great
Senche-Tiger. The Khajiit of the southern Elsweyr jungles and river basins are settled city
dwellers with ancient mercantile traditions and a stable agrarian aristocracy based on
sugarcane and saltrice plantations. The nomadic tribal Khajiit of the dry northern wastes and
grasslands are, by contrast, aggressive and territorial tribal raiders periodically united under
tribal warlords. While the settled south has been quick to adopt Imperial ways, the northern
nomadic tribes cling to their warlike barbarian traditions. Many Khajiit disdain weapons in
favor of their natural claws. Though the race has a variety of sub-types, each with different
forms and habits, only its most common breed - the smooth, intelligent, quick and agile
Suthay-raht - is encountered in Vvardenfell. When most people think of Suthay-raht, they
think of thieves -- with good reason, since many Suthay-raht are cunning, acquisitive, and
slow to embrace the sanctity of personal property. They make excellent thieves due to their
natural agility and unmatched acrobatics skill, but the speed, agility, and bold spirit of the
Suthay-raht also make them gifted traders and adventurers. (ESO) Hailing from the province
of Elsweyr, they are intelligent, quick, and agile. They make excellent thieves due to their
natural agility and unmatched acrobatics skill. All Khajiit can see in the dark and have the Eye
of Fear power, which makes others run in terror from them.
Khane: (ESD) A Redguard Lord of the court of Lainlyn.
Khar, Kharag: (ESM) The real hero that stands behind Oreyn Bearclaw. The deeds attributed
to him were actually performed by Kharag gro-Khar. It might have been this hero that
Khartag Point refers to.
Khartag Point: (ESM) A gigantic boulder on the western coast not far from Gnaar Mok.
Some of the orcs consider it a landmark. Great hero Khartag who had fought some battle or
something died there. Some orc or another jumped off on a dare. It didn't end well. – Cf. →
Kharag gro-Khar.
Kherakah: (ESM) A Dwemer colony, mentioned in NCHUNAK's Fire and Faith.
Khizumet-e: (ESM) A Chimeri hero, perhaps the founder of House Dres.
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Khosey: (ESAR, ESM, ESO) Author of Tamrilean Tractates.
Khulari: (ESD) A vampiric tribe of Hammerfell, whose territory comprises Kozanset,
Totambu, Ephesus, Santaki, and the Dragontail Mountains. Their declared enemy is the →
Anthotis tribe. – Cf. → Vampirism.
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Khurat: (DC) Breton holiday, celebrated in the Wrothgarian Mountains on the 6th of Hearth
Fire. (ESD) Every town and fellowship in the Wrothgarian Mountains celebrates Khurat, the
day when the finest young scholars are accepted into the various priesthoods. Even those
people without children of age go to pray for the wisdom and benevolence of the clergy.
Kh-Utta: (ESM) The Duke of Scamps (according to The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec).
Khuul: (ESM) Khuul is a small village on the northwest coast of Vvardenfell. Thongar's
Tradehouse, the Redoran-style building, is on the east side. Thongar the Nord rents beds, and
can sell you some food and sundries. The rest of town is just fisherman's shacks. But if you
need anything else, you might try the Ald Velothi Redoran outpost down up the coast to the
west. They have a smith and a trader, and a little shrine. The silt strider goes to Ald'ruhn,
Maar Gan, and Gnisis. The only certain landmarks in the region are the village of Khuul, the
Daedric ruins at Ashalmawia southwest of Khuul, and the village of Ald Velothi, on the coast
west of both Ashalmawia and Khuul.
Kiai: (ESM, ESO) The battle-cry of Akaviri swordsmen, a sort of equivalent of the Nord
Shout.
Lit.: Children of the Sky.

Kilbar: (ESD) A Redguard Lord of the court of Wayrest with a connection to the Dark
Brotherhood.
Killing and Murder: (ESM) Killing is justifiable in war, self-defense, defense of property,
affairs of honor, Great House affairs under the sanction of the state, and affairs of heresy.
Outlaws have no rights, and may be killed without scandal or sanction. Other killings are foul
murder, and punishable by compensation, punitive labor, or, in sanctioned House Wars
affairs, by writ of assassination.
House Hlaalu Custom
(ESM) By House Hlaalu law and custom, killing is justifiable in war, self-defense, defense of
property, affairs of honor, and House Wars affairs under the sanction of the state. Other
killings are foul murder and punishable by compensation, punitive labor, or, in sanctioned
House Wars affairs, by writ of assassination. Justifiable but unnecessary or cruel killing is
scandalous but legal. A cynical acceptable of abuse of power by the rich and powerful is a
feature of Hlaalu philosophy.
House Redoran Custom
(ESM) By House Redoran custom, killing is justified in war, self-defense, defense of
property, affairs of honor, and House Wars affairs. Other killings are foul murder, and
punishable by fines, hard labor, or writ of assassination.
House Telvanni Custom
(ESM) According to Telvanni custom, killing is justifiable on any practical grounds -- in
particular, justifiable if you can get away with it, and it serves your purposes. Killing is
neither sinful nor dishonorable. Telvanni abide by Imperial Law only so far as it is enforced.
No Imperial guards or Legion garrisons are found in most Telvanni settlements.
Imperial Custom
(ESM) According to Imperial custom, killing is justifiable in war, self-defense, defense of
property, and affairs of honor. Other killings are murder, and punishable by fines and
compensation, or by punitive labor. Local custom also permits killing in House Wars
sanctioned by the state. Outlaws have no rights, and may be killed without scandal or
sanction. Guards may use deadly force in the line of duty.
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Morag Tong Custom
(ESM) According Morag Tong custom, killing civilians is scandalous, and grounds for
expulsion.
Thieves Guild Custom
(ESM) According to the unwritten Code of the Thieves Guild, killing is always inefficient,
inelegant, and counter-productive.
Kimeth, Ganpheril: (ESM) Author of Silence.
Kindling Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Fire Damage, 6 points for 7 seconds; Weakness
to Fire, 50% for 7 seconds.
Lit.: Kindling Touch Tome.

Kindred Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Nibenay
King: (ESO) The title of the fourth volume of Reven's untitled Eslaf-Erol-cycle, which was
published before or in 3E 433. The other volumes are entitled (1) Beggar, (2) Thief, and (3)
Warrior.
King and Queen Tavern: (ESO) An inn in the Elven Gardens district of the Imperial City
(Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
King Edward: (ESD) Title of a work by "Anonymous," which comes in twelve volumes and
was originally published before 3E 406.
King Harald: Cf. → Fists of Randagulf.
King of Worms: See → Mannimarco, → Bloodworm Helm, → Necromancers.
King Orghum's Coffer: (ESA) King Orghum's Coffer is a small-sized chest, ordinary in
appearance. It is remarkably light, almost weightless, which offers clue to its true magic.
Once a day, the Coffer will create gold from naught. When King Orghum himself possessed
the Coffer, the supply within was limitless. King Orghum lost his Coffer eighty or more years
ago, during one of the marine battles with the Emperor of Tamriel, who was then Antiochus
Septim. After the loss, Orghum's island kingdom of Pyandonea ceased to be a world power probably because the King could no longer afford as great a fleet as before. The Coffer
washed ashore on Summurset Isle, where it was an elusive presence. Those who have found it
since report that the Coffer eventually disappears after having dispersed enough gold to shame
even the wealthiest of merchants. Where and why it vanishes is still a mystery. With the
Coffer, the owner will have a daily income most people in Tamriel dream of making annually.
King's Guard: (ESA) Town in the province of High Rock.
King's Haven: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
King's Walk: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Kingpin: (ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in Vvardenfell's Camonna Tong hierarchy.
Kingscrest Cavern: (ESO) A cavern in the far east of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains, north of
Cheydinhal.
Kinsman: (ESM) The fifth rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great Houses Hlaalu and
Redoran.
Kiskedrig: (ESO) The third rank in Sheogorath's Dark Seducers hierarchy.
Kiskella: (ESO) The second rank in Sheogorath's Dark Seducers hierarchy.
Kiskengo: (ESO) The first rank in Sheogorath's Dark Seducers hierarchy.
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Kjoric the White: (ESO) High Chief of Skyrim in the 5th century 1E and father of Hoag
Merkiller.
Lit.: SINJIN, Rislav the Righteous.

Klaius: (ESD) A Prince whose name only appears in a parcel of letters of unknown origin.
Knifepoint Hollow: (ESO) Knifepoint Hollow is rumored to have once been a great store of
knowledge. The details of its history have since fallen into legend. There is a chamber in
Knifepoint Hollow that has been sealed for millennia. Few but Sheogorath knows who or
what is imprisoned there.
Knight: (ESA) Knights are the fighters of the noble class. They are well schooled in the ways
of chivalry and conduct themselves with honor and dignity. Knights may use any weapon, wear
any armor except for leather, and use any shields. In addition, because of a Knight’s innate
strength of character, he or she is immune to paralyzation, whether they by carried by spells or
poison. They also have the ability to repair damaged weapons or armor. This ability is done
automatically to any weapons or armor in their inventory. Knights and the other Warrior
subclasses do not rise in experience as quickly as a Warrior. (ESD) Knights are the warriors
elite, but their sphere is not warfare alone. They hail from noble stock, and are men and women
of honour and breeding, the force of chivalry in a savage land. Like warriors, knights have high
strength and endurance, but they rely on their high personalities in social situations. The most
important skills to a Knight are: Long Blade, Etiquette, Blunt Weapon, Axe, Archery and Short
Blade. (ESLB) Knights are the warriors' elite and are dedicated to honour and chivalry. To
become a knight is to earn great status and the highest respect. Like warriors, a knight has high
Strength and Endurance as well as a noble Personality. (ESM) Of noble birth, or distinguished
in battle or tourney, knights are civilized warriors, schooled in letters and courtesy, governed by
the codes of chivalry. In addition to the arts of war, knights study the lore of healing and
enchantment. (ESO) The most noble of all combatants. Strong in body and in character.
(ESM) If you want to talk to a knight, talk to Dumbuk gro-Bolak. He serves with the Legion under General
Darius up in Gnisis. You'll usually find him in the barracks. Look him up. He knows his trade, and Vvardenfell.
(ESM) "I'm a knight. In the West, you need a horse and land to be a knight, but here, we have no horses, and all
you need is good armor, good weapons, and the skill to use them. I prefer to fight with axes and shields. Since I
live by my weapons, I have to pay careful attention to local feelings about killing and murder -- what's right and
what's wrong."

Knight Bachelor: (ESM) The seventh rank in the Imperial Legion hierarchy.
Knight Brother: (ESM) The sixth rank in the hierarchy of knightly orders. (ESO) The lowest
rank in the Blades hierarchy.
Knight Commander: (ESO) The second rank in the Knights of the Nine hierarchy.
Knight Errant: (also Knight-Errant) (1) (ESO) A poor knight without a castle. - (2) (ESM)
The sixth rank in the Imperial Legion hierarchy. (ESO) The first rank in the Knights of the
Nine hierarchy.
Knight in the Garland: (ESM) The ninth rank in the Imperial Legion hierarchy.
Knight in the Imperial Dragon: (ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in the Imperial
Legion hierarchy.
Knight of the Grand Vigil: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Major Shield.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Knight Protector: (ESM) The eighth rank in the Imperial Legion hierarchy.
Knight-Errant: (ESO) The second (and seemingly highest) rank in the hierarchy of knightly
orders.
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Knightly Orders: See → Crusaders, Host of the Horn, Knights Mentor, Knights of Iron,
Knights of the Candle, Knights of the Circle, Knights of the Cup, Knights of The Dragon,
Knights of the Flame, Knights of the Hawk, Knights of the Lamp, Knights of The Moon,
Knights of the Owl, Knights of the Raven, Knights of the Rose, Knights of the Scarab,
Knights of the True Horn, Knights of the Wheel, Knights of The White Rose, Kynaran Order,
Maran Knights, Order of the Candle, Order of the Dragon, Order of the Hour, Order of the
Lamp, Order of the Lily.
Knightblades: (ESA) The arena team of Soulrest of 3E 399/400.
Knightfall. Tales of Heroism and Chivalry: (ESO) Title of a work edited by Kirellian
Odrenius, which was published before or in 3E 433.
Knights Mentor: (ESD) The Knights Mentor are those bound to follow the call of Julianos,
the God of Wisdom and Learning. While the Schools of Julianos do most of the actual
teaching, the Knights Mentor protect the sages and fight the ubiquitous forces of ignorance.
"The Knights Mentor are brothers and sisters to the School of Julianos. While they do research and expand the
libraries of the School, we protect them. And, in turn, they share their expanded knowledge with us. It is a
perfect relationship and benefits us each equally. Naturally, only those of exceptional military skill and
demonstrated loyalty to the School and God Julianos are considered for membership into the Knights Mentor."

Knights of Iron: (ESD) The Knights of Iron are dedicated to the God of Commerce,
Zenithar. They protect the members of His Resolution from those who would disrupt their
trade.
"We of the Knights of Iron are in charge of the military excursions of the Resolution of Zenithar. Zenithar is not
merely the God of Merchants and Commerce, He is also a warrior god. We represent that side of Him.
Obviously, it does not behoove us to take any new initiates who are less than excellent fighters and completely
devoted to our cause."

Knights of the Candle: (DC) Personal retinue of the warlord of Sentinel. They act more like
spies than knights. They even have different uniforms so they can go into combat incognito, if
the warlord tells them to.
Knights of the Circle: (ESD) The Knights of the Circle are the protectors and guardians of
the Order of Arkay. They are as dedicated to Him as His priests are.
"The Knights of the Circle are the military arm of the Order of Arkay. It is our solemn duty to protect the Order
and to fight their battles. Our devotion to the God Arkay and the Order are complete. Only those of exceptional
fighting prowess and unswerving loyalty to the Order and the God Arkay are considered for inclusion in the
Knights of the Circle."

Knights of the Cup: (DC) Protectors of the Plessington clan. Not a very powerful or large
group, but very eager to help in all the affairs of High Rock.
Knights of The Dragon: (DC) Protectors and warriors for the city and the royal family of
Daggerfall.
"The Knights of the Dragon have the official duty of protecting the city and royal family of Daggerfall. We are
led by the honorable Lord Bridwell, the greatest hero of the War of Betony. To be considered for admission into
our fighting order, one must demonstrate exceptional combat skills and a reputation for honor and loyalty to
Daggerfall. In return, our knights are treated with unparalleled respect in Daggerfall."

Knights of the Flame: (ESD) The Knights of the Flame have been affiliated with the royal
Flyte family for centuries, and now they have become the protectors of the land of Anticlere.
"The Knights of the Flame are the noble warriors of the Lorddom of Anticlere. Our allegiance is unswerving to
Lord and Lady Flyte, who rescued us from the chaos following the War of Betony. Only those known for their
loyalty to Anticlere and our blessed patrons are judged worthy to join our order. In return for their allegiance,
our knights are treated as veritable gods in Anticlere."

Knights of the Hawk: (ESD) The Knights of the Hawk are chosen from the finest, noblest
warriors in Santaki, to protect and fight for the royal family and people of the land.
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"The Order of the Hawk act as the noble warriors and protectors of the town and royal family of Santaki. Many
have trained since childhood to join our knightly order, for the honor and prestige."

Knights of the Lamp: (DC) These are primarily non-spellcasting knights, in charge of
protecting the Mages Guild and representatives of the guild in dangerous territories. The
knights travel to and from the various Mages Guilds around Iliac Bay as needed, and they are
granted privilege levels that correspond with members of the guild.
Knights of The Moon: (DC) Protectors and warriors for the city and royal family of Sentinel.
They are a fairly new and informal group.
Knights of the Nine: (1) (ESO) A knightly order devoted to recovering the Relics of the
Crusader, founded by Sir Amiel Lannus in 3E 111. The fame of the knights was established
early on when Sir Amiel led them against the Wyrm of Elynglenn to recover the Cuirass of
the Crusader, which had not been seen since the First Era. Soon, the greatest knights of the
day were lining up to join the new order, and the Priory of the Nine in the West Weald of
Cyrodiil became a magnet for the great and the good. The order was officially dissolved by
Imperial decree in 3E 131. - The original order of the Nine was founded with the intention of
safekeeping the Crusader's Relics. Sir Caius tried to stop him. They fought, and Sir Berich
slew Sir Caius with the holy Sword, on the Priory steps. That was the end of the old Order. Sir
Berich left the Order during the War of the Red Diamond, and never returned. Many of Sir
Berich's friends left with him.
Lit.: KAROLINE OF SOLITUDE, The Knights of the Nine. - Sir Amiel's Journal.

(2) The Knights of the Nine: (ESO) Title of a work by Karoline of Solitude, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Knights of the Owl: (ESD) The Knights of the Owl are the traditional guard and militia of
Glenpoint, the finest in the region.
"We of the Knights of the Owl are responsible for protecting and fighting for the royal family of Glenpoint. Only
those of the most refined fighting skills and dedicated to the welfare of Glenpoint are considered for inclusion in
our knightly order. Our knights are the royal escorts of the Baron and treated with unparalleled respect in all of
Glenpoint."

Knights of the Raven: (ESD) The Knights of the Raven have been the consecrated protectors
of the Barony of Dwynnen for hundreds of years.
"In all modesty, the Order of the Raven is a legendary fighting order. We have the honor of having led the battle
against the Camoran Usurper and freed half of Tamriel from his tyranny. We remain the vanguards of the
Barony of Dwynnen, protecting the entire region. Given our reputation, we cannot admit any but the greatest
warriors, the most loyal servants of the Baron, into our order."

Knights of the Rose: (ESD) The Knights of the Rose are consecrated as protectors and
warriors for the royal family and kingdom of Wayrest.
"We of the Order of the Rose have the honor of being the guard and strong arm of his majesty, King Eadwyre of
Wayrest. The greatest knights in his court are members of our order and we have demonstrated our worth in
internal and interprovincial struggles throughout the Bay and Tamriel. For those few whose combat abilities and
true loyalty to the King are judged acceptible, we offer membership in the most respected order in Wayrest."

Knights of the Scarab: (ESD) The Knights of the Scarab are charged by holy oaths with the
protection of the royal family and land of Totambu.
"We of the Knights of the Scarab have the honor of being the official guard for the royal family of Totambu. Our
duties are many, our favor is great. Only the most refined and loyal warriors are considered for initiation. It is a
very great honor indeed."

Knights of the Thorn: (ESO) A knightly group formed in 3E 431 by Farwil Indarys, son of
Count Andel Indarys of Cheydinhal, sworn to uphold the laws of Cheydinhal. In 3E 433 the
order consisted of seven knights (Farwil included).
Lit.: Cheydinhal Heir Saved From Certain Doom! (Black Horse Courier special edition).
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Knights of the Thorn Lodge: (ESO) The clubhouse of a chivalric order in the far north of
Nibenay, northwest of Cheydinhal, run by the Cheydinhal count's son.
Knights of the True Horn: (DC) Protectors of the Kain clan, pretenders to the throne of
Lainlyn. They have no permanent home now and are not taking any more knights, though
they are happy to employ mercenaries. Some of them realize that they will never win in their
lifetimes, but their children may take up the fight. (ESO) A knightly order, exiled from
Lainlyn in Hammerfell after they tried to Baron Shrike of Lainlyn.
Lit.: LORD KELVYN, Last Will and Testament.

Knights of the Wheel: (ESD) The Knights of the Wheel protect and serve the people and
ruling family of Abibon-Gora. They are among the finest knights in Hammerfell.
"The Knights of the Wheel represent the royal family and the city of Abibon-Gora in all military situations. We
are not currently soliciting new recruits into our order. A suitably talented warrior known for his or her loyalty to
Abibon-Gora might, however, still merit consideration."

Knights of The White Rose: (DC) Protectors and warriors for the city and the royal family of
Wayrest. The Knights are rather divided right now - some supportive of any action of the
king, others furious about the possible prospect of a Dark Elf heir. Many are upset at the
foundation of Orsinium and the displacement of the peasantry from the foot of the
Wrothgarian Mountains, others believe the right place for the knights in times of troubles at
the king's right-hand.
Knives: (ESM) These marksman weapons are thrown at a distance for minor damage.
Knower: (ESM) The seventh rank in the Morag Tong hierarchy.
Knower of Nightmares: (ESLB) Grants the gift of Summon Surpassing Horror.
Lit.: MALHAM, Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.

Koal Cave: (ESM) The Koal Cave is south of Gnisis. Cross the river, the Ouada Samsi, and
head southwest towards the coast.
Koegria: (ESD) A lordship in the province of High Rock.
Kogg, Ulliceta: (ESO) One of the most learned mages in the Empire of the first half of the 5th
century 3E, hailing from Orsinium, who turned out to be a Necromancer. Upon this
revelation, the Knights of the Lamp attempted to arrest her at the Guildhouse in Orsinium, but
she made good her escape.
Lit.: HANNIBAL TRAVEN, The Black Arts On Trial.

Kogoruhn: ('Unbreakable home') (ESM) One of the ten ancient Dunmer strongholds, the
former clanstead of House Dagoth. Follow the coast east from Urshilaku camp to the ruined
Dunmer stronghold called Valenvaryon, then turn southwest. You'll see Ebernanit, a ruined
Daedric shrine. Continue south from Ebernanit to Kogoruhn, a great table of stone with many
ruined buildings. There are many rooms. The passages are old and deep. Beneath are caves
with pools of fire.
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Kogoruhn.

Kolbjorn Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the south of Solstheim, west of Fort
Frostmoth.
Kollopi: (ESO) The name of a Falinesti dish, consisting of delicious little balls of mice flesh,
thick with spices and juice.
Lit.: SIMOCLES QUO, The Red Kitchen Reader.

Kolsgreg, Asgrim: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Author of Galerion The Mystic.
Koomu Alazer'i: (also 'Koomu Alezer'i') (DC, ESD) Redguard thanksgiving, celebrated in
Sentinel on the 11th of Last Seed. (ESD) Koomu Alezer'i means simply "We Acknowledge"
in old Redguard, and it has been a tradition in Sentinel for thousands of years. No matter the
harvest, the people of Sentinel solemnly thank the gods for their bounty, and pray to be
worthy of the graces of the gods.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Kora-Dur: (ESM) A Daedric ruin southeast of Kogoruhn.
Kothringi: An Argonian tribe. – Cf. → Argonia, Argonian Tribes, Argonians.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era. MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in
the Empire. WAUGHIN JARTH, The Argonian Account.

Kozanset: (ESD) A barony in the province of Hammerfell.
Kragenmoor: (ESA, ESD, ESM, ESO) City-State in the province of Morrowind.
Kragenmoor holds the western border of Morrowind.
Lit.: ERRAMANWE OF SUNHOLD, On Morrowind the Imperial Province. - ANONYMOUS, King Edward. –
FRATHEN DROTHAN, Journal.

Krately House: (ESO) A famous haunted house in Cheydinhal.
Lit.: BALOTH-KUL, The Legend of the Krately House.

Kreestrom, Casmyr: (ESD) A well-known author of the late 1st century 3E, mentioned by
DESTRI MELARG in a Letter to his publisher MELIUS KANE, which was later published as
Notes For Redguard History.
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Kresh(weed) Fiber: (ESM) Kreshweed fiber is a resinous fiber with modest magical
properties that comes from the coarse grass of the Grazelands and Azura's Coast called
kreshweed.
Krowle: (ESD) Author of Oelander's Hammer. An Instructive Tale For Children.
K'Sharra Prophecy: (ESO) The great-great-great grandfather of Ri'Bassa, K'Sharra, foretold
of a time when the Khajiit of Border Watch would receive three signs from the gods,
signalling the end of the world. These are the signs as they were foretold. First, there is the
Plague of Vermin. It is said Border Watch will be overrun by disease carrying creatures. Next
is the plague of Famine. It is foretold that their livestock will fall dead in their fields, with no
apparent explanation. Finally the Plague of Fear, which is not further specified.
Lit.: Rain of Burning Dogs! (Black Horse Courier special edition).

k'Thojj III, Stronach: (ESO) Imperial Historian and author of A Brief History of the Empire.
Kudanat: (ESM) A cave on the other side of the mountains northwest of the Caldera Mining
Company Office.
Kumarahaz: (ESM) A cave on the island northeast of Tel Branora.
Kunirai: (ESM) A cave northwest of Telasero.
Kurallian Mountains: (ESD) Mountains in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: AEGROTHIUS GOTH, The Sage.

Kushtashpi: (ESM) A Daedric ruin west of Ahemmusa camp.
Kvatch: (ESO) A town in the east of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region, northeast of Anvil. The
Camoran Usurper burned Kvatch, but it was rebuilt from its ruins. Kvatch had the only Arena
in Cyrodiil outside the Imperial City.
Kwama: (ESM) Kwama live and breed in large communal subterranean colonies. Kwama
colonies are inhabited by the following varieties of kwama: kwama queen, kwama warrior,
kwama worker, kwama forager, and scrib.
Kwama Cuttle: (ESM) Kwama cuttle is a tough, waxy substance that comes from the beak of
kwama beasts. Kwama cuttle has modest magical properties.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
20,00 Resist Poison
Drain Fatigue
Water Walking
Water Breathing

* Septims/Pound

Kwama Egg: (ESM) Kwama eggs are a rich, nutritious foodstuff with modest magical
properties. Popular throughout the Empire, kwama eggs stay fresh for a long time, and kwama
mining is a profitable industry on Vvardenfell.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,001 Restore Fatigue1,2
2.002 Paralyze1
Frost Shield1
Fortify Health1

* Septims/Pound
1
large
2
small

Kwama Forager: (ESM) The kwama forager scouts the surface of the land and natural
underground passages, searching for suitable locations for new colonies, and hunting for prey.
Foragers are aggressive but not very dangerous.
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Kwama Forager.

Kwama Mining: (ESM) Kwama eggs are a principal agricultural commodity of Vvardenfell
District. Miners protect kwama eggs from poachers, predators, and raiding kwama foragers
from other colonies, and harvest judiciously, preserving sufficient eggs to sustain colony
growth. Consumed locally or exported by ship to the rest of the Empire, kwama eggs are
eaten boiled, roasted, or raw, and remain fresh for weeks. See also → Egg Mines.
Kwama foragers and warriors won't attack miners, since they're used to their smell. But they attack intruders. But
don't worry. The kwama queen squirts out foragers and warriors like seeds. If the foragers and warriors bother
you, kill them, or run past, whichever is easier. But don't kill the kwama workers. They won't bother you, and
they are needed to keep the queen laying and the eggs ripening. When the blight gets a mine, you have to cure
the queen, or the mine is doomed. It doesn't pay to cure the foragers, workers, or warriors -- a healthy queen can
produce them fast enough.

Kwama Queen: (ESM) The kwama queen is the huge, bloated kwama that produces the
nest's eggs. They are too large and fat to move, and all their needs are attended by worker
kwama.

Kwama Queen.

Kwama Warrior: (ESM) The kwama warrior defends the kwama colony's tunnels and
chambers. Warriors are aggressive and dangerous.

Kwama Warrior.

Kwama Worker: (ESM) The kwama worker digs the colony's tunnels and chambers and
tends the queen and the eggs. Workers are unaggressive, but not completely helpless.
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Kwama Worker.

Kyn: (ESO) ('the People') See → Dremora.
Kynaran Order: (ESD) The Kynaran Order are those knights who have dedicated
themselves mind, body, and sword to the Goddess of the Air, Kynareth. They are most often
in the company of Her priests of the Temple of Kynareth.
"We are the strong arm of the Goddess Kynareth, an off-shoot of her temple devoted to fighting her causes all
over Tamriel. Members of the Kynaran Order are honored for our skill and loyalty by the Temple, and given full
access to the blessings and services within. According to individual rank in the Order, of course. Possible
candidates for inclusion in the Kynaran Order are chosen on the basis of their combat skills and their reputation
with the Temple."

Kynareth: (ESD) Kynareth is the Goddess of the Air, and the Patron Spirit of many places,
including the kingdom of Daggerfall. (ESM) (Breton and Cyrodiil pantheon: Goddess of Air)
Kynareth is a member of the Nine Divines, the strongest of the Sky spirits. She is the deity of
the heavens, the winds, the elements, and the unseen spirits of the air. Patron of sailors and
travelers, Kynareth is invoked for auspicious stars at birth and for good fortune in daily life.
In some legends, she is the first to agree to Lorkhan's plan to invent the mortal plane, and
provides the space for its creation in the void. She is also associated with rain, a phenomenon
said not to occur before the removal of Lorkhan's divine spark. (ESO) Nature itself is
Kynareth's domain, all its creatures are her wards. Her shrine is west of the Imperial City, on
the edge of the Great Forest. – Cf. → Lord's Mail.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Kynaz: (ESO) ('he of the Kyn') See → Dremora.
Kyne: (ESM) (Sykrim pantheon: Kiss At the End) Nordic Goddess of the Storm. Widow of
Shor and favored god of warriors. She is often called the Mother of Men. Her daughters
taught the first Nords the use of the thu'um, or Storm Voice.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Kynmarcher: (ESO) The lord and high officer of a Daedric citadel, outpost, or gate; fifth
rank in the Dremora hierarchy. See → Dremora.
Kynreeve: (ESO) The fourth rank in the Dremora hierarchy. See → Dremora.
Kynval: (ESO) The third rank in the Dremora hierarchy. See → Dremora.
Kynverum Dagon Nefarivigum: (ESO) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: FRATHEN DROTHAN, Field Journal.
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L
Labyrinthian: (ESA) Few have sought out this legendary place in the province of Skyrim,
many less have found it. The Labyrinthian's twisted corridors could trap you forever. The
Labyrinthian is said to hold treasures beyond imagination, and dangers that can kill those not
fully prepared.
Lady: (constellation) (ESM) Constellation of The Lady with a Prime Aspect of Masser.
Those born under the sign of The Lady have increased Endurance and Personality. (ESO)
Lady is one of the Warrior's Charges and her Season is Heartfire. Those born under the sign
of the Lady have increased willpower and endurance and are kind and tolerant. The Lady
shall fortify you in your quest for glory.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

Lady Benoch's Words and Philosophy: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published
work, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Lady of Mercy: See → Almalexia.
Lady Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located west of Anvil. Gives the greater power
Lady's Warding, which fortifies Willpower and Endurance.
Lady's Grace: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's god Almalexia which
temporarily fortifies the blessed's endurance.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Lady's Mantle Leaves: (ESO) Lady's Mantle Leaves are helpful in healing wounds, whether
applied directly or compounded in potions.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
800,00 Restore Health
Damage Endurance
Night-Eye
Feather

* Septims/Pound

Lady's Smock Leaves: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Lady's Smock plant and
component of Julianos Firebelly and Numbskin Mead.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Intelligence
Resist Fire
Damage Fatigue
Fortify Health

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: TALAN, Wine Ingredient List.

Lagan Text: (ESAR) A manuscript fragment of unknown but ancient origin held in the
private library of Kuric Dexian at Sentinel.
Lit.: Elven Artifacts, Vol. VIII.

Lainalten: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Lainebon Place: (ESA) Town in the province of Hammerfell.
Lainlyn: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell. (ESD) Hammerfell township and
barony.
Lit.: TIDASUS, Ghraewaj and the Harpies.

Laintar Dale: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
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Lake Amaya: (ESM) A lake on Vvardenfell in the province of Morrowind, southeast of Fort
Moonmoth. To get to Lake Amaya, go south out of Balmora and head east past the Fort
Moonmoth and across the Foyada Mamaea on the road to Pelagiad. After leaving the Foyada,
take the road to Suran. The road to Suran runs along the north shore of Lake Amaya.
Lit.: AJIRA, Flowers of Lake Amaya. - The Pilgrim's Path.

Lake Arrius: (ESO) A lake in Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains, north-northwest of Cheydinhal.
Lake Canulus: (ESO) A lake in the far east of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, north of the Panther River.
Lit.: The Cleansing of the Fane (The Chronicles of the Holy Brothers of Marukh, vol. IV). - The Song of Pelinal.

Lake Coronati: (ESM, ESO) A lake in the southwest of the province of Morrowind.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Lake Fjalding: (ESM, ESO) The largest lake on Solstheim in the northwest of the province
of Morrowind. It is often used as a mating ground for the horkers of the island.
Lit.: Fall of the Snow Prince. - BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History. - Journal of my Adventures on the Island
of Solstheim.

Lake Hairan: (ESM) A lake on Vvardenfell in the province of Morrowind, southeast of
Pleagiad and south of Dren Plantation.
Lake Makapi: (ESO) A lake in the province of Elsweyr.
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.

Lake Masobi: (ESM) A lake on Vvardenfell in the province of Morrowind, west of Suran.
Lake Nabia: (ESM) A lake on Vvardenfell in the province of Morrowind, northwest of
Mount Kand, just northeast of Marandus.
Lake Rumare: (ESO) The large lake surrounding the Imperial City in the heart of Cyrodiil.
Lit.: FLORIN JALIIL, Father of the Niben. - Journals from the Imperial Province : Journal of a Mercenary.

Lake Vread: (ESD) A lake in the province of Elsweyr.
Lit.: ARKAN, First Scroll of Baan Dar.

Lamae Bal: (ESO) See → Lamae Beolfag.
Lamae Beolfag: (ESO) The original Nedic name of Lamae Bal, the mythical mother of all
vampires, also known as the "blood-matron".
Lit.: MABEI AYWENIL, Opusculus Lamae Bal ta Mezzamortie. A brief account of Lamae Bal and the Restless
Death.

Lame Corprus: (1) (ESM) The lame corprus is a deformed, deranged victim of corprus
disease. Aggressive and dangerous, they carry corprus disease, a deadly disease profoundly
affecting a victim's mind and body. - (2) (ESM) The supposed fourth rank in Vvardenfell's
Sixth House hierarchy.
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Lame Corprus.

Land Dreugh: (ESO) "Being called 'Billies' by many of the local farmers, it appears that the
'land dreugh' are a distant relative of the true dreugh, perhaps an ancestor from far back on the
evolutionary timeline. There certainly seem to be similarities in morphology, especially in the
region of the head and thorax. And they produce the same 'dreugh wax' found in the aquatic
creatures. However, while true dreugh are known to be cunning, even intelligent, these 'land
dreugh' demonstrate none of the same intelligence. They are violent and aggressive, killing
indiscriminately." (Brenus Astis).

Land Dreugh.

Languages: (ESD) Some monsters can be pacified without resorting to spells and swords.
However, the character must be able to speak the creature's language. The following
languages are available as skills: Centaurian, Daedric, Dragon, Elvish, Faerie, Giantish,
Harpy, Impish, Nymph, Spriggan.
Languorwine: (ESO) A rare poison. One drop in a normal human bloodstream will mimic
the effects of death immediately.
Lannus, Amiel: (ESO) The founder of one of Cyrodiil's most famous and prestigous knightly
orders of the early Third Era, the Knights of the Nine. Sir Amiel was of Imperial origin and
the one who recovered the Cuirass of the Crusader. He died in c. 3E 153 while questing for
the Helm of the Cruisader.
Lit.: KAROLINE OF SOLITUDE, The Knights of the Nine.

Larceny: (ESD) See → Theft.
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Large Bipedal Predators: (ESM) Two large bipedal creatures native to Vvardenfell are
dangerous predators. The alit and the kagouti are similar in appearance, but the alit is smaller,
and the kagouti has a distinctive bony neck shield. They are both savage hunters, and quite
dangerous.
Large Kwama Egg: (ESM) See → Kwama Egg.
Lariat, Gallivere: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A Breton nobleman who married Empress Katariah I
after Pelagius' III death. He was the father of Uriel IV, who later got adopted by his halfbrother Cassynder I and thus became a legally adopted member of the Septim Family.
Lit.: STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire.

Larich, Dorald: (ESO) Second Son of Queen Lynada and King Mhorus of Skingrad, born in
the first half of the 5th century 1E. He served in the Imperial City as a priest of Marukh until
his coronation to King of Skingrad in 1E 478. His first edict, on his very first day, was to cede
the independent kingdom of Skingrad to the Empire, and therefor killed and succeeded by his
brother Rislav in the very same year.
Lit.: SINJIN, Rislav the Righteous.

Larich, Lynada: (ESO) The wife of King Mhorus of Skingrad, who died shortly after she
gave birth to Rislav Larich (1E 448).
Lit.: SINJIN, Rislav the Righteous.

Larich, Mhorus: (ESO) King of Skingrad in the mid 5th century 1E and father of Rislav
Larich.
Lit.: SINJIN, Rislav the Righteous.

Larich, Rislav: (ESO) Fourth son of Queen Lynada and King Mhorus of Skingrad, born in
1E 448, as his eighth child. He was married to Belene, the daughter of King Justinius of
Kvatch (c. 1E 472). After he slained his brother Dorald (c. 1E 478), he was crowned King of
Skingrad and battled Emperor Gorieus.
Lit.: SINJIN, Rislav the Righteous.

Larsius: (ESO) A river in Cyrodiil's Nibenay, floating west of the Niben Bay from Bravil's
north to the southwest to the Elsweyr border. – Cf. → Bravil.
Last King of the Ayleids: (1) (ESO) Research into the Late Ayleid Period suggests that there
was not a single Ayleid ruler, but many. Each city-state had its king, and their power waxed
and waned over the years. There never was a single King of the Ayleids. They were a bitterly
divided people, with many warlords vying against each other for power. Their ultimate
demise was wrought by their own civil strife at least as much as by the rebellion of their
human slaves. The king of Nenalata is the last Ayleid King known to history. He ruled the last
Ayleid city in Cyrodiil during the First Era, three centuries after the Fall of White Gold
Tower. He appears to have ruled for centuries past the fall of all the other Ayleid kingdoms, if
the ancient chronicles are to be believed. The king of Nenalata was the "last" simply because
all the other kings had been destroyed or driven out of Cyrodiil. Very little is known of him,
not even his name.
Lit.: HERMINIA CINNA, The Last King of the Ayleids.

(2) The Last King of the Ayleids: (ESO) Title of a work by Herminia Cinna, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
The Last Scabbard of Akrash: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Tabar Vunqidh, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Last Seed: The eighth month of the Tamrielic calendar (the first fall month; 31 days). – Cf.
→ Month, Time.
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Late Ayleid Period: (ESO) The time from 1E 243 - c. 1E 498.
Lit.: HERMINIA CINNA, The Last King of the Ayleids.

Laughton: (ESO) The name of the captain of the ship → Emma May.
Lavender Sprig: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Lavender plant and component of
Sparkling Honeydew.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Personality
Fortify Willpower
Restore Health
Damage Luck

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: TALAN, Wine Ingredient List.

Law: (ESM) Morrowind is governed under Imperial Law, and under the law and customs of
the Dunmer Great Houses. Conflicts of Imperial and Great House Law are governed under the
Treaty of the Armistice, which reserves most local government functions to the Dunmer Great
House councils. Local Magistrates judge cases and determine sentences; local guards execute
the judgements of the Magistrates and enforce the laws. Verbal assault, pickpocketing, and
trespassing are malfeasances, punishable by fines and compensation of less than 100 drakes,
or by punitive labor. Theft and foul murder are felonies. Theft is punishable by fines and
compensation proportional to the value of the property stolen, or by punitive labor. Foul
murder is punishable by fines and compensation of at least 1000 drakes, or by punitive labor.
Treason is a most serious crime, punished by death. Noble House Dunmer have right of
appeal to the House Councils; Imperial citizens have right of appeal to the King of Morrowind
and his Dukes. By ancient House custom, offended House nobles appealing to House councils
may refuse to accept compensation and may demand death for many crimes.
Do you know what the Legion does with the stolen goods they take off their prisoners? They stick them in
evidence chests, right there in the forts.

Lawman: (ESM) The fourth rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great Houses Hlaalu,
Redoran, and Telvanni.
Lay Healers: (ESM) Lay healers gather ingredients for health and healing potions, and
minister to the sick and hurt in poor and isolated communities. It is difficult and sometimes
dangerous work, but the spiritual rewards are great. If you are interested, speak to Synnolian
Tunifus at the Imperial Chapels in Ebonheart.
Lay Servant: (ESM) Lay servants serve the Imperial cult by doing various tasks. Not a lot of
excitement, but safe, honorable, and rewarding. First you have to join the Imperial cult, then
go to the Imperial Chapels in Ebonheart to get work. See Synnolian Tunifus to become a lay
healer. See Iulus Truptor to become an almoner -- a fund raiser. See Kaye to become a shrine
sergeant -- they do the more dangerous jobs.
Layman: (ESM) The first rank in the Imperial Cult and Vvardenfell's Tribunal Temple
hierarchy.
Lead: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Slowfall

Leafrot Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, south of Fort Cuptor.
Leather: (ESD) Thin and light armor material - perfect for thieves.
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Leech Health: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Absorb Health, 10 points.
Lit.: Leech Health Tome.

Leech Vitality: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Absorb Magicka, 20 points; Absorb Health, 10
points.
Lit.: Leech Vitality Tome.

Leek: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
480,00 Restore Fatigue
Fortify Agility
Damage Personality
Damage Strength

* Septims/Pound

Leftunch: (ESM) The burying place of the Dwemer Lord Ihlendam (d. P.D. 1220).
Lit.: Chronicles of Nchuleft.

Legal Basics: (ESD) Title of a work by Anchivius, which comes in one volume and was
originally published before 3E 406.
The Legend of Krately House: (ESO) Title of a work by Baloth-Kul, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
The Legend of Lovers Lament: (ESD) Title of a work by Croll Baumoval, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 406.
The Legendary City of Sancre Tor: (ESO) Title of a work by Matera Chapel, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
The Legendary Scourge: (ESLB, ESM, ESO) The attributed title of an originally untitled
work, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 399.
Legendary Spell Absorption: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the
Master skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Spell Absorption, 25 points for 25
seconds.
Lit.: Legendary Spell Absorb Tome.

Legendary Spell Reflection: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the
Master skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Reflect Spell, 25 points for 25 seconds.
Lit.: Legendary Spell Reflection Tome.

Legge: (ESM) A cave southwest of the Skaal village, right where Harstrad and Isild River
meet.
Legion: (ESM) See → Imperial Legion.
Legions of the Dead: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Leki: (ESM) (Yokudan pantheon: Saint of the Spirit Sword) Goddess daughter of Tall Papa,
Leki is the goddess of aberrant swordsmanship. The Na-Totambu of Yokuda warred to a
standstill during the mythic era to decide who would lead the charge against the Lefthanded
Elves. Their swordmasters, though, were so skilled in the Best Known Cuts as to be matched
evenly. Leki introduced the Ephemeral Feint. Afterwards, a victor emerged and the war with
the Aldmer began.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.
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Leki, Makela: (ESD) A second level Ansei of the 1st Era who recorded her thoughts in a
memory stone which was found in the Bankorai pass in 1E 973. A reproduction of her
thoughts was published under the title From The Memory Stone of Makela Leki.
Leprosy: (ESD) Leprosy is a serious disease which will slowly waste you away, a little bit
every day, unless you are cured.
A Less Rude Song: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by "Anonymous," which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Lesser Saints: (ESM) The lesser saints of the Temple are: Saint Felms the Bold -- Butchers,
Fishmongers, Saint Llothis the Pious -- Tailors, Dyers, Saint Meris the Peacemaker -Farmers, Laborers, Saint Roris the Martyr -- Furnishers and Caravaners, Saint Aralor the
Penitent -- Tanners and Miners, Saint Delyn the Wise -- Potters, Glassmakers, Saint Olms the
Just -- Sailors, Chandlers, Clerks, Saint Rilms the Barefooted -- Pilgrims, Beggars, and Saint
Seryn the Merciful -- Brewers, Bakers, Distillers.
Letifer Orca Digestive Slime: (ESO) An exotic product from the Letifer Orca plant of
Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Damage Health
Damage Fatigue
Damage Magicka
Restore Fatigue

* Septims/Pound

Lettuce: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
32,00 Restore Fatigue
Restore Luck
Fire Shield
Damage Personality

* Septims/Pound

Levitate: (ESD) Target is able to float above the ground. Governing School: Thaumaturgy.
Causes caster to become weightless and able to float in any direction for the duration. (ESM)
Governing School: Alteration. This effect temporarily enables the target to levitate into the
air. The magnitude is the speed at which the subject can move through the air.
Lex, Hieronymus: (ESO) Watch Captain of the Imperial City, then Captain of the Guard of
Anvil. Hieronymus Lex was the first Captain of the Imperial Watch for 53 years to collect the
taxes from all citizens in the Waterfront district of the city.
Lit.: "New Watch Captain Named" (Black Horse Courier article). "The Poor Burdened by Taxes!" (Black Horse
Courier article). "Daring Waterfront Raid Fails!" (Black Horse Courier article).

Leyawiin Neighborhood Watch: (ESO) A small, select organization of crime fighters. It
goes after the crimes and criminals the Guard overlooks. Cingor is the Captain of the
Leyawiin Neighborhood Watch. Actually, Captain, President, Vice-President, Secretary,
Treasurer, and Sergeant-at-Arms.
Leyawiin: (ESO) Pinned between the provinces of Elsweyr and Black Marsh in the midst of
Blackwood's swampy wildernesses, and guarding the vital passage up the River Niven from
Topal Bay to the Imperial City, lies Leyawiin, a mighty fortress, with tall stone walls and strong
garrisons. Leyawiin has long been a respected county making moderate cultural and economic
contributions to the Empire. The town itself lies on the west bank of the Niben. - Leyawiin is in
a state of transition. Leyawiin must move towards the mainstream of Imperial culture, both in
trade and in political affairs. It has always been a melting pot of races and cultures. Of course,
racial and cultural conflicts produce inefficiencies and confusion... - To the east through two
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gates lies the inner keep and Castle Leyawiin, straddling the deep channels of the river. Marius
Caro, by grace of the Nine, Count Leyawiin. Alessia Caro, the daughter of the righteous and
reliable Countess Arriana Valga of Chorrol, is wife of the Count, Marius Caro. Hlidara Mothril
is Lady Leyawiin's chaplain and chief advisor. She assists Her Ladyship so that her policies
might achieve the greatest possible influence upon the affairs of County Leyawiin. On-Staya
Sundew is Castle Leyawiin's steward and chief advisor to Count Marius Caro. Tsavi is the
Count's Mage and Castle Healer. Caelia Draconis is Captain of the Leyawiin Guard. - The
Chapel of Zenithar lies in the northwest, near the West Gate. Avrus Adas is the priest of
Zenithar at the Leyawiin Chapel. Silana Blandia the Healer of the Leyawiin Chapel. Kantav
Cheynoslin is the Primate of Leywiin, and Zenithar's Advocate. - All the shops, inns, and
guildhalls lie south of the chapel, in the western half of town, except for a fine bookstore and
general trader north of the road traversing the town east-west from West Gate. The Five Claws
Lodge is a nice, clean place. Witseidutsei makes sure of it. She runs a clean establishment. The
Three Sisters Inn is a nice place, but that Shuravi sure is grumpy. The Dividing Line is a good
place to buy a sharp blade. Of course, you're likely to hear some of Tun-Zeeus' stories if you
hang around. Bugak gro-Bol has some good books at Southern Books. S'drassa is trying to
create a potion to cure skooma addiction. - The residential part of town runs along a single wide
north-south boulevard, backed on the east by deep ponds created by impounding one of the
meandering channels of the Niben. - Torval the Pilot is the patron saint of Leyawiin.
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Leyawiin.

Lhotun: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Prince of Sentinel, b. 3E 393. Lhotun is the third child of Queen
Akorithi and the late King Cameron.
Librum of Knowledge: (ESA) See → Oghma Infinium.
Lich: (ESA) These creatures are Wizards who have attempted to cheat Death by prolonging
their life through the use of spells and such, eventually turning themselves into a form of the
undead. Few have ever faced such a creature and lived to tell the tale. It is known that they are
very powerful, able to defeat high level characters easily, and able see the invisible. They are
known to have immunity to most forms of weapons, regeneration capabilities, and any other
powers that would be associated with a 20th+ level mage. You are cautioned, these creatures
are beings of such power that it would be foolhardy to face one without properly preparing
yourself with powerful equipment or artifacts. (MPG) Through years of study in the Black
Arts, the most powerful necromancers in Tamriel have made a bid for immortality by
assuming the form of the Lich. These undead creatures are immune to cold, poison, and
disease, while retaining their mortal skills in the martial and magical arts.

Liches.
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Lich Dust: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1400,00 Fortify Intelligence

Lichor: (ESO) An exotic product from the Mana Bloom plant of Sheogorath's realm.
Time
Province
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
480,00 Restore Magicka

Lie Rock: (ESM) The seventh mythic monster mentioned in The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.
Lifetaker: (ESM) The fifth rank in Vvardenfell's Camonna Tong hierarchy.
Ligen, Erystera: (ESD) Author of Etiquette With Rulers.
Light: (ESD) Bright light source created around target. Governing School: Illusion. Creates a
sphere of light around caster; improving visibility for the duration. (ESM) Governing School:
Illusion. This effect creates a projectile of coherent light. Upon striking a target, the projectile
illuminates the area for the duration of the effect. The light projectile does not cause any damage.
The Light and The Dark: (ESD) Title of a work by Irek Unterge, which comes in one volume
and was originally published between 3E 399 and 3E 406.
Light Armor: (ESM) The light armor discipline is the study and mastery of leather, boiled
leather, chitin, and glass armor styles. Light Armor skill lets you move and defend while
wearing light-weight, flexible armors. To use any style of armor effectively, the wearer must
be trained, conditioned, and skilled in its use. (ESO) Make more effective use of Fur, Leather,
Chainmail, Mithril, Elven, and Glass armors. A Novice of Light Armor has it degrade faster.
An Apprentice of Light Armor has it degrade normally. A Journeyman of Light Armor will
have it degrade 50% slower. A Master of Light Armor will get a 50% armor bonus if wearing
all light armor. An Expert of Light Armor will not be encumbered while wearing it.
Light Armor Repair: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Light Armor Styles: (ESM) See → Armor.
Light the Dragonfires: (ESO) To prove he is the true heir, an emperor must first light the
dragonfires in the Temple of the One in the Imperial City. Only the true heir can light the
dragonfires, and if he has the Amulet of Kings. The very foundation of the Empire is the bond
between god and emperor. Akatosh, the Supreme God of Time, gave the Amulet of Kings to
St. Alessia, the first emperor, as a god-certain test of the true heir. The Great God of All made
a covenant with St. Alessia. So long as a true heir ruled the Empire, the Great God swore to
protect the Empire.
Lighten Load: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Feather, 75 points for 300 seconds.
Lit.: Lighten Load Tome.

Lightning: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Fires ball of lightning at a single target,
delivering high-level damage.
Lightning Ball: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Shock Damage, 20 points in 15 feet for 2 seconds.
Lit.: Lightning Ball Tome.

Lightning Blast: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Shock Damage, 70 points.
Lit.: Lightning Blast Tome.
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Lightning Bolt: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Shock Damage, 35 points.
Lit.: Lightning Bolt Tome.

Lightning Grasp: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Shock Damage, 45 points.
Lit.: Lightning Grasp Tome.

Lightning Shield: (ESM) This effect creates a shield of elemental shock around the subject's
entire body. The spell adds its magnitude to the subject's Armor Rating, and also greatly
reduces damage from shock attacks. (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires
the Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Shock Shield, 20% for 30
seconds.
Lit.: Lightning Shield Tome.

Lightning Surge: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Shock Damage, 80 points.
Lit.: Lightning Surge Tome.

Lightning Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Shock Damage, 12 points for 6 seconds;
Weakness to Shock, 75% for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Lightning Touch Tome.

Lightning Wall: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Expert skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Shock Shield, 30% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Lightning Wall Tome.

Light-powered Magery: (ESD) A character with light-powered magery may have severe
limitations on its magic use at night, in dungeons, or inside buildings. The light-powered
mage may be entirely unable to cast spells, or find that spells have a tendency to fizzle or
work at lesser capacity.
Lillandril: (ESA) City-State on the northern coasts of the province of Sumurset. Outside the
city lies a Temple of the Mad God. (ESAR) A port city on the Northern shore of Summerset
Isle. (ESO) City on the High Elven home of Sumerset Isle.
Lilmoth: (ESA) City-State in the province of Black Marsh. Lilmoth seems gloomy and
forbidding. This city it is rumored, holds much under its streets.
Liminal Bridges. A Discourse On The Theory and Praxis of Travelling Between Mundus
and Oblivion: (ESO) Title of a work by Camilonwe of Alinor, which comes in one volume
and was published before or in 3E 433.
Lindai: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the west of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, east of Chorrol. The
Ayleid city of Lindai was a bitter rival to Nenalata, the city of the so-called "Last King of the
Ayleids."
Lipsand Tarn: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the far north of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, in the
far north of Chorrol.
Lisandus: See → Lysandus.
Listener: (ESO) The eighth (and thus highest) rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy. See
also → Dark Brotherhood.
Literacy: (ESM) Literacy is fundamental to the Empire. "If the Empire wants to keep
Morrowind, we must teach the Dunmer to read. And we must teach them about our common
heritage."
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Lithnilian: (ESO) An Altmer researcher who was the first person to discover Welkynd
Stones growing outside the Ayleid underground communities. He spent nearly a decade and
all his money crossing Cyrodiil and exploring the many natural caves dotting her landscape
until he finally found some in Bramblepoint Cave in 3E 433.
Lit.: LITHNILIAN, Research Notes.

The Liturgy of Affliction: (ESO) Title of Anias Gael's transcription of a collection of Vexis
Velruan's writings, which is said to exist in Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume.
Allegedly it was published before or in 3E 433.
Lives of the Saints: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Living Gods: (ESM) "Almalexia and Vivec have always been among us -- our fathers and
forefathers to many generations -- living and speaking gods and ancestors, guardians and
heroes. Sotha Sil is the Father of Mysteries, and always kept to himself, but long ago even He
used to appear now and then. That's the difference between the Temple and the Western
faiths. We have gods who were once mortals. They understand what it is like to live, eat,
sleep, suffer, worry... and to fear death."
The Living Woods: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which is said to exist in
Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E
433.
Lizard Men: (ESA) Once thought to be distant cousins of the Argonians, it was soon evident
that these lizard men had nothing human within them whatsoever. They are a race of
carnivorous reptiles, whose use of language stretches only far enough to communicate the
location of their prey to the rest of their hunting party, which then move to attack and feed.
Lizard's Head: (ESM) An inn in the Telvanni Compound of Vivec (Morrowind, Vvardenfell
District) where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Llaleth, Alla: (ESM) Author of The Marksmanship Lesson.
Llando Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's
Ashlands, southwest of the Dunmer stronghold Valenvaryon.
Lleran Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Bitter Coast region, just south of the end of the foyada Mamaea.
Lleromo: (ESM, ESO) King of Farrun and father of Princess Rakma (early 2nd century 3E).
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Llervu Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the northeast of Vvardenfell's
West Gash, south of Ald Velothi.
Llethan, Athyn: (ESM) King of Morrowind and Duke of Mournhold from 3E 392 to 3E 427,
the direct predecessor of King Hlaalu Helseth, his great-nephew. Barenziah, former Queen of
Morrowind and direct predecessor of Athyn Llethan, is Llethan's niece and King Hlaalu
Helseth's mother. At the time of Llethan's death he was married with Ravani. He had no sons
or daughters, but a young nephew, who also was his protege, Talen Vandas, who was
accidentally killed in 3E 426 while hunting.
Llethri, Garisa: (ESM) A Dunmer warrior, Lord of The northern Ashlands, and Councilor of
Morrowind's Great House Redoran in 3E 426. He lived in Ald'ruhn-under-Skar in Llethri
Manor, the last manor on the left as one entered Skar, between the Redoran Council Hall and
Sarethi Manor.
Lit.: Red Book of Great House Redoran (ed. 3E 426).
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Llivam's Reversal: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the Expert skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Reflect Spell, 15% for 20 seconds; Spell Absorption,
10 points for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Llivam's Reversal Tome.

Llothis: See → Saint Llothis.
Llykith, Mera: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Mystery of Princess Talara.
Lloramor Spines: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Spiny Lloramor plant.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
Spell Absorption
Invisibility
Poison
Detect Enchantment

* Septims/Pound

Locanda: (ESD) "The three stars of Locanda glowed last night. That stands for unholy
alliances."
Lock: (ESD) Locks chest or door to a lock-level equal to the caster's level. (ESM) Governing
School: Alteration. This effect locks a container or door. The magnitude of the effect is the
lock level placed on the container or door. The effect has no duration; the container or door
remains locked until unlocked by key, pick, or spell.
The Locked Room: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Porbert Lyttumly, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Lockpicking: Lockpicking is a skill automatically checked whenever one attempts to pick the
lock on a door or a chest.
Lockpicks: (ESM) Lockpicks are used to open locked doors and other locked containers.
Locksmiths use these devices when the owner has lost his keys. Professionals of another sort
use lockpicks for less honorable purposes.
Lockpicks come in several grades of quality and only have a limited number of uses. Every attempt to pick a
lock counts as a use for that lockpick. Higher quality picks and probes are definitely worth their higher price. But
keep cheaper ones around as well for the easier locks and traps. Also be sure to find a good source for buying
these instruments. Noble families often aren't around to watch their manors so they lock everything up. This
makes them a wonderful opportunity to practice your skill at picking locks in the privacy of someone else's
house. If you successfully pick the lock, you will then be able to open the door or container. And of course, don't
neglect to check the contents of that chest after you pick it.

Locvar: (ESO) A barbarian tribe which raided the tiny Summurset Isle farming village of
Tyrigel on the banks of the river Caomus in the ancient days of Asliel Direnni.
Lit.: VORIAN DIRENNI, De Rerum Dirennis.

Lodestone: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
7,50
Jumping
Resist Shock

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Resist Shock.

Lokheim: (ESO) Chronicler to the chieftain Ingjaldr White-Eye and author of Fall of the
Snow Prince.
Lomis: (ESO) Author of Textual Comparison of Gor Felim's A Hypothetical Treachery with
Marobar Sul's Ancient Tales of the Dwemer.
Lit.: HASPHAT ANTABOLIS, "Marobar Sul and the Trivialization of the Dwemer in Popular Culture", in:
Collected Essays on Dwemer History and Culture.
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Lonely Suitor Lodge: (ESO) An inn in Bravil (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 10 gold a
night.
Long Blade: (1) (ESD) Long Blade is a skill checked whenever one attempts to strike a target
with a long-bladed, slashing weapons such as claymores, longswords, and katans. (ESLB)
Governing attribute: Strength. Characters with this skill are proficient in using long-bladed,
slashing weapons. (ESM) The long blade weapon discipline is the study and mastery of the
broadsword, saber, longsword, claymore, katana, and dai-katana weapon styles. To use any
style of weapon effectively, the user must be trained, conditioned, and skilled in its use. (2)
(ESM) The broadsword, saber, longsword, and claymore are Western weapons. The katana
and dai-katana are Akaviri-style blades. Long blades, one-handed or two-handed, and the
most common weapons here. The claymore and dai-katana are two-handed weapons, and
relatively heavy and slow; the rest are one-handed. Rank them by effectiveness as
broadsword, saber, longsword, katana, claymore, and dai-katana, with broadsword least
effective.
Long Bow: (ESD, ESLB) A five- to six-foot-tall bow, used with arrows. (ESM) A powerful
but demanding weapon, the long bow is historically associated with Altmer aristocrats and
Bosmer hunters. The less-powerful bonemold long bow of Morrowind is traditionally a
noble's hunting weapon, but has been adopted for wider use by many outlander sportsmen and
mercenaries.
Long Sword: See → Longsword.
Longbow of Augmented Smiting: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of blunt
weapon, and, when striking a target, causes Medium Magic Damage.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Longbow of Furious Smiting: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of blunt weapon,
casts the spell of Medium Shield, and provides the preternatural Blessing of Athleticism when
equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Longbow of Scars: (ESLB) Causes Rapid, Minor Continuous Damage to Target, and gifts its
owner with special insight into the disciplines of alteration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Longbow of Starkhorn's Smiting: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of blunt
weapon, and, when equipped, confers a measure of Resistance to Magic for its owner.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Longbow of Sweet Airs: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Cure Poison, and is schooled with crafts
of alteration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Longbow of the Unnatural Essence: (ESLB) Engenders Medium Poison Damage, and is
informed by the arts of destruction.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Longhaven: (ESA) Town in the province of Valenwood.
Longleat, Sathyr: (ESD, ESO) Author of Wayrest, Jewel of the Bay, and Bravil: Daughter of
the Niben.
Longmont: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Longsword: (also Long Sword) (ESD) A sword with a five-foot-long double-edged blade.
(ESLB) A relatively light sword with a three-foot long, double-edged blade, effective in most
modes of attack. (ESM) The longsword is the standard officer's weapon in the Legions, and a
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noble's weapon in the West. In Morrowind, glass, ebony, and Daedric longswords are
precious heirlooms passed down through generations of noble warriors in a Great House.
Longsword of Augmented Golden Wisdom: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the
skills of alteration, and does Minor Fire Damageto the enemy.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Longsword of Augmented Surprise: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
backstabbing, and does Major Fire Damage to the enemy.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Longsword of Auricular Wisdom: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
alteration, and casts the spell of Minor Cure Health, and provides the preternatural Blessing of
Athleticism when equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Longsword of Exposure: (ESLB) Causes Minor Poison Damage, and partakes of the
excellence of swimming.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Longsword of Iniquitous Surprise: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
backstabbing, and casts the spell of Major Cure Health, and provides the preternatural
Blessing of Athleticism when equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Longsword of Starkhorn's Golden Wisdom: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the
skills of alteration, and gives some Resistance to Frost when equipped by the owner.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Longsword of the Eye of the Worldt: (ESLB) Enchanted with the spell of Detect Spell, and
is informed by the arts of illusion.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Longsword of the Noble Flesh: (ESLB) Provides castings of the spell Resistance to Poison,
and gifts its owner with special insight into the disciplines of blunt weapon.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Longsword of Winter's Winds: (ESLB) Causes Minor Frost Damage, and is schooled with
crafts of mysticism.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Longvale: (ESA) Town in the province of Valenwood.
Lor, Tetronius: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Author of Mysticism. The Unfathomable Voyage.
Lord: (1) (ESM) Constellation of The Lord with a Prime Aspect of Masser. Those born under
the sign of The Lord can regenerate Health, but are weak to fire. (ESO) Lord's Season is First
Seed and he oversees all of Tamriel during the planting. Those born under the sign of the
Lord are stronger and healthier than those born under other signs, but are vulnerable to fire.
The Lord shall prove a faithful patron in your quest for glory.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

(2) (ESM) The eighth rank in the hierarchy of Vvardenfell's vampiric clans Aundae, Berne,
and Quarra.
Lord Dagoth: (ESM) See → Dagoth Ur.
Lord High Chancellor of the Elder Council: (ESO) The head of the Elder Council, de facto
the ruler of the Empire when there is no emperor.
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Lord Jornibret's Last Dance: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published traditional,
which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Lord Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located high above the Brena River, north of the
Ayleid ruin Niryastare, near the Hammerfell border. Gives the greater power Ysmir's Scales,
which provides a frost resistance and fortifies the Light and Heavy Armor skills.
Lord's Mail: (ESA) Before her death it is said that Kynareth foresaw many needs coming to
the land. To aid any person who would take such a need upon their shoulders Kynareth
created the Lord's Mail, said to be able to cure its wearer of any injury. To guard this artifact
from those who would plunder her crypt, she secreted it in a location known only to her.
Whenever a great need appears upon the land, so does the Lord's Mail. That's how that
warrior, Morihaus, got it first. It's location, and the crypt of Kynareth are always different.
(ESA, ESD) The Lord's Mail, sometimes called the Armor of Morihaus, the Gift of Kynareth,
is an ancient cuirass of unsurpassable quality. It grants the wearer the power to regenerate lost
health, resist the effects of spells, and cure oneself of poison when used. It is said that
whenever Kynareth deigns the wearer unworthy, the Lord's Mail will be taken away and
hidden for the next chosen one. (ESM, ESO) Sometimes called the Armor of Morihaus or the
gift of Kynareth, this is an ancient cuirass of unsurpassable quality. It grants the wearer power
to absorb health, resist the effects of spells, and cure oneself of poison when used. It is said
that whenever Kynareth deigns the wearer unworthy, the Lord's Mail will be taken away and
hidden for the next chosen one. (ESM) It has been kept in a Shrine on the lower level of the
Imperial Commission in Ebonheart, but was recently stolen. Mournhold’s Museum of
Artifacts offers 30,000 gold for it.
Time
3E 399

Province
n/a

3E 427

Morrowind

Value
n/a

Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Restore Health
Cure Poison
Resist Magicka
190.000,00 30,00
Cure Poison
Resist Magicka

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Lorkhan: (ESM) (Altmeri, Bosmeri and Dunmeri pantheon: The Missing God) This CreatorTrickster-Tester deity is in every Tamrielic mythic tradition. His most popular name is the
Aldmeri 'Lorkhan', or Doom Drum. He convinced or contrived the Original Spirits to bring
about the creation of the mortal plane, upsetting the status quo -- much like his father
Padomay had introduced instability into the universe in the Beginning Place. After the world
is materialized, Lorkhan is separated from his divine center, sometimes involuntarily, and
wanders the creation of the et'Ada. He and his metaphysical placement in the 'scheme of
things' is interpreted a variety of ways. In Morrowind, for example, he is a being related to the
Psijiic Endeavor, a process by which mortals are charged with transcending the gods that
created them. To the High Elves, he is the most unholy of all higher powers, as he forever
broke their connection to the spirit plane. In the legends, he is almost always an enemy of the
Aldmer and, therefore, a hero of early Mankind.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. The Monomyth. Spirit of Nirn. AICANTAR OF
SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man. FAL DROON, The Lunar Lorkhan. ID., The Dragon Break Reexamined. The
Five Songs of King Wulfharth. Sithis. The Anticipations.

Lorkhaj: (ESM) (Elsweyr pantheon: Moon Beast) Pre-ri'Datta Dynasty Anaquinine deity,
easily identified with the Missing God, Lorkhan.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.
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Lost Boy Cavern: (ESO) A cavern in the east of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, northwest of Lake
Canulus.
Lost Histories of Tamriel: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
several volumes and was published before or in 3E 433.
Lost Kogoruhn: (ESM) See → Kogoruhn.
Lost Prophecies: (ESM) There are Nerevarine prophecies that have been lost. The Seven
Curses. And others. Some are forgotten. Some hidden. Some deliberately lost. The wise
women are the memory of the Velothi people. But it is a faulty memory, and we are mortal,
and our knowledge dies with us. But we hear that the Dissident Priests of the Temple study
our Nerevarine prophecies, and record them in books. Such written words never die.
Lot of Fate: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Medium Continuous Damage to the victim.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Lover: (ESM) Constellation of The Lover with a Prime Aspect of Secunda. Those born under
the sign of The Lover have increased agility and can paralyze others with a kiss. (ESO) Lover
is one of the Thief's Charges and her season is Sun's Dawn. Those born under the sign of the
Lover are graceful and passionate and can paralyze others with a kiss. The Lover shall
sweeten your journey as you confront your fate.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

Lover Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located east of the Yellow Road on the south
bank of the Silverfish River, east-southeast of the Imperial Bridge Inn and west-southwest of
Peryite's shrine. Gives the greater power Lover's Bower, which fortifies Personality and Luck.
Low Tolerance: (ESD) A character with low tolerance for a certain dangerous agent usually
takes maximum damage from exposure to it, and can seldom absorb spells or other effects
that use the agent. (ESLB) This disadvantage means the character suffers increased damage or
effect from raw magicka, fire, frost, shock, or poison.
Luck: (ESD) Luck is a powerful modifier to any action you take. There are no skills in which
luck is the primary attribute, but your odds of succeeding in any skill trial is modified by your
luck. Luck has a small effect on most any action you perform, from aiming an arrow to
grilling a Thieves' Guild stooge. (ESLB) Luck has a small effect on most actions the character
performs, from aiming an arrow to talking to people. The higher the Luck, the better the
modifiers on the character's actions. (ESM) A creature's luck is its property of aligning itself
with the subtle currents of fate and destiny. This is the most subtle of fundamental attributes,
and can only be judged by observation of the favorable and unfavorable outcomes of a
creature's actions over a long period of time. Luck has an effect on everything you do, but
governs no skills. (ESO) Luck is an attribute which has an effect on everything you do, but
which governs no skills.
Lucky Lockup: (ESM) An inn in Balmora (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District) where you can
sleep for 10 gold a night.
Lucky Old Lady: (ESO) For as long as people have lived in Bravil, the statue of the Lucky
Old Lady has been considered a symbol of good fortune. Stop by, and the Lady may grant her
blessing.
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The Lucky Old Lady of Bravil.

Lukesturm Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the southeast of Solstheim, on the eastern
side of the mound in the Felsaad Coast region south of Thirsk.
Luminous Russula: (ESM) Luminous russula is a squat, mottled-brown-and-green toadstool
mushroom of the Bitter Coast region with modest magical properties.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
5,00
Water Breathing
Drain Fatigue
Poison

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: AJIRA, Mushrooms of the Bitter Coast.

Lunar Chills: (ESD) An unusual disease, often mistaken for Gray Fever. It can be cured with
Hoar Frost Root.
The Lunar Lorkhan: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Fal Droon, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Lusign, Maqamat: (ESM, ESO) A famous tapestrist who was interviewed in vol. XVII of the
series Interviews With Tapestrists. He was a contemporary of the famous Khajiti tapestrist
Cherim.
The Lusty Argonian Maid: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work by Crassius
Curio, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Luther Broad's Boarding House: (ESO) An inn in the Elven Gardens district of the Imperial
City (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Lycanthropes: (ESD) These cursed creatures are men by day, completely indistinguishable
from "normal" men, and savage half-beast predators when the moon is full. VARNARD
KARESSEN in his On Lycanthropy lists seven documented forms of lycanthropy in Tamriel:
"In Black Marsh and southern Morrowind, werecrocodiles stalk the swamps. Black Marsh
also shares with the Imperial Province and the wetter parts of Elsweyr the vile presence of
werelions. Valenwood's werevultures are not found in any other province. The wereboar has
found both the climates of High Rock and Hammerfell amenable. The werebear is the most
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common lycanthrope in Skyrim, and is also found in the northern parts of High Rock, the
Imperial Province, and Morrowind. The werewolf can be found in every province. The
seventh lycanthrope is a wereshark that roams the oceans around Tamriel." At least two
lycanthropes are common to the Iliac Bay environs: the werewolf and the wereboar. The
werewolf is only found in the woodlands of High Rock and rarely in the jungles of
Hammerfell, but the wereboar is found everywhere, and is the more fearsome opponent.
Neither seems to be capable of a thought beyond bloodlust, and both are impervious to
common weaponry. Their claws are keen as razors and are somehow capable of transmitting
the dreaded lyconthropy to those it strikes. Sometimes the effects are hardly noticeable. In
three days' time, the victim will become a werewolf himself. During these three days a simple
Cure Disease spell can stop the infection. Lycanthropy can be cured shortly after infection,
but after that time, the victim is doomed. On the other hand, a coven of witches in the
Glenpoint foothills of High Rock are rumored to have a cure (see → Rite of the Wolf Giver). While lycanthropy is a relatively simple disease for most temples to treat, few who survive a
wereboar attack are likely to do more than be thankful and rest for several days. It is ironic to
count your blessings when you have just been cursed.
Lit.: VARNARD KARESSEN, On Lycanthropy.
(ESA) There's a physician of some sort in the wilds of Valenwood who found a cure for lycanthropy. - (ESD)
Werewolves do not revert to their human forms upon death, despite what legends will tell you. - In Skyrim, it is
an old tradition to rub canis root on the trees surrounding your house as a ward against werebears. - (ESM)
Fewer and fewer werewolves have been seen since the Mortrag Glacier fell.

Lynpar March: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
Lyrezi: (ESD) A vampiric tribe of High Rock, whose territory comprises Menevia, Alcaire,
Koegria, Orsinium, the Wrothgarian Mountains, and the Isle of Balfiera. Their declared
enemy is the → Garlythi tribe. – Cf. → Vampirism.
Lysandus: (ESD) King of Daggerfall, b. 3E 314, d. 3E 403. (Officially) Lysandus was killed
under mysterious circumstances at the beginning of the Battle of Cryngaine Field, at the end
of the War of Betony. His widow is Mynisera, the Dowager Queen of Daggerfall. His son and
successor is Gothryd, King of Daggerfall. Lysandus' mother is Nulfaga, the so-called Mad
Witch.
Lit.: FAV'TE, The War of Betony. - VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony. - VORIAN DIRENNI, De Rerum
Dirennis.

Lythandas, Rythe: (ESO) One of Cyrodiil's most noted landscape painters of the 3rd Era. His
speciality is setting the Great Forest to canvas. The paintings look so amazingly real that some
say they can see the trees sway in the breeze. At the end of the 3rd Era he lived in Cheydinhal.
Lit.: Cyrodil's Greatest Painter Safe! (Black Horse Courier special edition).

Lyttumly, Porbert: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Author of Banker's Bet and The Locked Room.
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M
Maar Gan: (ESM) Maar Gan is a small Redoran eggmining village in the northern Ashlands, north
of Ald'ruhn, close to Foyada Bani-Dad, the Ghostfence, on the plains beneath Red Mountain.
Monsters have been breaking through the Ghostfence here and attacking the villagers. Fortunately,
monster fighters have answered the call for volunteers to come help protect Maar Gan. Pilgrims of
the Tribunal Temple come to visit the Maar Gan Tower shrine where Lord Vivec outwitted the Bad
Daedra Lord Mehrunes Dagon. Tralas Rendas and Salen Ravel are the Tribunal priests at the Tower
shrine. The famous Maar Gan pilgrimage site, is on the east, surrounded by a wall and three watch
towers. Maar Gan has several priests -- two at the Tower shrine and one at the Maar Gan Outpost.
They also have a Redoran smith, master-at-arms, drillmaster, and scout at the Outpost. The Maar
Gan Outpost is on the southwest side, by the West Gate and the strider port. Alds Baro is the smith
and ranking Redoran at the Maar Gan Outpost. Andus Tradehouse is up the steps and through the
gate at the northwest end of the village. Manse Andus is the publican of Andus Tradehouse and
rents rooms and sells food and sundries. Miles Gloriosus, famous questing swordsman and monsterslayer, is taking his lodgings there while he hunts the blight creatures plaguing the village. A road
runs from Ald'ruhn towards Gnisis to the northwest and Maar Gan to the north. Take the right
branch at the fork to reach Maar Gan. But it is a long and difficult road, and outlanders may get lost.
Silt strider service goes to Ald'ruhn, Gnisis, and Khuul. The main road south to Ald'ruhn runs
farthest west; the back road runs closer to Red Mountain.
Maar Gan had a lot of trouble with blight monsters escaping through the Ghostfence and attacking the village
and outlying settlements. The Temple and House Redoran has called for volunteers to come help protect Maar
Gan from monster attacks. Talk to the priests at the shrine if you might be willing to help. And talk to the
volunteers who are lodging at the Andus Tradehouse.

Mababi: (ESM) A Veothi tower west of Nchuleftingth.
Maba-Ilu: (ESM) A cave southeast of Mawia.
Mabrigash: (ESM) A mabrigash is an Ashlander witch-warrior, a renegade wise woman who
has forsaken the established rules of behavior for an Ashlander woman to become a master of
dark magic and the weapons of war. By secret rituals the mabrigash steals a man's vital
essence and makes herself a powerful sorcerer and warrior. The manifestation of her dark
power is called a 'ghost snake' that paralyzes and drains a victim's vitality.
Mace: (ESD, ESLB) A war club with a spiked ball on its head. (ESLB) Especially effective
against skeletons. (ESM) The mace is a favored weapon of the Western knight and crusader,
combined with a standard shield. Dwemer and Daedric maces, superb weapons, but expensive
and rare, are prized heirlooms of the Dunmer Great House nobility.

Collection of maces. From left to right: Adamantium, Daedric, Dwemer, Ebony, Iron, Nordic Silver, Steel.
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Mace Etiquette: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one volume
and was published before or in 3E 433.
Mace of Aevar Stone-Singer: (ESM) A Skaal artifact.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
50.000,00 90,00
Frost Damage

Mace of Dancing Fate: (ESLB) Wreaks Major Shock Damage, and gifts its owner with
special insight into the disciplines of restoration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Mace of Molag Bal: (ESD) Also known as the Vampire's Mace, the Mace of Molag Bal
drains its victims of spell points and gives them to the bearer. If the victim has no spell points,
he is drained of strength, which is also transferred to the wielder. Using the Mace of Molag
Bal can actually give its bearer more spell points or more strength than he would have fully
rested. However, these bonus points are temporary. Molag Bal has been quite free with his
artifact. There are many legends about the mace. It seems to be a favorite for vanquishing
mad wizards.
The Mace of Molag Bal steals magicka from its victims. The Mace of Molag Bal, or the Vampire's Mace to the
layman, is a conduit for magical energy to flow into the bearer.

(ESM, ESO) Also known as the Vampire's Mace, the Mace of Molag Bal drains its victims of
magicka and gives it to the bearer. It also has the ability to transfer an enemy's strength to its
wielder. Molag Bal has been quite free with his artifact. There are many legends about the
Mace. It seems to be a favorite for vanquishing wizards. (ESM) Mournhold’s Museum of
Artifacts offers 17,500 gold for it.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
25.000,00 45,00
Absorb Strength
Absorb Magicka
4.000,00 2,81
Absorb Strength
Absorb Magicka

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Mace of Odious Disorder: (ESLB) Engenders Slow, Medium Continuous Damage to Target,
and is schooled with crafts of restoration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Mace of Slurring: (ESM) It was crafted near the end of the Second Age by Kyanka, a
slightly deranged Altmer weaponsmith and enchanter. He had a rather warped sense of
humor, and apparently delighted at the thought of reducing opponents to a gibbering mess
before crushing them to death. The mace has, admittedly, seen little use.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
20.000,00 23,00
Drain Speechcraft

Mace of Starkhorn's Horny Fist: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of hand-to-hand,
and, when in use by the owner, provides a modest Resistance to Fire.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Mace of the Augmented Horny Fist: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of hand-tohand, and causes Major Frost Damage to a victim on contact.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Mace of the Crusader: (ESO) See → Mace of Zenithar.
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Mace of the Furious Horny Fist: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of hand-to-hand,
and casts the spell of Teleport, and provides the preternatural Blessing of Athleticism when
equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Mace of Vengeance: (ESLB) Wreaks Major Magic Damage, and partakes of the excellence
of thaumaturgy.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Mace of Zenithar: (ESO) Legends say that when Pelinal Whitestrake was slain by the
Ayleids, a messenger carried the Mace to the human settlement of Leyawiin as a message.
Centuries later, the master craftsman Saint Kaladas built the Chapel of Zenithar in Leyawiin
as a tribute to the legend. Below the Chapel of Zenithar in Leyawiin there is a shrine to the
great craftsman. When Saint Kaladas was laid to rest, those who prayed to Zenithar at his
tomb began to receive visions of the Mace of the Crusader. Those seeking the Mace must pray
before the shrine.
Mackamentain: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the center of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, north of Fort
Flecia.
Mackkan: (ESO) See → Daedric Scourge.
Mad Pelagius: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in smaller High Rock villages on the 2nd of
Sun's Dawn. (ESD) Mad Pelagius is a silly little tradition in High Rock in a mock memorial to
Pelagius Septim II, one of the maddest emperors in recent history. He died about 350 years
ago, so the Septims since have taken it with good humor.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay. - TSATHENES, The Madness of Pelagius.

Madas Grotto: (ESM) A grotto northeast of Ald Redaynia.
Madas-Zebba Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine northeast of Shara.
Madness: (ESM) See → Soul sickness.
The Madness of Pelagius: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Tsathenes, which comes in
one volume and was originally published between 3E 199 and 3E 405. A revised edition was
published between 3E 406 and 3E 427.
Madness Ore: (ESO) Madness Ore is often found in ruins of ancient civilizations. It is
rumored that a smith in New Sheoth is able to fashion weapons and armor from Madness Ore.
Madstone: (ESM) An enchanted heirloom of the Ahemmusa tribe, which is a sign to all
Dunmer that the Ahemmusa have named the bearer Nerevarine. The Madstone of the
Ahemmusa is a protection against the spells of witch-warriors. When you use it, and touch
your enemy, it causes the voices of the ancestors to cry out in his head, confusing him, and
fuddling his witcheries. When you use the Madstone, the ancestors also cry out in your ears,
so you, too, are made mad by their wailing. It is the Madstone. Perhaps it will not please a
wizard, but it may greatly please a warrior.
Maelkashishi: (ESM) A Daedric shrine on the western edge of the mountains west of Maar
Gan. Travel to Ald Velothi and head east past the Daedric ruin of Ashalmawia. Continue due
east until you reach the mountains. Then follow the trails south until you see another Daedric
ruin.
Maelstrom of Bal: (ESO) A whirlpool in the Abecean Sea.
Maelu Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine west of Falensarano.
Maesa-Shammus Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine north of Nchardumz.
Mafala: (ESM) Khajiiti name of → Mephala.
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Mage: (1) (Constellation) (ESAR) Also known as the Wizard and (among the Dwemer) the
Mechanist. (ESM) Constellation of The Mage with a Prime Aspect of Masser. (ESO) Mage is
a Guardian Constellation whose Season is Rain's Hand when magicka was first used by men.
His Charges are the Apprentice, the Golem, and the Ritual. Those born under the Mage have
more magicka and talent for all kinds of spellcasting, but are often arrogant and absentminded. The Mage shall light your way on the paths of glory.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

(2) (ESA) Mages are born and bred for manipulating magic. They may not wear armor or use
shields. They may however use a limited assortment of weapons. They depend upon spells for
offensive and defensive power. (ESD) Mages are those that devote their lives to the study and
practice of the arcane magical arts. An experienced mage can be a deadly force to reckon
with. Thaumaturgists, mystics, enchanters, conjurers - all great specialist spellcasters are, at
their core, mages. Mages spend years studying the six schools of magicka, combining and
juxtaposing them to create effects beyond the ken. Intelligence is important for mages, as their
spells are powered by magicka "pools" based on intelligence. A high willpower is necessary
for spells to be successfully cast. The skills most important to a Mage are: All Schools of
Magicka -- Mysticism, Alteration, Thaumaturgy, Illusion, Destruction, and Restoration.
(ESLB) Thaumaturgists, mystics, enchanters, conjurers - all are specialist spellcasters and all
are mages. A mage spends many years training and studying the six schools of magicka,
leaving behind most all other pursuits. In the end, a mage of experience and mastery wields
supernatural power to rival any other class. A high Intelligence grants the mage a greater pool
of magical energy for spells. Furthermore, a high Willpower grants the mage greater success
at casting and resisting spells. (ESM) Most mages claim to study magic for its intellectual
rewards, but they also often profit from its practical applications. Varying widely in
temperament and motivation, mages share but one thing in common: an avid love of
spellcasting. If you want to know everything there is to know about being a mage and want to
talk to an expert in the trade, patient, and well-spoken, talk to Estirdalin at the Balmora Mages
Guild. He's smart, friendly, and ready to talk. (ESO) Prefering to use their extensive
knowledge of all things magical, they wield a might more powerful than the sharpest blade.
(ESM) If you want to make your mark as a mage, you haven't got much choice. It's the Mages Guild or nothing.
Oh, you can pick up experience and education from the Temple or the Imperial cult, but in the settled West, the
Mages Guild has all the best people, best libraries and facilities, best work opportunities. Of course, all the real
wizards are Telvanni Dunmer, out on the east coast. But they are all either cranky or crazy or just plain mean.
You got to be tough just to talk with those wizard-lords.
(ESM) "I am a mage. My study is the destruction and alteration of the visible and invisible world. I study magic
for its pure intellectual challenge and rewards, but I am paid in gold for the practical applications of my
knowledge. I defend myself with spells of the College of Destruction, and leap, swim, and levitate with the spells
of the College of Alteration. I sell spells, and I am a spellmaker who creates spells to your specifications. I can
also teach you in my skills, for a fee."

Mage Classes: (ESA) Wizards and their subclasses use and manipulate the essence of magic.
They are, at high levels, some of the most powerful characters, mainly because of the wide
variety of spells they can employ. Wizards and their subclasses use Intelligence and
Willpower as their governing statistics.
Mage Disciplines: (ESM) The nine disciplines traditionally associated with the Mages Guild
are: enchant, destruction, alteration, illusion, conjuration, mysticism, restoration, alchemy,
and unarmored.
Mage Lord: (ESM) The official title of the Councilors of Vvardenfell's Great House
Telvanni.
Mage Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located north of the headwaters of the Silverfish
River. Gives the greater power Magicka Manifold, which fortifies Magicka.
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Mage's Staff: (ESO) Every mage carries a staff. It is crafted and enchanted by the guild, and
is a symbol of status. Enchanting staves can be a tricky business. It's more symbolic than
practical, but each carries great significance to its owner. The wood used for staves comes
from a grove to the northeast of the Imperial City, near Wellspring Cave. Only certain spells
will be truly useful to ist bearer. - There are three schools: Destruction, Illusion, or Mysticism.
You have three choices for what type of damage you'd like it to do: Fire, Frost, or Shock. If
you choose Fire, the staff will be capable of creating fireballs, if Frost, it will give ist bearer
power over ice, if Shock, it will let ist bearer wield the power of lightning. There are three
options for Illusion magic. They are Charm, Paralyze, and Silence. With Illusion, the bearer
can manipulate people's opinions, if Paralyze, ist bearer will be able to freeze opponents in
their tracks for a short time. With Silence, it'll render others incapable of using magic against
its bearer. There are three things I can enchant the staff with: Soul Trap, Telekinesis, and
Dispel. A staff of Soul Trap will allow ist bearer to trap the souls of enemies he defeats, if he
can do so before the effect wears off. Telekinesis will allow its bearer to manipulate objects
normally out of his reach - a handy, and often amusing, spell. Dispel will allow ist bearer to
nullify magic protecting his enemies.
Magebane: (DC) A poison made of Ectoplasm, Werewolf's Blood, and Ruby, which damages
the victim's Speed and Willpower.
Mages Guild: (ESA) The Mages Guild is the center of magical study for all those of spell
casting potential and the one area where you can improve your skills in magic. They perform
many services to those who have the money to pay including selling potions, selling magical
items, helping mages create spells, and selling spells for spellbooks. The strength of these
potions or items, or the selection spells that can be bought, depend upon the level of the mage
in charge of the particular guild you are visiting. They are a powerful force in the world of
Tamriel, often searching for lost artifacts or treasures. It is said by some that the Mages
Guilds have many secrets, including the location of some legendary places, and that the
Mages' Guild is a beneficent organization, but deadly when crossed. (ESD) The Mages Guild
is an inter-provincial organization under a council of five archmagisters, dedicated to the
study and application of magicka. It is the official center of magical study in Tamriel. Most
major towns have a bureau of the Guild where they sell spells and magical items, in addition
to their studies. As the premier research institution in the Empire of Tamriel, the Mages Guild
employs a number of mystics and scholars all over the land. It's an organization for all
varieties of spellcasters to get together and teach each other, a school and a club for mages
who are already pretty good to make them even better. It's been around for at least a thousand
years. About the Cabal of the Mages Guild not much is known. It is generally supposed that
their power comes from summoning great Daedra lords and princes.You have to already be
pretty decent to get in, but even non-members can use some of their services. As an
apprentice of the Mages' Guild, you can use the spellmaker, and get training in any of the
guild skills. Later, you will become eligible use the library, buy magical items, and even make
your own. They do not take neophyte magicians. Only scholars who have devoted themselves
to at least one of the magical sciences are permitted. They only accept members with a certain
extant skill in at least one of the magical sciences. Guildhalls are found in most every capitol
city in Tamriel.
"Our students have concocted a number of the more popular potions and magical items which we offer at
reasonable prices. We also have a variety of standard spells and potion ingredients, also for sale. In addition, our
study is available for all serious students of magicka wishing to create their own spells. Of course, the Mages
Guild is no mere curiousity shop. Persons judged worthy to join the Mages Guild are given access to libraries
and laboratories of every description. Not all at once, of course, but gradually. One has to be careful about whom
one trusts with great power. After all, the Mages Guild is all about responsibility."
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(ESM) The Mages Guild is a professional organization chartered by the Emperor to promote
study of the arcane arts. And it's where you go to find wizards for hire. Training, goods, and
services are cheaper for members, and the Guild Stewards know where to find work. If you're
thinking of making wizardry your profession, you should join and work your way up the
ranks. Look for guild halls in Balmora, Ald'ruhn, Wolverine Hall in Sadrith Mora, and the
Foreign Quarter in Vivec.
Lit.: Imperial Charter of the Guild of Mages. - SALARTH, Origin of the Mages Guild.

Mages Guild Monopoly: (ESM) According to one interpretation of the Armistice, only the
Mages Guild can officially offer spells and training to non-members.
Magg-a-Nutaggon: (ESO) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: Gyub, Lord of the Pit.

Magg-a-rathala: (ESO) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: Gyub, Lord of the Pit.

Magic: (ESA) Magic, some say, is the crux of the world of Arena. It is potent, vital, and
deadly to the uninitiated. Spells in Tamriel, unlike some other worlds, are extremely
unforgiving. They are wielded with no limitations such as memorization, required objects or
components, hand-gestures, etc. There are no level limitations, nor are there strictures on what
type of spells can be cast or used. A mage need only have the magical energy to cast a spell,
and he or she can cast it. For this reason, a Mage is not only highly respected, but greatly
feared as well. There over 50 standard spells known throughout the Empire. These spells can
be researched and purchased at the Mages Guild. For those who wish, the Mages Guild also
allows the creation of spells for a Mage’s personal spellbook. This effectively gives you an
unlimited amount of spells to choose from. (ESD) Tamriel is a land rich in magic. Magic in
its raw form is called magicka. All people have a certain amount of it, and it is as much a part
of them as blood and bone. Given skill and a sufficient amount of stored energy, this magicka
can be spun into an almost limitless tapestry of effects. - Because of its potency, training in
the arcane arts is only officially done Mages' Guilds. Unofficially, many other organisations,
from certain knightly orders and Thieves' Guilds to the Necromancers, train their members in
magical skills. However, the Mages' Guild are the acknowledged masters of magic. - While it
is possible to achieve virtually any effect through magic, certain standard spells are most
popular and can be purchased at most any Mages Guild. For someone desirous of a unique
spell, the Spellmaker is available at the Mages Guild once you have risen to the proper
rank.(ESO) The Mages Guild is an organization dedicated to the instruction and responsible
use of magic throughout the Empire. You can join the Mages Guild by visiting a guild hall in
any major city. However, entrance to the Arcane University in the Imperial City is granted
only to higher ranked members. Mages Guild halls sell Destruction spells in Skingrad,
Conjuration in Chorrol, Alteration in Cheydinhal, Illusion in Bravil, Restoration in Anvil, and
Mysticism in Leyawiin. The Mages Guild is committed to rooting out Necromancy and all
who practice it. - As begun by Vanus Galerion, the Mages Guild as an institution is presided
over by a supreme council of six Archmagisters. Each Guildhall is run by a Guildmagister,
assisted by a twofold counsel, the Master of Incunabula and the Master at Arms. The Master
of Incunabula presides over an additional counsel of two mages, the Master of Academia and
the Master of the Scrye. The Master at Arms also has a counsel of two, the Master of Initiates
and the Palatinus, the leader of the local chapter of the Order of the Lamp. - The guild offers
magical supplies to the citizens of Tamriel, but has far greater benefits for its members. If you
wish to become a part of the Mages Guild, seek out the heads of the local guild halls. They
will instruct you further. Membership in the guild is quite an honor, but also a responsibility.
As a member of the guild, you have full access to the guild halls around Cyrodiil. To advance
further in the guild than Associate of the Mages Guild, one needs to acquire recommendations
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from all the local guild hall leaders. The rank of Warlock enables you to freely access the
Council Chamber. - The guild doesn't accept criminals as members. The rules say that any
member of the guild isn't to practice dangerous experiments at home. It must be done in the
guild under the watchful eye of an associate. Some mages do not abide by the principles of
the guild, and operate outside its boundaries. Many of them hold little value for the lives of
others. The Mages Guild lost quite a few members when the practice of Necromancy was
banned. - The current Arch-Mage of the Mages Guild is Hannibal Traven.
Lit.: SALARTH, Origin of the Mages Guild. - Imperial Charter of the Guild of Mages. - Manual of Spellcraft.

Magic from the Sky: (ESO) Title of a work by Irlav Jarol, which comes in one volume and
was published before or in 3E 433.
Magic Schools: See → Schools of Magicka.
Magic Scrolls: (ESM) Magic scrolls are special items that can only be used once. They
cannot be recharged and are destroyed when they are cast. Essentially, they are a one-timespell.
Magical Items: (ESD) There are thousands of magical items available, from Rings of
Invisibility to Greaves of Orc Strength. Many of these are available at Mages' Guilds at great
expense. There are even some unique magical items, called Artifacts, that may not be bought
at any price.
Magic items fall into two main categories by definition. Items that draw on the surrounding
Magicka to create spell-like effects, and items that hold Magicka in reserve for their own
internal effects. There are thousands of magical items available, from Rings of Invisibility to
Greaves of Orc Strength. Many of these are available at Mages' Guilds at great expense.
There are even some unique magical items, called Artifacts, that may not be bought at any
price. Keep your ear out for rumors about them.
Most magical items have a limited number of uses - once this limit has been reached, the item
breaks and is useless. To avoid this, it is wise to bring your magical items in to a good
weapons or armor store to be fixed and reacharged from time to time.
There are also ways of creating unique magical items of your own, but this is a rare and
dangerous secret guarded by Mages' Guilds and certain temples. It involves a specially trained
crafter enchanting an item with certain spells, adding side effects if necessary, even binding
the spirits of powerful creatures into items. It takes great skill and wisdom to create a magical
item, to balance its power.
Most mundane items have a certain natural enchantment potential, a limit to how much
magicka can be stored in their structure.
(ESLB) Enchanted items may permit the casting of spells, enhancement of skills, or grant
special advantages. Enchantments of skills or special advantages may be gained when some
items are equipped. Note that some items may bear curses. Such items may have
disadvantages in addition to any magical benefits they provide. - Scholars use an elaborate
classification system to describe the various complex enchantments commonly found on
enchanted items. Collect and study reference volumes you find in wizards' libraries for clues
to the magical virtues of the items you discover.
Lit.: Codex Arcana. - Malham's Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age. Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Magician: (DC) The fifth rank in the Mages Guild hierarchy. (ESM, ESO) The sixth rank in
the Mages Guild hierarchy.
Magicka: (ESD) The raw energy from which mages and others fashion spells. Magicka is
usually measured in "spell points" in sentient creatures, and "enchantment points" in
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nonsentient creatures. Most humans have a limited amount of magicka which continuously
regenerates itself.
According to the Resolutions of Zenithar, Magicka is just the power generated by the existence of existance
itself. When it becomes focused by living beings through natural processes, then it becomes accessible to the
gods and goddesses as worship power, which is the next level of Magicka. After receiving some from their
worshippers, the gods can then concentrate it up to god-level power - the true Magicka. The gods themselves
can't generate the mid-level Magicka, since they are dependent on it for their own existence, but they can
'convert it' to Magicka, which can then be used by mortals to cast spells. This Magicka is usually dispersed
widely across the planes but there are areas of greater and lesser concentration due to interferences with the
dispersion process. When a goddess loses worshippers, her inflow of mid-level Magicka is decreased, so she in
turn produces less god-level Magicka. With less Magicka under her control (for providing to worshippers, or
dispersion), her influence is decreased in the mortal planes - of course the converse is also true. In the extreme,
she receives nothing, and is relegated to a state of Stasis, barely existing from the ordinary Magicka generated by
her few remaining Consecrated lands, zones of influence, and so on. On the other hand, Daedra receive very
specific, or 'modified' mid-level Magicka from a few mortals with specific areas of interest, and these Daedra are
normally tied to very specific circumstances. Because of their nature, they gain much more power from their
small worship base, but the gods, with their much broader base, generally have greater overall power, even
though the amount of concentrated worship that they receive from any one source is much less than a Daedra's.
Most of the Magicka that the gods 'process' is dispersed into and throughout the universe, no longer under their
control, thereby making it available for everyone. It's not really something they do consciously, but as a natural
process that happens automatically - in other words ... just because they are divine.

(ESM) A creature's magicka is a measure of its reserves of supernatural energies. Spellcasting
creatures expend supernatural energies from their reservoirs when they create magical effects.
This reservoir is replenished by resting and by other arcane methods. (ESO) Casting spells
uses Magicka. Magicka regenerates based on your Willpower. Sleeping, potions or spells can
restore your Magicka.
Magicka Drain: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Drain Magicka, 30 points for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Magicka Drain Tome.

Magicka Leech: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction/Restoration. Transfers inherent
magicka energy from a target to the caster on a successful strike.
Magicka Vortex: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Absorb Magicka, 10 points for 5 seconds;
Weakness to Magic, 25% for 30 seconds; Stunted Magicka for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Magicka Vortex Tome.

magickaloria: (ESO) It means "Magicka Darkens." Considering the other inscription, it could
be translated to mean "Magicka wanes," along with "Magicka waxes." Perhaps a spell that
damages Magicka.
magickasila: (ESO) It translates directly to "Magicka Shines." Taken in context with the
other inscription about Magicka Darkening, perhaps there's an alternate translation. If we
assume it means "Magicka Waxes," then a spell increasing magicka might be what we need.
Something that fortifies it, perhaps.
Magister: (ESM) The ninth rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great House Telvanni. The
rank of Master will give you an equal place on the Telvanni Council. By accepting the title of
Magister, you are announcing that you deserve the title of Archmagister more than the current
Archmagister.
Magnessen, Brisienna: (ESD) Emperor Uriel Septim VII's agent in the court of Daggerfall.
Magnus: (ESM) (Altmeri and Breton pantheon: Magus) The god of sorcery, Magnus
withdrew from the creation of the world at the last second, though it cost him dearly. What is
left of him on the world is felt and controlled by mortals as magic. One story says that, while
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the idea was thought up by Lorkhan, it was Magnus who created the schematics and diagrams
needed to construct the mortal plane. He is sometimes represented by an astrolabe, a
telescope, or, more commonly, a staff. Cyrodilic legends say he can inhabit the bodies of
powerful magicians and lend them his power. Associated with Zurin Arctus, the Underking. See also → Staff of Magnus.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. The Monomyth. The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.
AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man.

Magnus Stone: (ESO) A Heaven Doomstone located east of the Haunted Mine in the
Nibenay Valley, south of the center point of the southern tributary of the Panther River. Gives
the greater power Children of Magnus, which fortifies all magickal skills.
Maid of Rime: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Medium Frost Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Maiden Katrica: (DC) Redguard festival, celebrated in Ayasofya on the 2nd of Last Seed.
(ESD) On the day of Maiden Katrica, the people of Ayasofya show their appreciation for the
warrior that saved their county with the biggest party of the year.
Major Bound Armor: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Bound Cuirass, 30 seconds; Bound
Gauntlets, 30 seconds.
Lit.: Major Bound Armor.

Major Dispel: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Dispel, 45 points.
Lit.: Major Dispel Tome.

Major Enervation: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Drain Fatigue, 30 points for 15
seconds.
Lit.: Major Enervation Tome.

Major Life Detection: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Detect Life, 60 ft for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Major Life Detection Tome.

Major Respite: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Fatigue, 80 points.
Lit.: Major Respite Tome.

Major Skills: (ESM) They are the essential skills for each class.
Major Wound: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Drain Health, 15 points for 10 seconds.
Lit.: Major Wound Tome.

Makapi: (1) See → Lake Makapi. – (2) (ESO) A river in Elsweyr.
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.

Malacath: (ESD) Malacath is the Daedra Prince of Lies, Deception, and Hypocrisy. Malacath
breeds lies like a dead dog breeds maggots. (ESM) (Dunmeri pantheon: God of Curses)
Malacath is the reanimated dung that was Trinimac. A somewhat weak but vengeful Daedra,
the Dark Elves say he is also Malak, the god-king of the orcs. He always tests the Dunmer for
physical weakness.
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Malacath.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. – The House of Troubles.

Malacath's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region,
west of Fort Sutch, west of the Gold Road to Hammerfell. Malacath demands Troll fat.
Malachite: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
100,00 Silence

Malada: (ESO) An Ayleid in the far west of Cyrodiil, up in the Valus Mountains. It was
originally known as "The High Fane."
Malak: (ESM) See → Malacath.
Malapi: (ESO) A lake and river in Elsweyr, mentioned in ANONYMOUS' Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.
Malaurig: (ESO) The sixth rank in the Golden Saints hierarchy.
Malham: (ESO) A mage mentioned in Ancotar's Journal. Works: (ESLB) Malham's
Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.
Malham's Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age: (ESD) Title
of a work by Malham, which comes in at least four volumes and was originally published
before 3E 406.
Malier, Borgusilus: (ESM) Cyrodiil historian. He was the first who proposed the so-called
„calling“ as a solution to the disappearance of the Dwemer: He theorized that in 1E 668, the
Dwemer enclaves were called together by one of their powerful philosopher-sorcerers
("Kagrnak" in some documents) to embark on a great journey, one of such sublime profundity
that they abandoned all their cities and lands to join the quest to foreign climes as an entire
culture.
Lit.: MAROBAR SUL, Chimarvamidium (Ancient Tales of the Dwemer series, volume VI).

Mallapi: (ESM) A cave northeast of Gnaar Mok.
Malmus Grotto: (ESM) A grotto northwest of Dagon Fel.
Maloch: (ESM) The name of a numen of Skyrim, mentioned by MIKHAEL KARKUXOR in his
Varieties of Faith in the Empire.
Malog, Agronak: (ESO) Agronak gro-Malog was one of the Arena's Grand Champions. His
fighting name was "The Gray Prince." He grew up in the Imperial City, but was born in
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Crowhaven. His mother Luktuv was a servant in the employ of Lord Lovidicus, and resided at
his fortress. The Lord and Agronak's mother grew close, and fell in love. Agronak gro-Malog
was the result of their union. When Lady Lovidicus learned of his birth she was furious, and
threatened to kill both. Agronak gro-Malog and his mother fled, leaving his claim to nobility
behind. In 3E 433, Agronak gro-Malog had been Grand Champion for nearly a decade.
Malog, Luktuv: (ESO) Luktuv gro-Malog [sic] was a maiden of Lord Lovidicus and mother
of the Grey Prince Agronak.
Malooc: (ESM) (Yokudan pantheon: Horde King) An enemy god of the Ra Gada. Led the
goblins against the Redguards during the first era. Fled east when the army of the HoonDing
overtook his goblin hordes. Mauloch (Malacath) An Orcish god, Mauloch troubled the heirs
of King Harald for a long time. Fled east after his defeat at the Battle of Dragon Wall, ca.
1E660. His rage was said to fill the sky with his sulphurous hatred, later called the "Year of
Winter in Summer".
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Malviser: (ESM, ESO) Battlemage and author of Response to Bero's Speech.
Mamaea: (ESM) See → Foyada Mamaea.
Mamaea Caverns: (ESM) A cave west of Bal Isra.
Mamshar-Disamus Camp: (MP) The Mamshar-Disamus Camp is in the north of
Vvardenfell's Ashlands, just east of the Dunmer stronghold Kogoruhn.
Mandrake Root: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Cure Disease
Resist Poison
Damage Agility
Fortify Willpower

* Septims/Pound

Mane: (PG1) The Mane is no more a "breed" of khajiit than the other, more common forms
of the catmen; he is simply unique. Khajiit tradition holds that only one Mane can be alive at
any one time; indeed, they believe that there is only one Mane, who is simply reborn in
different bodies. Be that as it may, there has been no recorded instance of multiple Manes
contending for power; whether this is due to the truth of the khajiit belief, or whether the
ruling Mane takes care to eliminate any potential rivals before they can mature, cannot be
determined. A Mane can be born only under a rare alignment of Masser and Secunda when,
according to legend, a third moon appears in the sky. In olden times, the khajiit would shave
off their own manes in deference to the Mane, braiding them into locks that he would
incorporate into his own, gigantic mane. Over time, as the population of the region grew, this
ritual became impractical. Now, while all khajiit still remove their manes, they do so largely
as a symbolic sacrifice. The current Mane still wears the hair-locks and braids of his own tribe
as well as those of his Warrior Guard, which encompasses hundreds of khajiit. He is so
weighted down by the hair of his kinsmen that he cannot move without aid, and often travels
about the countryside by means of a palanquin.
Mania: (ESO) A duchy in Sheogorath's realm. Mania is the home of mad artists and creative
thinkers. But, do not assume that it is any less dangerous than Dementia.
Lit.: BRENITH ARALYN, A Traveler's Guide to New Sheoth and the Shivering Isles.

Manifesto Cyrodiil Vampyrum: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Mannammu: (ESM) A cavern southeast of Pelagiad.
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Mannimarco: (a.k.a. "King of Worms") (ESA, ESD) The Redguard wizard who created the
Necromancer's Robe, a legendary artifact. - Cf. → Necromancer's Amulet, → Necromancers,
→ Bloodworm Helm..
Lit.: HANNIBAL TRAVEN, The Black Arts On Trial. - Where were you when the Dragon Broke? – HORICLES,
Mannimarco, King of Worms.

Mannimarco, King of Worms: (ESO) Title of a work by Horicles, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Manshrieker: (ESD) "an evil, magical weapon", "the holy orc weapon of war."
Mantella: (ESD) The heart of the great Numidium. It is supposed to be a big, green gem.
Mantellan Crux: (ESO) A place or object mentioned in SEIF-IJ HIDJA's The Doors of
Oblivion.
Mantiarco: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Third Era King of Solitude (c. 3E 18 - 3E 100) who in 3E 81
married Emperor Uriel Septim II's daughter Potema, the infamous "Wolf Queen of Solitude."
In 3E 65, his first wife Amodetha gave birth to their son Bathorg, in 3E 97 Potema to their
son Uriel, who would first become King Mantiarco's successor and later (3E 121) become
Emperor Uriel III.
Lit.: KATAR ERIPHANES, Biography of the Wolf Queen. - WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Manual of Armor: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Manual of Arms: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Manual of Spellcraft. An Introductory Text: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work,
which comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Mar, Sedd: (ESO) A mage mentioned in ZURIN ARCTUS' The Art of War Magic.
Mara: (ESM) (Altmeri, Bosmeri, Breton, Cyrodiil, Elsweyr and Skyrim pantheon: Goddess
of Love) Nearly universal goddess. Origins started in mythic times as a fertility goddess. In
Skyrim, Mara is a handmaiden of Kyne. In the Empire, she is Mother-Goddess, patron of the
bountiful earth, and source of mortal compassion and understanding. She is sometimes
associated with Nir of the 'Anuad', the female principle of the cosmos that gave birth to
creation. Depending on the religion, she is either married to Akatosh or Lorkhan, or the
concubine of both.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Mara's Grace: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Light, 40 feet in 15 feet for 30 seconds; Turn
Undead up to level 7 in 15 feet for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Mara's Grace Tome.

Mara's Tear: (ESD) Title of a work by Zhen, which comes in one volume and was originally
published before 3E 406.
Mara's Wrath: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 3 points in 15 feet for 30 seconds;
Turn Undead up to level 8 in 15 feet for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Mara's Wrath Tome.

Maran Knights: (ESD) The Maran Knights are those warriors who have dedicated their
swords to the Mother Goddess Mara. They are sworn to protect her cause and Her
Benevolences in Tamriel.
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"Mara represents love and peace. She and Her Benevolence recognize that, as hypocritical as it sounds, military
strength is often needed to beget this peace. The Maran Knights represent this military strength. We are
admittedly a controversial knightly order. Some misguided clerics within the Temple would prefer that we
disband, but they are in the minority, and all respect our skill and loyalty."

Maran-Adon: (ESM) A cave in the northern end of the foyada west of Nchuleft.
Marandus: (ESM) An old Dunmer stronghold. Go south from Balmora and take the road east
past Fort Moonmoth. I should cross the bridge northeast of the Fort and continue east until I
reach the lake. Marandus is just south of the lake.
Marbruk Brook: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Marbruk Field: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
March of Beauty: (ESM, ESO) An event that preceeded the Flower Festival during the
millennial celebration of the founding of the Breton Kingdom of Camlorn in 3E 405: "A
thousand comely young women, brightly and provocatively dressed, danced their way down
the long, wide main street of the city, from the Temple of Sethiete to the Royal Palace."
(MERA LLYKITH, The Mystery of Princess Talara). – Cf. → Flower Festival.
Maren Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the east of Vvardenfell's Molag
Amur, just west of the Erabenimsun camp.
Marier, Andoche: (ESO) Author of Sentinels of the Isles. A treatise on Golden Saint/Dark
Seducer culture and history within the Shivering Isles.
Marilie, Guylaine: (ESM) Author of the outdated but entertainingly written and wellillustrated reference on late Dwemer architecture Architecture of the Second Empire.
Mark: (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. This effect establishes a target location for the
recall spell. The location is established directly at the position of the caster when the spell is
cast. - Cf. → Teleport.
Mark of Fire: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 1 point in 15 feet for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Mark of Fire Tome.

Markarth Side: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Markgran Brook: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Markgran Forest: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Marksman: (ESM) The marksman weapon discipline is the study and mastery of the short
bow, long bow, crossbow, throwing stars, and throwing knives weapon styles. To use any
style of weapon effectively, the user must be trained, conditioned, and skilled in its use.
(ESO) A Novice of Marksman gets fatigued while shooting. An Apprentice of Marksman
does not get fatigued while shooting. A Journeyman of Marksman can zoom in on the target
by holding Block while shooting. An Expert of Marksman has a chance of knocking his target
down. A Master of Marksman has a chance of paralyzing his target.
Marksman Weapons: (ESM) Short bows and long bows use arrows. Crossbows use bolts.
Bow and crossbows are more cumbersome, two-handed weapons, but more effective.
Throwing stars and throwing knives are fast, light, one-handed attacks, but less damaging
than bows and crossbows.
The Marksmanship Lesson: (ESM) Title of a work by Alla Llaleth, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Markwasten Moor: (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock.
Markyn: (ESO) Mehrunes Dagon's Council of Lords. See → Dremora.
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Markynaz: ('grand duke') (ESO) The sixth rank in the Dremora hierarchy. See → Dremora.
Marnor Keep: (ESA) Town in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Marobar Sul: (ESM) Scholars do not agree on the exact date of Marobar Sul's work, but it is
generally agreed that they were written by the playwright "Gor Felim," famous for popular
comedies and romances during the Interregnum between the fall of the First Cyrodilic Empire
and the rise of Tiber Septim. The current theory holds that Felim heard a few genuine
Dwemer tales and adapted them to the stage in order to make money, along with rewritten
versions of many of his own plays. - Gor Felim created the persona of "Marobar Sul" who
could translate the Dwemer language in order to add some sort of validity to the work and
make it even more valuable to the gullible. Note that while "Marobar Sul" and his works
became the subject of heated controversy, there are no reliable records of anyone actually
meeting "Marobar Sul," nor was there anyone of that name employed by the Mages Guild, the
School of Julianos, or any other intellectual institution. ("Publisher's Note" of the first volume
of MAROBAR SUL, Ancient Tales of the Dwemer, published by the University of Gwylim
Press. 16 vol.)
Marshal: (ESM) The eighth rank in the knightly orders hierarchy.
Marshmerrow: (ESM) Tall stalk with triple radiating leaves at intervals along the stalk. The
sweet pulp of marshmerrow reeds is a delectable foodstuff, and when eaten fresh or prepared,
it has modest healing properties. Marshmerrow's good for restore health potions. Mixes with
corkbulb. Marshmerrow is an important cash crop of the farms and plantations of the
Ascadian Isles, but it also grows wild in the Grazelands and on Azura's Coast.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Restore Health
Detect Enchantment
Drain Willpower
Drain Fatigue

* Septims/Pound

Martial Arts: (ESM) The unarmed, unarmored martial arts traditions of the Marshmerrow,
Salt Rice, and Golden Reed societies of the Dissident Priest, patterned on the 'Rain-of-Sand'
fighting styles of Elsweyr, are slow to be adopted in the Empire, associated as they are with
the ascetic renunciation of worldly wealth and material goods, and the rigid disciplines and
mystical philosophies so alien to the Imperial West.
Marukh: (ESD, ESM, ESO) (also 'Maruhk') A Breton prophet of the early 300s of the First
Era, the founder of the Alessian Order.
(ESD) All are guilty until they have proven themselves innocent. (Marukh)
Lit.: MORIAN ZENAS, On Oblivion. ANCHIVIUS, Legal Basics.

Marukh's Abyss: (ESO) A place mentioned in SEIF-IJ HIDJA's The Doors of Oblivion.
Marukh's Day: (DC) Breton holiday, celebrated in the Skeffington Wood on the 9th of
Second Seed. (ESD) Marukh's Day is only observed by certain communities in Skeffington
Wood. By comparing themselves to the virtuous prophet Marukh, the people of Skeffington
Wood pray for the strength to resist temptation.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Marukhati Selectives: (ESO) Some sort of conspiracy group mentioned in the notes of one
Glarthir.
Marvani Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Molag Amur, on the small island southwest of the Eretammus-Sennammu Egg Mine.
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Mask of Vivec: (ESM) Vivec's Ash Mask is a holy relic displayed within the shrine of the
Gnisis Temple. Pilgrims travel from all over Morrowind to view this sacred artifact.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value Weight*
Attributed Effect(s)
50.000,00 3,00
Cure Blight Disease
Cure Common Disease

* given in pounds

Mask of Vivec.

Masobi: See → Lake Masobi.
Masque of Clavicus Vile: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Ever the vain one, Clavicus Vile made a
masque suited to his own personality. The bearer of the Masque is more likely to get a
positive response from the people of Tamriel. The higher his personality, the larger the bonus.
The best known story of the masque tells the tale of Avalea, of noblewoman of some renown.
As a young girl, she was grossly disfigured by a spiteful servant. Avalea made a dark deal
with Clavicus Vile and received the masque in return. Though the masque did not change her
looks, suddenly she had the respect and admiration of everyone. A year and a day after her
marriage to a well connected baron, Clavicus reclaimed his masque.Although pregnant with
his child, Avalea was banished from the baron's household. Twenty one years and one day
later, Avalea's daughter claimed her vengeance by slaying the baron. (ESM) According to
legend, it seems to come and go as it pleases, appearing here and there according to the
perverse whims of its patron.

Masque of Clavicus Vile.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
15.000,00 15,00
Fortify Personality
1.400,00 0,94
Fortify Personality

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Massahanud Camp: (MP) The Massahanud Camp is in the southeast of Vvardenfell's
Grazelands, southwest of the Dunmer stronghold Indoranyon.
Massama Cave: (ESM) A cave southwest of Falensarano.
Masseranit: (ESM) A cave on the eastern coast of the big island southwest of Molag Mar.
Master: (DC) The ninth rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy. (ESM) The eighth rank in the
Morag Tong and Morrowind's Great House Telvanni hierarchy as well as the ninth rank in
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Vvardenfell's Tribunal Temple hierarchy. (DC, ESM, ESO) The tenth (and thus highest) rank
in the Fighters Guild hierarchy.
Master Assassin: (DC, ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in the Dark Brotherhood
hierarchy.
Master Thief: (DC, ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
(ESO) The seventh rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Master Wizard: (DC, ESM, ESO) The ninth rank in the Mages Guild hierarchy.
Master Zoaraym's Tale: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Gi'Nanth, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Master-at-Arms: (ESM) The master-at-arms at Fort Pelagiad, Angoril, is a good source if
you are curious about the master-at-arms's trade in Morrowind. He's a little long-winded, but
he knows his stuff, and he's always willing.
"I am a master-at-arms. I am a master of all the basic hand weapon types: long blades, short blades, axes, blunt
weapons, and spears. I am willing to train with weapons, for a fee."

Mastermind: (DC, ESM) The ninth rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Mat: (ESM) A cave northeast of Gnisis, west of the Samsi river.
Material and Craft: (ESM) See → Weapon Types.
Mathendis, Galos: (ESM) A Telvanni enchanter, the Mouth of the Telvanni council member
Master Aryon.
Mathierry, Alyandon: (ESO) Author of Fundaments of Alchemy.
Mathmeldi: (ESO) (Ayleid phrase) "From-Home-Driven".
Lit.: RAELYS ANINE, Ayleid Inscriptions and their Translations.

Matus-Akin Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine northwest of Shashpilamat.
Mausur Caverns: (ESM) The Mausur Caverns are a huge abandoned ebony mine, located
south of the Citadel Vemynal.
Mawia: (ESM) A Velothi tower. From Molag Mar, follow the river to the east as it heads
south, then turn east and follow the coast. Mawia is on a small island just south of the coast.
Mazed Band: (ESM) The Mazed Band is a powerful ring created long ago by the powerful
wizard Barilzar. He created the band sometime in the middle of the Second Era, and soon
after disappeared. The Mazed Band may actually be no more than a legend, though there is no
doubt of Barilzar's existence, or his power. The band is rumored to be very powerful - that it
was able to open rifts in time and space, open gates to hellish planes, releasing creatures best
left in nightmare... that it could even open the gates of Oblivion. It's been said that it would
take one of divine birth to wield the ring. Some speculate that that was how Barilzar himself
met his end. No one really knows what happened to the man or the Band. All of that was lost
centuries ago.
Mazte: (ESM) Mazte is a local beer brewed from fermented saltrice. Cheap, plentiful, and
invigorating, this beverage is very popular, despite its dulling effect of wit and judgement. For
the price, folks are willing to feel dumb and weak-willed, so long as they feel really strong.
ME: See → Merethic Era.
Mead: (ESM) Mead is fermented honey wine. It is a strong drink, brewed by strong Nords.
The mead at Thirsk is shipped all the way from Skyrim.
Meadow Run: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
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Meadow Rye: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
Fortify Speed
Damage Health
Restore Speed
Drain Speed

* Septims/Pound

Mechanist: (ESAR) The Dwarven name of the constellation known to the Tamrielians as the
Wizard.
Medical: (ESD) Medical skill is automatically checked whenever one rests, allowing one to
diagnose minor injuries and illnesses. Characters with good medical skills are able to
diagnose and treat wounds and diseases quickly and effectively.
Meditea: (ESM, ESO) A region (perhaps in or near Orsinium), mentioned in Lady Benoch's
Words and Philosophy.
Medium Armor: (ESM) The medium armor discipline is the study and mastery of chain,
scale, bonemold, and Orcish armor styles. To use any style of armor effectively, the wearer
must be trained, conditioned, and skilled in its use.
Medium Armor Styles: (ESM) See → Armor.
Medium Tooth: (ESD) See → Tooth.
Medusa: (ESA) The medusa is a creature with the upper body of a woman and the lower
torso of a snake. It writhes along using its hands and body to wind its way through its lair.
Medusa are very strong and intelligent, and armed with a fearsome weapon. Their gaze has
the ability to paralyze an opponent. Because of their magical nature, they are immune to
weapons below a certain quality.
Medusa Snake: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
24,00 n/a

Medusa's Gaze: (ESD) Governing School: Alteration. Medium- to high-level chance of
paralyzing a target on a successful strike.
Mehrunes Dagon: (ESD) Mehrunes Dagon is the Lord of Destruction, the most violent of the
Daedra. Dagon seems like an ignorant brute, but he is really rather cunning.
"The stars of Mehrunes Dagon are blazing tonight."

(ESM) (Dunmeri pantheon: God of Destruction) Popular Daedric power. He is associated
with natural dangers like fire, earthquakes, and floods. In some cultures, though, Dagon is
merely a god of bloodshed and betrayal. He is an especially important deity in Morrowind,
where he represents its near-inhospitable terrain. (ESO) The daedric prince of destruction,
natural disasters, and the bloody scourge. An inveterate foe of all mortal races. He was
involved with Jagar Tharn's plot against the empire years ago. – Cf. → Daedric Crescent
Blade, Spear of Bitter Mercy.
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Mehrunes Dagon.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Mehrunes' Razor: (ESD) The Dark Brotherhood has covetted this ebony dagger for
generations. This mythical artifact is capable of slaying any creature instantly. Victims of the
Razor must save vs. magic or be slain. History does not record any bearers of Mehrunes
Razor. However, eighty years ago the Dark Brotherhood was decimated by a vicious internal
power struggle. It is suspected that the razor was involved.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
5.000,00 6,00
Disintegrate Armor
Weakness to Poison
Poison
3.100,00 0,56
Disintegrate Armor
Daedric Banishing

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Meir Darguard: (ESA) Town in the province of High Rock.
Meir Lynmount: (ESA) Town in the province of Elsweyr.
Meir Thorvale: (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock.
Melarchen Keep: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Melarg, Destri: (ESAR, ESD) A well-known historian and translator of old Redguard verse,
born as simply Destri in the city-state of Rihad in the 20th year of the 3rd Era. At the age of
nineteen, he went to the Imperial City to study. There were few Redguards who had been to
the Imperial Province at the time, and it may be that he took the last name Melarg in order to
assimiliate with the Breton, Nordic, and Dark Elf cultures he encountered there. When he died
ninety-four years later, he left numerous unfinished histories and untranslated verse. Very few
of this fragmented work has found its way out of collections. Published works: 1) Divad the
Singer. 2) An unmailed letter to Melarg's publisher MELIUS KANE in the Imperial City was
published under the title Notes For Redguard History.
Memorial Cave: (ESO) A cave in the east of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, east of the Arcane
University, on the eastern shore of Lake Rumare where many of the heroes from past wars are
buried. Memorial Cave is a sort of a subterranean graveyard. Not many people go out there
anymore, as the route is dangerous.
Memory Stone: (ESD) An enchanted stone which records the thoughts of the person whose
flesh it touches. Such stones have been sold by the Mages Guild at least until the end of the 1st
millennium 1E and were delivered in a silver foil and leather bag. One of the most popular
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(but since her mentioning of the Mages Guild also discussed) memory stones is that of
MAKELA LEKI.
Lit.: From The Memory Stone of Makela Leki.

Menevia: (ESD) A county in the province of High Rock.
Menta Na: (ESM) The name of a Daedroth monarch.
Mentin: (ESM, ESO) The Duke of Glenpoint at the times of the War of the Red Diamond
(early 2nd century 3E).
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Mentor's Ring: (ESO) This ring is a prized possession for any apprentice to magic. It lends
the wearer the ability to increase their intelligence and wisdom, thus making their use of
magic more efficient. The High Wizard Carni Asron is said to be the creator of the Ring. It
was a construct for his young apprentices while studying under his guidance. After Asron's
death, the Ring and several other possessions vanished and have been circulated throughout
Tamriel.
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Mephala: (ESD) Mephala is the Daedra Regent of Murder and Patroness of the Dark
Brotherhood. Mephala is one of the Princes of Oblivion whose sphere is Murder. (ESM)
(Dunmeri pantheon: Androgyne) Mephala is the Webspinner, or the Spider God. In
Morrowind, he/she was the ancestor that taught the Chimer the skills they would need to
evade their enemies or to kill them with secret murder. Enemies were numerous in those days
since the Chimer were a small faction. He/she, along with Boethiah, organized the clan
systems that eventually became the basis for the Great Houses. He/she founded the Morag
Tong. Also called the Anticipation of Vivec.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Mephala Shrine: (ESO) The Mephala shrine is north of the Imperial city, south of Bruma,
northeast of the junction of the Red Ring Road and the Silver Road. Leave Mephala an
offering of nightshade at the shrine between midnight and dawn, and the Webspinner may
grant you an audience.
Mercantile: (ESM) The mercantile discipline is the art of buying low and selling high. This
skill is useful in dealing with merchants, both for purchasing goods, equipment, and services
at the lowest rates, and for getting the best prices for the treasures collected during
adventuring. (ESO) Get better deals when buying or selling goods. Negotiation, bargaining,
dickering, haggling, they're all a means to an end... getting the best price for your goods. For
an Apprentice of Mercantile, an item's condition does not affect its price. A Journeyman of
Mercantile can buy and sell any item with someone who barters. An Expert of Mercantile can
invest his gold in a store. Stores always have more gold available to barter with a Master of
Mercantile.
Lit.: ABABAEL TIMSAR-DADISUN, The Buying Game.

Mercantile Skills: (ESD) Mercantile is a skill checked whenever one enters into negotiations
with a merchant, attempting to buy or sell an item at the best possible price. (ESM)
Mercantile skills are the skills of evaluation and negotiation -- the estimation of worth, and
the resolution of conflicts over worth. The immediate goal is profit, of course, but more
important is the long-term relationship, the client's loyalty and confidence. Money makes the
world go 'round, true, but more important is the sense of getting value for your money.
Mercenaries: (ESM) The Dunmer Great Houses also hire mercenaries, and though they are
more particular about whom they hire, the rewards are considerable, both in coin and in
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access to training and other services. As mercenaries, House Hlaalu prefers Imperials and
Redguards, Redoran prefers Nords and Altmer, and Telvanni prefer Bosmer and Bretons.
Mercenary: (ESO) Mercenary groups tend to be fanatically loyal to whomever leader they
follow.
Merchant: (ESM) If you need to know something about the merchant's trade, talk to Bolrin in
Ebonheart at the East Empire Company Hall. He's been a merchant with the East Empire
Company for years, and he knows his stuff. (ESO) Honest merchants are not interested in
stolen goods. Such items do not even appear in the list of goods you wish to sell.
(ESM) "I am a merchant. I look for goods that are well-made, that people want to buy, that I can buy and sell at a
profit. There are many different kinds of materials I can buy and sell -- animal products, vegetable products,
mineral products, even exotic products. Crafts and manufactured goods I deal in include weapons, armor,
clothing, books, potions, enchanted items, and various housewares. I travel, talk with people I meet, buy what I
like, and sell what people like."

Merchant's Inn: (ESO) An inn in the Market district of the Imperial City (Cyrodiil) where
you can sleep for 20 gold a night.
Merchants' Festival: (ESA, ESD) The bargain shoppers of the known world are out in force
today and it is little wonder, for the 10th of Sun's Height is a holiday called the Merchants'
Festival. Every marketplace and equipment store has dropped their prices to at least half. The
only shop not being patronized today is the Mages Guild, where prices are as exorbitant as
usual. Most citizens in need of a magical item are waiting two months for the celebration of
Tales and Tallows when prices will be more reasonable.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Mercury: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
21,33 Fortify Speed

Merethic Era: (ESM) The time preceding the First Era.
Lit.: The Monomyth. - Frontier, Conquest, and Accommodation. A Social History of Cyrodiil.

Meridia: (ESD) Meridia is a Daedra Regent and a collector of human specimens. Meridia is a
kind of acting Daedra Prince, and ruthless in her acquisitiveness.
Meridia's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine in the northwest of Cyrodiil's West Weald, west
of Skingrad. Meridia demands tribute in the form of the remains of her enemies, the undead.
Meris: See → Saint Meris.
Meris's Warding: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's saint Meris which
temporarily makes the blessed resistant to Corprus Disease.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Merringar: (ESO) A very rare and delicious fish, found only far from shore of northern
Skyrim.
Lit.: SIMOCLES QUO, The Red Kitchen Reader.

Merrunz: (ESM) Khajiiti name of → Mehrunes Dagon.
Mesmerizing Grasp: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Charm, 24 points for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Mesmerizing Grasp Tome.
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Meteor Slime: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
100,00 Fortify Willpower
Cure Poison
Cure Blight Disease
Restore Willpower

* Septims/Pound

Mezalf Bthungthumz: (ESM) See → Dahrk Mezalf.
Mid Year: The sixth month of the Tamrielic calendar (the second summer month; 30 days). –
Cf. → Month, Time.
Mid Year Celebration: (ESA, ESD) The traditional day for the Mid Year Celebration is the
16th of Mid Year. Perhaps to alleviate the annual news of the Emperor's latest tax increase,
the temples offer blessings for only half the donation they usually suggest. Many so blessed
feel confident enough to enter the dungeons when they are not fully prepared, so this joyous
festival has often been known to turn suddenly into a day of defeat and tragedy.
Mierstyyd, Vojne: (ESM, ESO) Author of Palla.
Mila-Nipal Camp: (ESM) The Mila-Nipal Ashlander camp is west of Maar Gan along the
road towards the mountains and then south following the mountains.
Milchar: (ESO) The secret grove in Milchar can only be accessed by those the grove deems
worthy.
Milk: (ESM) A cavern on the road to Maar Gan just north of the crossroads.
Milk Thistle Seeds: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Light
Frost Damage
Cure Paralysis
Paralyze

* Septims/Pound

Milnes, Enric: (ESD, ESO) Author of The Alik'r and Sacred Witness. A True History of the
Night Mother. Milres was a contemporary of Pellarne Assi and Ynir Gorming.
Milres, Enric: See → Milnes, Enric.
Minabi: (ESM) A cave south of Telasero.
Miner: (ESM) Usually on Vvardenfell, being a miner means you're an eggminer. Scrib jerky
and scrib jelly, kwama eggs and kwama cuttle are the basis of Vvardenfell's economy. There
are more valuable resources miners take from mines -- raw ebony, raw glass, dreugh wax,
daedra skin, daedra heart, diamond, ash salts, and so forth. But it's the eggminers that feed
Morrowind, and bring cash from all over the Empire.
Mineral Products: (ESM) Mineral products of commercial value on Vvardenfell include the
following: ash salts, diamond, emerald, ruby, and scrap metal. Pearl is not a mineral product,
but is traditionally included with gems because of its association with precious stones and
their ornamental value.
Mines: (ESM) See → Abaelun Mine, Abaesen-Pulu Egg Mine, Abebaal Egg Mine, Ahallaraddon
Egg Mine, Ahanibi-Malmus Egg Mine, Akimaes-Ilanipu Egg Mine, Asha-Ahhe Egg Mine,
Ashimanu Egg Mine, Band Egg Mine, Dissapla Mine, Elith-Pal Mine, Eluba-Addon Egg Mine,
Eretammus-Sennammu Egg Mine, Firemoth Mine, Gnisis Egg Mine, Hairat-Vassamsi Egg Mine,
Halit Mine, Hawia Egg Mine, Inanius Egg Mine, Madas-Zebba Egg Mine, Maelu Egg Mine,
Maesa-Shammus Egg Mine, Matus-Akin Egg Mine, Missir-Dadalit Egg Mine, Mudan-Mul Egg
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Mine, Panabanit-Nimawia Egg Mine, Panud Egg Mine, Pudai Egg Mine, Sarimisun-Assa Egg
Mine, Shulk Egg Mine, Shurdan-Raplay Egg Mine, Sinamusa Egg Mine, Sinarralit Egg Mine,
Sudanit Mine, Sur Egg Mine, Vansunalit Egg Mine, Vassir Didanat Mine, Yanemus Mine, Yassu
Mine, Zalkin-Sul Egg Mine. See also → Diamond Mines, Ebony Mines, Egg Mines, Glass Mines.
Diamond Mines
Egg Mines (cont.)
Gold Mines
West Gash (Vvardenfell)
Azura's Coast (Vvardenfell) (cont.)
Great Forest (Cyrodiil)
Abaelun Mine
Matus-Akin Egg Mine
Desolate Mine
Ebony Mines
Setus Egg Mine
Nibenay Valley (Cyrodiil)
Ascadian Isles (Vvardenfell)
Sinamusa Egg Mine
Abandoned Mine
Vassir-Didanat Mine
Bitter Coast (Vvardenfell)
Silver Mines
Ashlands (Vvardenfell)
Abaesen-Pulu Egg Mine
Blackwood (Cyrodiil)
Elith-Pal Mine
Band Egg Mine
Barren Mine
Sudanit Mine
Grazelands (Vvardenfell)
Forsaken Mine
Firemoth
Mudan-Mul Egg Mine
Haunted Mine
Firemoth Mine
Sinarralit Egg Mine
Colovian Highlands (Cyrodiil)
Hirstaang Forest (Solstheim)
Molag Amur (Vvardenfell)
Echo Mine
Raven Rock Mine
Inanius Egg Mine
Infested Mine
Red Mountain (Vvardenfell)
Maesa-Shammus Egg Mine
Pillaged Mine
Mausur Caverns
Missir-Dadalit Egg Mine
Shattered Mine
Yanemus Mine
Vansunalit Egg Mine
Gold Coast (Cyrodiil)
West Gash (Vvardenfell)
Zalkin-Sul Egg Mine
Bleak Mine
Caldera Ebony Mines
Sheogorad (Vvardenfell)
Great Forest (Cyrodiil)
Egg Mines
Madas-Zebba Egg Mine
Desolate Mine
Ascadian Isles (Vvardenfell)
Pudai Egg Mine
Heartlands (Cyrodiil)
Hawia Egg Mine
West Gash (Vvardenfell)
Empty Mine
Shulk Egg Mine
Asha-Ahhe Egg Mine
Exhausted Mine
Shurdan-Raplay Egg Mine
Ashimanu Egg Mine
Jerall Mountains (Cyrodiil)
Ashlands (Vvardenfell)
Eluba-Addon Egg Mine
Gutted Mine
Ahanibi-Malmus Egg Mine
Gnisis Egg Mine
Plundered Mine
Akimaes-Ilanipu Egg Mine
Panud Egg Mine
Nibenay Valley (Cyrodiil)
Hairat-Vassamsi Egg Mine
Sarimisun-Assa Egg Mine
Abandoned Mine
Maelu Egg Mine
Glass Mines
Deserted Mine
Panabanit-Nimawia Egg Mine
Ashlands (Vvardenfell)
Squandered Mine
Sur Egg Mine
Halit Mine
West Weald (Cyrodiil)
Azura's Coast (Vvardenfell)
Grazelands (Vvardenfell)
Cursed Mine
Abebaal Egg Mine
Dissapla Mine
Derelict Mine
Ahallaraddon Egg Mine
Red Mountain (Vvardenfell)
Eretammus-Sennammu Egg Mine
Yassu Mine

Mines of Khuras: (ESA) The Mines of Khuras, located near Camlorn, are complex and
supposedly unending.
Mingo Cave: (ESO) A cave in the south of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, east-northeast of the Inn
of Ill Omen.
Minion: (ESM) The third rank in the hierarchy of Vvardenfell's vampiric clans Aundae,
Berne, and Quarra.
Ministry of Truth: (ESM) The Ministry of Truth is a celestial body suspended by Vivec's
mighty power over the Great Temple of the High Fane in Vivec City. It was hollowed out to
provide a prison and re-education center operated by the Temple Ordinators for the correction
of heretics.
Minor Bound Armor: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Novice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Bound Cuirass, 20 seconds.
Lit.: Minor Bound Armor.

Minor Dispel: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the Novice skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Dispel, 25 points.
Lit.: Minor Dispel Tome.
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Minor Enervation: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Drain Fatigue, 15 points for 15 seconds.
Lit.: Minor Enervation Tome.

Minor Life Detection: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the Novice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Detect Life, 60 ft for 10 seconds.
Lit.: Minor Life Detection Tome.

Minor Magic Resistance: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Resist Magic, 15% for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Minor Magic Resistance Tome.

Minor Respite: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Novice skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Fatigue, 15 points.
Lit.: Minor Respite Tome.

Minor Wound: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Drain Health, 5 points for 10 seconds.
Lit.: Minor Wound Tome.

Minotaur: (ESA) These creatures have the body of a man and the head of a bull, and are
cruel man-eaters. They are not particularly intelligent, but can track a man by scent alone.
They are very strong and slightly resistant to magic.
(ESO) "They are social creatures, often appearing in groups numbering twenty or more. The largest male
dominates this clan structure, and seems to have breeding rights with all females of reproductive age. Younger
males will often challenge the older, dominant males in a fight to the death. Their horns locked, the two
minotaurs will wrestle until one can no longer continue." (Brenus Astis).

Minotaur.

Minotaur Horn: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
176,00 Restore Willpower
Burden
Fortify Endurance
Resist Paralysis

* Septims/Pound

The Mirror: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Berdier Wreans, which comes in one volume and
was originally published before 3E 428.
Miscarcand: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the west of Cyrodiil's West Weald, northeast of
Kvatch. Miscarcand is one of the most extensive Ayleid ruins in Cyrodiil. It was the capital of
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one of the ancient Ayleid kingdoms which flourished in Cyrodiil before the rise of Men. It is
said that the ruins are still haunted by the vengeful spirit of its last king.
Miscellaneous Skills: (ESM) All skills not chosen as major/minor are considered
miscellaneous. Miscellaneous skills increase the slowest.
Mishaxhi: (ESO) An Akaviri commander of the late First Era, one of the Akaviri's greatest
tacticians. He commanded the fort at Pale Pass.
Missamsi: (ESM) A cave north of the Dwemer ruin Arkngthand.
Missile Weapon: (ESLB) Governing attribute: Agility. Characters with this skill are
proficient in using missile and ranged weapons.
Missing Sibling: (ESO) See → Shezarr.
Lit.: FAUSTILLUS JUNIUS, Shezarr and the Divines.

Missir-Dadalit Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine east of Uvirith's Grave.
Mithas: (ESA) See → Anvil of Mithas.
Mithril: (ESD) Armor material. Lighter than Orcish, but significantly more resilient. (ESLB)
Significantly more resilient than Orcish.
Mixed Unit Tactics in the Five Years War: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Codus Callonus,
which comes in at least two volumes, whose first one was originally published before 3E 428.
Mluo: (ESD) Old Redguard word for cheese.
Lit.: ENRIC MILRES, The Alik'r.

Mobar: (ESD) A Breton noble of the court of Daggerfall.
Modern Heretics. A Study of Daedra Worship in the Empire: (ESO) Title of a work by
Haderus of Gottlesfont, which comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Moesring Mountains: (ESM) The mountain range in the northwestern part of Solstheim.
Lit.: LOKHEIM, Fall of the Snow Prince.

Mogref: (ESD) The Lord of the Isle of Betony in 3E 402, who was unwillingly the initial
force of the War of Betony by asking for Daggerfall's protection on the Isle of Betony against
the pirates of the Iliac Bay.
Lit.: VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony.

Molag Amur: (ESM) Located inland in the southeast of Vvardenfell, Molag Amur is an
uninhabited wasteland of rocky hills, steep-sided ravines, lava pools, and barren ash
pavements. Pathfinding and travel is extremely difficult in this trackless wilderness, and is
complicated by frequent ash storms. There are no paths, and ravines, ridges, and lava pools
make it impossible to travel straight over land. And if you get in trouble, you're on your own.
The Ashlanders of Erabenimsun camp hunt game here, but few others venture into this region.
The worst part of Molag Amur is considered impassible even by the Ashlanders. Molag Mar
is the only settlement, and it's more a fortress than a village.
Molag Bal: (ESD) A regal Daedra Prince, said to be the most power-mad of all daedra.
Molag Bal is said to be obsessed with making Tamriel part of his realm. (ESM) (Dunmeri
pantheon: God of Schemes, King of Rape) Daedric power of much importance in Morrowind.
There, he is always the archenemy of Boethiah, the Prince of Plots. He is the main source of
the obstacles to the Dunmer (and preceding Chimer) people. In the legends, Molag Bal always
tries to upset the bloodlines of Houses or otherwise ruin Dunmeri 'purity'. A race of
supermonsters, said to live in Molag Amur, are the result of his seduction of Vivec during the
previous era.
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Molag Bal.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Molag Bal's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Great Forest,
southeast of Fort Carmala. Molag Bal demands the pelt of a lion.
Molag Mar: (ESM) Molag Mar Stronghold is a combination frontier garrison and pilgrimage
hostel jointly staffed and maintained by the Tribunal Temple and House Redoran. Both the
Temple and House Redoran have garrisons of elite volunteers here to defend the stronghold.
Birer Indaram is the Buoyant Armiger Deputy Marshal and head of the Buoyant Armiger
garrison at the Molag Mar Stronghold. Pilgrims come here and use the stronghold as a base
from which they can attempt the difficult and dangerous pilgrimages to the Mount Kand and
Mount Assarnibibi sites to the north in the Molag Amur wastelands, but they can't travel
without well-equipped, heavily armed escorts. The Temple faithful will find a monk, healer,
and apothecary at Molag Mar Temple. Tharer Rotheloth is the Molag Mar Temple Steward.
Redoran retainers and kin have their own smith, drillmaster, trader, and savant with the
Redoran garrison. Hakar the Candle is the ranking Redoran of the Redoran garrison. Saetring
the Nord is the local independent smith, and Vasesius Viciulus is a trader. The slave trader is
Zabarbael. Roads lead north to the two pilgrim sites, Mount Assarnibibi and Mount Kand, in
the Molag Amur wastes. Silt strider service goes to Suran and Vivec. From the docks get ship
passage to Vivec, Tel Branora, and Hla Oad.
Most pilgrims will need guards and guides to reach the pilgrim sites. Follow Foyada Ilibaal northwest to Mount
Kand, then Mount Assarnibibi is northeast of Mount Kand, across Foyada Zabirbael. Just take your time, keep
landmarks in sight, and be ready to hoof it back to the stronghold if you get in trouble.

Monastery of the Ancestor Moth: (ESO) This Monastery is dedicated to the service of the
members of the Order of the Ancestor Moth who are permanently blinded after reading the
Elder Scrolls. They live out their lives with the Ancestor Moths that they so love. Their
underground demenses are well suited to the moths. They raise and nuture the fragile
creatures, singing to them constantly. They harvest the silk and spin it into bolts of cloth.
They weave the cloth, embroidering it with the geneologies and histories of the ancestors that
spun the silk.
Lit.: Pension of the Ancestor Moth.

Mongrel's Tooth Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands,
north of Kvatch.
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Monhona, Wenengrus: (ESO) Author of The Amulet of Kings.
Monk: (ESA) Monks use the discipline of their mind to hone their bodies into lethal killing
machines. Monks may not wear armor or use shields, but may use any weapon they prefer.
Monks have a chance per level of experience to deliver a critical strike when engaged with an
opponent. They do not have this ability with missile weapons. Further, Monks deduct from
their opponents base chance to hit for each level of experience they have attained. Because of
their mental discipline, Monks can actually reduce the amount of damage they would
normally take. If they successfully save versus a spell, it will result in no damage, as opposed
to the normal result of taking half damage. (ESD) Monks are specially trained in mental
disciplines. This intense mental awareness includes the ability to turn the body into a lethal
machine. Their bodies and the weapons they wield are one, and such confining annoyances as
shields and armor merely get in the way. Many monks even choose to reject conventional
weapons, relying on their hands and feet alone to devastating effect. Strength, endurance, and
willpower are important attributes for monks. The skills most important to a Monk are: Handto-Hand, Critical Striking, Dodging, Swimming, Medical, and Blunt Weapon. (ESLB) With
supreme discipline, the monk strives to achieve perfection of body, mind, and spirit. Monks
are martial artists shunning all armour and shields. Their bodies and the weapons they use are
one, full of grace and power. However, some monks even choose to reject conventional
weapons, relying on their hands and feet alone to devestating effect. Strength, Willpower, and
Endurance are the three most important attributes for monks. (ESM) Monks are students of
the ancient martial arts of hand-to-hand combat and unarmored self-defense. Monks avoid
detection by stealth, mobility, and agility, and are skilled with a variety of ranged and closecombat weapons. If the monk's life interests you, you should speak with the monk An-Deesei
at the Argonian Mission. (ESO) Quick and cunning with the empty hand, they are strong in
spirit. They prefer to solve conflict by arrow or by fist.
(ESM) "I am a monk. In mind and spirit, I am a student of the hidden mysteries, of the unseen world that lies
behind the objects and ideas of everyday life. In body, I am a student of the ancient martial arts, patterned on the
'Rain-of-Sand' fighting styles of Elsweyr. I pursue hand-to-hand and unarmored self-defense, because what you
don't have, you cannot lose. I also train with the blunt weapons called staves, because even the poorest peasant
can own a staff. To earn my keep, I train others in my skills."

Monkshood Root Pulp: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Strength
Damage Intelligence
Fortify Endurance
Burden

* Septims/Pound

The Monomyth: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Monster Summoning: (ESLB) Governing school: Thaumaturgy. This spell summons a
random monster to attack a creature other than the summoner. The Spell Points required by
this spell are based on the strength of the monster summoned. The monster will continue to
fight for a certain amount of time or until killed.
Montalion: (ESD) A vampiric tribe of the border region between High Rock and Hammerfell,
whose territory comprises Lainlyn, Wayrest, Bhoraine, Satakalaam, Mournoth, and Gavaudon.
Their declared enemy is the → Selenu tribe. Montalion alone have the gift for teleportation. – Cf.
→ Vampirism.
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Vampires of the Iliac Bay.
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Montalius: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A sage mentioned in the second volume of STRONACH K'THOJJ
III's A Brief History of the Empire.
Month: (ESA/ESM)
Winter
1. Morning Star

Spring
2. Sun’s Dawn 28
3. First Seed
31
31 4. Rain’s Hand 30

Summer
5. Second Seed
6. Mid Year
7. Sun’s Height

31
30
31

Fall
8. Last Seed
9. Hearthfire
10. Frostfall

31
30
31

Winter
11. Sun’s Dusk
12. Evening Star

30
31

The Months of the year and their respective number of days, sorted within the year's seasons.

Moon Axle: (ESM) The first mythic monster mentioned in The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.
Moon Festival: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in Glenumbra Moors on the 8th of Sun's
Dusk. (ESD) On the 8th of Suns Dusk, the Bretons of Glenumbra Moors hold the Moon
Festival, a joyous holiday in honor of Secunda, goddess of the moon. Although the goddess
has no active worshippers, the traditional celebration has continued through the ages as a time
of feasting and merriment.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Moon Sugar: (ESM) Moon sugar is a grainy powder of small white crystals refined from cane
grasses of Elseweyr's coasts and estuaries. Used as a spice in Elsweyr, it has modest magical
properties, and is also a potent narcotic, and illegal in Morrowind and the rest of the Empire.
Criminals have attempted to grow moon sugar grasses in Vvardenfell, without success.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
500,00 Fortify Speed
Dispel
Drain Endurance
Drain Luck

* Septims/Pound

Moon-and-Star: (ESM) Legend says Indoril Nerevar's family standard bore the moon and
star, and Nerevar's armor and weapons bore this sign. Some say he bore a moon-and-star
birthmark. Some say he was born under a moon-and-star. Others say he has a magic ring
marked with a moon-and-star. The enchanted ring called Moon-and-Star -- or One-ClanUnder-Moon-and-Star, as the Ashlanders call it -- was forged for the hero Nerevar by one of
the Dwemer Sorcerer-Priest Kagrenac's smiths, and blessed by the Daedra Lord Azura. The
ring gave Nerevar supernatural powers of persuasion and indisputable proof of identity, since
any other who tried to wear the ring would be killed instantly.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
2.000,00 0,10
Fortify Personality
Fortify Speechctaft

* given in pounds

Moonguard: (ESA, ESD) A village in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: AEGROTHIUS GOTH, The Sage.

Moonlight: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Apprentice skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Light, 30 ft for 120 seconds.
Lit.: Moonlight Tome.

Moonmarch: (ESA) Town in the province of Black Marsh.
Moonmont: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
Moonseed: (DC) A poison made of Ginko Leaves, Green Leaves, and Black Poppy, which
damages the victim's Health and paralyses it.
Moonshadow: (ESO) The realm in Oblivion where Azura dwells.
Lit.: SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion.
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Morag Tong: (ESM) The Morag Tong is an assassins guild sanctioned by the Empire to
provide three varieties of execution: public executions, private executions, and House Wars
executions. Constrained by ancient traditions and rigid codes of conduct, the Morag Tong
only recruits candidates of proven skill and honor. Morag Tong only accepts legally approved
contracts called 'writs,' but rumor hints at the execution of secret extralegal 'grey writs.' The
uninformed associate the Morag Tong with the Dark Brotherhood, a Western assassins guild.
But the Morag Tong is the sworn enemy of the Dark Brotherhood, and they couldn't be more
different in practice or principle.
Lit.: YNIR GORMING, Fire and Darkness. The Brotherhoods of Death. - The Black Glove.

Morahame: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the south of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, west of Fort GoldThroat.
Moranda: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, northwest of
Fort Empire.
Morgiah: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Princess of Wayrest and Queen of the Summurset Isle kingdom
of Firsthold, b. 3E 384. Morgiah is the second child of Queen Barenziah and the late King
Symmachus and was named after his mother. She has since been adopted by Eadwyre, her
stepfather, and was married to King Reman Karoodil of Firsthold in 3E 405.
Lit.: STERN GAMBOGE, Biography of Queen Barenziah. - MAVEUS CIE, The Firsthold Revolt.

Moridunon: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A kingdom in Summurset.
Lit.: TAURCE IL-ANSELMA, On Artaeum.

Morihaus: (ESM) (Cyrodiil pantheon: First Breath of Man) Ancient cultural hero god of the
Cyro-Nordics. Legend portrays him as the Taker of the Citadel, an act of mythic times that
established Human control over the Valley Heartland. He is often associated with the Nordic
powers of thu'um, and therefore with Kynareth. (ESO) (also known as “Morihaus the
Indomitable” and “Morihaus-Breath-of-Kyne”) Contemporary and friend of Pelinal
Whitestrake and lover of Alessia. – Cf. → Lord's Mail.
Lit.: FAUSTILLUS JUNIUS, Shezarr and the Divines. - MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. The Adabal-a. - The Song of Pelinal.

Morning Glory Root Pulp: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Burden
Damage Willpower
Frost Shield
Damage Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Morning Star: (a.k.a. Morningstar) The first month of the Tamrielic calendar (the third
winter month; 31 days). – Cf. → Month, Time.
Morningstar: (ESD) A rod chained to a heavy, spiked metal ball.
Mornthaur: (ESD) A scholar mentioned in a research paper.
Morph Item: (ESD) Causes target to transform into a creature or object selected by the
caster.
Morph Other: (ESD) Causes target to transform into a creature or object selected by the
caster.
Morph Self: (ESD) Causes target to transform into a creature or object selected by the caster.
Morrowind: (PG1) Once a part of the First Empire of the Nords, Morrowind is now the land
of the Dark Elves, whose origins are shrouded in mystery like the ash storms that regularly
blanket their homeland. Savage and proud, the Dark Elves shun all contact with the outside
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world, even with their brethren from Valenwood and the Summerset Isles. The traveler, upon
crossing Shadowgate Pass, may be forgiven for believing that he has left Tamriel and entered
a different world. The sky is darkened regularly by furious ash storms belched forth from the
mighty Vvardenfell volcano. The familiar flora and fauna of Tamriel is exchanged for bizarre
and twisted forms that can survive the regular ashfall. Cloaked and masked Dark Elves tend
herds of giant insects. A courier clatters by on the back of a 20-foot-tall, crab like creature.
Everywhere, cowering slaves - Argonian, khajiit, human - scurry to carry out the barked
commands of their Dark Elven masters.
The grey-skinned red-eyed Dark Elves seem admirably suited to their weird, ash-blighted
region. They are known as the Dunmer in the Elven tongue, and now populate the great
stretch of northeastern Tamriel between the Velothi Mountains and the sea, and between the
southern edge of the Deshaan plain and the northern coast. But from whence these unusual
people came, what were their race and lineage, or where their original home, ere they spread
themselves over Morrowind and the Deshaan, are questions easier asked than answered. The
Dark Elves must have split from the original trunk of the Elven race many long eons ago, for
although unquestionably kin to the other Elves of Tamriel, the Dark Elves differ in many
ways, not least in their striking appearance. His ash-grey skin and glowing red eyes makes a
Dark Elf instantly recognizable, although few have seen one, as they rarely leave their
homeland. Like all elves, they tend to be tall and gaunt, but the Dark Elves take the Elvish
haughtiness to an extreme, viewing humans as no better than beasts, fit only to serve as slaves
on the plantations of Tear.
They consider themselves superior even to other Elves, who in their estimation are effete and
decadent specimens of the pure Elven race. The earliest human records bearing on the subject
(which must remain our best source until the archives of the High Elves are opened to
Imperial scholars) are the sagas and chronicles of the Nords. The Nords gave to the region the
name of Dunmereth from being the land of the Dunmer; but in earlier ages it was called by
themselves Resdayn; and Imperial Librarian Elba Laskee traces the foundation of the Dark
Elven nation back to above 3,500 years from the present time. Morrowind was not given its
modern name until after the first eruption of Vvardenfell.
When first we hear of the Dark Elves, they were divided into numerous petty clans, half of
whom were at war with the other half at any given moment. The Nord Sagas speak of Dark
Elven warriors pledging themselves to any Nord chieftain who went to war with their clan
enemies, a circumstance which undoubtedly facilitated their Conquest by the Nords. The Dark
Elves appear in the written record in 1E416, during the War of Succession which destroyed
the First Empire of the Nords: "And seeing that the Nords were divided, and weak, the
Dunmer took counsel among themselves, and gathered together in their secret places, and
plotted against the kinsmen of Borgas, and suddenly arose, and fell upon the Nords, and drove
them from the land of Dunmereth with great slaughter." Thus ended the First Empire of men,
at the hands of the Dark Elves. It is not for another two centuries that we first hear of the
Tribunal, who perhaps arose to prominence in the ruin wrought by the first eruption of
Vvardenfell, which laid waste at least half of Morrowind, and led to a permanent shift of
population south towards the Deshaan, the broad southern plain which gradually slopes down
into the dismal swamps of Black Marsh. Be that as it may, under the Tribunal cult the Dark
Elven clans were finally welded into one nation, although clan rivalry remains bitter up to the
present day, and the clans cooperate with one another only with reluctance.
Five clans, known as the Great Houses - Indoril, Redoran, Telvani, Dres, and Hlaalu - now
entirely control the politics and trade of Morrowind, although in earlier times there appear to
have been six. Each major clan is allied with numerous subclans, the alignment of which is
more or less permanent, although it is not unheard of for a subclan to switch allegiances. In
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former times, the clans carried out their feuding with open warfare. This was forbidden under
the Tribunal, but the clans still engage in bloody infighting through the unique institution of
the Morag Tong, the sanctioned guild of assassins. Clans routinely hire the Morag Tong to
eliminate their enemies, and the assassins of the Morag Tong may kill their assigned "marks"
with impunity, as long as they conform to the obscure (but strict) rules of their guild. Such an
arrangement strikes the citizen of the Empire as an outlandish barbarism, but, as with much in
benighted Morrowind, seems well-suited to the savage temperament of the Dark Elves.
Clan Indoril claims kinship with all three of the legendary Tribunes, which doubtless accounts
for Indoril's preeminence among the five clans. Indoril's capital is Almalexia, also the capital
of Morrowind itself, and the Tribunal priesthood (which is one and the same as the
bureaucracy of civil government) is dominated by the Indoril and their subclans. Clan
Redoran guards the western flank of Morrowind, and are known as the best warriors among
the Dark Elves. Clan Telvani is the most xenophobic of a xenophobic race, shunning all
contact with outsiders, preferring to tend their herds of giant insects amid the rocky hills and
islands of the extreme northeast. Telvani bug-musk is a highly prized perfume among the
Dark Elves, and their riding-insects command the highest prices in the markets of Almalexia
and Narsis. Clan Dres rules the southern sweep of Morrowind, where the fertile Deshaan plain
merges with the swamps of Black Marsh. The Dres are the great slave-traders and plantation
owners of Morrowind. Thousands of wretched captives, mainly Argonians but including not a
few khajiits and even Imperial citizens, pass through the infamous slave-pens of Tear, the
Dres capital, from whence most find an early death on the plantations which surround that
illomened city. Clan Hlaalu is the smallest and weakest of the five clans, clinging to Great
House status in their ancient capital of Narsis. Traditional enemies of the Indoril, who have
controlled the levers of government for 3,000 years, the continued resilience of the Hlaalu
must inspire a certain respect. Merchants and traders in a land that despises outsiders, the
Hlaalu nevertheless maintain a limited commerce with the Empire, trading stout Imperial
broadcloth and Cyrodilic brandy for the elegant trinkets produced by the admittedly skilled
craftsmer of Morrowind.
Dark Elven warriors favor a wonderfully light armor made from the carapace of insects,
covered over with a finely-woven cloak of spider silk, wrapped several times around the
torso. A turban protects the head and face from the ubiquitous ash, with goggles of transparent
resin; loose trousers and high boots completes the dress. While this makes for an outlandish
appearance, the traveler will understand the utility of these garments the first time he is caught
out of doors in one of the frequent ash storms without such protection. When indoors, Dark
Elves shed these outer coverings, and luxuriate in a variety of richly-colored fabrics; sashes
decorated with clan symbols are common, while cumbersome ceremonial costumes made
from various parts of giant insects are the glory of those of the highest rank.
(ESM) Morrowind is the northeastmost province of the Tamrielic Empire, bounded on the
north and east by the ocean, on the west by Skyrim, on the southwest by Cyrodiil, also known
as the Imperial Province, and on the south by Black Marsh, also known as Argonia.
Vvardenfell District consists of the island of Vvardenfell, surrounded by the Inland Sea, and
dominated by the titanic volcano Red Mountain and its associated ash wastelands. Morrowind
is a peculiar mixture of Dunmer tradition and Imperial modernism. The council system of
government works well, and the Temple provides shelter, education, and health for all. At the
same time, the Legions and magistrates guarantee rule of law and justice, and free trade has
made everybody in Vvardenfell prosperous. But there's still a lot of race hatred, and slavery
ought to be outlawed, regardless of 'sacred Dunmer customs.' And the proud Dunmer will
always be bitter about the Occupation.
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History
(ESM) In the First Age, the prophet Veloth led the ancestors of the Dunmer from Summerset
Isles to the region of Morrowind. Various Dunmer tribes became the modern Great House
clans; Ashlanders descend from other Dunmer tribes. In the olden times, the Daedra were
worshipped as gods by the Dunmer, but were undeserving of this veneration, since they
harmed followers as often as they helped them. The ancient ancestor worship of the tribes was
in time superceded by the monolithic Tribunal Temple theocracy, and the Dunmer grew into a
great nation called Resdayn, ruled by the First Council and the Tribunal Temple. With their
Apotheosis, the Tribunal became High Ancestor Spirits of the Dunmer. Resdayn was the last
of the provinces to submit to Tiber Septim; alone of all the provinces, it was never
successfully invaded, and was peacefully incorporated by treaty into the Empire as the
Province of Morrowind. Almost four centuries after the coming of the Imperial Legions,
Morrowind is still occupied by Imperial legions, with a figurehead Imperial King, though the
Treaty of the Armistice reserves most functions of the traditional local government to the
Ruling Councils of the Five Great Houses. For a good treatment of Morrowind since it
became part of the Empire, look for 'On Morrowind, the Imperial Province', by Erramanwe of
Sunhold.
Cultures
(ESM) Three major cultural groupings have settled Vvardenfell: the Ashlander nomads, the
Imperial Provincial culture, and the native Dunmer culture -- also sometimes known as the
House Dunmer culture, the Dunmer Great House culture or the Dark Elf culture. The smallest
settlements are the Ashlander nomadic camps, comprised of small portable huts. Recent
Imperial colonies like Pelagiad display the same sturdy half-timbered homes and stone castles
as might be found in Daggerfall or any other Western province. But the dominant culture is
the native Dunmer Great House culture.
Law
See → Law.
Economy
(ESM) Morrowind used to be an agrarian aristocracy, mostly free farmers and herders and
fishermen ruled by Great Houses and their noble councils. But since the Imperial occupation,
and especially here on Vvardenfell, the Dunmer are developing a mercantile economy on the
model of the Empire, ruled by the Emperor, law, and legions, but driven by trade in crafts and
goods. - PEOPLE. About 50% of Vvardenfell's inhabitants are Dunmer. The other half are
Redguard, Breton, Nord, Altmer, Bosmer, Imperial, Khajiit, Argonian, and Orc in roughly
equal proportion.
Settlements
(ESM) The smallest settlements are Ashlander nomadic camps, comprised of small portable
huts. Rural people live in Dunmer village style, groups of small huts centered around Temple
compounds. Town and city folk live either in the metropolitan style of Vivec City, the urban
style of towns like Ald'ruhn, or the Imperial style of recent settlements like Caldera. In
sparsely populated Telvanni District, the few Telvanni tower towns are essentially large
villages dominated by monumental wizard tower complexes. (ESO) The northeastmost
province of the Tamrielic Empire and homeland of the Dunmer peoples. Most of the
population is gathered in the high uplands and fertile river valleys of central Morrowind,
especially around the Inland Sea. The island Vvardenfel is encircled by the Inner Sea, and is
dominated by the titanic volcano Red Mountain and its associated ash wastelands; most of the
island's population is confined to the relatively hospitable west and southwest coast.
Morrowind was among the last of the provinces to be integrated into the Empire, and because
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it was added by treaty, and not by conquest, Morrowind retains exceptional power to define
local law by reference to ancient Great House precedents.
(ESM) What are the most dangerous places in Morrowind? Well, probably the ash vampire citadels inside the
Ghost Fence, on Red Mountain. Outside the Ghostfence, the Daedric ruins would be the worst. They're all over
the place, and full of bad Daedra, and the crazy folks who summon them. And the Dwemer sites are pretty bad,
too.
(ESO) Unconfirmed rumors at the end of the 3rd Era: “The Great Houses of Morrowind are in upheaval. Indoril
is in ruins, and Redoran is besieged by the Nords of Skyrim.” - “Slavery has been abolished in Morrowind.
House Dres and Hlaalu have renounced the slave trade, and freed the beastfolk from servitude.” - “The
Nerevarine has left Morrowind on an expedition to Akavir, and has not been heard from since.” - “King Helseth
has made an alliance with House Dres. Together they pick apart the carcass of ruined Indoril.” - “The Nords of
Skyrim have been warring with the Redoran of Morrowind.” - “Nord warriors have travelled from Skyrim with
Orc mercenaries to assault the Redoran of Morrowind.”
Notable Locations
City-States
Blacklight
Ebonheart
Firewatch
Kragenmoor
Mournhold
Narsis
Necrom
Tear

Towns
Daktown
Dragon Glade
Eagle Moor
Glen Haven
Karththor Hall
Silgrad Tower
Silnim Dale
Stoneforest

Villages
Amber Forest
Markgran Forest
Corkarth Run
Old Keep
Cormar View
Old Run
Darnim Watch
Reich Parkeep
Greenheights
Riverbridge
Heimlyn Keep
Sailen Vulgate
Helnim Wall
Stonefalls
Karththor Heights Verarchen Hall

(Source: ESA)
Lit.: A Short History of Morrowind. - On Morrowind. - Provinces of Tamriel.

Mort Flesh: (ESO) An animal product from the Zombie.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Damage Fatigue
Damage Luck
Fortify Health
Silence

* Septims/Pound

Mortag Glacier: (ESM) A giant glacier to the northwest part of Solstheim. Some have been
saying that the glacier collapsed on itself. Very little lives in the area, and it is said that the
glacier itself is haunted by evil spirits.
Mortar and Pestle: (ESM) Mortar and Pestle is a bowl and grinding tool for mechanically
reducing raw materials into the powders or pulps used in alchemical preparations. – See also
→ Apparatus.
Quality
Novice
Apprentice
Journeyman
Expert
Master
Secret Master
Grandmaster

Year
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 427
3E 427

Weight
0,06
5,00
0,08
4,00
0,09
0,11
3,00
0,13
1,00
2,00

Value
25,00
100,00
75,00
400,00
250,00
500,00
2.400,00
1.000,00
6.000,00
4.000,00

Mortyn: (ESM, ESO) The son and successor of King Gothlyr of Daggerfall (late first century
3E).
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.
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Morvayn, Brara: (ESM) A Dunmer noble, Lady of Maar Gan, and Councilor of Morrowind's
Great House Redoran in 3E 426 who lived west of Ald'ruhn-under-Skar in Morvayn Manor,
until the manor was overrun by corprus beasts that came through the Ghostfence. Her husband
died defending Morvayn Manor from the beasts; he believed that the beasts were attracted by
an Ash Statue they recieved a few weeks before the attacks began. The attacks finally ended
when the statue was delivered to the Ald'ruhn Temple, where the priest Lloros Sarano
destroyed it.
Lit.: Red Book of Great House Redoran (ed. 3E 426).

Morvir, Anthil: (ESM, ESO) Author of A Hypothetical Treachery. A One Act Play.
Morwha: (ESM) (Yokudan pantheon: Teat God) Yokudan fertility goddess. Fundamental
deity in the Yokudan pantheon, and the favorite of Tall Papa's wives. Still worshipped in
various areas of Hammerfell, including Stros M'kai. Morwha is always portrayed as fourarmed, so that she can 'grab more husbands'.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Moslin's Inn: (ESO) An inn in Hackdirt (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 30 gold a night.
Moss Rock Cavern: (ESO) A cavern in the north of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, just north of the
Roxey Inn.
Mote of Cleansing Fire: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Major Fire Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Moth Priests: (ESO) The Moth Priests live in the Imperial Palace. They are masters of
fighting in the dark. When they are too old or too blind to work, they are sent to the Temple of
the Ancestor Moths.
Motherwort Sprig: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Resist Poison
Damage Fatigue
Silence
Invisibility

* Septims/Pound

Mount Assarnibibi: (ESM) Mount Assarnibibi is north of Molag Mar. It was here where
Molag Bal oversaw the 99 lovers of Boethiah that gave birth to Almalexia.
Lit.: Guide to Vvardenfell. - Journal of a Pilgrim of the Tribunal Temple.

Mount Kand: (a.k.a. Mountain of Fear) (ESM) Mount Kand is in the Molag Amur region.
Speak to Nevosi Hlan, shipmaster at the Ebonheart docks. Take a ship to Tel Branora; from
there, you can get a ship to Molag Mar. From Molag MaR travel on foot north by roads,
watching for signs to Mount Kand.
Lit.: Guide to Vvardenfell. - Notes and Journals from the Province of Morrowind : Journal of a Mages Guild
Member. - Journal of a Pilgrim of the Tribunal Temple. - Journal of an Imperial Cultist.

Mount Kand Cavern: (ESM) A cave in the south of Vvardenfell's Molag Amur region,
where Vivec won a contest of wits with three Daedra. There are few lights in the caverns. The
cavern is located in the Foyada Ilibaal, on the slopes of Mount Kand northwest of Molag Mar.
Mountain of Fear: (ESM) An old name for → Mount Kand.
The Mountain Witches: (ESD) A coven of witches in Hammerfell's Dragontail Mountains.
Mourl, Tenace: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Rear-Guard.
Mournhold: (a.k.a. Mourning Hold) (ESA) City-State in the province of Morrowind, lost
City-State of the first empire. It is said that a great evil resides under this city, slowly driving
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its citizens mad. (ESM) Mournhold is the Imperial capital of Morrowind and the Holy City of
Almalexia, one of Morrowind's three Living Gods. Modern Mournhold is built upon the ruins
of Old Mournhold. At the end of the First Era, Mournhold was destroyed by Mehrunes
Dagon. Sotha Sil and Almalexia arrived and drove Mehrunes Dagon back into Oblivion, but
the city already lay in ruins. You can reach the abandoned passages of Old Mournhold
through the sewers beneath Mournhold, and adventurers still seek lost treasures in the First
Era ruins. (ESO) City in the Dark Elven homeland of Morrowind.
(ESD, ESM) The rivalry between Ebonheart and Mournhold reached back almost to the dawn of Morrowind's
history. Once the two nations had been one, all the lucrative mines held in fief by the Ra'athims, whose nobility
retained the High Kingship of Morrowind. Ebonheart had split into two separate city-states, Ebonheart and Mournhold, when Queen Lian's twin sons -- grandsons of the legendary King Moraelyn -- were left as joint heirs. At about
the same time the office of High King was vacated in favor of a temporary War Leader to be named by a council in
times of provincial emergency. Still, Ebonheart remained jealous of her prerogatives as the eldest city-state of
Morrowind ("first among equals" was the phrase its rulers often quoted) and claimed that rightful guardianship of
the Staff of Chaos should have been entrusted to its ruling house. Mournhold responded that King Moraelyn
himself had placed the Staff in the keeping of the god Ephen -- and Mournhold was unarguably the god's birthplace.

(ESM) You'll find the smith Bols Indalen at Craftmen's Hall in Godsreach, along with several
other fine craftsmen. The manors are in the west; the Winged Guar -- the local cornerclub -the Craftmen's Hall and the Museum of Artifacts are in the east. Hession is the publican of the
Winged Guar, and Torasa Aram is the curator of the museum. Bols Indalen, our celebrated
local smith, has a forge at Craftmen's Hall, along with other merchants and crafters. There's a
healer and an Imperial altar in the Royal Palace. Go to the Temple for Temple services.
Otherwise, most trainers, crafters, and merchants are in the Great Bazaar. Almalexia, our
Lady of Mercy, dwells in her Temple. Her steward, Fedris Hler, and the Lord Archcanon,
Gavas Drin, also reside in the Temple. King Hlaalu Helseth and his mother, Queen Barenziah,
live in the Royal Palace. Tienius Delitian is Captain of the Royal Guard.
All the power in Mournhold starts with Almalexia at the Temple. Of course, no mere mortal is going to get
access to the Lady of Mercy. But Fedris Hler, her steward, is quite approachable. Start with him, win his
confidence, and then maybe things will open up for you. Or start with Tienius Delitian, King Helseth's Captain
of the Royal Guard. He's fair and professional, and King Helseth is no simple figurehead, unlike his predecessor.
There's real power there, and Helseth is just going to get more powerful as he learns how Mournhold works.

Godsreach
(ESM) Godsreach is on the western side of the city. There are a number of manors there,
owned by some of the more wealthy citizens. The manors are in the west; the Winged Guar -the local cornerclub -- the Craftmen's Hall and the Museum of Artifacts are in the east. The
Craftsmen's Hall is a fine place to find armor and weapons. They'll even make them to order,
provided you have the materials. Bols Indalen, our celebrated local smith, has a forge at
Craftmen's Hall, along with other merchants and crafters. You can check out the Winged Guar
Tavern as well. Not a bad place for a drink, or if you need a place to stay for the night.
Hession is the publican of the Winged Guar. You might check out the Museum of Artifacts as
well. Torasa Aram is the curator of the museum. She is always trying to add to the collection.
Detritus Caria at the Craftsmen's Hall is a collector. He collects the strangest things -- spoons, candlesticks,
plates. Says it's hard to come by complete sets of some things, and people will pay good money for them.

Great Bazaar
(ESM) The Great Bazaar is in the eastern section of the Mournhold. You'll find some of the
best wares in all of Morrowind on sale there. The public bazaar, with its various itinerent
merchants and crafters, are in the western part of the Great Bazaar. Meryn Othralas also
presents plays there. In the east, two buildings house a variety of permanent shops -bookseller, merchant mage, armorer, clothier, pawnbroker, and trader. While you're at the
Bazaar, see if anyone is putting on a play. Some of the actors they get are just terrible.
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The residential and the Temple sewers are two completely separate drainage systems. Use grates in Godsreach
and the Great Bazaar to reach the residential sewers and also in the Royal Palace. The poor and the lawless live
under the city. If you're thinking of going down the sewers to explore Old Mournhold, watch out for the Black
Dart Gang. They look like helpless paupers, but they are deadly. They prey on adventurers coming out of the
ruins loaded with treasure. They call them the Black Dart Gang on account of the poisoned black darts they use - deadly poison -- one is enough to kill you. It's dangerous -- but it's the only way to reach the ruins of Old
Mournhold, where the real treasure lies.

Plaza Brindisi Dorom
(ESM) You'll find the Plaza in the southern part of Mournhold. The statue in the center
honors the Lady Almalexia and her defeat of the Daedra Prince Mehrunes Dagon. The battle
leveled the city, but the lives of many were saved by the goddess' valor.
Other matters
(ESM) Mournhold is a town of two minds. On the one hand, there is the monarchy, led by
Helseth, and on the other there is the Temple, and the goddess Almalexia. It is hard to know
whom you may trust. While there has been no open hostility between the two, there are
always undercurrents that bear watching.
You can't levitate in Mournhold - they say Almalexia doesn't want anyone's head rising higher than hers. If that's
how you avoid trouble, it won't work here. You can levitate down in the sewers and ruins of Old Mournhold.
Almalexia doesn't go down there much. And it's also a cheap place to sleep, if you don't mind the rats and
thieves.

Mournoth: (ESD) A lordship in the province of Hammerfell. (ESO) A territory in southern
Orsinium.
Lit.: ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

Mouth: (1) (ESO) A place or object mentioned in Seif-ij Hidja's The Doors of Oblivion. (2)
(ESM) The fifth rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great House Telvanni. See → Telvanni
Mouths.
Mouth of the Panther: (ESO) The Mouth of the Panther is what they call the delta where the
Panther River meets Niben Bay. It got its name from the pointed rocks that jut out of the
water there... sort of look like teeth - mouth, panther, teeth. The rocks would tear right
through a ship's hull like parchment. Ships are always careful to stay away from it, especially
when its foggy on the Bay.
Movement Mastery: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the Master
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Telekinesis, 40 ft for 60 seconds.
Lit.: Movement Mastery Tome.

Muck: (ESM) Muck is the damp, fibrous slime from crushed muckspunge plants that grow in
the West Gash and on Azura's Coast. Unless properly prepared in the native manner, it is
mildly toxic.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Drain Intelligence
Detect Key
Drain Personality
Cure Common Disease

* Septims/Pound

Muck Valley Cavern: (ESO) A cavern in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, west of Lake
Poppad.
Mudan Grotto: (ESM) A grotto southwest of Vivec.
Mudan-Mul Egg Mine: (ESM) This mine is due west of the Telvanni tower in Tel Vos.
There is also a shortcut through the dungeon.
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Mudcrab: (ESM) The mudcrab is a large, edible crab found in marine, coastal, and cavern
environments. The mudcrab is rarely aggressive, but tough and territorial, and groups of
mudcrabs may become a nuisance. Larger mudcrab species, like the king mudcrab and
mudcrab titan, may be a threat to careless travelers.
Muendil, Athyn: (ESM) Author of The Cake and The Diamond.
Muffin: (ESM)
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
5,00
Restore Fatigue

Time
Province
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Health

Mugwort Seeds: (ESO)

Mul Grotto: (ESM) A grotto northeast of Bal Fell.
Mummy Wrappings: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Detect Treasure

Murder: (ESD) Any act of premeditated or malicious or premeditated and malicious (or an
act that a reasonable person would call premeditated and malicious or premeditated or
malicious) or purpose that results directly in the death (or destruction with implied death) of a
person, group of persons, or entity a reasonable person might assume to be sentient. The
punishment for this crime may include a fine or incarceration, or a fine and incarceration
accidental but criminally intended (or what a reasonable person would call criminally
intended).
Lit.: ANCHIVIUS, Legal Basics.

Murderer: (ESO) The first rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy.
Murkwood: (ESA) The so-called "dark forest that ever moves", somewhere in the province
of Black Marsh. Though it is a dire place, it is said that many items were lost within its
swamps and bogs.
Museum of Artifacts: (ESM) The Museum is privately funded, and is an effort to collect and
display many of the artifacts from this part of the world. Should you want to sell something
you feel the Museum will be interested in, bring the item there and let it assess its value. The
Museum is always interested in expanding its collection. All transactions are final - you may
not come back and reclaim artifacts when you feel like it. The Museum is prepared to offer
fifty percent of the value of any artifact, up to 30000 gold. Be warned, however, that theft is a
serious matter, and likely to equal a death warrant for any foolish enough to attempt it. Torasa
Aram is the curator of the museum.
The guards caught and killed the thief who stole the Bipolar Blade from the Museum of Artifacts. Those artifacts
are so valuable that as soon as Torasa Aram reported the theft, immediate kill-on-sight orders went out to the
guards.

Mus-Manul, Zershishi: (ESM) A long-dead Ashlander poet and warrior.
Lit.: The Five Far Stars.

Mute: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Expert skill and affects the
target at distance. Effects: Silence, 15 ft for 15 seconds.
Lit.: Mute Tome.
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Mutton: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
16,00 Fortify Health
Damage Fatigue
Dispel
Damage Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Mymophonus: (ESD, ESM, ESO) (aka Mymophonus the Scribe) Author of Ark'ay The God
and The Armorers' Challenge.
Myn Dhrur: (ESM) A Daedric ruin far beneath Bamz-Amschend. Also known as the 'Citadel
of Myn Dhrur.'
Mynisera: (ESD) Dowager Queen of Daggerfall, b. 3E 353, d. 3E 403. Mynisera was the
wife of King Lysandus and mother of King Gothryd.
Myrkwasa: (ESD) A lordship in the province of Hammerfell.
Myrm, Haliel: (ESM) Author of Breathing Water.
Myrmidon: (ESO) The fourth rank in the Imperial City Arena Combatants hierarchy.
Mysterious Akavir: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Mysterium Xarxes: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433. An artifact of great and evil power, the holy
book of the Mythic Dawn. The author of the Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes claims
this evil book was written by Mehrunes Dagon himself, and given by him to Mankar Camoran
as a sign of his favor. None but the Order's "Master" may touch it or read from it, and no one
else has ever seen it. The Commentaries are the only source we have for its existence. According to the studies of Martin Septim, the Mysterium Xarxes is both the gate and the key
to Camoran's Paradise: "The Mysterium Xarxes is the most dangerous daedric sorcery I've
ever encountered... The Xarxes doesn't give up its secrets easily... I think I've identified the
section that deals with opening a portal to Camoran's Paradise. I've deciphered part of the
ritual needed to open a portal to Camoran's Paradise. In some sense, the book IS Camoran's
Paradise. Mankar Camoran bound himself to the Xarxes when he created his Paradise, using
dark rituals which I will not speak of further. A gate can be opened from the outside,
however. It will be more difficult, as I will have to temporarily bind myself to the book. But I
believe it can be done. I will continue working to decipher the arcane items needed for the
binding ritual. The Xarxes mentions four items needed for the ritual, but so far I have only
deciphered one of them: the 'blood of a Daedra Lord'. In fact, daedric artifacts are known to
be formed from the essence of a Daedric Lord, from whence they derive their great power.
Obviously, but we will need a daedric artifact. My preparations for the ritual will be different,
depending on the artifact we use, so I'll need it as soon as possible. The Mysterium Xarxes
ritual will consume the physical form of the artifact in order to release its daedric power. It
won't be seen again on Tamriel for many years. The only way to obtain a daedric artifact is
through the cults devoted to each of the Daedric Lords. The book Modern Heretics is the best
introduction to daedric cults. The second item is the counterpart to the first: the blood of a
Divine. Unlike the Daedra Lords, the gods have no artifacts, and do not physically manifest
themselves in our world. This is a secret remembered only by the Blades, passed down from
one Grandmaster to the next: The blood of Tiber Septim himself, who became one of the
Divines. All I need is a scraping of Talos's divine blood. The third item we need is a Great
Welkynd Stone. You may have run across lesser Welkynd Stones; they are fairly common in
Ayleid ruins. But a Great Welkynd Stone will not be easy to come by. They have been
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plundered one by one over the years, due to their great value to mages and occultists. There is
only one place that is rumored to still contain one: the ruins of the Ayleid city of Miscarcand.
A place where many have perished seeking its Great Stone. I have deciphered the final item
for the ritual to open a portal to Camoran's Paradise! It's the counterpart to the Great Welkynd
Stone, just as the first two were the opposed powers of the daedra and the divines. Welkynd
stones contain the concentrated power of Mundus; their counterparts are Sigil stones, which
are used to hold open Oblivion Gates. A Great Sigil Stone, then, is what we require. Great
Sigil Stones are the anchors of Great Gates. The kind of gate the Mythic Dawn opened at
Kvatch."
"When I walk the earth again, the Faithful among you shall receive your reward: to be set above all other
Mortals forever. As for the rest: the weak shall be winnowed; the timid shall be cast down; the mighty shall
tremble at my feet and pray for pardon." (From the Mysterium Xarxes)

The Mystery of Princess Talara: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Mera Llykith, which comes
in five volumes, and was originally published before 3E 428. A revised edition was published
between 3E 428 and 3E 433.
Mysticism: (ESD) Mysticism refers to the School of Mysticism, one of the six avenues of
magical study. This School experiments with the most arcane aspects of magicka and
expanding these "accidents" into a useful if eclectic range of spells. Because the forces being
manipulated by Mysticism are dangerous and unknown, the spell effects are purposefully
specific. They include Far Silence and Soul Trap among many others. (ESLB) Governing
attribute: Willpower. The School of Mysticism specialises in the most arcane and mysterious
workings of magic. Many of the spell effects are curious and specific, not fitting into any of
the other areas of magic. The better the character's skill, the easier buying, learning, and
casting spells is in this School. (ESM) The mysticism discipline is the mastery of the spell
effects of the College of Mysticism. The mysticism spells involve the manipulation of
magical forces and boundaries to bypass the structures and limitations of the physical world.
These spells bind souls in gems, or teleport the caster's body, or manipulate the world with
telekinesis, or absorb or reflect magical energies, or sense unseen objects at a distance. (ESO)
Cast spells that absorb, reflect, and dispel magic, move objects, sense life, and bind souls.
Mysticism magic has spells that will remove magic effects from you or others, spells that
detect living and undead creatures through walls and other objects, spells that reflect normal
attack damage or spells back onto the attacker, spells that absorb the power of your enemy's
spells, adding their Magicka to yours, a Telekinesis spell that lets you move objects and throw
them over great distances, and a Soul Trap spell that will trap the spirit energy of a dying
enemy in a soul gem. That soul gem can then be used to create or recharge a magic item.
Lit.: TETRONIUS LOR, Mysticism. The Unfathomable Voyage.

Mysticism. The Unfathomable Voyage: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Tetronius Lor,
which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 406. A revised edition
was published between 3E 406 and 3E 427.
Mysticism Potions: (ESM) Mysticism potions provide beneficial magical effects from the
domain of the Arcane College of Mysticism. Mysticism potions include: spell absorption,
reflect, dispel, and telekinesis.
Mysticism Spells: (ESM) There are many common variants of mysticism spells, not to
mention the countless custom versions created by ambitious spellcasters. It helps to divide
mysticism into three different classes of effects: transport spells, absorption spells, and other
mysticism spells.
Myth or Menace?: (ESO) Attributed title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
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Mythic Dawn: See → Order of the Mythic Dawn.
Myths of Sheogorath: (ESO) Title of a work by Mymophonus, which is said to exist in
Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E
433.
Mzahnch: (ESM) A Dwemer ruin on an island a ways east of Vivec.
Mzanchend: (ESM) A Dwemer ruin northwest of Uvirith's Grave.
Mzuleft: (ESM) A Dwemer ruin southwest of Dagon Fel.
Mzunchend: (ESO) Name of the Dwemer who invented the pin lock.
Lit.: History of Lock Picking.
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Nafaalilargus: (ESAR) The name of Tiber Septim's dragon which fighted for the Emperor
during the Battle of Stros M'Kai.
"I am Tiber Septim's proud soldier, loyal vassal, a jewel of the Crown."

Nabia: See → Lake Nabia.
Nadanat: (ESM) See → Foyada Nadanat.
Nagas: (ESO) Name of an Argonian tribe, whose members allegedly are seven to eight feet
tall, mentioned in WAUGHIN JARTH, The Argonian Account. – Cf. → Argonia, Argonian
Tribes, Argonians.
Nagastani: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the east of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, far southwest of
Cheydinhal.
Naghea: (ESM, ESO) The Queen of Riverhold in the beginning of the 30th century 1E.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Nagorm, Gortwog: (ESM, ESO) The first King of the newly founded home of the Orcs,
Orsinium (3E 399). King Gortwog of Orsinium controls much of the Wrothgarian Mountains
as well as the profitable rivercoast of the Bjoulsae. He persists in his demands that Orsinium
be recognized as an Imperial province separate from High Rock. The Elder Council treats
Gortwog as a recognized king, and collects taxes directly from Orsinium, but officially his
kingdom remains a county of High Rock.
Lit.: MENYNA GSOST, How Orsinium Passed to the Orcs. - ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

Nallit: (ESM) A cave on the island northwest of Tel Aruhn.
Namira: (ESD) Daedra Prince of Hunger.
“The stars of Namira burned bright last night.”

Namira's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine in the north of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, east of
Bruma.
Nammu: (ESM) Nammu, or 'no-name,' is a cavern in the wildlands of Sunna Guradan,
somewhat west of the tower of Tel Aruhn. Its east-facing entrance is west-north-west from the
Daedric ruin Yansirramus.
Narfinsel: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the west of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, north of Gottlesfont
Priory.
Narsis: (ESA) City-State in the province of Morrowind.
(ESA) "Narsis weaves it web of sleep upon all those who enter, for the Dark Elves of Narsis discourage visitors.
The Stormlords hold dominion over this city- state, and the wind seems to whisper their name..."

Native Creatures: (ESM) See → Creatures.
Native Dunmer Culture: (ESM) See → Dunmer Culture, Great Houses.
Nbthld: (ESO) Name of a Dwemer.
Nchardahrk: (ESM) A Dwemer ruin south of Dagon Fel.
Nchardumz: (ESM) A Dwemer ruin northeast of Molag Mar.
Nchmarthurnidamz: (ESM, ESO) A Dwemer term which occurs several times in plans of
Dwemer armor and Animunculi, but it's meaning is not known.
Lit.: Publisher's note to MAROBAR SUL, Ancient Tales of the Dwemer. VI: Chimarvamidium.
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Nchuleft: (ESM) A Dwemer ruin to the southeast where the plains and the slopes of Red
Mountain meet, west of the town of Vos.
Lit.: Chronicles of Nchuleft.

Nchuleftingth: (ESM) A Dwemer ruin. You can get there by going around the mountains
near Suran and heading northeast along the Foyada Nadanat, or you can start in Molag Mar
and head northwest towards Mount Kand. Go north around Mount Kand and along the north
side of the Foyada.
Nchurdamz: (ESM) A Dwemer ruin far south of Sadrith Mora and southwest of Hlormaren.
Ne Quin-al: (Cyrodilic name: Anequina) One of the two Khajiiti tribelands by whose union
Elsweyr was created in 2E 309 with the marriage of Kiergo of Anequina and Eshita of
Pellitine. The other one was → Pa'alatiin.
Lit.: A Pocket Guide to the Empire and ist Environs (3rd ed.).

Necrom: (ESA) City-State in the province of Morrowind, eastern port of the Realm, a city of
dark heat. Necrom is known for two things, the ferocity of their guards, and the quality of
their arms. (ESAR) "The City of the Dead", Necrom perpetuates a religious tradition that
predates the Tribunal cult. From across Morrowind, Dark Elves of every clan bring their dead
in solemn processions that can last for months. From the mainland, Necrom, with its lofty
walls and white towers, appears to be an immense necropolis, an impression that is
strengthened by the constant traffic of corpses across the causeway into the city, a traffic
which never ceases, day or night. In fact, the city teems with life: a vast and complex
heirarchy of priests and attendants whose sole duty is to prepare the dead for the afterlife and
deposit their bodies with the appropriate ritual into the catacombs which honeycomb the rock
beneath the city.
Necromancer's Amulet: (ESA, ESD) The legendary Necromancer's Amulet, the last
surviving relic of the mad sorceror Mannimarco, grants any spellcaster who wears it the
ability to absorb magical energy and regenerate from injury. The Amulet is mystically
fortified to give the person wearing it an armor rating equivalent to plate armor, without the
weight and restriction of movement. This makes the artifact popular amongst thieves and
mages alike. It is the one flaw of the Amulet that it is unstable in this world - forever doomed
to fade in and out of existence, reappearing at locations distant from that of its disappearance.
Time
3E 399

Province
n/a

3E 427

Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value Weight*
Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
n/a
Spell Absorption
Fortify Intelligence
Restore Health
240,00 1,00
Resist Normal Weapons
Fortify Intelligence
Restore Health
Spell Absorption
n/a
0,03
Drain Strength
Drain Endurance
Fortify Willpower
Fortify Intelligence
Fortify Conjuration
Fortify Magicka

* given in pounds

Necromancer's Moon: (ESO) Attributed title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433. Necromancer's Moon is an
obscure text that references Black Soul Gems - gems being associated with Necromancers.
Necromancers: (ESA) The Necromancers are a guild that works in the shadows of life,
stealing bodies for purposes known only to them. They deal and consort with the undead
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regularly, and are staunch foes of the Mages Guild. They are accomplished spellcasters, often
questing for magical artifacts and other sources of knowledge. The Necromancers always
brand their minions with a black pentagram as symbol of their souls' damnation - all members
and servants of the Necromancers are branded with a black pentagram.. It is said that when
facing the Necromancers, one need fear what comes after death more than death itself. (ESD)
The Necromancers are the dark mirror of the Mages Guild, but far, far more secretive,
powerful magicka casters who are masters of the most corruptive and daedric of spells,
notorious in Tamriel for their evil deeds. They are said to be led by a man they call the King
of Worms. According to common rumor, he is thousands of years old and not aging at all.
Their goals and their activities are whispered about, but no one but a Necromancer knows for
certain what they are. There's an old saying that when opposing the Necromancers, you fear
what comes after death more than death itself. They are dangerous wizards, and it is best that
the virtuous have little to do with them. (ESO) Most of our information on the Necromancers
has come from an informant inside the cult itself, a guild member - Mucianus Allias - who
offered to infiltrate their ranks. Though the information he has provided is limited, it has
given us a sense of their scope and power. The Necromancers are a sign of things to come. An
old acquaintance of the guild has come to Cyrodiil, and they are answering his call.
Mannimarco has returned. He is an old and powerful Necromancer. Nearly invincible, he has
established himself somewhere in the north of Cyrodiil. While I do not know for quite what
purpose he has arrived, I believe the Guild of Mages is in great danger.
(ESD) "The Necromancers will be the dominant magical power in Tamriel in a few years. The Mages Guild is
unable to defend itself against the Necromancers."

Necromancy: (ESAR) Sometimes mages capture the soul of a victim into a soulgem and keep
its body in a stasis field to prevent it from rotting. By this they can resurrect the dead
whenever they want it. "To resurrect the dead, you need the soulgem and something personal
of the dead, which you need to rid the stasis field so the soul can transfer from the soulgem
back into the body." (ESM) Necromancy is not illegal, per se, in the Empire, though body and
spirit are protected as property, and may not be used without permission of the owner, and
public display of the living dead is widely prohibited. Mages may purchase corpses and souls
for philosophical research, and may do with them as they wish in private. Necromancers and
vampires are widely confused in the public mind, and persecuted, but in remote locations,
necromancers are free to pursue their studies without legal interference. Under the terms of
the Armistice, necromancy defined as "animation and control of a deceased's flesh or spirit" is
punishable by death. (ESO) Necromancy may be legal in Cyrodiil, but few will openly admit
to practicing it now that the Mages Guild has banned it. I don't know what Arch-Mage Traven
has against Necromancy, but the first thing he did after taking over the Mages Guild was to
ban its practice. Not only has Necromancy been banned from practice in the Mages Guild, but
the Guild won't deal with anyone who openly uses it. Arch-Mage Traven is the first to take
such a hard stance on Necromancy. It upset more than a few people. The Mages Guild runs
more or less like it always did, but we lost quite a few members when the practice of
Necromancy was banned. The Mages Guild has made more than a few enemies since
Necromancy was banned.
(ESM) According to the Dunmer, animation or control of a deceased's flesh or spirit is righteous when practiced
according to established cult ritual, but illegal and abominable when practiced by secular sorcerers. However, in
Telvanni districts, necromancy is privately practiced by wizards in defiance of Temple censure.
Lit.: HANNIBAL TRAVEN, The Black Arts On Trial. - CELEDAEN, The Path of Transcendence. - Blasphemous
Revenants. - On the Preparation of the Corpse.
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Nectar: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
60,00 Restore Power
Invisibility

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Invisibility. - Recipe for Potion of Restore Power.

Negotiator: (ESM) The sixth rank in the East Empire Company hierarchy.
Nelas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the west of the northernmost
island of Vvardenfell.
Neloth: (ESM) A Telvanni Master and Mage Lord of the Council of Vvardenfell's Great
House Telvanni in the first quarter of the fifth century 3E and the predecessor of Baladas
Demnevanni. His residence was the Tower of Tel Naga in Sadrith Mora, his Mouth in the
Telvanni Council Hall the sorceress Arara Uvulas. Master Neloth was regarded ill-tempered.

Master Neloth in 3E 427.
Lit.: Brown Book of Great House Telvanni (ed. 3E 426).

Nenalata: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, on the southern side
of the mouth of the Silverfish River.
Nenyond Twyll: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the south of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, south of the
White Rose river, nearly halfway to the border of Elsweyr.
Neonate: (ESM) The second rank in the hierarchy of Vvardenfell's vampiric clans Aundae,
Berne, and Quarra.
Nephrine: (ESD) A fey variant mentioned in SZUN TRIOP's The Faerie.
Nerano Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the northwest of Vvardenfell's
Grazelands, west of Tel Vos.
Nerevar: (ESM) (1) (Nerevar Indoril) Nerevar is a First Age hero of the Dunmer people.
Ages ago, Nerevar was a legendary Dunmer general who, in ancient times and with the power
of the great Ring of the Ancestors, One-Clan-Under-Moon-and-Star, united the Dunmer
Houses and defeated the evil Dwarves, Nords, Orcs, and traitor Dunmer at the Battle of Red
Mountain. Nerevar was one of the founders of the First Council of Great Houses, and friend
and companion of Vivec, Almalexia, and Sotha Sil, who later became the gods of the Tribunal
Temple. By Providence, the faithless Dwemer were utterly destroyed, and their allies and the
traitor Dagoth Ur were defeated. Nerevar himself died in the battle. (2) (Dunmeri pantheon:
Godkiller) The Chimeri king of Resdayn, the Golden Age of old Veloth. Slain during the
Battle of Red Mountain, Nerevar was the Herald of the Triune Way, and is the foremost of the
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saints of Dunmeri faith. He is said to have killed Dumac, the Last Dwarven King, and feasted
on his heart. (3) See → Saint Nerevar.
Lit.: The Five Songs of King Wulfharth. - Nerevar Moon-and-Star. - VIVEC, The Battle of Red Mountain, and the
Rise and Fall of the Tribunal. - GILVAS BARELO, Kagrenac's Tools. - Nerevar at Red Mountain. - AGRIPPA
FUNDILIUS, The War of the First Council.

Nerevar Moon-and-Star: (ESM. ESO) A selection from a series of monographs by various
Imperial scholars on Ashlander legends, dating before 3E 428.
Nerevarine: (Nerevarine Cult) (ESM) The Ashlanders have a prophecy that one day the
ancient Dunmer hero Nerevar will be reborn to honor ancient promises to the tribes and unite
the Dunmer against the invaders to restore the ancient Dark Elven nation. According to
legend, the prophesied Nerevarine will cast down the false gods of the Tribunal Temple,
restore the traditional ancestor worship practiced by the Ashlanders, and drive all outlanders
from Morrowind. Both Temple and Empire outlaw the cult: the Tribunal Temple says this is a
false and profane superstition, and the Ordinators deal mercilessly with those who profess
such beliefs: But it persists among the Ashlanders, who care little for Imperial or Temple law.
Nerevarine Prophecies: (ESM) The Ashlanders have a mystical tradition of interpreting
dreams and visions as prophecies. These prophecies are recorded in verse, and may be lost or
garbled over the generations. But the Dissident Priests have collected many ancient
prophecies of the Nerevarine, many of which they believe to be genuine. Collectively these
are called the Lost Prophecies of the Incarnate. One of the sacred missions of the Dissident
Priests is the collection and study of these prophecies.
Netch Herder
(ESM) "I am a netch herder. It's long hours, but easy work. Just keep them from wandering off."

Netch Leather: (ESM) Cured netch skin, durable, flexible, and variously colored, is used
throughout the Empire in garments, armor, weapons, household goods, and furnishings. Raw
skins and prepared netch leather are important export products of Vvardenfell District.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
Fortify Endurance
Fortify Intelligence
Drain Personality
Cure Paralysis

* Septims/Pound

Neugrad Watch: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Neumar Walk: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Neustra, Wapna: (ESLB, ESM, ESO) Author of Arcana Restored
New Gods: (ESA) The arena team of Senchal of 3E 399/400.
New Life Festival: (ESA) Festival, celebrated on the 1st day of Morningstar. (ESACS) There
is a tradition of free ale at all the taverns in the land.
Newgate, Vulper: (ESD) Author of The War of Betony. – Cf. → FAV'TE.
Newlands Lodge: (ESO) An inn in Cheydinhal (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 10 gold a
night.
Newt Cave: (ESO) A cave in the west of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, north of Fort Aurus on the
northern shore of the Corbolo River.
N'Gasta: (ESAR, ESM) Author of the infamous N'Gasta! Kvata! Kvakis!. N'GASTA was a
great Sload necromancer and servant of Clavicus Vile in the Second Era, and he may have
had a wizard's tower somewhere on Vvardenfell. In 2E 864 he lived in an old wizard's tower
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on the shoals along the northwest side of the island Stros M'kai in the province of
Hammerfell, which was allowed him by King Thassad.
N'Gasta! Kvata! Kvakis!: (ESM, ESO) An obscure text in the language of the Sload,
purportedly written by the Second Era Western necromancer, N'Gasta, and originally
published in one volume before 3E 428. Some believe this is the text the Redguard Cyrus
refers to as N'Gasta's Necromancy Book. If they are true, its manuscript would have been
written before 2E 865.
Nibenay: (ESO) The old name of the lowland part of eastern Cyrodiil, a region of mixed
farmland, parkland, and forest. It is bordered on north and east by rugged mountains and to
the south by marshes and rainforest. The Nibenay Basin grades from rolling farmlands by the
river east to the rugged uplands of the Valus Mountains. With all the farms in Nibenay, there's
still plenty of forest and wilderness open for settlement. The people of Nibenay consider
themselves to be more civilized and sophisticated than Colovians. The peoples and styles of
Bravil, Leyawiin, and the Imperial City are defined by Nibenese culture. Though Nibenese in
speech and custom, Bruma and Cheydinhal show Nord and Dark Elf influences in their
architecture. It's still pretty wild east of the Niben. There's islands in Niben Bay no one has
visited in a hundred years. The Nibenean Valley is one of the two agricultural breadbaskets of
Cyrodiil. – Cf. → Heartlands.
Nibenese: (ESO) The folk from the eastern side of Cyrodiil.
Night Eye, Night-Eye: (ESM) (ESM) Governing School: Illusion. This spell temporarily
endows the subject with infravision, or the ability to see in the dark. The effect's magnitude is
how much the ambient light level is raised.
Night Falls on Sentinel: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Boali, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Night Form: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Journeyman skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Invisibility, 30 seconds; Fortify Sneak, 10 points for 30
seconds on Self; Sun Damage, 2 points for 50 seconds.
Lit.: Night Form Tome.

Night Mother: See → Dark Brotherhood.
Nightblade: (ESA) Nightblades are those mages who have perfected their arts to help in
activities involving infiltration, spying, and stealth. They are much like thieves, creatures of
the night, able to use their considerable powers to help them in their nocturnal activities. In
combat, Nightblades receive a chance per level of scoring a critical hit. Nightblades can pick
locks about as well as Rogues. (ESD) Possibly the most feared class of all is the nightblade.
They possess many of the skills and philosophy of the thiefly classes, combined with the
powers of the mage. Their natural agility and stealth, and their mastery of the School of
Illusion, means nightblades are seldom seen, though their hand is certainly felt. Effective
nightblades have high agility as well as high intelligence and willpower. The skills most
important to a Nightblade are: Illusion, Stealth, Dodging, Thaumaturgy, Short Blade, and
Lockpicking. (ESLB) Nightblades are the most intriguing and shadowy of people, they use
their magic abilities as an aid to subterfuge. Unlike the cheerful diversity of the bard, the
nightblade combines the skills and philosophy of the thievish classes with the powers of the
mage - the Nightblade is often like a thief with the capability to use magic. Their natural
agility, stealth, and abilities in the school of Illusion make for a deadly combination.
Nightblades are seldom seen though their hand is certainly felt. Effective nightblades have a
high Agility as well as high Intelligence and Willpower. (ESM) Nightblades are spellcasters
who use their magics to enhance mobility, concealment, and stealthy close combat. They have
a sinister reputation, since many nightblades are thieves, enforcers, assassins, or covert agents.
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Eraamion at the Caldera Guild of Mages is a useful resource if you have questions about the
nightblade's trade as it is practiced in Morrowind. (ESO) Spell and shadow are their friends.
By darkness they move with haste, casting magic to benefit their circumstances.
(ESM) "I am a nightblade. Blending the disciplines of the stealthy agent and subtle wizard, I move unseen and
undetected, foil locks and traps, and teleport to safety when threatened, or strike like a viper from ambush. The
College of Illusion hides me and fuddles or pacifies my opponents. The College of Mysticism detects my object,
reflects and dispels enemy spells, and makes good my escape. The key to a nightblade's success is avoidance, by
spell or by stealth; with these skills, all things are possible. I sell spells, and I am a spellmaker who creates spells
to your specifications. I can also teach you in my skills, for a fee."

Nightrunners: (ESA) The arena team of Alabaster of 3E 399/400.
Nightshade: (ESD, ESO) Nightshade is reputed to be a very poisonous herb. However, the
variety found in many parts of Elsweyr is cherished by Khajiits who have taken up careers in
thievery. Many Khajiits will tuck a piece of Nightshade inside their armor to increase their
abilities to skulk, hide, and become invisible. (ESO) Make sure not to eat nightshade. It's very
poisonous.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Damage Health
Burden
Damage Luck
Fortify Magicka

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: HARDIN THE HERBALIST, Special Flora of Tamriel.

Nilichi: (ESO) Also known as the 'Flower King', Nilichi was an Ayleid king of the late
Merethic or early First Era who worshipped an insect god whose name is lost.
Lit.: The Adabal-a.

Nimalten City: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Nimawia Grotto: (ESM) A grotto south of Balmora.
Nimbel Moor: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Nimbleness: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration. Temporarily boosts caster's Agility
attribute.
Ni-Mohk: (ESO) Mystic word.
Lit.: MANKAR CAMORAN, Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes.

Nine Divines: (ESM) The official religion of the Empire, the Imperial cult, worships the Nine
Divines. The Nine Divines are the Aedra Akatosh, Dibella, Arkay, Zenithar, Mara, Stendarr,
Kynareth, and Julianos, and the divine god-hero Tiber Septim, founder and patron of the
Empire. - See also → Imperial Cult.
Ninendava: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the far southwest of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains,
northeast of Chorrol.
Nirith, Turiul: (ESM) Author of The Hope of the Redoran.
Nirn, Lhkan, Rkhet, Thendr, Kynrt, Akhat, Mhara, and Jhunal: (ESM) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Nirnroot: (ESO) A soft bluish or blue-white glowing root with the ability to survive
underground without any sunlight at all. Although the oddly tenacious root grows almost
anywhere a significant body of water is present, it is extremely rare.
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Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil
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Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2000,00 Drain Health
Drain Fatigue
Drain Agility
Drain Speed

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: SINDERION, Nirnroot Missive.

Nirthfly Stalks: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
Damage Health
Fortify Speed
Restore Speed
Drain Speed

* Septims/Pound

Niryastare: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the far north of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region, northwest
of Fort Hastrel.
Nisin Cave: (ESO) A cave in the east of Cyrodiil's West Weald, west of Skingrad.
Nissintu: (ESM) A cave east of the Dwemer ruin Arkngthand.
Nix-hound: (ESM) The nix-hound is a medium-sized, aggressive pack predator. The meat of
the nix-hound is sweet and tender, and has modest magical properties.

Nix-hound.

No Regeneration of Spell Points: (ESLB) This disadvantage means the character does not
regenerate spent magicka. The character's spell casting abilities are severely limited.
However, Spell Points may be replenished with magicka absorption spells and abilities.
No Shira: (ESD, ESAR) Redguard term, meaning 'noble person' or 'person of noble birth.'
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes.

Noble: (ESM) "I am a noble, elevated by birth and distinction to the highest ranks of Imperial
society. I do not have a trade, as such, though I may dabble in various affairs, collecting rare
treasures of beauty and refinement. And if such things are valuable, there's no harm in it. My
lofty station is not without responsibilities, of course. I must serve at the command of the
Emperor and the Councils, giving counsel and support, and, when duty calls, taking spell and
sword to protect the smallfolk of the Empire."
House Hlaalu
(ESM) "I am a noble of Great House Hlaalu. It is my privilege and pleasure to serve my house
and clan as a leader and protector of its ancient prerogatives. In the grand mercantile
traditions of House Hlaalu, I am a merchant prince. I concern myself with the wealth and
influence of our house, and strive to bring profit and wealth to myself, my retainers, and my
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humble clients and kinsmen. I serve at the pleasure of the Clan and Council, providing such
public works and services as befits my station."
House Redoran
(ESM) "I am a noble of Great House Redoran. It is my grave duty and honor to serve my
house and clan as a leader and protector of its ancient rights. In the ancient martial traditions
of House Redoran, I am a knight and champion of the clan. I concern myself with the welfare
and influence of our house, and strive to bring honor and glory to myself, my retainers, and
my humble kinsmen. I serve at the pleasure of the Clan and Temple, providing such public
works and services as befits my station."
Lit.: ATHYN SARETHI, The True Noble's Code.

House Telvanni
(ESM) "I am a noble of Great House Telvanni. I rule my lands and kinsmen by superior right
of wit, will, wealth, and wisdom. In the ancient arcane traditions of House Telvanni, I am a
wizard, skilled in all the crafts of war and rulership. By my own craft and dominion, I bring
prosperity and power to my tower, honor to my house, and security to my kinsmen and
retainers. So long as none dare challenge my sorcerous mastery, I thereby insure the health,
wealth, and security of my house and its people."
Noble Sedge Flowers: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
Damage Health
Restore Agility
Poison
Fortify Agility

* Septims/Pound

Nocturnal: (ESD) Nocturnal is the mysterious Lady of the Night, one of the Daedric Regents.
Nocturnal is a Regent of Oblivion, whose sphere is darkness and mystery. (ESO) Nocturnal is
the daedra lord of shadows. The Mistress of Mystery. The Saint of Suspicion. Thieves Guild
members revere and respect her power and influence. They give her blessing with the phrase
'may shadow hide you'. – Cf. → Bow of Shadows.
Nocturnal's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine in Cyrodiil's Blackwood, north of Leyawiin,
east of the Lower Niben.
Nomads: (ESA) The arena team of Woodhearth of 3E 399/400.
Nommenus, Vilus: (ESM, ESO) A famous warrior mentioned in TAVI DROMIO's Hallgerd's
Tale.
Nonungalo: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands,
northwest of Fort Dirich in the center of the Imperial Reserve.
Nonwyll Cavern: (ESO) A cavern in the northeast of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, in the
mountains north of Chorrol.
Noormoc: (ESM) A location mentioned in The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec only, which in
ancient times seems to have been the seat of a faction of some sort of witches calling
themselves the 'Red Wives of Dagon'.
Nord: (ESA) Nords hail from the province of Skyrim. They are a tall and fair-skinned people
who are strong, willful, and hardy. It is rumored that growing in their arctic environment has
inured them to its effects, for they seem to shrug off all but the coldest of attacks. Nords take
half damage from Cold based attacks, and on a successful saving throw take no damage. They
are excellent in all arts concerning the blade and shield. (ESD) Province: Skyrim. The citizens
of Skyrim are a tall and fair-haired people. Owing to the climate of Skyrim, Nords are
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resistant to the coldest of temperatures, and take little damage even from ice-based magical
attacks. Nords are historically well-suited to all the arts of the warrior. (ESM) The Nords of
Skyrim are a tall and fair-haired people, aggressive and fearless in war, industrious and
enterprising in trade and exploration. Skilled sailors, they can be found in seaports and
settlements along all the coasts and rivers of Tamriel. Strong, stubborn, and hardy, they are
famous for their resistance to cold, even magical frost. Violence is an accepted and
comfortable aspect of Nord culture, and they cheerfully face battle with an ecstatic ferocity
that shocks and appalls their foes. (ESO) Citizens of Skyrim, they are a tall and fair-haired
people. Strong and hardy, Nords are famous for their resistance to cold. Nords are highly
resistant to frost attacks, and they have a mighty Shield power which protects them like
armor. They are highly talented warriors.
Lit.: Children of the Sky. - The Anuad Paraphrased.

Nordic Weapons: (ESM) These massive steel weapons are forged according to the secret
metalcrafts of the Nord smiths, and engraved with runes in the manner of the legendary witchwarriors of Skyrim.
Nordssen, Rolard: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Ruins of Kemel-Ze.
Normar Heights: (ESA, ESO) Village in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: Sixteen Accords of Madness.

Nornal: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, east of Fort Sejanus.
Nornalhorst: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the east of Cyrodiil's West Weald, east of Skingrad.
North Hall: (ESA) Town in the province of Hammerfell.
North Keep: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
North Point: (ESA) City-State in the province of High Rock. (ESD) (a.k.a. Northpoint) One
of the eight kingdoms in High Rock.
Lit.: ERYSTERA LIGEN, Etiquette With Rulers.

North Winds Prayer: (ESA, ESD) The 15th of Evening Star is a holiday reverently observed
as North Wind's Prayer. It is a thanksgiving to the Gods for a good harvest and a mild winter.
The temples offer all their services blessing, curing, healing for half the donation usually
requested.
Northbridge: (ESD) A Redguard Lady of the court of Daggerfall.
Northmoor: (ESLB, ESD, ESM) A duchy in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: ERYSTERA LIGEN, Etiquette With Rulers.

Northpoint: See → North Point.
Noru, Aniis: (ESM, ESO) Author of Surfeit of Thieves.
Norvayn Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the northern part of
Vvardenfell's Bitter Coast, east of the Daedric ruin Addadshashanammu and southwest of the
Caldera Ebony Mines.
Norvulk Hills: (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock.
Notes For Redguard History: (ESD) The publication title of one of Destri Melarg's letters to
his publisher Melius Kane, edited by Vune, at his time the Redguardic First Scholar of the
Imperial University. Notes For Redguard History comes in one volume and was originally
published between 3E 133 and 3E 405.
Notes on Racial Phylogeny and Biology: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by the Imperial
University's Council of Healers, which comes in one volume. Its seventh edition was
published before 3E 428.
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Notorgo's Curse: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction/Alteration. Slows a target with a
successful strike by damaging Speed.
Nou aldmeris mathmeldi admia aurane gandra sepredia av relleis ye brelyeis ye varlais:
(Ayleid phrase) (ESO) "Our exiled Elven ancestors heard the welcoming gifts of peace in the
streams and beech trees and stars".
Lit.: RAELYS ANINE, Ayleid Inscriptions and their Translations.

Novice: (DC) The first rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy . (ESM) The lowest rank in the
Blades and the Imperial Office of Census and Excise hierarchy as well as the second rank in
the Imperial Cult and Vvardenfell's Tribunal Temple hierarchy.
Nulfaga: (ESD) The Redguard Dowager Queen of Daggerfall, born 3E 336, sometimes called
the Mad Witch. Nulfaga is the grandmother of King Gothryd of Daggerfall, but apparently
went mad at the time of her son Lysandus' death and retired to the Wrothgarian Mountains.
Lit.: ERYSTERA LIGEN, Etiquette With Rulers. - VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony.

Null Magicka: (ESD) Governing School: Mysticism. Creates anti-magicka sphere around
caster, with a high-level chance of removing all magic.
Num Dalae Mnem: (ESO) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: MANKAR CAMORAN, Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes.

Nu-mantia: (ESO) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: MANKAR CAMORAN, Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes.

Numi Mora: (ESO) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: MANKAR CAMORAN, Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes.

Numidium: (ESD) The legend dates back to the earliest parts of the third era. Numidium was
supposed to be a giant so big his hands could knock the moons from the sky. Numidium was
Tiber Septim's secret weapon in his bid for supreme power: a thousand foot tall automaton, a
golem or an atronach of sorts powered by a gem called the Mantella. The Mantella was
infused with the life orce of Tiber Septim's Imperial Battlemage, and with it, Septim crushed
all who stood in his way. After the complete and total defeat of all his opponents, Septim
began using Numidium to crush the neutral royal families of Tamriel so that he could
enthrone only persons he knew to be loyal. His Imperial Battlemage was furious at this use of
his creation, and fought to reclaim the Mantella. In the ensuing battle, both the created and the
creator were vanquished: the heart they shared blown out of this reality into the netherworld
they call Aetherius. Numidium's body was scattered throughout Tamriel and the Imperial
Battlemage, without his life force went into a semi-slumber in a subterranean vault. In the
centuries that followed, the Emperor's elite soldiers, for generation after generation, collected
the pieces of the Numidium and became known as the Blades. Tiber Septim's Imperial Battle
Mage became known as the Underking, and sent his forces out to find the Mantellan heart.
Should Numidium return, he or she who holds the Totem will control Tamriel's fate. - Cf. →
Totem of Tiber Septim
(ESD) "Centuries ago, Tiber Septim ruled the land and forged an empire with great Numidium. The secret of
Numidium's power lies in its heart, carried within the Mantella. It is the heart of Tiber Septim's battlemage."

Nund: (ESM) A cave east of Vivec City's St.Olms canton.
Nux Vomica: (DC) A poison made of Golden Poppy, Yellow Rose, Yellow Berries, and
Yellow Flowers, which damages the victim's Health.
Nymph: Nymph is a language skill checked whenever one attempts to speak with a Nymph.
(ESD) VONDHAM BARRES describes the language as “a melodious tongue that sounds like
wild elf and faerie but share no vocabulary with them.” (A Scholar's Guide to Nymphs)
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Nymph Hair: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
400,00 Fortify Personality
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O
Oak and Crosier: (ESO) An inn in Chorrol (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 10 gold a
night.
Oathman: (ESM) The third rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great Houses Hlaalu,
Redoran, and Telvanni.
Oblivion: (ESM) The existence of Oblivion is acknowledged by all Tamriel cultures, but
there is little agreement on the nature of that otherworld, other than it is the place where the
Aedra and Daedra live, and that communication and travel are possible between this world
and Oblivion through magic and ritual. The Dunmer do not emphasize the distinction between
this world and Oblivion as do the human cultures of Tamriel. They regard our world and the
otherworld as a whole with many paths from one end to the other rather than two separate
worlds of different natures with distinct borders. This philosophical viewpoint may account
for the greater affinity of Elves for magic and its practices. (ESD, ESM) Apparently, Oblivion
is a place composed of many lands -- thus the many names for which Oblivion is
synonymous: Coldharbour, Quagmire, Moonshadow, and others. It may be correctly supposed
that each land of Oblivion is ruled over by one prince. The Daedra princes whose names
appear over and over in ancient records (though this is not an infallible test of their
authenticity or explicit existence, to be sure) are Sanguine, Boethiah, Molag Bal, and
Sheogorath, and in addition, Azura, Mephala, Clavicus Vile, Vaernima, Malacath, Hoermius
(or Hermaeus or Hormaius or Herma -- there is no consistant spelling) Mora, Namira,
Jyggalag, Nocturnal, Mehrunes Dagon, and Peryite. (ESO) The dimension of the Daedra.
Apparently, Oblivion is a place composed of many lands. It may be correctly supposed that
each land of Oblivion is ruled over by one Daedra prince. There are sixteen daedra princes,
each with his own plane of Oblivion. All scholars agree that the mortal world is protected
from the daedra of Oblivion by magical barriers. All practitioners of daedric magic are
familiar with the almost impenetrable barrier between our world and Oblivion. You'll find
rare ingredients in the planes of Oblivion that may prove useful when performing Alchemy. Cf. → End of Times.
(ESM) The variable flow of daedrons in Oblivion streams can have profound effects on the magicka potential of
various locations. Magicka use often causes effects on the streams themselves. By reconfiguring the polarity of
the daedron fields, it is possible to manipulate and trace the streams in the following cases... (from Itermerel's
Notes)
GENERAL STRUCTURE OF OBLIVION
Geography
Daedric Realms
Daedra Lords
Moonshadow (Azura's realm)
Azura
NN (Boethia's realm)
Boethiah
NN (Clavicus Vile's realm)
Clavicus Vile
Apocrypha (Hermaeus Mora's realm)
Hermaeus Mora
NN (Hircine's realm)
Hircine
NN (Jyggalag's realm)
Jyggalag
Ashpit (Malacath's realm)
Malacath
Deadlands (Mehrunes Dagon's realm)
Mehrunes Dagon
NN (Mephala's realm)
Mephala
Coldharbour (Molag Bal's realm)
Molag Bal
NN (Namira's realm)
Namira
NN (Nocturnal's realm)
Nocturnal
NN (Peryite's realm)
Peryite
NN (Sanguine's realm)
Sanguine
Shivering Isles (Sheogorath's realm)
Sheogorath
Quagmire (Vaernima's realm)
Vaernima

Society
Lesser Daedra
Atronachs (elemental daedra)
Flame Atronachs (Fire Daedra)
Frost Atronachs (Frost Daedra)
Storm Atronachs (Storm Daedra)
Flesh Atronachs
Aureal (Golden Saints)
Clannfear
Daedroth
Hunger
Kyn (Dremora)
Mazken (Dark Seducers)
Ogrim
Scamp
Spider Daedra
Winged Twilight
Xivilai

Lit.: Ancestors and the Dunmer. - MORIAN ZENAS, On Oblivion. - SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion.
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Oblivion Gates: (ESO) They are stable portals between our world and Oblivion. They violate
the most basic principles of daedric magic. They should be impossible.

An Oblivion Gate as seen in Cyrodiil's wilderness.

Ocato of Firsthold: (ESD, ESM) Uriel Septim VII's battlemage which followed Jagar Tharn.
He was the Imperial Battlemage from 3E 399 until at least 3E 427, until at least 3E 433 he
was the High Chancellor of the Elder Council.

High Chancellor Ocato.

Odai: (ESM) A river in the province of Morrowind. It flows through the center of
Vvardenfell's Balmora to the coast near the fishing village Hla Oad.
Lit.: ELONE THE SCOUT, From Seyda Neen to Balmora by Road. – Guide to Balmora.

Odai Plateau: (ESM) The plateau east of Hla Oad, west of the Odai River.
Odaishah: (ESM) A cave far south of the Ghostgate and northwest of the Velothi tower
Shishara.
Odibaal: (ESM) A cave southwest of Bal Isra.
Odirnamat: (ESM) A cave east of Nchardahrk on Sheogorad Island.
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Odirniran: (ESM) It is on Azura's Coast, west of the shrine to Azura and south of the old
Dwemer ruins of Nchurdamz. The Hlaalu and Telvanni have been fighting over Odirniran for
years.
Odrenius, Kirellian: (ESO) Editor of Knightfall. Tales of Heroism and Chivalry.
Odrosal: (ESM) The Dwemer ruin southeast of Dagoth Ur.
Oelander's Hammer: (ESD) Title of a work by Krowle, which comes in one volume and was
originally published before 3E 406.
Of Jephre: (ESD) Title of a work by "Anonymous," which comes in one volume and was
originally published before 3E 406.
Officer: (ESM) The seventh rank in the East Empire Company hierarchy.
Oghma Infinium: (ESA, ESD, ESO) Also known as the Tome of Power and Librum of
Knowledge, The Oghma Infinium is a tome of knowledge written by the Ageless One, the
wizard-sage Xarses. All who read the Infinium are filled with the energy of the artifact which
can be manipulated to raise one's abilities to near demi-god proportions. Once used, legend
has it, the Infinium will disappear from its wielder. Appearances of this work are documented
for the years 3E 399 and 3E 433. (ESD) The Oghma Infinium is the book of knowledge. It is
the book that gifts its reader with stronger bodies and abler minds. (ESO) Latest research
revealed that it seems to consist of chapters, of which each permanently fortifies aspects of
the reader's person. The lecture of the 'Path of Steel' for example fortifies his strength and
speed as well as his blade, heavy armor, and blunt skill; the lecture of the 'Path of Shadow' his
speed and agility as well as his sneak, security, and light armor skill; and the lecture of the
'Path of Spirit' the reader's intelligence as well as his destruction, willpower, conjuration, and
restoration skill.
(ESO) "You have served me well, and I am pleased. I give you this, the Oghma Infinium. Knowledge given by
me to Xarxes is recorded within." (Hermaeus Mora)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
0,00
0,00
[increases Mage,
Thief or Fighter
attributes/skills]

* given in pounds

Ogre: (ESO) Ogres are massive, powerful creatures living in the wilderness. They seem to be
social creatures, since they live in hordes and have chieftains. Ogres are cannibals, and spells
seem to bounce right off of them. The Daedra Lord Malacath has a special predilection for
them.

Ogre.
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Ogre's Teeth: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
400,00 Damage Intelligence
Resist Paralysis
Shock Damage
Fortify Strength

* Septims/Pound

Ogres Tooth Mountains: (ESO) Mountains on the Redguard isle of Stros M'kai.
Ogrim: (ESM) Ogrim are massive, powerful, dimly intelligent servants of the Daedra Lord
Malacath. You have to dig through a lot of Daedra to get at an ogrim's heart.

Ogrim.

Oil: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
8,00
n/a

Olav's Tap and Tack: (ESO) An inn in Bruma (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 10 gold a
night.
Old Barbyn's Farm: (ESM, ESO) The home of the Skeffington Coven, located in the
Phrygia territory in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Old Blue Fin: (ESM) Old Blue Fin is an unusually strong Slaughterfish well known around
Ald Velothi.
Old Bridge: (ESO) A small mainland bridge in Cyrodiil's Heartlands near the southern shores
of Lake Rumare, northwest of Pell's Gate.
Old Ehlnofey: See → Aldmeris.
Old Falls: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Old Gate: (ESA) Town in the province of High Rock.
Old Hrol'dan: (ESM) A Nord location (presumably a city) mentioned in The Arcturian
Heresy.
Old Keep: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Old Life: (ESA, ESD) On the last day of the year the Empire celebrates the holiday called
Old Life. Many go to the temples to reflect on their past. Some go for more than this, for it is
rumored that priests will as the last act of the year perform resurrections on beloved friends
and family members free of the usual charge. Worshippers know better than to expect this
philanthropy, but they arrive in a macabre procession with the recently deceased nevertheless.
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Old Man: (ESM) The eighth rank in Vvardenfell's Camonna Tong hierarchy.
Old Redguard: (ESD) The language of the Ra Gada. – Cf. → Redguard.
Lit.: ENRIC MILRES, The Alik'r. - TIDASUS, Ghraewaj and the Harpies. - DESTRI MELARG, Notes For Redguard
History.

Old Run: See → Ald'ruhn.
Old Way: (ESO) A particular way in the sewers under the Imperial City.
Lit.: Plan for the Big Heist.

The Old Ways: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Celarus the Loremaster, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 406. A revised edition was published
between 3E 406 and 3E 427.
Olenveld: A Second Era city mentioned in WAUGHIN JARTH's The Exodus, located on an
island in the northern coast, a day's sail in summertide from Winterhold.
Olms: See → Saint Olms.
Olms' Benediction: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's saint Olms which
temporarily makes the blessed resistant to common diseases.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Oloine: (ESM, ESO) A duchy in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: MERA LLYKITH, The Mystery of Princess Talara.

Olroy cheese: (ESO) I've collected cheeses from all over Tamriel, including the rare Olroy
cheese! A more pungent cheese you'll never find. It looks smooth, but it stinks to the heavens
and beyond! If I were to try cooking with it, the smell alone would draw rats for miles!.
Omalen Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's
Ashlands, southeast of the Daedric ruin Ebernanit.
Omani, Velanda: (ESM) A Dunmer Councilor of Morrowind's Great House Hlaalu in 3E 426
who lived outside Vivec on Elmas Island in Omani Manor. In c. 3E 427, she wanted the land
of the Dunmer commoner Indrele Rathryon, forged a land deed and placed it in the Library of
Vivec. But the Bal Molagmer found that forged deed and delivered it to Indrele Rathryon,
who burned it and kept her land. Velanda Omani was a puppet of Orvas Dren.
Lit.: Yellow Book of Great House Hlaalu (ed. 3E 426).

Omani Manor: (ESM) The residence of Velanda Omani, located on Elmas Island. The path
from the south end of the bridge to Elmas Island lead right to Omani Manor.
Omaren Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in Vvardenfell's Azura's Coast
region, on the small island east of Sadrith Mora.
Omayn, Raven: (ESM) A Telvanni sorcerer, the Mouth of the Telvanni council member
Mistress Dratha.
On Artaeum: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Taurce il-Anselma, which comes in one
volume and was originally published between 3E 400 and 3E 405. A revised edition was
published between 3E 406 and 3E 427.
On Lycanthropy: (ESD) Title of a work by Varnard Karessen, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 406.
On Morrowind the Imperial Province: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Erramanwe of
Sunhold, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
On Oblivion: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Morian Zenas, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 406. A revised edition was published between
3E 406 and 3E 427.
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On the Preparation of the Corpse: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in three volumes and was originally published before 3E 428.
On Wild Elves: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Kier-jo (the original edition reads
"Kiergo") Chorvak, which comes in one volume and was originally published between 2E
227 and 3E 405. A revised edition was published between 3E 406 and 3E 427.
Ondjage: (ESM) (a.k.a. Fell Wolf) The name of a giant, bloodthirsty white wolf terrorizing
travelers in the Moesring Mountains in the days of Hrothmund the Red, who finally was
killed by him. The beast measured as large as an ox, with fur as white as new-fallen snow.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Ondo: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the east of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, south of Fort Entius.
One-Clan-Under-Moon-and-Star: (ESM) See → Moon-and-Star.
Onion: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Fatigue
Water Breathing
Detect Life
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Onkobra: (ESO) A river in Black Marsh, running eastward from Topal Bay deep into the
very dark heart of the province.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Argonian Account.

Onnissiralis: (ESM) A large Daedric shrine far to the north of Vvardenfell, west of a place
called Vas.
Onsi: (ESM) (Yokudan pantheon: Boneshaver) Notable warrior god of the Yokudan Ra
Gada, Onsi taught Mankind how to pull their knives into swords.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Onyx Caverns: (ESO) Caverns in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, west of Leyawiin,
near the border to Black Marsh.
Open: (ESD) Opens chest or door with lock-level equal to or less than the caster's level.
Governing School: Mysticism. Medium-level chance of unlocking a mundane or magicallylocked door. (ESM) Governing School: Alteration. This effect opens a locked container or
door. The effect's magnitude is the highest lock level that can be opened.
Open Average Lock: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Open Average Lock.
Lit.: Open Average Lock Tome.

Open Easy Lock: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Open Easy Lock.
Lit.: Open Easy Lock Tome.

Open Hard Lock: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Open Hard Lock.
Lit.: Open Hard Lock Tome.

Open Very Easy Lock: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Novice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Open Very Easy Lock.
Lit.: Open Very Easy Lock Tome.
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Operator: (DC, ESM) The third rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy. (ESM) The fifth
rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy, and the sixth rank in the Blades and the Imperial Office
of Census and Excise hierarchy.
Opportunities: (ESM) The greatest opportunities of Vvardenfell lie in its untapped wealth,
its rich mines and ancient treasures, its unexplored and unclaimed lands. And even its threats
represent limitless opportunity to any bold adventurer determined enough to fight and scheme
his way to distinction, earning the attention of the great lords and wizards of Morrowind.
Oppressing Grasp: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Burden, 75 points for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Oppressing Grasp Tome.

Opusculus Lamae Bal ta Mezzamortie. A brief account of Lamae Bal and the Restless
Death: (ESO) Title of the University of Gwylim Press edition of the work by Mabei Aywenil,
which comes in one volume and was published in 3E 105.
Oracle: (1) (ESD) The Oracle - or wise woman - of Hammerfell has traditionally been the
Chief Counselor to the monarchs of Sentinel. Although she has no eyes, she is said to be the
wisest woman in Tamriel. Her disciple and official representative is called the Acolyte. The
current Oracle of 3E 402 was banished from court shortly before the War of Betony started.
(2) (ESM) The seventh rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy .
(ESD) The Oracle advised King Cameron against warring with Daggerfall. King Cameron didn't the Oracle's
advice against warring with Daggerfall. The Oracle knew that Sentinel would lose the war with Daggerfall. If
Cameron of Sentinel had listened to the Oracle, he'd be alive today.
Lit.: VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony.

Orange: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Fatigue
Detect Life
Burden
Shield

* Septims/Pound

Orc: (ESA) Orcs are a larger version of goblins. Indeed, scholars have often speculated that
these two creatures are somehow related. Nevertheless, they are stronger than their cousins,
and very dangerous, often equipping themselves with weapons found on their opponents.
They are not overly intelligent, but are cunning enough to stalk their prey and set up
ambushes. (ESD) From a distance, an orc may resemble a large, squat, muscular man - before
the tusks become evident, and the green skin and the piggish eyes are seen. Usually, when a
viewer is that close| to an Orc, he or she is not taking notes about the details. Orcs are among
the most common encounters around the Iliac Bay, particularly around the southern half of the
Wrothgarian Mountains. They are a consistently savage group, ready for a fight no matter the
odds. Some rather eccentric researchers have suggested that the Orcs have a culture as ancient
and sophisticated as ours, and that their seeming mindless barbarity is somehow related to
rites of passage or tests of courage. It is highly likely that these researchers have never felt the
sting of an orc captain's barbed axe. (ESM) The Orc peoples of the Wrothgarian and
Dragontail Mountains are brave and hardy barbarians and noted for their unshakable courage
in war and their unflinching endurance of hardships. Once they have been widely feared and
hated by the other nations and races of Tamriel, but they have slowly won acceptance in the
Empire.. Now many have gained an education and Imperial citizenship through service in the
legions. Their armorers are prized for their craftsmanship and are the finest in the world, and
Orc warriors in heavy armor are the best front-line troops in all Tamriel. Detractors say that
Orcs are rough and cruel, but Orcs say they are hard, but fair, and stern, but just. (ESO) The
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people of the Wrothgarian and Dragontail Mountains, Orcish armorers are prized for their
craftsmanship. Orc troops in heavy armor are among the finest in the Empire, and are
fearsome when using their berserker rage, a special Berserk power that temporarily increases
their strength, fatigue and health, while draining their agility.
Lit.: The True Nature of Orcs.

Orc Strength: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration. Temporarily boosts caster's Strength
attribute.
Orc's Blood: (ESD, ESAR)
Time
Province Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2E 864 Hammerfell n/a
Fortify Strength
3E 405 High Rock 80,00 Fortify Strength
* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Text on Potions.

Orcish: (ESD) Rarely found armor material. Heavier than Dwarven and almost twice as
strong. (ESLB) Rarely found, almost twice as strong as Dwarven.
Orcrest: (ESA) City-State in the province of Elsweyr.
Order of Arkay: (ESD) The Order of Arkay is a religious order dedicated to the worship of
Arkay, the God of the Cycle of Birth and Death.
"We are the Order of Arkay, the God of Birth and Death. Arkay is the great spirit who brings every man and
woman, human, elf, khajiit, and Argonian into this world, and when the time is true, ends their circle. Arkay is
fertility and blight, joy and sorrow. At the Order, we celebrate the Blessed Neutrality that Arkay stands for.
While we do not offer strangers blessings, for to give favor or curse would be to upset the eternal balance, the
Order offers much to its members. Our libraries and sages are some of the finest in Tamriel. Of course, few are
worthy to be initiated into the mysteries of Birth and Death."

Order of Blades: See → Blades (2).
Order of Doctrine and Ordination: (ESM) The Order of Doctrine and Ordination are
militant scholars.
Order of Kynareth: See → Kynaran Order.
Order of Talos: (ESO) A monastic order devoted to divine Talos, who was the mortal Tiber
Septim, the founder of the empire. Tiber Septim is the god and patron saint of the order. Lord
Talos teaches us to be prepared to protect his people in peace and war. The Order works to
spread the teachings and worship of the divine Talos. Chapterhouses of the Order, like
Weynon Priory, provide safehouses for travelling Blades as well as our more public religious
functions. The Blades are closely linked to the Order of Talos. Both serve Talos, and many of
the Order's brothers are former Blades. Like members of the Order of Talos, the Blades are
devoted to the divine Talos. The Order honors them for their dedication and devotion. It isn't
widely known, but many brothers of the Order are also members of the Blades. Blades who
are too old for active service often join the Order as lay brothers. .
Order of the Ancestor Moth: (ESO) They nuture and celebrate the ancestors, whose spirits
are manifest in the Ancestor Moths. This order alone has been given the priviledge to interpret
the Elder Scrolls. Novitiates learn the teachings of Gudrun - the way of the peaceful fist, and
learn to serve the blind monks. All members of the order are masters of the sword of no
sword, the axes of no axe.
Lit.: Pension of the Ancestor Moth.

Order of the Black Worm: (ESO) “The Order of the Black Worm will feast on your soul,
mortal.” (Black Worm cultist)
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Order of the Candle: (ESD) The Order of the Candle is the knightly order charged with the
protection of the royal family and kingdom of Sentinel.
"The Order of the Candle have replaced the defunct Knights of the Moon as the official protectors and warriors
of the kingdom of Sentinel. The lords Vhosek of the Moon and K'avar are our commanders and we follow their
order implicitly. In Sentinel, no order, guild, or organization is treated with more respect than we. Only men and
women of exceptional fighting skills and demonstrated loyalty to the royal family of Sentinel will be considered
for admission."

Order of the Crimson Scars: (ESO) Once a powerful force rivaling the Dark Brotherhood
itself, the Scars regarded themselves the true followers of Sithis and the masters of deception.
Lit.: Manifesto Cyrodiil Vampyrum. - Greywyn's Journal. - Bloodstained Note.

Order of the Cup: See → Knights of the Cup.
Order of the Dragon: (ESD) The Order of the Dragon is composed of the finest knights of
the Daggerfall militia, bound together by vows of service to the royal family and kingdom.
(ESO) The illustrious order of Imperial knights founded by Tiber Septim himself.
Order of the Hour: (ESD) The Order of the Hour is the group of knights sworn to Akatosh,
the Dragon God of Time. They work to further His cause and protect His Chantries.
"We are the military arm of the Akatosh Chantry, the Order of the Hour, charged with the protection of the
Chantry. Our knights are devoted to the Great Dragon, and dedicated to the promise of stability and
permanence He represents. Our duties are varied indeed, and our honors bountiful. An initiate in our Order
have the same rights and honors of an initiate in the Chantry."

Order of the Inquisition: (ESM) The Order of the Inquisition identifies and suppresses
heresy among priests and laymen.
Order of the Lamp: (ESD) The Order of the Lamp is the knightly order that protects the less
combative oriented members of the Mages Guild.
"We of the Order of the Lamp are the protectors of the Mages Guild. We follow the Palantinus, under direct
orders from the Archmagister. We are given appropriate rights to certain services at the Mages Guild. One's
rank within the Order approximates ones rank within the Guild, in terms of rights and priveleges. The Order is
only open to those who have already demonstrated fighting skills and are in good standing with the Mages
Guild."

Order of the Lily: (ESD) The Order of the Lily are the knights sworn to the ideal of Dibella,
Goddess of Beauty. They protect, and when necessary, die prettily for her Houses.
"The House of Dibella is the noblest institution in Tamriel, we of the Order of the Lily firmly are devoted to its
cause. Its only fault is that the priests and priestesses within are often too consumed with the propagation of
beauty to protect themselves adequately. That is the sacred cause of the Order of the Lily. We protect the House
and receive the training and blessings of clerics of equal rank. I can think of no better reason to fight than the
cause of beauty."

Order of the Mythic Dawn: (ESO) One of the most secretive of all the daedric cults, devoted
to the Daedra Lord Mehrunes Dagon, the Prince of Destruction. Not much is known about
them. According to a Mythic Dawn cultist, the order is “based on the principles of our mighty
razor: Novitiate, Questing Knight, Chaplain, and Master." They follow the teachings of
Mankar Camoran, whom they call the Master, and who calls for the return of the Mythic Age
when Oblivion and the mortal world were not separate. They worship the daedra lord
Mehrunes Dagon, according to the teachings of their leader, Mankar Camoran. They hope to
bring Mehrunes Dagon back to Tamriel and give us all a good Cleansing. No one knows how
widespread the cult is, or where their shrine to Mehrunes Dagon is located. If somebody
wants to dedicate himself to Mehrunes Dagon's service, this pact must be sealed with
"sacrificial red-drink", the blood of Mehrunes Dagon's enemies. - On the 17th of Sun's Height
3E 433 Mythic Dawn cultists murdered Emperor Uriel Septim VII and thus began leading the
Daedra right into the heart of the Empire.
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"The Master knows the secret mind of Lord Dagon. He speaks with Him and teaches us from His holy book, the
Mysterium Xarxes. The Master has promised us that the Time of Preparation is almost over! The Time of
Cleansing is almost here! We await only the Master's word before we throw open the gates to Oblivion. When
Lord Dagon Himself walks the earth, our victory will be complete. He will rule over Tamriel and the Mythic
Age will be restored." (Mythic Dawn cultist)

Order of the Raven: See → Knights of the Raven.
Order of the Scarab: See → Knights of the Scarab.
Order of the Virtuous Blood: (ESO) A group formed to combat vampires living in the
Imperial City. "We are, for lack of a better word, defenders. We guard this city from an
infestation that plagues it. We are vampire hunters. Our goal is to root out the vampires that
live in our fair city." - This group was founded by a vampire named Seridur a few years ago.
Order of the Watch: (ESM) The Order of the Watch provides guards for temples and
shrines. In Vivec, which is a Temple city, they are the guards who enforce the law and
preserve order.
Order of the White Stallion: (ESO) A knightly order, created by the Count of Leyawiin to
honor free adventurers who perform noteworthy services for County Leyawiin. Their base is
the White Stallion Lodge north of Leyawiin.
Order of War: (ESM) The Order of War fights the enemies of the Tribunal Temple; most
War Ordinators are stationed near Red Mountain.
Ordinators: (ESM) The Ordinators, the holy guards and priest-soldiers of the Tribunal
Temple, have the duty of keeping worshippers from restoring the old Daedric sites scattered
throughout the wastelands and along the rocky coasts and islands of Vvardenfell. Now these
Ordinators are busy elsewhere, and the old Daedric sites are coming back to life. Some traders
reported a ship carrying a few Ordinators has sailed from Molag Maar for Ald Daedroth, but
my timid scouts won't dare approach the island.
Ordo Legionis: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Oresme: (ESD) The Lord of Sentinel at the times of the War of Betony. After King
Cameron's death he formally surrendered to Daggerfall, giving up all rights to Betony
officially. He later commited suicide on the ship back to Sentinel.
Lit.: VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony.

Orethi Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the west of Dagon Fel island in
Vvardenfell's Sheogorad region.
Oreyn Bearclaw: (ESM, ESO) Son of King Faume Toad-Eye of Valenwood, one of
Valenwood's legendary heroes. He lived in the 6th century 2E. See → Helm of Oreyn
Bearclaw.
Orghum: (ESA, ESD, ESM, ESO) A King of the island kingdom of Pyandonea, which at his
time was regarded a world power. King Orghum was famous for his impressive fleet in The
War of the Isle in 3E110. The united alliance of the kings of Summurset and Emperor
Antiochus only managed to defeat King Orghum due to a freak storm. It has been suggested
that his fleet was destroyed by a joint effort of Antiochus and the Psijic Order. - Cf. → King
Orghum's Coffer.
Lit.: STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire. - TAURCE
JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Orgnum: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Misspelling of → Orghum.

IL-ANSELMA,

On Artaeum. - WAUGHIN
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Origin of the Mages Guild: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Salarth, which comes in
one volume and was originally published between 2E 231 and 3E 405. A revised edition was
published between 3E 406 and 3E 427.
Orkey: (ESM) (Skyrim pantheon: Old Knocker) A loan-god of the Nords, who seem to have
taken up his worship during Aldmeri rule of Atmora. Nords believe they once lived as long as
Elves until Orkey appeared; through heathen trickery, he fooled them into a bargain that
'bound them to the count of winters'. At one time, legends say, Nords only had a lifespan of
six years due to Orkey's foul magic. Shor showed up, though, and, through unknown means,
removed the curse, throwing most of it onto the nearby Orcs.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Orma: An Argonian tribe, whose members are allegedly born without eyes, but masters of
their other senses, mentioned in CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.
– Cf. → Argonia, Argonian Tribes, Argonians.
Orme, Annanar: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Third Door.
Orrey: (ESO) The orrery in the Imperial City's Arcane University is the only one in Cyrodiil.
There's one more in Hammerfell... the old one at Stros M'Kai.
Orsimer: (ESM, ESO) 'The Pariah Folk', the Aldmeris word for Orcs.
Lit.: The True Nature of Orcs. - FLORIN JALIIL, Father of the Niben.

Orsinium: (ESD) The legendary homeland of the Orcs. The original Orsinium was destroyed
four thousand years ago, but King Gortwog is attempting to rebuild it. (PG1) Literally,
'Orsinium' means Orc-Town in the early Aldmeris. The goblin-ken (orcs, ogres, gremlins, and
other beastfolk) that live in Orsinium favor the Elvish name for their settlement, for it
suggests, at least to human ears, a glorious and beautiful fortress-city instead of the squalid
and filth-ridden village-and-keep that it is. It was founded during the Camoran Dynasy, when
hundreds of beastmen were set free by the rulers of the Summerset Isles and allowed to settle
lands north of Valenwood. These Orcish tribes chose an uninhabited mountain region near
Old H'roldan in High Rock, for their people were (and most still are) dependent on a rare
shaggy giant centipede herdbeast that can live only at high altitudes on alpine and sub-alpine
forage.
Orsinium did possess considerable strength during the First Era, when Orcish refugees fleeing
the Ra Gada invasion of Hammerfell joined the beastman army already gathering there. This
army was determined to take control of the Bjoulsae River and force the kingdom of Wayrest
to pay Orsinium regularly for its use. Other powers of the area rose to confront the Orcs,
principally the Yokudan Order of Diagna and the chieftan-kings of early Daggerfall. The
Siege of Orsinium lasted thirty years and ended in its ruin.
Orsinium briefly became an Imperial territory under the Akaviri Potentate, though this ended
with the death of Savirien-Chorak in CE 431. The Orcs have recently petitioned the New
Emperor to grant them a similar status, but Tiber Septim is famous for his hatred of their kind,
and has yet to bestow the beastfolk good answer.
Orthe: (ESO) A Dremora overseer of the Forbidden Grotto.
Orum's Aquatic Escape: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Invisibility, 15 seconds; Night Eye,
15 seconds; Water Breathing, 15 seconds.
Lit.: Orum's Aquatic Escape Tome.

Other Mysticism Spells: (ESM) Other mysticism spells work directly upon the subtle
magical forces of the unseen world. The most common of these mysticism spells are: purge
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magicka, touch dispel, Almalexia's grace, soul trap, telekinesis, detect creature, detect
enchantment, detect key, spell absorption, and reflect.
Othrelas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell,
north of Vivec's Hlaalu Compound.
Othrok of Dwynnen: (ESD) A High Rock hero of the midst 3rd century of 3E, who became
the first Baron of Dwynnen and allied with the rulers of Ykalon, Phrygia, and Kambria, to
finally defeat the Camoran Usurper at the Battle of Firewaves (3E 267).
Lit.: PALAUX ILLTHRE, The Fall of the Usurper.

Othroktide: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in Dwynnen on the 5th of Sun's Dawn as the
day Othrok took Castle Wightmoor. (ESD) The people of Dwynnen have a huge party to
celebrate Othroktide, the day when Baron Othrok took Dwynnen from the undead forces who
claimed it in the Battle of Wightmoor.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay. - PALAUX ILLTHRE, The Fall of the Usurper.
Ottus, Alessia: (ESO) Well-traveled author of Guide to Anvil, Guide to Bravil, Guide to
Bruma, Guide to Cheydinhal, Guide to Chorrol, Guide to Leyawiin, Guide to Skingrad, and
Guide to the Imperial City.

Alessia Ottus.

Ouada: (ESM) Ouada means "river".
Ouada Nabia ('River Nabia'): (ESM) The river west of Bal Ur, connecting the lakes Masobi
and Nabia.
Ouada Samsi ('River Samsi'): (ESM) The Samsi river is the one south and east of Gnisis.
Outlander: (ESM) An outlander is anyone born and raised outside of Morrowind. Most
Dunmer think anyone who isn't a native-born Dunmer is an outlander. Dunmer with Western
words and ways are also immediately identified as outlanders -- we're very sensitive to
accents, clothes, and manners in Morrowind. Outlanders are foreigners, and Morrowind
doesn't like foreigners. It's not bad here in Hlaalu territory, but on the rest of Vvardenfell, folk
are very cool to outlanders. Be patient, and pleasant, you'll do all right.
Outlaw Endre's Cave: (ESO) A cave in the north of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, northeast of
Moranda.
Ovank'a: (DC) Redguard holiday, celebrated in the Alik'r Desert with prayers to Stendarr for
a merciful year on the 12th of Morning Star. (ESD) Ovank'a is the day the people of the Alik'r
Desert offer prayers to Stendarr in the hopes of a mild and merciful year. It is considered very
holy.
An Overview of Gods and Worship in Tamriel: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Brother
Hetchfeld, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 406. A revised
edition was published between 3E 406 and 3E 427.
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Pa'alatiin: (Cyrodilic name: Pelletine) One of the two Khajiiti tribelands by whose union
Elsweyr was created in 2E 309 with the marriage of Kiergo of Anequina and Eshita of
Pellitine. The other one was → Ne Quin-al.
Lit.: A Pocket Guide to the Empire and ist Environs (3rd ed.).

Paatru: (ESO) Name of an allegedly toad-like Argonian tribe, mentioned in WAUGHIN
JARTH, The Argonian Account. – Cf. → Argonia, Argonian Tribes, Argonians.
Pacification: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Apprentice skill and
affects the target at distance. Effects: Calm up to level 2 for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Pacification Tome.

Pacify Animal: (ESD) Pacifies any living beast of subhumanoid intelligence.
Pacify Daedra: (ESD) Pacifies Daedra.
Pacify Humanoid: (ESD) Pacifies humanoid creatures.
Pacify Undead: (ESD) Pacifies undead creatures.
Pack Mule: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Expert skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Feather, 150 points for 300 seconds.
Lit.: Pack Mule Tome.

Packrats: (ESM) Rerlas Mon is selling them in Mournhold's Great Bazaar. You'd be
surprised how well-trained they are, and how much they can carry. And in a tight spot, they're
pretty good for stew.
Padomaic Ocean: (ESM) The waters of the Padomaic Ocean completely surround Tamriel.
The continent of Akavir lies across the Padomaic Ocean to the east, and the continent of
Atmora lies across the Sea of Ghosts to the north.
Pakseech: (ESO) A word from the Ta'agra. In the Imperial tongue, it means, roughly, 'clan
chair' -- the seat of the clan patriarch.
Palace: (ESA) The world of Arena is composed of City-States, Towns, and Villages. Each of
these areas are ruled by Kings, Queens, Lords, etc. from their respective Palaces. The Palace
is a place where you may journey in order to meet the ruler of a particular region. They may
have certain things to offer, such as valuable clues for some lost artifact, or a quest by which
you can increase your coffers. Palaces also offer a place where the ruler of a particular region
can enlist people to help with a particular problem, such as delivering an ultimatum to a
neighboring Town or Village. Such people are usually rewarded well for their time.
Sometimes these ‘errands’ can be quite dangerous, such as slaying a monster that has
terrorized the region. In those cases it is well to remember that the reward will usually match
the danger. Finally, Palaces can be a good place to hear rumors. Open court is held there and
all that is known in a particular region is common knowledge. If for some reason you find that
you need some information, someone at the Palace may have what you need. (ESD) The ruler
of a particular region usually lives in the capitol city, which is more often than not named
after the region itself. Thus, if you want to talk to the king of Daggerfall, go to the capitol city
Daggerfall in the kingdom of Daggerfall. Of course, not just anyone is admitted to the royal
presence. Rulers can be quite fickle, so dont give up if you're rebuffed once.
Kings, queens, dukes, duchesses, counts, countesses, barons, baronesses, lords, and ladies are
the official power structure of the Iliac Bay. A wise adventurer will find a patron or patroness
and build up the relationship by completing quests. All partnerships must have a start, and
sometimes it takes a little humility to begin an alliance.
Palace Guard: (ESO) The most noble of all combatants. Strong in body and in character.
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Palace of Vivec: (ESM) The Palace of Vivec is the abode of the mortal form of the god-hero
Lord Vivec, the Warrior-Poet of the three deities who comprise Almsivi, the divine patrons of
the Tribunal Temple. Only the most devout are admitted to the presence of Lord Vivec, and
only at his initiation. Beneath the Palace of Vivec is the Puzzle Canal, a place of worship and
testing for questing heroes hoping to receive Vivec's favor. Many choice treasures are guarded
by Daedric servants in the Puzzle Canal's dark passages.
Paladin: (ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in the knightly orders hierarchy.
Paladin's Blade: (ESO) See → Chrysamere.
Paladins: (ESA) The arena team of Windhelm of 3E 399/400.
Palansour: (ESM) A cave northeast of Gnisis and southeast of Ald Velothi.
Pale Pass: (ESO) Pale Pass was the rumored location of the Akaviri headquarters during their
invasion of Cyrodiil. Back at the end of the First Era, raiders from the continent of Akavir
attempted to gain a foothold here in Tamriel. At that time, the Empire was broken into smaller
factions. Reman Cyrodiil decided to unify them and form an army to repel the Akaviri raiders.
The force became known as the Army of Reman. The two armies clashed in what's now
northern Cyrodiil. The Akaviri were strong and well supplied. But their greatest error was
marching through Morrowind on the way to their objective and dismissing the response it
would garner from Vivec. They didn't count on Lord Vivec forming an alliance with the
Trident-Kings of the Dreugh. From Morrowind, he struck at their rear flank. Not only did this
make the Akaviri fight on two fronts, it also cut off access to reinforcements and supplies
from the sea. The Army of Reman knew that the organized Akaviri forces were commanded
from a hidden post in the mountains. Rumors placed it in a snowy vale called Pale Pass.
That's where Reman focused his attention. As his forces fought their way across the Jerall
Mountains, the Akaviri suddenly surrendered. It was assumed they were overwhelmed and
gave up. The command post and Pale Pass were never found. It was dismissed as rumor and
the Army of Reman celebrated. - The fort at Pale Pass was actually an Imperial structure
captured and then inhabited by the invading Akaviri forces. The actual location of the fort has
been lost over hundreds of years.
Lit.: Akaviri Diary Translation. - Fort Pale Pass Discovered! (Black Hourse Courier special edition). Remanada.

Palla: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Vojne Mierstyyd, which comes in two volumes and
was originally published before 3E 428.
Palm: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
8,00
Levitate
Water Walking

* Septims/Pound

Panabanit-Nimawia Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine within the Ghostfence.
Panai, Tuen: (ESO) A Dunmer who claimed to have explored every Dwarven ruin in
Morrowind.
Lit.: ROLARD NORDSSEN, The Ruins of Kemel-Ze.

Panat: (ESM) A cave on the spit north of Fort Pelagiad.
Panud Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine southeast of Khuul.
Paralysis: (ESM) See → Paralyze.
Paralyzation: (ESA) Paralyzation is unique in that whatever paralyzed you is probably still
around. The only good defense is to have a spell or a potion that you can use to cure of it
(paralyzed characters can move enough to take a potion, just not to fight or run). You can also
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cast some other type of spell such as Invisibility or Sanctuary, which would cause the monster
or person to ignore you. Hopefully the spell will last long enough for the paralyzation to wear
off. If you don’t have any of these options you are in some trouble. The monster will continue
to attack you. Although further attacks won’t add to the paralyzation time, rarely does it have
to. Your only hope is that the effect wears off quickly. As stated before, the best defense is to
prepare beforehand.
Paralyze: (ESD) (also Paralysis) Causes target to be paralyzed. Governing School: Alteration.
Medium-level chance of immobilizing a traget for the duration of the spell. (ESM) Governing
School: Illusion. This effect renders the target unable to move. This effect has no magnitude,
only duration. (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Master skill and
affects the target on touch. Effects: Paralyze, 10 seconds.
Lit.: Paralyze Tome.

Parate, Sigillah: (ESD, ESM) Author of Invocation of Azura.
Pargran Village: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Parikh: (ESM, ESO) A tribe which in 3E 396 began a rampage through southeastern
Valenwood with the aid of powers from the Summurset Isle.
Lit.: Lady Benoch's Words and Philosophy.

Pasquiniel: (ESO) The name of one of Torval the Pilot's ships.
Lit.: FLORIN JALIIL, Father of the Niben.

Passwall: (ESO) Passwall is a small settlement in the Fringe whose residents hope to pass
through the Gates of Madness into the greater realm of Sheogorath's Shivering Isles.
Path of Dawn: (ESO) See → Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes.
Patriarch: (DC) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in the Imperial Cult and Vvardenfell's
Tribunal Temple hierarchy.
Patrons: See → Saints.
Pauldrons of Sacred Honor: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Medium Shield, and is schooled with
crafts of missile.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Pauldrons of Starkhorn's Surprise: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
backstabbing, and gives some Resistance to Frost when equipped by the owner.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Pauldrons of the Mischievous Hand: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Spell Reflection, and gifts
its owner with special insight into the disciplines of mysticism.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Pauldrons of the Monkey's Apprehension: (ESLB) Conceives the spell of Detect Enemy,
and partakes of the excellence of illusion.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Pauldrons of Winter's Winds: (ESLB) Causes Minor Frost Damage, and is informed by the
arts of illusion.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Pauper: (ESM) "I am a pauper, one of the humble smallfolk. I make my way in the world as
best I can, laboring in the fields, kitchens, and factories of the Great House lords. When times
are good, I live well enough by my own work. When times are hard, I live by the grace and
generosity of the clan, and by the charity and good works of the Temple. I am no rude beggar;
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we are all educated in the Temple, free of charge, and it may be I can teach you something of
Morrowind lore."
Pawnbroker: (ESM) "I am a pawnbroker. I buy your goods, giving you cash on the counter,
and if, at a later date, you wish to recover your goods, you need only pay me what they are
worth -- with a small profit, of course, for my time and trouble. I also sell things, sometimes
used and worn, sometimes almost new, and all for a fraction of what they'd cost if purchased
elsewhere."
Peakstar: (ESM) Peakstar was an Ashlander girl found washed ashore near Ald Redaynia.
She was raised by the Urshilaku, and many believed she was the Incarnate. Some Ashlanders
believe that Peakstar was a false Incarnate and that she is dead. Others believe that she will
soon return to fulfill the rest of the prophecies. Temple warriors claim she was captured and
imprisoned. No one really knows what happened to her.
Pear: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Fatigue
Damage Speed
Fortify Speed
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Pearl: (ESM) These smooth, round, lustrous beads are prized for ornamental purposes. The
cave collop and other native Morrowind mollusks only occasionally produce pearls; their
scarcity increases their market value.
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

3E 427

Morrowind

3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
600,00 Water Breathing
Cure Poison
500,00 Drain Agility
Dispel
Water Breathing
Resist Common Disease
800,00 -

Pelagiad: (ESM) Pelagiad is a newly charted Imperial village between Balmora and Vivec
City on the western edge of the Ascadian Isles region. The village is right outside the Imperial
Legion garrison at Fort Pelagiad. The houses and shops are built in the Western Imperial
style, and Pelagiad looks more like a village in the western Empire than a Morrowind
settlement. Mebestien Ence, the Breton trader, deals in a bit of everything. Uulernil is a High
Elf, and fair smith. Shadbak gra-Burbug is the smith at Fort Pelagiad. The Imperial cult shrine
is at Fort Pelagiad, with a healing altar, and Ygfa the healer sells cure potions. Ladia
Flarugrius and Ahnassi are trainers; you can usually find them here at the Halfway Tavern.
Drelasa Ramothran is the publican of the Halfway Tradehouse. And they say the Thieves
Guild has some people in Pelagiad.
Pelaurig: (ESO) The seventh (and perhaps highest) rank in the Golden Saints hierarchy.
Pelinel: (ESO) Mer term, literally meaning "glorious knight" or "The Star-Made Knight".
Lit.: The Song of Pelinal.

Pell's Gate: (ESO) A small community in the south of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, south of Fort
Homestead.
Pellani: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A term used by the Wild Elves, meaning as much as 'outsider' (i.e.
Non-'Wild Elves').
Lit.: KIER-JO CHORVAK, On Wild Elves.
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Pellitine: Cyrodilic name of → Pa'alatiin.
Peony Seeds: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Strength
Damage Health
Damage Speed
Restore Fatigue

* Septims/Pound

Pension of the Ancestor Moth: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes
in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Penwall Derry: (ESD) A location where once one Barbabyth Greensly lived.
Perrif: (ESO) According to The Song of Pelinal, this was the given name of Alessia.
Lit.: The Song of Pelinal.

Perseverance Day: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in Ykalon on the 27th of Sun's Dawn to
celebrate the resistance to the Camoran Usurper. (ESD) Perserverance Day is quite a party in
Ykalon. It was originally held as a solemn memorial to those killed in battle, resisting the
Camaron Usurper, but has since become a boisterous festival.
Personality: (ESD) Personality governs the ease of increasing personality-related skills. It
directly affects other people's reactions to you and your odds of impressing them in
conversation. (ESLB) Personality affects other people's reactions to the character. The odds of
impressing someone in conversation are directly proportional to the player's Personality score.
(ESM) Affects how much people like you, which leads to better information gathering. A
creature's personality is its property of exciting the emotions of interest, trust, and loyalty in
other creatures. For example, a creature with a powerful personality is more able to persuade
and influence other creatures through speech, gesture, and demeanor. (ESO) The attribute
which affects how much people like you, which leads to better information-gathering. People
will like you more if you have a high Personality. Governs the skills of Speechcraft,
Mercantile, and Illusion.
Perus, Livillus: (ESM, ESO) A Professor at the Imperial University and author of Cherim's
Heart of Anequina (Interviews With Tapestrists series, vol. 18)
Perwright: (ESD) A Breton Lord of the court of Anticlere.
Peryite's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, on the south
bank of the Silverfish River, west of Lake Canulus.
Peryite: (ESD) Peryite is the Daedra of Pestilence and Plague. Peryite is the most affable of
the Daedra Princes with the worst reputation.
Petit Family: (ESO) It's a Breton name. Allegedly one of High Rock's oldest and most
respected noble families.
Philidus, Castus: (ESO) A mage and weather expert of the Imperial City (c. 3E 433).
Lit.: Rain of Burning Dogs! (Black Horse Courier special edition).

Phillida, Adamus: (ESO) An Imperial Legion Commander who served the Imperial Legion
in the Imperial City for more than twenty-five years and fought the Dark Brotherhood every
day of his life. Phillida had been targeted for assassination twice in the past, but both attempts
were thwarted by the commander and his Legion soldiers. He was finally murdered by the
Dark Brotherhood in Leyawiin.
Lit.: Adamus Phillida slain by Dark Brotherhood! (Black Horse Courier special edition).
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Phobia: (ESD) A character with a phobia has an acute fear of something, and that fear causes
the character to react badly when facing the anathema. It is more difficult to strike
successfully, to inflict damage, and to defend oneself properly when fighting one's worst fear.
Phrygias: (ESD, ESM, ESO) (a.k.a. Phygias, Phrygia) A barony in central High Rock.
Lit.: ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West. - CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era. PALAUX ILLTHRE, The Fall of the Usurper.

Phygias: See → Phrygias.
Phynaster: (ESM) (Altmeri and Breton pantheon) Hero-god of the Summerset Isles, who
taught the Altmer how to naturally live another hundred years by using a shorter walking
stride. - See also → Ring of Phynaster.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Pickpocket: (ESO) The first rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Pickpocketing: (1) (ESD) Pickpocketing is a skill automatically checked whenever one
attempts to steal an item off a person or shelf without being detected. (2) Any act of stealing,
taking, or, without explicit written or verbal permission (or what a reasonable person would
infer as implied permission) an item or items a person, group of persons, or entity a
reasonable person might assume to be sentient has on his, her, its, or their own person. The
punishment for this crime may include a fine or incarceration, or a fine and incarceration.
Lit.: ANCHIVIUS, Legal Basics.

The Pig Children: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Tyston Bane, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 406. A revised edition was published between
3E 406 and 3E 427.
Pig's Sac: (ESAR)
Time
Province Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2E 864 Hammerfell n/a
Fortify Strength
* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Text on Potions.

Pilgrim: (1) (ESM) Pilgrims are travelers, seekers of truth and enlightenment. They fortify
themselves for road and wilderness with arms, armor, and magic, and through wide experience
of the world, they become shrewd in commerce and persuasion. Artisa Arelas is a well-traveled
and knowledgeable pilgrim. She works over in the Canon Offices at the Temple. If you're polite
and respectful, she'll answer any questions you have. (ESO) Hearty folk, well-versed in the
tomes of old. They profit in life by bartering in the market, or by persuading the weak-minded.
(ESM) "I am a pilgrim. I search for enlightenment, and hope to purify my soul through facing and overcoming
the challenges of pilgrimages that reenact the tests and trials of gods, saints, and heroes. I visit the shrines and
make devotions everywhere I travel -- in village Temple shrines, and the High Fane of Vivec, or at the remote
shrines scattered all over Vvardenfell."

(2) (ESO) The first rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy .
The Pilgrim's Path: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428. The book describes many of the
Temple's pilgrimages and their shrines.
Pilgrim's Way: (ESO) Walking the Pilgrim's Way is the traditional start of a holy quest. For
those who would repent of their past deeds, walking the Pilgrims Way is a traditional way to
cleanse yourself before the gods. Travel to the Wayshrines of the Nine Divines. Pray to each
of the gods in turn, ask their favor upon your quest. If the gods deem you worthy, you will be
granted a sign.
Lit.: The Pilgrim's Path.
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Pilgrimages: (ESM) The most pious members of the Temple make pilgrimages to various
sites on Vvardenfell where gods, saints, and heroes have faced test and trials.
Lit.: The Pilgrim's Path.

Pillaged Mine: (ESO) A silver mine in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, in the
southwest of Chorrol.
Pillar of Thras: (ESO) A thousand foot tall spiral of coral, sacred to the sloads.
Lit.: SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion.

Pina: (ESM, ESO) The name of a spiritual or magical being, conjured by the witches of the
Skeffington Coven.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Pinder, Antus: (ESO) Antus Pinder led a hopeless defense against a superior force. Despite a
grave defeat, his statue stands in Kvatch to honor his courage and spirit.
Pine Branch: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
4,00
Resist Fire

Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Resist Frost.

Pinetear: (ESM) The name of Sigvatr the Strong's ancestral emerald gem (a family
heirloom).
Pinnacle Rock: (ESO) Pinnacle Rock is the stronghold of the Dark Seducers. Few beyond the
Seducers are ever permitted inside. Dark Seducers cast into the waters of Oblivion return to
the Shivering Isles through Pinnacle Rock. The process is considered sacred and secret.
Pinsun: (ESM) A cave east of Salit camp.
Piran: (ESM) A cave west of the Mababi tower.
Pirate: (ESO) Pirates tend to be quick, and good with a blade, but don't favor armor. They're
not fond of bows or spells, either.
Pit Daemons: (ESA) The arena team of Helstrom of 3E 399/400.
Pit Dog: (ESO) The first rank in the Imperial City Arena Combatants hierarchy.
Piukanda: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the north of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, east of Moranda.
Pixies: See → Faerie.
Plague: (1) (ESA) The arena team of Archon of 3E 399/400. – (2) (ESD) The Plague is a very
serious, often fatal disease. Very quickly it will spread through your system. Few who
contracted it live for more than a few days unless they are cured quickly.
Plessington: (ESD) A Breton Lord of the court of Urvaius.
Platinum: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
60,00 Invisibility

Plume of Baleful Woe: (ESLB) Renders the power of Minor Magic Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Plundered Mine: (ESO) A former silver mine in the south of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains,
east of Bruma.
Pocket Cabal: (ESM) The fourth mythic monster mentioned in The Thirty-Six Lessons of
Vivec.
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Poison: (ESA) Poison causes a slow degeneration of your Health. Obviously if your health
reaches zero, you will die. Once again the steps to preventing it are relatively simple. Prepare
beforehand. Buy the necessary potions and or spells to safe-guard yourself. If you find
yourself in the unlucky circumstance of not having any of these things, try resting. Certain
poisons will wear off given time. Others will continue until you are dead. Don’t take a chance.
Keep your health as high as possible until you can rid yourself of the poison, whether that be
through a spell or potion or at a temple. (ESLB) Governing school: Restoration. This spell
poisons a single creature causing the target to suffer periodic damage. The target continues to
take damage until the spell expires or until death. Only a Cure Poison will remove this spell.
(ESM) Governing School: Destruction. This spell creates a poison spray of acid that causes
damage to the health of the victim. A victim continues to lose health from the poison effect
for the duration of the spell, unless the poison effect is canceled by a cure poison spell or
potion.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Weakness to Poison
Damage Health
Damage Fatigue
Poison

* Septims/Pound

The Poison Song: (ESM) Title of a work by Bristin Xel, which comes in seven volumes and
was originally published before 3E 428.
Poppy: (ESD, ESM) The Poppy, in both black and white varieties, may be found growing
wild in the mountains of Hammerfell. Their succulent pods are often the only nourishment for
adventurers who find themselves in the wilderness without rations. It is said that black and
white poppies imbibed together have magical properties. When they are crushed and mixed
with the milk of the agile-footed mountain goat, the resulting potion allows the user to glide
safely above ground.
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
32,001,2 Drain Intelligence1
40,003 Drain Strength2
48,004 Charm3
Resist Poison3
Damage Spellpoints4

* Septims/Pound
1
white variant
2
red variant
3
golden variant
4
black variant
Lit.: HARDIN THE HERBALIST, Special Flora of Tamriel. - Recipe for Potion of Resist Poison.

Popudax: (ESD) A Breton scholar with a connection to Daggerfall's Mages Guild.
Popular Potions: (ESM) Cure Common Disease and Cure Blight Disease potions are most
popular with travelers. Fortify strength, endurance, speed, agility are very helpful in combat.
Fortify personality is popular with merchants and shy persons. Of course, fortify fatigue keeps
you fighting at your best. Restore health and restore fatigue are perhaps our most popular
items. And for a short burst of power during a fight, you can't beat greef, shein, flin, mazte,
and sujamma.
Popular Scrolls: (ESM) Vigor and Vitality are our best-selling bargain items, restoring
fatigue and health, respectively. Almsivi Intervention and Divine Intervention transport you
instantly to the nearest Temple or nearest Imperial shrine -- good for routine or emergency
transportation. Heartwise helps with persuasion. Summon Skeletal Minion brings help in a
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jiffy. And Drathis' Winter Guest does a lot of damage at a touch -- handy to whittle a tootough opponent down to size.
Porhnak: (ESM, ESO) A location mentioned in PLETIUS SPATEC's Ice and Chitin.
Porphyric Hemophilia: (ESO) The disease responsible for Vampirism.
Portdun Creek: (ESA) Town in the province of High Rock.
Portdun Mont: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Portnew View: (ESA) Town in the province of Elsweyr.
The Posting of the Hunt: (ESLB, ESM, ESO) Attributed title of an originally untitled
manuscript, which was written on a parchment in c. 3E 398. A facsimile edition of the
manuscript was published between 3E 399 and 3E 427.
Potato: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Fatigue
Shield
Burden
Frost Shield

* Septims/Pound

Potato Bread: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
960,00 Detect Life
Restore Health
Damage Agility
Damage Strength

* Septims/Pound

Potema: (ESD, ESM, ESO) (also known as 'Wolf Queen') Queen of Solitude, b. 3E 67, d. 3E
137. Married with King Mantiarco of Solitude in 3E 81. In 3E 97 she gave birth to their son
Uriel, who proclaimed himself Uriel III, Emperor of Tamriel, in 3E 121. Potema was the
daughter of Pelagius Septim II and Qizara.
Lit.: KATAR ERIPHANES, Biography of the Wolf Queen. - STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire. TSATHENES, The Madness of Pelagius. - WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Pothago: (ESD) A duchy in the province of Hammerfell.
Pothole Caverns: (ESO) Caverns in the south of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, southwest of the Inn
of Ill Omen.
Potions: (ESM) Alchemists, apothecaries, and healers, as well as general merchants, sell
commercial potions. These potions are easy and reliable, but costly. If you have training and
skill in alchemy, and the necessary apparatus and ingredients, you can make your own
homemade potions in the field. The eleven kinds of potions are: cure potions, restore potions,
fortify potions, resist potions, aquatic potions, mysticism potions, alteration potions, illusion
potions, detect potions, shield potions, and toxic potions.
Pottreid: (ESO) Former Lord and Chairman of the Imperial Commission. He was the author
of the Report of the Imperial Commission on the Disaster at Ionith.
Powers: (ESM) Many races and birthsigns also provide special powers that can be used once
a day. Powers are always successful; hence they are the most powerful form of magic. Powers
are not assigned to a school of magic, and therefore using them will not improve your magic
skills.
Prayer of Fleshfire: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Medium Poison Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.
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The Prayers of Baranat: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
The Predecessors. Being an Examination of the Curious Ruins of the Shivering Isles and
Their Terrible Significance for our Future: (ESO) Title of a work by Yngvar the Wanderer,
which is said to exist in Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was
published before or in 3E 433.
Pride of Hirstaang: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Expert
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Bear for 30 seconds; Fortify Strength, 5
points for 30 seconds ; Resist Frost, 30% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Pride of Hirstaang Tome.

Priest: (ESM) (1) (Imperial Cult) "I am a priest of the Imperial cult. My role is advocate to
the gods on behalf of our cult members." – (2) (Tribunal Temple) "I am a priest of the
Tribunal Temple, an intercessor between Almsivi and their worshippers. caretaker of the
temple and shrines, and councilor and educator for the faithful and laymen. I can tell you
about the Temple, the Daedra, the saints, and the ancestors. I can explain about pilgrimages,
and why we hate necromancy. I can also tell you something about other cults."
Primate: (ESM) The tenth (and thus highest) rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy .
Primrose Leaves: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
6,40
Restore Fatigue
Damage Agility
Damage Personality
Detect Life

* Septims/Pound

Principle of the Broad Force: (ESLB) Renders the power of Medium Shock Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Priory of the Nine: (ESO) A priory in the West Weald of Cyrodiil. See → Knights of the
Nine.
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The Priory of the Nine in Cyrodiil's West Weald.

Privateer's Hold: (ESO) A location in High Rock's Iliac Bay, mentioned in ULVIUS TERO's
The Warp in the West.
Probes: (ESM) Probes are used for detecting and disarming traps on doors and other
containers. Although locksmiths have perfectly legitimate uses for these tools, they are more
often used for less legitimate purposes by thieves and agents.
Higher quality lockpicks and probes are definitely worth their higher price. But keep cheaper ones around as
well for the easier locks and traps. Also be sure to find a good source for buying these instruments.

Progress of Truth: (ESM) Title of a work compiled by the Dissident Priests of Vvardenfell,
which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428. This book lists the
disputes of the Dissident priests with Tribunal Temple doctrines and describes the beliefs of
the Dissident priests. The Temple has outlawed the sale or possession of the book, so it will
be hard to find.
Proper Lock Design and Construction: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work,
which comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
The Prophet Arden-Sul: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which is said to
exist in Sheogorath's realm and to come in several volumes, of which the second is entitled
The Sacellum. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E 433.
Propylon Index: (ESM) Each Dunmer stronghold on Vvardenfell has a propylon chamber
with enchanted artifacts called 'propylons' which can instantly transport you to other
strongholds -- but only if you possess the propylon index which is the key to a given
propylon. The Master Index would let you travel between Caldera and the ten Dunmer
strongholds: Andasreth, Berandas, Falasmaryon, Falensarano, Hlormaren, Indoranyon,
Marandus, Rotheran, Telasero, and Valenvaryon.
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Protect: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Novice skill and affects
the caster himself. Effects: Shield, 5% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Protect Tome.

Protect Other: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Novice skill and
affects the target on touch. Effects: Shield, 10% for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Protect Other Tome.

Protector: (DC) The fourth rank in the Fighters Guild hierarchy. (ESM, ESO) The fifth rank
in the Fighters Guild hierarchy.
Protectors: (ESA) The arena team of Alinor of 3E 399/400.
Protonymic: (ESLB, ESM) The 'Incantory True Name' of a numen.
Provinces of Tamriel: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428. A later (unillustrated) edition was
published between 3E 428 and 3E 433.
Provlith: (ESD) A Redguard Lord of the court of Sentinel.
Prowler: (ESO) The fourth rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Pryai: (ESM, ESO) A river near Bodrum in the province of Morrowind.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Psychic Motion: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Telekinesis, 20 ft for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Psychic Motion Tome.

Publican: (ESM) "I am a publican. I have food to buy, and beds for lodgers. I also know the
neighborhood, and can share the local lore, or, if you prefer, I can give you a little Morrowind
lore. I also am likely to have heard the latest rumors, and am happy to share them with you in
the spirit of fellowship."
Pudai Egg Mine: (ESM) No one knows exactly where the Pudai Egg Mine is. Some say that
it is somewhere on or near the island of Sheogorad. It is said that there are seven eggs of gold
there.
Pulk: (ESM) An old cave southeast of Zainab camp.
Punabi: (ESM) Leave Balmora going towards Fort Moonmoth to the east. Cross the old
Dwemer bridge just north of the fort that leads into Molag Amur. Go past the Dwemer ruin
and follow the winding trail east until you reach a lake. You will see Marandus to your south.
Head north from Marandus on the path between the hills. Punabi will be on your right and
Sulipund is further up the path on the left. Just follow the signs to Molag Mar.
Punammu: (ESM) A cave on the shore of Lake Amaya west of the Dren plantation.
Punisher: (DC, ESM) The sixth rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy.
Punsabanit: (ESM) A cave at the crossroads between Rotheran and the Dwemer ruin
Nchardahrk on Sheogorad Island.
Pure Water: (ESD, ESAR) See → Water.
Purgeblood Salts: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Restore Magicka
Damage Health
Fortify Magicka
Dispel
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Purification: See → Dark Brotherhood.
Purify: (ESA) Upon casting this spell the caster is cured of any poison, and enveloped in a
Sanctuary spell that will cause other creatures to ignore him or her, but from which the caster
can still cast offensive spells.
Purloined Shadows: (ESO) Title of a work by Waughin Jarth, which comes in one volume
and was published before or in 3E 433.
Puzzle Canal: (ESM) Beneath the Palace of Vivec is the Puzzle Canal, a place of worship
and testing for questing heroes hoping to receive Vivec's favor. Many choice treasures are
guarded by Daedric servants in the Puzzle Canal's dark passages.
Lit.: The Pilgrim's Path.

Pyandonea: (PG1) Far to the south of the Summerset Isles is the island kingdom of
Pyandonea, home to the Maormer, a rare breed of tropical elf. It is covered mostly in dense
rain forest, and is a playground for the southern water spirits. The Maormer almost never
travel to Tamriel or visit their cousins at Summerset, for they were exiled from the latter
kingdom in ancient times. They are known to possess a strange, chameleon-like skin, an
involuntary process that is similar to the forest-coupling skills of the Bosmer. They also
practice a powerful form of snake magic. With this, they have tamed the sea serpents of their
island for use as steeds and warbeasts. The Maormer ruler is King Orgnum, a deathless wizard
who is said to be the Serpent God of the Satakal (Hammerfell).
Lit.: KATAR ERIPHANE, Biography of the Wolf Queen. - STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire. TAURCE IL-ANSELMA, On Artaeum. - CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era. - WAUGHIN
JARTH, The Wolf Queen. - FLORIN JALIIL, Father of the Niben.

Pyrrhic Acid: (DC) A poison made of Daedra Heart, Orc Blood, Dragon Scales, and Red
Poppy, which damages the victim's Health.
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Quests: (ESD) A quest is an adventure given by someone in town. Its amazing how many
people in Daggerfall need the services of a brave hero or heroine. Go to someone in a tavern
or on the street. Ask them about work. Odds are that they will direct you to someone else in
town. That person will offer you a quest. You don't have to take every quest that is offered.
Successfully completing a quest means that person, and his friends, will like you a little
better. It can also be profitable. Last, but not least, it is the best way to locate dungeons!
(ESM) About doing quests for factions. If you try to complete every task you're given, sooner
or later you'll run into trouble. Don't assume that, just because someone gives you a job, you
ought to be able to complete it. When you get a job that's over your head, be patient. Go do
something else for a while, and come back when you're tougher, better skilled, and better
equipped. How do you judge a job's difficulty? Consider three things: location, opposition,
and payoff. Long walks into the wilderness are usually tougher than local or town tasks.
Tough opponents make tough jobs. Daedra, vampires, rogue Telvanni -- you'll learn which
ones to look out for. And finally, if the reward offered is large, the dangers will be large, too.
You have to decide. If it seems too tough, it probably is. If you accept a task from a superior,
you are honor-bound to complete it. Just because your superior gives you a task, don't assume
you should be able to do it. Your superior doesn't really know what you can or can't handle.
And some superiors don't care. But unless there is a deadline, or an issue of honor, you are not
supposed to die trying. Use common sense. If you find you are not yet ready to face a
challenge, be patient, train, outfit yourself, and revisit the task at a later date. As long as you
haven't been given a deadline for completion, it's usually smart to wait and tackle those tough
jobs after you're stronger and better equipped. If you kill yourself trying to complete a job
that's too difficult for you, it's nobody's fault but your own.
Quagmire: (ESO) The nightmare realm of Vaernima. - See also → Oblivion.
Lit.: SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion.

Quarra's Aura: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify Strength, 10 points for 30 seconds; Fortify
Blunt, 5 points for 30 seconds; Fortify Hand to Hand, 5 points for 30 seconds; Fortify Heavy
Armor, 5 points for 30 seconds; Sun Damage, 1 point for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Quarra's Aura Tome.

Quickwater Cave: (ESO) A cave in the far north of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, north of Cheydinhal.
Quill, Chulmore: (ESD) A Breton merchant of High Rock with a connection to the Dark
Brotherhood. Presumably he was the director of the Quill Circus.
Quill Circus: (ESD) A famous circus in High Rock which was active until at least 3E 405.
"There's a circus in High Rock I saw when I was a little girl called the Quill Circus. They've been around for as
long as anyone can remember. You have to see them if you ever can. They have plays, and sideshows, and the
most amazing acrobats and archers you've ever seen." (GORGIC GUINE, The Black Arrow I)

Quillan: (ESO) The name of the navigator of the ship → Emma May.
Quill-Weave: Author of The Goblin with the Golden Arm and Red Crater.
Lit.: "Quill-Weave Plans New 'Doomstones' Cycle" (Black Horse Courier article).

Quintilius, Servatius: (ESO) Watch Captain of the Imperial City, successor of Hieronymus
Lex.
Lit.: "New Watch Captain Named" (Black Horse Courier article).

Quintilla: (ESM, ESO) The daughter of King Vulstaed of Camlorn in the province of High
Rock, who married Pelagius Septim II (3E 63) and gave birth to Potema (3E 67), Cephorus
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(3E 77), and Magnus Septim (3E 79). According to Montocai, she was skilled at all the
maidenly skills and an accomplished sorceress.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Quistley: (ESD) A Breton Lord of the court of Anticlere.
Quo, Simocles: (ESO) Author of The Red Kitchen Reader.
Q'zi no vano thzina ualizz: (ESO) (Khajiiti phrase) "When I contradict myself, I am telling
the truth".
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.
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R
Ra Gada: See → Redguard.
Ra'athim: (Elder spelling: R'Aathim) Name of the ancient Dunmer noble clan from which
Empress Katariah I hailed. Its original seat was Ebonheart in Morrowind. It is rumored that
Jagar Tharn also hailed from this clan.
Lit.: TSATHENES, The Madness of Pelagius. - ANONYMOUS, The Real Barenziah.

Ra'athim, Katariah: (ESD, ESM, ESO) The former Duchess of Vvardenfell, before she
married Pelagius Septim III in 3E 141. She was declared Empress Regent in 3E 147 and the
mother of the Emperors Cassynder Septim I and Uriel (Lariat) Septim IV. Katariah ruled
Tamriel for forty-six years and was the first and only Dunmer to rule all of Tamriel. Her reign
was one of the most celebrated in Tamriel's history.
Lit.: STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire. - WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen. - WAUGHIN
JARTH, The Asylum Ball. - TSATHENES, The Madness of Pelagius. - MYMOPHONUS, The Armorers' Challenge. TAVI DROMIO, Hallgerd's Tale.

Ra'athim, Lian: (ESD, ESM, ESO) (R'Aathim) The Queen of Ebonheart before it had split
into the two separate city states Ebonheart and Mournhold.
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, The Real Barenziah.

Racer Plumes: (ESM) Racer plumes from the native bird-like cliff racer are used locally and
throughout the Empire as decorations for garments and household goods.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
200,00 Drain Willpower
Levitate

* Septims/Pound

Races: (ESM) The ten races commonly encountered in Morrowind are: Redguard, Breton,
Nord, Altmer, Dunmer, Bosmer, Imperial, Khajiit, Argonian, and Orc. Dunmer are the native
majority, but on Vvardenfell, heavily colonized by Imperial outlanders, only one in two
individuals are Dunmer. The other nine races are about equally distributed, with more
Argonian and Khajiit slaves. (ESO) Each race has its own set of special abilities and powers.
Lit.: COUNCIL OF HEALERS, Notes on Racial Phylogeny and Biology.

Radac Stungnthumz: (ESM) A famous Dwemer mystic.
Radish: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Fatigue
Damage Endurance
Chameleon
Burden

* Septims/Pound

Rage: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Apprentice skill and affects
the target at distance. Effects: Frenzy, up to level 10 for 40 seconds.
Lit.: Rage Tome.

Rain's Hand: (a.k.a. Rains Hand) The fourth month of the Tamrielic calendar (the third
spring month; 30 days). – Cf. → Month, Time.
Rajhin: (ESM, ESO) (Elsweyr pantheon: Footpad) Thief god of the Khajiiti, who grew up in
the Black Kiergo section of Senchal. The most famous burglar in Elsweyr's history, Rajhin is
said to have stolen a tattoo from the neck of Empress Kintyra as she slept. See also → Ring of
Khajiit.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.
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Rakma: (ESM, ESO) The daughter of King Lleromo of Farrun (early 2nd century 3E).
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Ralbrek, Meekus: (ESO) Author of From Frog to Man.
Raled-Makai: (ESM, ESO) A Dwemer ruin, mentioned in ROLARD NORDSSEN's The Ruins of
Kemel-Ze.
Ralliballah: (ESO) Author of Eleven Ritual Forms, mentioned in CAMILONWE OF ALINOR,
Liminal Bridges. A Discourse On The Theory and Praxis of Travelling Between Mundus and
Oblivion.
Rally: (ESM) Governing School: Illusion. Decreases flee rating. Undead, Daedra, and
artifacts are not affected.
Rally Creature. (ESM) This effect temporarily decreases a creature's flee rating (i.e., its
inclination to flee from an attacker). The effect's magnitude is the value of the decrease in the
flee rating. When the effect ends, the creature's flee rating returns to normal. Humanoids,
undead, Daedra, and artifacts are not affected.
Rally Humanoid. (ESM) This effect temporarily decreases a humanoid's flee rating (i.e., its
inclination to flee from an attacker). The effect's magnitude is the value of the decrease in the
flee rating. When the effect ends, the humanoid's flee rating returns to normal. Creatures,
undead, Daedra, and artifacts are not affected.
Ralvas: (ESO) One of Cyrodiil's famous Knights of the Nine of the early Third Era. Sir
Juncan was of Dunmer origin.
Lit.: KAROLINE OF SOLITUDE, The Knights of the Nine.

Ramimilk: (ESM) A Daedric ruin southeast of Fort Buckmoth.
Ramoran, Hlaren: (ESM) A Dunmer knight, Lord of West Gash and Gnisis, and Councilor
of Morrowind's Great House Redoran in 3E 426, who lived in Ramoran Manor in Ald'ruhnunder-Skar, between Sarethi Manor and the entrance to Skar.
Lit.: Red Book of Great House Redoran (ed. 3E 426).

Randagulf of Clan Begalin: (ESO) One of Skyrim's mightiest warriors, a contemporary of
King Harald. See → Fists of Randagulf.
Randas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the southern part of
Vvardenfell's West Gash, southwest of Bal Isra.
Ranger: (ESA) Rangers are woodsmen and hunters, adept at tracking, survival, and
pathfinding. Rangers may wear any armor up to and including plate armor, and use any
weapon. Rangers because of their skills at tracking and survival automatically decrease their
traveling time between cities. In addition, Rangers do extra damage equivalent to their level to
their opponents. (ESD) Even as civilization slowly wins its battle with the wilderness, the
woodland warriors of Tamriel, the rangers, are unchallenged in their environment. Rangers
are at home in the wilderness, and are excellent hunters. Rangers are hardly savages. They are
supremely adaptive fighting men and women, sometimes guardians of the forest, sometimes
protectors of travelers. They are very skilled at survival and tracking. Whatever the individual
goal, it behooves a ranger to have great strength and endurance. The skills most important to a
Ranger are: Long Blade, Axe, Climbing, Swimming, Archery, and Critical Striking. (ESLB)
Rangers are woodland warriors who explore and protect the wilderness. At times, rangers will
serve as trackers, guides, and guardians of travelers making their way through the wilds of
Tamriel. Their abilities lie in Strength, Endurance, and Agility.
Rangers: (ESA) The arena team of Silvenar of 3E 399/400.
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The Ransom of Zarek: (ESM, ESO) The title of the first part of Marobar Sul's Ancient Tales
of the Dwemer, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Rapid Healing: (ESD) Members of a character class possessing Rapid Healing are able to
regain their lost health rapidly while sleeping. (ESLB) Characters with this advantage recover
lost Wound points more quickly.
Rat: (ESA) Scavengers, these disease-ridden vermin crawl through many of the cities sewers,
or make their home in places were they can use their numbers to attack and bring down larger
prey. (ESD) Regular urban pests are not worth mentioning. They are usually more frightened
of adventurers than vice versa. There exist, however, giant varieties that are the sharks of their
swamps and sewers. Their strength lies in their ferocity, the size of their packs, and the
virulence of the disease transmitted by their bites. A seasoned, well-armored adventurer can
pass through swarms of the little beasts in relative safety, but undererstimating their brute
cunning can be the last mistake that the less experienced will ever make. (ESM) The rat is a
hardy, abundant hunter-scavenger, found on the land surface and in natural and excavated
underground environments. (ESO) "The Cyrodiilic Rat appears less aggressive than its
counterpart in various other provinces. They are prevalent in all parts of Cyrodiil, equally at
home in basement dwellings, caves, ruins, or grasslands. They are known to carry disease, and
their bites can be painful." (Brenus Astis).
Rat Meat: (ESM) Rat meat is tough and greasy, with an unpleasant odor and taste.
Nonetheless, it is cheap, abundant, and nutritious, and palatable when cooked in a stew and
masked by strong strong spices.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
Drain Magicka
Paralyze
Cure Poison
Resist Poison
32,00 Damage Fatigue
Detect Life
Damage Magicka
Silence

* Septims/Pound

Rattles: (ESM) Rattles is a mild common disease affecting a victim's willpower and dexterity.
Symptoms include muscle spasms and listlessness. It may be contracted from the nix-hound.
Ravagers: (ESA) The arena team of Solitude of 3E 399/400.
Ravel Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Azura's Coast, on the shore northeast of the Dwemer ruin Nchurdamz.
Raven Rock: (ESM) Raven Rock is on the southern shore, toward the west end of the island
Solstheim. It's name comes from the black coloring caused by all the ebony ore that can be
found there. Falco Galenus is the man in charge.
Raven Rock Bar: (ESM) An inn in Raven Rock (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District,
Solstheim) where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Raven Rock Ebony Mines: (ESM) They're in the newly built Raven Rock colony on the
southern shore of Solstheim.
Raven Spring: (ESA) Town in the province of High Rock. (ESD) Tiny village located in the
foothills of the Wrothgarian Mountains.
The Ravings of Fenroy: (ESO) Title of an anonymously edited work, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433. The text was gathered from the author's cell
shortly before his untimely death at his own hands. Written primarily on bedsheets and the
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bare stone of his floor, using only his own bodily fluids for ink, some of the transcriptions
represent the editors' best guesses at the author's true intent.
Raviro Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb on the southern shores of
Vvardenfell's Molag Amur, west of Molag Mar.
Raw Ebony: (ESM) See → Ebony.
Raw Glass: (ESM) See → Glass.
The Real Barenziah: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Title of a work by "Anonymous," which originally
came in ten volumes and was published before 3E 406. The Real Barenziah is the scandalous,
unauthorized biography of Queen Barenziah. Queen Barenziah's scandalous biography was
finally published, to her horror. A revised and abridged edition in five volumes was published
between 3E 406 and 3E 427.
"Some years ago, a disgruntled, and possibly deranged, scribe of mine wrote a biography of me which my worst
enemy would call cruel and defamatory. Because the book was also excessively critical of the Empire and Septim
Imperial family, it was wisely suppressed and its author executed. Unfortunately, chapters of the book resurface
from time to time. I have reason to believe one chapter of the book has been purchased by the orcs of Orsinium,
who are attempting to publish it."

Reality and Other Falsehoods: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes
in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Realizations of Acrobacy: (ESM) Title of a work by Rhunen Zebavi, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Reapers: (ESA) The arena team of First Hold of 3E 399/400.
The Rear-Guard: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Tenace Mourl, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Reaver: (ESM) The seventh rank in the hierarchy of Vvardenfell's vampiric clans Aundae,
Berne, and Quarra.
Reavers: (ESA) The arena team of Ebonheart of 3E 399/400. They have a reputation of being
extremely ruthless.
Rebuke Undead: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Turn Undead up to level 15 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Rebuke Undead Tome.

Recall: (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. The subject of this spell is instantaneously
transported to the recall marker set by the Mark spell effect. - Cf. → Teleport.
Recruit: (ESM) The first rank in the Imperial Legion hierarchy.
Red Berries: (ESD) See → Berries.
Red Book of Great House Redoran: (ESM) The Red Book is a yearbook of the affairs of the
Redoran Council of Vvardenfell District. It lists the current members of the council and their
residences. It also chronicles significant events and council actions for the year.
The Red Book of Riddles: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Red Cinnabar Polypore Cap: (ESO) See → Cinnabar Polypore Cap.
Red Death: (ESD) Red Death is a very serious disease which can quickly decimate a victim's
endurance and even destroy personality until a cure is given or the victim dies.
Red Dragon Crown: (ESO) Most people think of it as the sacred symbol of the Empire, but
it's just jewelry.
Red Flowers: (ESD) See → Flowers.
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Red Kelp Gas Bladder: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Red Kelp plant, originally at
home in Sheogorath's realm, but since the time of the Oblivion Crisis in Tamriel, as well.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Speed
Water Breathing
Cure Disease
Fortify Magicka

* Septims/Pound

The Red Kitchen Reader: (ESO) Title of a work by Simocles Quo, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Red Lichen: (ESM) Red lichen is a hardy primitive plant that grows in the harsh conditions
of Red Mountain, Molag Amur, and the Ashlands.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
250,00 Drain Speed
Light
Cure Common Disease
Drain Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Red Mountain: (ESM) The dominant feature of Vvardenfell, Red Mountain is a vast volcano
in the center of Vvardenfell. The outer slopes are steep and rugged, and the crater is deep and
dotted with surface lava. The crater of Red Mountain is called the Dagoth Ur region, where
Dagoth Ur and his evil servants dwell. The Ghostfence, a magical barrier which blocks travel
as well as seals in the harmful, disease-laden weather called 'blight,' rings the volcano's outer
slopes, and is broken only at Ghostgate.It was built to keep the evils inside: to imprison
Dagoth Ur and his servants, and to protect Morrowind from the blight storms that issue from
Dagoth Ur's crater. Within the Ghostfence, rain never falls and the sun never shines; the only
weather is the red and deadly ash-blight. To reach Red Mountain, follow Foyada Mamaea
from the old Dwemer bridge near Fort Moonmoth to Ghostgate.
Red Poppy: (ESD) See → Poppy.
Red Rose: (ESD) See → Rose.
Red Ruby Cave: (ESO) A cave in the north of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, west of Fort Horunn.
Red Sabre: (ESO) A pirate faction which haunted the Abecean Sea at the end of the third
century 3E and was rooted out by Fasil Umbranox, who became the first Count of Anvil.
Their captain was Torradan ap Dugal.
Lit.: TORRADAN AP DUGAL, Journal.

Red Spears: (ESA) The arena team of Haven of 3E 399/400.
Redas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Azura's Coast region, south of Molag Mar.
Redguard: (Ra Gada) (ESA) Redguards hail from the province of Hammerfell. They are a
stocky, powerful race that are known to be extremely hardy and quick. Legend has it that the
Redguard are innately more proficient at weapons than any other race. They are excellent in
all arts concerning the blade and shield. (ESD) The "native" people of Hammerfell, who
arrived in Tamriel in the middle of the 1st Era, more than three thousand years ago.
Redguards are characterized by relatively dark skin, and wavy or curly hair. The most
naturally talented warriors in Tamriel, the dark Redguards of Hammerfell seem to have been
created for battle. In addition to their affinity for weaponry, Redguards are blessed with hardy
constitutions and quickness of foot. Legend has it that the Redguard are innately more
proficient with weaponry than any other race. (ESAR) The fierce Ra Gada became, phoneti-
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cally, the Redguards, a name that has since spread to designate the Tamrielic-Yokudan race in
general. (ESM) Redguards consider themselves the most gifted warriors of Tamriel. The darkskinned, wiry-haired people of Hammerfell are born to battle, though pride and independent
spirit makes them better scouts or skirmishers, or free-ranging heroes and adventurers, than
rank-and-file soldiers. They are quick of foot and hardy of constitution, and quickly adopt
new weapon and armor styles. (ESO) The most naturally talented warriors in Tamriel. In
addition to their cultural affinities for many weapon and armor styles, they also have a hardy
constitution and a natural resistance to disease and poison. Redguards have the power of
Adrenaline Rush, which allows them to run faster and take damage at increased levels.
Lit.: The Anuad Paraphrased.

Redguard Valley Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, south of
Fort Carmala.
Redguards. Their Heroes and History: (ESD, ESAR) Title of a work by Destri Melarg,
which comes in one volume and was originally published before 2E 865. A revised edition
was published under the title Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes between 2E 865 and
3E 405.
Redoran: (ESM) House Redoran is one of the three Dunmer Great Houses with holdings on
Vvardenfell. The Redoran prize the virtues of duty, gravity, and piety. It's difficult for an
outlander to join and rise in their ranks, but the Great Houses are where the power lies in
Morrowind. The councilors of House Redoran meet in a great crab shell in Ald'ruhn.
Lit.: Red Book of 3E 426. - ATHYN SARETHI, The True Noble's Code.

Redoran Compound: (ESM) See → Vivec (City).
Redoran Cooking Secrets: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Redwater Slough: (ESO) A cave in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Nibenay.
Redwort Flower: (ESO) A vegetable product from the Domica Redwort plant.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
640,00 Resist Frost
Cure Poison
Damage Health
Invisibility

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: HARDIN, Special Flora of Tamriel.

Reedstand Cave: (ESO) A cave in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, east of Fort
Nomore.
Refined Frost Salts: (ESO) A magical key. Some mages seal portals with an ingredient as a
key. Makes the door impossible to lockpick. The refining process is quite costly, and very
tedious. See also → Frost Salts.
Refined Greenmote: (ESO) See → Greenmote.
Reflect: See → Spell Reflection.
Reflections on Cult Worship in the Empire: (ESM) Title of a work by Cuseius Plecia, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
The Refugees: (ESO) Title of a work by Geros Albreigh, which comes in one volume and
was published before or in 3E 433.
Regelliam, Chivius: (ESO) A noted Imperial Herbalist.
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Regenerate Health: (ESD) Members of a character class possessing Regenerate Health are
able to regain lost health levels over time without pausing to rest. (ESLB) Characters with this
costly advantage automatically regain lost health over time.
Regenerate Spell Points: (ESLB) Characters with this advantage automatically regain Spell
Points over time.
Regeneration: (ESD) Regenerates target's Health.
Regions: (ESM) See → Geographic Regions.
Reich Gradkeep: (ESA, ESD) Former village in the province of High Rock, nowadays →
Anticlere.
Lit.: FAV'TE, The War of Betony. - PALAUX ILLTHRE, The Fall of the Usurper.

Reich Grigate: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Reich Parkeep: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Reich Parthkeep: (ESD) (mis-reading of Reich Parkeep?) A location mentioned in King
Edward.
Releth, Enar: (ESM) A Telvanni sorcerer, the Mouth of the Telvanni council member Master
Baladas Demnevanni.
Releth Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Molag Amur, on the small island northeast of the Dwemer ruin Mzahnch.
Reloth Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's West
Gash, southwest of the Daedric ruin Maelkashishi.
Reman: (ESM) (Cyrodiil pantheon: The Cyrodiil) Culture god-hero of the Second Empire,
Reman was the greatest hero of the Akaviri Trouble. Indeed, he convinced the invaders to
help him build his own empire, and conquered all of Tamriel except for Morrowind. He
instituted the rites of becoming Emperor, which included the ritual geas to the Amulet of
Kings, a soulgem of immense power. His Dynasty was ended by the Dunmeri Morag Tong at
the end of the first era. Also called the Worldly God.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Reman Runestones: (ESO) Also known as Reman Stones. See → Runestones.
Remanada: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one volume and
was published before or in 3E 433.
Remedy: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration. Low- to medium-level chance of curing
caster of mundane diseases.
Remote Manipulation: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Telekinesis, 10 ft for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Remote Manipulation Tome.

Remove Curse: (ESM) Governing School: Restoration. This effect will remove the effects of
a curse from the target.
Report of the Imperial Commission on the Disaster at Ionith: (ESO) Title of a work by the
Imperial Commission's Chairman Lord Pottreid, which comes in one volume and was
published before or in 3E 433.
Repulse Undead: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Turn Undead up to level 7 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Repulse Undead Tome.
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Reputation: (ESD) Reputation is crucial in Daggerfall. Even if social opinion is not your
primary motivation, it behooves you to be aware of the connections between your words and
actions and other people's. There is little that happens in the bay without a reason.
If you spend your time attacking every moving shape and insulting every misfortunate who
falls into dialogue with you, you will soon discover how unpopular sociopaths like yourself
get treated. Likewise, treating people with respect earns respect for you. The golden rule is
practiced all over the bay.
You are not, however, the only creature capable of making allies and enimies. A person is
seldom a hermit, but often a member of an order or a guild with interested friends and foes.
Word can move like a raging river, and some channels may be hidden to you. The stranger
you just insulted may be third cousin to the baron, and your stock with his lordship may
plummet noticeably. Your reputation with the neonates at the Fighters' Guild may have
preceded you, and they may greet you with a compliment the first time you speak with them.
Reputation affects nearly every single aspect of Daggerfall; from store prices to jail sentences,
from information access to earning potential. You will not be asked to do sensitive and
extremely rewarding diplomatic work if a ruler does not trust you; and guilds will eject you
from their charters if you are too much of a boor. The rewards for developing a trusting
relationship with a bay resident are almost without measure.
Everything changes, and friends can be brittle things. The baron will not always need the
Dark Brotherhood, and the Dark Brotherhood may someday need you. As in any other aspect
of life in the bay, think before you act, ask questions of a lot of different people, and
remember that sometimes it is more important to have fun than be popular.
The Requisite Book of Daedra: (ESLB, ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published
work, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 399. A revised
edition was published between 3E 399 and 3E 427 under the title The Book of Daedra.
Research Institutions: (ESD) The School of Julianos is one of the top research institutions in
Tamriel, probably second only to the Mages Guild. There's a lot of rivalry between the Mages
and the scholars of Julianos, actually.
Resin: (ESM) Resins are the tough, soluble substances of vegetable origin used by the
Dunmer as glues and stiffeners in the manufacture of their unique chitin and bonemold armors
and weapons.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
100,00 Restore Health
Restore Speed
Burden
Resist Common Disease

* Septims/Pound

Resist: (ESM) Governing School: Restoration. Resist spells increase the subject's ability to
resist the hostile effects of a variety of malign influences. The most common restoration spells
of this kind are: resist fire, resist frost, resist shock, resist magicka, resist common disease,
resist blight disease, resist poison, and resist paralysis.
Resist Blight Disease: (ESM) This effect increases the subject's resistance to blight disease.
The magnitude is percentage reduction in damage caused by blight disease effects.
Resist Cold: See → Resist Frost.
Resist Common Disease: (ESM) This effect increases the subject's resistance to common
disease. The magnitude is percentage reduction in damage caused by common disease effects.
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Resist Corprus Disease: (ESM) This effect increases the subject's resistance to corprus
disease. The magnitude is percentage reduction in damage caused by corprus disease effects.
Resist Fire: (ESD) Governing School: Alteration. Improves caster's chance of resisting spells
based on the fire element. (ESM) This effect increases the target's resistance to damage from
elemental fire. The magnitude is percentage reduction in damage caused by elemental fire
damage effects.
Resist Frost: (ESD) Governing School: Alteration. Improves caster's chance of resisting
spells based on the frost element.(ESM) This effect increases the target's resistance to damage
from elemental frost. The magnitude is percentage reduction in damage caused by elemental
frost damage effects.
Resist Magicka: (ESM) This effect increases the target's resistance to damage from magickabased attacks (i.e., magical attacks not based on elemental forces). The magnitude is
percentage reduction in damage caused by non-elemental magical damage effects.
Resist Normal Weapons: (ESM) This effect increases the target's resistance to damage
caused by normal (i.e., not enchanted or silvered) weapons. The magnitude is percentage
reduction in damage caused by normal weapons.
Resist Paralysis: (ESM) This effect increases the target's resistance to paralysis. The
magnitude is the percentage added to the subject's standard resistance. (ESO) A spell of the
School of Restoration which requires the Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself.
Effects: Resist Paralysis, 20% for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Resist Paralysis Tome.

Resist Poison: (ESD) Governing School: Alteration. Improves caster's chance of resisting
spells based on the poison or acid elements. (ESM) This effect increases the target's resistance
to damage from poison. The magnitude is percentage reduction in damage caused by poison
damage effects. (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Resist Poison, 50% for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Resist Poison Tome.

Resist Shock: (ESD) Governing School: Alteration. Improves caster's chance of resisting
spells based on the shock or lightning elements. (ESM) This effect increases the target's
resistance to damage from elemental shock. The magnitude is percentage reduction in damage
caused by elemental shock damage effects.
Resist Potions: (ESM) Resist potions increase the subject's natural resistances to various
harmful forces and conditions. Resist potions include: resist fire, resist frost, resist shock,
resist magicka, resist disease, and resist poison.
Resist Spells: (ESM) See → Resist.
Resistance: (1) (advantage) (ESD) Members of a character class possessing Resistance are
more capable of resisting the harmful effects of paralysis, raw magicka, poison, fire, frost,
shock, or diesease. (ESLB) This advantage grants the character increased Resistance versus
damage and other harmful effects caused by raw magicka, fire, frost, shock, or poison. (2)
(spell effect) (ESLB) For the duration, this spell grants the caster resistance to the harmful
effects of one of the following: raw magicka, fire, frost, shock, or poison.
Resolution of Zenithar: (ESD) Any temple dedicated to Zenithar, the God of Work and
Commerce, is called a Resolution of Zenithar or a Resolution of Zen. A Resolution is the
fancy name the priests of Zenithar give to their temples.
"We are a temple devoted to Zenithar, the God of Commerce and Patron of Merchants and Mercenaries. Long
ago, in our movement's birth, our forefathers made us a temple like no other: one meant to be adaptable, but
resilient to the storm of time. We are thus called Resolutions, a far more descriptive term than temples. The
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Resolution of Zenithar favors those who favor us -- we do not choose to hide behind words like donations, gifts,
indulgences. In proportion to your payment to the Resolution, your skill in haggling with other merchants will
increase, but temporarily. If you wish to increase your skill permanently, you may wish to join the Resolution
and meet with our trainers. The invitation to join the Resolution of Zenithar is not open. Only those already
possessing a few minimum skills will even be considered. It does not reward us to waste our time with
neophytes. If nothing else, we are professionals."

Resonator of Judgment: (ESO) The Resonator of Judgment, made of a material of unknown
crystalline origin, is very similar to the strange obelisks that dot the Shivering Isles.
Response to Bero's Speech: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Malviser, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Resting: (ESD) You can't sleep in the streets. The guards even patrol outside the walls. City
guards will not let anyone sleep in the streets or even too close to the walls. You can only rest
in Taverns, if you have purchased a room there. You have to get a room at an Inn. (ESM)
Resting allows you to meditate on what you have learned. If you are in a town or city, you
will need to go indoors to rest. You can rent a room with a bed in a tavern in town. Sleeping
in a bed that belongs to someone else is often reported as a crime. If you belong to a faction,
you can use a bed in any of its halls without fear of reprisal. Resting in the wilderness is
permissible if you are far enough away from town, and there are no enemies nearby, but many
prove dangerous. You can only wait while in town. (ESO) Resting restores your Health,
Magicka, and Fatigue. You must find a bed to rest. Beds can be found in rooms for rent in
Taverns. You can also find bedrolls in wilderness camps. You can only sleep when enemies
are not around.
Restoration: (ESD) Restoration refers to the School of Restoration, one of the six avenues of
magical study. This School is devoted to the salubrious and soothing powers of magicka,
evident in spells like Cure Poison and Troll's Blood. (ESLB) Governing attribute: Willpower.
The School of Restoration specialises in magics that ease, heal, and purify. The better the
character's skill, the easier buying, learning, and casting spells is in this School. (ESM) The
Restoration discipline is the mastery of the spell effects of the College of Restoration. The
restoration spells heal, restore, and fortify the body's attributes and abilities, cure disease, and
protect it from other malign influences. The primary spells of this college heal wounds, cure
disease, and restore lost vitality, but can also augment strength, endurance, intelligence,
agility, and other bodily attributes.
Restoration Spells: (ESM) There are many common variants of restoration spells, not to
mention the countless custom versions created by ambitious spellcasters. It helps to divide
restoration into four different classes of effects: cure spells, restore spells, fortify spells, and
resist spells. (ESO) Cast spells to restore, fortify, or absorb physical and magical attributes,
cure disease, and resist magical attacks. Chapel priests and healers sell spells from the College
of Restoration. Restoration magic has spells that absorb attributes or skills, temporarily
transferring them to you, spells that absorb Fatigue, Health or Magicka, temporarily
transferring them to you, spells that cure disease and poison. You can even cure paralysis on
your allies. It also has spells that temporarily increase your attributes or skills, spells that
temporarily increase your Fatigue, Health or Magicka, spells that restore damaged attributes,
Fatigue, Health or Magicka, and spells that increase your resistance to disease, fire, frost,
lightning, magic, normal weapons, paralysis or poison.
Restore: (ESM) Governing School: Restoration. Restore spells restore fundamental attributes
reduced by attribute-damaging magical effects. These spells are the only means of restoring
attributes injured in this fashion. The most common restoration spells of this kind are: restore
agility, restore endurance, restore fatigue, restore health, restore intelligence, restore luck,
restore personality, restore speed, restore strength, restore willpower, and restore spell points.
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Restore Agility: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Agility, 5 points.
Lit.: Restore Agility Tome.

Restore Attribute: (ESM) If one of a subject's attributes has been reduced by magical attack,
the effect can restore the attribute to its original value. Only Strength, Intelligence, Willpower,
agility, Speed, Endurance, Personality, and Luck are affected. The magnitude is the units of
attribute restored for each second of duration.
Restore Endurance: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Endurance, 5 points.
Lit.: Restore Endurance Tome.

Restore Fatigue: (ESM) If a subject's fatigue has been reduced by magical attack, the effect
can restore fatigue to its original value. The magnitude is the units of fatigue restored for each
second of duration. (ESO) To create a potion of Restore Fatigue, combine any two normal
foods, such as meat or seeds. Grind carefully with the mortar and pestle. Place the resulting
powder in a small pestle and mix with ordinary clear water.
Restore Health: (ESM) If a subject's health has been reduced by magical attack, the effect
can restore health to its original value. The magnitude is the units of health restored for each
second of duration.
Restore Health Potion: (ESM) To make a Restore Health potion, combine two ore more of
the following cheap and common ingredients in the mortar and pestle: marshmerrow,
wickwheat, corkbulb root, and saltrice. It isn't easy, of course. If you aren't very skilled, you
will often ruin the ingredients and fail to make the potion. But with practice and training,
you'll improve. And a complete set of alchemical apparatus can improve your success rate.
Restore Intelligence: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Intelligence, 5 points.
Lit.: Restore Intelligence Tome.

Restore Luck: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Luck, 5 points.
Lit.: Restore Luck Tome.

Restore Magicka: (ESM) If a subject's magicka has been reduced by magical attack, the
effect can restore magicka to its original value. The magnitude is the units of magicka
restored for each second of duration.
Restore Personality: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Personality, 5 points.
Lit.: Restore Personality Tome.

Restore Potions: (ESM) Restore potions permanently restore attributes and abilities reduced
by harmful spells or supernatural attacks. Restore potions include: restore strength, restore
intelligence, restore willpower, restore agility, restore speed, restore personality, restore luck,
restore health, restore spell points, restore fatigue, and restore endurance. – Cf. → restore.
Restore Skill: (ESM) If one of a subject's skills has been reduced by magical attack, the
effect can restore that skill to its original value. The magnitude is the units of skill restored for
each second of duration.
Restore Speed: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Speed, 5 points.
Restore Spells: (ESM) See → Restore.
Lit.: Restore Speed Tome.
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Restore Strength: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Strength, 5 points.
Lit.: Restore Strength Tome.

Restore Willpower: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Restore Willpower, 5 points.
Lit.: Restore Willpower Tome.

Retainer: (ESM) The second rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great Houses Hlaalu,
Redoran, and Telvanni.
Rethandus Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's
West Gash, southeast of the Daedric ruin Ashalmawia.
Retort: (ESM) An retort is a vessel with a beaked cap or head used in alchemical processes to
transform, purify, or refine raw materials into the sublime substances used in alchemical
preparations. – See also → Apparatus.
Quality
Novice
Apprentice
Journeyman
Expert
Master
Secret Master
Grandmaster

Year
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 433
3E 427
3E 433
3E 427
3E 427

Weight
0,19
8,00
0,20
6,00
0,22
0,23
4,00
0,25
2,00
3,00

Value
50,00
20,00
100,00
80,00
250,00
500,00
480,00
1.000,00
1.000,00
1.600,00

Reven: (ESO) Author of Beggar, King, Thief, and Warrior.
Ria Silmane: (ESA) Name of the (female) senior apprentice to Jagar Tharn, the former
Imperial Battle Mage of Tamriel. (ESD) Ria Silmane was a powerful enchantress, one of the
Elders of the Imperial Council, and a worthy successor to the Imperial Battlemage when Jagar
Tharn elected to retire.
Ri'Bassa: (ESO) The shaman of the Khajiit of Border Watch at the end of the third era.
Ribs of the Mana Ward: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Resistance to Magic.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Rice: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Fatigue
Silence
Shock Shield
Damage Agility

* Septims/Pound

Richton, Amiel: (ESAR, W3) Lord, Admiral of the Imperial New West Navy. Born 2E 816
in the Colovian West of Cyrodiil, died ca. 2E 864 in Stros M'Kai (Hammerfell). - Admiral
Richton has been a faithful servant of the Empire for most of his life. He began his service
under Cuhlecain, the so-called "Emperor Zero", who laid the foundation for the restoration of
the Empire by unifying Cyrodiil for the first time since the fall of the old Cyrodilic Empire.
The Richtons are a minor noble family from the Colovian West, near the Strid, which
supported Cuhlecain when he began his bid for the Dragon Throne. Amiel Richton
distinguished himself early on as a captain in the fledgling New West Navy during the
campaign against the pirates of the Abecean Sea. - Richton rose quickly through the ranks,
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commanding a squadron in the Battle of the Bjoulsae where Wayrest's naval power was
crushed in a surprise dawn attack. He succeeded Vasi Hadrach as Admiral upon that officer's
assassination at the hands of rebel Reachmen in a brothel in Daggerfall. His crowning
achievement came during the invasion of Hammerfell, where he led the New West Navy to
victory over Prince A'tor's fleet in the Battle of Hunding Bay. - Following the Imperial
conquest of Hammerfell, Tiber Septim appointed Lord Richton as Provisional Governor of
Stros M'kai, which became one of the chief supply ports of the New West Navy. His orders
were to clear the waters of pirates, a job for which he has shown great aptitude in the past, and
to guard the strategic Cape of the Blue Divide against the fleets of the hostile Aldmeri
Dominion to the south. He was killed by the Redguard Cyrus.
(Source: http://redguard.bethsoft.com/characters/richton.html, 2005-11-01, and in-game information)

Rickety Mine: (ESO) An old mine in the far north of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, out of Cheydinhal
east along the Blue Road.
Riddle'Thar: (ESM) (Elsweyr pantheon: Two-Moons Dance) The cosmic order deity of the
Khajiiti, the Riddle'Thar was revealed to Elsweyr by the prophet Rid-Thar-ri'Datta, the Mane.
The Riddle'Thar is more a set of guidelines by which to live than a single entity, but some of
his avatars like to appear as humble messengers of the gods. Also known as the Sugar God.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Rieklings: (ESM) Some call them the Falmer, claim they are related to the other elves. Some
are intelligent enough to speak, but they speak only nonsense. All are capable of great
cunning.

Riekling.

Rielle: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the west of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains, northwest of Bruma.
Riften: (ESA; ESD, ESM, ESO: Rifton) City-State near the Morrowind border in the
province of Skyrim.
(ESA) "Riften bids you welcome. We the Furies, call this our home. Let those who challenge be wary..."

Riglametha: ('Grateful-Offering') (ESD) Riglametha is celebrated on the twelfth of Hearth
Fire every year in Lainlyn as a celebration of Lainlyns many blessings. Pageants are held on
such themes as the Ghraewaj, when the daedra worshippers in Lainlyn were changed to
harpies for their blasphemy: "On the twelfth of Hearth Fire every year, the people of the
Hammerfell township and barony of Lainlyn celebrate Riglametha. Riglametha in the
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Banthan dialect of the ancient Redguard tongue means "grateful-offering" and is a festival of
the graces the gods have granted the people of Lainlyn over the centuries. Tradition dictates
the performance of a number of plays about the great moments from Lainlyn's past, and one
of the most popular is Ghraewaj, which may be translated as "The Crows Who Were
Punished" or "The Crows Who Punish."
Lit.: TIDASUS, Ghraewaj and the Harpies.

Rihad: (ESA) Southern port City-State in the province of Hammerfell.
(ESA) "Rihad, southern most port of Hammerfell, welcomes thee. Lay aside thy vice and avarice and enter these
walls as nobles. Do not however seek to challenge the Bane, who call this home. We wish you only a long life
and prosperity..."

Rilis XII: (ESD, ESM, ESO) The reigning King of Firsthold in 2E 230. He and Vanus
Galerion established the Mages Guild on Summerset Isle.
Lit.: Imperial Charter of the Guild of Mages. - SALARTH, Origin of the Mages Guild.

Rilms: See → Saint Rilms.
Rilms' Grace: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's saint Rilms which
temporarily fortifies the blessed's endurance.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Rimfarlin: (ESM, ESO) A duchy, mentioned in VOJNE MIERSTYYD's Palla.
Rimhull: (ESM) The ice caves southwest of the Skaal village.
Rimmen: (ESA, ESM, ESO) City-State in the province of Elsweyr. (ESAR) Though
ostensibly its own kingdom, Rimmen still pays tribute to the Mane of Elsweyr, from whose
realm it seceded in CE812 during the Interregnum. Earlier, Akaviri refugees had fled
persecution when the warlord Attrebus briefly aspired to the Imperial Throne. Attrebus,
though he lasted no longer than most of the pretender kings of that period, thought he might
rid Cyrodiil of the foreigners who had ruled it for the first half of the Common Era, and he
drove the Akaviris past the Empire's borders into Elsweyr. The khajiit granted them asylum in
the hills and steppes of northwestern Elsweyr, where they dwelt in relative seclusion until
remnants of the Dir-Kamal resurfaced in Cyrodiil, seizing the Throne from Attrebus'
successors. The Rimmen (literally, the "Rim Men," as the khajiit called them) joined their
brothers to try to rebuild the Empire. This effort was doomed to failure, but not before the
khajiit attempted to reclaim their lands in a series of bloody border wars. Currently, since the
ascension of Tiber Septim, the hapless Rimmen have once again submitted to the protection
of the Mane, with a renewed tribute paying for the Cat Lord's guarantee of their
independence, a truly weak reed upon which to lean.
Lit.: Lord Jornibret's Last Dance. - CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era. - Where were
you when the Dragon Broke?

Rindale: (ESO) A location mentioned in WAUGHIN JARTH's Purloined Shadows.
Ring of Happiness: (ESO) An enchanted ring which (according to the Last Will of the late
HIRRUS CLUTUMNUS, who was his last known owner) would make it's wearer happy and lifts
the weight of the world off his shoulders.
Ring of Khajiit: (ESA, ESD, ESM, ESO) The Ring of the Khajiiti is an ancient relic,
hundreds of years older than Rajhin, the thief who made the Ring famous. It was Rajhin who
used the Ring's powers to make himself as invisible, silent, and quick as a breath of wind.
Using the Ring he became the most successful burglar in Elsweyr's history. Rajhin's eventual
fate is a mystery, but according to legend, the Ring rebelled against such constant use and
disappeared, leaving Rajhin helpless before his enemies.
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Time
3E 399

Province
n/a

3E 427

Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil
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Value
n/a

Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Invisibility
Fortify Speed
18.000,00 0,10
Invisibility
Fortify Speed
1.500,00 0,06
Chameleon
Fortify Speed

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Ring of Namira: (ESD) Namira is aligned with the darker side of nature, as is her ring. While
the ring is being worn, any damage the bearer takes is suffered by the attacker as well. Spells
and missile attacks are ignored. How much damage the attacker suffers depends upon his
nature. Animals and Spriggans take no damage, being creatures of nature. Daedric beings
only take half the damage, being supernatural creatures. Humanoids and monsters take full
damage. Undead take twice the damage they dole out, because they are wholly unnatural
creatures.
“Namira told me to give you her ring. Pain inflicted on the Ring's wearer is reflected back on the attacker. Try it
on and you will learn the meaning of hunger and fulfillment. Once you know that, you know power.”
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
1.500,00 0,06
Reflect Damage
Reflect Spell

* given in pounds

Ring of Phynaster: (ESA, ESM, ESO) The Ring of Phynaster was made hundreds of years
ago by a person who needed good defenses to survive his adventurous life. Thanks to the
Ring, Phynaster lived for hundreds of years, and since then it has passed from person to
person. The ring improves its wearer's overall resistance to damage and grants total immunity
to poison, spells, and electricity. Still, Phynaster was cunning and said to have cursed the
Ring. It eventually disappears from its holder's possessions and returns to another resting
place, uncontent to stay anywhere but with Phynaster himself. (ESM) The Ring improves its
wearer's overall resistance to poison, magicka, and shock. Still, Phynaster was cunning and
cursed the ring so that it eventually disappears from its holder's possessions and returns to
another resting place, discontent to stay anywhere but with Phynaster himself. Mournhold’s
Museum of Artifacts offers 9,000 gold for it.
(ESA) You know that Phynaster was killed by the Wharf Rats for his Ring? It's true. He was buried somewhere
in the Forest of Elborn and the Ring has ever since been stored in one of their hundreds of underground
headquarters. Even should the Ring be taken by thieves, a charm has been cast on it so it will eventually return to
one of the Rats' sanctuaries. The faction of the Rats decided that the best place to hide the map to the Ring's most
recent resting place was somewhere in the Summurset Isle.
Time
3E 399

Province
n/a

3E 427

Morrowind

Value
n/a

Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Resist Poison
Resist Shock
Resist Magicke
18.000,00 0,10
Resist Poison
Resist Magicka
Resist Shock

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Ring of Surroundings: (ESO) Little is known of this prize but it is said that it lends the
wearer the ability to blend in with their surroundings.
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.
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Ring of the Hortator: (ESM) An enchanted ring, by which others shall recognize the bearer
as House Redoran's Hortator.
Ring of the Vipereye: (ESO) An Akaviri ring which awards the wearer with increased agility
and resistance to harmful magic.
Ring of the Wind: (ESM) The Ring of the Wind is a legendary treasure of Elsweyr, sacred to
Kynareth. It was owned by the nimble acrobat Kisimba Spring-Snow, who was said to always
land on her feet, except when she chose to land on the feet of others. (ESO) No facts are
known about this Ring, but the title and the few rumors lend one to think it grants the wearer
added speed.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
8.000,00 0,10
Fortify Agility

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Ringleader: (DC, ESM) The eighth rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Ri'sallidad: (ESO) (Khajiiti term) "Martyrs".
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.

Rislav The Righteous: (ESO) Title of a work by Sinjin, which comes in one volume and was
published before or in 3E 433.
Rissun: (ESM) A cave on a small island east of Bal Fell.
Ristaag: (ESM) A ritual hunt that is meant to bring favor from the All-Maker on the Skaal.
This ceremony of blessing and cleansing is performed only very rarely. In the Ristaag, the
Skaal hunt the Spirit Bear that is conjured by the Totem of Claw and Fang. When it is slain,
they will return its heart back to their shaman, who will ask for the blessings of the AllMaker. If the Ristaag fails, or does not succeed by daybreak, the All-Maker will be
displeased.
Rite of the Wolf Giver: (ESM) A necromantic ritual to cure lycanthropy, commonly
performed with the help of the Glenmoril Witches. The performer must retrieve the petals of a
wolsfbane flower, one bunch of ripened belladonna berries, kill an innocent at the Altar of
Thrond, take the heart from its body, and give it to the witch which leads the ritual. She will
bath the innocent's heart in the potion she and her sisters will have brewed, and utter a strange
incantation. Afterwards the performer must place the heart back in the body of the innocent.
The witch will mutter a final incantation, after which the innocent will live once more and be
infected with the performer's lycanthropy. In order to rid himself of the curse once and for all,
the performer must kill the werewolf innocent. He will never become a werewolf again, and
finally be immune from the disease.
Ritual: (ESM, ESO) Ritual is one of the Mage's Charges and its Season is Morning Star.
Those born under this sign have a variety of abilities depending on the aspects of the moons
and the Divines. (ESM) Constellation of The Ritual with a Prime Aspect of Masser. Those
born under the sign of The Ritual can heal faster and turn undead. (ESO) The Ritual shall
speed you on your star-patterned path. Those born under the sign of The Ritual can heal
themselves and turn the undead.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

Ritual of the Gifts: (ESM) There are six Standing Stones on the island of Solstheim, each
representing one of the six gifts of the All-Maker: the Gift of Water, the Gift of Earth, the Gift
of Trees, the Gift of Beasts, the Gift of the Sun, and the Gift of Winds. In order to perform the
ceremony to restore the Skaal's original power, the operator will need to visit each of these
stones and perform each of the respective rituals:
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Ritual of Beasts
(ESM) The ritual connected with the Beast Stone. As the performer of the ritual approaches
the Beast Stone, a magical writing will appear on its surface: "Travel south. Find the Good
Beast and ease its suffering." The Good Beast is a bear being attacked by Rieklings. The
performer has to defeat the Rieklings attacking the bear. This bear, however, will still be
wounded: it will be pierced by a Riekling arrow that needs to be removed. After its removal
the performer will have to heal the bear, or stay with it until it is well. When the bear is fully
healed from its wounds, he has to return to the Beast Stone. It will glow with a magical light,
and the ritual will be fulfilled.
Ritual of Earth
(ESM) The ritual connected with the Earth Stone. As the performer of the ritual approaches
the Earth Stone, a magical writing will appear on its surface: "Travel northeast to the Cave of
the Hidden Music and learn the Song of the Earth." Then the words will disappear. In the
Cave of the Hidden Music, the performer will find a large structure made of stalagmites and
stalactites. An odd music seems to be coming from them. When one of the hollowed
stalagmites is struck, it produces a musical note like the ones one can hear in this cave. By
striking the stalagmites in succession, the performer will be able to recreate the sounds heard
in this cave. When done, the pattern will change. After repeating the new pattern, the sounds
swell, and then grow silent. Afterwards the performer has to return to the Earth Stone. When
he returns to the Earth Stone, it will glow with a mystical light, and the ritual will be fulfilled.
Ritual of the Sun
(ESM) The ritual connected with the Sun Stone. As the performer of the ritual approaches the
Sun Stone, a magical writing will appear on its surface: "Go to the west and free the warm
Sun from the Halls of Penumbra." In the Halls of Penumbra, which is seemingly devoid of
light, the performer will find a bright glowing object behind a wall of ice. This object
represents the warmth of the Sun and has to be freed by shattering the wall. Afterwards the
performer has to return to the Sun Stone. It will glow with a mystical light, and the ritual will
be fulfilled.
Ritual of the Winds
(ESM) The ritual connected with the Wind Stone. As the performer of the ritual approaches
the Wind Stone, a magical writing will appear on its surface: "Travel south and east of the
lake of ice to Glenschul's Tomb and free the Winds from the Greedy Man's bag." The Winds
will be freed by opening the Greedy Man's bags. Afterwards the performer has to return to the
Wind Stone. It will glow with a mystical light, and the ritual will be fulfilled.
Ritual of Trees
(ESM) The ritual connected with the Tree Stone. As the performer of the ritual approaches the
Tree Stone, a magical writing will appear on its surface: "The First Trees are gone. Travel east
and find the one who has stolen the Seeds. Beware -- he who has the seeds, controls the trees.
Plant the First anew." Then, the writing will disappear. The "trees" are a group of Spriggans
surrounding a Riekling minion, who seem to be in the Riekling's thrall, and look agressive.
The performer has to recover the Seeds from the Riekling. Northwest of the Tree Stone is a
clearing where they shall be planted. After planting the Seeds, the performer has to return to
the Tree Stone. It will glow with a magical light, and the ritual will be fulfilled.
Ritual of Water
(ESM) The ritual connected with the Water Stone. As the performer of the ritual approaches
the Water Stone, a magical writing will appear on its surface: "Travel west to a small island
off the coast, and follow the Swimmer to seek the Water of Life." The Swimmer is a black
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horker and will lead the performer to the entrance of an underwater cave. After a long,
dangerous swim, the performer will retrieve the Waters of Life and has to return with them to
the Water Stone. When he returns to the Water Stone with them, the stone will glow with a
magical fire, and the ritual will be fulfilled.
Ritual of the Innocent Quarry: (ESLB, ESM, ESO) The Ritual of the Innocent Quarry, also
called the Wild Hunt, is an ancient rite drawing magical energy from the powerful magicka
stream that engulfs this realm. The creators and times of the rituals are long forgotten, but
followed properly, the rite brings great power and prestige to the Huntsman.
Lit.: The Posting of the Hunt.

Ritual Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located along the east side of the Lower Niben,
northeast of Fisherman's Rock and east of Fort Redman. Gives the greater powers Mara's
Mercy and Mara's Milk.
River Keep: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
River Point: (ESA) Town in the province of Hammerfell.
Riverbridge: (1) (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh. – (2) (ESA) Village in the
province of Morrowind.
Riverfield: (ESA) Town in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Riverhold: (ESA) City-State in the province of Elsweyr, closest City-State to the Imperial Isle.
Lit.: The Arrowshot Woman.

Rivers: (ESM) See → Odai, Ouada, Ouada Nabia, Ouada Samsi.
Riverview: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Riverwalk: (ESA) Town in the province of Black Marsh.
Riverwatch: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Riverwood: (ESA) Village in the province of Skyrim.
Rkht Ai Ae Altadoon Ai: (ESM) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.

Robber: (DC) The fifth rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Robber's Glen Cave: (ESO) A cave in the south of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, north-northwest
of Bravil.
Robe of the Hortator: (ESM) A token that shows that its bearer has been named Hortator of
House Telvanni.
Robe of the Lich: (ESM) Information is scarce at best when it comes to this artifact. Some
have said it was pulled from a lich when it was defeated; others say it was developed by an
evil mage who wanted the power of a lich without the.... drawbacks. Either way, it is a
powerful item.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
22.000,00 8,00
Drain Health
Fortify Magicka

* given in pounds

Rock Bottom Caverns: (ESO) Caverns in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands,
north-northeast of Fort Dirich.
Rock of Llothis (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's saint Llothis which
temporarily fortifies the blessed's willpower.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.
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Rockgrove: (ESA) Town in the province of Black Marsh.
Rockguard: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Rockjoint: (ESM) Rockjoint is an acute common disease affecting a victim's manual
dexterity. Symptoms include painful swelling and immobility of all joints. It may be
contracted from the domesticated guar or dusky alit.
Rockcreek: (ESD) A town mentioned in BULJURSOMA's Ius, Animal God.
Rockmilk Cave: (ESO) A cave in the west of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, northwest of Water's
Edge.
Rockpark: (ESA) Town in the province of Black Marsh.
Rockpoint: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Rockspring: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Roderick: (ESO) Far to the west there lived a fierce warlord and his company of loyal
mercenaries. Roderick was a mercenary leader, and until his death his people were fanatically
loyal. It is uncertain exactly what illness Roderick had contracted.
Rogue: (ESA) Rogues are thieves who have also trained in using arms and armor. They have
combined the agile and cunning of their brethren with the skill of arms found in warriors. This
makes them formidable and versatile. They are comparable in combat to the warrior class, but
still retain the ability to pick locks and pockets. Rogues may wear up to chain armor and use
any weapon or shield, with the exception of the Tower Shield. Rogues have a slight chance
per level to critical strike an opponent. (ESD) Rogues are trained in both the shadowy arts of
the thief, and the combat arts of the warrior. Equal parts thief and warrior, rogues do not avoid
combat like most of the other thiefly classes. After all, it is often efficacious to beat a few
heads to get to the gold. To this end, rogues are trained in a variety of weapons in addition to
their thiefly skills. A strong arm is as important as nimble fingers to a rogue, and speedy feet
may be most important of all. No one gets in and out of as much trouble as a rogue. The
Rogue relies on these skills most heavily: Long Blade, Stealth, Dodging, Pickpocketing,
Backstabbing, and Streetwisdom. (ESLB) Equal parts thief and warrior, rogues seek to satisfy
their greed and ambition through both battle and guile. A rogue's training is divided over a
variety of combat skills as well as thievish skills. A rogue depends on a high Strength,
Agility, and Speed. The Rogue relies on these skills most heavily: Long Blade, Stealth,
Dodging, Pickpocketing, Backstabbing, and Streetwisdom. (ESM) Rogues are adventurers
and opportunists with a gift for getting into and out of trouble. Relying variously on charm
and dash, blades and business sense, they thrive on conflict and misfortune, trusting to their
luck and cunning to survive. Athal Nerano is the proverbial 'silver-tongued rogue'. He knows
the rogue's trade, and loves to talk about it. He lists his residence as Madach's Tradehouse in
Gnisis. (ESO) They use speed in combat rather than brute force. Persuasive in conversation,
their tongues are as sharp as blades.
(ESM) "I'm a lovable rogue, a silver-tongued devil with a taste for the better things in life. But lovable as I am,
some people get upset with me, and so I must fight -- purely in self-defense, you understand. I like light armor
and short blades for self defense; heavy armor and heavy weapons just tire you out. But I train with various
different weapon types and armor types, so I can improvise when the situation demands it."

Rol, Witten: (ESD) Author of The Ebon Arm.
Rolamus, Hilbongard: (ESM, ESO) The legendary weaponsmith who forged the artifact →
Skull Crusher.
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Roland's Tear: (ESM) A variation of the gold kanet plant which is said to have wondrous
powers when combined with other ingredients.
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Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
50,00 Drain Health
Burden
Drain Luck
Restore Strength

* Septims/Pound

Roobrush: (ESM) Roobrush is a tough, low, wiry shrub growing in arid, poor, ashy soils of
the West Gash.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Drain Willpower
Fortify Agility
Drain Health
Cure Poison

* Septims/Pound

Root Bulb: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
16,00 Regenerate

Root of the Hero: (ESLB) Renders the power of Medium Cure Health.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Root Pulp: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from the Morning Glory plant.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Cure Disease
Damage Willpower
Fortify Strength
Damage Intelligence

* Septims/Pound

Root Tendrils: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
8,00
Diminution

Roris: See → Saint Roris.
Roris's Bloom: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's saint Roris which
temporarily fortifies the blessed's health.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Rose: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
32,001,2,3 Detect Magic1
40,004
Fortify Intelligence2
Resist Fire2
Polymorph3
Water Walking3
Silence4

* Septims/Pound
1
red variant
2
white variant
3
yellow variant
4
black variant

Rose of Sithis: (ESO) A magic arrow specifically enchanted to kill its target. But it cannot
pierce armor! Just make sure your marksmanship is up to the task. If you miss the target, the
enchantment will be wasted.
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Rose of Weirdbane: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Medium Magic Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Rosefield: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Roseguard: (ESA) Town in the province of Hammerfell.
Rosethorn Hall: (ESO) The name of a house in Skingrad, said to once have been the home of
Daravyn the Gray, who in 3E 227 managed to escape from the Imperial Prison.
Rot Scale: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Rot Scale plant of Sheogorath's
realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Burden
Damage Health
Silence
Paralyze

* Septims/Pound

Rotbone: (ESM) A mild common disease affecting the victim's fatigue.
Rothan Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the east of Vvardenfell's West
Gash, west of Maar Gan.
Rotheran: (ESM) The ancient Dunmer stronghold of Rotheran is located on the southern
coast of Sheogorad. It is a place of evil reputation, remote, and seldom visited.
Rotmeth: (ESM, ESO) A brown beverage from Valenwood - rancid, strongly fermented meat
juices with lots of spices to kill the poisons.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, A Dance In Fire.

Rourken: (ESA) The last of the Dwarven Kings.
Roxey Inn: (ESO) An inn on the Red Ring Road to the north of the Imperial City (Cyrodiil)
and west of Fort Chalman where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Royal Guard: (ESM) They're an elite group, picked by King Helseth for their bravery and
complete devotion to him. Some have been with him since his time in Wayrest. Their leader,
Tienius Delitian, is a fine soldier, and a good man.
Ruby: (ESM) Rubies are transparent red gems that appear occasionally on the surface and
more often in subterranean deposits on Vvardenfell.
Time
3E 405
3E 427

Province
High Rock
Morrowind

3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1000,00 Absorption
1000,00 Drain Health
Feather
Restore Intelligence
Drain Agility
3200,00 -

Ruddy Man: (ESM) The fifth mythic monster mentioned in The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.
Rude Song: (ESD) Title of a work by "Anonymous," which comes in one volume and was
originally published before 3E 406.
The Ruins of Kemel-Ze: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Rolard Nordssen, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Rumare: See → Lake Rumare.
Rumare Slaughterfish: (ESO) The Rumare slaughterfish are a special breed -- nastier than
the regular kind.
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Rumors: (ESO) Asking about rumors may lead you to great treasure.
Runestones: (ESO) From the Arcane University Runestones Lectures:
"All rune-marked ancient stones are called runestones, though there are, in fact, two very different classes of
runestones: doomstones and runestones. Doomstones have red runes, and are associated with stone circles,
runestones have blue runes, and appear as solitary monuments. The runes for which the stones are named glow
in the dark; however, there is no evidence that the stones are magical. Various naturally occurring minerals and
crystals, like glass and ebony, glow in the dark by their own light -- without being magical. However, the
universal belief that runestones are magical, despite all evidence, is good reason to suspect that the runestones
are indeed magical. One theory is that the stones were once magical, but they have lost their magic, either
through age and disuse, or because of sin or neglect. It may also be that they are magical, but only for certain
individuals or under certain circumstances, or that their magics are secret.
There are six commonly recognized varieties of runestone:
- Birthsign Doomstones bear red runes, appear with stone circles, and are associated with the classic birthsigns
like the Apprentice and the Atronach.
- Heavenly Doomstones bear red runes, appear with stone circles, and are associated with cosmic features of the
heavens like the moons Jone and Jode.
- Hestra Runestones are marked with green runes, appear as solitary monuments, and are believed to be named for
the late First Era Empress Hestra.
- Reman Runestones are solitary monuments marked with green runes, almost certainly named for Reman
Cyrodiil, the First Era emperor.
- Sidri-Ashak Runestones are single standing stones marked with green runes, thought to be named for an
obscure Akaviri potentate, Sidri-Ashak.
- Fort Runestones are stones with green runes, found singly or in pairs, in the ruins of some subterranean First
Era forts.
These names offer few hints to the origin or function of the stones, though they assist scholars in identifying
each type of stone on maps.
Ignore the controversy of whether the runestones are enchanted.
Cyrodiil's runestones are thought to belong to one of three time periods: the Dawn Era, the Merethic Era, or the
late First Era. Those who believe the runestones to be Dawn Era artifacts, created by the Aedra or Daedra, often
describe them as Lorkhan's birthing gift to mortals. Others assign the runestones to the Merethic or Early First
Era, primarily on the basis of their simple, even crude design and craft. The most common practice is to place the
raising of the runestones within the High First Era Cyrodiil of Empress Hestra and the Reman Emperors.
Runestones found in forts like Sancre Tor support a First Era date, though the stones could have been moved to
the forts from earlier sites. The greatest objection to First Era dating is that the stones are completely unlike any
other examples of First Era architecture. I believe the runestones date from the Dawn Era or Merethic Age, but
they were moved to new sites by late First Era emperors. Since the runestones have lost their enchantments,
however, we may never know why they were moved, or what function they served at First Era sites.
Let me suggest one possible account for the placements of the runestones.
Before Tiber Septim, Cyrodiil's roads varied greatly in quality, and were often impassible in bad weather and
winter seasons. In the late First Era, Empress Hestra improved the roads, and the Reman Emperors continued her
policies. The last period of First Era road-building was in the reign of the last strong Akaviri Potentate, SidriAshak. Note that three classes of runestones are named, respectively, Hestra Stones, Reman Stones, and SidriAshak Stones. Could these runestones have served as waypoints and landmarks for military patrols of the nascent
Imperial Legion? Did battlemages activate runestones on arrival, thus lighting arcane beacons within the next
runestone? The Mages Guild should fund further study of the early Imperial Legions, their battlemages, and their
traditions of patrol and route-finding. Suppose that the runestones are divine, and that the secrets of their magics
are revealed only by divine revelation. Suppose that the runestones existed, for whatever reason, and in whatever
form, long before the coming of the Cyrodilic emperors. Suppose, however, that the power of these stones had
been hidden, but was revealed to certain holy men or prophets in the First Era. Suppose that, under the guidance
of the gods, these runestones were newly consecrated to a great purpose... the founding of the Cyrodilic Empire.
Once these ancient monuments might have been powerful bulwarks of the Cyrodilic emperors, battlemages, and
priests. But imagine, as the emperors grew weak, and as the power and glory of the Empire waned, and as the
people fell away from their service to the gods... Imagine that the power of these runestones might have
diminished -- weakened, then extinguished -- by the sins of the Potentates. Few records survive from the Dark
Ages of the Potentates. Thus might the secrets of the runestones be lost... in wickedness, vainglory, and neglect."
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Doomstones
Birthsign Stones
Apprentice Stone
Serpent Stone
Atronach's Stone
Shadow Stone
Lady Stone
Steed Stone
Lord Stone
Thief Stone
Lover Stone
Tower Stone
Mage Stone
Warrior Stone
Ritual Stone
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Runestones

Heaven Stones
Aetherius Stone
Dragon Stone
Jode Stone
Jone Stone
Magnus Stone
Shezarr Stone
Sithian Stone

Hestra Runestones
Reman Runestones
Sidri-Ashak Runestones
Fort Runestones

Lit.: “Quill-Weave Plans New 'Doomstones' Cycle” (Black Horse Courier article).

Running: (ESD) Running is a skill automatically checked whenever one begins to run, to
check the possible speed.
Ruptga: (ESM) (Yokudan pantheon: Tall Papa) Chief deity of the Yokudan pantheon.
Ruptga, more commonly 'Tall Papa', was the first god to figure out how to survive the Hunger
of Satakal. Following his lead, the other gods learned the 'Walkabout', or a process by which
they can persist beyond one lifetime. Tall Papa set the stars in the sky to show lesser spirits
how to do this, too. When there were too many spirits to keep track of, though, Ruptga
created a helper out the dead skin of past worlds. This helper is Sep (see below), who later
creates the world of mortals.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Rust Chancre: (ESM) Rust chancre is a mild common disease affecting a victim's mobility
and behavior. Symptoms include swelling and rash, and painful muscle spasms. It may be
contracted from the waste rat.
Ryon, Mallam: (ESM) A Telvanni mage, the Mouth of the former Telvanni Archmagister
Gothren.
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S
Saarthal: (ESM, ESO) A legendary city at the extreme northern tip of Skyrim, built by the
Nords in the Late Merethic Era. – Cf. → Skyrim.
Lit.: AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man.

Saber: (ESD) A sword with a slightly curved, single-edged blade. (ESM) Single edged
variant of the broadsword often used by rogues. The sabre is the weapon of Imperial light
cavalry. Since horses cannot adapt to Vvardenfell's harsh climate, sabers are uncommon,
except among Legion veterans.
Sacellum: (ESO) The teachings of the Manics or the Demented are sermonized at the
Sacellum, depending on which faction is currently in favor.
Sacred Lotus Seeds: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Resist Frost
Damage Health
Feather
Dispel

* Septims/Pound

Sacred Rage: (ESA) The arena team of Dragonstar of 3E 399/400.
Sacred Witness. A True History of the Night Mother: (ESO) Title of a work by Enric Milnes,
which comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Sacrifice to the Wolves: (ESM) The Caenlorn are sacred wolves, blessed by our shaman.
They are powerful with the Spirit, and by consuming the flesh of the warrior, that Spirit lives
on in another life. It is an honorable way to die.
Sadrith Mora: ('forest of the mushrooms')

Sadrith Mora
(From Guide to Sadrith Mora)

(ESM) Sadrith Mora is the district seat of House Telvanni, and home of the Telvanni Council
House and site of Tel Naga, the Councilor Mage-Lord Master Neloth's wizard tower. Sadrith
Mora is an island settlement, and accessible only by sea and teleportation; there's no road or
bridge to the mainland. The town is large, with many craftsmen, traders, and trainers, but it is
open only to Telvanni retainers. Retainers and kin of the Telvanni can travel freely in town.
According to the Collective Articles of the Council of the Great House Telvanni, out-house
and outlander guests in Sadrith Mora may not travel in town or speak to or conduct business
with citizens, tradesmen, or publicans unless they have Hospitality Papers. Hospitality Papers
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may be obtained from the Prefect of Hospitality, Angaredhel, at the Gateway Inn, a merchant
inn for outsiders, for 25 gold. The Gateway merchant inn is all that's open to non-Telvanni.
Visitors cannot enter the town, but must stay in the Gateway. Angaredhel is at the Gateway
merchant inn, along with Ery, Gateway's publican. Many outlanders live here, but most are
Telvanni mercenaries, craftsmen, traders, or slavers. There are two cornerclubs: Durty
Muriel's, for outlanders, and Fara's Hole in the Wall for local Dunmer. Big Helende, the
Thieves Guild Boss, as well as other Thieves Guild types, hangs out at Durty Muriel's
Cornerclub. Some Telvanni and Temple services are available at Council Hall; other Telvanni
services have houses in town. Niras Farys is a priest, Galero Andaram is a healer, and Hloris
Farano is a monk. Many services are offered at the Great Market. Look for Fighters Guild,
Mages Guild, and Imperial cult services at Wolverine Hall. Hrundi the Nord is Fighters Guild
steward, Procyon Nigilius is Mages Guild steward, and Aunius Autrus is the Imperial cult
priest. And, of course, you may receive blessings from the Tribunal shrine here, just as you
can in Temples and other holy places.
Looking for work in Sadrith Mora? Start with the Fighters Guild and the Mages Guild at Wolverine Hall. If
you're thinking of trying to serve House Telvanni, go talk to the Telvanni Mouths over at the Council Hall.

You want to go west to the mainland, you fly, swim, or water-walk. From the docks, ships go
to Ebonheart, Tel Branora, Tel Mora, or Dagon Fel. The guild guide at the Wolverine Hall
Mages Guild can transport you to Ald'ruhn, Vivec, Caldera, and Balmora for a fee.
You wouldn't think so, but there are number of old abandoned tombs in the area. Long before the Empire opened
Vvardenfell up for settlement, someone has put a lot of ancestors to rest here.
Lit.: Guide to Sadrith Mora.

Sadryon Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in Vvardenfell's Azura's Coast
region, on the shore north of Sadrith Mora.
The Sage: (ESD) Title of a work by Aegrothius Goth, which comes in one volume and was
originally published between 2E 230 and 3E 405.
Sage Glen Hollow: (ESO) A cave in the southern center of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, north of Fort
Flecia.
Sai: (ESD) A Nord numen of luck (according to the anonymous author of King Edward).
Sai's Affliction: (ESD) An overwhelming desire for the god's constant presence. The disease
is more than just a desire for the god's presence. The sufferers require continual proof of the
god's favor. So they gamble incessantly. Not to win, for all they do with winnings is keep on
gambling until they lose. Then they do what they must to raise a stake so they can gamble
again.
Sailen Vulgate: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Saimisil Steppes: (ESO) A region mentioned in Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.
Saint: (ESM) The Temple honors our greatest ancestors as saints, celebrating them as models
of virtue and piety, and invoking their aid and protection. Each of the greater saints and lesser
saints has his own proper sphere of influence -- those worshippers of various walks of life that
the saint has the most sympathy and affection for.
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The Greater Saints
Blessed Almalexia the Warden Healers, Teachers
Lord Sotha Sil the Magus
Artificers, Wizards
Lord Vivec the Poet
Artists, Rogues
Saint Nerevar the Captain
Warriors, Statesmen
Saint Veloth the Pilgrim
Outcasts, Seekers
The Lesser Saints
Saint Felms the Bold
Butchers, Fishmongers
Saint Llothis the Pious
Tailors, Dyers
Saint Meris the Peacemaker
Farmers, Laborers
Saint Roris the Martyr
Furnishers and Caravaners
Saint Aralor the Penitent
Tanners and Miners
Saint Delyn the Wise
Potters, Glassmakers
Saint Olms the Just
Sailors, Chandlers, Clerks
Saint Rilms the Barefooted
Pilgrims, Beggars
Saint Seryn the Merciful
Brewers, Bakers, Distillers
The Saints of the Tribunal Temple and their Patronages.

Lit.: Lives of the Saints. - The Consolations of Prayer.

Saint Aralor: (ESM) Saint Aralor the Penitent is the patron of Tanners and Miners. This foul
criminal repented his sins, and to prove his repentance, he completed a circuit of the great
pilgrimages on his knees.
Saint Delyn: (ESM) Saint Delyn the Wise is the patron of Potters and Glassmakers. Saint
Delyn was head of House Indoril, a skilled lawyer, and author of many tomes on Tribunal law
and custom.

Saint Delyn the Wise.

Saint Felms: (ESM) Saint Felms the Bold is the patron of Butchers and Fishmongers. This
cruel warlord killed many Nord infidels who deserved killing. He couldn't read or write, but
received inspiration directly from the voice of Blessed Almalexia in his head.
Saint Llothis: (ESM) Saint Llothis the Pious is the patron of Tailors and Dyers. Companion
of the Tribunals and greatest Alma Rula of the Tribunal Temple, he formulated the central
rituals and principles of the New Temple Faith. Saint Llothis is the symbolic bridge between
the gods and the faithful, and the model of the Temple priest.
Saint Meris: (ESM) Saint Meris the Peacemaker is the patron of Farmers and Laborers. As a
girl, Saint Meris showed healing gifts, and trained as a Healer. She marched across
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battlefields with her followers dressed in white robes, healing warriors and wizards on both
sides without discrimination. Great House troops adopted white robes as her standard, and
disobeyed orders to fight.
Saint Nerevar: (ESM) Saint Nerevar the Captain is the patron of Warriors and Statesmen. He
united the Dunmer tribes into a great nation, but died leading the Dunmer to victory against
the evil Dwemer and the traitorous House Dagoth at the Battle of Red Mountain. – See also
→ Nerevar.
Lit.: Saint Nerevar.

Saint Olms: (ESM) Saint Olms the Just is the patron of Chandlers and Clerks. Founder of the
Ordinators, Saint Olms conceived and articulated the Inquisitorial principles of testing, ordeal,
and forced repentance.

Saint Olms the Just.

Saint Rilms: (ESM) Saint Rilms the Barefooted is the patron of Pilgrims and Beggars. This
rich noble gave away her shoes, then dressed and appeared as a beggar to better acquaint
herself with the poor.
Saint Roris: (ESM) Saint Roris the Martyr is the patron of Furnishers and Caravaners.
Captured by Argonians before the Arnesian War, Roris refused to renounce the Tribunal faith,
and was tortured and martyred. Vengeance for the Saint Roris was a rallying cry of the
Arnesian War.
Saint Seryn: (ESM) Saint Seryn the Merciful is the patron of Brewers, Bakers, and Distillers.
This pure but less-than-handsome virgin could heal all diseases at the price of taking the
disease upon herself. Tough as a guar, she lived to a ripe and sprightly old age.
Saint Veloth: (ESM) Saint Veloth taught the difference between the Good and Bad Daedra,
and won the aid of the Good Daedra for his people while teaching how to deal with the Bad
Daedra.
Saint's Hair: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Restore Power.

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
800,00 Cure Disease
Restore Power
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Salarth: (ESO) An Arch-Mage of the Mages Guild.
Salit Camp: (ESM) Salit Camp is on the mainland due west of Esutanamus.
Salmantu: (ESM) A cave on the mainland shore north of Holamayan.
Salothan Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in Vvardenfell's West Gash,
west-northwest of Bal Isra.
Salothran Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the west of Vvardenfell's
West Gash, southeast of the Dunmer stronghold Berandas.
Saltrice: (ESM) Saltrice is another of the tasty and nutritious foodstuffs with modest magical
properties raised as export crops by Morrowind's farmers and plantation owners. Most saltrice
seen in the Empire comes from southeastern Morrowind, but there are also some new and
prospering farms and plantations in the Ascadian Isles. Saltrice also grows wild in the
Grazelands and on Azura's Coast.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Restore Fatigue
Fortify Magicka
Drain Strength
Restore Health

* Septims/Pound

Salvel Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in Vvardenfell's Red Mountain
region, east of the Daedric ruin Assalkushalit.
Samaruik: (ESD) An alternate name of Castle Sentinel, used by Prince Lhotun of Sentinel in
a letter.
Samarys Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb on Vvardenfell's Bitter Coast,
east of the mouth of the Odai River.
Sanabi: (ESM) A cave in the valley northeast of Sulipund.
Sancre Tor: ("Golden Hill") (ESO) A ruined Imperial fort in the far southwest of Cyrodiil's
Jerall Mountains, north of Chorrol. Sancre Tor became evil long ago. Before evil came to
Sancre Tor, this shrine was a place of pilgrimage for all Blades. The catacombs of Sancre Tor
were sealed by the first Grandmaster of the Blades.
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The ruins of Sancre Tor.
Lit.: Remanada. - The Battle of Sancre Tor. - MATERA CHAPEL, The Legendary City of Sancre Tor.

Sanctuary: (ESD) Governing School: Illusion. Creates a powerful invisibility on the caster
which will not fade even if the caster weaves other spells. (ESM) Governing School: Illusion.
This effect causes the target to be harder to hit. The magnitude is the value that is added to the
the target's chance to dodge attacks.
Sanctum of Vivisection: (ESO) The Sanctum of Vivisection is where sorceress Relmyna
Verenim lives and conducts her experiments in Sheogorath's realm.
Sanctus Shrine: (ESM) The shrine, a pilgrimage site sacred to the Temple, is in Dagon
Fel.on an island west of Sheogorad. Look for a shack with a triolith beside it.
Sandas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's
Ascadian Isles region, south of the Dunmer stronghold Marandus.
Sands of Resolve: (ESO) A magic hourglass which enables one to turn himself into a lich and
thus extend his life indefinitely.
Sandstone Cavern: (ESO) A cavern in the far west of Cyrodiil's West Weald, northeast of
Kvatch.
Sandus Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the southeast of Vvardenfell's
Ashlands, west of the Dunmer stronghold Falensarano.
Sanguine: (ESD) Sanguine is the Daedra Prince of Lust. Anything in excess is his motto. The
Daedra Prince of Perversity and Unnatural Sexual Relations, of course.
Sanguine ...: (ESM) See → Threads of the Webspinner.
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Sanguine Rose: (ESD) The Sanguine Rose is not an artifact most folk would care to have. It
summons a lesser daedra to the user. The daedra will attack any other creature in the area
except the bearer of the rose. The rose is like any other in that it will wilt. The more of its
power that is used, the more wilted it becomes. Eventually all its petals fall off and it loses its
powers. Somewhere in Oblivion a new rose blooms and is plucked by Sanguine herself to be
given to a new champion.
The Sanguine Rose summons a daedra to fight for you. A risky proposition at best. The possessor of the
Sanguine Rose is supposed to have the power to summon aid from the plane of Oblivion.
Time
Province
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* given in pounds

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 0,63
Sanguine Rose

The Sanguine Rose.

Sanguine Shrine: (ESO) A surface shrine up in the Imperial Reserve in the southeast of
Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, southeast of Fort Dirich and a long way north-northwest of
Skingrad.
"It is a place of celebration for us. We dance, we make love. Would you speak with Sanguine? Approach then,
and bring Sanguine a gift. Some Cyrodilic Brandy is an appropriate gift for your host."

Sanit: (ESM) An old cavern south and west of Kushtashpi.
Sanni: (ESM) A Velothi tower in Vvardenfell's Azura's Coast region, on the island southwest
of Ald Daedroth.
Santaki: (ESD) A county in the province of Hammerfell.
Sapphire: (ESD, ESO)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1500,00 n/a
4800,00 -

Sarano Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's
Ascadian Isles region, just north of the Fields of Kummu shrine.
Sard: See → Sardavar Leed.
Sardavar Leed: (ESO) The modern name of Sard, an Ayleid ruin in the south of Cyrodiil's
Heartlands, south of the Imperial City, west of Fort Alessia. It was here where in ancient
times the Ayleids herded in men from across all the Niben. It was also the place where
Alessia grew up.
Lit.: The Adabal-a.

Saren Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Ashlands, northwest of the Daedric ruin Ashunartes.
Sarethi, Athyn: (ESM) A Dunmer agent, Lord of South Gash, Councilor of Morrowind's
Great House Redoran in 3E 426, father of Varvur Sarethi, and author of The True Noble's
Code.
Lit.: Red Book of Great House Redoran (ed. 3E 426).
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Athyn Sarethi.

Sarethi, Varvur: (ESM) A Dunmer noble of Morrowind't Great House Redoran and son of
Athyn Sarethi. Varvur Sarethi had been charged with the murder of his best friend, Bralen
Carvaren. Archmaster Bolvyn Venim held him hostage for the killing, but he was rescued by
an unknown investigator. Sarethi's name was finally cleared by the priest Lloros Sarano, who
found out that an Ash Statue found in Varvur's possession, which he got by gambling at The
Rat in the Pot with Galtis Guvron, beared some kind of conjuration enchantment which
troubled him with bad dreams and caused him to kill his friend.
Sarethi Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Dagon Fel island
north of Vvardenfell, north of the Malacath statue.
Sargenius: (ESO) A member of the Council of Artaeum.
Sargon: (ESM) A cavern located far north of Maar Gan and southwest of Vas.
Sarimisun-Assa Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine north of Andasreth.
Sarmathi: (ESM, ESO) A Merethic Aldmeri tribe.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, A Dance In Fire.

Sarpa: (ESO) Name of an allegedly winged Argonian tribe, mentioned in WAUGHIN JARTH,
The Argonian Account. – Cf. → Argonia, Argonian Tribes, Argonians.
Saryoni, Tholer: (ESM) Archcanon of Vvardenfell's Tribunal Temple and author of
Fellowship of the Temple and Saryoni's Sermons. His official titles are 'High Archcanon and
Chancellor of Vivec', 'Archcanon of the Canonry of Vvardenfell', 'Arch-Priest of the High
Fane'.

Tholer Saryoni.

Saryoni's Sermons: (ESM) Title of a work by Tholer Saryoni, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428. It is the best selling of the Temple annotated
texts, and therefore inexpensive and commonly found in most Dunmer households. Saryoni
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collects Vivec's most famous sermons and the popular explanations of his Gospels. This text
exists in many editions. More elaborate editions are handsomely illuminated with Vivec's
quotations from the Gospels for days, seasons, and festivals.
Sarys Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's Bitter
Coast region, on the small island south of the mouth of the Odai River.
Satakal: (ESM) (Yokudan pantheon: The Worldskin) Yokudan god of everything. A fusion
of the concepts of Anu and Padomay. Basically, Satakal is much like the Nordic Alduin, who
destroys one world to begin the next. In Yokudan mythology, Satakal had done (and still
does) this many times over, a cycle which prompted the birth of spirits that could survive the
transition. These spirits ultimately become the Yokudan pantheon. Popular god of the Alik'r
nomads.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Satakalaam: (ESD) A county in the province of Hammerfell.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Saturalia: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in Wayrest on the 25th of Evening Star. (ESD)
The New Life festival comes a few days early in Wayrest with Saturalia, traditionally held on
the 25th of Evening Star. Originally a holiday for a long forgotten god of debauchery, it has
become a time of gift giving, parties, and parading. Visitors are encouraged to participate.
Saturan: (ESM) A cavern northeast of Suran, just over the mountains.
Savage Garden: (ESO) A place in Mankar Camoran's Paradise where his chattel challenge
themselves in unceasing combat to be tempered to rule over "Tamriel Reborn" – a testing
ground for the new rulers of Tamriel.
Savant: (ESM) "I am a savant. I am of wide learning and cosmopolitan tastes, well-traveled,
educated, refined in manner, able to converse on various topics with authority, and ever ready
to defend his honor, and the honor of my companions. I can discourse upon history,
speechcraft, language, and customs. And, for a fee, I offer training that will permit you to
share a few of my many virtues."
Savel Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Azura's Coast, just
north of the Daedric ruin Almurbalarammi.
Savilla's Stone: (ESO) A magical tool used for scrying, mentioned in Plan for the Big Heist.
Savior of the Dunmer People: (ESM) See → Dagoth Ur.
Savior's Hide: (ESO) See → Cuirass of the Savior's Hide.
Savirien-Chorak: (ESM, ESO) The son of Versidue-Shaie and last Colovian EmperorPotentate. He and every one of his heirs were murdered by the Dark Brotherhood on one
bloody night in Sun's Dawn in 2E 430.
Lit.: PELLARNE ASSI, The Brothers of Darkness. CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.
Remanada.

Scales: (ESM) The meat of the slaughterfish is meally and noisome, but dried slaughterfish
scales are said by locals to be 'a crunchy treat' when prepared in the native manner. Foreigners
are advised to beware of slaughterfish scales.
Scales of Pitiless Justice: (ESO) While carried, the scales will magically enhance your
Strength, Intelligence and Agility... but diminish your Personality. A powerful tool indeed.
Scalon: (ESO) Another aquatic native of the Shivering Isles is the Scalon. Looking strikingly
similar to an upright Baliwog, the Scalon features large fin-laden appendages and dorsal
spines. These creatures are usually quite fearsome, lumbering slowly after its prey. Don't
mistake its speed for its weakness, as the Scalon has an incredible leaping attack that allows it
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to strike at its victims from a surprising distance. Another connection that it shares with the
Baliwog is the fact that its bite or claws can transfer disease to its victim. It's recommended
that these creatures be dealt with at extreme range with spells or missiles, as the can be quite
ferocious in close proximity. (NAMLIR ESPRINK, The Shivering Bestiary) – Scalon are hulking
swamp creatures with tremendous leaping ability.
Scalon Fin: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Scalon of Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Water Breathing
Damage Health
Shock Damage
Burden

* Septims/Pound

Scamp: (ESM) The scamp is a weak, cowardly servant of Mehrunes Dagon. Scamps may be
summoned by conjurers, and their skin is sought by alchemists for its magical properties.
Scamp Skin: (ESM) Scamp skin must be removed from the specimen while it is still bound
on the mortal plane. It is an unpleasant business for both the scamp and skin-farmer, and
alchemists have trouble keeping the substance in stock.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
100,00 Drain Magicka
Cure Paralysis
Restore Personality
Restore Strength
106,67 Damage Magicka
Resist Shock
Reflect Damage
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Scarab Ae Aurbex: (ESO) Mystic phrase.
Lit.: MANKAR CAMORAN, Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes.

Scathecraw: (ESM) Scathecraw is the soft inner flesh of long, tough reddish grasses growing
in the thermal ash regions of the Ashlands, Molag Amur, and Red Mountain.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
20,00 Drain Strength
Cure Poison
Drain Health
Restore Willpower

* Septims/Pound

Scenarist Guild: (DC) Members of the Scenarist Guild are the troubadours, bards, or
minstrels each belonging to a significant province or city.
A Scholar's Guide to Nymphs: (ESD) Title of a work by Vondham Barres, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 406.
School of Julianos: (ESD) Julianos is the God of Wisdom and Logic, and His temples are
called Schools. They don't really worship Julianos at His temples, but since He is the God of
Wisdom, they run the temples more like academies. That's why they call them Schools, not
temples. The School of Julianos is one of the top research institutions in Tamriel, probably
second only to the Mages Guild. There's a lot of rivalry between the Mages and the scholars
of Julianos, actually.
"The School of Julianos is no mere temple, dedicated to mindless obseisance to a distant and hazy God figure.
Julianos is a God, to be sure, but foremost he is a symbol of learning, logic, philosophy, and wisdom. We
espouse no moral philosophy other than the goodness of knowledge. As the great Psijic once said, the power of
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ignorance can truly shatter mithril like glass. That is our enemy. Scholarship is a long and difficult journey, and
Julianos does not tolerate those who wish to shorten it. However, He does bless those who generously donate to
His School with a temporary increase in their magical skills. While we advocate literacy and education for all
Tamrielans, our policy for those who wish to join the School itself is very stringent. We have but one rule at the
School of Julianos -- knowledge is to be shared. We have little time to waste training the slow and the lazy."

Schools of Magicka: (ESD) The six major avenues of magical research: alteration,
restoration, thaumaturgy, illusion, destruction, and mysticism. (ESO) The 'Schools' of
magicka are artificial constructs, originally formulated by Vanus Galerion to divide and
thereby simplify study. They have changed many times throughout the years, but at their
heart, every Master knows, they are all linked together. Legal studies in Necromancy may
only be done by rare individuals who have proven themselves both highly skilled and highly
cautious, and then only with the express permission and supervision of the Archmagister of
the Mages Guild. The Magic Schools allow you to learn better spells as you become
Apprentice, Journeyman, Expert, and Master in them.
School of Alteration
(ESLB) The School of Alteration specialises in magic's ability to change the structure and
composition of matter.
School of Conjuration
(ESM) See → Conjuration.
School of Destruction
(ESLB) The School of Destruction specialises in the explosive, destructive, and damaging
powers of magic.
School of Illusion
(ESLB) The School of Illusion specialises in magics of obscuring, illumination, and
camouflage.
School of Mysticism
(ESLB) The School of Mysticism specialises in the most arcane and mysterious workings of
magic. Many of the spell effects are curious and specific, not fitting into any of the other areas
of magic.
School of Restoration
(ESLB) The School of Restoration specialises in magics that ease, heal, and purify.
School of Thaumaturgy
(ESLB) The School of Thaumaturgy focuses on manipulating known forces and objects
within their natural laws.
Lit.: HANNIBAL TRAVEN, The Black Arts On Trial.

Scorching Blow: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Fire Damage, 80 points.
Lit.: Scorching Blow Tome.

Scorching Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Fire Damage, 12 points for 6
seconds; Weakness to Fire, 75% for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Scorching Touch Tome.

Scorpion Stinger: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
48,00 Damage Health
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Scour Day: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in smaller High Rock villages on the 2nd of
Morning Star. (ESD) Scour Day is a celebration held in most High Rock villages on the day
after New Life. It was once the day one cleans up after New Life, but has changed into a party
of its own.
Scout: (ESM) Scouts rely on stealth to survey routes and opponents, using ranged weapons
and skirmish tactics when forced to fight. By contrast with barbarians, in combat scouts tend
to be cautious and methodical, rather than impulsive. (ESO) Preferring the rolling countryside
to the city life, they are gifted with the ability to evade, guard, and protect themselves with
great proficiency.
(ESM) " I'm a scout. I know places, people, plants, paths, wind, and weather. I serve as guide for travelers and
traders, or work as advance guard and pathfinder for expeditions. I know the geography of Vvardenfell, and the
various geographic regions. My best defense is stealth, sneaking past trouble, but I can fight bow or blade, in
various armor styles, when the job requires it."

Scrap Metal: (ESM) Scrap metal refers not to common scraps of iron and steel, but to bits of
exotic metals recovered from animated Dwemer artifacts like the centurion. Such metal is rare
and precious, and prized both by collectors of antiquities and students of metals and
enchantments.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Drain Health
Lightning Shield
Resist Shock
Restore Intelligence

* Septims/Pound

Screaming Maw: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Screaming Maw plant of
Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Willpower
Detect Life
Chameleon
Restore Health

* Septims/Pound

Scrib: (ESM) The scrib is a late larval form of the kwama. Crushed scribs produce a
nutritious but sour-tasting gelatin with modest magical properties that the natives eat with
gusto.

Scrib.

Scrib Cabbage: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
Drain Intelligence
Damage Health
Restore Agility
Fortify Agility
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Scrib Jelly: (ESM) Scribs are a larval form of the kwama. Crushed scribs produce a nutritious
but sour-tasting gelatin with modest magical properties that the natives eat with gusto.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
100,00 Fortify Willpower
Cure Poison
Cure Blight Disease
Restore Willpower

* Septims/Pound

Scrib Jerky: (ESM) Scribs cut into strips and dried in the sun are called scrib jerky. Scrib
jerky has modest magical properties, and tastes scarcely worse when spoiled than when fresh,
and are a practical foodstuff for the hardy native traveler.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
25,00 Restore Fatigue
Fortify Fatigue
Burden
Swift Swim

* Septims/Pound

Scribonia, Casta: (ESO) Author of Woman Gone Wild.
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Chorrol.

Scuttle: (ESM) Scuttle is Vvardenfell's favorite local dish. This cheese-like, greasy substance
made from the flesh of local beetles is remarkably tasty, and has modest magical properties.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
100,00 Restore Fatigue
Fortify Fatigue
Feather
Telekinesis

* Septims/Pound

Sea Keep: (ESA) Town in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Sea of Ghosts: (ESM) The Sea of Ghosts is the name for northern waters lying between
Tamriel and the northern continent of Atmora.
Sea Stride: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Apprentice skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Water Walking, 30 seconds.
Lit.: Sea Stride Tome.

Seafalls: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Seal of the Grand Force: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Major Shock Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Sealed Daedric Ruin: (ESM) See → Anudnabia.
Seaplace: (ESA) Town in the province of Elsweyr.
Searing Blast: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill and
affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 20 points for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Searing Blast Tome.

Searing Bolt: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 5 points for 7 seconds.
Lit.: Searing Bolt Tome.

Searing Burst: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 10 points for 6 seconds.
Lit.: Searing Burst Tome.
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Searing Flare: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Fire Damage, 3 points for 5 seconds.
Lit.: Searing Flare Tome.

Searing Grasp: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Fire Damage, 45 points.
Lit.: Searing Grasp Tome.

Seaspit, Darik: (ESD) The name of a 2nd Era sailor, mentioned in The Epic of the Grey
Falcon (ed. ANIDO JHONE).
Seaspring: (ESA) Town in the province of Black Marsh.
Seawind: (ESD, ESAR) A Yokudan province.
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes.

Second Empire: (PG1) The Second Empire is divided into two stages: the Reman Dynasty and
the Akaviri Potentate. As mentioned in the text, after the Akaviri raiders had been defeated,
Reman recruited many of them into his service. Later Cyrodiils traditionally kept a House Guard
of Akaviri, and the Emperor's chief advisor, the Potentate, was usually of Akaviri descent. Other
Akaviri slaves played a significant part in establishing the administrative structures of the Second
Empire, as well as in the training of its military. The restructured Imperial legions, which learned
an unparalleled measure of coherence, logistics, and discipline from the Akaviri, began to easily
overwhelm the other regional armies; soon every region in Tamriel belonged to Cyrodiil except
for Morrowind. After the assassination of Reman's last heir by the Dark Elven Morag Tong
during the disastrous Four Score War, control of the Empire reverted to the Akaviri Potentate.
They have left a visible mark on the Empire of today. The high crafts of daikatanas and
dragonscale armor came from Akavir, as did the banners and military dress of Septim's shock
troops, the Blades. The Red Dragons that have come to represent the Empire and the Imperial
City were originally Akaviri war mounts. Akaviri surnames are rare and prized possessions
among the Cyrodilic citizenry of today, and there are trace facial features of the Akaviri in many
distinguished Cyrodilic families. Some colonies of "true Akaviri" still exist in both the Empire
and its border regions, but they are named so only for their practices and customs than for the
purity of their blood. (PG3) A.k.a. the Cyrodilic Empire.
Second Planting: (ESA, ESD) The celebration of Second Planting is on the 7th day of
Second Seed. It is a holiday with traditions similar to First Planting, improvements on the first
seeding symbolically to suggest improvements on the soul. The free clinic of the temples is
open for the second and last time this year, offering cures for those suffering from any kind of
disease or affliction. Because peace and not conflict is stressed at this time, battle injuries are
healed only at full price.
Second Seed: The fifth month of the Tamrielic calendar (the first summer month; 31 days). –
Cf. → Month, Time.
Secrets of Dwemer Animunculi: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Security: (ESM) The security discipline involves defeating locks and traps designed to
prevent access to locations and containers. Security skill lets you open locked doors and
containers with lock-picks or disarm traps with probes. This skill is essential for agents and
thieves alike. (ESO) Use lockpicks to open locked doors and containers.
Sedor: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the Jerall Mountains, northwest of Cheydinhal.
Seductive Charm: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Charm, 24 points for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Seductive Charm Tome.
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Sedura: (ESM) Elvish term, used to address a person.
Sed-Yenna: (ESO) The name of the shepherdess who, according to legend, found the newborn Reman Cyrodiil at the peak of Sancre Tor and sat him on the throne of White-Gold
Tower.
Lit.: Remanada.

The Seed: (ESM, ESO) The title of the second part of Marobar Sul's Ancient Tales of the
Dwemer, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Seed of Healing: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Minor Cure Health.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Seer's Stone: (ESO) An amulet used to suppress, and sometimes focus, visions.
Seizing of the Erabenimsun: (ESM) An enchanted heirloom of the tribe, which is a sign to
all Dunmer that the Erabenimsun have named the bearer Nerevarine.
Selene: (ESA) A High Priestess of Shagrath.
Selenu: (ESD) A vampiric tribe of Hammerfell, whose territory comprises Sentinel, AbibonGora, Kairou, Pothago, Myrkwasa, Ayasofya, and Cybiades. Their declared enemies are the
→ Vraseth and the → Montalion. – Cf. → Vampirism.
Senchal: (ESA, ESD, ESM, ESO) City-State in the province of Elsweyr. (PG1) This
infamous city is the largest port in southern Tamriel. Its sprawl covers the easternmost tip of
Elsweyr's Quin'rawl peninsula, a motley assortment of bazaars, taverns, merchant quarters,
and open-air markets ringed on three sides by its crowded harbors. Senchal is a favorite
stopping point for pirates and sea captains seeking to ply illegal or blackmarket goods, it
being far easier to smuggle these goods into and out of the Empire by way of the Topal Sea
than to use the well-guarded inland highways. Thieves abound here, as do beggars and
pathetic khajiit sugar junkies. The traveler is advised to steer clear of Black Keirgo, Senchal's
most squalid and dangerous quarter, when visiting the city. Illicit sugar-dens line the streets
here, where beastmen and nobility alike wither away in sucrose fevers. All in all, Senchal is
the ugliest city outside of Imperial jurisdiction. The air is humid and full of the chimneysmoke caught in the eddies from the surrounding coasts. Much of the city is abandoned or in
ruins. In CE560, a strain of the Knahaten Flu blew across the channel from nearby Argonia
and quickly infected the city's population. Whole neighborhoods were razed in some mad
effort to cleanse Senchal of the Flu and have never been rebuilt. Visitors to the open-air
markets can see these charred skylines on the periphery, as black and jagged as the teeth of
the nearest sugar junkie, begging for cake.
Lit.: PELLARNE ASSI, The Brothers of Darkness. - CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era. On the Preparation of the Corpse. - MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Seneschal: (ESM) The ninth rank in the knightly orders hierarchy.
Senim Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb on the eastern shore of Dagon Fel
island north of Vvardenfell, east of the Dwemer ruin Mzuleft.
Sennananit: (ESM) A cave north of Hlormaren.
Sentinel: (1) (ESA) City-State in the province of Hammerfell. Also called the guardian of
Starfall Bay. (ESD) A kingdom in northern Hammerfell, on a peninsula in the Iliac Bay.
Queen Akorithi, the widow of the late king Cameron, rules from the capitol city, also called
Sentinel. Akorithi's daughter is the Queen of Daggerfall, Aubk-i. (PG1) Second capital of
Hammerfell, Sentinel sits on the edge of the Iliac Bay. It is most definitely a merchant power,
for it sits on a rocky run of hills, and the barren plains behind it offer no good soil before they
run into the desert sands of the Alik'r. Its principal street is a vast marketplace stretching from
the harbor all the way to the badlands gate. Sentinel Palace is the oldest and largest Redguard
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architectural monument, quickly built during the Ra Gada firestorm to ward against the
Bretons and added to ever thereafter. Currently, this Palace is the headquarters of Provisional
Governor Senecus Goddkey, who has been helping to administer the Forebear principalities
since Baron Volag's disappearance. Since its Imperial reorganization, Sentinel has become an
exotic retreat for the nobility of Daggerfall and Wayrest, who delight in its native cooking,
craftsmanship, and the bizarre morality-plays of its Royal Theatre. (ESO) City in the
Redguard homeland of Hammerfell.
(ESA) "Weary traveler, thou art entering Sentinel, the Guardian of Starfall Bay. Attend our team, the
Deathbringers, and learn what it is to be warriors, for we stand alone..."
Lit.: Provinces of Tamriel. - ENRIC MILRES, The Alik'r. - PALAUX ILLTHRE, The Fall of the Usurper. - ODIVA
GALLWOOD, A History of Daggerfall. - THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay. - Testimony of Arthago1, Prince of
Sentinel. - FAV'TE, The War of Betony. - VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony. - VORIAN DIRENNI, De Rerum
Dirennis. - ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

(2) (ESO) A huge statue high in Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains, located northeast of Bruma.

The Sentinel.

Sentinels of the Isles. A treatise on Golden Saint / Dark Seducer culture and history within
the Shivering Isles: (ESO) Title of a work by Andoche Marier, which is said to exist in
Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E
433.
Sep: (ESM) (Yokudan pantheon: The Snake) Yokudan version of Lorkhan. Sep is born when
Tall Papa creates someone to help him regulate the spirit trade. Sep, though, is driven crazy
by the hunger of Satakal, and he convinces some of the gods to help him make an easier
alternative to the Walkabout. This, of course, is the world as we know it, and the spirits who
followed Sep become trapped here, to live out their lives as mortals. Sep is punished by Tall
Papa for his transgressions, but his hunger lives on as a void in the stars, a 'non-space' that
tries to upset mortal entry into the Far Shores.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.
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Sephavre: (ESD) A song in Old Bretic, sung at the Broken Diamonds festival by the natives
of Glenumbra Moors as an anthem for the murder of Kintyra II on the frozen morning of the
23rd of Frost Fall, in the year 3E 123. A translation of its lyrics is given by Ryston Baylor:
Souls of our fathers, suffer deeply,
For you have led us to the dark time,
When our own souls, filled with air,
Allowed ignorance and villiany to thrive
In what used to be our land.
Howl, ancestors, howl and bring us
Memories of our conformance with evil.
We do anything we can to survive,
Giving up our minds and hearts and bodies
We will not fight, and we will be torn
And like flotsam in a whirling tide
We will be forever the agents of injustice
But we will mourn it forever.
Lit.: RYSTON BAYLOR, Broken Diamonds.

Septim: (ESM, ESO) The Empire's official currency.
Septim, Agnorith: Brother of Tiber Septim, father of Empress Kintyra I.
Lit.: STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire, vol. I.

Septim, Amiel: (ESM, ESO) Son of Emperor Uriel Septim II, he was the brother of Pelagius
II and Galana.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Septim, Ebel: (ESO) Son of Emperor Uriel Septim VII, Prince, born c. 3E 380, assassinated
on the 17th of Sun's Height 3E 433 at the age of 53 by Mythic Dawn cultists.
Lit.: Emperor and Heirs Assassinated! (Black Horse Courier special edition).

Septim, Enman: (ESO) Son of Emperor Uriel Septim VII, Prince, born c. 3E 378,
assassinated on the 17th of Sun's Height 3E 433 at the age of 55 by Mythic Dawn cultists.
Lit.: Emperor and Heirs Assassinated! (Black Horse Courier special edition).

Septim, Galana: (ESM, ESO) The daughter of Emperor Uriel Septim II and Duchess of
Narsis, sister of Pelagius Septim II and Amiel Septim.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Septim, Geldall: (ESO) Son of Emperor Uriel Septim VII, Crown Prince, born c. 3E 377,
assassinated on the 17th of Sun's Height 3E 433 at the age of 56 by Mythic Dawn cultists.
Lit.: Emperor and Heirs Assassinated! (Black Horse Courier special edition).

Septim, Jolethe: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Daughter of Emperor Magnus I and Utheilla, and sister
of Pelagius III. She became Queen of Solitude in 3E 145, when her brother Pelagius became
Emperor of Tamriel.
Lit.: TSATHENES, The Madness of Pelagius.

Septim, Martin: (ESO) Illegitimate son of Emperor Uriel Septim VII and 25th (and thus last)
Emperor of the Septim line and the Third Era. Before he became Emperor, he was a priest in
the Chapel of Akatosh in Kvatch.
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Martin Septim.
"Many years ago, I served as captain of Uriel's bodyguards, the Blades. One night Uriel called me in to his
private chambers. A baby boy lay sleeping in a basket. Uriel told me to deliver him somewhere safe. He never
told me anything else about the baby, but I knew it was his son. From time to time he would ask about the child's
progress." (Jauffre)

Septim, Tiber: (ESM) Tiber Septim, Talos, the Dragonborn, Heir to the Seat of Sundered
Kings, is the greatest hero-god of Mankind, and worshipped as the protector and patron of just
rulership and civil society. In his aspect of Ysmir, 'Dragon of the North,' Tiber Septim is also
invoked as the patron of questing heroes. He conquered all of Tamriel and ushered in the
Third Era and the Third Empire.
"They say Tiber Septim never really died. He became the Underking."

Septim, Uriel: (VII) (ESD) The Emperor of Tamriel, and liege lord of all of the kings queens
of the land. His forebearer, Tiber Septim, conquered the continent more than four hundred
years ago, ushering in the 3rd era of history. (ESM) The current emperor is Uriel Septim,
Uriel VII, 24th of the Septim dynasty. Uriel VII has been, for the most part, a strong and
effective ruler, but harsh and unyielding in personality, and private and secretive by nature, he
has never been popular with the people. The Emperor is over eighty, and in poor health. He
has two declared heirs, Enman and Ebel, but there are rumors of controversy over the
succession in the Imperial City. (ESO) Emperor, assassinated on the 17th of Sun's Height 3E
433 at the age of 87 by Mythic Dawn cultists, having ruled Tamriel for 65 years. Uriel Septim
is a direct descendent of Tiber Septim, who conquered all of Cyrodiil and proclaimed himself
Emperor in 2E846. He was married to Caula Voria.

Uriel Septim VII.
Lit.: Life and Times of the Nerevarine. - Emperor and Heirs Assassinated! (Black Horse Courier special edition).
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Septimia: (ESO) A small (and originally Tsaesci) port at the mouth of a large river in Akavir,
located in a fertile river valley. In Mid Year 3E 288, it was occupied by the Imperial
Expeditionary Force and given the name "Septima", regarded as the first colony of the new
Imperial Province of Akavir. The plain around Septimia utterly lacks of trees.
Lit.: Report of the Imperial Commission on the Disaster at Ionith.

Ser: (ESM) Elvish term, used to address a person.
Seran Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's West
Gash, southwest of Khuul.
Serano Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the northwest of Vvardenfell's
Molag Amur, north of the Dwemer ruin Galom Daeus.
Sercen: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the north of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, east of Aleswell.
Serenity: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Novice skill and affects
the target at distance. Effects: Calm up to level 2 for 10 seconds.
Lit.: Serenity Tome.

Serjo: (ESM) Elvish term, used to address a person.
Serpent: (ESAR) The thirteenth of the known constellations. The Serpent slithers through the
sky, ever changing with the stars. (ESM) Constellation of The Serpent. Those born under the
sign of The Serpent can poison others at a loss of their own health. (ESO) Serpent wanders
about in the sky and has no Season, though its motions are predictable to a degree. No
characteristics are common to all who are born under the sign of the Serpent. Those born
under this sign are the most blessed and the most cursed for they can poison others at a loss of
their own fatigue. The Serpent shall sting the foes who seek your blood.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

Serpent Hollow Cave: (ESO) A cave in the west of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, southeast of Fort
Carmala.
Serpent Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located southeast of Leyawiin. Gives the
greater power Cobra's Dance, which paralyzes the target and damages its Health.
Serpent's Dance: (DC) Redguard festival, celebrated in Satakallam on the 3rd of Sun's Dusk.
(ESD) The Serpents Dance in Satakalaam may or may not have begun as a serious religious
holiday dedicated to a snake god, but in this day, it is a reason for a great street festival.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Serpent's Wake: (ESO) The name of a ship which was moored up in Anvil Bay in 3E 433
and became known as the Ghost Ship of Anvil. Its crew had been slaughtered by Mathieu
Bellamont and cursed to wander their ship in undeath.
Serpents Trail: (ESO) A location in the north of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains, north-northeast
of Bruma.
Serpiginous Dementia: (ESM) Serpiginous dementia is a serious common disease affecting
the victim's mind and behavior. Symptoms include hallucinations and an itchy and unsightly
scaly skin condition resembling snake scales. It may be contracted from the bull netch and
betty netch.
Servant: (ESM) The fourth rank in the hierarchy of Vvardenfell's vampiric clans Aundae,
Berne, and Quarra.
Services: (ESM) Many people offer services. These services can range from trading goods to
improving one's skills to healing. The services available include barter (buying and selling
goods), enchanting (the enchantment of items with spell effects), repair (of weapons and
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armor), spells (the teaching of new spells), spellmaking (the combination of spell effects to
create new spells), training (the increase of the listed skills for a fee), and travel (fast travel to
other locations).
Serving and Joining Great Houses: (ESM) See → Great Houses.
Seryn: See → Saint Seryn.
Seryn's Shield: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's saint Seryn which
temporarily makes the blessed resistant to poison.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Sethan Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the northeast of Vvardenfell's
Grazelands, north of the Zainab camp.
Settlements in Morrowind: (ESM) See → Morrowind.
Setus Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine in Vvardenfell's Azura's Coast region, on the island
southwest of Ald Daedroth.
Sever Magicka: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Damage Magicka, 30 points.
Lit.: Sever Magicka Tome.

Seyda Neen: (ESM) Seyda Neen is a small seaport in the Bitter Coast region, on the
southwest coast of Vvardenfell. Not much there. Arrille's Tradehouse, the Census and Excise
offices -- that's the Coast Guard, too -- and a lighthouse. And that's it. Socucius Ergalla is the
chief agent at the Census and Excise offices. Get food and sundries from Arrille's Tradehouse.
That's also where you'll find anyone who offers training. Silt strider service goes to Vivec,
Balmora, Gnisis, and Suran. The road goes north past Pelagiad to Balmora, and east to Vivec,
and southeast to Ebonheart. (ESO) Village on the Dark Elven isle of Vvardenfell.
Sha-Adnius: (ESM) A cave in the foyada Bani-Dad, west of the Dwemer ruin Bthungthumz.
Shadow: (1) (spell) (ESD) Causes target to meld into normal shadows. Normal form: If target
attacks something, shadow spell is aborted. – Cf. → Shadow Form. (ESO) A spell of the
School of Illusion which requires the Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects:
Chameleon, 50% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Shadow Tome.

(2) (constellation) (ESM, ESO) Constellation of The Shadow with a Prime Aspect of
Secunda. Those born under the sign of The Shadow can make themselves invisible. (ESO)
Shadow's Season is Second Seed. The Shadow grants those born under her sign the ability to
hide in shadows. The Shadow shall hide you from destiny's cunning hounds.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

Shadow Form: (ESD) Governing School: Illusion. Improves the caster's ability to hide in the
shadows, moving invisibly in dark places. – Cf. → Shadow (1).
Shadow Shape: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Invisibility for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Shadow Shape Tome.

Shadow Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located east-southeast of the Yellow Road
bridge over the Corbolo River. Gives the greater power Fingernail Moon, which gives a
Chameleon spell.
Shadow's Rest Cavern: (ESO) A cavern in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Great Forest,
northeast of Chorrol.
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Shadowbanish Wine: (ESO) Shadowbanish Wine is the product of an alchemist who was
also a vintner. The vintner made it special for the Legion soldiers posted at the forts when
they were active long ago. Besides tasting incredible, the magic within the wine allows the
imbiber to be gifted with Night Eye. It was perfect for keeping lookouts warm on cold nights
and helping them see better in the dark. Apparently it is so rare because it was only made in
one tiny batch.
Shadowblades: (ESA) The arena team of Gideon of 3E 399/400.
Shadowfoot: (ESO) The sixth rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Shadowscale: (ESO) In the Argonian homeland of Black Marsh, those born under the sign of
the Shadow are taken at birth and presented to the Dark Brotherhood. A Shadowscale
hatchling is trained in the arts of stealth and assassination, and lives a life in service to the
mighty kingdom of Argonia. Any Shadowscale who lives to come of age is accepted into the
Dark Brotherhood as a full member of the family. So it was with myself, and Ocheeva.
Together we served our nation as spies and assassins, as all Shadowscales do. Just as a
member of the Dark Brotherhood cannot kill a fellow family member, a Shadowscale is
forbidden from slaying another Shadowscale.
Shadymarch: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Shalgora: (ESD) A county in the province of High Rock.
Shagrath: (ESA) According to the people of Valenwood, Shagrath is the God of Spiders.
Shal: (ESM) A cave. Go to Hla Oad and head north along the road. When you cross the
wooden bridge, stay left along the coast until you come to another bridge to an island. Shal is
on that island. The door faces the swamp, just north of a Daedric ruin.
Shalidor: (ESA) Famous archmage and contemporary of King Rourken. According to the old
texts, Shalidor made his home in the Fortress of Ice. He also built a great maze to guard what
he called, Glamorill, the elven term for 'The Secret of Life'. The location of the great maze
was called the Labyrinthian.
Shalidor's Mirror: (ESD) Governing School: Thaumaturgy. Medium-chance of reflecting
spells fired at caster back to the aggressor mage.
Shalk: (ESM) The shalk is a large, moderately aggressive beetle. Shalk resins are the tough,
soluble substances extracted from shalk hides. Shalk resins are used as glues and stiffeners in
manufacturing bonemold and chitin armors.
Shalk Resin: (ESM) Shalk resins are the tough, soluble substances extracted from shalk
hides. Shalk resins are used as glues and stiffeners in manufacturing bonemold and chitin
armors.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
500,00 Drain Fatigue
Fortify Health
Drain Personality
Drain Speed

* Septims/Pound

Shallit: (ESM) A cavern on a small island southwest of Ald Daedroth, northwest from the
Ahemmusa camp. If you come to an old Dwemer ruin, you have traveled too far.
Shaman: (ESM) The shaman relies on his mystical powers drawn from his worship of nature
and animal spirits. They are known to be able to summon living creatures to fight by their
sides, and are proficient with various weapons.
Shambles: (ESO) The Shambles appears to be some sort of an undead construct made of
bone and lashed together with wire or bits of cloth. Oddly, the bones used in their makeup
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appear to have no correlation to one other. They might have skulls for kneecaps or leg bones
for arms, to cite a few examples. The Shambles may be undead, but they pursue any victim as
if they were a predator chasing down its prey. Like its undead bony brethren, the Shambles is
fully resistant to disease, poison and paralysis; however, they possess a unique resistance to
all frost magic. Furthermore, upon death, the Shambles will explode in a spectacular shower
of frost. This ability seems to have been added by its creator as an interesting last-ditch
defense mechanism. This fact was initially unknown to me, and one of our best guides was
lost when his hammer struck the fatal blow. If you intend to combat these undead creatures,
be certain to carry frost protection or destroy them at range. (NAMLIR ESPRINK, The Shivering
Bestiary)
Shara: (ESM) A Velothi tower. To get there go to Dagon Fel and follow the road south past
the Dwemer ruins and then west until a branch heads southwest to the coast. Shara will be to
the south.
Sharapli: (ESM) A cave in the foyada east of the Ghostgate.
Shardrock: (ESO) Welcome to Shardrock. (ThorleyAethelred).
Sharpshooter: (ESM) "I am a sharpshooter. I make my living as a mercenary, working on
short contracts as a caravan guard or expedition escort, or for long term contracts to nobles or
merchants. I have mastered the various marksman weapons, and can train you in their use, for
a modest fee."
Shashmanu Camp: (MP) The Shashmanu Camp is in the north of Vvardenfell's West Gash,
just east of the Daedric ruin Ashalmawia.
Shashpilamat: (ESM) A Daedric ruin north of Nchurdamz.
Shashurari Camp: (MP) The Shashurari Camp is north of Mount Kand in Vvardenfell's
Molag Amur region, north of the Dwemer ruin Nchuleftingth.
Shattered Mine: (ESO) A former mine in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands,
north of Kvatch.
Shattered Scales Cave: (ESO) A cave in the far northeast of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, southeast
of the Ayleid ruin Welke.
Shehai: ('Spirit Sword', Redguard term) See → Shehai Shen She Ru.
Shehai Shen She Ru: (ESD, ESAR) Yokudan term, meaning 'Way of the Spirit Sword'. All
Sword-singers learn through their intense training and devotion to the gods of war and way of
the sword, the forms of discipline that allow the creation of the spirit sword. This is a simple
form of magic or mind mastery where by a image of a sword is formed from pure thought.
The sword singer forms the sword by concentrating, and it takes shape in his hand - usually a
pale thing of light, misty and insubstantial, a thing of beauty perhaps, a symbol of devotion to
the Way and the gods, but no weapon. However, those Ansei of the highest level and
sensitivity and those with talent in magic, can at times of stress, form a spirit sword, the
Shehai which is far more than light and air - it is an unstoppable weapon of great might, a
weapon which can never be taken from the owner without also taking his mind. – Cf. →
Sword-singers.
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes. - DESTRI MELARG, Divad the Singer.

Shein: (ESM) The native comberry wine is locally called shein. Shein is a strong stimulant,
but using it results in impaired judgement. You may gain a lot of endurance, but you won't be
very smart.
Shells of Magewrack: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Major Magic Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.
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Shenk's Shovel: (ESM) An inn in Caldera (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District) where you can
sleep for 10 gold a night.
Sheogorad: (ESM) The large island of Sheogorad lies north of Vvardenfell. Sheogorad island
and its associated lesser islands are a maritime wilderness extending north from Vvardenfell
into the Sea of Ghosts. The region is largely hostile and uninhabited, with two small villages
at Ald Redaynia and Dagon Fel. Dagon Fel is the only settlement reached by ship services; all
other island-to-island transport in Sheogorad must be provided by the traveler.
Sheogorath: (ESD) Sheogorath is the Daedra Prince of Insanity. Sheogorath is the Mad One,
the Daedra who revels in chaos and lunacy. (ESM) (Dunmeri pantheon: The Mad God) The
fearful obeisance of Sheogorath is widespread, and is found in most Tamrielic quarters.
Contemporary sources indicate that his roots are in Aldmeri creation stories; therein, he is
'born' when Lorkhan's divine spark is removed. One crucial myth calls him the 'Sithis-shaped
hole' of the world. For those who serve Sheogorath, the Mad Lord, there is no good or evil,
right or wrong, true or false, real or unreal. For them, there is only what they want, and what
they see. With such carelessness, only the very strong and very lucky cultists survive, while
the weak provide sport and amusement for the others. And the Spawn of Sheogorath are never
twice the same, and each more terrible than the next. It is an evil cult, and dangerous. (ESO)
Sheogorath is the Daedric Prince of Madness, whose followers include both dangerous
psychotics and brilliant artists.

Sheogorath.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Sheogorath's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Blackwood,
southwest of Fort Nomore. Another shrine can be found in Darkfathom Cave.
"He might appear. Because it's raining. He loves the rain. Because it's wet. Or because it's rainy. Not so sure.
And you'll need an offering. I think a lesser soul gem, a head of lettuce, and some yarn will do the trick. Yes.
That's what Sheogorath wants."

Sheor: (ESM) (Breton pantheon: Bad Man) In Bretony, the Bad Man is the source of all strife.
He seems to have started as the god of crop failure, but most modern theologians agree that he
is a demonized version of the Nordic Shor, born during the dark years after the fall of Saarthal.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Shepherd's Pie: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Cure Disease
Shield
Fortify Agility
Dispel
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Shezarr: (ESM) (Cyrodiil pantheon: God of Man) Cyrodilic version of Lorkhan, whose
importance suffers when Akatosh comes to the fore of Imperial (really, Alessian) religion.
Shezarr was the spirit behind all human undertaking, especially against Aldmeri aggression.
He is sometimes associated with the founding of the first Cyrodilic battlemages. In the present
age of racial tolerance, Shezarr is all but forgotten.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. - The Monomyth - FAUSTILLUS JUNIUS, Shezarr and
the Divines.

Shezarr and the Divines: (ESO) Title of a work by Faustillus Junius, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Shezarr Stone: (ESO) A Heaven Doomstone located northwest of Leyawiin and just north of
the Ayleid ruin Telepe. Gives the greater power Shield of Shezarr, which casts a Reflect spell
and fortifies the Armorer, Block, and Light and Heavy Armor skills.
Shield: (1) (armor) (ESM) The two basic shield styles are the standard shield and the much
larger and heavier tower shield. Use the bigger shield if you have the strength and endurance.
Different materials are heavier and lighter, but your actual effectiveness with the shield
depends on your skill in the light, medium or heavy armored fighting styles. (2) (spell effect)
(ESD) Creates shield around caster. Governing School: Alteration. Creates a temporary shield
around the caster, capable of absorbing damage meant for the caster. (ESLB) Governing
school: Alteration. This spell protects the caster by making the caster harder to hit. (ESM)
Governing School: Alteration. This effect creates a magical shield around the subject's entire
body. The spell adds its magnitude to the subject's Armor Rating. (ESO) A spell of the School
of Alteration which requires the Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Shield,
40% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Shield Tome.

Shield of St. Delyn: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's saint Delyn which
temporarily makes the blessed resistant to Blight Disease.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Shield of the Crusader: (ESO) The Shield is safeguarded within Fort Bulwark. It is
protected, and care must be taken when attempting to find it.
Shield Potions: (ESM) Shield potions protect the subject from various forms of physical
attack while injuring attackers in close proximity. Shield potions include: fire shield, lightning
shield, and frost shield.
Shieldwall: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Apprentice skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Fortify Heavy Armor, 5 points for 30 seconds; Shield, 15%
for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Shieldwall Tome.

Shimmer of the Frosty Ward: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Resistance to Frost.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Shimmerene: (ESA) The city of lights. City-State in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Shinbone Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, on the northeastern
shore of the Upper Niben.
Shinji, Gaiden: (ESO) Gaiden Shinji was the first Arena Blademaster. The history books
detail his life as a warrior for the Order of Diagna. It was he who oversaw construction of the
Arena, back in the First Era. The Arena was his dream. To this day, an Arena combatant lives
by Shinji's credo: "The best techniques are passed on by the survivors." To be the best, learn
from the best. Ironically, Shinji himself was killed, shortly after the Arena was completed.
Even he could not survive the Thirty-Year Siege of Orsinium.
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Shipmaster: (ESM)
"I'm a shipmaster. I can transport you by ship to various destinations for a modest fee."

Shishara: (ESM) A Velothi tower south of the Foyada Ashur-dan.
Shishi: (ESM) Shishi is a Velothi tower in middle of the Foyada Bani-Dad northwest of Maar
Gan. Leave Maar Gan, go east past the silt strider, then follow the Foyada north and west.
The Shivering Apothecary: (ESO) Title of a work by Cinda Amatius, which is said to exist in
Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E
433.
The Shivering Bestiary: (ESO) Title of a work by Namlir Esprink, which is said to exist in
Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E
433.
Shivering Isles: (ESO) Sheogorath's realm. The Mania region of the Shivering Isles lies to
the north. The Dementia region crouches in the south. There are no jails in the Shivering Isles.
Criminals are temporarily exiled to a dungeon, instead. If they get out alive, their crimes are
forgiven.
Shock, Schock Damage: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Shocks the next creature
struck by the caster with lightning-based medium-level damage. (ESM) Governing School:
Destruction. This spell effect produces bolts of elemental lightning. The magnitude is the
damage received by the first victim along a bolt's path. (ESO) A spell of the School of
Destruction which requires the Apprentice skill and affects the target at distance. Effects:
Shock Damage, 20 points.
Lit.: Shock Tome.

Shock Shield: (ESM) See → Lightning Shield.
Shocking Burst: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Shock Damage, 15 points in 10 feet for 2
seconds.
Lit.: Shocking Burst Tome.

Shocking Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Shock Damage, 10 points.
Lit.: Shocking Touch Tome.

Shoes of St. Rilms: (ESM) A Temple relic.
Shops: (ESD) All shops have signs out front. Learn the signs and you will be able to get
around much easier. The merchants of the Iliac Bay tend to be specialists: gem-brokers,
weapon-smiths, tailors, and alchemists, to name but a few. There are, of course, general stores
and pawn shops for your "one stop shopping" convenience, but the best deals and highest
quality are usually found at the specialty stores.
Not all types of stores are found in all locations. Tiny fishing villages have little need for
alchemists. In larger cities, there are usually merchants of all descriptions. Value, selection,
and quality may vary widely from one store to the next, so shop around.
Shor: (ESM) (Skyrim pantheon: God of the Underworld) Nordic version of Lorkhan, who
takes sides with Men after the creation of the world. Foreign gods (i.e., Elven ones) conspire
against him and bring about his defeat, dooming him to the underworld. Atmoran myths
depict him as a bloodthirsty warrior king who leads the Nords to victory over their Aldmeri
oppressors time and again. Before his doom, Shor was the chief of the gods. Sometimes also
called Children's God (see Orkey, above).
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.
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Shornhelm: (ESA, ESD) A great City-State high in the mountainous terrain of High Rock,
one of High Rock's eight kingdoms.
(ESA) "Shornhelm, Keeper of the Crypt of Hearts, welcomes all who find our walls upon their journey. May
good fortune smile upon thee and may our team, the War Mages, be merciful..."
Lit.: AEGROTHIUS GOTH, The Sage. - ERYSTERA LIGEN, Etiquette With Rulers.

Short Blade: (1) (ESD) Short Blade is a skill checked whenever one attempts to strike a
target with a short-bladed stabbing weapon such as dagger as tantos, to determine the aim and
damage possible in a strike. Characters with great Short Blade skill are best at striking targets
and doing damage with all short-bladed, stabbing weapons such as daggers, tantos, and short
swords. (ESLB) Governing attribute: Strength. Characters with this skill are proficient in
using short-bladed, slashing weapons. (ESM) The short blade weapon discipline is the study
and mastery of the dagger, tanto, short sword, and wakizashi weapon styles. Short Blade
makes you more effective with short, quick, thrusting weapons like daggers, tantos, short
swords, and wakizashis. To use any style of weapon effectively, the user must be trained,
conditioned, and skilled in its use. (2) (ESM) The dagger and short sword are Western
Imperial weapons. The tanto and wakizashi are styled after Akaviri blades. These weapons are
light and fast, most effective against lightly armored opponents, but a skilled user can outlast
more heavily armed and armored opponents. The dagger, tanto, and short sword are thrusting
weapons, the wakizashi a chopping and slashing weapon. Rank them by effectiveness as
dagger, tanto, short sword, and wakizashi, with dagger least effective.
Short Bow: (ESD, ESLB) A three- to four-foot-tall bow, used with arrows. (ESM) In the
West, the wooden short bow is the standard weapon of Legionary missile troops and scouts.
In Morrowind, however, wood is in very short supply, and the chitin bow favored by the
Ashlanders is laminated bone-shell-and resin.
Short Bow of Augmented Deep Biting: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
axe, and does Minor Magic Damage to the enemy.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Short Bow of Exposure: (ESLB) Causes Minor Poison Damage, and gifts its owner with
special insight into the disciplines of mysticism.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Short Bow of Furious Deep Cleaving: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
axe, and casts the spell of Minor Shield, and provides the preternatural Blessing of
Athleticism when equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Short Bow of Saturnine Purpose: (ESLB) Wreaks Slow, Major Continuous Damage to
Target, and partakes of the excellence of illusion.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Short Bow of Starkhorn's Deep Biting: (ESLB) Bears enchantments enhancing the skills of
axe, and gives some Resistance to Frost when equipped by the owner.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Short Bow of the Bile of the Earth: (ESLB) Enchanted with the spell of Fire shield, and is
informed by the arts of illusion.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

A Short History of Morrowind: (ESM) Title of a work by Jeanette Sitte, which comes in one
volume and was originally published between 3E 414 and 3E 427.
A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks: (ESD) Title of an anonymously published
work, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 399.
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A Short Life of Uriel Septim VII: (ESO) Title of a work by Geros Albreigh, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Shortsword: (ESD, ESLB) A sword with a two foot-long double-edged blade. (ESM) Cheap
iron and steel shortswords are standard issue for Legion troopers. The Imperial shortsword is
a superior Legion guardsman's weapon. Retired Legion smiths settling in Morrowind have
popularized Imperial shortswords with the growing Dunmer merchant class and with Hlaalu
nobles and their retainers.
Shortsword of Argent Wisdom: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of illusion, and
casts the spell of Medium Shield, and provides the preternatural Blessing of Athleticism when
equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Shortsword of Augmented Silver Wisdom: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of
illusion, and causes Medium Magic Damage to a victim on contact.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Shortsword of Final Virtue: (ESLB) Wreaks Major Fire Damage, and is informed by the
arts of thaumaturgy.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Shortsword of Starkhorn's Silver Wisdom: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of
illusion, and, when in use by the owner, provides a modest Resistance to Fire.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

Shortsword of the Augmented Swimmer: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of
swimming, and causes Medium Fire Damage to a victim on contact.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

Shortsword of the Fervent Swimmer: (ESLB) Affords some abilities in the arts of
swimming, and casts the spell of Medium Cure Health, and provides the preternatural
Blessing of Athleticism when equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

Shortsword of the Inner Eye: (ESLB) Conceives the spell of Resistance to Magic, and
partakes of the excellence of axe.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Shortsword of the Sunken Gods' Awakening: (ESLB) Provides castings of the spell
Summon Horror, and gifts its owner with special insight into the disciplines of restoration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Shortsword of Vengeance: (ESLB) Wreaks Major Magic Damage, and is schooled with
crafts of stealth.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Shouts: (ESM) The name of "a guild now forgotten," mentioned in the eighth sermon of The
Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.
Shrike: (ESD, ESO) The Redguard Baron of Lainlyn in the province of Hammerfell in 3E
405, known especially for his cruelties. He and Lord Kain were brothers.
Lit.: JAREN AETHELWEALD, Journal. - KELVYN AETHELWEALD, Last Will and Testament.

Shrine of Azura: (1) (ESM) A Daedric ruin on Vvardenfell, southeast of Nchurdamz. (2)
(ESO) A shrine to Azura lies in the Jerall Mountains, far to Cyrodiil's north, towards the
Skyrim border.
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Shrine of Hircine: (ESO) Leave an offering of the pelt of a bear, or the pelt of a wolf at the
shrine, and Hircine may find you worthy.
Shrine of Kynareth: (ESO) West of the Imperial City, on the edge of the Great Forest, is a
shrine to Kynareth.
Shrine of Malacath: (1) (ESM) See → Assurdirapal. (2) (ESO) There's a Malacath shrine
west of Fort Sutch, west of Cyrodiil's Gold Road to Hammerfell. But Malacath wants a
present. Like Troll fat. And only Troll fat.
Shrine of Molag Bal: (ESM) See → Bal Ur.
Shrine of Namira: (ESO) A place of blessed darkness. A holy place where we may worship
in our wretchedness.
Shrine of Nocturnal: (ESO) The Shrine of Nocturnal is north of Leyawiin, east of the Lower
Niben.
Shrine of the Dead: (ESM) The Shrine of the Dead is deep in the ruins beneath the
Mournhold Temple. It has been untouched for many years.
Shrine of Tiber Septim: (ESO) A holy place in the catacombs beneath the ruins of Sancre
Tor. No one has returned from the Shrine of Tiber Septim for many lifetimes. The four
mightiest Blades of Tiber Septim's day, Alain, Valdemar, Rielus, and Casnar, went to Sancre
Tor and never returned.
Shrine Sergeant: (ESM) A shrine sergeant helps keep order at the shrines, carries messages
and packages, and sometimes escorts priests and lay servants on dangerous missions. This
occasional service is ideal for bold, free-spirited adventurers like you. If you are interested,
speak to Kaye at the Imperial Chapels in Ebonheart.
Shrines: (ESM) Shrines are sanctified objects where the humble and faithful may
communicate more directly with their gods. In the Temple, shrines take the form of threesided trioliths, with one side inscribed with the image of a saint of the Temple. In the Imperial
cult, shrines take the form of altars consecrated to the Nine Divines. The faithful and
respectful guests may make offerings and receive blessings at shrines; the faithful of higher
ranks need make no offering to receive blessings.
Shroud of Night: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Shadow.
Lit.: MALHAM, Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.

Shulk Egg Mine: (ESM) The mine is a short distance southwest of Balmora, in the bluffs
west of the Odai River. The old suspension bridge across the Odai is just southeast of the
mine entrance. A path leads through a break in the mountains from the Pelagiad-Balmora
road, but the turnoff isn't marked. It may be easiest to go all the way to Balmora, then head
south from the gate near the strider port, climb over the ridge, keeping the river on your left.
Watch for the fire of the mining camp at the entrance.
Shurdan-Raplay Egg Mine: (ESM) Shurdan-Raplay egg mine is southeast of Odai Plateau,
across the Odai river.
Shurinbaal: (ESM) Shurinbaal is a cave southwest of Gnaar Mok.
Shushan: (ESM) A cave southwest of Uvirith's Grave.
Shushishi: (ESM) A cave beyond the mountains northeast of Caldera.
Sideways Cave: (ESO) A cave in the north of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, east of the Imperial Prison.
Sidri-Ashak Runestones: (ESO) Also known as Sidri-Ashak Stones. See → Runestones.
Sifting of Stain: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Minor Poison Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.
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Sigil Stone: (ESO) A specimen of pre-Mythic quasi-crystalline morpholith that has been
transformed into an extra-dimensional artifact through the arcane inscription of a daedric sigil.
It is the only known transliminal artifact capable of sustained transpontine circumpenetration.
- Though some common morpholiths like soul gems may be found in nature, the exotic
morpholiths used to make sigil stones occur only in pocket voids of Oblivion, and cannot be
prospected or harvested without daedric assistance. Presuming a sigil stone has been acquired,
the transliminal mechanic must first prepare the morpholith to receive the daedric sigil. Let
the mechanic prepare a chamber, sealed against all daylight and disturbances of the outer air,
roofed and walled with white stone and floored with black tiles. All surfaces of this chamber
must be ritually purified with a solution of void salts in ether solvent. A foursquare table shall
be placed in the center of the room, with a dish to receive the morpholith. Four censers shall
be prepared with incense compounded from gorvix and harrada. On the equinox, the
mechanic shall then place the morpolith in the dish and intone the rites of the Book of Law,
beginning at dawn and continuing without cease until the sunset of the same day. The
mechanic may then present the purified morpholith to the Daedra Lord for his inscription.
Once inscribed with the Daedra Lord's sigil, the morpholith becomes a true sigil stone, a
powerful artifact that collects and stores arcane power - similar in many respects to a charged
soul gem, but of a much greater magnitude. And it is this sigil stone that is required to provide
the tremendous arcane power necessary to sustain the enchantment that supports the
transpontine circumpenetration of the limen. To open a gate to Oblivion, the mechanic must
communicate directly, by spell or enchantment, with the Daedra Lord who inscribed the sigil
stone in question. The Daedra Lord and the mechanic jointly invoke the conjurational charter,
and the mechanic activates the charged sigil stone, which is immediately transported through
the liminal barrier to the spot where its sigil was inscribed, thus opening a temporary portal
between Mundus and Oblivion. This portal may only remain open for a brief period of time,
depending on the strength of the liminal barrier at the chosen spots, several minutes being the
longest ever reported, so the usefulness of such a gate is quite limited.
Lit.: Liminal Bridges.

Silence: (1) (ESD) Silences target, making casting spells impossible. Governing School:
Mysticism. Quiets the next creature struck by the caster, making spellcasting impossible for
the duration. (ESM) Governing School: Illusion. The effect temporarily renders a victim
unable to cast spells. (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Master skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Silence, 15 ft for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Silence Tome.

(2) Silence: (ESM) Title of a work by Ganpheril Kimeth, which comes in one volume and
was originally published before 3E 428.
Silencer: (ESO) The sixth rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy. See also → Dark
Brotherhood.
Silent Ones: (ESA) The arena team of Orcrest of 3E 399/400.
Silgrad Tower: (ESA, ESM, ESO) Town in the province of Morrowind. – Cf. → Silgrod
Tower.
Lit.: ERRAMANWE OF SUNHOLD, On Morrowind the Imperial Province.

Silgrod Tower: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A Dunmer township that had grown up around an ancient
minaret guarding the border between Skyrim and Morrowind. Most possibly it's a misspelling
of → Silgrad Tower.
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, The Real Barenziah.

Silnim Dale: (ESA) Town in the province of Morrowind.
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Silorn: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the southeast of Cyrodiil's West Weald, southeast of
Skingrad near the headwaters of the Strid.
Silsailen Point: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Silt Strider: (ESM) Silt striders are giant insects. Silt striders carry passengers and cargo
between settlements on Vvardenfell. Fares depend on distance to be traveled. A compartment
for passengers and cargo is hollowed from the creature's shell; the driver directs the beast by
directly manipulating exposed organs and tissues. Silt striders travel between Ald'ruhn,
Balmora, Seyda Neen, Suran, Gnisis, Molag Mar, Maar Gan, and North Landing near Vivec.

The silt strider station at Maar Gan.

Silvenar: (ESA) City-State in the province of Valenwood. Tall minarets and spires worked
out of marble rise out of the forest.
Silver: (ESD) Armor material. Same weight and strength as steel, but some monsters fear to
touch it. (ESLB) Similar strength to steel. (ESM) High-quality steel is plated or filigreed with
silver because of the arcane effects of the precious metal on the flesh of magical and
supernatural creatures. Well-heeded aristocrats and bravos also sport such weapons for their
distinctive elegance.
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
24,00 Cure Paralysis
Restore Power
960,00 -

Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Restore Power.

Silver Staff of Peace: (ESM) A traditional Telvanni patron's gift.
Silver Staff of Shaming: (ESM) Lalatia Varian, an Imperial cult oracle, says that in a dream
she has seen the Silver Staff of Shaming lying in the land of burning rock, under the shadow
of the Mountain of Fear. I don't understand the mumbo-jumbo of dream interpretation, but she
tells me that an old name for Mount Kand is Mountain of Fear. As she reads her dream, she
believes the staff will be found either east or west of the mountain, in the shadow of the rising
or setting sun.
Silver Wood: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
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Silverfish River: (ESO) A river in Cyrodiil's southeast, running from the east of the Niben
Bay towards the Valus Mountains.
Silverhome-on-the-Water: (ESO) An inn in Bravil (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 20
gold a night.
Silvertooth Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Jerall Mountains, northwest of
Cheydinhal.
Sinamusa Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine west of Ahemmusa camp.
Sinarralit Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine southwest of Vos.
Sinjin: (ESO) Author of Rislav the Righteous.
Sinkhole Cave: (ESO) A cave in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, in the northeast of
the Imperial City isle.
Sinsibadon: (ESM) A cave on the northwestern shore of Mzahnch island.
Sir Roderick: (ESO) Sir Roderic is a famous knight of Wayrest, in High Rock. He was a hero
of the War of the Bend'r-Mahk.
The Sisters of Kykos: (ESD) A coven of witches in Dak'fron in the province of Hammerfell.
The Sisters of the Bluff: (ESD) A coven of witches in Daggerfall in the province of High
Rock.
Sithian Stone: (ESO) A Heaven Doomstone located north of Kvatch - roughly at the center
point between Shattered Mine to the west, Mongrel's Tooth Cave to the north-northeast, and
Fort Linchal to the southwest. Gives the greater power Sithian Web, which fortifies the
Illusion, Marksman, Mercantile, Security, and Speechcraft skills.
Sithis: (1) (Altmeri pantheon) A numen which seems to represent the aspect of chaos
(opposite to Anui-El, the aspect of order).
(ESO) Sithis is the darkness of time immemorial. He is no Daedra, and dwells not in the realm of Oblivion. No,
Sithis is something altogether... different. Some call him the Dread Father. It was his terrible love that gave birth
to the Dark Brotherhood, so very long ago. Long ago, in an age now forgotten, Sithis came to the Night Mother
and begat her five sons. So you see, his love gave birth to the Dark Brotherhood. How does one best describe
our Dread Father? Imagine a perfect, cloudless midnight, cold as winter ice and shrouded in shadow. That is
Sithis. (Dark Brotherhood member)
Lit.: The Monomyth. - Sithis.

(2) Sithis: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Sitte, Jeanette: (ESM) Author of A Short History of Morrowind.
Six Fishes: (ESM) An inn in Ebonheart (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District) where you can
sleep for 10 gold a night.
Sixteen Accords of Madness: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which is said
to exist in Sheogorath's realm and to come in at least twelve volumes (presumably in sixteen
volumes), of which the sixth shall be entitled Hircine's Tale, the ninth Vaermina's Tale, and
the twelfth Malacath's Tale. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E 433.
Sixth House: (ESM) House Dagoth is the Sixth House, the "lost" Sixth House. The Great
Houses have always fought among themselves. Long ago they banded together against one
house, House Dagoth, and falsely denounced the house as traitors, and thought to destroy
House Dagoth for all eternity. The Sixth House was not dead, but only sleeping. Now it
wakes from its long dream, and with its Lord, Dagoth Ur, it comes forth to free Morrowind of
foreign rulers and divine pretenders. When the land is swept clean of false friends and greedy
thieves, the children of Veloth will build anew a garden of plenty in this blighted wasteland.
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The Sixth House will serve as the elite cadre of our movement. As cultists evolve through
various stages of enlightenment, they will become, as suits their abilities, either holy warriors
or priests. Their duty is to prepare themselves for service; their joy and liberation is to enter
ever-more-deeply into the profound enlightenment of the divine dreamworld. – Cf. → Dagoth
(1).
Sixth House Servants: (ESM) These are the monstrous servants of Dagoth Ur known by
name to natives of Vvardenfell. Corprus beasts include the corprus stalker and the lame
corprus. Lesser Dagoth followers include the ash slave and ash zombie. The greatest, most
feared of Dagoth Ur's servants are the ash ghoul, the ascended sleeper, and the ash vampire.
Chief among his servants are his seven brothers, the ash vampires, powerful heartwights and
cunning sorcerers of old. These creatures appear to die, but always are revived at the Heart.
Somehow Dagoth Ur has conferred some portion of his immortality upon them. Or perhaps
they sustain themselves through more conventional sorcery. Dagoth Ur and the highest ranks
can control the distorted manifestations of their flesh; lower ranks lose control of their bodies,
and become mindless corprus monsters. – Cf. → Dagoth Gares.
Sjobal: (ESM) A cave northeast of Lake Fjalding.
Skaal: (ESM) The Skaal are a group of Nord nature-worshippers, and they seem to have a
special commune with the creatures of Solstheim. The Skaal settled Solstheim many
generations ago. Skaal village is on the northeastern tip of Solstheim; Bronrod has some
useful potions, and Snedbrir can fix your weapons and armor. The Skaal have strict laws. Do
not steal from another, for you will be provided with what you need. Theft is punishable by
exile or sacrifice to the wolves. Do not attack your brother, though you may defend yourself if
needed. For a Skaal, there are strict punishments for these laws. For one that is not Skaalborn, the punishment is always death. A false accusation carries the same penalty as the crime
that is claimed.
Skaal Belief: (ESM) "There is a careful balance that lies in all things of this world. The
animals, the trees, even the rocks and the winds. It is a harmony that the Skaal draw power
from, by the grace of the All-Maker, He who gave us these gifts. When this balance is upset,
our power is lessened."
Skakmat: (ESD) An individual of Nulfaga's circle.
Skar: (ESM) Skar is the shell of the Emperor crab. The homes and shops of the Manor
District inside are "under Skar."
Skaven: (ESA) City-State in the province of Hammerfell.
(ESA) "Know that we of Skaven welcome thee, for it is rare indeed to receive travelers brave enough to stand
under the shadow of Fang Lair. Our team, the Guards, stand ready..."

The Skeffington Witches: (ESD) A coven of witches in Ykalon's Skeffington Wood in the
province of High Rock.
Skein of Convulsion: (ESLB) Renders the power of Confusion.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Skeleton: (ESA) Skeletons are undead creatures, once human, now animated by some forces
either magical or supernatural. They usually are set to guard certain places, such as burial
crypts or vaults. They have a single minded purpose, and will track their foes until the hapless
victim is found and destroyed. Skeletons are resistant to edged weapons.(ESM) The skeleton
is a revenant that protects the tombs of clan and kin. Bonemeal, the finely ground powder
made from the bones of the skeleton, has modest magical properties.
Skeleton's Key: (ESA, ESD) The power of the Skeleton's Key is very simple, indeed. With it,
any non-magically locked door or chest is instantly accessible to even the clumsiest of
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lockpickers. A particularly skillful lockpicker may even open some magically barred doors
with the Key. The two limitations placed on the Key by wizards who sought to protect their
storehouses were that the Key could only be used once a day and it would never be the
property of one thief for too long. Nothing would be safe from the clutches of the person who
holds the key, and noone wants the Skeleton's Key to be found, except maybe a few loner
thieves. It always chooses inaccessible places to hide. Some of those who have possessed the
Key have made themselves rich before it disappeared, others have broken into places they
never should have entered. (ESD) Once a day this key allows one to open one non-magical
lock, or a good chance at opening a low level magical lock. (ESM) A priceless artifact, "the
most perfect tool ever created for lockpicking".
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* given in pounds

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
1.000,00 0,50
5.000,00 0,00
-

Skeleton's Key.

Skills: (ESD) Primary skills are the most important skills - they are the ones you probably use
the most often, the ones in which you excel, and the ones you can improve most easily.
Second in importance are your Major skills, followed by your Minor skills. Following your
Minor skills are all the other skills, the ones not considered important to your character
class.They are referred to as Miscellaneous skills. (ESM) See also → Guild Disciplines.
Skingrad: (ESO) Skingrad County is quiet and prosperous and famous for its wines,
tomatoes, and cheeses. In the old days, the Colovian Estates were always in the thick of some
war or rebellion, but that is ancient history. Located in the heart of the West Weald highlands,
the town of Skingrad is the gem of Old Colovia and one of the cleanest, safest, and most
prosperous towns in Cyrodiil. It has three districts: the Castle, Hightown, and Chapel. A low
road runs east-west under the walls and bridges of the upper town. Gates and bridges cross the
low road to connect Hightown and Chapel in several places. - The guilds and West Weald Inn
are in the west of HighTown, while many shops and upper class residence are arranged along
a street in the north. The southern half of the town includes the Chapel of Julianos at its east
end. The chapel is always open for worship and contemplation. Valandrus Abor is the Primate
of Julianos. Mog gra-Mogakh's Two Sisters' Lodge is inside the south walls, in the west, on a
street in the center, near the gate. Her sister Ugak gra-Mogakh has some quality horses, she
runs the Grateful Pass Stables. Hammer and Tongs is a good place to get your armor repaired.
Just don't go early in the morning. Agnete usually isn't feeling so well then. - Castle Skingrad
is completely separate from the town, standing on a high prominence to the southeast. A road
from the town's east gate leads from town to the castle. The Count does not accept unsolicited
visitors. - Skingrad is the wine-producing capital of Tamriel. It has two great vintners Tamika and Surilie. Wines are a Skingrad specialty, and the Surilie and Tamika Vineyards are
famous all over Cyrodiil.
Lit.: Guide to Skingrad.

Skinned Hound: (ESO) These nasty undead beasts are generally encountered inside and
around the ruins that dot the Isles. The Skinned Hound is extremely fast and agile, and has an
insatiable hunger for flesh. Like the Flesh Atronach, it appears to be all skin and muscle that
is roughly sewn together, but I am uncertain whether they are summoned or merely
constructed. The Skinned Hound is not an adversary to be taken lightly; they feature an
incredible invisible charging attack not unlike a ghost, limited frost resistance, and a complete
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immunity to disease and poison. This beast's weakness is fire. They don't seem intelligent
enough to be frightened by it, but it's certainly very efficient at dispatching them quickly.
(NAMLIR ESPRINK, The Shivering Bestiary)
Skins of the Poison Ward: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Resistance to Poison.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Skjoldr Wolf-Runner: (ESM) A Nord male who became Thirsk's fifteenth chieftain and
ruled over it for three years (c. 3E 425 - 3E 428). He slew the wizard Griss the Yellow and
presented his head as a battle trophy. He was slain in the mead hall.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Skogdrake Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the southeast of Solstheim, just north of
the Sun Stone.
Skooma: (ESM, ESO) Derivative moon-sugar which can bei either eaten or smoked. (ESM)
Skooma is an illegal narcotic substance made from refined moon sugar. Criminals use it as a
kind of currency. They say it makes you fast and strong, but clumsy and stupid. (ESO) The
skooma trade is making a lot of money for the tribes in Elsweyr, and a lot of that is going to
the Renrijra Krin. - Sounds like the Empire has given up on stopping the skooma trade in
Elsweyr, and I hear tribal chiefs are supporting the Renrijra Krin. - That skooma trade is bad
business, and the Renrijra Krin are just a bunch of thugs. - If the Empire isn't going to stop the
skooma trade, who will?

Skooma pipe.
Lit.: TILSE SENDAS, Confessions of a Skooma-Eater.

Skull of Corruption: (ESD) Using the Skull of Corruption on an opponent creates a duplicate
of the victim. However, this duplicate will attack the original, not the wielder of the Skull.
There is a story about the Thieves Guild Master and the skull that is probably fiction, but
highly amusing. The master used the skull on her enemy, creating a clone of him to fight.
After defeating the original, the clever duplicate snatched the Skull from the Master and used
it on her. Although the cloned enemy could not directly attack the Master, it could use the
Skull to create a duplicate Master. The two clones jointly ruled the Thieves Guild for years.
The Skull of Corruptions creates dark and oppositional duplicates of a target. The Skull brings forth a target's
dark half from Vaernima's plane of Oblivion.

Skull of Corruption.
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Time
Province
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* given in pounds

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 0,63
Corruption

Skull-Crusher: (ESM, ESO) The Skull Crusher is an amazingly large, and powerful weapon.
The Warhammer was created in the First Era in a fire, magically fueled by the Wizard,
Dorach Gusal, and was forged by the master weaponsmith, Hilbongard Rolamus. The steel is
magically hardened and the weight of the weapon is amazingly light, which makes for more
powerful swings and deadly blows. The Warhammer was to be put on display for a festival,
but thieves got it first. It was lost in the First Era, and unreported since then. The Skull
Crusher still travels Tamriel in search of its creators. (ESM) Mournhold’s Museum of
Artifacts offers 24,000 gold for it.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
48.000,00 15,00
Feather
Fortify Attack

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Skygge: (ESM) A cave on the shore northwest of the Skaal village, north of the bridge which
crosses Harstrad River.
Skyhawk: (ESD) A location mentioned in VONDHAM BARRES' A Scholar's Guide to Nymphs.
Skyrim: (PG1) Skyrim, also known as the Old Kingdom or the Fatherland, was the first
region of Tamriel settled by humans: the hardy, brave, warlike Nords, whose descendants still
occupy this rugged land, and, although perhaps somewhat reduced from the legendary renown
of their forebears of old, the Nords of the pure blood still unquestionably surpass the mixed
races in all the manly virtues.
Exactly when the Nords first crossed the ice-choked Sea of Ghosts from Atmora, their
original homeland, is uncertain. As recorded in the Song of Return, Ysgramor and his family
first landed in Tamriel at Hsaarik Head, at the extreme northern tip of Skyrim's Broken Cape,
fleeing civil war in Atmora (then rather warmer than at present, as it seems to have supported
a substantial population). These first settlers named the land "Mereth", after the Elves that
roamed the untamed wilderness which then covered the whole of Tamriel. For a time,
relations between Men and Elves were harmonious, and the Nords throve in the new land,
summoning more of their kin from the North to build the city of Saarthal, the site of which
has recently been located by Imperial archaeologists in the vicinity of modern Winterhold.
But the Elves saw that the vital young race would soon surpass their stagnant culture if left
unchecked, and fell upon the unsuspecting Nords in the infamous Night of Tears; Saarthal
was burned, and only Ysgramor and two of his sons fought free of the carnage and escaped to
Atmora. The Elves, however, had reckoned without the indomitable spirit of the Nords.
Gathering his legendary Five Hundred Companions (whose names are still recited every
Thirteenth of Sun's Dawn at the Feast of the Dead in Windhelm), Ysgramor returned to
Tamriel with a vengeance, driving the Elves out of Skyrim and laying the foundations of the
first human Empire.
It may be that the exploits of the near-mythical Ysgramor conflate the reigns of several early
Nord Kings, as the Elves were not finally driven from the present boundaries of Skyrim until
the reign of King Harald, the thirteenth of Ysgramor's line, at the dawn of recorded history.
King Harald is also remembered for being the first King to relinquish all holdings in Atmora;
the Nords of Skyrim were now a separate people, whose faces were turned firmly toward their
destiny, the conquest of the vast new land of Tamriel. Indeed, the history of the Nords is the
history of humans in Tamriel; all the human races, with the exception of the Redguards, are
descended from Nordic stock, although in some the ancient blood admittedly runs thin.
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King Vrage the Gifted began the expansion that led to the First Empire of the Nords. Within a
span of fifty years, Skyrim ruled all of northern Tamriel, including most of present-day High
Rock, a deep stretch of the Nibenay Valley, and the whole of Morrowind. The Conquest of
Morrowind was one of the epic clashes of the First Era, when ensued many a desperate
contest between Nord and Dark Elf in the hills and glades of that dire kingdom, still recalled
by the songs of the minstrels in the alehouses of Skyrim. The system of succession in the First
Empire is worthy of note, as it proved in the end to be the Empire's undoing. By the early
years of the First Empire, Skyrim was already divided into Holds, then ruled by a patchwork
of clan-heads, kings, and councils (or moots), all of which paid fealty to the King of Skyrim.
During the exceptionally long reign of King Harald, who died at 108 years of age and outlived
all but three of his sons, a Moot was created, made up of representatives from each Hold, to
choose the next King from qualified members of the royal family. Over the years, the Moot
became permanent and acquired an increasing amount of power; by the reign of King Borgas,
the last of the Ysgramor dynasty, the Moot had become partisan and ineffective. Upon the
murder of King Borgas by the Wild Hunt, the Moot's failure to appoint the obvious and
capable Jarl Hanse of Winterhold sparked the disastrous Skyrim War of Succession, during
which Skyrim lost control of its territories in High Rock, Morrowind, and Cyrodiil, never to
regain them. The war was finally concluded in 1E420 with the Pact of Chieftans; henceforth,
the Moot was convened only when a King died without direct heirs, and it has fulfilled this
more limited role admirably. It has only been called upon three times in the intervening
millenia, and the Skyrim succession has never again been disputed on the field of battle.
The land of Skyrim is the most rugged on the continent, containing four of the five highest
peaks in Tamriel (Throat of the World). Only in the west do the mountains abate to the
canyons and mesas of the Reach, by far the most cosmopolitan of the Holds of Skyrim, Nords
of the pure blood holding only the barest majority according to the recent Imperial Census.
The rest of Skyrim is a vertical world: the high ridges of the northwest-to-southeast slanting
mountain ranges, cleft by deep, narrow valleys where most of the population resides. Along
the sides of the river valleys, sturdy Nord farmers raise a wide variety of crops; wheat
flourishes in the relatively temperate river bottoms, while only the snowberry bushes can
survive in the high orchards near the treeline. The original Nord settlements were generally
established on rocky crags overlooking a river valley; many of these villages still survive in
the more isolated Holds, especially along the Morrowind frontier. In most of Skyrim,
however, this defensive posture was deemed unnecessary by the mid-first era, and most cities
and towns today lie on the valley floors, in some cases still overlooked by the picturesque
ruins of the earlier settlement.
Nords are masters of wood and timber construction; many structures survive in use today that
were built by the first settlers over 3,000 years ago. A fine example of Nord military
engineering can be seen at Old Fort, one of the royal bastions constructed by the First Empire
to guard its southern frontier. Towering walls of huge, irregular porphyry blocks fit together
without seam or mortar, as if constructed by mythical Elhnofey rather than men.
The nine Holds present a varied aspect in people, government, and trade. The Reach could be
mistaken for one of the petty kingdoms of High Rock; it is full of Bretons, Redguards,
Cyrodiils, Elves of all stripes, and even a few misplaced khajiit. The northern and western
Holds - Winterhold, Eastmarch, Rift, and the Pale, known collectively as the Old Holds remain more isolated, by geography and choice, and the Nords there still hold true to the old
ways. Outsiders are a rarity, usually a once-yearly visit from an itinerant peddler. The young
men go out for weeks into the high peaks in the dead of winter, hunting the ice wraiths that
give them claim to full status as citizens (a laudable practice that could serve as a model for
the more "civilized" regions of the Empire). Here, too, the people still revere their hereditary
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leaders, while the other Holds have long been governed (after a fashion) by elected moots. It
is fortunate for Skyrim and the Septim Empire that the people of the Old Holds have
preserved the traditions of their forefathers. Skyrim has long been dormant, slumbering
through the millenia while upstart conquerors bestrode the Arena of Tamriel. But now, a son
of Skyrim once again holds the world's destiny in his hands. If Skyrim is to awake, its rebirth
will be led by these true Nords who remain its best hope for the future.
(ESM) Skyrim, also known as the Old Kingdom or the Fatherland, was the first region of
Tamriel settled by humans from the continent of Atmora: the hardy, brave, warlike Nords,
whose descendants still occupy this rugged land. Though more restrained and civilized than
their barbarian ancestors, the Nords of the pure blood still excel in the manly virtues of red
war and bold exploration. (ESO) One of the nine Imperial provinces. Also known as the Old
Kingdom or the Fatherland, Skyrim was the first region of Tamriel settled by humans from
the continent of Atmora - the hardy, brave, warlike Nords, whose descendants still occupy this
rugged land. Though more restrained and civilized than their barbarian ancestors, the Nords of
the pure blood still excel in the manly virtues of red war and bold exploration.
Notable Locations
City-States
Dawnstar
Falcrenth
Riften
Snowhawk
Solitude
Whiterun
Windhelm
Winterhold

Towns
Amol
Darkwood
Dragon Bridge
Granitehall
Karthwasten Hall
Stonehills
Sunguard
Vernim Wood

Villages
Amber Guard
Markarth Side
Black Moor
Melarchen Keep
Dragon Wood
Neugrad Watch
Dunpar Wall
Nimalten City
Dunstad Grove North Keep
Greenwall
Pargran Village
Lainalten
Reich Grigate
Laintar Dale
Riverwood

(Source: ESA)
Lit.: Children of the Sky. - Provinces of Tamriel.

Skyrim Conquests: (ESO) The time from 1E 240 - 1E 415.
Lit.: MATERA CHAPEL, The Legendary City of Sancre Tor.

Skyrim Mission: (ESM) The Skyrim Mission is Skyrim's diplomatic embassy to Vvardenfell
District. Leave the Imperial Chapels, pass through the Grand Council Chambers, cross the
bridge, then down the stairs, out through the gate. As you look south from the gate, the
Skyrim Mission is to the right, west of the well.
Skywatch: (ESA, ESM, ESO) Northern City-State in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Lit.: MAVEUS CIE, The Firsthold Revolt. - CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Slaughter of Torval: (ESO) The battle at Torval of 3E 395 with which the Five Years War
against Valenwood begun. The Khajiit claim that the Bosmer invaded the city without
provocation and killed over a thousand citizens before being driven off by reinforcements
from a nearby jungle tribe. The Bosmer claim that the attack was in retaliation for Khajiti
bandits who were attacking wood caravans headed for Valenwood.
Lit.: CODUS CALLONUS, Mixed Unit Tactics in the Five Years War (Vol. I).

Slaughterfish: (ESD) One of nature's most adaptable predators is the Slaughterfish of the
Iliac Bay. Averaging six feet in length, with thousands of poisonous needlethin teeth, the
Slaughterfish have infested practically every large body of water in the region. Unlucky
swimmers have found that even deep inland lakes and underground rivers hide deadly
schools. Slaughterfish are attracted to the taste of bloody water, so injured adventurers are
advised to bathe only in small pools of water. (ESM) The slaughterfish is an aggressive
creature found both in open waters and subterranean pools. The meat of the slaughterfish is
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meally and noisome, but dried slaughterfish scales are said by locals to be 'a crunchy treat'
when prepared in the native manner.
Slaughterfish Scales: (ESM, ESO)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Drain Personality
Water Walking
Restore Endurance
Swift Swim
800,00 Damage Willpower
Water Breathing
Damage Health
Water Walking

* Septims/Pound

Slave: (ESM) "I am a slave. I serve my owner and master as commanded. I clean, prepare
food, fetch and carry, do the shopping and marketing, and do other tasks too tiresome or
menial for my master."
Slave Bracers: (ESM) In Morrowind slaves are bound by enchanted slaver bracers. The
bracers drain the magicka from the slaves so they cannot use magic to escape. Unless you
have a key, you can't get the slave bracers off.
Slavery: (ESM) Dunmer have traditionally permitted enslavement of humans, orcs,
Argonians, and Khajiit. The Empire doesn't like it, but the Emperor signed the Armistice, and
that made it legal for the Dunmer. By terms of the Armistice, Morrowind may define its own
laws and customs, and slavery remains legal - in Morrowind, slavery is protected by law.
Aiding an escaping slave is theft, and a crime, since slaves are property in Morrowind.
Slavery is illegal throughout the Empire, and considered barbaric. It had disappeared in
Sumerset Isles and Valenwood long before their incorporation into the Empire. Most Imperial
citizens assume the practice will die out as Morrowind adopts Imperial ways, and the subject
excites little passion except among Argonian and Khajiit abolitionists, outraged that the
Empire does little to suppress persistent illegal cross-border slave raiding in southern
Morrowind. Slavery is uncommon in Redoran and Hlaalu Districts, but common in Telvanni
Districts.
Slayer: (DC) The fourth rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy. (ESO) The second rank in
the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy.
Slayers: (ESA) The arena team of Northpoint of 3E 399/400.
Sleep: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction/Alteration. Fatigues a target with a successful
strike from the caster.
Sleeper: (1) (ESM) Rumors say that in the towns, mad cultists called "sleepers" are attacking
people, saying that Dagoth Ur has awakened, and will drive the outlanders from Morrowind.
Some of them became known by name: Vireveri Darethran (Ald Velothi), Endris Dilmyn
(Khuul), Assi Serimilk (Maar Gan), Dravasa Andrethi (Ald'ruhn), Drarayne Girith (Tel
Aruhn), Llandras Belaal and Rararyn Radarys (Balmora), Neldris Llervu (Suran), Dralas Gilu
(Pelagiad), Daynasa Telandas (unknown), Nelmil Hler, Relur Faryon, Alvura Othrenim,
Eralane Hledas, and Vivyne Andrano (all Vivec). – Cf. → Dagoth Gares. (2) (ESM) The
supposed first rank in Vvardenfell's Sixth House hierarchy.
Sling of Delight: (ESLB) Enchanted with the spell of Major Cure Health, and is informed by
the arts of shortblade.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.
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Sling of Fickle Endowment: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Confusion, and partakes of the
excellence of destruction.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Sling of Riven Stars: (ESLB) Engenders Medium Shock Damage, and gifts its owner with
special insight into the disciplines of alteration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Sliver of Skinchill: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Minor Frost Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Sload: (PG1) Collected from the Notes of BENDU OLO, West King of Anvil and BaronAdmiral of the All Flags Navy, and Dealer of Swift Justice to the Foul Spot of Thras:
Life Cycle. Juvenile: Disgusting little amorphous grubs. Adolescent: Soft, squishy octopuslike
things that cannot emerge on land. Adult: No outside limit to age or size. Individuals seen on
land in Tamriel tend to be older, corpulent adults; the trait of greed is common in these
individuals, and they excel as merchants and smuggling entrepreneurs. Younger adults lack
essential surface survival skills, and are rarely seen on land. Older adults collapse under their
own weight unless buoyed by water. - Gifts. Perfect memory. They cannot read or write, but
they remember everything they see or hear. Magic-adept: All land-traveling Sload know the
Recall spell at a high level of skill, and use it casually and frequently as the default mode of
travel. It also provides the best defense; they teleport out of difficulty instinctively. We must
be on our feet! - Liabilities. Poor grasping ability, weak tool use. [Sload slowly adapt their
outer integument to conform with surfaces and objects, permitting them to pick things up or
climb things like disgusting slugs.] Slow! They think very quickly, but never enough to suit
their careful, deliberate personalities. They move slowly, and act slowly. It takes them a long
time to come to decisions. They can answer questions quickly, if they choose to… which they
seldom do. - Cautious. They have no word in their language for adventure. The closest
equivalent means 'tragic disaster'. All their heroic myths are about individuals who sit around
and think for years and years, consulting cautiously with wise Sload, until finally they act always deliberately, always successfully. All their mythic villains act quickly, and always fail.
- Morally Repugnant: Every Sload individual encountered has been a grasping, callous,
godless, self-loving schemer. They do not seem to experience or display any familiar human
emotions, though they are skilled diplomats and actors, and produce gross, exaggerated
parodies of human behavior [laughter at lame jokes, weeping at apparent misfortunes, furious
tirades at folly or ineptitude]. They have no compunctions about blasphemy, theft, torture,
kidnapping, murder, or genocide. They break laws whenever they calculate it in their best
interests. They do not perceive or honor friendship or loyalty in the familiar human terms,
except for a cheerful affinity for those who defeat them or trick them in any endeavor. The
adult form does not apparently reproduce, and shows no interest in the fate of its offspring.
(PG1:45-46)
Sload Soap: (ESM) Sload soap is a waxy substance made from the immature non-sentient
forms of the sload.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
500,00 Drain Personality
Fortify Agility
Fire Shield
Restore Agility

* Septims/Pound

Slow Fall, Slowfall: (ESD) Causes target to fall at half the natural rate, greatly reducing
damage. Governing School: Alteration. Slows the descent of a caster when falling, so little
damage is taken on impact. (ESLB) Governing school: Alteration. With this spell, the caster
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will fall at a safe, slow speed, allowing the character to overcome any height without taking
damage from falling. This spell lasts for a certain period of time. (ESM) Governing School:
Alteration. The effects slow the rate of descent of the target, reducing damage received upon
landing.
Sludgepuppies: (ESM) See → War Durzog.
Small Kwama Egg: (ESM) See → Kwama Egg.
Small Predators: (ESM) Two smaller but dangerous predators of Vvardenfell are the nixhound and the waste rat. Cave rats are found everywhere, often in close proximities to their
slightly larger relative, the cave rat and the rust rat. The nix-hound is a rangy quadruped with
long, purple feeding spikes. Its cousin, the rogue nix-hound, is larger and much more
dangerous.
Small Tooth: (ESD) See → Tooth.
Smith: (ESM) If you want to talk to a smith about his trade, talk to Garothmuk gro-Muzgub
in Suran. He is not a master smith, but he's well-spoken, friendly, and knows a lot about
smithing in Morrowind.
"I am a smith. I make, sell, and repair weapons and armor. I can tell you about the basic armor styles and weapon
types. I can also tell you how to take care of worn weapons and worn armor, and sell you the armorer tools you
need. I also repair weapons and armor, for a fee."

Smoke Hole Cave: (ESO) A huge tomb in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Gold Coast region, east
of Anvil.
Smuggler's Island: (ESM) Title of a work by Quarde Anarion, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Smuggling: (ESD) Any act of bringing in, taking out, teleporting, or causing to be brought in,
taken out, or teleported an object considered illegal or, if not illegal, requiring an import or
export tax which is not paid. The punishment for this crime may include a fine or
incarceration, or a fine and incarceration, and will include confiscation of the offensive or
illegal object. It may also include, but not be restricted to, execution or banishment, or
execution and banishment. (ESM) Smuggling is the most profitable and dangerous of criminal
enterprises in Vvardenfell. Most high-price smuggling concerns skooma, moon sugar, ebony,
Dwemer artifacts, exotic Dunmer weapons and armor, and slaves. Local low-level smuggling
involves the local alcoholic beverages; the Empire has a low tax on flin and a high tax on
local alcohol, and many merchants and private citizens try to evade these tariffs.
Lit.: ANCHIVIUS, Legal Basics.

Smythe, Bresne: (ESD) Author of The Story of Lyrisius.
Snake Venom: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
40,00 Resist Poison

Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Resist Poison.

Snarlsbane, Helnor: (ESD) A Khajiit mercenary of the Second Era, mentioned in The Epic
of the Grey Falcon (ed. and tr. ANIDO JHONE).
Sneak: (ESM) The sneak discipline is the art of moving unseen and unheard by observers,
sneaking is the ability to remain undetected by nearby creatures or people while standing or
moving. Sneaking will allow you to attempt to pickpocket, steal items, pick locks, and
perform other acts undetected that might be considered illegal. Skilled sneaks are also adept
pickpockets. (ESO) Pick pockets and move unseen and unheard by observers. Stepping softly,
hiding in the shadows, you do everything in your power to remain undetected. A Novice of
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Sneak does not get the critical damage bonus when attacking while sneaking. An Apprentice
of Sneak gets a critical damage bonus when attacking while sneaking. A Journeyman of
Sneak can sneak in any boots without penalty. An Expert of Sneak can run or walk silently.
Moving does not affect being detected. A Master of Sneak ignores an opponent's armor when
attacking while sneaking.
Snow Bear: (ESM) Snow bears are larger than normal bears, and have thick white fur that
protects them against the frost and cold. They're very aggressive when encountered, and their
attacks have been known to freeze human flesh. Snow bears can be pretty hard to find, but
hunters have seen them in the snowy forested regions along Solstheim's southern coast.
The Skaal Brynjolfr at Skaal Village will make custom snow wolf and snow bear fur armor to order. It's light
armor, and can offer some protection against frost.

Snow Bear Pelt: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Drain Fatigue
Fortify Speed
Resist Common Disease
Night Eye

* Septims/Pound

Snow Elves: See → Falmer.
Snow Wolf: (ESM) The snow wolves are larger, more elusive cousins of Solstheim's common
wolves. They have a thick coat that protects them from the frost and cold. You can find snow
wolves in and around the Moesring Mountains. Legend has it they're the descendents of
Ondjage, the Fell Wolf that devoured Hrothmund the Red. It is said their attacks have been
known to freeze human flesh, so be careful if you encounter one!
The Skaal Brynjolfr at Skaal Village will make custom snow wolf and snow bear fur armor to order. It's light
armor, and can offer some protection against frost.

Snow Wolf Pelt: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Drain Fatigue
Fortify Speed
Resist Common Disease
Night Eye

* Septims/Pound

Snowball: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill and
affects the target at distance. Effects: Frost Damage, 10 points.
Lit.: Snowball Tome.

Snowhawk: (ESA) City-State in the province of Skyrim. (ESO) City in the Nord homeland of
Skyrim.
(ESA) "We bid you enter Snowhawk, where the wind is as sharp as its Frost Demons and as fierce as their
name..."

Sobitbael Camp: (MP) The Sobitbael Camp is on the mainland shore west of Tel Fyr.
Society of Concerned Merchants: (ESO) A merchant group formed to keep a fair economic
balance in the Imperial City. Not every store is a member, but they're slowly trying to
convince them to join.
Solitude: (ESA) Northern most City-State in the province of Skyrim.
(ESA) "We bid you welcome to the arctic wastes of Solitude, the northern most city-state in the realm. We are
home to the Ravagers. Beware our might..."
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Solstheim: (ESM) The large island northwest of Vvardenfell is not for the faint of heart. The
weather is rough, and the wildlife aggressive. At night, when the snow starts falling, it's hard
to see more than a few feet in front of you. Either use a good light source or get indoors until
morning. The island is littered with ice caves, barrows, and standing stones. Ancestral
barrows and smuggler camps can be found all over the island. There are no roads, so you'll
have to walk through the wilderness to get anywhere. It's always a good idea to carry some
cure disease potions while you're on Solstheim. There are diseased wolves and bears out
there. A lot of the animals carry Ataxia or Yellow Tick. And if you run into any snow wolves
or snow bears, attack them with fire. They have a natural weakness to it.
(ESO) Unconfirmed rumors at the end of the 3rd era: “The Nords are attempting to capture the whole of
Solstheim, and remove the Imperial fort on the island.”

Solvjord: (ESM) A cave southeast of Brodir Grove.
Somnalius: (DC) A poison made of White Poppy, White Rose, and Nymph Hair, which
damages the victim's Fatigue.
Somnalius Fern: (ESD, ESM) The Somnalius Fern can be found in the swamps of Black
Marsh. The fronds of this plant are light green and quite delicate. Picking a frond can be very
difficult, as they usually crumble to the touch, but once retrieved it can be used to put an
enemy to sleep for a short while by passing it under his nose.
Lit.: HARDIN THE HERBALIST, Special Flora of Tamriel.

Somnalius Frond: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from the Somnalius Fern.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
480,00 Restore Speed
Damage Endurance
Fortify Health
Feather

* Septims/Pound

Song Of Hrormir: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Song of Passage: (ESAR) Yokudan charm, supposed to help the dead to reach the Other Side.
The Song of Pelinal: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in eight
volumes and was published before or in 3E 433.
The Song of the Alchemists: (ESM, ESO) The title of the fifth part of Marobar Sul's Ancient
Tales of the Dwemer, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E
428.
Song of Tiber Septim: (PG1) From the Odes:
"He was born in Atmora as Talos, 'Stormcrown' in the language of the ancient Ehlnofey, and it was from that
shore he sailed. He spent his youth in Skyrim among the Nords. There he learned much from the Tongues and
their chieftains and their ways of war. At twenty he led the invasion of Old Hrol'dan, taking it back from the
Witchmen of High Rock and their kinsmen."
"Soon the Greybeards made known that they were restless. Already the storms had begun from their murmurs.
The Greybeards were going to Speak. The surrounding villages were abandoned as the people fled the coming
blast."
"The villagers warned Talos to turn back, for he was marching to the mountain where the Greybeards dwelt."
"Inside he went, and on seeing him they removed their gags. When they spoke his name the World shook."
"The Tongues of Skyrim told the son of Atmora that he had come to rule Tamriel and that he must travel south to
do so."
"And it is true that Talos did come to Cyrodiil shortly after the Battle of Old Hrol'dan."
"And it is true that a great storm preceded his arrival."
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Soothing Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Novice skill and
affects the target on touch. Effects: Calm up to level 2 for 15 seconds.
Lit.: Soothing Touch Tome.

Sorcerer: (ESA) Sorcerers are a strange breed of magic users. They are those born with the
potential of casting spells, but with no power to generate spell points internally. This does not
make them any less powerful; in fact Sorcerers have the potential to be the most powerful of
all the Mage classes. This is because of the unique way in which they manipulate magic.
Sorcerers are in essence, magical ‘batteries’. They absorb spell points from spells that are
targeted at them. If a spell is absorbed, the Sorcerer takes no damage, but instead adds the
spell’s total power points, divided by the Sorcerer’s level, to his/her own spell points. These
points are permanent until used. If a Sorcerer fails to absorb a directed spell, they take the
normal effects, whatever they may be. Sorcerers do not regenerate spell points and they do not
absorb points from their own spells. If a Sorcerer has absorbed spell points to his/her
maximum, he/she will be unable to absorb more spells, and will take damage from spells just
as any other character. Regardless of these restrictions they have the ability to cast more
powerful spells because when they are fully ‘charged’, they have more spell points than any
other Mage class. They can therefore cast more powerful spells at lower levels, provided that
the spell is in their spellbook. Sorcerers have a wide selection of weapons and armor, but
cannot use shields. Without a charge of spell points, they would quickly succumb to attacks if
they did not practice defending themselves. (ESD) Sorcerers are much like mages, but with
important differences. They do not regenerate magicka naturally within their bodies, but
absorb the energy of spells cast at them, and use this energy to power their own spells. Their
total magicka "pool" is much greater than the mage's - indeed, they have the greatest magical
potential of any of the standard character classes. Like their brother mages, sorcerers must
have high intelligence and high willpower. The main Sorcerer skills are: All Schools of
Magicka -- Mysticism, Alteration, Thaumaturgy, Destruction, Restoration, and Illusion.
(ESLB) Sorcerers are like mages but their magical powers are slightly different. First, they do
not regenerate magicka naturally within their bodies, but absorb it from the spells of others.
Second, their total magicka pool is much greater than the mage's - in fact, they have the
greatest magical potential of any character class. Like their kindred mages, sorcerers must
have a high Intelligence and Willpower. (ESM) Though spellcasters by vocation, sorcerers
rely most on summonings and enchantments. They are greedy for magic scrolls, rings, armor,
and weapons, and commanding undead and Daedric servants gratifies their egos. If you want
to know the sorcerer's tricks and trade, talk to Smokey Morth at Varo's Tradehouse in Vos. It's
a long trek, but few sorcerers are as friendly and down-to-earth as Smokey. (ESO) Besting the
most well-equipped fighters, they rely on the spells of the mystic arts. Unique to these mages
is the bodily stamina to be armed with the thickest armor.
(ESM) "I am a sorcerer. Through my mastery of special disciplines of the College of Conjuration, and my
private studies of the Outer Realms and their Powers and Principalities, I have learned to summon and command
their denizens to do my bidding. I do these things for coin, or to suit my own interests. I also am an enchanter,
enchanting items for my own use and for the use of others. My skill with enchantments also makes me more
efficient in using enchanted items that I collect on my research expeditions. I sell spells, and I am a spellmaker
who creates spells to your specifications. I can also teach you in my skills, for a fee."

Sosorius: (ESO) The name of an Admiral who was stationed in Black Marsh in the first
quarter of the fifth century 3E.
Lit.: ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

Sotha Sil: (ESAR) (Dunmeri pantheon: Mystery of Morrowind) God of the Dunmer, Sotha
Sil is the least known of the divine Tribunal. He is said to be reshaping the world from his
hidden, clockwork city. (PG1) Many tales are told of this clockwork city of brass, hidden in
the steaming swamps of southern Morrowind, the lair of the most mysterious member of the
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Tribunal. No reliable reports exist of its location, however, or if this city even exists outside
of story and song. (ESM) Lord Sotha Sil the Magus is one of the three Immortal God-Kings
of Morrowind, a Pillar of the Tribunal, and the patron of Artificers and Wizards. Sotha Sil
was the mightiest wizard and most wise counselor of the First Council. Companion and
teacher of Nerevar and Vivec, Sotha Sil is the Light of Knowledge and the Inspiration of Craft
and Sorcery.
Soul Egg: (ESAR) The Argonian version of Soulgems: Argonains use unhatched eggs in
place of gems.
Soul Gem: (ESM) Soul gems are gems which have the ability to trap the souls of creatures.
Each gem can trap only one soul, and the success of trapping a soul depends on the maximum
amount of 'soul units' the gem can take. See also → Enchanting Items.
Gem
Value if empty Max. amount Value if filled
Pretty Soul Gem
10
30
Value x Charge
Lesser Soul Gem
20
60
Value x Charge
Common Soul Gem
40
120
Value x Charge
Greater Soul Gem
60
180
Value x Charge
Grand Soul Gem
200
600
Value x Charge
Azura's Star
5000
15.000 Value x Charge
The Capacity of Soul Gems.

(ESO) Every creature is powered by a soul. This animating force can be contained within a
soul gem, if the soul gem has the capacity. From the gem, the power can be used to power
magical items. While the souls of lesser creatures can be captured by gems of many colors
(categorized as white soul gems), only the rare black soul gem can hold the soul of a higher
creature, such as a man or an elf. If the gem is not precisely the size of the encased soul, small
bits of the caster's soul may leak into the gem when it is touched.
Lit.: Souls, Black and White.

Soul Grasp: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill and
affects the target on touch. Effects: Damage Health, 3 points for 3 seconds; Soul Trap, 3
seconds.
Lit.: Soul Grasp Tome.

Soul of Sotha Sil: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's god Sotha Sil which
temporarily fortifies the blessed's magicka.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Soul Sickness: (ESM) Soul sickness is called "madness" or "insanity" in the Empire. Signs of
soul sickness are strange dreams, uncontrollable impulses, and cruel and evil deeds. Madness
is not a disease, as Westerners believe, for if it were, it might be cured by blessings and
healers. It comes from a lack of faith, and a love of sin. Soul sickness is a curse of Dagoth Ur,
who sends dark dreams to attack the weak of faith in their sleep. All this talk of bad dreams
and bad omens is just a sign that people have abandoned the Temple and fallen into greed and
wickedness. Those strong in faith can resist; those weak in faith must seek counsel from the
Temple.
Soul Trap, Soultrap: (ESD) After death, target's spell becomes trapped in any receptacle of
the caster indefinitely. Governing School: Mysticism. Holds the soul of a target, so when the
host body dies, the soul can be stored for enchantments. (ESM) Governing School:
Mysticism. Traps the soul of the target creature in the smallest empty soul gem in the caster's
inventory, if the creature is killed during the effect's duration. See also → Enchanting Items.
(ESO) Fill your soul gems by soul trapping creatures. You can soultrap creatures that you
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summon yourself. Soul Trap is a spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Soul Trap, 20 seconds.
Lit.: Soul Trap Tome.

Soulrest: (ESA) City-State in the province of Black Marsh.
Souls, Black and White: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Sound: (ESM) Governing School: Illusion. This effect produces a disorienting noise in the
victim's mind. The magnitude is the reduction in the victim's chance to successfully cast spells
(and the relative magnitude of the sound's volume).
South Gard: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
South Wall Cornerclub: (ESM) South Wall is a working class cornerclub in Balmora
(Morrowind, Vvardenfell District), east of Odai River, on the south end of Labor Street,
where you can sleep for 10 gold a night. The cornerclub is owned by Bacola Closcius.
South Wind's Prayer: (ESA, ESD) Festival, celebrated on the 15th day of Morningstar. The
15th of Morning Star is a holiday taken very seriously. South Wind's Prayer is a plea by all
the religions of Tamriel for a good planting season. Citizens with every affliction known in
Tamriel flock to services in the temple, as the clergy is known to perform free healings on this
day. The people know that only a few will be judged worthy of this service, but few can
afford the temple's usual price.
Southpoint: (ESA) City-State in the province of Valenwood. Southpoint is the southern most
port city in Valenwood. To the south can be seen the Blue Divide.
Sovngarde: (ESM) The Nords believe that the god Shor constructed a magnificent fortress
where valiant Nord warriors may live forever, feasting, fighting...basically doing everything
Nords like to do. The trick is finding the way in. According to legend, the entrance to
Sovngarde is hidden, and only those who take up the search may ever find the way in. The
book Sovngarde, a Reexamination contains new theories on the god Shor's mythical Hall of
Valor. Of particular interest is the suggestion that the entrance to Sovngarde doesn't actually
exist in the physical world. All a Nord has to do to enter Sovngarde is die in honorable
combat.
Lit.: Sovngarde, a Reexamination.

Sovngarde, a Reexamination: (ESM) Title of a work by Bereditte Jastal, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428. Sovngarde, a Reexamination contains
new theories on the god Shor's mythical Hall of Valor. Of particular interest is the suggestion
that the entrance to Sovngarde doesn't actually exist in the physical world. All a Nord has to
do to enter Sovngarde is die in honorable combat.
Spark: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill and affects
the target at distance. Effects: Shock Damage, 10 points.
Lit.: Spark Touch Tome.

Spark Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Novice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Shock Damage, 4 points for 5 seconds; Weakness to
Shock, 25% for 5 seconds.
Lit.: Spark Tome.

Spatec, Pletius: (ESM, ESO) Author of Ice and Chitin.
Speaker: (ESO) The seventh rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy. See also → Dark
Brotherhood.
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Spear: (1) (ESM) The spear weapon discipline is the study and mastery of the spear and the
halberd weapon styles. Spear skill permits effective use of long-shafted thrusting weapons
like spears and halberds. To use any style of weapon effectively, the user must be trained,
conditioned, and skilled in its use. – (2) (ESLB) Long shafted weapon with a piercing point,
spears can not be thrown. (ESM) Two-handed, long-shafted weapons with long reach and
moderate damage. The spear is a common weapon for light irregular troops and militias, but
has been developed as a martial art form by the Bosmer. Two styles of spear are popular here,
both used two-handed for thrusting attacks: the spear and the halberd, with the halberd the
most effective. In Morrowind, the Ashlanders favor a wicked and elegant version of the spear,
with a spike at the foot of the shaft. Spear weapons have the longest reach of any weapon -except, of course, marksman weapons.
Spear of Bitter Mercy: (ESLB, ESM) Supposedly the Spear of Bitter Mercy used in the Wild
Hunts could not be handled by any mortal or immortal save the ones sanctified to the Hunt
and bound by its strictures. However, Chimere has determined that though the Spear's power
is great, it is not unlimited, and that certain enchanted items -- for instance, the Armor of the
Savior's Hide, forged by Malacath -- are sufficient to protect a mortal or immortal bearer from
its maleficent energies. (ESM, ESO) One of the more mysterious artifacts is the Spear of
Bitter Mercy. Little to nothing is known about the Spear. There are no recorded histories but
many believe it to be of Daedric origin. The only known legend about it is its use by a mighty
hero during the fall of the Battlespire. The hero was aided by the Spear in the defeat of
Mehrunes Dagon and the recapturing of the Battlespire. Since that time, the Spear of Bitter
Mercy has made few appearances within Tamriel. (ESM) Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts
offers 30,000 gold for it.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value
Weight*
Attributed Effect(s)
130.000,00 20,00
Reflect
Summon Storm Atronach

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Spear of Snares and Springes: (ESLB) Causes Minor Delayed Damage, and is informed by
the arts of illusion.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Spear of the Fox's Footfall: (ESLB) Conceives the spell of Running, and partakes of the
excellence of hand-to-hand.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Spear of the Rain of Fire: (ESLB) Causes Minor Fire Damage, and is schooled with crafts of
mysticism.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Spear of the Snow Prince: (ESM) A powerful weapon mentioned in LOKHEIM's Fall of the
Snow Prince: "Elf we called him, for Elf he was, yet unlike any other of his kind we had ever
seen before that day. His spear and armor bore the radiant and terrible glow of unknown
magicka [...]. The spinning of that gleaming spear whistled a dirge to all those who would
stand in the way of the Snow Prince, and our mightiest fell before him that day [...]. All lay
dead at the foot of the Moesring Mountains [...]. When the Elf's gleaming spear stopped its
deadly dance, the battlefield fell silent [...] we brought the body of the Snow Prince, wrapped
in fine silks, to a freshly dug barrow. The gleaming armor and spear were presented on a
pedestal of honor, and the tomb was arrayed with treasures worthy of royalty." Cf. →
Artifacts.
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Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
2.000,00 14,00
Weakness to Frost
Frost Damage
Disintegrate Armor

* given in pounds

Spearman: (ESM) The second rank in the Imperial Legion hierarchy.
Special Flora of Tamriel: (ESD, ESM) Title of a work by Hardin, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 406. A revised edition was published as by
"Hardin the Herbalist" between 3E 406 and 3E 428.
Specialization: (ESM) Each class has a specialization, either Combat Arts, Magic Arts, or
Stealth Arts. This is the main avenue of study this class falls into.
Spectral Form: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Master skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Invisibility for 120 seconds.
Lit.: Spectral Form Tome.

Speechcraft: (ESM) The speechcraft discipline is the art of influencing others through verbal
persuasion. Speechcraft involves the allied arts of verbal communication, entertainment, and
persuasion. A master of speechcraft understands the subtleties of language, and teases
meaning out of obscure mysteries. An entertainer with speechcraft skill knows how to move
his audience, how to reinforce a tales' moral, and how to make a tale come alive for the
listener. A diplomat -- or fast-talking con man -- can sway the judgements and emotions of a
listener to achieve his own ends. Speechcraft allows you to influence others by admiring,
intimidating, and taunting them. Those skilled at speechcraft can inspire trust and confidence
in others, making the listener more willing to divulge information or to entrust important tasks
to the speaker. (ESO) Use speech to persuade listeners to like and trust you. Persuasion,
wheedling, cajoling, and coercing are all tools of speechcraft.
Speed: (ESD) Speed governs the movement rate, missile reloading time, and all speed-related
skills. (ESLB) Speed affects your movement rate and all related Speed skills such as dodging,
running and attacking. (ESM) Determines how fast you can move. A creature's speed is its
property of rapid physical articulation and body movements. A speedy creature is able to
perform all physical actions, from equipping a weapon to running long distances, in shorter
periods of time. Governs the skills of Athletics, Short Blade, Hand-to-Hand, and Unarmored.
(ESO) The attribute which determines how fast you move. Governs the skills of Athletics,
Light Armor, and Acrobatics.
Spell: (ESM) Everybody can learn a few spells. You don't need to be a wizard to cast spells. It
makes life easier. And when you learn a spell, practice. It's the only way to learn, and it helps
to pass the time. Buy a spell of every type that you can find. This will give you the best
options later when you're creating your own custom spells. Buy paralyze as soon as you can.
Keeps the creatures off you and allows you to cast those more elaborate spells. Use illusion
spells like invisibility to scout an area before you go on the offensive. Often a cunning
spellcaster can simply avoid opponents and obstacles, move right to the objective, and leave
without taking a scratch. Learn the Mark, Recall, Levitation, and Open spells. Mark and
Recall are essential for any long-distance travel. There are plenty of places you can't get to
without Levitation. And treasure does you no good if it's behind a locked door or in a locked
chest. (ESO) The best spells are closely guarded by the Mages Guild, but are available to
high-ranking members.
Use the spellmaker. It's cheap, and a custom-designed spell tailored to your skills, magicka reservoirs, and
spellcasting style will always outperform the standard spells you buy from service casters.
Lit.: Manual of Spellcraft.
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Basic Classification of Spells
Buoyancy
Burden
Feather

Fire Shield
Frost Shield
Jump

ALTERATION SPELLS
Levitate1
Shield
Lock
Shock Shield
Open.
Slow Fall

Swift Swim.
Water Breathing
Water Walking

Bound Armor Spells
Bound Boots
Bound Cuirass
Bound Gauntlets
Bound Helm
Bound Shield
Bound Weapons Spells
Bound Battle-Axe
Bound Dagger
Bound Longbow
Bound Longsword
Bound Mace
Bound Spear
Domination Spells
Reanimate
Turn Undead
Summoning Spells1
Summon Ancestral Ghost
Summon Bear
Summon Bonelord
Summon Centurion Sphere

CONJURATION SPELLS
Summoning Spells (cont.)
Summon Clannfear
Summon Daedroth
Summon Dark Seducer
Summon Decrepit Shambles
Summon Dremora
Summon Dremora Lord
Summon Fabricant
Summon Faded Wraith
Summon Flame Atronach
Summon Flesh Atronach
Summon Frost Atronach
Summon Ghost
Summon Gloom Wraith
Summon Gluttonous Hunger
Summon Golden Saint
Summon Greater Bonewalker
Summon Headless Zombie
Summon Hunger
Summon Least Bonewalker
Summon Lich

Summoning Spells (cont.)
Summon Mangled Flesh Atronach
Summon Ravenous Hunger
Summon Replete Shambles
Summon Scamp
Summon Sewn Flesh Atronach
Summon Shambles
Summon Skeletal Minion
Summon Skeleton Champion
Summon Skeleton Guardian
Summon Skeleton Hero
Summon Spider Daedra
Summon Spiderling
Summon Stitched Flesh Atronach
Summon Storm Atronach
Summon Torn Flesh Atronach
Summon Voracious Hunger
Summon Winged Twilight
Summon Xivilai
Summon Zombie

Elemental Damage Spells
Flame
Flamebolt
Frost
Poison
Poisonbolt
Shard
Shardbolt
Spark
Sparkbolt
Attribute-Damaging Spells
Curse Agility
Curse Endurance
Curse Fatigue
Curse Health
Curse Intelligence
Curse Luck

DESTRUCTION SPELLS
Attribute-Damaging Spells (cont.)
Curse Personality
Curse Speed
Curse Spell points
Curse Strength
Curse Willpower
Attribute-Draining Spells
Clumsiness
Distraction
Exhaustion
Gash spirit
Misfortune
Spite
Strain
Temptation
Torpor
Weakness

Attribute-Draining Spells (cont.)
Wound
Disintegration Spells
Armor Eater
Weapon Eater
Vulnerability Spells
Weakness to Blight Disease
Weakness to Common Disease
Weakness to Corprus Disease
Weakness to Fire
Weakness to Frost
Weakness to Magicka
Weakness to Normal Weapons
Weakness to Poison
Weakness to Shock

Blind
Calm Creature
Calm Humanoid
Chameleon
Charm
Command Creatures2

ILLUSION SPELLS
Command Humanoids2
Hide
Demoralize Creature
Invisibility
Demoralize Humanoid
Light
Earwig
Night Eye
Frenzy Creature
Paralysis
Frenzy Humanoid
Rally Creature

1
2

Counted among Thaumaturgy Spells in 3E 398/3E 405.
Counted among the Domination Spells of the School of Conjuration in 3E 427.

Rally Humanoid
Sanctuary
Silence
Sound
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Basic Classification of Spells
Transport Spells
Almsivi Intervention
Divine Intervention
Mark1
Recall1

MYSTICISM SPELLS
Other Spells
Other Spells (cont.)
Almalexia's Grace
Dispel1
1
Detect Creature
Purge Magicka
Detect Enchantment1
Reflect1
1
Detect Key
Soultrap

Other Spells (cont.)
Spell Absorption
Telekinesis

RESTORATION SPELLS
Absorption Spells
Cure Spells
Fortify Spells
Resist Spells
Restore Spells
Absorb Agility
Cure Blight Disease
Charisma
Resist Blight Disease
Restore Agility
Absorb Endurance
Cure Common Disease
Feet of Notorgo
Resist Common Disease Restore Endurance
Absorb Fatigue
Cure Paralysis
Fortitude
Resist Corprus Disease
Restore Fatigue
Absorb Health
Cure Poison
Iron Will
Resist Fire
Restore Health
Absorb Intelligence Remove Curse
Jack of Trades
Resist Frost
Restore Intelligence
Absorb Luck
Nimbleness
Resist Magicka
Restore Luck
Absorb Magicka
Orc Strength
Resist Normal Weapons Restore Magicka
Absorb Personality
Powerwell
Resist Paralysis
Restore Personality
Absorb Speed
Vigor
Resist Poison
Restore Speed
Absorb Strength
Vitality
Resist Shock
Restore Spell points
Absorb Willpower
Wisdom
Restore Strength
Restore Willpower
2

THAUMATURGY SPELLS
Etherealness
1
Counted among Thaumaturgy Spells in 3E 398/3E 405.
2
Counted among the Mysticism Spells in 3E 427.
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Spell Absorption: (1) (spell effect) (ESD) Target is able to absorb incoming spells, adding
their energy to his or her own store. Governing School: Restoration. Creates a sphere around
caster to disperse targeted spells, replenishing the caster's reserves. (ESLB) Governing school:
Mysticism. The caster gains the ability to absorb the Spell points of any incoming spell.
However, there is a chance that the caster will be affected normally by the spell especially if
the caster is at full Spell Points. Once this spell has absorbed a certain number of Spell Points,
the enchantment ends. (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. This effect allows the caster to
absorb an attacking spell's power as an increase to his reservoir of magicka. The magnitude is
the percentage chance that an attacking spell is absorbed. If successful, the caster absorbs the
attacking spell's cost in spell points as increased magicka. If failed, the attacking spell takes
effect normally. The caster's magicka cannot be increased above the caster's standard magicka
score. – (2) (advantage) (ESD) Members of a character class possessing Spell Absorption are
given a chance of automatically absorbing the magicka or spell cast at them and adding it to
their own magicka reserves. (ESLB) Spell Absorption grants the character a chance to
automatically absorb the magicka of a spell cast at him or her and add the Spell Points to his
or her own reserves. However, if the character's magicka reserve is full, he or she can not
absorb the spell and suffers the effects of the spell.
Spell Breaker: (ESA) King Rourken, last of the Dwarven Kings had Spell Breaker fashioned
for him in his war against the Wizard Shalidor. It was lost in the final battle, and from time to
time has reappeared in the land. (ESA, ESD) Spell Breaker, superficially a Dwarven tower
shield, is one of the most prized ancient relics of Tamriel. Aside from its historic importance
dating from the Battle of Rourken-Shalidor, the Spell Breaker protects its wielder almost
completely from any spellcaster, either by dispelling magicks or silencing any mage about to
cast a spell. It is said that the Spell Breaker still searches for its original owner, and will not
remain the property of any one else for long. For most, possessing Spell Breaker for any time
is power enough. (ESM, ESO) Spell Breaker, superficially a Dwemer tower shield, is one of
the most ancient relics of Tamriel. Aside from its historical importance in the Battle of
Rourken-Shalidor, the Spell Breaker protects its wielder almost completely from any spell
caster, either by reflecting magicks or silencing any mage about to cast a spell. It is said that
Spell Breaker still searches for its original owner, and will not remain the property of anyone
else for long. For most, possessing Spell Breaker for any length of time is power enough.
(ESM) I have heard it lies in Bthuand, a Dwemer ruin. The former owner now lies there as
well, unable to control it's enchantments. - Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 30,000
gold for it.
Time
3E 399

Province
n/a

3E 427

Morrowind

3E 433 Cyrodiil
* given in pounds

Value
n/a

Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Cure Paralysis
Reflect Spell
115.000,00 25,00
Silence
Reflect
4.500,00
1,13
Reflect Spell

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Spell Drain: (ESD) Governing School: Alteration/Destruction. Drains magicka from a target
on a successful strike.
Spell Reflection: (ESD) Target is able to reflect incoming spells back at the caster. Governing
School: Thaumaturgy/Mysticism. Creates sphere around caster to reflect targeted spells back
toward their source. (ESLB) Governing school: Thaumaturgy. For the duration of this
protection, spells affecting the character may hit normally, be reflected back at their point of
origin, or be reflected in a random direction. Once this spell has reflected a certain number of
Spell Points and often without warning, the protection ends. (ESM) Governing School:
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Mysticism. This effect allows the subject to reflect spell effects back at an attacking caster.
The effect's magnitude is the percent chance that spell effect is reflected. If the reflect spell is
successful, the opposing spells reflect back at the attacking caster. If the reflect spell fails, the
opposing spells take effect normally.
Spell Resistance: (ESD) Target is able to resist incoming spells. Governing School:
Restoration/Alteration/Thaumaturgy. Creates a sphere to dilute and disperse low-level spells
targeted at caster. (ESLB) Governing school: Alteration. This spell gives the caster a basic
chance to resist any spell above and beyond his or her normal saving throw. Once the
character has resisted a certain number of Spell Points, the protection ends.
Spell Shield: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration/Alteration/Thaumaturgy. Creates a
sphere to dilute and disperse low- to medium-level spells targeted at caster.
Spell Trance
(ESD) "I have been instructed to find guild members to protect him while he lies in a spell trance. The mage
suspects that a rival of his may send assassins to slay him while he is helpless. [...] The mage is just beginning
his three hour trance, so you must guard the guildhall during that time and protect him while he is vulnerable. At
the end of his trance, he will be transported to the Aetherius."

Spellsword: (ESA) Spellswords are those few mages who have found that they have a unique
ability cast spells while in armor or using weapons. They are warrior- mages, dedicating their
lives to learning not only the arts of war, but the ethereal ways of power. They may use any
weapon, almost any armor, and any shield except for the tower shield. Spellswords, because of
their dedication to learning both arts, receive only 1.5x their INT in spell points. This is more
than made up for by their versatility in combat and their increased starting hit points. (ESD)
Spellswords are warriors who are also highly skilled in the use of magic. They are the warriormages of Tamriel, a powerful class able to draw on both the inexplicable forces of magicka and
the less exotic, more dependable weaponry. There are few men and women more versatile than
spellswords. The class demands not only high intelligence and willpower, but high strength and
endurance. This dual specialization makes the Spellsword a formidable opponent indeed. The
most important skills to a Spellsword are: Axe, Long Blade, Blunt Weapon, Destruction,
Illusion, and Alteration. (ESLB) Spellswords are the warrior-mages of Tamriel. They are a
powerful group whose training delves into the mysteries of magicka as well as the practicality
of weaponry. Their versatility is their greatest strength. Spellwords need high Intelligence and
Willpower as well as good Strength and Endurance. (ESM) Spellswords are spellcasting
specialists trained to support Imperial troops in skirmish and battle. Veteran spellswords are
prized as mercenaries, and well-suited for careers as adventurers and soldiers-of-fortune. If you
want to talk with a spellsword with extensive experience in Morrowind, talk to Strillian Macro
at the barracks in Gnisis. He's served with several garrisons on Vvardenfell, knows the island
and its people, and doesn't mind taking time out to talk with anyone who shares his interest in
his profession. (ESO) More nimble and athletic than the sorcerer, and better suited for spellcasting than the knight, their attacks are unpredictable. Students of combat and magic.
(ESM) "I am a spellsword. I make war with spell and sword, combining the arts of the College of Restoration,
the College of Alteration, and the College of Destruction with training in medium armor style, in block defense,
and in the offensive disciplines of axes, blunt weapons, and long blades. I rely on enchanted weapons and
enchanted armors to further augment my offensive and defensive abilities. This balance of steel and spell,
offense and defense, mobility and protection is the signature of the Spellsword."

Spellwright: (ESM) The sixth rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great House Telvanni.
Sphere of Negation: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Creates a sphere around the
caster which may disintegrate any sentient form trapped in its radius.
Sphinxmoth Legion Fort: (ESO) See → Fort Sphinxmoth.
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Spiddal Stick: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from the Spiddal Stick plant, which
was originally at home in Oblivion, but since the Oblivion Crisis in Tamriel, as well.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
320,00 Damage Health
Damage Magicka
Fire Damage
Restore Fatigue

* Septims/Pound

Spider: (ESA) These arachnids are of the giant variety, very poisonous, and extremely fast.
They often inhabit places underground where the moist depth can keep their chitinous skin
pliable. They are highly carnivorous, and will attack without provocation, using their
paralyzing venom to incapacitate their intended victims until they can be fed upon.
Spider Daedra: (ESM) Spider Daedra are the servants of Mephala, taking the form of spiderhumanoid centaurs, with a naked upper head, torso, and arms of human proportions, mounted
on the eight legs and armored carapace of a giant spider. Unfortunately, these Daedra are so
fierce and irrational that they cannot be trusted to heed the commands of the Spinner. As a
consequence, few sorcerers are willing to either summon or bind such creatures in
Morrowind.

Spider Daedra.
Lit.: Darkest Darkness.

Spider Touch: (ESD) Governing School: Alteration. Paralyzes target successfully touched by
the caster.
Spider's Venom: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
88,00 Paralyze
Cure Paralysis
Resist Paralysis

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Free Action.

Spirit of Nerevar: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's saint Nerevar which
temporarily fortifies the blessed's fatigue.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Spirit of Nirn: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Spirit of the Daedra: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Split: (ESO) Split is a community in Sheogorath's realm divided between Mania and
Dementia. Its citizens are mirror images of one another, constantly struggling for control of
the town.
Spode, Bertram: (ESD) A Breton Lord with a connection to Daggerfall's underworld.
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Spore Pod: (ESM) Spore pods are collected from the slough fern of the Bitter Coast.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Drain Strength
Drain Fatigue
Detect Key
Paralyze

* Septims/Pound

Spriggan: (1) (ESD) Luckily for adventurers, these strange woodland fairykin are shy and
reclusive, for they make very dangerous enemies. The old Nordic tales tell of the immortal
Spriggan, who grow larger and mightier every time they fall. While in actuality Spriggans are
not immortal, they are virtually impossible to kill. Even if they are struck down, they will
regenerate and arise to fight again. And the legend of the Spriggan growing larger and more
powerful in each incarnation is indeed true. (ESM) The tree spirits of this island [i.e.
Solstheim]. When the All-Maker breathed life into the creatures of the land, his Breath blew
through the trees as well. Some of these trees kept a part of this life, and these are the
spriggans you see today.
They say spriggans die three deaths.

(2) (ESD) A language skill checked whenever one attempts to speak with a Spriggan.
Spring Months: (ESA) See → Months.
Springheel Jak: (ESO) A famous thief that died some 300 years ago. Legend has it that he
was buried with his boots on.
Sprites: See → Faerie.
Spy: (ESM) The eighth rank in the Blades hierarchy.
Spymaster: (ESM) The ninth rank in the Blades hierarchy.
Squandered Mine: (ESO) A former silver mine in the north of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, southwest
of Fort Naso.
The Squid: (ESD) A Breton with a connection to Wayrest's underworld.
Squire: (ESM) The second rank in the hierarchy of knightly orders.
S'rathra: (ESAR, W3) Khajiit suthay-raht and crime-boss, b. 2E 798 in Anequina (Elsweyr),
date of death unknown. - S'rathra was suave and urbane, a rich and powerful Khajiit in a
world of Men - far from the young suthay-raht that used to run with the violent nomad cats of
the Ne-Quin'al plains. After being lamed at the massacre of Stoop Low, he left Anaquina to
keep from bringing shame to his tribe, eventually ending up in the far more cosmopolitan
Pellitine to the south. For a time, S'rathra ran a lucrative skooma trade out of Senchal port,
smuggling sugar into the Empire (becoming, unfortunately, an addict himself in the process).
When Cyrodiil strengthened its presence in the Topal Bay, S'rathra left Elsweyr entirely. - He
had made Wayrest his port of late, playing the lesser lords of High Rock to his benefit.
Though the Empire had solidified the Bretons, there was still a lot of money to be made in the
drawing of borders before the provincial laws dry completely. Mercenaries and fixers were in
great demand there, and Cyrus and S'rathra had long shared a mutually beneficial relationship
- the catman found the paying parties and the Cyrus did the dirty work. - S'rathra's latest
assignment for Cyrus was cut short when Cyrus heard of his missing sister. The Khajiit,
perhaps knowing all too well the loss of one's kin, provided the money and transport
necessary for Cyrus to reach Stros M'kai.
(Source: http://redguard.bethsoft.com/characters/srathra.html, 2005-11-01)

St. Delyn Canton, St. Olms Canton: (ESM) See → Vivec (City).
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St. Jahn's Wort Nectar: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
800,00 Resist Shock
Damage Health
Cure Poison
Chameleon

* Septims/Pound

Stacey, Jim: (aka Gentleman Jim Stacey) See → Thieves Guild.
Staff: (ESD) A long pole, effective as a club. (ESLB) A long shafted bludgeoning weapon.
(ESM) This two-handed blunt weapon is the standard weapon of the traveler, doubling as
walking stick and utility tools. Battlemages, spellsword, nightblades, and other magical
support troops in the Legions also train with the staff, among other blunt weapons.
Staff of Dancing Fate: (ESLB) Wreaks Major Shock Damage, and is informed by the arts of
thaumaturgy.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Staff of Hasedoki: (ESM, ESO) Hasedoki was said to have been a very competitive wizard.
He wandered the land in search for a wizard who was greater than he. To the best of all
knowledge, he never found a wizard who could meet up to his challenge. It is said that he felt
so lonely and isolated because so many feared his power, that he bonded his life-force into his
very own staff, where his soul remains to this very day. Magic users all over Tamriel have
been searching for this magical staff. Granting its wielder a protection of magicka, it is a sure
prize for any magic user. Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 30,000 gold for it.

Staff of Hasedoki.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
75.000,00 10,00
Resist Magicka

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Staff of High Purpose: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Jumping, and is schooled with crafts of
longblade.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Staff of Hrormir: (ESO) See → Icestaff.
Staff of Magnus: (ESA, ESD) The Staff of Magnus, one of the elder artifacts of Tamriel, was
a metaphysical battery of sorts for its creator, the Arch-Mage Magnus. When used, it
regenerates both a mage's health and mystical energy at remarkable rates. In time, the Staff
will abandon the mage who wields it before he or she becomes too powerful and upsets the
mystical balance it is sworn to protect. (ESA) Just before the Sorceror-King Magnus died, he
trusted the only map to the location of the Staff of Magnus to the Blades, a secret society of
warriors. (ESM, ESO) The Staff of Magnus, one of the elder artifacts of Tamriel, was a
metaphysical battery of sorts for its creator, Magnus. When used, it absorbs an enemy's health
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and mystical energy. In time, the Staff will abandon the mage who wields it before he
becomes too powerful and upsets the mystical balance it is sworn to protect. (ESM)
Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 30,000 gold for it.

Staff of Magnus.
Time
3E 399

Province
n/a

3E 427

Morrowind

Value
n/a

Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Restore Health
Spell Absorption
210.000,00 10,00
Spell Absorption
Restore Health

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Staff of the Architect's Gaze: (ESLB) Conceives the spell of Vampiric Drain, and gifts its
owner with special insight into the disciplines of restoration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Staff of the Everscamp: (ESO) A Daedric staff with a small word carved on it in runes, said
to be crafted by Sheogorath. Whenever one holds the staff and speaks the word, four
Everscamps appear and always follow its owner whereever he goes. Furthermore the staff
makes the owner move much slower than normal. The only way to get rid of the staff is to
carry it back to its original resting place, Darkfathom Cave. Inside the cave, there's rumored to
be a shrine to Sheogorath. That's where the staff can finally be dropped and the scamps should
remain behind. Killing one of them is useless. As soon as one does, another will take its place.
Stalhrim: (ESM) The Skaal consider the Stalhrim to be holy. During the great war with the
Dark Elves, many heroes fell in battle. Some could not be returned to Skyrim, and were
buried here. Great magicks were worked on their tombs to protect their belongings from grave
robbers, and their corpses from worse things. Energy was drawn from the land itself, and our
heroes were encased in tombs of ice. That ice is Stalhrim.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
60,00 Resist Frost
Frost Damage
Paralyze
Restore Health

* Septims/Pound

Stalker: (ESM) The fifth rank in the hierarchy of Vvardenfell's vampiric clans Aundae,
Berne, and Quarra.
Stalrous, Garridan: (ESO) A Knight-Errant of Farmantle Glens in the northern reaches of
Cyrodiil's Jeral Mountains. See also → Garridan's Tears.
Lit.: KIRELLIAN ODRENIUS, Knightfall.

Stamina: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration. Replenishes lost stamina, invigorating the
tired caster.
The Standing Stones: (ESO) Title of a work by "Anonymous," which is said to exist in
Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E
433.
Star: (1) See → Astrology, and Birthsign. – (2) (ESM) These marksman weapons are thrown
at a distance for minor damage.
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Starkhorn: Author of → Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of
Lesser Enchantments.
Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments:
(ESD) Title of a work by Starkhorn, which comes in one volume and was originally published
before 3E 406.
Starlight: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Novice skill and affects
the caster himself. Effects: Light, 20 ft for 60 seconds.
Lit.: Starlight Tome.

Starlover's Log: (ESLB, ESM) Attributed title of an originally untitled manuscript, which
was written on a page of a log journal in c. 3E 398. A revised edition of the manuscript was
published between 3E 399 and 3E 427.
Stealth: (ESD) Stealth is a skill which allows one to avoid the attention of a hostile creature.
It is automatically checked at every encounter. (ESLB) Governing attribute: Agility. When
the character approaches another creature at half speed or less, the Stealth skill is
automatically checked. Illumination, the character's equipment, and the creature's perception
factor into the success of this skill. A successful Stealth check means the creature does not
notice the character approaching. (ESO) The amount of light shining on you affects how easy
you are to detect. The weight of your boots affects how well you can sneak. Casting spells can
make you easier to see. Running is noisier than walking and makes you easier to detect, even
if you are sneaking. Attempting to pick up objects makes you easier to detect. The heavier the
object, the more likely a nearby person will suddenly spot you.
Stealth Disciplines: (ESM) The nine disciplines traditionally associated with the Thieves
Guild are: security, sneak, acrobatics, light armor, short blade, marksman, mercantile,
speechcraft, and hand to hand.
Steam Centurion: (ESM) The steam centurion is an enchanted animated artifact of Dwemer
creation. Constructed in the form of an armored warrior, they are aggressive and dangerous.
Scrap metal collected from Dwemer artifacts is rare and precious, and prized both by
collectors of antiquities and students of metals and enchantments.
Steed: (ESM) Constellation of The Steed with a Prime Aspect of Masser. Those born under
the sign of The Steed can move faster. (ESO) Steed is one of the Warrior's Charges, and her
Season is Mid Year. Those born under the sign of the Steed are impatient and always hurrying
from one place to another. The Steed shall speed your progress on the road to destiny.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

Steed Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located just south of the Blue Road, about
halfway between the Imperial City and Cheydinhal. Gives the greater power Hellride, which
fortifies your Speed attribute and Acrobatics skill.
Steel: (ESD) The standard armor material. Strong and fairly light. (ESLB) Standard armour
material, good strength. (ESM) Imperial steel weapons are standard issue for the elite units of
the Legions. Nobles, merchant-traders, and professional mercenaries prefer the higher quality
materials and craftsmanship of Imperial steel. Various other weapons of exotic design (in
particular, the tantos and katanas made in the Akaviri style) are also made of high-quality
steel.
Steel-Blue Entoloma Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from the Steel-Blue
Entoloma mushroom.
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Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Magicka
Fire Damage
Resist Frost
Burden

* Septims/Pound

Stendarr: (Bosmeri, Breton and Cyrodiil pantheon: God of Mercy) God of the Nine Divines,
Stendarr has evolved from his Nordic origins into a deity of compassion or, sometimes,
righteous rule. He is the patron of righteous might and merciful forbearance and the
inspiration of magistrates and rulers, the patron of the Imperial Legions, and the comfort of
the law-abiding citizen. He is said to have accompanied Tiber Septim in his later years. In
early Altmeri legends, Stendarr is the apologist of Men.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Stendarr's Hammer: (ESM) A big and extremely heavy war hammer. Rumor has it the God
of Justice himself wielded this hammer.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
130.000,00 1000,00 Damage Health
Drain Fatigue

* given in pounds

Sterdecan's Farm: (ESM) Sterdecan's Farm is north and east along the road from Dren
Plantation.
Steward: (ESM) The third rank in the East Empire Company hierarchy.
Stinkhorn Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from the Stinkhorn mushroom.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
480,00 Damage Health
Restore Magicka
Water Walking
Invisibility

* Septims/Pound

Stomach Rot: (ESD) Stomach Rot is a permanent condition, unless you are cured,
characterized by a slight daily drop in health.
Stone Fell: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
Stone of Alessia: (aka Stone of St. Alessia) (ESO) A relic of Bruma's Chapel of Talos. It is
said the Stone was blessed by Alessia herself, and while it remains in the chapel's possession,
no harm may come to the church.
Stonedale: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Stonefalls: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Stoneflower: (ESM) Stoneflowers are dark blue and the their stems bend towards the ground
when they are in bloom. The leaves look like they are folded along the stems.
Lit.: AJIRA, Flowers of Lake Amaya.

Stoneflower Petals: (ESM) Stoneflower petals are collected from a small common blue
flower of the Ascadian Isles and Azura's Coast.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Restore Strength
Fortify Magicka
Drain Luck
Fortify Personality
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Stoneforest: See → Balmora.
Stonehills: (ESA) Town in the province of Skyrim.
Stonemoor: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Stonesquare: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
Stonewastes: (ESA) Village in the province of Black Marsh.
Storm Atronach: (ESM) The storm atronach is a powerful Daedric summoning associated
with elemental lightning. Crystalline elemental shock compounds called shock salts may be
salvaged from the remains of banished storm atronachs.
Stormhold: (ESA) City-State in the province of Black Marsh. Stormhold lies on the northern
tip of the province.
Stormkiss: (ESM) 'Stormkiss' was Olmgerd's enchanted battle-axe. Back in the First Age
when the sons of Harald Hand-Free ruled the northern coasts of Tamriel, Olmgerd the
Outlaw, Harald's bastard, was buried as befits a Nord lord's son, in his ship, in the bottom of
an ancient Dunmer tomb. And of course they buried Stormkiss with him. From the skald's
telling, the burial was on a long finger of land on the southeast coast of Vvardenfell, on a little
island close to shore on the west coast of the peninsula.
Stormlords: (ESA) The arena team of Narsis of 3E 399/400.
Stormpfund Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the south of Solstheim, west of Fort
Frostmoth.
The Story of Lyrisius: (ESD) Title of a work by Bresne Smythe, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 406.
Strale, Naigon: (ESM, ESO) A Lord and Ambassador of Emperor Uriel Septim VII to the
court of Wayrest in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

Strangulation: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Drain Health, 70 points for 3 seconds.
Lit.: Strangulation Tome.

Strawberry: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from the Strawberry Bush.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Fatigue
Cure Poison
Damage Health
Reflect Damage

* Septims/Pound

Streetwise: (ESD) Streetwise is a skill checked whenever one attempts to be blunt, colloquial,
or otherwise informal in conversation. Characters considered Streetwise know all the slang,
attitude, and tone needed to be respected by the fringers of society. Underworld figures and
peasants tend to respond better to people who adopt their style.
Strength: (ESD) Strength governs encumbrance, weapon damage and the ease of increasing
strength-related skills. It affects how much damage you can cause in hand-to-hand and
weapon combat. (ESLB) Strength affects how much damage you can inflict in hand-to-hand
and weapon combat. The higher the Strength, the better the character's damage modifier. The
damage modifier affects the amount of damage done by the character's hands or weapons.
Strength also affects strength-related skills such as the character's weapon proficiencies.
(ESM) Affects how much you can carry, how much Fatigue you have, your starting health,
and how much damage you can do with melee weapons such as swords and axes. A creature's
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strength is its property of efficiently lifting, carrying, and manipulating objects. A stronger
creature can carry a greater weight of armor and equipment and strike more powerful blows
with hands and weapons. Governs the skills of Armorer, Blunt Weapon, Axe, Long Blade,
and Acrobatics. (ESO) The attribute which affects how much you can carry, how much
Fatigue you have, and how much damage you can do with melee weapons such as swords and
axes. Governs the skills of Blunt, Blade, and Hand to Hand.
Strength Leech: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration/Destruction. Transfers Strength
attribute points from target to caster on a successful strike.
Strongman: (ESM) The ninth rank in Vvardenfell's Camonna Tong hierarchy.
Stros M'kai: (PG1) Formerly the principality of Thassad II's heir, A'tor, Stros M'Kai's small
island serves as the office of Provisional Governor Amiel Richton, who is charged with the
protection and patrol of Hammerfell's barbarous southern coast. Lord-Admiral Richton was
the officer who defeated Prince A'tor in the Battle of Hunding Bay, and is the latest of a long
line of heroes to serve in the Colovian West Navy. Stros M'kai itself would be an unassuming
little port, famous only for its Dwemer Ruins (the largest in the northwestern coastlands of
Tamriel), were it not for its presently strategic location near the Cape of the Blue Divide, the
waters of the dread Aldmeri Dominion. (ESAR) In the old days, Stros M'Kai was the bustling
south heart of Hammerfell. Harbor jammed with shipping, sailors from all over walking the
streets. All the ships heading for the Iliac Bay pass through here. The Stros M'Kai Mages
Guild is fully chartered since CE 638. Stros M'Kai was the center of Crown resistance.
Stuhn: (ESM) (Skyrim pantheon: God of Ransom) Nordic precursor to Stendarr, brother of
Tsun. Shield-thane of Shor, Stuhn was a warrior god that fought against the Aldmeri
pantheon. He showed Men how to take, and the benefits of taking, prisoners of war.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Stunted Magicka: (ESM) Governing School: Destruction. Prevents the target from
regenerating Magicka while sleeping for the duration of the effect.
Subdun: (ESM) A cave on a small island southwest of Berandas.
Sud: (ESM) It is a cavern on the far west coast of Sheogorad, due west of Dagon Fel. There is
an inlet west of Dagon Fell before you reach the real coast. Do not be fooled by this.
Sudanit Mine: (ESM) An Ebony mine southeast of Fort Buckmoth. Sudanit is the only mine
House Redoran currently controls. To get there, go to Ald'ruhn and find the path between
Ald'ruhn and the Fort Buckmoth to the south. Follow this path east until you reach the
Ghostfence. Then keep to the right until you reach the mine.
Sufferthorn: (ESO) An enchanted blade.
Sujamma: (ESM) The local Dunmer liquor, sujamma, is extremely potent, and indulgence
results in elevated spirits and diminished mental faculties. The local Dunmer liquor, sujamma,
is extremely potent, and indulgence results in elevated spirits and diminished mental faculties.
Has a kick like a guar -- very strong, and just as stupid.
Sul, Marobar: Author of Ancient Tales of the Dwemer.
Sulipund: (ESM) Sulipund is a Velothi tower further along the trail from Punabi. Sulipund is
just before the fork in the path. Leave Balmora east and pass Fort Moonmoth. Then cross the
bridge to Molag Amur and follow the trail east until you reach a lake. You should see a
Dunmer stronghold to the south. If you head north on the path between the hills, Sulipund will
be on your left, just before the path splits.
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Sulphur: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
40,00 Resist Fire
Water Walking

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Waterwalking.

Summer Bolete Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from the Summer Bolete
mushroom and is a component of Sparkling Honeydew.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Agility
Shield
Damage Personality
Damage Endurance

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: TALAN, Wine Ingredient List.

Summer Months: (ESA) See → Months.
Summerset Isle: (ESM) The Summerset Isle is a green and pleasant land of fertile farmlands,
woodland parks, and ancient towers and manors. Most settlements are small and isolated, and
dominated by ruling seats of the local wizard or warlord. The Isle has few good natural ports,
and the natives are unwelcoming to foreigners, so the ancient, chivalric high culture of the
Aldmer is little affected by modern Imperial mercantilism. (ESO) One of the nine Imperial
provinces. Sumerset Isle is a green and pleasant land of fertile farmlands, woodland parks,
and ancient towers and manors. Most settlements are small and isolated, and dominated by
ruling seats of the local wizard or warlord. The Isle has few good natural ports, and the
natives are unwelcoming to foreigners, so the ancient, chivalric high culture of the Aldmer is
little affected by modern Imperial mercantilism.
(ESA) "My prophet says Summurset Isle is doomed to sink beneath the sea. He did not specify when, but it
sounded like soon."
(ESO) Unconfirmed rumors at the end of the third era: “I understand Daedra worship has become increasingly
prevalent in the Summerset Isle.” - “It seems Summerset Isle has become a much more dangerous place.” - “The
Altmer have powerful wizards. It could be a dangerous situation.” - “They say syndicates of wizards have led a
boycott of Imperial goods in the land of the Altmer.”
Notable Locations
City-States
Alinor
Cloudrest
Dusk
Firsthold
Lillandril
Shimmerene
Skywatch
Sunhold

Towns
Archen Grangrove
Belsport Run
Corgrad Wastes
Marnor Keep
Riverfield
Sea Keep
Vulkhel Guard
West Guard

Villages
Ebon Stadmont
Old Falls
Glenview
Riverwatch
Graddun Spring
Rosefield
Holly Falls
Silsailen Point
Karndar Watch
Silver Wood
Karnwasten Moor Thorheim Guard
Kings Haven
Wasten Coridale
Marbruk Brook
White Guard

(Source: ESA)
Lit.: Provinces of Tamriel.

Summon Ancestral Ghost: (ESM) This effect summons an ancestral ghost from the Outer
Realms. It appears six feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster
until the effect ends or the summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the
summoning disappears, returning to the Outer Realms. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Summon Bonelord: (ESM) This effect summons a bonelord from the Outer Realms.
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Summon Bonewalker: (ESM) This effect summons a lesser bonewalker from the Outer
Realms. It appears six feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster
until the effect ends or the summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the
summoning disappears, returning to the Outer Realms. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Summon Bonewolf: (ESM) This effect summons a bonewolf.
Summon Centurion Sphere: (ESM) This effect summons a centurion sphere from Oblivion.
It appears six feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the
effect ends or the summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the summoning
disappears, returning to Oblivion. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Summon Clannfear: (ESM) This effect summons a clannfear from Oblivion. It appears six
feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the effect ends or
the summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the summoning disappears,
returning to Oblivion. (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Expert
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Clannfear, 45 seconds. – See also →
Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Clannfear Tome.

Summon Daedroth: (ESM) This effect summons a daedroth from Oblivion. It appears six
feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the effect ends or
the summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the summoning disappears,
returning to Oblivion. (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Expert
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Daedroth, 30 seconds. – See also →
Summoning Spells.
(ESD) It is a great irony that summoning a daedra is a relatively simple matter, but banishing them, not so.
Lit.: Summon Daedroth Tome.

Summon Dremora: (ESM) This effect summons a dremora from Oblivion. It appears six feet
in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the effect ends or the
summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the summoning disappears, returning
to Oblivion. (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Dremora, 20 seconds. – See also →
Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Dremora Tome.

Summon Dremora Lord: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the
Master skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Dremora Lord, 35 seconds. – See
also → Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Dremora Lord Tome.

Summon Fabricant: (ESM) This effect summons a Verminous Fabricant. It appears six feet
in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the effect ends or the
summoning is killed. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Summon Faded Wraith: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the
Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Faded Wraith, 40 seconds. – See
also → Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Faded Wraith Tome.

Summon Flame Atronach: (ESM) This effect summons a flame atronach from Oblivion. It
appears six feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the
effect ends or the summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the summoning
disappears, returning to Oblivion. (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires
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the Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Flame Atronach, 30
seconds. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Flame Atronach Tome.

Summon Frost Atronach: (ESM) This effect summons a frost atronach from Oblivion. It
appears six feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the
effect ends or the summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the summoning
disappears, returning to Oblivion. (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires
the Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Frost Atronach, 35 seconds. –
See also → Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Frost Atronach Tome.

Summon Ghost: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Ghost, 25 seconds. – See also →
Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Ghost Tome.

Summon Gloom Wraith: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the
Master skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Gloom Wraith, 25 seconds. –
See also → Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Gloom Wraith Tome.

Summon Golden Saint: (ESM) This effect summons a golden saint from Oblivion. It appears
six feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the effect ends
or the summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the summoning disappears,
returning to Oblivion. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Summon Greater Bonewalker: (ESM) This effect summons a greater bonewalker from
Oblivion. It appears six feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster
until the effect ends or the summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the
summoning disappears, returning to Oblivion. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Summon Headless Zombie: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Headless Zombie, 25
seconds. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Headless Zombie Tome.

Summon Hunger: (ESM) This effect summons a hunger from Oblivion. It appears six feet in
front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the effect ends or the
summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the summoning disappears, returning
to Oblivion. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Summon Lich: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Master skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Lich, 20 seconds. – See also → Summoning
Spells.
Lit.: Summon Lich Tome.

Summon Scamp: (ESM) This effect summons a scamp from Oblivion. It appears six feet in
front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the effect ends or the
summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the summoning disappears, returning
to Oblivion. (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Scamp, 20 seconds. – See also →
Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Scamp Tome.
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Summon Skeleton: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the
Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Skeleton, 40 seconds. – See
also → Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Skeleton Tome.

Summon Skeleton Champion: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires
the Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Skeleton Champion, 25
seconds. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Skeleton Champ Tome.

Summon Skeleton Guardian: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Skeleton Guardian, 40
seconds. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Skeleton Guard Tome.

Summon Skeleton Hero: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the
Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Skeleton Hero, 50 seconds. – See
also → Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Skeleton Hero Tome.

Summon Skeletal Minion: (ESM) This effect summons a skeletal minion from Oblivion. It
appears six feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the
effect ends or the summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the summoning
disappears, returning to Oblivion. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Summon Spider Daedra: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the
Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Spider Daedra, 20 seconds. – See
also → Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Spider Daedra Tome.

Summon Storm Atronach: (ESM) This effect summons a storm atronach from Oblivion. It
appears six feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the
effect ends or the summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the summoning
disappears, returning to Oblivion. (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires
the Master skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Storm Atronach, 40 seconds.
– See also → Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Storm Atronach Tome.

Summon Winged Twilight: (ESM) This effect summons a winged twilight from Oblivion. It
appears six feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks the caster until the
effect ends or the summoning is killed. At death, or when the effect ends, the summoning
disappears, returning to Oblivion. – See also → Summoning Spells.
Summon Xivilai: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Master skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Xivilai, 30 seconds. – See also →
Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Xivilai Tome.

Summon Zombie: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Summon Zombie, 30 seconds. – See also →
Summoning Spells.
Lit.: Summon Zombie Tome.

Summoning Spells: (ESM) Governing School: Conjuration. Summoning spells summon
otherworldly creatures from the outer realms to ward and protect the caster for the duration of
the magical effect. It appears six feet in front of the caster and attacks any entity that attacks
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the caster until the effect ends or the summoned creature is killed. More common spells of this
sort include: summon ancestral ghost, summon least bonewalker, summon greater
bonewalker, summon skeletal minion, and summon scamp. More powerful spells of this class,
like summon dremora and summon daedroth, expend too much magicka to be practical for all
but master sorcerers. If summoned in town, the guards will attack you and the summoning on
sight.
Lit.: Darkest Darkness.

Sun Damage: (ESM) This effect causes the victim's health to be damaged while out of doors
when the sun is up. The magnitude is the amount of health damaged. Damage is modified by
the amount by the relative height of the sun in the sky, with the least damage at sunrise or
sunset.
Sun Stone: (ESM) One of the six Standing Stones used in the Ritual of the Gifts, representing
the All-Maker's Gift of the Sun. It is located in the southeast of Solstheim, east of the Iggnir
River and the Hirstaang Forest.

The symbol of the Sun Stone.

Suna ye sunnabe: (ESO) (Ayleid phrase) "Bless and blessed be".
Lit.: RAELYS ANINE, Ayleid Inscriptions and their Translations.

Sunder: (ESM) One of the three legendary artifacts forged by the High Priest and
Magecrafter of the ancient Dwemer, Kagrenac, which are known as 'Kagrenac's Tools.' It is
described as a legendary hammer which is said to be used to strike the heart of Lorkhan to
produce a pure tone which, by the following use of Keening, allows the wearer of
Wraithguard to gain an immortal and divine nature.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
400.000,00 40,00
Fortify Attack
Fortify Strength
Drain Fatigue
Fortify Endurance
Fortify Luck

* given in pounds
Lit.: The Five Songs of King Wulfharth. Dagoth Ur's Plans. GILVAS BARELO, Kagrenac's Tools. The Plan to
Defeat Dagoth Ur.

Sundercliff Watch: (ESO) Sundercliff Watch was once a waystation during the Reman
Dynasty, but has long since faded into disrepair and been all but forgotten. Rumour claims
that Sundercliff Watch was built on the ruins of Varsa Baalim, and inherited the curse of that
forgotten Ayleid City. The mines at Sundercliff boast the highest concentration of iron ore in
the Valus Mountains.
Lit.: FRATHEN DROTHAN, Journal.

Sunguard: (ESA) Town in the province of Skyrim.
Sunhold: (ESA) City-State in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Sunhous, Butha: (ESD) Author of Jokes.
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Sunkeep: (ESA) Town in the province of Hammerfell.
Sun's Dawn: (a.k.a. Suns Dawn) The second month of the Tamrielic calendar (the first spring
month; 28 days). – Cf. → Month, Time.
Sun's Death: (ESO) The eruption of the Vvardenfell volcano in 1E 668, causing ash rains and
the disappearance of the sun for a full year
Lit.: SINDERION, Nirnroot Missive.

Sun's Dusk: (a.k.a. Suns Dusk) The eleventh month of the Tamrielic calendar (the first winter
month; 30 days). – Cf. → Month, Time.
Sun's Height: (a.k.a. Suns Height) The seventh month of the Tamrielic calendar (the third
summer month; 31 days). – Cf. → Month, Time.
Sun's Rest: (ESA; ESD) On the 20th of Sun’s Height all stores are closed in observance of
Sun's Rest. Of course, the temples, taverns, and Mages Guild in the are still open their regular
hours, but most citizens chose to devote this day to relaxation, not commerce or prayer. This
is not a convenient arrangement for all, but the Merchants' Guild heavily fines any shop that
stays open, so everyone complies.
Superior Bound Armor: (ESO) A spell of the School of Conjuration which requires the
Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Bound Cuirass, 40 seconds; Bound Boots,
40 seconds; Bound Gauntlets, 40 seconds; Bound Greaves, 40 seconds; Bound Helmet, 40
seconds.
Lit.: Superior Absorb Spell Tome.

Superior Convalescence: (ESO) A spell of the School of Restoration which requires the
Expert skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Restore Health, 20 points for 4 seconds.
Lit.: Superior Bound Armor Tome.

Superior Dispel: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the Expert skill
and affects the caster himself. Effects: Dispel, 150 points.
Lit.: Superior Convalescence Tome.

Superior Drain Magicka: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the
Expert skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Drain Magicka, 100 points for 30
seconds.
Lit.: Superior Dispel Tome.

Superior Life Detection: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the
Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Detect Life, 120 ft for 60 seconds.
Lit.: Superior Drain Magicka Tome.

Superior Soul Trap: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the Expert
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Soul Trap, 10 ft for 40 seconds.
Lit.: Superior Life Detection Tome.

Superior Spell Absorption: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the
Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Spell Absorption, 20 points for 25 seconds.
Lit.: Superior Soul Trap Tome.

Superior Spell Reflection: (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which requires the
Expert skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Reflect Spell, 20% for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Superior Spell Reflection Tome.

Superior Wound: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Drain Health, 50 points for 10 seconds.
Lit.: Superior Wound Tome.
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Sur Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine northwest of Falensarano.
Suran: (ESM) Suran is an agricultural and busy trading village on Lake Masobi, gateway to
the lakes, farms, and plantations of the Ascadian Isles region. Pilgrims visiting the Temple
pilgrimage sites at Fields of Kummu and the Shrine of Molag Bal seek lodgings in Suran.
Suran also provides food and services for the farmers and plantation owners of the Ascadian
Isles, the rich agricultural lands south and west of Suran. In this country of lakes and islands,
travelers need water-walk or levitate magic or strong swimming skills. The local tradesmen
and trainers include Dranas Sarathram at the Suran Slave Market, Garothmuk gro-Muzgúb the
smith, Ibarnadad Assirnarari the apothecary, Goldyn Belaram the pawnbroker, Verara Rendo
the clothier, Ranosa Gilvayn the trader, and Ralds Oril the trader. Ashumanu Eraishah is
publican of Suran Tradehouse. For services for House Hlaalu retainers and kin, go to Oran
Manor. Avon Oran of Oran Manor is the House Hlaalu Lord of Suran. For Temple services,
go to the Suran Temple. The Temple is at the south end of town, and the silt strider port is to
the north. Elynu Saren is the priest of the Suran Temple. Helviane Desele is publican of
Desele's House of Earthly Delights.
The Fields of Kummu pilgrimage site is southeast of town, and the Shrine of Molag Bal is
north of town. The farms and plantations of the Ascadian Isles lie southeast across Lake
Masobi, except for Ules Manor, across the lake west of Suran. Nevena Ules, the Grandmaster
of the House Hlaalu Council, lives at Ules Manor. Plantations to the southwest include Orvas
Dren of Dren Plantation, Rovone Arvel of Arvel Manor, Direr Arano of Arano Plantation, and
Gurak gro-Bagrat of gro-Bagrat Plantation. Arvel Manor, Arano Plantation, gro-Bagrat
Plantation, and Dren Plantation are southwest across the lake. To visit them, you swim, fly, or
waterwalk; there're no convenient bridges.
Surfeit of Thieves: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Aniis Noru, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Surirulk: (ESM) A cave on the way which leads to Rotheran.
Sutch: (ESO) A city in Hammerfell.
Lit.: Thief of Virtue.

Svana the Knife: (ESM) A Nord female who became Thirsk's thirteenth chieftain and ruled
over it for four years (c. 3E 399 - 3E 403). She slew Gretta Wolf-Child and presented her
sword as a battle trophy.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Swamp Fever: (ESM) Swamp fever is a mild common disease affecting the victim's strength
and behavior. It may be contracted from the mudcrab. The symptoms include high body
temperature and delirium, but there are no easily visible signs. It can be cured with a standard
potion of cure disease, or you may attempt to cure it with a spell.
Swamp Rot: (ESD) Swamp Rot makes your willpower, agility, and strength fall every day,
until you waste away or are cured.
Swamp Tentacle: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Swamp Tentacle plant of
Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Personality
Water Breathing
Water Walking
Fortify Health

* Septims/Pound

Swampy Cave: (ESO) A cave in the north of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, southeast of Harlun's
Watch.
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Sweeps: (ESM) The name of "a forgotten guild," mentioned in the thirty-third sermon of The
Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.
Sweetcake: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Fatigue
Feather
Restore Health
Burden

* Septims/Pound

Sweetpin of Secrets: (ESLB) Renders the power of Minor Delayed Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Sweetpulp: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from the Sweetbarrel plant.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
Paralyze
Levitate
Resist Paralysis
Restore Health

* Septims/Pound

Sweetroll: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Fatigue
Resist Disease
Damage Personality
Fortify Health

* Septims/Pound

Swift Swim: (ESM) Governing School: Alteration. This effect temporarily increases the
swimming speed of the subject
Swimming: (ESD) A better Swimming skill gives you more speed and endurance in the
water. It also enables you to hold your breath longer. Argonians have a natural advantage in
this, but they can imporve their abilities with this skill. (ESLB) Governing attribute:
Endurance. The better the character's Swimming skill, the faster and longer he or she can
swim.
Swirl of the Bright Well: (ESLB) Renders the power of Spell Absorption.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Sword of the Crusader: (ESO) The Sword was originally created by Arkay, according to
legend.
Swordsman: (DC) The third rank in the Fighters Guild hierarchy. (ESM, ESO) The fourth
rank in the Fighters Guild hierarchy.
Sword-singer: (ESD, ESAR) The Sword-singers grew from the desert artisans and were
initially recruited from the young sons and daughters of the high families of Yokuda. They
built the first temple to the unknown gods of War and build a training hall "The Hall of the
Virtues of War". Within a few generations the way of the sword - the song of the blade - had
become their life. They kept their poetry and artisanship in building beautiful swords woven
with magic and powers from the unknown gods. The greatest among them became known as
Ansei or "Saints of the Sword". Each of these began their own training schools teaching their
individual way of the sword. Those Ansei of the highest virtue wandered the country side
engaging in battle, righting wrongs, and seeking to end the strife. The Sword Singers were
never a numerous people. The harsh desert kept the births few, and growing up in the
unforgiving wastes eliminated all but those of iron spirit and will. After the "War of the
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Singers" (c. 1E 806/807), all surviving Sword-singers followed Frandar Hunding to the great
port city of Arch, in the province of Seawind, where Hunding had a flotilla of ships waiting.
The Singers left their desert for a new land. In honor of their final battle, they named their
new land Hammerfell and adopted the name Redguards. - Cf. → Shehai Shen She Ru.
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes.

Syffim: (ESO) Tsaesci term for 'soldiers'. Name under which the Fighters' Guild was
originally founded in 2E 320.
Sygria: (ESD) A 'godlike' Fey variant mentioned in SZUN TRIOP's The Faerie.
Syl: (ESO) The Lady of Dementia, and Duchess of that land. She is known to be highly
paranoid, believing everyone around her to be a potential enemy.
Sylon: (ESM, ESO) A Prince of Camlorn, the younger brother of Lady Jyllia Raze. He was
said to be a most perverse and cruel contemporary.
Lit.: MERA LLYKITH, The Mystery of Princess Talara.

Sylphim: See → Faerie.
Symmachus: (ESD) King of Wayrest, b. 2E 865, d. 3E 391. Symmachus was the husband of
Queen Barenziah and father of Helseth and Morgiah.
Syrabane: (ESM) (Altmeri pantheon: Warlock's God) An Aldmeri god-ancestor of magic,
Syrabane aided Bendu Olo in the Fall of the Sload. Through judicious use of his magical ring,
Syrabane saved many from the scourge of the Thrassian Plague. He is also called the
Apprentices' God, for he is a favorite of the younger members of the Mages Guild. (ESO) An
Archmage of the Mages Guild. – Cf. → Warlock's Ring.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.
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Tadras Banks: (ESM) A location mentioned in The Battle of Molag Beran.
Taheritae: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A sage, quoted in The Monomyth, and in CELARUS THE
LOREMASTER's The Old Ways.
Tal Marog Ker's Researches: (ESM) See Harvest's End, 3E 172.
Talanian, Turedus: (ESM) Author of The Affairs of Wizards. At the time of the publication
of his book he was a member of the Great House Telvanni in the services of Master Aryon.
A Tale of Kieran: (ESD) Title of a work which was edited by Vegepythicus. It comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 406.
Tale of the Whole Flesh: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Major Cure Health.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Tales and Tallows: (ESA, ESD) No other holiday divides the people of Tamriel like the 3rd
of Hearth Fire. A few of the oldest, more superstitious men and women do not speak all day
long for fear that the evil spirits of the dead will enter their bodies. Most citizens enjoy the
holiday, calling it Tales and Tallows, but even the most lighthearted avoid the dark streets, for
everyone knows the dead do walk tonight. Only the Mages Guild completely thrives on this
day. In celebration of the oldest magical science, necromancy, all magical items are half price
today.
Tallatha: (ESM, ESO) The name of a spiritual or magical being, conjured by the witches of
the Skeffington Coven.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Talos: (ESM) Tiber Septim was born on the continent of Atmora with the name 'Talos'. When
he became Emperor of Tamriel, he took a Cyrodilic name -- Tiber Septim, the Dragon of the
North. (ESO) Talos and Tiber Septim are one and the same. Rather, Tiber Septim ascended to
godhood upon his death, and became Talos. With the apotheosis of Tiber Septim, the face of
the divine was transformed. Talos ascended and the Eight became Nine. - Talos, the
Dragonborn, is the patron of questing knights.
Talos Bridge: (ESO) The main bridge which connects the Imperial City with the surrounding
mainland to the west.
Talos Cult: (ESM) They are a group that reveres Tiber Septim.
Talwinque: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the south of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, northeast of
Kvatch and west-northwest of Skingrad.
Tamarilyn Point: (ESD) A place in the province of High Rock where a flower festival called
Gardtide is celebrated on the 1st of Rains Hand.
Lit.: THETH-I's Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

The Tamarilyn Witches: (ESD) A coven of witches in Menevia in the province of High
Rock.
Tamriel: (ESA) The world of Tamriel is vast, roughly three to four thousand kilometers east
to west and two to three thousand kilometers north to south. (PG1) Tamriel itself is generally
divided into eight major regions: Skyrim, Cyrodiil, High Rock, the Aldmeri Dominion of the
Summerset Isles and Valenwood, Hammerfell, Morrowind, and the Elsweyr Confederacy.
Some of these, such as Morrowind or Skyrim, have historically been unified into kingdoms;
others, such as High Rock or Elsweyr, are looser groupings of many kingdoms, chiefdoms,
village confederations, and so forth, united under a dominant race or culture. At its zenith, the
Second Empire formally organized these disparate groups into the Imperial Provinces, which
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were administered by provincial governors, either dispatched directly from Cyrodiil or
appointed from the native populations. (Morrowind is a notable exception, having never been
conquered by the original Cyrodilic Empire and thus escaping investment as an Imperial
Province.). With the fall of the Cyrodilic Empire control reverted to the individual rulers of
each province, resulting in centuries of chaos, as many of the provinces devolved into
independent kingdoms and petty statelets. Now, happily, all of the human kingdoms have
been recovered by the Third Empire of Tiber Septim, and once again they all bear the proud
title of Imperial Provinces. (ESO) The Empire of Tamriel encompasses the nine Imperial
provinces Skyrim, High Rock, Hammerfell, Summerset Isle, Valenwood, Elsweyr, Black
Marsh, Morrowind, and Cyrodiil.
Lit.: Provinces of Tamriel.

Tamrielic Artifacts: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work attributed to Yagrum Bagarn, the last living
Dwemer. A corrupted edition of his manuscript was anonymously published in one volume
before 3E 428, a correct one-volume edition (although still anonymously) between 3E 428
and 3E 433.
Tamrielic Lore: See Tamrielic Artifacts.
Taneth: (ESA) Port City-State in the province of Hammerfell.
(ESA) "The port city of Taneth welcomes thee unto its soil. We bids thee, be not fearful of the Arena, but stand
forward tall and proud, as our team the War Eagles do, for here they are home..."

Tang Mo: (ESO) One of the four major nations of Akavir. Tang Mo is the "Thousand
Monkey Isles". There are many breeds of monkey-folk, and they are all kind, brave, and
simple (and many are also very crazy). They can raise armies when they must, for all of the
other Akaviri nations have, at one time or another, tried to enslave them. They cannot decide
who they hate more, the Snakes or the Demons, but ask one, and he will probably say,
"Snakes". Though once bitter enemies, the monkey-folk are now allies with the tiger-folk of
Ka Po' Tun.
Lit.: Mysterious Akavir.

Tanto: (ESD) A short stabbing spike, less than a foot in length. (ESM) Short-bladed multi.purpose weapons, quick to strike and break. The tanto is a stylish dagger variant of Akaviri
design. For obscure reasons, the Telvanni prefer them to standard daggers as a matrix for their
enchantments, and Telvanni mercenaries are often equipped with enchanted tantos by their
mage-lord patrons.
Taproot: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Spriggan. It is said that eating
taproot can bring you good luck.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
53,33 Restore Luck
Damage Endurance
Resist Poison
Shock Shield

* Septims/Pound

Tardorn Wood: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Tarlain Heights: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
Tasus, Teo Bravillius: (ESO) One of the Empress Alessia's centurions, for whom the town
Bravil is named.
Lit.: SATHYR LONGLEAT, Bravil.

Taunt: (ESM) Attacking a person in town is illegal, and guards will come and arrest you if
you start a fight. One way to get into a fight without getting arrested is to taunt a person into
taking the first swing, thereby allowing you to defend yourself without fear of prosecution.
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Tava: (ESM) (Yokudan pantheon: Bird God) Yokudan spirit of the air. Tava is most famous
for leading the Yokudans to the isle of Herne after the destruction of their homeland. She has
since become assimilated into the mythology of Kynareth. She is still very popular in
Hammerfell among sailors, and her shrines can be found in most port cities.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Taverns and Inns: (ESA) Taverns are the homes of all weary travelers who wish to sleep a
safe night under a roof. At a tavern or inn you may sleep, get a drink, or just sit and listen to
rumors. It is said that some of the greatest adventures started in the back of a smoke filled
pub, as tales were woven to the delight of the people. There are three things that a tavern or
inn can assist you with: 1. Getting a Drink to ease a parched throat. The ale and beer will flow
freely, as long as there’s coin to pay. Be careful though, too much can adversely affect your
abilities! 2. Getting a Room so that you can relax and recuperate. Sleep is the only nonmagical means of healing injuries. By renting a room, you will assure yourself of at least one
safe haven in an unfamiliar city. One warning: you will not be allowed to camp within a city’s
walls. You may only camp within a tavern in which you have rented a room. Like much in the
world of Tamriel, room prices can be negotiated. 3. Hearing Rumors about the world of
Tamriel. Rumors can aid you in completing quests, getting clues to legendary locations, or
even solving certain puzzles. If there is something in particular you wish to know about, the
best way is to ask about it. (ESD) If you do not own a house, the next most civilized place to
rest and recuperate is the local tavern. There you can get a room with relative privacy, have a
flagon of ale, enjoy the bard's versifications, and chat with the pub regulars. Some of the
greatest adventures have had their starts in smokey, noisy taverns.
The innkeeper handles most of the work at the inn, so he is the one you will want to talk with first.

Tavia: (ESM, ESO) First Era Empress, the wife of Emperor Reman Cyrodiil III. In 1E 2913,
he locked her up in the castle Giovese in Gideon (Black Marsh), where she remained until her
death on Hearth Fire 6, 2920.
Lit.: CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Tawashi, Yaqut: (ESM, ESO) Author of Withershins.
Taxman: (ESM) The fourth rank in the Imperial Office of Census and Excise hierarchy.
Taxtaker: (ESM) The fifth rank in the Imperial Office of Census and Excise hierarchy.
Tear: (ESA) City-State in the province of Morrowind. The southeastern port city of Tear is
also known as the Jewel of the East. Of all the City-States in Morrowind, Tear is most open to
trade and commerce. (ESM) It's also called Dres since it's the home of House Dres. Too hot
for me, though. It's practically in Argonia.
Tear of Despair: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Major Continuous Damage to the victim.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Tel Aruhn: (ESM) Tel Aruhn is the wizard's tower and village of the Telvanni Archmagister
Gothren. The tower sits on the high ground in the center of the island. The Plot and Plaster
tradehouse and most public services, including an enchanter, a smith, a trader, and an
apothecary, lie northeast of the tower. There's a publican at the Plot and Plaster tradehouse,
and a Mages Guild member in residence there who offers training. Savile Imayn runs the
Festival Slave Market northwest of the tower. At Tel Aruhn tower itself, in the lower tower,
they have an apothecary, alchemist, enchanter, healer, all House Telvanni retainers. The upper
tower is reserved for Lord Gothren and his retainers. Daynas Darys is the shipmaster for the
docks to the south. Travel crosscountry to the southeast until you reach the water. Tel Aruhn
is on an island in Zafirbel Bay, a long swim from shore. From the Dunmer stronghold
Indoranyon, go south. From Sadrith Mora, Tel Aruhn is due west. From Tel Fyr, Tel Aruhn is
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north. Here's another landmark. Thiralas Ancestral Tomb is on the mainland, near the bay. Tel
Aruhn is the second island southeast from this tomb. (ESO) A First Era High Elven wizard
tower on Vvardenfell. CARLOVAC TOWNWAY calls Tel Aruhn a 'key strategic border castle.'
Lit.: AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man. - CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the
First Era

Tel Branora: (ESM) Tel Branora is the tower and seat of the eccentric House Telvanni
wizard named Mistress Therana. The tower and its tiny village are located on a rocky
promontory at the southeasternmost tip of Azura's Coast. The tower has a sorcerer, alchemist,
nightblade, and monk -- House Telvanni, of course. Fadase Selvayn is a trader. In the tower,
Mistress Therana is the lady sorceress. Darvasa Vedas is her second-in-command, and the
Altmer Mollimo of Cloudrest is her guard captain. Trerayna Dalen, Mistress Therana's
Telvanni challenger, has a camp just outside the village. Llorayna Sethan runs Sethan's
Tradehouse. Get food and rooms from Sethan's Tradehouse. Galen Berer sells and repairs
armor and weapons. A few others in the village may offer training. Ships go to Ebonheart,
Vivec, Molag Mar, and Sadrith Mora. The nearest settlement is Molag Mar, up the peninsula
to the north. The Bal Fell ruin lies far to the west, across the bay. That's an old Daedric ruin.
Tel Fyr: (ESM) Tel Fyr is the Telvanni tower of Sorcerer-Lord Divayth Fyr on an island
southwest of Sadrith Mora, on an island on the southwestern edge of Zafirbel Bay and close
to the mainland. Look for a tall tower, a dock, and a ship. The entrance to the tower is at water
level, on the northern tip of the island, near the dock. Beneath the tower is the Corprusarium,
a refuge-prison where the deranged, distorted victims of the deadly corprus disease are housed
and tended. In good weather, by day, the tower is easy to see. If you miss the tower and hit the
beaches of the mainland, walk back and forth along the beaches and look for the tower; it's
clearly visible from the beach. The nearest settlements are Tel Aruhn across the bay to the
north, and Sadrith Mora across the bay to the northeast. At Sadrith Mora, find Wolverine
Hall, Fighters Guild, and ask the scout Sondryn Irathi for detailed directions to Tel Fyr. You
must water-walk or swim from Sadrith Mora. Bring levitation potions. No stairs in the tower.
Tel Mora: (ESM) Tel Mora is the Telvanni tower of Mistress Dratha, an ancient wizard of the
Telvanni Council. The small settlement includes a few craftsfolk and a tradehouse. There's a
Telvanni mage, sorcerer, nightblade, and alchemist. Outside the tower you will find Berwen
the trader, Radras the smith, Elenan the clothier, and Jolda the apothecary. The trader is on a
bridge east from the tower island, the clothier is on an island to the south, and the smith and
apothecary are further past the trader, on a small island to the east. The Covenant is our
tradehouse. Thaeril is the publican at the Covenant and can rent you a room and sell food and
sundries. Tel Mora is a good distance north along the coast. You could travel cross country,
but travel by ship to Tel Mora is cheap and reliable from the Tel Aruhn docks south of here.
Ships go to Sadrith Mora, Tel Aruhn, Vos, and Dagon Fel. (ESO) A First Era High Elven
wizard tower on Vvardenfell.
Lit.: AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man.
(ESM) Mistress Dratha doesn't like men. She won't roast you or anything. But if you're a male and want
something from her, like a favor, or a job, be very proper and polite. Don't try to be funny. She does hire men for
various tasks. It is possible that she saves the nasty work for males.

Tel Mothrivra: (ESM, ESO) A key strategic border castle in Morrowind, mentioned in
CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.
Tel Naga: (ESM) See → Sadrith Mora.
Tel Uvirith: (ESM) See → Uvirith's Grave.
Tel Vos: (ESM) Tel Vos is the tower of Telvanni wizard and council member Master Aryon.
Tel Vos is a peculiar blend of Telvanni and Western architectural styles. Vos village is just to
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the east. Services like trainers and tradesmen are in the northwest tower, which is called the
Services Tower. Milar Maryon is the healer. Alenus Vendu is an enchanter. An Altmer, Andil,
is the apothecary, and Mirvon Andrethi is a monk who provide services to Telvanni. If you're
here to see Master Aryon or Turedus Talanian, Aryon's mercenary captain, look for a door
facing south onto a fungus pad, way up the air on a central spire-vine, south of the Central
Tower.
Telasero: (ESM) A Dunmer stronghold between Suran and the Silt Strider port near Molag
Mar.
Telekinesis: (ESD) Telekinesis allows the caster to move objects at a distance, by mental
exertion. (ESM) Governing School: Mysticism. This effect allows the subject to pick up
items, open containers, or open interior doors from a distance. The magnitude is the increased
number of feet the subject can reach. (ESO) A spell of the School of Mysticism which
requires the Expert skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Telekinesis, 30 ft for 45
seconds.
Lit.: Telekinesis Tome.

Telepe: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, northwest of
Leyawiin.
Teleport: (ESD) Teleports caster to a chosen location. The caster must cast the spell in the
designated location initially, then will be able to teleport there later. (ESLB) Governing
school: Thaumaturgy. With this spell, the caster can set a location in the dungeon as an anchor
and transport himself instantly to a previously set anchor. - Cf. → Mark and → Recall.
Telvanni: (ESM) House Telvanni is one of the three Dunmer Great Houses with holdings on
Vvardenfell. The Telvanni wizard-lords have traditionally isolated themselves, pursuing
wisdom and mastery in solitude. But certain ambitious wizards-lords, their retainers, and
clients have entered whole-heartily into the competition to control and exploit Vvardenfell's
land and resources, building towers and bases all along the eastern coast. The Telvanni think
that wisdom confers power, and power confers right. The councilors of House Telvanni meet
in Sadrith Mora, which means 'forest of the mushrooms'.
Lit.: Brown Book of 3E 426. - The Affairs of Wizards.

Telvanni Bug Musk: (ESM) Telvanni bug musk is an expensive perfume made from the
scent glands of Grazelands beetles. The substance is sold in sealed flasks, and appears as a
dark red-brown paste. The subtle but compelling fragrance is attractive to all mortal races and
all sexes. Even a barbarian can be persuasive wearing this perfume.
Telvanni Compound: (ESM) See → Vivec (City)
Telvanni Council Hall: (ESM) The Council Hall is the big sphere down by the Sadrith Mora
harbor. The Telvanni Mouths -- the representative who speak for the councilors -- are in
residence there.
Telvanni Hospitality: (ESM) House Telvanni is rather casual in its commitment to the
Tribunal Temple and its teachings -- an unfortunate consequence of the wizard's preoccupation with power for its own sake, and not as a means to better the physical and spiritual
well-being of the people. In fact, we are lucky they were willing to grant us these cramped,
dark chambers. For many years, we had neither shrine for blessings nor Temple staff in
Sadrith Mora.
Telvanni Mouths: (ESM) The Telvanni mage-lords are far too busy and important to attend
council meetings. So they have representatives called 'Mouths' who attend to council business
for them. Each Telvanni Mouth represents his or her patron, who is one of the older and more
respected members of the Council. Mouths are proteges of their wizards, and expected to step
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into their shoes when their masters die. The Mouths receive messengers from their patrons
and cast their patron's votes in the Council. They have complete authority to speak for their
lords, but they often defer the tough decisions to their masters.
Telvanni Tower Urban Styles: (ESM) In Telvanni villages, the settlement is dominated by
the wizard's residence called a 'Telvanni tower', a fantastic organic form grown and sculpted
from stems, caps, and root-like holdfasts of the giant native mushrooms. The tower is often
surrounded by a village of smaller mushroom pods hollowed out for craftsmen and
commoners. Open-air markets often include the giant cages displaying the wares of the
slavemasters.
Sadrith Mora is the only place to shop for goods and services in the Telvanni District. All the other Telvanni
settlements are small, with very few services and very poor selections.

Temple: (1) (ESA) The temples of any City-State, Town, or Village are the haven of active
adventurers. Here you can be healed, curses can be lifted, and diseases can be cured. Temples
also offer blessings for those about to enter the wilderness or dungeons. Keep in mind that
prices will vary from city to city and province to province. There are important main services
a Temple provides: (a) healing injured characters so that they can continue their adventures.
For a small fee based upon the damage to the victim, a character can be healed of all injury
sustained, whether they arrived at their dire state through magical or mundane combat; (b)
curing characters that have been unfortunate enough to suffer any number of dangerous
maladies that can affect an adventurer. Temples will cure any malady including poisoning,
disease, and curses. The cost will depend upon the victim’s level and damage; (c) blessing
characters on any action performed within the next twenty-four hours. This can be especially
useful to the person that needs just that little extra luck against a stronger or tougher
adversary, or just to even the odds. Blessing can make the difference between finishing a
quest successfully, or not exiting at all. The cost is dependent upon how much is donated to
the temple in question. As with all places, temples may show partiality to those from its own
province. (ESD) Mara's temples are called Benevolences, just like the God of Work and
Commerce calls His temples Resolutions. Temples devoted to Akatosh are always called
Chantries, those devoted to Julianos are called Schools. Any temple dedicated to Dibella, the
Goddess of Beauty, is called a House of Dibella. – (2) (ESM) See → Tribunal Temple.
Temple Compound: (ESM) See → Vivec (City).
Temple of Agamanus: (ESA) The Temple of Agamanus lies in Elsweyr near the City-State
of Corinth.
Temple of Kynareth: (ESD) The Temple of Kynareth worships the Goddess of the Air, the
spirit who supposed first gave Morihaus the Lord's Mail.
"Our Lady is the Goddess Kynareth whose sphere is the Heavens itself. She is sometimes called the Goddess of
Air, the Pure One. It was She who gave the Lords Mail to the Warrior Lord Morihaus to combat the unclean
Daedric spirits. By the glory of our Lady, we have become the greatest physicians in Tamriel -- our ability to
cure magical and mundane diseases is truly unrivalled. Other temples cure only their own priests, but we are
philanthropists. Of course, the Goddess shows special favor on Her own. We do take in new initiates, provided
they show devotion to the Goddess and have the skill to make their devotion worthwhile."

Temple of Stendarr: (ESD) The cult devoted to the God of Mercy and Peace is called the
Temple of Stendarr. They are among the greatest charitable institutions in the land. His
temples attempt to carry His message of peace to all Tamriel.
"Our God is the God of Mercy, Stendarr. Some mock our compassion, calling us sentimental fools and
tenderhearts. But the truth is that everyone, no matter their strength, crawls to us when Sai, the God of Luck
deserts them as he is prone to do. Our gift to the traveller is a simple one -- we heal those who are in pain. For
more complicated ailments, diseases and poisonings, we direct you to the Temple of Kynareth. With due respect,
for they are the finest apothecaries and we, the finest chirurgeons. If one possesses the desire and aptitude, one
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may join the Temple. Though we desire to help all Tamrielans, we only possess the means to train and assist a
small handful. Sometimes, it is best to begin one's compassion with oneself."

Temple of the Ancestor Moths: (ESO) A monastery in the far northeast of Cyrodiil's Jerall
Mountains, beyond Cheydinhal. It is where retired, blind Moth priests go to wait out the rest
of their days and old priests care for moths that spin silk. When they are too old or too blind
to work, they are sent to the Temple of the Ancestor Moths. There they live in total darkness
in a secret underground labyrinth. The monastery is extensive and well guarded.
Temple of the Ancestors: (ESO) The center of the ancient Ayleid capital of Nibenay,
nowadays commonly known as White Gold Tower. It was sacked thousands of years ago by
humans led by Alessia. The Imperial City is built over the ruins of that ancient city.
Temple of the Emperor Zero: (ESO) A temple in the far southwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay,
south of Bravil.
Temple of the Nine Divines: (DC) See → Imperial Cult.
Ten Ancestors: (ESO) A set of ten Ayleid statues. They were once part of the Temple of the
Ancestors in the ancient Ayleid capital. They were removed from the temple before its sack
by Men. According to legend they were hidden in various Ayleid settlements across Cyrodiil,
although noone knows the exact location of any of them.
The Ten Commands of the Nine Divines: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work,
which comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Ten Pace Boots: (ESM) Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 30,000 gold for them.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
140.000,00 60,00
Fortify Speed
Fortify Athletics
Drain Fatigue
Slowfall

* given in pounds

Tenmar Forest: (ESA) Town in the province of Elsweyr. (ESM, ESO) A region or forest in
Elsweyr's south, located between Torval to its northwest and Senchal in the southeast.
According to CALLONUS, the Tenmar forest is the home of the Dagi and Dagi-raht, two of the
less common forms of Khajiit who live in its trees.
Lit.: CODUS CALLONUS, Mixed Unit Tactics in the Five Years War.

Tenmar Wall: (ESA) Town in the province of Black Marsh.
Terminator: (DC, ESM) The seventh rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy.
Tero, Ulvius: (ESO) A Blades Archivist and editor of The Warp in the West.
Terrifying Presence: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Master skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Demoralize up to level 17 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Terrifying Presence Tome.

Thadon: (ESO) The Lord of Mania, and Duke of that land. He is known to be obsessed with
mind-altering food and drink.
Thagore: (ESD) A First Era King of Daggerfall, who in 1E 609 defeated the army of
Glenpoint. Under his reign Daggerfall became the preeminant economic, cultural, and
military force in southern High Rock, a position the kingdom has precariously kept ever since.
Lit.: ODIVA GALLWOOD, A History of Daggerfall.

Thaik: (ESD) A Redguard with a connection to Hammerfell's underworld.
Thalas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Ashlands, east of the Daedric ruin Assarnatamat.
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Tharn, Jagar: The infamous Imperial Battlemage which betrayed his Emperor of Tamriel,
Uriel Septim VIII. Part Dark Elf, part High Elf, he was allegedly born in southern Valenwood
of a Wood Elven mother, before he undertook many travels throughout Tamriel. Before his
appointment to Imperial Battlemage in 3E 376, he spent some time as a mage-priest at the
Temple of Sethiete in Camlorn. When Tharn left Camlorn, many books of powerful and
forgotten spells and lore about artifacts disappeared with him.
As the Imperial Battlemage, Tharn became Emperor Uriel Septim VII's close advisor. From
3E 376 until 3E 389 Septim greatly benefitted from Tharn's arcane support and shrewd
council, but in 3E 389 Tharn betrayed his Emperor, imprisoned him and his loyal followers in
an alternate dimension of his own creation and assumed the Emperor's aspect. For the next ten
years, Tharn abused imperial privilege but did not continue Uriel VII's schedule of
reconquest. In 3E 396 Jagar Tharn made a deal with Mehrunes Dagon and offered Dagon
control of the Battlespire, an otherwordly training school for Battlemages. It is not yet entirely
known what Tharn's goals and personal accomplishments were during the ten years he
masqueraded as his liege lord, but his neglect and mismanagement of Imperial affairs resulted
in a steady decline in the Empire's economic prosperity. In 3E 399 Tharn died in the Imperial
Palace by the hands of a Champion named Talin. Although Tharn officially had no children,
rumor has it that Queen Barneziah of Morrowind bore him a son in 3E 391, whose
whereabouts are unknown.
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, The Real Barenziah. STERN GAMBOGE, Biography of Barenziah. RUFUS HAYN, A Short Life
of Uriel Septim VII. STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire, vol. IV.

Tharys Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in Vvardenfell's Bitter Coast
region, just northeast of Seyda Neen.
Thaumaturgy: (ESD) Thaumaturgy refers to the School of Thaumaturgy, one of the six
avenues of magica study. This School concentrates on exposing or manipulating known
forces and objects within their natural laws. It is evident in spells like Levitation and
Detection. A Thaumaturgical spell does not change the appearance or structure of a force or
object, but can manipulate laws temporarily, as evident in such spells as Levitate and
Detection. (ESLB) Governing attribute: Willpower. The School of Thaumaturgy focuses on
manipulating known forces and objects within their natural laws. The better the character's
skill, the easier buying, learning, and casting spells is in this School.
Thedret: (ESO) One of Cyrodiil's famous Knights of the Nine of the early Third Era. Sir
Thedret was of Redguard origin.
Lit.: KAROLINE OF SOLITUDE, The Knights of the Nine.

Theft: (ESD) Also called Larceny. Any act of stealing, taking, or, without explicit written or
verbal permission (or what a reasonable person would infer as implied permission) an item or
items from a person, group of persons, or entity a reasonable person might assume to be
sentient's place of residence, business, person, or other location a reasonable person would
assume is secured from looting. The punishment for this crime may include a fine or
incarceration, or a fine and incarceration.
Lit.: ANCHIVIUS, Legal Basics.

Thelas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Bitter Coast region, on the eastern mainland shore of the small island south of the Odai
River's mouth.
Therana: (ESM) A Telvanni Mistress and Mage Lord of the Council of Vvardenfell's Great
House Telvanni in the first quarter of the fifth century 3E. Her residence was the Tower of Tel
Branora, her Mouth in the Telvanni Council Hall the mage Felisa Ulessen. Therana was very
eccentric and unpredictable, and it was hard to get and keep her attention long enough to ask
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questions. She was easily distracted and losing her mind. She was obsessed by and decorating
her home with rotting kwama eggs.

Mistress Therana in 3E 427.
Lit.: Brown Book of Great House Telvanni (ed. 3E 426).

Therion: (ESO) Author of Book of Most Arcane Covenants, mentioned in CAMILONWE OF
ALINOR, Liminal Bridges. A Discourse On The Theory and Praxis of Travelling Between
Mundus and Oblivion.
Theth-i: (ESD) Author of Holidays of the Iliac Bay.
Theurgist: (ESM) The ninth rank in the Imperial Cult hierarchy.
Thief: (1) (ESA) Quick, agile, cunning, Thieves use agility and speed to steal for a living.
They are useful in combat to surprise the enemy, scout, or try for critical hits. Thieves have a
chance per level of experience to score a critical hit when attacking an opponent. A critical hit
is defined as 3x the damage the weapon normally does. Thieves are the fastest to rise in
experience levels. They start with 25 health points plus a d10 in health. Thieves have the
ability to pick locks and pockets. This ability increases as the Thief increases in levels. (ESD)
Crime most certainly pays. Ask any thief. The thief is the most versatile criminal class,
capable of any skulduggery and sham. Thieves are well known for their adeptness in using
stealth, speed, and cunning to steal for a living. For thiefly skills, a high agility is essential,
and intelligence and speed are also very important. A freelance thief may find the tide of the
law overwhelming, but a member of the Thieves Guild will have evened the odds. Of course,
working against the odds is often the very spice the thief desires. The six most important
skills to a Thief are: Pickpocketing, Stealth, Short Blade, Backstabbing, Climbing, and
Lockpicking. (ESLB) The thief depends on the quickness of both hand and dagger and seeks
out any opportunity to gain fortune or advantage through skill and cunning. Versatility and
dexterity are the thief's staple. For thievish skills, high Agility is essential, combined with
healthy Speed and Luck. (ESM) Thieves are pickpockets and pilferers. Unlike robbers, who
kill and loot, thieves typically choose stealth and subterfuge over violence, and often entertain
romantic notions of their charm and cleverness in their acquisitive activities. You want to talk
shop with a thief, go talk to Fenas Madach. He has a business up in Gnisis, Madach's
Tradehouse. (ESO) Profiting from the losses of others is their love. Able to be swift in
shadow, and crafty in bartering. Locks are enemies, and lock-picks are their swords.
(ESM) Always study your target, and take a good inventory of what he has before attempting to steal anything. If
he has his eye on that shiny silver claymore, he won't notice you pocketing a few tarnished throwing stars.
Alchemists are easy targets for inexperienced thieves. They have far too many ingredients for them to keep an
eye on all of them all of the time. If possible, always take a single item at a time. It increases the risk, but it's
excellent practice. Merchants know their own inventories far better than you do. Practice stealing and
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pickpocketing by taking cheap things from small merchants. You can't be a successful thief if you always steal
from the same merchant, or even stay in the same town. After you've picked them clean, explore somewhere else
to give them a chance to restock. Never attempt to trick them into buying something you stole from them. Don't
go after the big stuff until you're experienced. The elite of Morrowind may not have all the armor and equipment
you need as an adventurer. But don't overlook precious stones or fine jewelry and clothing; to the right merchant
those items can be worth more and be more easy to carry than some heavy iron armor.
(ESM) "I'm a thief. I was born to be a thief. I love to sneak around in rich people's houses, and liberate their
possessions. I enjoy puzzling out the security provisions on doors and chests, thrilling to the challenge and
suspense of picking locks and disarming traps. And I've always had an interest in Imperial Law -- property
rights, criminal justice, bribes and graft. I can sell you the tools of the trade -- the lockpick and probe. I can train
you to be a better thief yourself, but you must make a generous contribution to my retirement fund."

(2) (DC) The seventh rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy. (3) (ESM) Constellation of The
Thief with a Prime Aspect of Secunda. Those born under the sign of The Thief are harder to
hit. (ESO) Thief is the last Guardian Constellation, and her Season is the darkest month of
Evening Star. Her Charges are the Lover, the Shadow, and the Tower. Those born under the
sign of the Thief are not typically thieves, though they take risks more often and only rarely
come to harm. They have increased agility, speed, and luck, and will run out of luck
eventually, however, and rarely live as long as those born under other signs. The Thief shall
guide your steps on the road to destiny.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

(3) (ESO) The title of the second volume of Reven's untitled Eslaf-Erol-cycle, which was
published before or in 3E 433. The other volumes are entitled (1) Beggar, (3) Warrior, and
(4) King.
Thief Classes: (ESA) Although all thieves and thief sub-classes have the ability to pick locks,
pick pockets, and steal items, various classes have certain advantages or disadvantages in
these areas. The governing statistics for all thief classes are Agility and Intelligence. A high
Speed rating is also very desirable.
Thief of Virtue: (ESO) Attributed title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Thief Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located on the Silver Road just north of its
junction with the Ring Road. Gives the greater power Cheater's Nip, which fortifies Agility
and Luck.
Thieves Guild: (ESA) The Thieves Guild works in and around the cities of Tamriel. They are
known to organize and govern any who wish to ‘work’ in a particular city. Those who pay
their monthly tithe find certain perks when faced with the authorities. Those who do not find
that the Thieves Guild can be a dangerous adversary. Members of the Thieves' Guild wear no
club colors, for theirs is a secret society. Recognizing consorts of the Thieves' Guild is a
lesson taught to most young children of Tamriel. (ESD) The Thieves Guild is the official
organized collection of burglars, prostitutes, and other thugs in the area - a hierarchical
arrangement of thieves, fences, procurement specialists, planners, and enforcers. In practically
every borough, hamlet, and city-state in Tamriel, the professional criminals have bounded
together for mutual protection. Though officially an illegal organization, the Guild is
generally tolerated by the kings and queens of Tamriel. The Thieves Guild is just like any
other guild -- it's just that their particular industry is crime. They offer special benefits to their
members, bribe officials, and punish non-members. Just like any other guild. Their
headquarters is always secret. Even though freelance whoremasters, pickpockets, catburglars,
swindlers, and muggers exist, most professional criminals in Tamriel belong to the Thieves
Guild. It is best for the collective whole, and the Guild exerts a certain ... pressure to join.
(ESM) In the rest of the Empire, the Thieves Guild is a more-or-less organized group of local
criminal syndicates governing illegal trade in their communities. They're like any trade guild,
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an organization of professionals, except the professionals are thieves and robbers and
pickpockets and smugglers and other enterprising operators. In Morrowind, the Thieves Guild
is the newcomer. The established local crime lords are called the Camonna Tong. The Thieves
Guild doesn't advertise, partly because to avoid the law, and partly to avoid the Camonna
Tong, who have sworn to destroy the upstart Thieves Guild. The Thieves Guild doesn't have
public guild halls, but they do tend to gather at a single location -- usually a cornerclub or
tradehouse -- in larger towns. Look for guild operatives in Balmora, Ald'ruhn, Sadrith Mora,
and the Foreign Quarter of Vivec. In Balmora, Sugar Lips Habasi at the South Wall is the
local Guild Boss. (ESO) Some officials insist the Thieves Guild doesn't exist. The best
documented case of a Thieves Guild was found in Morrowind. For a brief time Gentleman
Jim Stacey ran a ring of thieved that robbed wealthy merchants and nobles all across that
island nation. The Morrowind Thieves Guild did have a financial structure and a leadership
structure. It satisfied many of the conditions of a true guild. However, it was short lived.
During the recent Nevarine incident, the Fighters Guild and the shadowy Morag Tong
eliminated this band of thugs. The final fate of Jim Stacey himself is not known. Public
knowledge of Stacey's group lasted for only a few years at most. Although the Fighters Guild
has claimed credit for wiping them out, some historians believe the group merely went deeper
undercover. - Joining the Thieves Guild gives you access to fences who will buy your stolen
goods. Some say certain members of the Thieves Guild will buy stolen goods.
(ESM) If you need to meet a guy, you want to look in at the South Wall, cornerclub, south of the river. Talk
around; if they like your looks, they'll open up. But be careful. The Council Club, also on the south side, is
Camonna Tong territory, the local mob. They don't like outlanders, except under building foundations.

Rules
(ESO) First, never steal from another member of the guild. Second, never kill anyone on the
job. Animals and monsters can be slain if necessary. Third, don't steal from the poor. The
peasants and beggars are under the personal protection of the Gray Fox, particularly on the
Waterfront.
Lit.: Confessions of a Thief. - Followers of the Gray Fox. - Hiding with the Shadow. - Honor Among Thieves. History of Lock Picking. - Myth or Menace?

Thimble of Magefire: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Minor Magic Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Thinker: (ESM) The fifth rank in the Morag Tong hierarchy.
Thiralas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the southeast of Vvardenfell's
Grazelands, southwest of the Dunmer stronghold Indoranyon.
The Third Door: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Annanar Orme, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Third Empire: (PG3) A. k. a. the Septim Empire.
Thirsk: (ESM) A mead hall to the east of Lake Fjalding, built by a group of Skaal who split
from the Skaal village over one hundred years ago. They were led by Hrothmund the Red,
who became Thirsk's first chieftain. In Thirsk, you can sleep on any bedroll you like.
Brynjolfr the smith can supply you with weapons and armor. If you want to buy some mead,
talk to Ulfrun. (ESO) Mead hall on the Nord isle of Solstheim.
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1. 3E 327 - 3E 348 Hrothmund the Red
2. 3E 348 - 3E 352 Isgeror White-Wave
3. 3E 352 - 3E 358 Einarr
4.

3E 358 Gisl Round-Gut

5. 3E 358 - 3E 365 Einarr the Younger
6. 3E 365 - 3E 367 Grjotgaror
7. 3E 367 - 3E 370 Amelie Bontecou
8. 3E 370 - 3E 386 Thorormr Storm-Killer
9. 3E 386 - 3E 394 Aegilief
10.

3E 394 Caccino Aurelia

11. 3E 394 - 3E 399 Eldjar Bear-Skinner
12.

3E 399 Falki the Fat

13. 3E 399 - 3E 403 Svana the Knife
14. 3E 403 - 3E 425 Beinir White-Beard
15. 3E 425 - 3E 427 Skjoldr Wolf-Runner
Thirsk's chieftains from 3E 327 – 3E 427.
Lit.: Thirsk, a History.

Thirsk, a History: (ESM) Title of a work by Bereditte Jastal, which comes in one volume and
was originally published shortly before 3E 428. The following revised edition was published
in c. 3E 427/428
The 13 Blessings of Sheogorath: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which is
said to exist in Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was published
before or in 3E 433.
The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in thirty-six volumes and was originally published before 3E 428.
Thjizzrini: (ESO) (Khajiiti phrase) "Foolish concepts".
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.

Thorheim Guard: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Thorkan Park: (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock.
Thormar Keep: (ESA) Town in the province of Valenwood.
Thorn: (ESA) City-State in the province of Black Marsh. Thorn holds the eastern edge of the
continent, and has been named by some the Jewel of the East.
Thorn Hook: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Thorn Hook plant of
Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Damage Health
Damage Luck
Restore Magicka
Fortify Health

* Septims/Pound

Thorormr Storm-Killer: (ESM) A Nord male who became Thirsk's eighth chieftain and
ruled over it for sixteen years (c. 3E 370 - 3E 386). He slew the brothers Ani and Ali and
presented their enchanted hammers as battle trophies.
Lit.: BEREDITTE JASTAL, Thirsk, a History.

Thorstad Place: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
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Thrafey: (ESD) A vampiric tribe of High Rock, whose territory comprises Dwynnen,
Urvaius, Ykalon, and Daenia. Their declared enemy is the → Anthotis tribe. – Cf. →
Vampirism.
Thrall: (ESM) The third rank in the Morag Tong hierarchy.
Thras: (PG1) The coral kingdoms of Thras, a set of islands southwest of the Chain in the
Abecean Sea, are home to a godless tribe of beastmen called the Sload. These amphibious
slugmen, perhaps the most hated race in all of Tamriel, were long thought to be extinct. After
the Sload released the Thrassian Plague in 1E2200, which claimed more than half of the
continent's population, the largest allied naval force in Tamrielic history sailed to Thras,
slaughtered all the Sload they could find, and, with great unknown magicks, sunk their coral
kingdoms into the sea.
Sadly, it has been reported that Thras has risen again, and that its masters, the Sload, have
recently been seen in various areas of Tamriel. Citizens are encouraged to avoid these beasts,
and contact the nearest Imperial authorities when they learn of one's existence. Much is
remembered about the slugmen, and has been collected for you in the nearby sidebar. Be
vigilant.
Lit.: Notes on Racial Phylogeny and Biology. - On the Preparation of the Corpse. - SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of
Oblivion.

Thread of Sparking: (ESLB) Renders the power of Minor Shock Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Threads of the Webspinner: (ESM) Many years ago, Black Hands Mephala made a deal
with Sanguine for twenty seven tokens she could give to her devoted followers. Their names
and effects are (in alphabetical order):
1. Amulet of Sanguine Enterprise ............Fortify Mercantile
2. Amulet of Sanguine Glib Speech .........Fortify Speechcraft
3. Amulet of Sanguine Nimble Armor .....Fortify Light Armor
4. Belt of Sanguine Balanced Armor........Fortify Medium Armor
5. Belt of Sanguine Deep Biting...............Fortify Axe
6. Belt of Sanguine Denial .......................Fortify Block
7. Belt of Sanguine Fleetness ...................Fortify Athletics
8. Belt of Sanguine Hewing .....................Fortify Long Blade
9. Belt of Sanguine Impaling Thrust ........Fortify Spear
10. Belt of Sanguine Martial Craft .............Fortify Armorer
11. Belt of Sanguine Smiting .....................Fortify Blunt Weapon
12. Belt of Sanguine Stolid Armor .............Fortify Heavy Armor
13. Belt of Sanguine Sureflight ..................Fortify Marksman
14. Glove of Sanguine Horny Fist..............Fortify Hand-to-hand
15. Glove of Sanguine Safekeeping ...........Fortify Security
16. Glove of Sanguine Swiftblade..............Fortify Short Blade
17. Ring of Sanguine Fluid Evasion...........Fortify Unarmored
18. Ring of Sanguine Golden Wisdom.......Fortify Alteration
19. Ring of Sanguine Green Wisdom.........Fortify Restoration
20. Ring of Sanguine Red Wisdom ............Fortify Destruction
21. Ring of Sanguine Silver Wisdom .........Fortify Illusion
22. Ring of Sanguine Sublime Wisdom .....Fortify Alchemy
23. Ring of Sanguine Transcendence .........Fortify Conjuration
24. Ring of Sanguine Transfiguring ...........Fortify Enchant
25. Ring of Sanguine Unseen Wisdom.......Fortify Mysticism
26. Shoes of Sanguine Leaping ..................Fortify Acrobatics
27. Shoes of Sanguine Stalking..................Fortify Sneak
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Three Sisters' Inn: (ESO) An inn in Leyawiin (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 40 gold a
night.
Throat of the World: (PG1) This is the highest mountain in Skyrim, and the highest in
Tamriel aside from Vvardenfell in Morrowind. The Nords believe men were formed on this
mountain when the sky breathed onto the land. Hence the Song of Return refers not only to
Ysgramor's return to Tamriel after the destruction of Saarthal, but to the Nords' return to what
they believe was their original homeland. Pilgrims travel from across Skyrim to climb the
Seven Thousand Steps to High Hrothgar, where the most ancient and honored Greybeards
dwell in absolute silence in their quest to become ever more attuned to the voice of the sky. Cf. → Skyrim.
Throwing Knife: (ESM) Small thrown weapons are a Khajiit specialty. Throwing knives are
useful in cultures like the Khajiit whose warrior classes disdain heavy weapons and heavy
armors, relying on stealth and maneuver for success in personal and clan combats. Throwing
knives are also popular in criminal subcultures.
Throwing Star: (ESM) The throwing star is an exotic weapon associated with the martial arts
traditions of Akavir.
Thug: (ESM) The third rank in Vvardenfell's Camonna Tong hierarchy.
Thunderclap: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Paralyze, 20 feet for 1 second.
Lit.: Thunderclap Tome.

Thurzo Fortress: (ESM, ESO) A fortress in Cyrodiil, mentioned in CARLOVAC TOWNWAY's
2920, The Last Year of the First Era.
Thyrwort: (DC) A poison made of Small Tooth, Brass, Basilisk's Eye, and Mercury, which
damages the victim's Personality and Willpower.
Tibedetha: (DC) Breton festival, celebrated in Alcaire on the 24th of Mid Year as Tiber
Septim's birthday. (ESD) Tibedetha is middle Tamrielic for "Tibers Day." It is not surprising
that the lorddom of Alcaire celebrates its most famous native with a great party. Historically,
Tiber Septim never returned once to his beloved birthplace.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Tiber Septim: See → Septim, Tiber.
Tiber Septim Hotel: (ESO) An inn in the Talos Plaza district of the Imperial City (Cyrodiil)
where you can sleep for 40 gold a night.
Tidasus: (ESD) Author of Ghraewaj and the Harpies.
The Tide Witches: (ESD) A coven of witches in Totambu in the province of Hammerfell.
Tides of the Between: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Teleport.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Tidewater Cave: (ESO) A cave in the south of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, down along the
southern coast.
Tiger Lily Nectar: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
480,00 Restore Endurance
Damage Strength
Water Walking
Damage Willpower

* Septims/Pound

Tigonus: (ESD) A lordship in the province of Hammerfell.
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Timberscar Hollow: (ESO) A cave in the west of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, southeast of Cropsford.
Time: (ESA) The calendar is organized into 360 days in a year. The year is displayed in the
following manner. The Era is placed first, after which comes the actual year in the Era.
Therefore, 3E 387 means, 3rd Era, 38 th year. Each Era lasts for 1000 years. The way dates
are displayed in the world are: (day), (date) day of (month), (year) or, Tirdas, 5th day of
Hearthfire, 3E 389.
Lit.: AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Men.

Timsa-Come-By Flowers: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
Dispel
Resist Paralysis
Drain Magicka
Restore Endurance

* Septims/Pound

Timsar-Dadisun, Ababael: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Buying Game.
Tin: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
8,00
n/a

Tin-Ahhe: (ESM) A cave at the northern end of the large foyada west of Zainab camp.
Tinct of the Apprentice: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Minor Poison Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Tinder Polypore Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from the Tinder Polypore
mushroom.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Willpower
Resist Disease
Invisibility
Damage Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Titans: (ESA) The arena team of Shimmerene of 3E 399/400.
Toad: (ESM) The first rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Toad-Eye, Faume: (ESO) King of Valenwood in the 6th century 2E and father of Oreyn
Bearclaw.
Toadstool Hollow: (ESO) A cave in the north of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, southeast of Bruma.
Tobacco: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
800,00 Restore Fatigue
Resist Paralysis
Damage Magicka
Dispel

* Septims/Pound

Tobias: (ESAR, W3) Cyro-Nordic merchant, b. 2E 807 in the Colovian West (Cyrodiil), date
of death unknown.. - Tobias was born in the Colovian west, near the battlefield of Sancre Tor.
His Nordic father, Borgas, had served as the captain of the House Guard of Far Falkreath
Estate, a merchant family with ties to the Holds of Skyrim. Borgas eventually married a
Colovian daughter, but died in the Sack of Old Hrol'dan scarcely two years later. Tobias grew
up with stories and romantic notions of his "father's fair Skyrim," a land of savagery and
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battle far different than the relatively civilized Colovian west. As soon as he could, he
traveled to Haafingar to serve as a marine in the Longboat Legions of the Wulfharth Heirs.
Ultimately, he deserted the ranks and became a smuggler, working the runs of the Iliac Bay.
At Sentinel he met Cyrus, a Redguard lad who had long dreamed of leaving Hammerfell to
sail the seas. When Cyrus killed Iszara's husband, Tobias took him in. - After the Raid on
Tear, Cyrus and Tobias went their separate ways, keeping in touch only through their mutual
fixer, the khajiit S'rathra. Tobias' most recent message to Cyrus comes from Stros M'kai, the
island principality where the Redguards fell to the Empire, and where Iszara had relocated to
after Baron Volag's Purge of the north.
(Source: http://redguard.bethsoft.com/characters/tobias.html, 2005-11-01)

Tomato: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Fatigue
Detect Life
Burden
Shield

* Septims/Pound

Tombs of Skaalara: (ESM) A burying place to the east and a bit south of the Skaal village.
Tome of Power: (ESA) See → Oghma Infinium.
Tome of Unlife: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one volume
and was published before or in 3E 433.
Tongues: (PG1) The Nords have long practiced a spiritual form of magic known as "The Way
of the Voice", based largely on their veneration of the Wind as the personification of
Kynareth. Nords consider themselves to be the children of the sky, and the breath and the
voice of a Nord is his vital essence. Through the use of the Voice, the vital power of a Nord
can be articulated into a thu'um, or shout. Shouts can be used to sharpen blades or to strike
enemies at a distance. Masters of the Voice are known as Tongues, and their power is
legendary. They can call to specific people over hundreds of miles, and can move by casting a
shout, appearing where it lands. The most powerful Tongues cannot speak without causing
destruction. They must go gagged, and communicate through a sign language and through
scribing runes.
In the days of the Conquest of Morrowind and the founding of the First Empire, the great
Nord war chiefs - Derek the Tall, Jorg Helmbolg, Hoag Merkiller - were all Tongues. When
they attacked a city, they needed no siege engines; the Tongues would form up in a wedge in
front of the gatehouse, and draw in breath. When the leader let it out in a thu'um, the doors
were blown in, and the axemen rushed into the city.
Such were the men that forged the First Empire. But, alas for the Nords, one of the mightiest
of all the Tongues, Jurgen Windcaller (or The Calm, as he is better known today), became
converted to a pacifist creed that denounced use of the Voice for martial exploits. His
philosophy prevailed, largely due to his unshakable mastery of the Voice - his victory was
sealed in a legendary confrontation, where The Calm is said to have "swallowed the Shouts"
of seventeen Tongues of the militant school for three days until his opponents all lay
exhausted (and then became his disciples). Today, the most ancient and powerful of the
Tongues live secluded on the highest peaks in contemplation, and have spoken once only in
living memory, to announce the destiny of the young Tiber Septim (as recounted in Cyrodiil).
In gratitude, the Emperor has recently endowed a new Imperial College of the Voice in
Markarth, dedicated to returning the Way of the Voice to the ancient and honorable art of war.
So it may be that the mighty deeds of the Nord heroes of old will soon be equaled or
surpassed on the battlefields of the present day.
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Tooth: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
8,001
Resist Poison1,2,3
2,3
16,00 Cure Poison1
Cure Disease3

* Septims/Pound
1
small
2
medium
3
big
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Cure Disease. - Recipe for Potion of Cure Poison.

Topal Bay: (ESM, ESO) The bay south of the Lower Niben, surrounded by the coasts of
Elsweyr (to the west), Cyrodiil (to the north), and Black Marsh (to the east). It was named
after → Torval the Pilot, the earliest known Aldmer explorer of Tamriel.
Lit.: Provinces of Tamriel. - FLORIN JALIIL, Father of the Niben. - ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Leyawiin. WAUGHIN JARTH, The Argonian Account.

Topal the Pilot: See → Torval the Pilot.
Topfield, Thyr: (ESD) A Breton with a connection to Daggerfall's underworld.
Torchlight: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Expert skill and
affects the caster himself. Effects: Light, 50 ft for 240 seconds.
Lit.: Torchlight Tome.

Torolf: (ESO) One of Cyrodiil's famous Knights of the Nine of the early Third Era. Sir Torolf
was of Nord origin.
Lit.: KAROLINE OF SOLITUDE, The Knights of the Nine.

Torval: (ESA) City-State in the province of Elsweyr and home of the finest southern wines.
(PG1) Torval is the city-state of Elsweyr's spiritual and temporal ruler, the Mane. He and his
tribe live here in stately and exotic palaces built from massive timbers of Valenwood oak,
whose territorial borders are only a few hundred miles away. Symmetrical sugarcane gardens
surround these palaces, where the Mane is often seen in day-long meditations atop his
palanquin, held up by his inexhaustible cathay-raht servants. As has been said, the moonsugar of Elsweyr is the holiest of substances to the khajiit. They speak of sugar as we might
speak of the soul or the lifeforce. Therefore, humans have been traditionally forbidden to
trespass on these estates, and the Warrior Guard enforce this measure as strictly as they do
around the Tenmar Forest. An Imperial diplomat was not long ago chased from the premises,
even though he had been promised an audience with the khajiit ruler. The panther-like
Warrior Guard hissed at his approach, bared their fangs, and threatened him to leave quickly,
lest they "leak his sugar" into the sand. Our Glorious Emperor, Tiber Septim, has yet to seek
redress from the lawless catmen.
Lit.: (ESD, ESM, ESO) GI'NANTH, Master Zoaraym's Tale. - CODUS CALLONUS, Mixed Unit Tactics in the Five
Years War. - WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen. - WAUGHIN JARTH, The Asylum Ball.

Torval the Pilot: (ESO) (also “Topal the Pilot”) The earliest known Aldmer explorer of
Tamriel and patron saint of Leyawiin. His statue is in the southwest corner of the town. He is
the High Elf explorer who discovered the Niben. Back in the Merethic, Torval the Pilot
charted the sea lanes and explored the River Niben. He sailed all the way from Topal Bay up
the Niben Valley. He purchased the Eight Islands - the site of White Gold Tower and the
Imperial City - from the beastfolk natives for the secret of literacy. Pretty soon, the beastfolk
all knew how to read and write.
Lit.: Father of the Niben. - CODUS CALLONUS, Mixed Unit Tactics in the Five Years War (Vol. I). - Master
Zoaraym's Tale.

Totambu: (ESD) A lordship in the province of Hammerfell.
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Totem of Claw and Fang: (ESM) A powerful artifact, very sacred to the Skaal people. It is
used to call powerful beasts that are used in the Ristaag. It was stolen many years ago.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
1,00
1,00
-

Totem of Tiber Septim: (ESD) A priceless artifact (although Queen Akorithi of Sentinel
once offered an unnamed treasure hunter 100,000 gold pieces for it, and King Eadwyre of
Wayrest offered to exceed it). The Totem was crafted by Zurin Arctus, the original Imperial
Battlemage of Tamriel, by orders of Tiber Septim. It is essentially a means of controlling a
gargantuan creature called the Numidium. Without it, the Numidium would simply not
function. The Imperial Battlemage placed a seal on the Totem so that anyone not of Septim
lineage or possessing a special supernatural affinity, such as himself, would be instantly killed
if they attempted to use it. Only those with royal blood can lay claim to the Totem. The
Totem, with the rest of Numidium, was lost during the epic battle between the Imperial
Battlemage and his own creation. Those who search for the Totem of Tiber Septim are
searching for the mechanism the first Emperor of Tamriel used to control Numidium.
Whoever holds the Totem has the potential to control Great Numidium and forge a new
empire, just like Tiber Septim did so long ago. However, the Totem is useless without the
Mantella. Rumor has it, that the use of the Totem of Tiber Septim was responsible for the
Warp in the West on Frostfall 10, 3E 417.
Touch of Death: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Drain Health, 250 points for 3 seconds.
Lit.: Touch of Death Tome.

Touch of Fear: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Demoralize up to level 3 for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Touch of Fear Tome.

Touch of Frenzy: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Novice skill and
affects the target on touch. Effects: Frenzy up to level 6 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Touch of Frenzy Tome.

Touch of Rage: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the target on touch. Effects: Frenzy up to level 18 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Touch of Rage Tome.

Tough: (ESM) The second rank in Vvardenfell's Camonna Tong hierarchy.
Tournament of Ten Bloods: (ESO) Cf. → Boethia.
Tower: (ESM) Constellation of The Tower with a Prime Aspect of Secunda. Those born
under the sign of The Tower can unlock doors magically and detect things at a distance.
(ESO) Tower is one of the Thief's Charges and its Season is Frostfall. Those born under the
sign of the Tower have a knack for finding gold and can open locks of all kinds magically,
and the Tower Warden power reflects damage from attackers. The Tower shall prove a stout
refuge in time of need.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

Tower of Dusk: (ESM) An inn in the Ghostgate (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District) where
you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Tower Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located just north of the Red Ring Road on the
southwest shore of Lake Rumare, west-northwest of the Old Bridge. Gives the greater power
Warden Key, which casts an Open spell and fortifies the Armorer skill.
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Townway, Carlovac: (ESM, ESO) Author of 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.
Toxic Cloud: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Fires a ball of acid at a single target,
inflicting medium-level damage.
Toxic Potions: (ESM) Toxic potions are potions with undesirable effects. They are not
available commercially, and when found, usually represent clumsy or ill-informed attempts to
make useful potions by unskilled alchemists. Toxic potions include: drain strength, drain
intelligence, drain willpower, drain agility, drain speed, drain personality, drain luck, drain
health, drain spell points, drain fatigue, drain endurance, and paralyze.
Tracizis: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A poet quoted by STRONACH K'THOJJ III (A Brief History of the
Empire).
Trader: (ESM) You want to know about traders and how they work in Morrowind, talk to
Nalion at the Gateway Inn in Sadrith Mora. He knows what he's talking about.
"I am a trader, a general merchant. I buy and sell a little of everything -- weapons ,armor, clothes, books,
miscellaneous items of all kinds. If you have things you'd like to sell, let me take a look at them, and I'll give you
a price."

Trama Root: (ESM) A calming tea with modest magical properties is brewed from the thick,
bitter-tasting root of the trama shrub. The Trama shrub grows in the bitter, ashy soils of the
Ashlands, Molag Amur, and Red Mountain.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
100,00 Restore Willpower
Levitate
Drain Magicka
Drain Speed

* Septims/Pound

Transfer Agility: (ESD) Transfers target's Agility to caster.
Transfer Endurance: (ESD) Transfers target's Endurance to caster.
Transfer Fatigue: (ESD) Transfers target's Fatigue to caster.
Transfer Health: (ESD) Transfers target's Health to caster.
Transfer Intelligence: (ESD) Transfers target's Intelligence to caster.
Transfer Luck: (ESD) Transfers target's Luck to caster.
Transfer Personality: (ESD) Transfers target's Personality to caster.
Transfer Speed: (ESD) Transfers target's Speed to caster.
Transfer Strength: (ESD) Transfers target's Strength to caster.
Transfer Willpower: (ESD) Transfers target's Willpower to caster.
Transport Spells: (ESM) Transport spells instantaneously transport the caster from one
location to another. Four mysticism transport effects are common in Morrowind: mark, recall,
divine intervention, and Almsivi Intervention.
Trap: (ESM) Title of a work by "Anonymous," which comes in one volume and was
originally published before 3E 428.
A Traveler's Guide to New Sheoth and the Shivering Isles: (ESO) Title of a work by Brenith
Aralyn, which is said to exist in Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it
was published before or in 3E 433.
Traveller: (ESM) The fifth rank in the Blades hierarchy.
Traven, Hannibal: (ESO) Guild Hall steward of the Anvil Mages Guild chapter until c. 3E
431, Archmagister of the Guild of Mages and Guildmaster of Cyrodiil from c. 3E 431 until 3E
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433. Half of the Council of Mages resigned when Traven took over the position of ArchMage. Two major changes within the Mages Guild are associated with Hannibal Traven's
leadership: He was the first Arch-Mage to take a hard stance on Necromancy - the first thing
he did after taking over the Mages Guild was to ban its practice (cf. HANNIBAL TRAVEN, The
Black Arts On Trial). The guild lost a good number of members when he did so. The other
major change associated with him is the need of recommendations from local guildhalls to
gain access to the Arcane University: Traven had closed its doors to all who are not qualified
to enter - without recommendations, one will never see the inside of it. However, many say
that things in the guils have been more structured since he was named Arch-Mage. Rumor has
it that Traven died by sacrificing himself to save Cyrodiil from the return of Mannimarco, the
King of Worms.
Treasure Wood Sword: (ESM) The second mythic monster mentioned in The Thirty-Six
Lessons of Vivec.
Treatise on Ayleidic Cities: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
at least one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
A Treatise on Proper Calcinator Use: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Trebbite Monks: (ESM, ESO) A faction who most disliked the Dunmer influence on the
court of Firsthold, mentioned in MAVEUS CIE's The Firsthold Revolt.
Trechtus: (ESO) Original name of Vanus Galerion, the first Archmagister of the Mages
Guild.
Lit.: Galerion The Mystic.

Tree of Madness: (ESO) The Tree of Madness draws its nourishment from the Pools of
Mania and Dementia deep beneath the Palace.
Tree Stone: (ESM) One of the six Standing Stones used in the Ritual of the Gifts,
representing the All-Maker's Gift of Trees. It is located in the southeast of Solstheim, right
between Brodir Grove and the Insifier Plains.

The symbol of the Tree Stone.

Trespassing: (ESD) This refers to walking, flying, riding, teleporting, floating, or in any way
moving or existing on a property without the explicit written or spoken permission (or
permission a reasonable person might infer) of the owner or caretaker of the property. The
punishment for this crime may include a fine or incarceration, or a fine and incarceration.
Lit.: ANCHIVIUS, Legal Basics.

Trials of St. Alessia: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Tribal Head: (ESO) See → Goblins.
Tribunal: (PG1) The strange heathen religion of the Dark Elves deserves special note. They
worship three gods known as "the Tribunal", and believe these gods walk the earth and rule
Morrowind directly. To an outsider, the priesthood of the Tribunal seems to be the true power
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in Morrowind - these Tribunes, if they ever existed, have not been seen in centuries. Each
Tribune, who go by the barbaric names of Almalexia, Sotha Sil, and Vivek, has an
eponymous city dedicated to its worship, and a palace/temple within each city where the god
supposedly resides. The priests of the Tribunal cult are all-powerful in Morrowind; strange
processions of fantastically garbed priests roam the land, selecting new candidates to serve the
Tribunal, who are seized without resistance and never seen again.
Tribunal Temple: (ESM) Also known as 'The Temple.' Most Dunmer worship the Tribunal,
three mortals who became gods in the distant past before Tiber Septim. The Dunmer are a
serious people, and very serious about their gods and the Temple. You won't find beggars in
Morrowind; the Temple takes care of the poor. The Temple provides health and education for
worshippers, and stresses family duty. The Tribunal are named Almalexia, Sotha Sil, and
Vivec, collectively called Almsivi. The Temple believes that Almalexia, Vivec, and Sotha Sil
were mortal guardians of Morrowind who walked the earth, defeated the Dunmer's greatest
enemies, the Nords and the Dwarves, and achieved divine substance through superhuman
discipline and virtue and supernatural wisdom and insight. Like loving ancestors, they guard
and counsel their followers. Like stern parents, they punish sin and error. Like generous
relatives, they share their bounty among the greatest and least, according to their needs. They
accept outlanders as members, but few outlanders join except for the services. Talk to
Feldrelo Sadri at the Balmora Temple if you're thinking about joining.
Lit.: Fellowship of the Temple.
The quests for the Temple at lower ranks are not too difficult. But suddenly after you reach Curate rank, the
quests get very, very difficult. Don't be surprised if you have to do a lot of skill-building outside the Temple
before you can handle the higher rank quests. These tasks are tests of faith, yes, but they are also tests of good
judgement and common sense.

Trinimac: (ESM) (Altmeri pantheon) Strong god of the early Aldmer, in some places more
popular than Auri-El. He was a warrior spirit of the original Elven tribes that led armies
against the Men. Boethiah is said to have assumed his shape (in some stories, he even eats
Trinimac) so that he could convince a throng of Aldmer to listen to him, which led to their
eventual Chimeri conversion. He vanishes from the mythic stage after this, to return as the
dread Malacath (Altmeri propaganda portrays this as the dangers of Dunmeri influence).
Lit.: The True Nature of Orcs. The Anticipations. Changed Ones. The House of Troubles. The Monomyth.
MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Triop, Szun: (ESD) Author of The Faerie.
Trodh: (ESO) Tiny little crunchy fish from the swamps of Argonia. Dead, cooked trodh are
deadly poison.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Argonian Account.

Troll: (ESA) Trolls are shaggy, green-skinned creatures which often are set to guard areas by
high level mages. They are generally stupid, but regenerate any damage done to them quickly.
Killing a troll is almost impossible, for doing so would require that the damage was done in
such a way as to destroy the flesh, rather than just sever it. It is for this reason that they make
such formidable adversaries. (ESO) Trolls don't like water. Trolls don't swim.
(ESO) "Much has been made of the fact that trolls can be killed only by application of fire, whether it be by spell
or torch. This is, in fact, a myth. Trolls do seem to have a weakness to fire and fire-based spells, and a fantastic
ability to regenerate tissue, but they can be killed by conventional means." (Brenus Astis)
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Troll Fat: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
200,00 Damage Agility
Fortify Personality
Damage Willpower
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Troll's Blood: (ESD) (1) (Spell) Governing School: Restoration. Regenerates caster's health
continuously while spell is active. – (2) (Ingredient)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Regenerate

Trooper: (ESM) The third rank in the Imperial Legion hierarchy.
Trowbridge: (ESD) A small kingdom mentioned in A Tale of Kieran (edited by VEGEPYTHICUS).
The True Nature of Orcs: (ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
The True Noble's Code: (ESM) Title of a work by Athyn Sarethi, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Trueflame: (ESM) The Blade of Nerevar. In the battle beneath Red Mountain, Trueflame was
shattered, the flame extinguished, and in the confusion, the pieces lost. Trueflame and
Hopesfire are reffered to as the "twin blades".
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
15.000,00 20,00
Fire Damage

Trumbe: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, northwest
of Kvatch.
Tsaesci: (ESO) One of the four major nations of Akavir. Tsaesci is "Snake Palace", once the
strongest power in Akavir. They are tall, beautiful (if frightening), covered in golden scales,
and immortal. They enslave the goblins of the surrounding isles, who provide labor and fresh
blood. The holdings of Tsaesci are widespread. When natives of Tamriel think of the Akaviri
they think of the Serpent-Folk, because one ruled the Cyrodilic Empire for four hundred years
in the previous era. He was Potentate Versidue-Shaie, assassinated by the Morag Tong.
Lit.: Mysterious Akavir.

Tsathenes: (ESD, ESM, ESO) Author of The Madness of Pelagius.
Tsun: (ESM) (Skyrim pantheon) Extinct Nordic god of trials against adversity. Died
defending Shor from foreign gods.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Tulune: (ESD) A barony in the province of High Rock.
Turamane ap' Kolthis: (ESA) A Loremaster of the Corinth Mage's Guild .
Tureynulal: (ESM) The Dwemer ruin northeast of Dagoth Ur.
Turn Undead: (ESM) Governing School: Conjuration. This effect temporarily increases an
undead creature's flee rating (i.e., its inclination to flee from an attacker). The effect's
magnitude is the value of the increase of the flee rating. (ESO) A spell of the School of
Conjuration which requires the Novice skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Turn
Undead up to level 3 for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Turn Undead Tome.
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Turquoise: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
200,00 Resist Frost

Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Resist Frost.

Tusenend: (ESM) A Daedric ruin southeast of Erabenimsun camp.
Tusked Bristleback: See → Bristleback.
Tu'whacca: (ESM) (Yokudan pantheon: Tricky God) Yokudan god of souls. Tu'whacca,
before the creation of the world, was the god of Nobody Really Cares. When Tall Papa
undertook the creation of the Walkabout, Tu'whacca found a purpose; he became the
caretaker of the Far Shores, and continues to help Redguards find their way into the afterlife.
His cult is sometimes associated with Arkay in the more cosmopolitan regions of Hammerfell.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

2920, The Last Year of the First Era: (ESM, ESO) Title of Carlovac Townway's chefd'oeuvre, which comes in twelve volume and was originally published before 3E 428. Each
volume covers and bears as its title the name of a month, from 1. Morning Star to 12. Evening
Star.
Twigs: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
4,00
Slowfall
Cure Paralysis
Resist Paralysis

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Free Action.

Twin Blades: (ESM) Hopesfire and Trueflame, the blades of Almalexia and Nerevar. Each
was a magnificent blade, the pinnacle of Dwemer craftsmanship. The blades burned with an
unearthly fire, and the sight of them struck fear into their enemies. Hopesfire has been kept
safe, but not so Trueflame, the Blade of Nerevar. It was lost at the battle of Red Mountain.
Twin Lamps: (ESM) The Twin Lamps is a secret, illegal organization dedicated to the
abolition of slavery, and in particular to aiding runaway slaves escape to freedom.
Two Sisters Lodge: (ESO) An inn in Skingrad (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 10 gold a
night.
Typhoid Fever: (ESD) Typhoid Fever is a deadly disease affecting a victim's intelligence,
endurance, and health. The condition is permanent, barring a cure or death.
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U
Udhendra Nibenu: (ESO) The original Aldmeri title of the Middle Merethic Era's epic 'Father
of the Niben,' of which only fragments survived. A commentated translation by FLORIN JALIIL
is available under the title Father of the Niben.
Udyrfrykte: (ESM) The Udyrfrykte is a remorseless monster with a taste for human flesh.
According to legend, he has been sealed within his lair for centuries. The entrance is on the
shore of Lake Fjalding, but it's covered with ice.
Ugaridge: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A Sage quoted by STRONACH K'THOJJ III (A Brief History of the
Empire).
Ularradallaku: (ESM) A Daedric ruin west of Dagoth Ur.
Ulessen, Felisa: (ESM) A Telvanni mage, the Mouth of the Telvanni council member
Mistress Therana.
Ulf the Bleaker: (ESO) The founder of Bleaker’s Way.
Ulkanen: (ESO) An Ayleid well in the Great Forest, northwest of the Talos Bridge.
Ultherus Swamp: (ESD, ESM) A swamp in the province of Black Marsh.
Lit.: HARDIN THE HERBALIST, Special Flora of Tamriel.

Ulummusa: (ESM) A cave northwest of Pelagiad.
Umaril: (ESO) Umaril the Unfeathered, an ancient Ayleid sorceror-king who ruled over this
land for long ages before the rise of Men. He was cast down by Pelinal Whitestrake.
Lit.: The Song of Pelinal.

Umbacano: (ESO) A collector of Ayleid antiquities, living in the Talos Plaza District in the
Imperial City.
"Unfortunately, my master is only interested in the rarest and most unique Ayleid artifacts to add to his
collection."

Umbington: (ESM, ESO) A village in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: MERA LLYKITH, The Mystery of Princess Talara.

Umbra Sword: (ESM, ESO) The Umbra Sword was enchanted by the ancient witch Naenra
Waerr, and its sole purpose was the entrapment of souls. Used in conjunction with a soul gem,
the Sword allows the wielder the opportunity to imprison an enemy's soul in the gem. Naenra
was executed for her evil creation, but not before she was able to hide the Sword. The Umbra
Sword is very choosy when it comes to owners and therefore remains hidden until a worthy
one is found.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* given in pounds

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
110.000,00 40,00
Soultrap
4.500,00
2,81
Soultrap

Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Umbranox, Corvus: (ESO) A Count of Anvil, who mysteriously disappeared from c. 3E 422
until 3E 433. He was the husband of Countess Millona Umbranox.
Umbranox, Fasil: (ESO) The first Count of Anvil. In 3E 286, he defeated Torradan ap Dugal
in Anvil Bay.
Lit.: TORRADAN AP DUGAL, Cap'n Dugal's Journal.

Umpholo: (ESO) A location in inner Argonia, mentioned in WAUGHIN JARTH's The Argonian
Account.
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Unarmored: (ESM) Unarmored skill lets one avoid or reduce injury during combat while not
wearing any armor by evading, deflecting, or absorbing blows. Those versed in this skill are
better defended wearing no armor at all than they are when wearing armor.
Undead Creatures: (ESM) Undead creatures encountered on Vvardenfell include ghosts like
the ancestor ghost, guardian ancestor, wraith, dwarven ghost, dwarven guardian, and dwarven
wraith. A fleshy revenant is called a bonewalker, and includes the bonewalker and the greater
bonewalker. Fleshless revenants include skeletons, skeleton archers, skeleton warriors,
skeleton champions, and bonelords. Vampires, profane undead creatures, have been hunted
almost to extinction.
Lit.: Legions of the Dead.

Underking: (ESA) The Underking is a mysterious figure, walking through myth and legend.
Some say he is actually a very old and powerful Lich, others that he is an Archmage whose
very being has been somehow transformed by his use of magic. It is agreed however that he is
a force to be reckoned with in the world of Tamriel, sending his undead soldiers on errands
whose goals only he knows is privy to. His forces are known for their fanaticism in battle, and
those who associate with the Underking risk their sanity itself. It seems his forces often find
themselves opposed to The Necromancers, a fact that reassures many, for if they were to unite
all of Tamriel would suffer. It looks as if no uniform is needed to declare allegiance to the
Evil One. (ESD) The Underking is a possibly mythical entity who has been the subject of
horror stories for hundreds of years, said to be the most powerful mage who ever lived - a
very powerful, very mysterious ancient lich. According to some stories, the Underking was
once a powerful wizard who gave up his heart for some worthy enterprise. The heart
disappeared, so the Underking cannot die or really live. But his minions do his bidding with
fanatical devotion, supposedly still searching for his heart. The stories go back to the earliest
years of the Septim dynasty. No one, however, doubts the existence of those who call
themselves his Agents. The living and the animated dead who say they answer to the
Underking are perhaps in the hundreds. The Underking may be nothing more than a myth, but
a group of mages and undead creatures wander the land, claiming to be Agents of the
Underking; his minions are very real. The common people of Tamriel definitely believe in the
Underking, and fear him greatly.
"I have decided that it is time for someone outside of Tiber Septim's line to know the truth about the Underking.
As you know, Tiber Septim was the first emperor of Tamriel. Toward the end of his wars of conquest, he
betrayed his Battlemage, Zurin Arctus. When Zurin died, his soul refused to leave his body. Something to do
with the mysterious Numidium. Since that time Zurin Arctus has lived on as the Underking. The Underking and
his agents have been a thorn in my side for centuries. Just remember, should the Underking regain his mortal
body, he would surely throw all of Tamriel into conflict." (The King of Worms)

Underling: (ESM) The first rank in the East Empire Company hierarchy.
Underpall Cave: (ESO) A cave in the north of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, northeast of Fort
Coldcorn. It's not really a cave, but seem to be the buried ruins of an old keep.
Undertow Cavern: (ESO) A cavern in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, north of
Leyawiin's West Gate.
Underworks: (ESM) See → Vivec (City).
Unholy Matron: (ESO) See → Dark Brotherhood.
Unicorn Horn: (ESD, ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Unicorn.
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
133,33 Detect Enemy
n/a
Fortify Health
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Unmarked Cave: (ESO) A cave in the north of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, north of the Imperial
City.
Unterge, Irek: (ESD) Author of The Light and The Dark.
Ur, Marandro: (ESO) A mage mentioned in ZURIN ARCTUS' The Art of War Magic.
Uriel Septim: See → Septim, Uriel.
Urshilaku: (ESM) The Urshilaku are the Ashlanders of the northern Ashlands and the West
Gash, in the northwest of Vvardenfell. Ashkhan Sul-Matuul is their chief, a brave and
respected war leader, and Warrior-Protector of the Nerevarine cult.
Urshilaku Burial Caverns: (ESM) The burial caverns lie to the south-southeast of the camp,
a north-facing door in a little hill halfway between us and the slopes of Red Mountain. Go
north from the camp to the water, then turn east. At a rock cairn on the beach, turn and head
straight south until you find the door. The spirits of our ancestors guard the caverns. They will
attack, and will kill you if they can. Force your way past them, or evade them, get the bow,
and return to prove your worthiness.
Urshilaku Camp: (ESM) The Ashlander Urshilaku tribe has a permanent settlement at
Urshilaku camp on the northern coast of Vvardenfell, due north from Maar Gan, but high
ridges lie in the way. Ald Redaynia is north of there. From Maar Gan head east past the Silt
Strider, then take a trail north to the Foyada Bani-Dad. Follow the Foyada northwest to the
sea. A shipwreck at the seamouth of the ravine is a landmark. Swim east around the headland.
Pass east through the ruins of Assurnabitashpi Shrine. Avoid Daedra here. They're powerful
and aggressive. The camp lies east of the ruins, inland in a low hollow. The Urshilaku camp
moves with the herds, but usually lies close to the Sea of Ghosts.
Urvaius: (ESD) A county in the province of High Rock.
Uveran Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the north of Vvardenfell's
Bitter Coast region, southwest of the Caldera Ebony Mines.
Uvirith's Grave: (ESM) The alleged site of Uvirith's Grave is west of Tel Fyr and northwest
of the Erabenimsun camp.
Uvulas, Arara: (ESM) A Telvanni sorceress, the Mouth of the former Telvanni council
member Master Neloth.
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V
Va garlas agea, gravia ye goria, lattia mallari av malatu: (ESO) (Ayleid phrase) "In the
caverns of lore, ugly and obscure, shines the gold of truth".
Lit.: RAELYS ANINE, Ayleid Inscriptions and their Translations.

Vaba do'shurh'do: (ESO) (Khajiiti phrase) "It is good to be brave".
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.

Vaba maaszi lhajiito: (ESO) (Khajiiti phrase) "It is necessary to run away".
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, Ahzirr Trajijazaeri.

Vabria frensca, sa belle, sa baune, amaraldane aldmeris adonai: (ESO) (Ayleid phrase)
"The foaming wave, so thunderous, so mighty, heralds the lordly Elves".
Lit.: RAELYS ANINE, Ayleid Inscriptions and their Translations.

Vaernima: (ESD) Vaernima is the Daedra Lady of Corruption and Decay. Not nice to look at.
Vaernima is a Regent of Oblivion, and her sphere is Corruption and Decay.
Vaermina's Shrine: (ESO) A Daedric shrine in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, at the
headwaters of the Reed River, on the northeastern shore of Lake Poppad. To speak with
Vaermina, you must offer a black soul gem to the Daedra Lord.
The Vagaries of Magicka: (ESLB, ESM) The title of a lost text of unknown length, which
was written before 3E 399 and of which only fragments survived.
Vagrancy: (ESD) Any act of idleness, disorder, begging, or conduct unbecoming a person
with occupation, gold, or a home, (or occupation, gold, and a home, or occupation or gold and
home, or occupation and gold or home, or occupation and home or gold), or what a reasonable
person would consider idle, disorderly, beggarly, or unbecoming. The punishment for this
crime may include a fine or incarceration, or a fine and incarceration.
Lit.: ANCHIVIUS, Legal Basics.

Vahtacen: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the north of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, southwest of
Cheydinhal. - one of the Ayleid ruin sites on the eastern side of the province where a research
project of the Arcane University was established.
Valbrandr Barrow: (ESM) An ancestral barrow in the southeast of Solstheim, north of the
Sun Stone.
Valenvaryon: (ESM) One of the ten ancient Dunmer strongholds. Valenvaryon is east of the
Urshilaku Camp.
Valenwood: (ESM) Valenwood is a largely uninhabited forest wilderness. The coasts of
Valenwood are dominated by mangrove swamps and tropical rain forests, while heavy
rainfalls nurture the temperate inland rain forests. The Bosmer live in timber clanhouses at
sites scattered along the coast and through the interior, connected only by undeveloped foot
trails. The few Imperial roads traverse vast dense woodlands, studded with tiny, widely
separated settlements, and carry little trade or traffic of any kind. (ESO) One of the nine
Imperial provinces. Valenwood is a largely uninhabited forest wilderness. The coasts of
Valenwood are dominated by mangrove swamps and tropical rain forests, while heavy
rainfalls nurture the temperate inland rain forests. The Bosmer live in timber clanhouses at
sites scattered along the coast and through the interior, connected only by undeveloped foot
trails. The few Imperial roads traverse vast dense woodlands, studded with tiny, widely
separated settlements, and carry little trade or traffic of any kind.
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Notable Locations
City-States
Arenthia
Eldenroot
Falinesti
Greenheart
Haven
Silvenar
Southpoint
Woodhearth

Towns
Eagle Vale
Emperors Run
Karthdor Square
Longhaven
Longvale
Thormar Keep
Vulkmasten Wood
Wasten Brukbrook

Villages
Archen Cormount
Lynpar March
Black Park
Marbruk Field
Cori Silmoor
Meadow Run
Cormeir Spring
Moonmont
Ebon Ro
Stone Fell
Glenpoint
Stonesquare
Green Hall
Tarlain Heights
Heimdar City
Vullain Haven

(Source: ESA)
Lit.: Provinces of Tamriel.

Valkyn: (ESO) Mehrunes Dagon's personal guard. See → Dremora.
Valkynaz: (ESO) ('prince') The seventh (and thus highest) rank in the Dremora hierarchy. See
→ Dremora.
Valley Guard: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Valley of the Wind: (ESM) There are two valleys, side by side, on the northeast slopes of
Red Mountain. The westmost valley is called Dry Camp Valley; the camps have no water, but
they are sheltered from the wind, the Dun-Ahhe Caverns are also there. The Valley of the
Wind is the eastmost valley; it runs south from the sea in the northeast of Vvardenfell, east of
the Dwemer ruin Bthuand, east of the Daedric ruin Zergonipal, long and straight south
between Airan's Teeth, and climbs towards Red Mountain. Dareleth Ancestral Tomb is in this
valley. The mouths of these valleys are to the east along the coast. Pass Bthuand and just past
Zergonipal, turn south.
Valtieri, Vicente: (ESO) “I was stricken with vampirism three-hundred years ago, while on
an expedition deep into the Ashlands of Vvardenfell. For nearly a hundred years I hunted in
secret, until the Dark Brotherhood found me. Now I have a family that accepts and even
values my unique gifts.” He was finally killed at the end of the third era.
Vampire: See → Vampirism.
Vampire Dust: (ESM) Of interest only to necromancers and alchemists, vampire dust is
collected solely from the withering corpses of slain vampires.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
5000,00 Fortify Health
Fortify Strength
Spell Absorption
Vampirism
4000,00 Silence
Resist Disease
Frost Damage
Invisibility

* Septims/Pound

Vampire Hunter
(ESM) "I am a vampire hunter. It is my life's work as it was my father's and his father before him. I seek out the
dark ones wherever they may hide. With Light of Day in my hand and Darksun on my arm, I kill them, that they
may no longer pray upon the innocent people of Tamriel. Fear these creatures, outlander. Destroy them if you
can, run if you must, but never let their disease flow through your veins. Or I will find you."

Vampire's Mace: (ESO) See → Mace of Molag Bal.
Vampires of the Iliac Bay: (ESD) Title of a work by "Anonymous," which comes in two
volumes and was originally published before 3E 406.
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Vampires of Vvardenfell: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
two volumes and was originally published before 3E 428. A rare book, which the Temple
does not like.
Vampiric Drain: (ESLB) Governing school: Restoration. With this necromantic spell, the
caster drains Wounds or Attribute Points from a target and transfers them to him or herself.
The caster can gain up to his or her normal maximum points.
Vampiric Ring: (ESM, ESO) One of the more deadly and rare artifacts in Tamriel is the
Vampiric Ring. It is said that the Ring has the power to steal its victim's health and grant it to
the wearer. The exact nature and origin of the Ring is wholly unknown, but many elders speak
of its evil creation in Morrowind long, long ago by a cult of Vampire followers. The Vampiric
Ring is an extremely rare artifact and is only seen every few hundred cycles of the moons.
(ESM) Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 16,000 gold for it.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
32.000,00 0,10
Absorb Fatigue
Absorb Health

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Vampiric Touch: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration/Destruction. Transfers health from a
target to the caster by touch.
Vampirism: (1) (ESM) This effect confers upon a subject all the abilities and weaknesses of
the disease called vampirism. (2) (Porphyric Hemophilia) (ESA) With the exception of a Lich,
these are perhaps the most feared of all the creatures which prowl the land. Vampires are
exceptionally intelligent, very strong, and very fast. They are immune to most normal
weapons, and regenerate lost health points. Silver weapons do double damage however.
Because of their reclusive nature, not much else is known about these powerful undead Lords.
They are believed to have spell casting ability, the ability to see invisible creatures and the
ability to command other creatures. They are a fearsome foe indeed. (ESD) Vampirism is a
disease, like brain rot or cholera, but far, far more insidious. One can become a vampire
through certain magical items or by the curse of a powerful wizard, but the most common
cause is the bite or scratch of a vampire. There are no symptoms of vampirism except this -- if
the victim sleeps after the attack but before he becomes a vampire, his sleep will be plagued
with nightmares. During this two to four day period, when the disease has been spread but the
victim is still mortal, most any temple healer can remove the curse of vampirism. There will
be no further warning. - There are over one hundred distinct kinds of vampire in Tamriel. The
two main differences between the different vampire clans is geography and powers. The Iliac
Bay region alone has nine variations with unique powers and abilities. Cruel, cunning, and
immortal predators, vampires hunt the night, sometimes singly, sometimes in packs. Their
powers and strength are certainly the stuff of legends - and there are said to be creatures called
Vampire Ancients who are to Vampires as Vampires are to common man. Vampires are
vurtually immune to physical harm and are capable of casting a variety of powerful spells, not
the least of which curses the victim with the dread disease| vampirism. Like lycanthropy,
vampirism can be easily cured in its early stages, but there is no known cure for undeath
besides death itself. Probably, the most horrifying thing about Vampires is their normalcy:
you can never tell if someone is a Vampire until you feel the fangs at your neck. To what
degree they have taken advantage of this and infiltrated human society is best left unimagined.
(ESM) The Dunmer hate necromancy and the undead, and hate blood vampires in particular.
Blood vampires are powerful undead creatures that feed on humanoid blood. Once they were
human, but they get the blood disease from another vampire, and they become vampires
themselves. The vampire curse is contracted from disease-contaminated blood; victims of
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vampire attacks sometimes become vampires. That's why they still exist. There is no known
cure for vampirism but the destruction of the vampire. Imperial culture regards blood
vampires as destructive monsters to be hunted and destroyed. Everyone hates them, yet no
one wants to come near one. However, romantic notions of noble, virtuous vampires persist in
Imperial traditions, and vampires are thought to pass unrecognized in the Mages Guild and the
Imperial aristocracy. The kinsmen of Lord Dagoth have been called 'ash vampires' by the
ignorant, but they are not vampire in any way. They are wise and powerful, long-lived and
masterful in sorcery -- but they are ageless, immortal wizards, like all of Lord Dagoth's kin -and not vampires. (ESO) Vampires rarely live alone. They tend to have others of their ilk
around them for protection. It's said that the bite of a vampire has the chance of infecting the
victim. Touching a vampire, or even the corpse of a vampire, can result in infection. If this
occurs, they'll become a vampire in a few days. Once infected with vampirism, you must wait
three days and then sleep once more. As a vampire you must feed regularly, drink the blood of
others to conceal their true nature. The longer you go without blood, the stronger you will
become, but there are dramatic adverse effects as well. Forgo your feeding, and you will no
longer be able to blend into "normal" society. You will be shunned as a monster. And let's not
forget sunlight. A vampire cannot exist in the daylight for long. As the sun's rays strike his
flesh, it will burn as if on fire. Vampires are immune to paralysis spells and common diseases,
but have a weakness to fire. Normal weapons won't harm a vampire, they must be enchanted.
(ESM) They say they don't have much of a problem here with vampires. That's the truth in the settled parts of
Vvardenfell. But in the backcountry, you hear rumors. Out near Dagon Fel, Maar Gan, Molag Mar, you hear
people talk of running into vampires in Dwemer ruins, and in ancestral tombs. Best to be careful. You don't want
to run into those babies. And if you do, you want a nice, crisp copy of Divine Intervention so you can get safe,
fast, all in one piece.

Cure
(ESO) According to legend, the Cure Vampirism recipe consists of six cloves of garlic, two
shoots of Bloodgrass, five leaves of Nightshade, the blood of an Argonian, and the ashes of a
powerful vampire. Obviously it's a recipe for a potion; but how these ingredients must be
prepared, is not known. A mage named Raminus Polus has done some research.
Lit.: Blasphemous Revenants. - Vampires of the Iliac Bay. - Vampires of Vvardenfell.

Vandas, Talen: (ESM) A nephew and protege of King Hlaalu Helseth's predecessor, the late
King Hlaalu Athyn Llethan. He was a very popular figure in Mournhold, with most people at
least. King Llethan thought of the boy as a son, and was grooming him for the throne, but
unfortunately Talen Vandas met with an accident while hunting soon after Helseth arrived in
Mournhold (3E 426). Although he was young at the time of his death, he was regarded a
powerful warrior.
Vandus Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the west of Vvardenfell's
Molag Amur, east of the Dunmer stronghold Marandus, on the eastern side of the Nabia
River.
Vanech: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A Lord, Daggerfall's archpriest of Kynareth during King
Lysandus' times and proprietor of a Building Commission. He is regularly mentioned in
Waughin Jarth's works.
Lit.: VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony. WAUGHIN JARTH, A Dance In Fire, and The Argonian Account.

Vansunalit Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine west of Telasero.
Vanto: (ESO) A mage mentioned in Ancotar's Journal.
Vanto's Third Law: (ESO) Some kind of teaching, mentioned by the mage Ancotar.
Varbarenth: (ESM, ESO) A King of Silvenar, son of Varbaril (late first century 3E).
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.
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Varbaril: (ESM, ESO) The father of King Varbarenth of Silvenar (late first century 3E).
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Varieties of Daedra: (ESO) Title of a work by Aranea Drethan, which comes in one volume
and was published before or in 3E 433.
Varieties of Faith in the Empire: (ESM) Title of a work by Mikhael Karkuxor, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Various Studies on the Fauna of Cyrodiil: (ESO) Title of a manuscript by Brenus Astis,
which comes in one volume and was written before or in 3E 433.
Varla Stone: (Aldmeris, "star stone") (ESO) A rare enchanted item found in Ayleid ruins.
Varla Stones are remarkably powerful, enabling untrained users to restore magical energy to
any number of enchanted items. Because of their great value and utility, these items are also
extremely rare, but since they are small and easily concealed, diligent explorers may still
occasionally come across them in any Ayelid ruin.
Lit.: IRLAV JAROL, Magic from the Sky.

Varnus, Geocrates: Sage and commentator of The Death Blow of Abernanit.
Varo Tradehouse: (ESM) An inn in Vos (Morrowind, Vvardenfell District) where you can
sleep for 10 gold a night.
Varondo: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, north of
Kvatch.
Varsa Baalim: (ESO) See → Sundercliff Watch.
Vas: (ESM) A Velothi tower on a small island northwest of the Sanctus Shrine.
Vassamsi Grotto: (ESM) A grotto southeast of Tel Mora.
Vassir Didanat Mine: (ESM) Vassir Didanat Mine used to be a famous ebony mine, but its
location has been lost.
Vegepythicus: (ESD) Editor of A Tale of Kieran.
Vegetable Products: (ESM) Vegetable products of commercial value on Vvardenfell include
the following: ash yam, bittergreen petals, black anther, black lichen, bloat, chokeweed,
comberry, corkbulb root, fire fern, gold kanet, green lichen, hackle-lo leaf, heather, kresh
fiber, marshmerrow, moon sugar, muck, red lichen, resin, roobrush, saltrice, scathecraw,
stoneflower petals, trama root, wickwheat, and willow anther.
Lit.: Special Flora of Tamriel.

Velas Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the south of Vvardenfell's
Molag Amur, just southwest of the Dunmer stronghold Telasero.
Veloth: See → Saint Veloth.
Veloth Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in Vvardenfell's West Gash,
southeast of the Dunmer stronghold Berandas.
Veloth's Indwelling: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's saint Veloth
which temporarily fortifies the blessed's magicka.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Veloth's Judgement: (ESM) A mighty Daedric warhammer. Mournhold’s Museum of
Artifacts offers 15,000 gold for it.
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Value
Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
30.000,00 96,00
Fire Damage
Drain Agility
Absorb Fatigue

* given in pounds

Velothi Mountains: (ESO) The mountain range separating Skyrim and Morrowind.
Lit.: AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man.

Velruan, Vexis: (ESO) An author of unknown reputation. A collection of his writings was
transcribed by ANIAS GAEL and published as The Liturgy of Affliction: A Collection Of The
Writings Of Vexis Velruan.
Vemynal: (ESM) The Dwemer ruin northwest of Dagoth Ur.
Vengheto: (ESM, ESO) A duchy, mentioned in MYMOPHONUS' The Armorers' Challenge.
Venim, Bolvyn: (ESM) A Dunmer crusader of Ald'ruhn, the Chief Councilor of Morrowind's
Great House Redoran in 3E 426. He lived in Venim Manor, the first Manor on the right as one
entered Ald'ruhn-under-Skar.
Lit.: Guide to Ald'ruhn. - Red Book of Great House Redoran (ed. 3E 426)

Venim Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in the northwest of Vvardenfell's
Grazelands, southeast of the Dwemer ruin Nchuleft.
Venison: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
8,00
Restore Health
Feather
Damage Health
Chameleon

* Septims/Pound

Verarchen Hall: (ESA) Village in the province of Morrowind.
Verelnim Ancestral Tomb: (ESM) A Dunmer ancestral tomb in Vvardenfell's Azura's Coast
region, on the northeastern shore of a small island southeast of the Daedric ruin Kaushtarari.
Verkarth City: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Verkarth Hills: (ESA) Village in the province of Elsweyr.
Vermeir Wastes: (ESA) Town in the province of High Rock.
Verminous Fabricant: (MPG) The origin of these mysterious creatures is shrouded in
mystery. Part-creature, part-machine, these quick and deadly creatures have a high resistance
to both poison and paralysis, but they are somewhat vulnerable to electrical attacks.
Vernaccus and Bourlor: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Tavi Dromio, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Vernim Wood: (ESA) Town in the province of Skyrim.
Versidue-Shaie: Potentate and trusted advisor of Emperor Reman III, and finally his
successor from 6 Sun's Dusk, 1E 2920, until his own assassination in Senchal in 2E 324. He
was succeeded by his son, Savirien-Chorak.
Lit.: PELLARNE ASSI, The Brothers of Darkness. Imperial Charter of the Guild of Mages. Mysterious Akavir.
CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era. Imperial Charter of the Guild of Fighters. History
of the Fighters Guild.

Vetersen, Per: (ESO) Author of Daggerfall. A Modern History.
Lit.: RUFUS HAYN, A Short Life of Uriel Septim VII.
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Veyond: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the southern center of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, southeast of
Blankenmarch.
Veyond's Cave: (ESO) A cave in the far southeast of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, southeast of Fort
Varia and north of Bravil on the northwest coast of Niben Bay.
Vhosek: (ESD) A Redguard Lord of the court of Sentinel.
Viana the Pure: (ESD) A virgin baroness of the Hammerfell township and barony of
Lainlyn. She reigned Lainlyn from 2E 120 to 2E 148.
Lit.: TIDASUS, Ghraewaj and the Harpies.

View: (ESLB, ESM, ESO) The fourth and final stage of the → Ritual of the Innocent Quarry,
in which the Huntsman makes the kill with the ritual Spear of Bitter Mercy, and calls upon the
Master of the Hunt to view the kill by ringing the town bell. The other stages are called →
Drag, → Call, and → Chase.
Lit.: The Posting of the Hunt.

Vilverin: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the north of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, on a small island
northeast of the Imperial City isle.
Vindasel: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the southwest of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, southwest of the
Imperial City.
Violet Coprinus: (ESM) Violet coprinus is a tall, slender-stemmed, light-green-capped
mushroom of the Bitter Coast region with modest magical properties. Coprinus comes from
long-stemmed toadstools which glow blue at night.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Water Walking
Drain Fatigue
Poison

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: AJIRA, Mushrooms of the Bitter Coast.

Viper's Bugloss Leaves: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Resist Paralysis
Night-Eye
Burden
Cure Paralysis

* Septims/Pound

Visiting an Ashlander Camp: (ESM) See → Ashlanders.
Vitharn: (1) (ESO) A ruined city in the realm of the Daedric lord Sheogorath. Centuries ago,
Vitharn was overrun by Fanatics. Because Vitharn's citizens refused to convert, the Fanatics
lay siege to Vitharn. The citizens failed to defend themselves. Vitharn is rumored to be
haunted by the ghosts of its slaughtered citizens.
Lit.: VITHARN.

(2) Vitharn: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which is said to exist in
Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E
433.
Vivec: (ESM) (Dunmeri pantheon: Master of Morrowind) Warrior-poet god of the Dunmer.
Vivec is the invisible keeper of the holy land, ever vigilant against the dark gods of the
Volcano. He/she has saved the Dunmeri people from certain death on numerous occasions,
most notably when he/she taught them how to breathe water for a day so that he/she could
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flood Morrowind and kill the Akaviri invaders, ca. 2E 572. Vivec is one of the three Immortal
God-Kings of Morrowind, a Pillar of the Tribunal, and the patron of Artists and Rogues.
Vivec (City):

Vivec
(From Guide to Vivec)

(ESM) Vivec City, named for Vivec, a living god of Morrowind, is south on the road from
Pelagiad. Vivec is the largest settlement on Vvardenfell, and one of the largest cities in the
East. Built on Norvayn Bay, completely surrounded by water, the city itself is a group of nine
giant town-sized buildings called 'cantons', each a little town in itself. Each Great House has
its own canton, and outlanders have their own canton called the Foreign Quarter. Every
canton has its own services. On a map, it looks like a cross, with the Foreign Quarter at the
top, the Temple Compound, with Vivec's Palace, the High Fane, the Ministry of Truth, and
the Hall of Wisdom and the Hall of Justice, at the bottom, the Hlaalu Compound to the west,
the Telvanni Compound on the east, and four cantons grouped together at the center -Redoran Compound northwest, Arena northeast, St. Delyn Canton southwest, and St. Olms
Canton southeast. Imperial guildsmen are in the Foreign Quarter. Redorans are in Redoran
Compound and Telvanni are in Telvanni Compound. Hlaalu are in Hlaalu Compound, but
also in St. Delyn and St. Olms Cantons. Temple priests, clerks, and Ordinators are in the Hall
of Wisdom and the Hall of Justice. Some fighters live and train at the Arena. If you're with an
Imperial Guild, go to the Foreign Quarter. If you serve a Great House, go to the Hlaalu
Compound, Redoran Compound, or Telvanni Compound. If you belong to the Temple, go to
the High Fane. Beyond that, there are many independent smiths, traders, alchemists, clothiers,
booksellers, craftsmen, tradesmen, and trainers of all sorts in all the cantons. You just have to
look around. The Arena is for public entertainments like mock battles and comic plays.
Commoners and paupers live in St. Delyn and St. Olms Cantons. The Ministry of Truth, the
Temple prison, hangs above the great temple of the High Fane, the Halls of Wisdom and
Justice, and Lord Vivec's Palace. The High Fane and the Palace of Vivec are visited by
hundreds of tourists and pilgrims daily. Outlanders mostly confine themselves to the Foreign
Canton, while natives live, work, and shop in the Great House compounds and residential
cantons. Silt Striders from North Landing, north of the Foreign Quarter, go to Seyda Neen,
Suran, Molag Mar, and Balmora. Guild guides at the Foreign Quarter Mages Guild teleport
you to the Balmora, Ald'ruhn, Caldera, and Sadrith Mora Mages Guilds for a fee. Gondoliers
ferry passengers between the Telvanni Compound, the Hlaalu Compound, the Foreign
Quarter, St. Delyn Canton, and the Arena. Roads lead from North Landing north towards
Suran and the Ascadian Isles and northwest towards Seyda Neen.
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If you need to earn some money to support yourself while you're in Vivec, try the Imperial Guilds in the Foreign
Quarter. They often have odd jobs for willing adventurers. And ask tradesmen and craftsmen you meet. They
often have simple errands that need doing. The pay is small, but the goodwill gained by serving local people and
the experience traveling around the city may be worth more than the gold you earn.

From Balmora, take the silt strider to Vivec; it's fast, cheap, and safe. Or, if you're feeling
adventurous, walk the road south from Balmora, past Pelagiad, through the Ascadian Isles to
Vivec. Be careful. It's easy to lose the road or blunder into beasts when traveling by night or
in bad weather. Travel by day to avoid getting lost. Or killed.
Cantons
(ESM) Vivec's cantons are buildings with many levels. The upperworks are the rooftops with
shops and rich folks' manors. The waistworks are the next tier down, usually shops and guilds,
with some apartments. Canalside is the lowest level, where poor folks live. The corridors are
like mazes, so watch how you go. The Temple built all the cantons, and leases them to shops,
guilds, and residents.
Vivec is huge. It is easy to get lost. But if you observe the law, you can't get into much trouble. Wander freely.
Learn your way around. See what the craftsmen and traders have to sell. See the sights the pilgrims come to see - the Ministry of Truth, the High Fane, the Palace of Vivec. And while you're there, go take a tour of Ebonheart,
the Imperial town across the lagoon to the west. A lot to see and do over there, too.

ARENA. (ESM) The Arena Compound lies between the Redoran compound on the west and
the Telvanni compound on the east. The Arena is the site of public entertainments and combat
sports. The comfortable domed Arena has seating for hundreds of spectators; beneath the
Arena are dressing and storage rooms for entertainers and training rooms and animal pens for
the combat competitors. Some fighters live and train at the Arena.
FOREIGN QUARTER. (ESM) The Foreign Quarter is the large three-tiered canton to the north.
Originally, foreigners were not allowed to enter Vivec any further than the Foreign Quarter,
but now outlanders can travel throughout Vivec at will. The Imperial Guilds each have
guildhalls and complete services here, and an Imperial cult shrine serves the spiritual needs of
the Imperial faithful. Various independent tradesmen, craftsmen, and trainers also rent space
here. The Black Shalk Cornerclub rents beds to non-guild visitors.
HLAALU COMPOUND. (ESM) Hlaalu Compound is the westmost of Vivec's cantons. Councilor
Crassius Curio has a splendid tier-top mansion here. The tiers below contain Hlaalu
treasuries, records, holding cells, and various services. Baren Alen in the Hlaalu Vaults is the
head Treasurer. There are two public houses: the Elven Nations and the No Name Club. A
variety of craftsmen and tradesmen also have shops at Hlaalu Compound. Some House Hlaalu
nobles maintain residences in the less-formal St. Delyn and St. Olms cantons. Councilor
Velanda Omani's manor is east of the city on Elmas Island.
REDORAN COMPOUND. (ESM) Redoran Compound is the canton south of the Foreign Quarter,
west of and next to the Arena. The Redoran administrative center there includes the Redoran
Treasury, Hall of Records, and Holding Cells. Faral Retheran, the treasurer, is in the Redoran
Vaults. On the lowest tier is a Redoran shrine and ancestral vaults. Two noble families, the
Sarens and the Dralors, have top-tier manors. There are many tradesmen, craftsmen, and
trainers, and the Flowers of Gold cornerclub provides lodgings for Redoran kin and retainers.
ST. DELYN CANTON, ST. OLMS CANTON. (ESM) St. Delyn Canton and St. Olms Canton are
residence cantons for commoners and paupers. The Temple charges very reasonable rents for
comfortable workshops, shops, and apartments, and most of Vvardenfell's crafts and light
industry is housed in these cantons. The Abbey of St. Delyn the Wise is on the top tier of St.
Delyn, and Hlaalu Councilor Yngling Half-Troll has a top-tier manor on St. Olms.
TELVANNI COMPOUND. (ESM) Telvanni Compound is the eastmost canton. The mage-lord
Mavon Drenim is the ranking Telvanni noble. The Telvanni rent the compound from the
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Temple, and have to make do with a Velothi tower instead of their preferred mushroom
towers. The administrative center includes a treasury and a hall of records. Slaves are housed
in the lowest tiers. There are many tradesmen, craftsmen, and trainers, and the Lizard's Head
cornerclub provides lodgings for Telvanni kin and mercenaries.
TEMPLE COMPOUND. (ESM) The Temple Compound includes the High Fane, the largest
Tribunal temple on Vvardenfell, and The Ministry of Truth, a moon suspended by Vivec's
power above the Temple Compound, where the Temple Ordinators are quartered. The Hall of
Wisdom and Hall of Justice house the executive, administrative, judicial, and martial
operations of the Tribunal Temple. The Palace of Vivec is the abode of the god-hero Lord
Vivec. Beneath the Palace of Vivec is the Puzzle Canal, a place of testing for questing heroes.
Underworks
(ESM) The underworks are the canton sewers below canalside; only grubbers and cleaners go
down there.
Lit.: Guide to Vivec.

Vivec and Mephala: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Vivec's Ash Mask: (ESM) See → Mask of Vivec.
Vivec's Mystery: (ESM) A blessing of Morrowind's Tribunal Temple's god Vivec which
temporarily fortifies the blessed's luck.
Lit.: The Consolations of Prayer.

Vlindrel, Berich: (ESO) One of Cyrodiil's famous Knights of the Nine of the early Third Era.
Sir Berich was of Imperial origin and the one who recovered the Sword and the Greaves of
the Crusader. He became infamous for his slaughter of Sir Caius on the steps of the Priory of
the Nine. Allegedly his ghost haunts the road to Chorrol.
Lit.: KAROLINE OF SOLITUDE, The Knights of the Nine.

Voernet: (ESO) First Era Breton sage and author.
Lit.: TAURCE IL-ANSELMA, On Artaeum.

Voice of Dread: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Journeyman skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Demoralize up to level 5 for 20 seconds.
Lit.: Voice of Dread Tome.

Voice of Rapture: (ESO) A spell of the School of Illusion which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Charm, 36 points for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Voice of Rapture Tome.

Void Essence: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Flesh Atronach of
Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
4000,00 Restore Health
Fortify Health
Fortify Strength
Fortify Endurance

* Septims/Pound

Void Salts: (ESM) Void salts are rare crystalline precipitates with modest magical properties
collected from the evanescent remains of a slain storm atronach.
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Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433

Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
1000,00 Restore Magicka
Spell Absorption
Paralyze
Drain Endurance
1200,00 Restore Magicka
Damage Health
Fortify Magicka
Dispel

* Septims/Pound

Volendrung: (ESA) Also known as the Dwarven Hammer of Might, Volendrung is said to
have been created by the Dwarves of the now abandoned clan of Rourken, hundreds of years
before they disappeared from the world of Tamriel. It has the ability to grant health to its
wielder, but it is best known for the paralyzing and strength leeching effects it has when cast
at an enemy. Like the Dwarves who created it, Volendrung is prone to disappearing suddenly,
resurfacing sometimes in days, sometimes in eons. – Cf. → Spell Breaker.
Time
3E 399

Province
n/a

3E 427
3E 433

Morrowind
Cyrodiil

Value
n/a

Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Damage Health
Drain Intelligence
Drain Willpower
Drain Personality
Drain Luck
Drain Strength
600,00 32,00
4.300,00 3,75
Drain Health
Paralyze

* given in pounds

Voria, Caula: (ESO) The wife of Uriel Septim VII, and mother of three of his sons (Geldall,
Enman, and Ebel Septim).
Lit.: RUFUS HAYN, A Short Life of Uriel Septim VII. - Emperor and Heirs Assassinated! (Black Horse Courier
special edition).

Vos: (ESM) The village of Vos is a small Velothi settlement in the middle of the grassy plains
of the Grazelands, inland from the coast and west of Red Mountain. Thanks to Master Aryon,
Vos now has a Tribunal priest, Eldrilu Dalen, at the Vos Chapel, and a new tradehouse, the
Varo Tradehouse. Maela Kaushad is the village hetwoman. The Vos chapel is in the center of
the village, through the gate and courtyard. Eldrilu Dalen is the priest at the Vos Chapel.
Burcanius Varo and his wife Ferise Varo run the Varo Tradehouse. It is that big tower down
by the docks. Burcanius Varo can rent you beds there, and sell food and sundries. Tel Mora,
the tower of Mistress Dratha, has a larger settlement with many merchants and tradesmen. Tel
Mora lies across the bay on an island to the east. Ships go to Sadrith Mora, Tel Aruhn, and
Tel Mora.You can travel by ship to Tel Mora, then water-walk to the mainland and head
southwest to reach the village.
Vounoura: (ESM, ESO) A mysterious island mentioned in CARLOVAC TOWNWAY's 2920,
The Last Year of the First Era, and YNIR GORMING's Fire and Darkness. It is said to be the
island where the Morag Tong sent its agents in retirement.
Vrage (of Ysgramor): (ESD) High King of Sykrim, also known as Vrage the Gifted. He was
the second son of King Harald of Ysgramoor. The Nords under Vrage's leadership spread into
Morrowind and High Rock. – Cf. → Skyrim.
Lit.: ANONYMOUS, King Edward.
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Vraseth: (ESD) A vampiric tribe of High Rock, whose territory comprises Daggerfall,
Betony, Glenpoint, Kambria, Tulune, and Glenumbra Moors. Their allies are the → Thrafey.
– Cf. → Vampirism.
Vread: See → Lake Vread.
Vulkhel Guard: (ESA) Town in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Vulkmasten Wood: (ESA) Town in the province of Valenwood.
Vulkneu Town: (ESA) Village in the province of Hammerfell.
Vullain Haven: (ESA) Village in the province of Valenwood.
Vulnerability Spells: (ESM) Vulnerability spells make natural and supernatural creatures
more vulnerable to magics based on the elemental forces of fire, frost, magica, poison, and
shock, reducing the chance that a victim will avoid suffering the effects of all or part of a
magical attack. The most common of these destruction spells are: weakness to fire, weakness
to frost, weakness to shock, weakness to magicka, and weakness to poison.
Vulnim Gate: (ESA) Town in the province of Hammerfell.
Vulstaed: (ESM, ESO) The King of Camlorn in the province of High Rock in the mid first
century of the Third Era. He was the father of Quintilla, who in 3E 63 got married to Pelagius
Septim II.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, The Wolf Queen.

Vune: (ESD) Redguardic First Scholar of the Imperial University.
Vunqidh, Tabar: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Last Scabbard of Akrash.
Vvardenfell ('City of the Strong Shield'): (PG1) The vast Volcano of Tamriel, this giant
mountain dominates the north of Morrowind. It is a small continent all to itself, riven from the
rest of Morrowind by the remains of a colossal crater. On a clear day (an exceedingly rare
event), the peak can be seen from Almalexia, 250 miles to the south. At the time of the Nord
Conquest, a Dwarven kingdom flourished in the north of Morrowind, the region now covered
by the Vvardenfell volcano. Indeed, this vanished realm gave its name to the mighty volcano
that obliterated it - Vvardenfell is a Dwarven word meaning "City of the Strong Shield". It is
not known whether the Dwarves of Vvardenfell were destroyed by the first eruption of the
volcano, or whether they had already met the mysterious fate of their brethren across Tamriel
(see Marobar Sul's Ancient Tales of the Dwemer for a full discussion of the disappearance of
the Dwarves). Certainly, the Kingdom of Vvardenfell remained strong at the time of the Nord
Conquest. The doughty Dwarves, secure in their underground fastnesses and united into one
polity, were a far more formidable foe than the divided and feuding Dark Elven clans, and
remained independent when the rest of Morrowind fell to the Nords. The volcano first erupted
in 1E 668; this date, at least, is well attested in the written record. The eruption is still recalled
in the tales of numerous peoples - to the Nords it was "The Year of Winter in Summer", to the
khajiit, "Sun's Death". Legend attributes its birth to the fall of a god to earth; whatever the
cause, Vvardenfell has slumbered uneasily for thousands of years, regularly blanketing the
surrounding region with ash. Providentially, the tall mountain range between Morrowind and
the rest of Tamriel has served to protect us from the exhalations of Vvardenfell, restricting its
ash storms to the land of the Dark Elves, who seem made for life in its shadow. (ESM)
Vvardenfell is one of the six Imperial administrative districts of Morrowind. Vvardenfell
district encompasses Vvardenfell Island, a great land mass dominated by the giant volcano
Red Mountain and cut off from mainland Morrowind by the surrounding Inner Sea. The
portion of the Padomaic Ocean lying north of Vvardenfell is known as the Sea of Ghosts.
About 50% of Vvardenfell's inhabitants are Dunmer; the other half are Redguard, Breton,
Nord, Altmer, Bosmer, Imperial, Khajiit, Argonian, and Orc in roughly equal proportion.
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(ESO) Unconfirmed rumors at the end of the third era: “The Telvanni do their best to close the Oblivion gates,
but it is to no avail.” - “The man-god Vivec has gone missing. Some believe he has been taken by the daedra.” “Daedra have overrun the town of Ald'ruhn. The entire town has been destroyed.” - “Many are dead in the land
of the Dunmer. Even St. Jiub, who drove the cliffracers from Vvardenfell, has fallen to the daedra hordes.”

Politics and Religion
(ESM) Vvardenfell District's Grand Council, presided over by the sovereign Lord Vedam
Dren, Duke of Ebonheart and Vvardenfell, is dominated by five interest groups: the three
Great Houses, the Temple, and the Imperial colonists. The Temple and House Redoran are
champions of ancient Dunmer customs and privileges, and uncompromising and intolerant
worshippers of the native religion call the Tribunal Temple, which venerates three immortal
god-kings -- Lord Vivec, Lord Sotha Sil, and Lady Almalexia.
Lit.: A Short History of Morrowind. - Guide to Vvardenfell.
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W
Wabbajack: (1) (ESD) Madness and chaos are the trademarks of Sheogorath. The Wabbajack
embodies these same traits. Using the artifact on a creature will transform it into something
else. The creature can become any one of the following monsters: rat, imp, spriggan, giant
bat, grizzly bear, spider, nymph, harpy, skeletal warrior, giant, zombie, giant scorpion, iron
atronach, flesh atronach, ice atronach, fire atronach, lich. The problem is the bearer has no
way of controlling the transformation. He could change a giant bat into a lich, or a fire
atronach into a rat.
Time
Province
3E 433 Cyrodiil
* given in pounds

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 0,63
Wabbajack

(2) Wabbajack: (ESD, ESO) Title of a work, which comes in one volume and was originally
published as by "Anonymous" before 3E 406. A later edition was published anonymously
between 3E 406 and 3E 433. Rumor has it that Pelagius Septim III himself was the author.
Waerr, Naenra: (ESO) An ancient witch; see → Umbra Sword.
Waft of Lightness: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Jumping.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Waking Day: (DC, ESD) Breton festival to wake the gods of nature, celebrated in the Yeorth
Burrowland on the 18th of Morning Star. (ESD) The people in Yeorth Burrowland invented
Waking Day in prehistoric times to wake the spirits of nature after a long, cold winter. It has
evolved into a sort of orgiastic celebration of the end of winter.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay.

Wakizashi: (ESD) A sword with a three foot-long single-edged blade. (ESM) Like other
exotic blades of Akaviri design, the wakizashi is an elegant and refined single-edged version
of the more common double-edged longswords of Western design. Because the weapons
themselves are rare, and few smiths know how to make them, they are not common in
Morrowind.
Walkabout: (ESM) In Yokudan theosophy, the term 'Walkabout' describes a mythic process
by which the gods became enabled to persist beyond one lifetime.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. – The Monomyth.

Walking Trees: See → Gnarl.
Wall of Fire: (ESD) Caster creates a wall of fire.
Wall of Frost: (ESD) Caster creates a wall of ice.
Wall of Poison: (ESD) Caster creates a wall of poison gas.
Wall of Stone: (ESD) Caster creates a wall of stone.
Wamasus: (ESO) Argonian term for the original inhabitants of Argonia. Northern men
considered the wamasus to be intelligent dragons. – Cf. → Fang of Haynekhtnamet.
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

War Axe: (ESD) A short-handled hatchet with a single-sided blade. (ESLB) A devastating
weapon requiring two hands to propely wield with a heavy haft and heavy bladed head.
(ESM) A bewildering variety of one-hand axe styles are found in Morrowind. The spiked
chitin war axe favored by Ashlander and Great House Dunmer is in some ways more like a
mace than an axe. The steel war axe is double-bladed; the iron war axe is single-bladed; the
glass, ebony, and daedric war axes are single-bladed with balancing spikes.
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War Axe of Augmented Hewing: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of longblade,
and, when striking a target, causes Medium Frost Damage.
Lit.: A Short History Of The Augmented Craftworks.

War Axe of Furious Hewing: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of longblade, casts
the spell of Running, and provides the preternatural Blessing of Athleticism when equipped.
Lit.: Curiosities Of The Second Age.

War Axe of Riven Stars: (ESLB) Engenders Medium Shock Damage, and partakes of the
excellence of destruction.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

War Axe of Starkhorn's Hewing: (ESLB) Grants benefits in the disciplines of longblade,
and, when equipped, confers a measure of Resistance to All Elements for its owner.
Lit.: STARKHORN, Starkhorn's Compendium Of His Arts And Crafts In The Realms Of Lesser Enchantments.

War Axe of the Shrew: (ESLB) Engenders Medium Magic Damage, and is schooled with
crafts of alteration.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

War Axe of the Tears of the Shark: (ESLB) Causes Slow, Minor Continuous Damage to
Target, and is informed by the arts of destruction.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

War College: A college in Cyrodiil, mentioned in the third part of the Report of the Imperial
Commission on the Disaster at Ionit.
War Durzog: (MPG) Frightening creatures. Possibly even more intelligent than their goblin
handlers. You might hear them referred to as “sludgepuppies,” but do not let that name fool
you. They are strong, smart, and often well-trained creatures. The goblins use them on patrols
to hunt down their victims.
War Eagles: (ESA) The arena team of Taneth of 3E 399/400.
War Knights: (ESA) The arena team of Evermore of 3E 399/400.
War Mages: (ESA) The arena team of Shornhelm of 3E 399/400.
The War of Betony: (1) (ESD) Title of a work by Fav'te, which comes in one volume and was
originally published between 3E 403 and 3E 406. (2) (ESD) Title of a work by Vulper
Newgate, which comes in one volume and was originally published in 3E 404 or 3E 405.
War of the First Council: (1) (ESM) The first government of all Morrowind was called the
First Council, comprised of representatives from all the Dunmer Great Houses. This First
Council mobilized to suppress a civil war. A rebel house, House Dwemer, joined with Nord
and Orc clans to invade northern Morrowind. The rebels, invaders, and a traitor house, House
Dagoth, were finally defeated and destroyed at the Battle of Red Mountain.
Lit.: Nerevar at Red Mountain. - AGRIPPA FUNDILIUS, The War of the First Council.

(2) The War of the First Council: (ESM) Title of a work by Agrippa Fundilius, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428. This account is based on various
Imperial and Dunmer sources, and written for Western readers.
Ward of Akavir: (ESM) An enchanted shield made from the skin of a dragon. The Legions
hold this priceless artifact in high regard.
Time
Province
3E 427 Morrowind
* given in pounds

Value Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
5.000,00 10,00
Fortify Luck
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Ward Sigil: (ESLB) (1) Ward sigils are enchantments that injure those who touch them,
unless an Amulet of Entry is worn. The invaders of Battlespire employed sigils shaped like
letters of the Daedric alphabet. Only those wearing an Amulet of Entry matching the letter of
the ward sigil might pass through the warding safely. – (2) Groups of Daedra may also
identify one another according to amulets bearing letters of the Daedric alphabet. These lettercoded amulets may indicate an individual's status and faction.
Warder: (DC) The sixth rank in the Fighters Guild hierarchy. (ESM, ESO) The seventh rank
in the Fighters Guild hierarchy.
Warhammer: (ESD) A heavy mallet, effective as a bludgeon. (ESM) Heavy two-handed
blunt weapon good for knocking someone off his feet.
Warhammers: (ESA) The arena team of Kragenmoor of 3E 399/400. Until then they were
the only ones to have successfully killed every opponent who has ever challenged them.
Warlock: (1) (ESM) " I'm a warlock. I have bound myself by oath and deed to the service of
a Daedra lord, and in return have received gifts of knowledge and power. The Temple calls
my patrons the bad Daedra, and perhaps they aren't very nice... but I guess I'm not very nice,
either. If you are curious, and not afraid, I can tell you a little about the bad Daedra and
Daedric summonings." – (2) (DC, ESM, ESO) The seventh rank in the Mages Guild
hierarchy.
Warlock's Ring: (ESA, ESD, ESM, ESO) The Warlock's Ring of the Archmage Syrabane is
one of the most popular relics of myth and fable. In Tamriel's ancient history, Syrabane saved
all of the continent by judicious use of his Ring, and ever since, it has helped adventurers with
less lofty goals. It is best known for its ability to reflect spells cast at its wearer and to
improve his or her speed and to restore health, though it may have additional powers. No
adventurer can wear the Warlock's Ring for long, for it is said that the Ring is Syrabane's
alone to command. (ESM) Mournhold’s Museum of Artifacts offers 11,000 gold for it.
Time
3E 399

Province
n/a

3E 427

Morrowind

Value
n/a

Weight* Attributed Effect(s)
n/a
Fortify Speed
Restore Health
Reflect Spell
22.000,00 0,10
Reflect
Fortify Speed

* given in pounds
Lit.: YAGRUM BAGARN, Tamrielic Artifacts.

Warlords: (ESA) The arena team of Thorn of 3E 399/400.
Warp in the West: (1) (ESO) A strange occurrence in 3E 417, also known as “The Miracle
of Peace”.
Lit.: The Warp in the West.

(2) The Warp in the West: (ESO) Title of a report compiled by Ulvius Tero, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Warrior: (1) (ESA) Warriors and their subclasses are the strong arm of the Empire, the basic
stock of the world of Tamriel. They are a versatile character, able to employ their skill at arms
in almost any situation. Unless otherwise specified, Warriors and their subclasses cannot ever
cast spells. They may use any weapon, armor, or shield. With the exception of Knights and
Rangers, Warriors are the only other class able to wear plate armor. This fact is important, for
only plate armor is strong enough to be enchanted. Therefore, only Warriors, Knights and
Rangers may wear enchanted armor. The governing statistics for warriors and their subclasses
are Strength and Endurance. A high Agility is also desirable, since this directly affects their
Armor Rating. Warriors are the second fastest to rise in experience, Thieves being the fastest.
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At high levels this, along with the use of magical equipment, puts them in equal standing with
Mages and their ilk. (ESD) Warriors are those most heavily trained in the arts of combat and
warfare. In a sense, the warrior is the standard against which all classes are judged in terms of
strength and versatility. They are adept in the use of many weapons and are often heavily
armored. As the name suggests, a warrior's milieu is physical combat. They are the ultimate
fighters - capable of using any weapon, any armor, and any shield. Strength and endurance are
the most essential attributes for warriors, though agility is also an important factor in combat.
The skills most important to a Warrior are: Axe, Long Blade, Blunt Weapon, Hand-to-Hand,
Archery, and Short Blade. (ESLB) The warrior is the epitome of strength, constitution, and
prowess. Warriors are masters of physical combat, capable of using any weapon, and any
armour. Strength, Endurance, and Agility are the most important attributes for warriors.
(ESM) Warriors are the professional men-at-arms, soldiers, mercenaries, and adventurers of
the Empire, trained with various weapon and armor styles, conditioned by long marches, and
hardened by ambush, skirmish, and battle. If you were to ask for the model of a warrior, one'd
have to say Miles Gloriosus. He's at the Andus Tradehouse in Maar Gan right now, on a
crusade to kill off all the monsters sneaking through the Ghostfence, but he always has time to
talk with an admirer. (ESO) Unafraid of light weaponry, they plow into the fray with little
regard for injury. Masters of all melee tools, they put little faith in the magical arts.
(ESM) "I'm a warrior by trade. I know how to fight, when necessary, but I much rather look so tough that critters
give up or run away when they see me. Personally, I favor long blades of all kinds -- they use long blades of
many different styles and craftsmanships here in Morrowind -- and I wear medium armor, for a decent balance of
protection and mobility. But I train with various weapon types and armor types. And like any good warrior, I'm
my own armorer -- don't want to fight with worn weapons in worn armor."

(2) (DC) The ninth rank in the Fighters Guild hierarchy. (ESO) The fifth rank in the Imperial
City Arena Combatants hierarchy. (3) (ESM) Constellation of The Warrior with a Prime
Aspect of Masser. Those born under the sign of The Warrior have an increased chance of
hitting. (ESO) Warrior is the first Guardian Constellation and he protects his charges during
their Seasons. The Warrior's own season is Last Seed when his Strength is needed for the
harvest. His Charges are the Lady, the Steed, and the Lord. Those born under the sign of the
Warrior have increased strength and endurance and are skilled with weapons of all kinds, but
prone to short tempers. The Warrior shall prove a stalwart companion when fortune fades.
Lit.: FFOULKE, The Firmament.

(3) (ESO) The title of the third volume of Reven's untitled Eslaf-Erol-cycle, which was
published before or in 3E 433. The other volumes are entitled (1) Beggar, (2) Thief, and (4)
King.
Warrior Stone: (ESO) A Birthsign Doomstone located just northwest of the Ayleid ruin
Silorn. Gives the greater power War Cry, which fortifies the Strength attribute and the Blade,
Blunt, and Hand-to-Hand skills.
The Warrior's Charge: (ESM, ESO) Title of "an old poem of the Redguards," which comes
in one volume and was originally published anonymously before 3E 428.
Warriors: (ESA) The arena team of Blackrose of 3E 399/400.
Warriors Festival: (ESA, ESD) The Warriors Festival is celebrated on the 20th of Sun's
Dusk. Most all the local warriors, spellswords, and rogues come to the equipment stores and
blacksmiths where all weapons are half price. Unfortunately, the low prices also tempt many
an untrained boy to buy his first sword and the normally quiet streets ring with amateur
skirmishes.
Wars of the Iliac Bays: (ESO) The wars resulting in the establishment of the modern borders
of Daggerfall, Sentinel, Wayrest, and Orsinium
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Wasten Brukbrook: (ESA) Town in the province of Valenwood.
Wasten Coridale: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
Watcher's Eye: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Watcher's Eye plant of
Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Intelligence
Fortify Magicka
Light
Reflect Spell

* Septims/Pound

Watchman: (ESO) The first rank in the Imperial Watch hierarchy.
Water:
Time
2E 864
3E 405

Province
Value* Attributed Effect(s)
Hammerfell n/a1
Heal1
Restore [?] Stamina1
2
High Rock 40,00
Heal Fatigue1
1
100,00 Water Walking1
200,003 Fortify Strength2
Invisibility2
n/a3

* Septims/Pound
1
pure water
2
rain water
3
holy water

Water Breathing: (ESD) Causes target to be able to breathe normally under water. Governing
School: Alteration. Allows the caster to breath in an underwater environment for the duration of
the spell. (ESM) Governing School: Alteration. This effect permits the subject to breathe
underwater for the duration of the spell. (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires
the Apprentice skill and affects the caster himself. Effects: Water Breathing, 30 seconds.
Lit.: Water Breathing Tome.

Water Creatures: (ESM) Three creatures are commonly encountered in Vvardenfell's coastal
and water environments. The mudcrab, and its larger cousins the king mudcrab and mudcrab
titan, are large but unaggressive. Slaughterfish are small but very aggressive, and the larger
varieties, the blind slaughterfish and the electric slaughterfish, are quite dangerous. But the
most dangerous water creature is the large and powerful dreugh and the dreugh man o'war.
Water Hyacinth Nectar: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
320,00 Damage Luck
Damage Fatigue
Restore Magicka
Fortify Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Water Root Pod Pit: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Water Root Pod plant
of Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
48,00 Restore Health
Resist Fire
Fire Shield
Water Breathing
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Water Stone: (ESM) One of the six Standing Stones used in the Ritual of the Gifts,
representing the All-Maker's Gift of Water. It is located in the northwest of Solstheim, west of
Hvitkald Peak.

The symbol of the Water Stone.

Water Walking: (ESD) Allows target to walk on water. Governing School:
Alteration/Thaumaturgy. Allows the caster to walk on the surface of water for the duration of
the spell. (ESM) Governing School: Alteration. This effect permits the subject to walk on the
surface of water for the duration of the spell.
Water's Edge: (ESO) A small settlement in the west of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, north of
Leyawiin.
The Waters of Oblivion: (ESLB, ESM, ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which
comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 399
Watermelon: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
6,40
Restore Fatigue
Light
Burden
Damage Health

* Septims/Pound

Wawnet Inn: (ESO) An inn at the western end of the Talos Bridge which leads to the
Imperial City (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 10 gold a night.
Way of the Exposed Palm: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes in
one volume and was published before or in 3E 433.
Wayrest: (ESA) City-State in the province of High Rock. (ESD, ESM, ESO) One of the eight
kingdoms in High Rock, located at the mouth of the Bjoulsae River. King Eadwyre and
Queen Barenziah rule the land from their capitol, also called Wayrest. Eadwyre has one child,
Elysana, from a previous marriage. Barenziah has two children, Helseth and Morgiah, from
her previous marriage. (PG1) Wayrest has always seen itself as the rival of Daggerfall, but
continues to suffer from an inferiority complex that is evident in the ostentatious display of its
ruling house. Daggerfall was already a well-established kingdom when Wayrest was merely a
collection of rude huts at the mouth of the Bjoulsae River. But Wayrest prospered mightily
after the Fall of Orsinium when the commerce from the whole of Tamriel began to flow past
its gates, and today it boasts the largest and richest population in High Rock. The merchants
of Wayrest have welcomed the arrival of the Empire, particularly the Navy's Northwest Fleet,
which has made suppression of the notorious pirates of the Iliac Bay its top priority.
(ESA) "The port city of Wayrest and the Highlanders hail all weary travelers who wish to rest. Find ye the
strength within our walls to continue your journey, where ever that may be..."
Lit.: SATHYR LONGLEAT, Wayrest, Jewel of the Bay. - ERYSTERA LIGEN, Etiquette With Rulers. - STRONACH
K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the Empire. - TSATHENES, The Madness of Pelagius. - ANONYMOUS, The Real
Barenziah. - The Common Tongue. - ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.
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Wayrest, Jewel of the Bay: (ESD) Title of a work by Sathyr Longleat, which comes in one
volume and was originally published before 3E 406.
Wayshrines: (ESO) Ancient Wayshrines of the Nine are scattered through the wilderness. If
you've done good deeds, the Nine will bless you and cure diseases when you visit their
wayshrines. Those famous for good deeds may receive Blessings of Intelligence and Magicka
when they visit Wayshrines of Julianos. Virtuous visitors to Wayshrines of Kynareth may
receive Blessings of Agility. When you visit a Wayshrine of Zenithar, and you've lived a good
life by the Nine, you may receive a Blessing of Luck. Those who live by the Commands of
the Nine receive Blessings of Strength when they visit Wayshrines of Tiber Septim. A good
man who honors the Nine may visit the Wayshrines of Akatosh for Blessings of Speed and
Magicka. If you've been good, Wayshrines of Dibella may bless your Personality. Wayshrines
of Arkay confer Blessings of Health on those who've pleased the Nine by righteous acts.
Please the Nine with good works, and visit Wayshrines of Stendarr for Blessings of
Endurance. Those who've pleased the Nine may receive Blessings of Willpower at the
Wayshrines of Mara.
Weakness: (ESM) Governing School: Destruction. Decreases the target's resistance to
elements, Magicka (non-elemental), normal weapons (non-enchanted), diseases, and poison.
Weakness to Blight Disease: (ESM) This effect decreases the target's resistance to blight
disease.
Weakness to Common Disease: (ESM) This effect decreases the target's resistance to
Common Disease.
Weakness to Corprus Disease: (ESM) This effect decreases the target's resistance to corprus
disease.
Weakness to Fire: (ESM) This effect decreases the target's resistance to damage from
elemental fire. (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Weakness to Fire, 25% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Weakness to Fire Tome.

Weakness to Frost: (ESM) This effect decreases the target's resistance to damage from
elemental frost. (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Weakness to Frost, 25% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Weakness to Frost Tome.

Weakness to Magicka: (ESM) This effect decreases the target's resistance to damage from
non-elemental magical effects. (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Weakness to Magicka, 25% for 30
seconds.
Lit.: Weakness to Magicka Tome.

Weakness to Normal Weapons: (ESM) This effect decreases the target's resistance to
damage from normal weapons (i.e., weapons not enchanted or silvered).
Weakness to Poison: (ESM) This effect decreases the target's resistance to damage from
poison. (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice skill and
affects the target at distance. Effects: Weakness to Poison, 25% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Weakness to Poison Tome.

Weakness to Shock: (ESM) This effect decreases the target's resistance to damage from
elemental shock. (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Apprentice
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Weakness to Shock, 25% for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Weakness to Shock Tome.
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Weapons: (ESM) Weapons come in all shapes and sizes and can be made from a variety of
materials. They can also be enchanted with special magical abilities to further increase their
lethality.
Weapon Types
(ESM) Short blades include the dagger, tanto, shortsword, and wakizashi. Long blades
include the broadsword, saber, longsword, katana, claymore, and dai-katana. Blunt weapons
include the club, staff, mace, morningstar, and warhammer. Axes include the war axe and
battle axe. Spears include spears and halberds. Marksman weapons include short bow, long
bow, crossbow, throwing star, and throwing knife. Bows shoot arrows; crossbows shoot bolts.
Use of each weapon type relies on a different skill.
Material and Craft
(ESM) Weapons popular in Morrowind can be categorized according to their material and
craft. In approximate order of value and utility, the types are: chitin, iron, steel, silver,
dwarven, nordic, glass, ebony, and daedric.
Weapon Wear
(ESM) The more damage a weapon sustains, the less damage it will do. Weapons become less
effective with wear. When its condition goes down to zero, the weapon or armor becomes
unusable. Eventually they break, and are useless until you repair them, but a worn weapon
does only a fraction of the damage it should do. You'll hack and stab and slash away, and
suddenly realize you're doing almost nothing to your enemy. You can repair your armor and
weapons with hammers and tongs or find people who can repair these items as a service It
will cost you, but they always repair the item back to full condition. The success of the repair
depends on the Armorer skill and the quality of the tool. So learn the basics of weapon repair,
and touch up your weapons before every big fight, or pay a smith to keep your weapons in top
shape.
Lit.: Manual of Arms.

Weatherleah: (ESO) A country estate in the west of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, built by Albert
Jemane. It's south of Chorrol, north of Fort Carmala.
Web of the Master: (ESLB) Renders the power of Major Poison Damage.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Weight of the World: (ESO) A spell of the School of Alteration which requires the Expert
skill and affects the target at distance. Effects: Burden, 60 points for 30 seconds.
Lit.: Weight of the World Tome.

Welke: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the far northeast of Cyrodiil's Blackwood, north of Fort
Teleman.
Welkynd Stones: (Aldmeris, "sky stone," "heaven stone"; literally "sky child") (ESO)
Welkynd Stones are pieces of cut and enchanted meteoric glass which apparently act as
storage devices for magical power. The Ayleid culture had mastered the art of creating these
crystalline structures and was just beginning to cultivate them outside of their underground
communities when they disappeared from history. With the proper materials, magic and
research the Welkynd Stone could adapt to any environment. Welkynd stones contain the
concentrated power of Mundus ; a magical talent can restore his reseroirs of magicka from
such stones. Alas, the means of restoring power to these stones may have been lost with the
Ayleids. Currently, these objects simply crumble to dust after they have been used. Their
counterparts are Sigil stones, which are used to hold open Oblivion Gates.
Lit.: IRLAV JAROL, Magic from the Sky ; Lithnilian's Research Notes.
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Welloc: (ESO) The battlemage of Empress Morihatha (3E 313 - 3E 339).
Lit.: MALVISER, Response to Bero's Speech.

Wellspring Cave: (ESO) A cave in the east of Cyrodiil's Heartlands, to the northeast of the
Imperial City, south of Fort Urasek.
Wellspring Grove: (ESO) Wellspring Grove is owned by the Mages Guild.
Weltan: (ESD) A Redguard poet, mentioned in ENRIC MILRES' The Alik'r.
Wendelbek: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, southeast of Fort
Gold-Throat.
Wenderbek Cave: (ESO) A cave in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Nibenay, west of the Corbolo
River and north of Fort Cedrian.
Wendir: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the east of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, south of
Chorrol.
Wenyandawik: (ESO) An Ayleid ruin in the far south of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, northwest
of Bravil and northeast of Fort Black Boot.
Werebear: See → Lycanthropes.
Wereboar: See → Lycanthropes.
Wereboar's Tusk: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
28,00 Fortify Strength

Werecrocodile: See → Lycanthropes.
Werelion: See → Lycanthropes.
Wereshark: See → Lycanthropes.
Werevulture: See → Lycanthropes.
Werewolf: See → Lycanthropes.
Werewolf's Blood: (ESD)
Time
3E 405

Province
High Rock

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
100,00 Cure Poison
Restore Power

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: Recipe for Potion of Restore Power.

Wergild: (ESM) Wergild is the traditional Nord rite of retribution. When a life is taken, that
life must be accounted for.
West Gash: (ESM) The western highlands of Vvardenfell are called the West Gash. The
largest settlements are the trading village of Gnisis, north of Ald'ruhn, and Caldera and
Balmora to the south. The fishing villages of Ald Velothi and Khuul lie on the north coast.
Muckspunge grows there, and I have collected chokeweed and roobrush as well.
West Guard: (ESA) Town in the province of Sumurset Isle.
West Weald: (ESO) The whole West Weald is pretty good goblin hunting country. They're
thick here in Colovia, along the Valenwood and Elsweyr borders. Actually, underground
goblin lairs are no more common here in the West Weald than anywhere else in Cyrodiil.
West Weald Inn: (ESO) An inn in Skingrad (Cyrodiil) where you can sleep for 20 gold a
night.
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Western Reach: (PG1) The Western Reach is actually the easternmost section of the Breton
lands; its name derives from its location on Skyrim's western border. During the First Empire,
it was incorporated as one of the Holds of Skyrim, and many Nords settled in its rolling hills
and pleasant valleys. But they paid a terrible price during the Dissolution of Skyrim's Empire;
the Aldmeri retook the Western Reach with a vengeance, slaughtering the Nord colonists to a
man; precious little Nord blood flows in the veins of today's Reachmen. As a hedge against
future incursions from Skyrim, the Aldmeri fashioned the Western Reach into an impregnable
bastion. Thus, the Western Reach remained under Elven rule the longest of any part of High
Rock, and the legacy of this dark sojourn can still be seen today.
The Reachmen are a mongrel breed, even for Bretons. Descended originally from one of the
earliest Atmoran tribes to settle Tamriel, their lineage now partakes of nearly every race
imaginable. The uprising that finally "freed" the Western Reach ended in the extermination of
the Aldmeri overlords, but Elven blood still flows strong in the Reachmen, and they share the
secretive, haughty demeanor of that race. In later years, they traded and exchanged customs
with the Orcish villages that shared their mountains, and eventually learned much of the
beastfolk's magic. Reach-magic is still widely studied, although it is banned by the Mages
Guild (who fear it as dangerous and wild hedge-wizardry), and the Reachmen are often
referred to as the "Witchmen of High Rock."
Banditry and lawlessness continue to plague the region, and it remains under the direct rule of
Provisional Governor Titus Alorius. Travelers are advised to avoid this region until the
present disturbances are quelled - a state of affairs, however, that is likely soon to be rectified.
The benefits of membership in the Empire are so patent, and the resistance of the rebellious
Reachmen so futile, that it is to be expected that the Western Reach will soon join the rest of
High Rock in the new era of peace and prosperity wrought by the tireless efforts of Tiber
Septim and his loyal companions. We can only hope that this comes to pass without further
useless effusion of blood.
Westgate: (ESO) The western district of Anvil.
Lit.: ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to Anvil.

Wet Ear: (ESM) The second rank in the Thieves Guild hierarchy.
Wetboy: (ESM) The fourth rank in the Dark Brotherhood hierarchy.
Weynon Priory: (ESO) A monastery and chapterhouse of the Order of Talos in the west of
Cyrodiil's Great Forest, a monastic order connected to the Blades, devoted to the praise and
worship of Talos and the Nine Divines. It's located on the Black Road outside of Chorrol's
south gate, just past the stables.
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Weynon Priory.

Wharf Rats: (ESA) The Wharf Rats are a loosely organized group of cutthroats, thieves, and
ruffians. Although they do not represent the best of what is out there, their sheer numbers
make up for any deficiency in skill. The Thieves Guild will attack any members of the Wharf
Rats it finds, considering them an infringement upon their turf. They prey upon the weak,
elderly, or rich traveler, stealing from them anything of value. The general dirtiness and
rancid breath immediately tip you off.
Wheat Grain: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Fatigue
Damage Magicka
Fortify Health
Damage Personality

* Septims/Pound

Where Were You When the Dragon Broke?: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published
work, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Whet-Fang: (ESO) A vampiric tribe of Black Marsh whose members use magicka to keep
captives catatonic, mentioned in Manifesto Cyrodiil Vampyrum. – Cf. → Vampirism.
Whilloki: (ESD) Redguard term for a lower Faerie variant.
Lit.: SZUN TRIOP, The Faerie.

Whim of the Grand Warding: (ESLB) Renders the power of Resistance to All elements.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

White Finger of Lingering Death: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Poison.
Lit.: MALHAM, Annotated Compendium of Arcane Contrivances of the Second Age.
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White Gold Tower: (ESO) White Gold Tower, the central tower of the Imperial City and
built many ages ago by ancient Ayleids in the Middle Merethic Era, can be seen from any part
of the Imperial City. Its fall in 1E 243 is commonly assumed to mark the end of the Ayleids.
Lit.: AICANTAR OF SHIMERENE, Before the Ages of Man. – ALESSIA OTTUS, Guide to the Imperial City. –
HERMINIA CINNA, The Last King of the Ayleids. – FAUSTILLUS JUNIUS, Shezarr and the Divines.

White Guard: (ESA) Village in the province of Sumurset Isle.
White Haven: (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock.
White Poppy: (ESD) See → Poppy.
White Rose: (ESD) See → Rose.
White Seed Pod: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from the Goldenrod plant and is a
component of Argonian Bloodwine.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
800,00 Restore Strength
Water Breathing
Silence
Light

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: TALAN, Wine Ingredient List.

White Stallion Lodge: (ESO) The lodge of Leyawiin's Knights of the White Stallion. It lies a
short distance north of Leyawiin, on the west bank of the Lower Niben.
White Thrall: (ESM) The fourth rank in the Morag Tong hierarchy.
Whiterun: (ESA) City-State in the province of Skyrim. Also called the heart of Skyrim.
(ESA) "The heart of Skyrim, Whiterun bids you welcome. For travelers we offer a place of rest, for challengers
to our team, the Devastators, we offer the same..."

Whitestrake, Pelinal: (ESO) (also known as Pelinal the Whitestrake, Pelinal the Bloody,
Pelinal Insurgent, Pelinal In Triumph, Pelinal the Blamer, Pelinal the Third) Saint Pelinal, the
Divine Crusader of legend - Alessia's companion when she overthrew the rule of the Ayleids
3,000 years ago. Pelinal Whitestrake, with the aid of the gods, went alone into the White Gold
Tower, challenged the Ayleid sorceror-king Umaril to single combat, and slew him. He was
taken by the Ayleids after his battle with Umaril, and his body cut into eight parts and
scattered across their realm. After the fall of White Gold Tower, his friend Morihaus the
Indomitable found Pelinal's still-living head, kept alive in torment by Ayleid magicks.

Pelinal Whitestrake.
Lit.: FAUSTILLUS JUNIUS, Shezarr and the Divines. - The Song of Pelinal.
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Whitka: (ESD) A Redguard with a connection to Sentinel's underworld.
Wickwheat: (ESM) Wickwheat is a wild Ashland grain with modest magical properties that
grows in the Grazelands.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
10,00 Restore Health
Fortify Willpower
Paralyze
Damage Intelligence

* Septims/Pound

Widowmaker: (ESM) A powerful axe.
Wild Elves: (ESO) See → Ayleids.
Wild Hunt: See → Ritual of the Innocent Quarry.
Wildfire: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Fires a ball of flame at a single target,
inflicting medium-level damage and then low-level damage as the fire continues to burn.
Willow Anther: (ESM) Willow anther is the powdery residue from pollen-bearing parts of
the willow flower that grows in the Ascadian Isles and on Azura's Coast.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
100,00 Drain Personality
Frost Shield
Cure Common Disease
Cure Paralysis

* Septims/Pound
Lit.: AJIRA, Flowers of Lake Amaya.

Willpower: (ESD) Willpower governs resistance to spell effects and the ease of increasing
willpower-related skills. It directly affects your ability to successfully cast and resist the
effects of other spells. (ESLB) Willpower affects your ability to successfully cast and resist
the effects of spells. The higher the Willpower, the better the character's Magic Defence
modifier will be. (ESM) Affects your ability to resist magical attacks, and how much fatigue
you have. A creature's willpower is its property of maintaining its purpose and identify in the
face of hardship and malign natural and supernatural forces. A creature with strong willpower
is better able to resist the effects of hostile spells cast upon it. Governs the skills of
Destruction, Alteration, Mysticism, and Restoration. (ESO) The attribute which affects how
quickly you regenerate Magicka, and how much Fatigue you have. A high Willpower allows
you to defend against magical attacks. Governs the skills of Destruction, Alteration, and
Restoration.
Wind Cave: (ESO) A cave in the southeast of Cyrodiil's Colovian Highlands, north of Fort
Dirich.
Wind Keep: (ESA) Village in the province of High Rock.
Wind of Swiftness: (ESLB) Renders the power of Running.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Wind Stone: (ESM) One of the six Standing Stones used in the Ritual of the Gifts,
representing the All-Maker's Gift of Winds. It is located in the northwest of Solstheim, to the
southwest of the junction of the Harstrad and Islid rivers
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The symbol of the Wind Stone.

Windhelm: (ESA) City-State in the province of Skyrim. (PG1) Once the capital of the First
Empire, the palace of the Ysgramor dynasty still dominates the center of the Old City.
Windhelm was sacked during the War of Succession, and again by the Akaviri army of
Ada'Soon Dir-Kamal; the Palace of the Kings is one of the few First Empire buildings that
remains. Today, Windhelm remains the only sizable city in the otherwise determinedly rural
Hold of Eastmarch, and serves as a base for Imperial troops guarding the Dunmeth Pass into
Morrowind.
(ESA) "Let all who enter Windhelm know of the Paladins, who fight all challengers for their sovereign. We
laugh at death and thirst for life. Be not afraid, but instead enter bravely and die well..."

Winds of Storm: (ESLB) Produces the casting of Medium Shock Damage Range.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Windward Lands: (ESAR) Khajiiti term for the Tamrielian coastlands northwest of Elsweyr.
Wing of Spellshifting: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Spell Reflection.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Winged Guar: (ESM) An inn in Mournhold (Morrowind, Mournhold) where you can sleep
for 10 gold a night.
Winged Twilight: (ESM) The winged twilight are the female-formed Daedric messengers of
the Daedra Lord Azura. Winged twilights resemble the feral harpies of the West, though the
feminine aspects of the winged twilights are more ravishing, and their long, sharp, hooked
tails are immeasurably more deadly.
Lit.: Darkest Darkness.

Winter Months: (ESA) See → Months.
Winter's Grasp: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Journeyman
skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Frost Damage, 45 points.
Lit.: Winter's Grasp Tome.

Winterhold: (ESA) City-State in the province of Skyrim.
(ESA) "We welcome you to Winterhold, home of the Annihilators. Let travelers find warmth within our walls,
let challengers find us worthy..."

Wisdom: (ESD) Governing School: Restoration. Temporarily boosts caster's Intelligence
attribute.
Wise Woman: (ESM) It's hard to find a wise woman who'll talk about her trade. If you're
interested, you might try Maela Kaushad in Vos. She married a villager, left the tribes, and
settled down in town.
"I am a wise woman. I am councilor to my Ashlander tribe, guardian of secret knowledge, spirit guide and seer
into the world unseen. I can tell you about the ancestors, and about Ashlander customs."

Wisp Core: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Root Stalk plant of Sheogorath's
realm.
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3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil
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Value* Attributed Effect(s)
320,00 Restore Intelligence
Burden
Light
Chameleon

* Septims/Pound

Wisp Stalk Caps: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from the Wisp Stalks plant.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Damage Health
Damage Willpower
Damage Intelligence
Fortify Speed

* Septims/Pound

Witbane: (ESM) Witbane is an acute common disease affecting a victim's memory and
thought processes. Symptoms include loss of memory and disorientation. It may be contracted
from the rat.
Witch: (ESM) "I'm a witch. I have bound myself by oath and deed to the service of a Daedra
lord, and in return have received gifts of knowledge and power. The Temple calls my patrons
the bad Daedra, and perhaps they aren't very nice... but I guess I'm not very nice, either. If you
are curious, and not afraid, I can tell you a little about the bad Daedra and Daedric
summonings."
The Witches of Alcaire: (ESD) A coven of witches in Alcaire in the province of High Rock.
The Witches of Devilrock: (ESD) A coven of witches in Hammerfell's Dragontail
Mountains.
The Witches of the Marsh: (ESD) A coven of witches in Tigonus in the province of
Hammerfell.
Witches' Festival: (ESA, ESD) The 13th of Frostfall is known throughout Tamriel as the
Witches' Festival when the forces of sorcery and religion clash. The Mages Guild gets most of
the business since weapons and items are evaluated for their mystic potential free of charge
and magic spells are one half their usual price. Demonologists, conjurors, lamias, warlocks,
and thaumaturgists meet in the wilderness outside %cn, and the creatures created or
summoned there may plague Tamriel for eons. Most wise men choose not to wander this
night.
Witches' Pox: (ESD) Witches' Pox is a disease which slowly deteriorates your strength,
endurance, and health until you are cured or dead..
Witchhunter: (ESM) Witchhunters are dedicated to rooting out and destroying the perverted
practices of dark cults and profane sorcery. They train for martial, magical, and stealthy war
against vampires, witches, warlocks, and necromancers. If you're looking for someone to talk
to about the witchhunter's trade in Morrowind, you should talk to Melvure Rindu at the Hall
of Justice in Vivec. (ESO) Swift on foot, and clever with spells, they use distance as their ally.
Slower adversaries are fodder for their arrows.
(ESM) "I am a witchhunter. I dedicate body and soul to the destruction of profane magics. Most foul are
necromancers, who defile the bodies and spirits of the sacred dead. Equally abominable are the evil Daedra
worshippers. The Daedra Lords delight in the torment and corruption of mortals, and they reward followers with
terrible powers always used for evil purposes. In employing the tools of the Enemy -- the spells of the College of
Conjuration -- I risk contamination, but fire must be fought with fire."

Witchmother: (ESAR) Title of the most powerful witch of a Yokudan tribe.
Witchwither: (ESM) An acute disease that paralyzes the victim.
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Wither: (ESM) Wither is a mild common disease that affects a victim's strength and
endurance. Symptoms include loss of energy and shortness of breath. It may be contracted
from dreugh.
Withering Bolt: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the Expert skill
and affects the target at distance. Effects: Damage Health, 40 points.
Lit.: Withering Bolt Tome.

Withering Moon: (ESO) An exotic product which comes from the Withering Moon plant of
Sheogorath's realm.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
160,00 Restore Magicka
Shield
Cure Disease
Reflect Spell

* Septims/Pound

Withering Touch: (ESO) A spell of the School of Destruction which requires the
Journeyman skill and affects the target on touch. Effects: Damage Health, 30 points.
Lit.: Withering Touch Tome.

Withershins: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Yaqut Tawashi, which comes in one volume
and was originally published before 3E 428.
Withersynes: (ESM, ESO) ('backwards') Old Cyrodilic term.
Withy of Withering: (ESLB) Casts the spell of Minor Continuous Damage to the victim.
Lit.: Codex Arcana.

Wizard: (ESM) The seventh rank in the hierarchy of Morrowind's Great House Telvanni.
(DC, ESM, ESO) The eighth rank in the Mages Guild hierarchy.
Wizard Bane: (ESD) "a mysterious, fatal {and deadly} illness."
Wizard Fever: (ESD) Wizard Fever is a sometimes merely irritating, sometimes devastating
magical disease. Some have suffered this and barely noticed it before the fever broke on its
own and some have been left feebleminded. Your innate magicka and intelligence will trickle
away, day by day, for as long as three weeks.
Wizard Lock: (ESD) Governing School: Mysticism. Holds door securely locked for the
duration of the spell.
Wizard Rend: (ESD) Governing School: Aletration/Mysticism. Medium-level chance of
paralyzing and silencing target successfully struck.
Wizard Sight: (ESD) Allows caster's vision to travel separately from his or her body.
Wizard's Fire: (ESD) Governing School: Destruction. Fires a ball of flame at a single target,
inflicting low- to medium-level damage.
Woda: (ESM, ESO) A duchy, mentioned in GORGIC GUINE's The Black Arrow.
Wolf: (ESA) Wolves are cunning, dangerous hunters who inhabit mostly forests and glens.
They use their highly developed sense of smell to track their prey. They hunt in well
organized packs, and are known for their ferocity in battle. It is rumored that far to the north is
a larger more dangerous version of the normal wolf. These Snow Wolves are said to be able
to freeze their prey using some sort of magic. (ESM) Wolves are one of the most blessed of
the All-Maker's creations. They are fast and agile, and they are careful and clever hunters.
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Wolf Pelt: (ESM)
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

3E 433 Cyrodiil
* Septims/Pound

Value*
Attributed Effect(s)
2,00
Drain Fatigue
Fortify Speed
Resist Common Disease
Night Eye
160,00 -

The Wolf Queen: (ESM, ESO) Title of a work by Waughin Jarth, which comes in eight
volumes and was originally published before 3E 428.
Wolfsbane Petals: (ESM) A vegetable product which comes from the Wolfsbane plant.
Time
3E 427

Province
Morrowind

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
50,00 Restore Intelligence
Invisibility
Drain Endurance
Drain Magicka

* Septims/Pound

Wood Elf: (ESM) See → Bosmer.
Woodborne: (ESD) A minor lord of Wayrest who (as a child?) had ambitions to become
Wayrest's king in c. 3E 405. He allegedly once had possession of the Totem of Tiber Septim
and was a close friend of Princess Elysana.
Woodhearth: (ESA, ESM, ESO) Coastal City-State in the province of Valenwood.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, A Dance In Fire. - CARLOVAC TOWNWAY, 2920, The Last Year of the First Era.

Words of Clan Mother Ahnissi to her Favored Daughter: (ESM) Title of an anonymously
published work, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Words of the Wind: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published collection of verses from
Ashlander wise women, which comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E
428.
Wordswell, Waldorf: (ESO) Author of the Black Horse Courier special edition Adamus
Phillida slain by Dark Brotherhood!
Worm Eremites: (ESO) A faction within the Necromancers, described by the Altmer
Necromancer CELEDAEN as "those servants favored by our sovereign above all others."
Lit.: CELEDAEN, The Path of Transcendence.

Worm's Head Cap: (ESO) A vegetable product which comes from the Worm's Head
mushroom, which was originally at home in Sheogorath's realm, but since the time of the
Oblivion Crisis in Tamriel, as well.
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
80,00 Restore Luck
Night-Eye
Fortify Fatigue
Paralyze

* Septims/Pound

Wormwood Leaves: (ESO)
Time
3E 433

Province
Cyrodiil

* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
320,00 Fortify Fatigue
Invisibility
Damage Health
Damage Magicka
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Worn Armor: (ESM) As it wears out, armor becomes less effective. Broken armor is
completely useless until you repair it, but worn armor stops only a fraction of the damage that
new or well-maintained armor does. Learn the basics of armor repair, and go over your armor,
piece by piece, before every big battle. Or visit a smith regularly to keep your armor in good
shape.
Worn Weapons: (ESM) Weapons become less effective with wear. Eventually they break,
and are useless until you repair them, but a worn weapon does only a fraction of the damage it
should do. You'll hack and stab and slash away, and suddenly realize you're doing almost
nothing to your enemy. So learn the basics of weapon repair, and touch up your weapons
before every big fight, or pay a smith to keep your weapons in top shape.
Wound Rot: (ESD) Wound Rot will very slowly erode your strength, endurance, and health
until you cure yourself.
Wraith: (ESA) Wraiths are the spirits of long dead mages, trapped into this state either by the
circumstances surrounding their death, or by being called up from the dead by a more
powerful Wizard. They often are set to guard things, or to patrol different areas. It is known
that Wraiths can cast spells, and will do so in order to destroy any who trespass into their
domain. Wraiths also have the ability to see invisible creatures. (ESM) Wraiths are revenant
spirits that commonly defend the tombs of clan and kin, but may also be summoned and
controlled by sorcerers. Wraiths are aggressive and very dangerous. Ectoplasm is a filmy
residue with modest magical properties that remains after a revenant spirit has been banished
from the mortal plane.
Wraith Essence: (ESD)
Time
Province
3E 405 High Rock
* Septims/Pound

Value* Attributed Effect(s)
320,00 Drain Willpower

The Wraith's Wedding Dowry: (ESM) Title of a work by Voltha gra-Yamwort. A translation
by Apthorne comes in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Wraithguard: (ESM) One of the three legendary artifacts forged by the High Priest and
Magecrafter of the ancient Dwemer, Kagrenac, which are known as 'Kagrenac's Tools.'
Wraithguard is described as an enchanted gauntlet. Its primary function is to protect the
wearer from the fatal energies of the artifacts Sunder and Keening. It also has minor
protective enchantments against physical and magical damage.
Lit.: GILVAS BARELO, Kagrenac's Tools. The Plan to Defeat Dagoth Ur.

Wrath of Sithis: (ESO) See → Dark Brotherhood.
Wreans, Berdier: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Mirror.
Wren: (ESD) A location mentioned in A Tale of Kieran (edited by VEGEPYTHICUS).
Wroth Naga: (ESM, ESO) A tiny hamlet mentioned in CARLOVAC TOWNWAY's 2920, The
Last Year of the First Era.
Wulfharth, Ysmir: (ESO) King of Atmora and successor of High Chief Hoag Merkiller of
Skyrim.
Lit.: SINJIN, Rislav the Righteous.

Wyverns: (ESA) The arena team of Falinesti of 3E 399/400. The Wyverns have been the
city- state's team for the last three years running.
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X
Xarxes: (ESM) (Altmeri and Bosmeri pantheon) Xarxes is the god of ancestry and secret
knowledge. He began as a scribe to Auri-El, and has kept track of all Aldmeri
accomplishments, large and small, since the beginning of time. He created his wife, Oghma,
from his favorite moments in history.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Xaselm: (ESO) It is rumored that screams of agony are carried away on the wind as it passes
through Xaselm.
Xeddefen: (ESO) Once a bustling city, Xeddefen has become home to a tribe of Grummites
who worship the strange obelisk in the depths of the ruins.
Xedilian: (ESO) Xedilian, once a main line of defense for the Shivering Isles, was abandoned
after the Gatekeeper was created.
Xel, Bristin: (ESM) Author of The Poison Song.
Xirethard: (ESO) Once the home of a great nobleman, the halls of Xirethard are now rife
with horrible undead creatures. Xirethard's proximity to the House of Dementia makes it ideal
for an underground emergency escape route.
Xivilai: (ESO) A Daedra of a character like unto the Dremora, but of greater power, and
greater inclination for independence and initiative sort of Daedra. They are like the Dremora
in personality and temperment, except that they hate subordination, and are liable to disloyalty
and betrayal when they feel they have not been treated with the proper deference and respect.
See also → Dremora.
Lit.: ARANEA DRETHAN, Varieties Of Daedra.

Xylo: (ESM, ESO) A river in Valendwood, running from Falinesti in the west to the east
towards Elsweyr, passing the jungle east of Vindisi.
Lit.: WAUGHIN JARTH, A Dance In Fire.
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Yakanalit: (ESM) A cave on the larger island northeast of Bal Fell.
Yakaridan Camp: (MP) The Yakaridan Camp is in Vvardenfell's Grazelands, east of the
Dwemer ruin Nchuleft and southwest of the village Vos.
Yakin: (ESM) It is a cavern on the mainland just northwest of Tel Aruhn. From Tel Aruhn,
swim or fly northwest, cross one island, and you should see the cave entrance ahead on the
mainland.
Yamwort, Voltha (gra-): (ESM) Author of The Wraith's Wedding Dowry.
Yanemus Mine: (ESM) An ebony mine in the Red Mountain region, somewhere east of the
citadel Odrosal.
Yansirramus: (ESM) A Daedric ruin southeast of Falensarano.
Yasammidan: (ESM) A Deadric ruin west of Ald Velothi, past the Dwemer ruins.
Yasamsi: (ESM) A cave south along the road from Hla Oad, before the bridge across the
Odai River.
Yassu Mine: (ESM) A glass mine in the Foyada Esannudan.
Year of Winter in Summer: (ESM) Poetic naming of the year when the hero Mauloch got
defeated at the Battle of Dragon Wall (ca. 1E 660).
Yellow Berries: (ESD) See → Berries.
Yellow Book of Great House Hlaalu: (ESM) The Yellow Book is a yearbook of the affairs of
the Hlaalu Council of Vvardenfell District. It lists the current members of the council and
their residences. It also chronicles significant events and council actions for the year.
The Yellow Book of Riddles: (ESM) Title of an anonymously published work, which comes
in one volume and was originally published before 3E 428.
Yellow Cinnabar Polypore Cap: (ESO) See → Cinnabar Polypore Cap.
Yellow Fever: (ESD) Yellow Fever is a disease which makes your endurance, willpower, and
health decline every day until you find a cure or die.
Yellow Flowers: (ESD) See → Flowers.
Yellow Rose: (ESD) See → Rose.
Yellow Tick: (ESM) Yellow tick is a mild common disease affecting a victim's strength and
mobility. Symptoms include dark, bruise-like swelling, sensitive to touch. It may be
contracted from the least kagouti.
Yellow Tick Cave: (ESO) A cave in the northwest of Cyrodiil's Great Forest, east of Chorrol.
Yeorth Burrowland: (ESD) A region in the province of High Rock, famous for its Waking
Day festival on the 18th of Morning Star, when the people of the region wake the spirits of
nature after the winter, very nearly in the tradition of their more reverential ancestors. It was
here where the Sentinel army made camp after the massacre at Reich Gradkeep.
Lit.: THETH-I, Holidays of the Iliac Bay. - FAV'TE, The War of Betony. - VULPER NEWGATE, The War of Betony.

Yesamsi: (ESM) A cave southwest of Bthungthumz.
Y'ffre: (ESM) (Altmeri, Bosmeri and Breton pantheon: God of the Forest) Most important
deity of the Bosmeri pantheon. While Auri-El Time Dragon might be the king of the gods, the
Bosmer revere Y'ffre as the spirit of 'the now'. According to the Wood Elves, after the
creation of the mortal plane everything was in chaos. The first mortals were turning into
plants and animals and back again. Then Y'ffre transformed himself into the first of the
Ehlnofey, or 'Earth Bones'. After these laws of nature were established, mortals had a
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semblance of safety in the new world, because they could finally understand it. Y'ffre is
sometimes called the Storyteller, for the lessons he taught the first Bosmer. Some Bosmer still
possess the knowledge of the chaos times, which they can use to great effect (the Wild Hunt).
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. The Monomyth

Ykalon: (ESD) A lordship in the province of High Rock.
Lit.: PALAUX ILLTHRE, The Fall of the Usurper. - ULVIUS TERO, The Warp in the West.

Yneslea: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A location athwart Uriel V's supply route to Akavir. It was
conquered by him in 3E 279.
Lit.: Report of the Imperial Commission on the Disaster at Ionith. - STRONACH K'THOJJ III, A Brief History of the
Empire.

Yngvar the Wanderer: (ESO) Author of The Predecessors. Being an Examination of the
Curious Ruins of the Shivering Isles and Their Terrible Significance for our Future and
Dating the Predecessor Ruins. Shocking New Evidence Comprehensively Explained.
Yokeda: (ESD, ESAR) Yokudan title: Warrior Prince.
Lit.: DESTRI MELARG, Redguards, Their History and Their Heroes.

Yolivess, Jole: (ESM, ESO) Author of The Four Suitors of Benitah.
Yrinthi River: (ESD) A river which was known to be "notoriously infested with pirates" in
3E 405.
Ysmir Kingmaker: (ESM) (Skyrim pantheon: Dragon of the North) The Nordic aspect of
Talos. He withstood the power of the Greybeards' voices long enough to hear their prophecy.
Later, many Nords could not look on him without seeing a dragon. In The Thirty-Six Lessons
of Vivec he is referenced as follows: 'the Dragon of the North, who always appears as a great
bearded king, had powers innumerable and echoing. He was grim and dark and the most silent
of the invading chieftains, though when he spoke villages were uplifted and thrown into the
sea. The Hortator fought him unarmed, grabbing the Dragon's roars by hand until Ysmir's
power throat bled. These roars were given to Vivec to bind into an ebony listening frame,
which the warrior-poet placed on Ysmir's face and ears to drive him mad and drive him away.'
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire. - The Thirty-Six Lessons of Vivec.
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Zabirbael: (ESM) See → Foyada Zabirbael.
Zainab: (ESM) The Zainab are the Ashlanders of the green Grazelands, halfway between Red
Mountain and the eastern coast.
Zainab Camp: (ESM) Zainab Camp is in northeast Vvardenfell, southwest of Vos village, in
the rolling plains of the Grazelands. You can get a ship from Sadrith Mora to Tel Mora. In Tel
Mora, ask a local for directions to Vos or to Zainab camp. From Vos, head southwest across
the Grazelands until you strike the foothills, then head south, keeping the foothills on your
right. When you pass the Dwemer ruins of Nchuleft on the western edge of the Grazelands,
you'll cross an east-west road; Zainab Camp is eight or ten yurts east of the hills and south of
that road.
Zainab Thong: (ESM) An enchanted heirloom of the Zainab, which is a sign to all Dunmer
that the tribe has named the bearer Nerevarine.
Zainsipilu: (ESM) A cave near Odai Plateau, across the Odai River and south over the hills.
Zaintirari: (ESM) A cave. Head to the Erabenimsun Camp and then go northwest until you
reach a steampit surrounded by dead trees. Zaintirari is north of the steampit, but hidden from
view.
Zaintiraris: (ESM) A Daedric ruin southwest of Kaushtababi camp.
Zalkin Grotto: (ESM) A grotto west of Holamayan.
Zalkin-Sul Egg Mine: (ESM) An egg mine west of Mzanchend.
Zanabi: (ESM) A cave south of Hlormaren.
Zaraphus: (ESA) A Demi-Lich, formerly a Loremaster of the Mages' Guild.
Zealotry: (ESO) Title of an anonymously published work, which is said to exist in
Sheogorath's realm and to come in one volume. Allegedly it was published before or in 3E
433.
Zealots: (ESO) Zealots are fanatical believers in a cult of Sheogorath, and will not tolerate
anyone that does not share their beliefs. They congregate in Sheogorath's realm in the lands of
Dementia.
Zebabi: (ESM) A cave on the mainland south of Tel Fyr.
Zebavi, Rhunen: (ESM) Acrobat and author of Realizations of Acrobacy.
Zeetl, Faris: (ESO) (2E 1030 - 1101) Son of Artan Imbel. He was unmarried, and his
whereabouts are unknown.
Zeht: (ESM) (Yokudan pantheon: God of Farms) Yokudan god of agriculture. Renounced his
father after the world was created, which is why Tall Papa makes it so hard to grow food.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Z'en, Zen: (ESM) (Bosmeri pantheon: God of Toil) Bosmeri god of payment in kind. Studies
indicate origins in both Argonian and Akaviri mythologies, perhaps introduced into
Valenwood by Kothringi sailors. Ostensibly an agriculture deity, Z'en sometimes proves to be
an entity of a much higher cosmic order. His worship died out shortly after the Knhaten Flu. –
Cf. → Zenithar.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Zenarbael: (ESM) A cave in the foyada northeast of Uvirith's Grave.
Zenas, Morian: (ESD, ESM, ESO) A mage of the mid 3rd century 3E and author of On
Oblivion. According to SEIF-IJ HIDJA, Morian Zenas 'refused to update his classic book with
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his new discoveries and theories because he found that the more one delves into these realms,
the less certain one is.' - See also → Oblivion.
Lit.: SEIF-IJ HIDJA, The Doors of Oblivion.

Zenithar: (ESM) (Breton and Cyrodiil pantheon: God of Work and Commerce, Trader God)
Member of the Nine Divines, Zenithar is understandably associated with Z'en. Zenithar is the
deity of wealth, labor, commerce, and communication. In the Empire, however, he is a far
more cultivated god of merchants and middle nobility. His worshippers say, despite his
mysterious origins, Zenithar is the god 'that will always win'. His priests have shown that the
way to peace and prosperity is through earnest work and honest profit, not through war and
bloodshed. (ESO) Of the original divines, Zenithar is thought to be the most in touch with the
mortal realm. Some legends say that Zenithar has close ties to Kynareth, an idea that is
supported by the manner in which the two gods' realms interact. Craftsmen devoted to
Zenithar are able to create and profit from the materials provided by Kynareth's natural world.
The two work in harmony -- the natural world providing for the craftsmen. One cannot revere
Zenithar without acknowledging the power of Kynareth.
Lit.: MIKHAEL KARKUXOR, Varieties of Faith in the Empire.

Zergonipal: (ESM) A Daedric ruin east of Bthuand.
Zhen: (ESD) Author of Mara's Tear.
Zoetrope: (ESM, ESO) A fictitious ritual device mentioned in YAQUT TAWASHI's
Withershins.
Zombies: (ESA) These undead are dangerous indeed, for they carry with them the curse of
their deaths. Those who are struck by a zombie have a chance of getting a rotting disease,
which will slowly but surely eat away at their health, eventually turning the hapless victim
into a zombie also.

Zombie.
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Appendix I. Lists of Loaded Master Files and Plugins
1. The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind
1. The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind
2. The Elder Scrolls III: Tribunal1
3. The Elder Scrolls III: Bloodmoon2
4. Siege at Firemoth Plugin v1.13
5. Adamantium Armor Plugin3
6. LeFemm Armor Plugin v1.13
7. Master Index Plugin3
8. Helm of Tohan Plugin3
9. Area Effect Arrows Plugin3
10. Bitter Coast Sounds Plugin3
11. Entertainers Plugin3
_______________
1

The Elder Scrolls III: Tribunal. Morrowind Expansion Pack. © 2002 Bethesda Softworks LLC, a ZeniMax
Media company.
2
The Elder Scrolls III: Bloodmoon. Morrowind Expansion Pack. © 2003 Bethesda Softworks LLC, a ZeniMax
Media company.
3
Free downloads from http://elderscrolls.com. © [ca. 2002?] Bethesda Softworks LLC, a ZeniMax Media
company.

2. The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion
1. The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion
2. The Elder Scrolls IV: Shivering Isles1
3. Horse Armor Pack2
4. The Orrey2
5. Wizard's Tower2
6. Spell Tomes2
7. Vile Lair2
8. Fighters' Stronghold3
9. Thieves Den2
10. Knights of the Nine2
11. Mehrunes' Razor2
_______________
1

The Elder Scrolls IV: Shivering Isles. Expansion Pack for Oblivion. © 2007 Bethesda Softworks LLC, a
ZeniMax Media company.
2
From The Elder Scrolls IV: Knights of the Nine. Oblivion Downloadable Content Collection. © 2006 Bethesda
Softworks LLC, a ZeniMax Media company.
3
Temporarily free download from http://elderscrolls.com, 2007-10-18. © [2007] Bethesda Softworks LLC, a
ZeniMax Media company.
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Appendix II. Determining The Elder Scrolls Weekdays
Since each year of the Tamrielian calendar consists of exactly 360 days, it is quite simple to
determine the weekday of each given date. With the following charts you can easily determine
each weekday of each date of the first four eras1 without mathematical operations. All you
need to do is (1) look for the corresponding calendar letter of the respective year in the
Annual Concordance and then (2) look for the calendar with the same letter in The Tamrielian
Weekdays throughout the Years.
Example 1: Determine the weekday of "12 Frostfall, 1E 2920".
Step 1: Look for the year "1E 2920" in chart 1. You will find the letter "B" as the
corresponding calendar letter.
Step 2: Consult calendar "B", look for day "12" of the month "Frostfall" and follow its line to
the very left side of the calendar. You will find the abbreviation "Mi", which means, that 12
Frostfall, 1E 2920 was a Middas (cf. CT I: 93.10).
Example 2: Determine the weekday of "18 Rain's Hand, 3E 421".
Step 1: Look for the year "3E 421" in chart 1. You will find the letter "E" as the
corresponding calendar letter.
Step 2: Consult calendar "E", look for day "18" of the month "Rains Hand" and follow its line
to the very left side of the calendar. You will find the abbreviation "Tu", which means, that 18
Rain's Hand 3E 421 was a Turdas (cf. CT IV: 84.16).
Example 3: Determine the weekday of "17 Last Seed, 4E 201".
Step 1: Look for the year "4E 201" in chart 1. You will find the letter "F" as the corresponding
calendar letter.
Step 2: Consult calendar "F", look for day "17" of the month "Last Seed" and follow its line to
the very left side of the calendar. You will find the abbreviation "Su", which means, that 17
Last Seed 4E 201 was a Sundas (cf. The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim's starting date).
A circled day in chart 2 indicates a holiday, a grey background a day which is traditionally
considered for a Daedric summoning. They are as follows:

1

Well, at least as far as they are "documented" (i.e. until 4E 201).
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Morning Star: 1. New Life Festival (Empire), Clavicus Vile (Daedric). 2. Scour Day (High
Rock). 12. Ovank'a (Hammerfell). 13. Meridia (Daedric). 15. South Wind's Prayer (Empire).
16. Day of Lights (Hammerfell). 18. Waking Day (High Rock).
Sun's Dawn: 2. Mad Pelagius (High Rock), Sheogorath (Daedric). 5. Othroktide (High Rock).
8. Day of Release (High Rock). 16. Heart's Day (Empire), Sanguine (Daedric). 27.
Perseverance Day (High Rock). 28. Aduros Nau (Hammerfell).
First Seed: 5. Hermaeus Mora (Daedric). 7. First Planting (Empire). 9. Day of Waiting
(Hammerfell). 21. Azura (Daedric). 25. Flower Day (High Rock). 26. Festival of Blades
(Hammerfell).
Rain's Hand: 1. Gardtide (High Rock). 9. Peryite (Daedric). 13. Day of the Dead (High
Rock). 20. Day of Shame (High Rock). 28. Jester's Day.
Second Seed: 7. Second Planting (Empire). 9. Marukh's Day (High Rock), Namira (Daedric).
20. Fire Festival (High Rock). 30. Fishing Day (High Rock).
Mid Year: 1. Drigh R'Zimb (Hammerfell). 5. Hircine (Daedric). 16. Mid Year Celebration
(Empire). 23. Dancing Day (High Rock). 24. Tibedetha (High Rock).
Sun's Height: 10. Merchants Festival, Vaermina (Daedric). 12. Divad Etep't (Hammerfell).
20. Sun’s Rest. 29. Fiery Night (Hammerfell).
Last Seed: 2. Maiden Katrica (Hammerfell). 11. Koomu Alazer'i (Hammerfell). 14. Feast of
the Tiger (Hammerfell). 21. Appreciation Day (High Rock). 27. Harvest’s End.
Hearthfire: 3. Tales and Tallows (Empire), Nocturnal (Daedric). 6. Khurat (High Rock). 12.
Riglametha (Hammerfell). 19. Children's Day (High Rock).
Frostfall: 5. Dirij Tereur (Hammerfell). 8. Malacath (Daedric). 13. Witches' Festival
(Empire), Mephala (Daedric). 23. Broken Diamonds (High Rock). 30. Emperor’s Day
(Empire).
Sun's Dusk: 3. Serpent's Dance (Hammerfell). 8. Moon Festival (High Rock). 18. Hel
Anseilak (Hammerfell). 20. Warriors Festival, Mehrunes Dagon (Daedric).
Evening Star: 15. North Winds Prayer. 18. Baranth Do (Hammerfell). 20. Molag Bal
(Daedric). 24. Chil'a (Hammerfell). 25. Saturalia (High Rock). 31. Old Life (Empire).
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Annual Concordance: 1E 0 – 1E 471
1E 0: A
1E 1: B
1E 2: C
1E 3: D
1E 4: E
1E 5: F
1E 6: G
1E 7: A
1E 8: B
1E 9: C
1E 10: D
1E 11: E
1E 12: F
1E 13: G
1E 14: A
1E 15: B
1E 16: C
1E 17: D
1E 18: E
1E 19: F
1E 20: G
1E 21: A
1E 22: B
1E 23: C
1E 24: D
1E 25: E
1E 26: F
1E 27: G
1E 28: A
1E 29: B
1E 30: C
1E 31: D
1E 32: E
1E 33: F
1E 34: G
1E 35: A
1E 36: B
1E 37: C
1E 38: D
1E 39: E
1E 40: F
1E 41: G
1E 42: A
1E 43: B
1E 44: C
1E 45: D
1E 46: E
1E 47: F
1E 48: G
1E 49: A
1E 50: B
1E 51: C
1E 52: D
1E 53: E
1E 54: F
1E 55: G
1E 56: A
1E 57: B
1E 58: C

1E 59: D
1E 60: E
1E 61: F
1E 62: G
1E 63: A
1E 64: B
1E 65: C
1E 66: D
1E 67: E
1E 68: F
1E 69: G
1E 70: A
1E 71: B
1E 72: C
1E 73: D
1E 74: E
1E 75: F
1E 76: G
1E 77: A
1E 78: B
1E 79: C
1E 80: D
1E 81: E
1E 82: F
1E 83: G
1E 84: A
1E 85: B
1E 86: C
1E 87: D
1E 88: E
1E 89: F
1E 90: G
1E 91: A
1E 92: B
1E 93: C
1E 94: D
1E 95: E
1E 96: F
1E 97: G
1E 98: A
1E 99: B
1E 100: C
1E 101: D
1E 102: E
1E 103: F
1E 104: G
1E 105: A
1E 106: B
1E 107: C
1E 108: D
1E 109: E
1E 110: F
1E 111: G
1E 112: A
1E 113: B
1E 114: C
1E 115: D
1E 116: E
1E 117: F

1E 118: G
1E 119: A
1E 120: B
1E 121: C
1E 122: D
1E 123: E
1E 124: F
1E 125: G
1E 126: A
1E 127: B
1E 128: C
1E 129: D
1E 130: E
1E 131: F
1E 132: G
1E 133: A
1E 134: B
1E 135: C
1E 136: D
1E 137: E
1E 138: F
1E 139: G
1E 140: A
1E 141: B
1E 142: C
1E 143: D
1E 144: E
1E 145: F
1E 146: G
1E 147: A
1E 148: B
1E 149: C
1E 150: D
1E 151: E
1E 152: F
1E 153: G
1E 154: A
1E 155: B
1E 156: C
1E 157: D
1E 158: E
1E 159: F
1E 160: G
1E 161: A
1E 162: B
1E 163: C
1E 164: D
1E 165: E
1E 166: F
1E 167: G
1E 168: A
1E 169: B
1E 170: C
1E 171: D
1E 172: E
1E 173: F
1E 174: G
1E 175: A
1E 176: B

1E 177: C
1E 178: D
1E 179: E
1E 180: F
1E 181: G
1E 182: A
1E 183: B
1E 184: C
1E 185: D
1E 186: E
1E 187: F
1E 188: G
1E 189: A
1E 190: B
1E 191: C
1E 192: D
1E 193: E
1E 194: F
1E 195: G
1E 196: A
1E 197: B
1E 198: C
1E 199: D
1E 200: E
1E 201: F
1E 202: G
1E 203: A
1E 204: B
1E 205: C
1E 206: D
1E 207: E
1E 208: F
1E 209: G
1E 210: A
1E 211: B
1E 212: C
1E 213: D
1E 214: E
1E 215: F
1E 216: G
1E 217: A
1E 218: B
1E 219: C
1E 220: D
1E 221: E
1E 222: F
1E 223: G
1E 224: A
1E 225: B
1E 226: C
1E 227: D
1E 228: E
1E 229: F
1E 230: G
1E 231: A
1E 232: B
1E 233: C
1E 234: D
1E 235: E

1E 236: F
1E 237: G
1E 238: A
1E 239: B
1E 240: C
1E 241: D
1E 242: E
1E 243: F
1E 244: G
1E 245: A
1E 246: B
1E 247: C
1E 248: D
1E 249: E
1E 250: F
1E 251: G
1E 252: A
1E 253: B
1E 254: C
1E 255: D
1E 256: E
1E 257: F
1E 258: G
1E 259: A
1E 260: B
1E 261: C
1E 262: D
1E 263: E
1E 264: F
1E 265: G
1E 266: A
1E 267: B
1E 268: C
1E 269: D
1E 270: E
1E 271: F
1E 272: G
1E 273: A
1E 274: B
1E 275: C
1E 276: D
1E 277: E
1E 278: F
1E 279: G
1E 280: A
1E 281: B
1E 282: C
1E 283: D
1E 284: E
1E 285: F
1E 286: G
1E 287: A
1E 288: B
1E 289: C
1E 290: D
1E 291: E
1E 292: F
1E 293: G
1E 294: A

1E 295: B
1E 296: C
1E 297: D
1E 298: E
1E 299: F
1E 300: G
1E 301: A
1E 302: B
1E 303: C
1E 304: D
1E 305: E
1E 306: F
1E 307: G
1E 308: A
1E 309: B
1E 310: C
1E 311: D
1E 312: E
1E 313: F
1E 314: G
1E 315: A
1E 316: B
1E 317: C
1E 318: D
1E 319: E
1E 320: F
1E 321: G
1E 322: A
1E 323: B
1E 324: C
1E 325: D
1E 326: E
1E 327: F
1E 328: G
1E 329: A
1E 330: B
1E 331: C
1E 332: D
1E 333: E
1E 334: F
1E 335: G
1E 336: A
1E 337: B
1E 338: C
1E 339: D
1E 340: E
1E 341: F
1E 342: G
1E 343: A
1E 344: B
1E 345: C
1E 346: D
1E 347: E
1E 348: F
1E 349: G
1E 350: A
1E 351: B
1E 352: C
1E 353: D

1E 354: E
1E 355: F
1E 356: G
1E 357: A
1E 358: B
1E 359: C
1E 360: D
1E 361: E
1E 362: F
1E 363: G
1E 364: A
1E 365: B
1E 366: C
1E 367: D
1E 368: E
1E 369: F
1E 370: G
1E 371: A
1E 372: B
1E 373: C
1E 374: D
1E 375: E
1E 376: F
1E 377: G
1E 378: A
1E 379: B
1E 380: C
1E 381: D
1E 382: E
1E 383: F
1E 384: G
1E 385: A
1E 386: B
1E 387: C
1E 388: D
1E 389: E
1E 390: F
1E 391: G
1E 392: A
1E 393: B
1E 394: C
1E 395: D
1E 396: E
1E 397: F
1E 398: G
1E 399: A
1E 400: B
1E 401: C
1E 402: D
1E 403: E
1E 404: F
1E 405: G
1E 406: A
1E 407: B
1E 408: C
1E 409: D
1E 410: E
1E 411: F
1E 412: G

1E 413: A
1E 414: B
1E 415: C
1E 416: D
1E 417: E
1E 418: F
1E 419: G
1E 420: A
1E 421: B
1E 422: C
1E 423: D
1E 424: E
1E 425: F
1E 426: G
1E 427: A
1E 428: B
1E 429: C
1E 430: D
1E 431: E
1E 432: F
1E 433: G
1E 434: A
1E 435: B
1E 436: C
1E 437: D
1E 438: E
1E 439: F
1E 440: G
1E 441: A
1E 442: B
1E 443: C
1E 444: D
1E 445: E
1E 446: F
1E 447: G
1E 448: A
1E 449: B
1E 450: C
1E 451: D
1E 452: E
1E 453: F
1E 454: G
1E 455: A
1E 456: B
1E 457: C
1E 458: D
1E 459: E
1E 460: F
1E 461: G
1E 462: A
1E 463: B
1E 464: C
1E 465: D
1E 466: E
1E 467: F
1E 468: G
1E 469: A
1E 470: B
1E 471: C
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Annual Concordance: 1E 472 – 1E 943
1E 472: D
1E 473: E
1E 474: F
1E 475: G
1E 476: A
1E 477: B
1E 478: C
1E 479: D
1E 480: E
1E 481: F
1E 482: G
1E 483: A
1E 484: B
1E 485: C
1E 486: D
1E 487: E
1E 488: F
1E 489: G
1E 490: A
1E 491: B
1E 492: C
1E 493: D
1E 494: E
1E 495: F
1E 496: G
1E 497: A
1E 498: B
1E 499: C
1E 500: D
1E 501: E
1E 502: F
1E 503: G
1E 504: A
1E 505: B
1E 506: C
1E 507: D
1E 508: E
1E 509: F
1E 510: G
1E 511: A
1E 512: B
1E 513: C
1E 514: D
1E 515: E
1E 516: F
1E 517: G
1E 518: A
1E 519: B
1E 520: C
1E 521: D
1E 522: E
1E 523: F
1E 524: G
1E 525: A
1E 526: B
1E 527: C
1E 528: D
1E 529: E
1E 530: F

1E 531: G
1E 532: A
1E 533: B
1E 534: C
1E 535: D
1E 536: E
1E 537: F
1E 538: G
1E 539: A
1E 540: B
1E 541: C
1E 542: D
1E 543: E
1E 544: F
1E 545: G
1E 546: A
1E 547: B
1E 548: C
1E 549: D
1E 550: E
1E 551: F
1E 552: G
1E 553: A
1E 554: B
1E 555: C
1E 556: D
1E 557: E
1E 558: F
1E 559: G
1E 560: A
1E 561: B
1E 562: C
1E 563: D
1E 564: E
1E 565: F
1E 566: G
1E 567: A
1E 568: B
1E 569: C
1E 570: D
1E 571: E
1E 572: F
1E 573: G
1E 574: A
1E 575: B
1E 576: C
1E 577: D
1E 578: E
1E 579: F
1E 580: G
1E 581: A
1E 582: B
1E 583: C
1E 584: D
1E 585: E
1E 586: F
1E 587: G
1E 588: A
1E 589: B

1E 590: C
1E 591: D
1E 592: E
1E 593: F
1E 594: G
1E 595: A
1E 596: B
1E 597: C
1E 598: D
1E 599: E
1E 600: F
1E 601: G
1E 602: A
1E 603: B
1E 604: C
1E 605: D
1E 606: E
1E 607: F
1E 608: G
1E 609: A
1E 610: B
1E 611: C
1E 612: D
1E 613: E
1E 614: F
1E 615: G
1E 616: A
1E 617: B
1E 618: C
1E 619: D
1E 620: E
1E 621: F
1E 622: G
1E 623: A
1E 624: B
1E 625: C
1E 626: D
1E 627: E
1E 628: F
1E 629: G
1E 630: A
1E 631: B
1E 632: C
1E 633: D
1E 634: E
1E 635: F
1E 636: G
1E 637: A
1E 638: B
1E 639: C
1E 640: D
1E 641: E
1E 642: F
1E 643: G
1E 644: A
1E 645: B
1E 646: C
1E 647: D
1E 648: E

1E 649: F
1E 650: G
1E 651: A
1E 652: B
1E 653: C
1E 654: D
1E 655: E
1E 656: F
1E 657: G
1E 658: A
1E 659: B
1E 660: C
1E 661: D
1E 662: E
1E 663: F
1E 664: G
1E 665: A
1E 666: B
1E 667: C
1E 668: D
1E 669: E
1E 670: F
1E 671: G
1E 672: A
1E 673: B
1E 674: C
1E 675: D
1E 676: E
1E 677: F
1E 678: G
1E 679: A
1E 680: B
1E 681: C
1E 682: D
1E 683: E
1E 684: F
1E 685: G
1E 686: A
1E 687: B
1E 688: C
1E 689: D
1E 690: E
1E 691: F
1E 692: G
1E 693: A
1E 694: B
1E 695: C
1E 696: D
1E 697: E
1E 698: F
1E 699: G
1E 700: A
1E 701: B
1E 702: C
1E 703: D
1E 704: E
1E 705: F
1E 706: G
1E 707: A

1E 708: B
1E 709: C
1E 710: D
1E 711: E
1E 712: F
1E 713: G
1E 714: A
1E 715: B
1E 716: C
1E 717: D
1E 718: E
1E 719: F
1E 720: G
1E 721: A
1E 722: B
1E 723: C
1E 724: D
1E 725: E
1E 726: F
1E 727: G
1E 728: A
1E 729: B
1E 730: C
1E 731: D
1E 732: E
1E 733: F
1E 734: G
1E 735: A
1E 736: B
1E 737: C
1E 738: D
1E 739: E
1E 740: F
1E 741: G
1E 742: A
1E 743: B
1E 744: C
1E 745: D
1E 746: E
1E 747: F
1E 748: G
1E 749: A
1E 750: B
1E 751: C
1E 752: D
1E 753: E
1E 754: F
1E 755: G
1E 756: A
1E 757: B
1E 758: C
1E 759: D
1E 760: E
1E 761: F
1E 762: G
1E 763: A
1E 764: B
1E 765: C
1E 766: D

1E 767: E
1E 768: F
1E 769: G
1E 770: A
1E 771: B
1E 772: C
1E 773: D
1E 774: E
1E 775: F
1E 776: G
1E 777: A
1E 778: B
1E 779: C
1E 780: D
1E 781: E
1E 782: F
1E 783: G
1E 784: A
1E 785: B
1E 786: C
1E 787: D
1E 788: E
1E 789: F
1E 790: G
1E 791: A
1E 792: B
1E 793: C
1E 794: D
1E 795: E
1E 796: F
1E 797: G
1E 798: A
1E 799: B
1E 800: C
1E 801: D
1E 802: E
1E 803: F
1E 804: G
1E 805: A
1E 806: B
1E 807: C
1E 808: D
1E 809: E
1E 810: F
1E 811: G
1E 812: A
1E 813: B
1E 814: C
1E 815: D
1E 816: E
1E 817: F
1E 818: G
1E 819: A
1E 820: B
1E 821: C
1E 822: D
1E 823: E
1E 824: F
1E 825: G

1E 826: A
1E 827: B
1E 828: C
1E 829: D
1E 830: E
1E 831: F
1E 832: G
1E 833: A
1E 834: B
1E 835: C
1E 836: D
1E 837: E
1E 838: F
1E 839: G
1E 840: A
1E 841: B
1E 842: C
1E 843: D
1E 844: E
1E 845: F
1E 846: G
1E 847: A
1E 848: B
1E 849: C
1E 850: D
1E 851: E
1E 852: F
1E 853: G
1E 854: A
1E 855: B
1E 856: C
1E 857: D
1E 858: E
1E 859: F
1E 860: G
1E 861: A
1E 862: B
1E 863: C
1E 864: D
1E 865: E
1E 866: F
1E 867: G
1E 868: A
1E 869: B
1E 870: C
1E 871: D
1E 872: E
1E 873: F
1E 874: G
1E 875: A
1E 876: B
1E 877: C
1E 878: D
1E 879: E
1E 880: F
1E 881: G
1E 882: A
1E 883: B
1E 884: C

1E 885: D
1E 886: E
1E 887: F
1E 888: G
1E 889: A
1E 890: B
1E 891: C
1E 892: D
1E 893: E
1E 894: F
1E 895: G
1E 896: A
1E 897: B
1E 898: C
1E 899: D
1E 900: E
1E 901: F
1E 902: G
1E 903: A
1E 904: B
1E 905: C
1E 906: D
1E 907: E
1E 908: F
1E 909: G
1E 910: A
1E 911: B
1E 912: C
1E 913: D
1E 914: E
1E 915: F
1E 916: G
1E 917: A
1E 918: B
1E 919: C
1E 920: D
1E 921: E
1E 922: F
1E 923: G
1E 924: A
1E 925: B
1E 926: C
1E 927: D
1E 928: E
1E 929: F
1E 930: G
1E 931: A
1E 932: B
1E 933: C
1E 934: D
1E 935: E
1E 936: F
1E 937: G
1E 938: A
1E 939: B
1E 940: C
1E 941: D
1E 942: E
1E 943: F
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Annual Concordance: 1E 944 – 1E 1415
1E 944: G
1E 945: A
1E 946: B
1E 947: C
1E 948: D
1E 949: E
1E 950: F
1E 951: G
1E 952: A
1E 953: B
1E 954: C
1E 955: D
1E 956: E
1E 957: F
1E 958: G
1E 959: A
1E 960: B
1E 961: C
1E 962: D
1E 963: E
1E 964: F
1E 965: G
1E 966: A
1E 967: B
1E 968: C
1E 969: D
1E 970: E
1E 971: F
1E 972: G
1E 973: A
1E 974: B
1E 975: C
1E 976: D
1E 977: E
1E 978: F
1E 979: G
1E 980: A
1E 981: B
1E 982: C
1E 983: D
1E 984: E
1E 985: F
1E 986: G
1E 987: A
1E 988: B
1E 989: C
1E 990: D
1E 991: E
1E 992: F
1E 993: G
1E 994: A
1E 995: B
1E 996: C
1E 997: D
1E 998: E
1E 999: F
1E 1000: G
1E 1001: A
1E 1002: B

1E 1003: C
1E 1004: D
1E 1005: E
1E 1006: F
1E 1007: G
1E 1008: A
1E 1009: B
1E 1010: C
1E 1011: D
1E 1012: E
1E 1013: F
1E 1014: G
1E 1015: A
1E 1016: B
1E 1017: C
1E 1018: D
1E 1019: E
1E 1020: F
1E 1021: G
1E 1022: A
1E 1023: B
1E 1024: C
1E 1025: D
1E 1026: E
1E 1027: F
1E 1028: G
1E 1029: A
1E 1030: B
1E 1031: C
1E 1032: D
1E 1033: E
1E 1034: F
1E 1035: G
1E 1036: A
1E 1037: B
1E 1038: C
1E 1039: D
1E 1040: E
1E 1041: F
1E 1042: G
1E 1043: A
1E 1044: B
1E 1045: C
1E 1046: D
1E 1047: E
1E 1048: F
1E 1049: G
1E 1050: A
1E 1051: B
1E 1052: C
1E 1053: D
1E 1054: E
1E 1055: F
1E 1056: G
1E 1057: A
1E 1058: B
1E 1059: C
1E 1060: D
1E 1061: E

1E 1062: F
1E 1063: G
1E 1064: A
1E 1065: B
1E 1066: C
1E 1067: D
1E 1068: E
1E 1069: F
1E 1070: G
1E 1071: A
1E 1072: B
1E 1073: C
1E 1074: D
1E 1075: E
1E 1076: F
1E 1077: G
1E 1078: A
1E 1079: B
1E 1080: C
1E 1081: D
1E 1082: E
1E 1083: F
1E 1084: G
1E 1085: A
1E 1086: B
1E 1087: C
1E 1088: D
1E 1089: E
1E 1090: F
1E 1091: G
1E 1092: A
1E 1093: B
1E 1094: C
1E 1095: D
1E 1096: E
1E 1097: F
1E 1098: G
1E 1099: A
1E 1100: B
1E 1101: C
1E 1102: D
1E 1103: E
1E 1104: F
1E 1105: G
1E 1106: A
1E 1107: B
1E 1108: C
1E 1109: D
1E 1110: E
1E 1111: F
1E 1112: G
1E 1113: A
1E 1114: B
1E 1115: C
1E 1116: D
1E 1117: E
1E 1118: F
1E 1119: G
1E 1120: A

1E 1121: B
1E 1122: C
1E 1123: D
1E 1124: E
1E 1125: F
1E 1126: G
1E 1127: A
1E 1128: B
1E 1129: C
1E 1130: D
1E 1131: E
1E 1132: F
1E 1133: G
1E 1134: A
1E 1135: B
1E 1136: C
1E 1137: D
1E 1138: E
1E 1139: F
1E 1140: G
1E 1141: A
1E 1142: B
1E 1143: C
1E 1144: D
1E 1145: E
1E 1146: F
1E 1147: G
1E 1148: A
1E 1149: B
1E 1150: C
1E 1151: D
1E 1152: E
1E 1153: F
1E 1154: G
1E 1155: A
1E 1156: B
1E 1157: C
1E 1158: D
1E 1159: E
1E 1160: F
1E 1161: G
1E 1162: A
1E 1163: B
1E 1164: C
1E 1165: D
1E 1166: E
1E 1167: F
1E 1168: G
1E 1169: A
1E 1170: B
1E 1171: C
1E 1172: D
1E 1173: E
1E 1174: F
1E 1175: G
1E 1176: A
1E 1177: B
1E 1178: C
1E 1179: D

1E 1180: E
1E 1181: F
1E 1182: G
1E 1183: A
1E 1184: B
1E 1185: C
1E 1186: D
1E 1187: E
1E 1188: F
1E 1189: G
1E 1190: A
1E 1191: B
1E 1192: C
1E 1193: D
1E 1194: E
1E 1195: F
1E 1196: G
1E 1197: A
1E 1198: B
1E 1199: C
1E 1200: D
1E 1201: E
1E 1202: F
1E 1203: G
1E 1204: A
1E 1205: B
1E 1206: C
1E 1207: D
1E 1208: E
1E 1209: F
1E 1210: G
1E 1211: A
1E 1212: B
1E 1213: C
1E 1214: D
1E 1215: E
1E 1216: F
1E 1217: G
1E 1218: A
1E 1219: B
1E 1220: C
1E 1221: D
1E 1222: E
1E 1223: F
1E 1224: G
1E 1225: A
1E 1226: B
1E 1227: C
1E 1228: D
1E 1229: E
1E 1230: F
1E 1231: G
1E 1232: A
1E 1233: B
1E 1234: C
1E 1235: D
1E 1236: E
1E 1237: F
1E 1238: G

1E 1239: A
1E 1240: B
1E 1241: C
1E 1242: D
1E 1243: E
1E 1244: F
1E 1245: G
1E 1246: A
1E 1247: B
1E 1248: C
1E 1249: D
1E 1250: E
1E 1251: F
1E 1252: G
1E 1253: A
1E 1254: B
1E 1255: C
1E 1256: D
1E 1257: E
1E 1258: F
1E 1259: G
1E 1260: A
1E 1261: B
1E 1262: C
1E 1263: D
1E 1264: E
1E 1265: F
1E 1266: G
1E 1267: A
1E 1268: B
1E 1269: C
1E 1270: D
1E 1271: E
1E 1272: F
1E 1273: G
1E 1274: A
1E 1275: B
1E 1276: C
1E 1277: D
1E 1278: E
1E 1279: F
1E 1280: G
1E 1281: A
1E 1282: B
1E 1283: C
1E 1284: D
1E 1285: E
1E 1286: F
1E 1287: G
1E 1288: A
1E 1289: B
1E 1290: C
1E 1291: D
1E 1292: E
1E 1293: F
1E 1294: G
1E 1295: A
1E 1296: B
1E 1297: C

1E 1298: D
1E 1299: E
1E 1300: F
1E 1301: G
1E 1302: A
1E 1303: B
1E 1304: C
1E 1305: D
1E 1306: E
1E 1307: F
1E 1308: G
1E 1309: A
1E 1310: B
1E 1311: C
1E 1312: D
1E 1313: E
1E 1314: F
1E 1315: G
1E 1316: A
1E 1317: B
1E 1318: C
1E 1319: D
1E 1320: E
1E 1321: F
1E 1322: G
1E 1323: A
1E 1324: B
1E 1325: C
1E 1326: D
1E 1327: E
1E 1328: F
1E 1329: G
1E 1330: A
1E 1331: B
1E 1332: C
1E 1333: D
1E 1334: E
1E 1335: F
1E 1336: G
1E 1337: A
1E 1338: B
1E 1339: C
1E 1340: D
1E 1341: E
1E 1342: F
1E 1343: G
1E 1344: A
1E 1345: B
1E 1346: C
1E 1347: D
1E 1348: E
1E 1349: F
1E 1350: G
1E 1351: A
1E 1352: B
1E 1353: C
1E 1354: D
1E 1355: E
1E 1356: F

1E 1357: G
1E 1358: A
1E 1359: B
1E 1360: C
1E 1361: D
1E 1362: E
1E 1363: F
1E 1364: G
1E 1365: A
1E 1366: B
1E 1367: C
1E 1368: D
1E 1369: E
1E 1370: F
1E 1371: G
1E 1372: A
1E 1373: B
1E 1374: C
1E 1375: D
1E 1376: E
1E 1377: F
1E 1378: G
1E 1379: A
1E 1380: B
1E 1381: C
1E 1382: D
1E 1383: E
1E 1384: F
1E 1385: G
1E 1386: A
1E 1387: B
1E 1388: C
1E 1389: D
1E 1390: E
1E 1391: F
1E 1392: G
1E 1393: A
1E 1394: B
1E 1395: C
1E 1396: D
1E 1397: E
1E 1398: F
1E 1399: G
1E 1400: A
1E 1401: B
1E 1402: C
1E 1403: D
1E 1404: E
1E 1405: F
1E 1406: G
1E 1407: A
1E 1408: B
1E 1409: C
1E 1410: D
1E 1411: E
1E 1412: F
1E 1413: G
1E 1414: A
1E 1415: B
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Annual Concordance: 1E 1416 – 1E 1887
1E 1416: C
1E 1417: D
1E 1418: E
1E 1419: F
1E 1420: G
1E 1421: A
1E 1422: B
1E 1423: C
1E 1424: D
1E 1425: E
1E 1426: F
1E 1427: G
1E 1428: A
1E 1429: B
1E 1430: C
1E 1431: D
1E 1432: E
1E 1433: F
1E 1434: G
1E 1435: A
1E 1436: B
1E 1437: C
1E 1438: D
1E 1439: E
1E 1440: F
1E 1441: G
1E 1442: A
1E 1443: B
1E 1444: C
1E 1445: D
1E 1446: E
1E 1447: F
1E 1448: G
1E 1449: A
1E 1450: B
1E 1451: C
1E 1452: D
1E 1453: E
1E 1454: F
1E 1455: G
1E 1456: A
1E 1457: B
1E 1458: C
1E 1459: D
1E 1460: E
1E 1461: F
1E 1462: G
1E 1463: A
1E 1464: B
1E 1465: C
1E 1466: D
1E 1467: E
1E 1468: F
1E 1469: G
1E 1470: A
1E 1471: B
1E 1472: C
1E 1473: D
1E 1474: E

1E 1475: F
1E 1476: G
1E 1477: A
1E 1478: B
1E 1479: C
1E 1480: D
1E 1481: E
1E 1482: F
1E 1483: G
1E 1484: A
1E 1485: B
1E 1486: C
1E 1487: D
1E 1488: E
1E 1489: F
1E 1490: G
1E 1491: A
1E 1492: B
1E 1493: C
1E 1494: D
1E 1495: E
1E 1496: F
1E 1497: G
1E 1498: A
1E 1499: B
1E 1500: C
1E 1501: D
1E 1502: E
1E 1503: F
1E 1504: G
1E 1505: A
1E 1506: B
1E 1507: C
1E 1508: D
1E 1509: E
1E 1510: F
1E 1511: G
1E 1512: A
1E 1513: B
1E 1514: C
1E 1515: D
1E 1516: E
1E 1517: F
1E 1518: G
1E 1519: A
1E 1520: B
1E 1521: C
1E 1522: D
1E 1523: E
1E 1524: F
1E 1525: G
1E 1526: A
1E 1527: B
1E 1528: C
1E 1529: D
1E 1530: E
1E 1531: F
1E 1532: G
1E 1533: A

1E 1534: B
1E 1535: C
1E 1536: D
1E 1537: E
1E 1538: F
1E 1539: G
1E 1540: A
1E 1541: B
1E 1542: C
1E 1543: D
1E 1544: E
1E 1545: F
1E 1546: G
1E 1547: A
1E 1548: B
1E 1549: C
1E 1550: D
1E 1551: E
1E 1552: F
1E 1553: G
1E 1554: A
1E 1555: B
1E 1556: C
1E 1557: D
1E 1558: E
1E 1559: F
1E 1560: G
1E 1561: A
1E 1562: B
1E 1563: C
1E 1564: D
1E 1565: E
1E 1566: F
1E 1567: G
1E 1568: A
1E 1569: B
1E 1570: C
1E 1571: D
1E 1572: E
1E 1573: F
1E 1574: G
1E 1575: A
1E 1576: B
1E 1577: C
1E 1578: D
1E 1579: E
1E 1580: F
1E 1581: G
1E 1582: A
1E 1583: B
1E 1584: C
1E 1585: D
1E 1586: E
1E 1587: F
1E 1588: G
1E 1589: A
1E 1590: B
1E 1591: C
1E 1592: D

1E 1593: E
1E 1594: F
1E 1595: G
1E 1596: A
1E 1597: B
1E 1598: C
1E 1599: D
1E 1600: E
1E 1601: F
1E 1602: G
1E 1603: A
1E 1604: B
1E 1605: C
1E 1606: D
1E 1607: E
1E 1608: F
1E 1609: G
1E 1610: A
1E 1611: B
1E 1612: C
1E 1613: D
1E 1614: E
1E 1615: F
1E 1616: G
1E 1617: A
1E 1618: B
1E 1619: C
1E 1620: D
1E 1621: E
1E 1622: F
1E 1623: G
1E 1624: A
1E 1625: B
1E 1626: C
1E 1627: D
1E 1628: E
1E 1629: F
1E 1630: G
1E 1631: A
1E 1632: B
1E 1633: C
1E 1634: D
1E 1635: E
1E 1636: F
1E 1637: G
1E 1638: A
1E 1639: B
1E 1640: C
1E 1641: D
1E 1642: E
1E 1643: F
1E 1644: G
1E 1645: A
1E 1646: B
1E 1647: C
1E 1648: D
1E 1649: E
1E 1650: F
1E 1651: G

1E 1652: A
1E 1653: B
1E 1654: C
1E 1655: D
1E 1656: E
1E 1657: F
1E 1658: G
1E 1659: A
1E 1660: B
1E 1661: C
1E 1662: D
1E 1663: E
1E 1664: F
1E 1665: G
1E 1666: A
1E 1667: B
1E 1668: C
1E 1669: D
1E 1670: E
1E 1671: F
1E 1672: G
1E 1673: A
1E 1674: B
1E 1675: C
1E 1676: D
1E 1677: E
1E 1678: F
1E 1679: G
1E 1680: A
1E 1681: B
1E 1682: C
1E 1683: D
1E 1684: E
1E 1685: F
1E 1686: G
1E 1687: A
1E 1688: B
1E 1689: C
1E 1690: D
1E 1691: E
1E 1692: F
1E 1693: G
1E 1694: A
1E 1695: B
1E 1696: C
1E 1697: D
1E 1698: E
1E 1699: F
1E 1700: G
1E 1701: A
1E 1702: B
1E 1703: C
1E 1704: D
1E 1705: E
1E 1706: F
1E 1707: G
1E 1708: A
1E 1709: B
1E 1710: C

1E 1711: D
1E 1712: E
1E 1713: F
1E 1714: G
1E 1715: A
1E 1716: B
1E 1717: C
1E 1718: D
1E 1719: E
1E 1720: F
1E 1721: G
1E 1722: A
1E 1723: B
1E 1724: C
1E 1725: D
1E 1726: E
1E 1727: F
1E 1728: G
1E 1729: A
1E 1730: B
1E 1731: C
1E 1732: D
1E 1733: E
1E 1734: F
1E 1735: G
1E 1736: A
1E 1737: B
1E 1738: C
1E 1739: D
1E 1740: E
1E 1741: F
1E 1742: G
1E 1743: A
1E 1744: B
1E 1745: C
1E 1746: D
1E 1747: E
1E 1748: F
1E 1749: G
1E 1750: A
1E 1751: B
1E 1752: C
1E 1753: D
1E 1754: E
1E 1755: F
1E 1756: G
1E 1757: A
1E 1758: B
1E 1759: C
1E 1760: D
1E 1761: E
1E 1762: F
1E 1763: G
1E 1764: A
1E 1765: B
1E 1766: C
1E 1767: D
1E 1768: E
1E 1769: F

1E 1770: G
1E 1771: A
1E 1772: B
1E 1773: C
1E 1774: D
1E 1775: E
1E 1776: F
1E 1777: G
1E 1778: A
1E 1779: B
1E 1780: C
1E 1781: D
1E 1782: E
1E 1783: F
1E 1784: G
1E 1785: A
1E 1786: B
1E 1787: C
1E 1788: D
1E 1789: E
1E 1790: F
1E 1791: G
1E 1792: A
1E 1793: B
1E 1794: C
1E 1795: D
1E 1796: E
1E 1797: F
1E 1798: G
1E 1799: A
1E 1800: B
1E 1801: C
1E 1802: D
1E 1803: E
1E 1804: F
1E 1805: G
1E 1806: A
1E 1807: B
1E 1808: C
1E 1809: D
1E 1810: E
1E 1811: F
1E 1812: G
1E 1813: A
1E 1814: B
1E 1815: C
1E 1816: D
1E 1817: E
1E 1818: F
1E 1819: G
1E 1820: A
1E 1821: B
1E 1822: C
1E 1823: D
1E 1824: E
1E 1825: F
1E 1826: G
1E 1827: A
1E 1828: B

1E 1829: C
1E 1830: D
1E 1831: E
1E 1832: F
1E 1833: G
1E 1834: A
1E 1835: B
1E 1836: C
1E 1837: D
1E 1838: E
1E 1839: F
1E 1840: G
1E 1841: A
1E 1842: B
1E 1843: C
1E 1844: D
1E 1845: E
1E 1846: F
1E 1847: G
1E 1848: A
1E 1849: B
1E 1850: C
1E 1851: D
1E 1852: E
1E 1853: F
1E 1854: G
1E 1855: A
1E 1856: B
1E 1857: C
1E 1858: D
1E 1859: E
1E 1860: F
1E 1861: G
1E 1862: A
1E 1863: B
1E 1864: C
1E 1865: D
1E 1866: E
1E 1867: F
1E 1868: G
1E 1869: A
1E 1870: B
1E 1871: C
1E 1872: D
1E 1873: E
1E 1874: F
1E 1875: G
1E 1876: A
1E 1877: B
1E 1878: C
1E 1879: D
1E 1880: E
1E 1881: F
1E 1882: G
1E 1883: A
1E 1884: B
1E 1885: C
1E 1886: D
1E 1887: E
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Annual Concordance: 1E 1888 – 1E 2359
1E 1888: F
1E 1889: G
1E 1890: A
1E 1891: B
1E 1892: C
1E 1893: D
1E 1894: E
1E 1895: F
1E 1896: G
1E 1897: A
1E 1898: B
1E 1899: C
1E 1900: D
1E 1901: E
1E 1902: F
1E 1903: G
1E 1904: A
1E 1905: B
1E 1906: C
1E 1907: D
1E 1908: E
1E 1909: F
1E 1910: G
1E 1911: A
1E 1912: B
1E 1913: C
1E 1914: D
1E 1915: E
1E 1916: F
1E 1917: G
1E 1918: A
1E 1919: B
1E 1920: C
1E 1921: D
1E 1922: E
1E 1923: F
1E 1924: G
1E 1925: A
1E 1926: B
1E 1927: C
1E 1928: D
1E 1929: E
1E 1930: F
1E 1931: G
1E 1932: A
1E 1933: B
1E 1934: C
1E 1935: D
1E 1936: E
1E 1937: F
1E 1938: G
1E 1939: A
1E 1940: B
1E 1941: C
1E 1942: D
1E 1943: E
1E 1944: F
1E 1945: G
1E 1946: A

1E 1947: B
1E 1948: C
1E 1949: D
1E 1950: E
1E 1951: F
1E 1952: G
1E 1953: A
1E 1954: B
1E 1955: C
1E 1956: D
1E 1957: E
1E 1958: F
1E 1959: G
1E 1960: A
1E 1961: B
1E 1962: C
1E 1963: D
1E 1964: E
1E 1965: F
1E 1966: G
1E 1967: A
1E 1968: B
1E 1969: C
1E 1970: D
1E 1971: E
1E 1972: F
1E 1973: G
1E 1974: A
1E 1975: B
1E 1976: C
1E 1977: D
1E 1978: E
1E 1979: F
1E 1980: G
1E 1981: A
1E 1982: B
1E 1983: C
1E 1984: D
1E 1985: E
1E 1986: F
1E 1987: G
1E 1988: A
1E 1989: B
1E 1990: C
1E 1991: D
1E 1992: E
1E 1993: F
1E 1994: G
1E 1995: A
1E 1996: B
1E 1997: C
1E 1998: D
1E 1999: E
1E 2000: F
1E 2001: G
1E 2002: A
1E 2003: B
1E 2004: C
1E 2005: D

1E 2006: E
1E 2007: F
1E 2008: G
1E 2009: A
1E 2010: B
1E 2011: C
1E 2012: D
1E 2013: E
1E 2014: F
1E 2015: G
1E 2016: A
1E 2017: B
1E 2018: C
1E 2019: D
1E 2020: E
1E 2021: F
1E 2022: G
1E 2023: A
1E 2024: B
1E 2025: C
1E 2026: D
1E 2027: E
1E 2028: F
1E 2029: G
1E 2030: A
1E 2031: B
1E 2032: C
1E 2033: D
1E 2034: E
1E 2035: F
1E 2036: G
1E 2037: A
1E 2038: B
1E 2039: C
1E 2040: D
1E 2041: E
1E 2042: F
1E 2043: G
1E 2044: A
1E 2045: B
1E 2046: C
1E 2047: D
1E 2048: E
1E 2049: F
1E 2050: G
1E 2051: A
1E 2052: B
1E 2053: C
1E 2054: D
1E 2055: E
1E 2056: F
1E 2057: G
1E 2058: A
1E 2059: B
1E 2060: C
1E 2061: D
1E 2062: E
1E 2063: F
1E 2064: G

1E 2065: A
1E 2066: B
1E 2067: C
1E 2068: D
1E 2069: E
1E 2070: F
1E 2071: G
1E 2072: A
1E 2073: B
1E 2074: C
1E 2075: D
1E 2076: E
1E 2077: F
1E 2078: G
1E 2079: A
1E 2080: B
1E 2081: C
1E 2082: D
1E 2083: E
1E 2084: F
1E 2085: G
1E 2086: A
1E 2087: B
1E 2088: C
1E 2089: D
1E 2090: E
1E 2091: F
1E 2092: G
1E 2093: A
1E 2094: B
1E 2095: C
1E 2096: D
1E 2097: E
1E 2098: F
1E 2099: G
1E 2100: A
1E 2101: B
1E 2102: C
1E 2103: D
1E 2104: E
1E 2105: F
1E 2106: G
1E 2107: A
1E 2108: B
1E 2109: C
1E 2110: D
1E 2111: E
1E 2112: F
1E 2113: G
1E 2114: A
1E 2115: B
1E 2116: C
1E 2117: D
1E 2118: E
1E 2119: F
1E 2120: G
1E 2121: A
1E 2122: B
1E 2123: C

1E 2124: D
1E 2125: E
1E 2126: F
1E 2127: G
1E 2128: A
1E 2129: B
1E 2130: C
1E 2131: D
1E 2132: E
1E 2133: F
1E 2134: G
1E 2135: A
1E 2136: B
1E 2137: C
1E 2138: D
1E 2139: E
1E 2140: F
1E 2141: G
1E 2142: A
1E 2143: B
1E 2144: C
1E 2145: D
1E 2146: E
1E 2147: F
1E 2148: G
1E 2149: A
1E 2150: B
1E 2151: C
1E 2152: D
1E 2153: E
1E 2154: F
1E 2155: G
1E 2156: A
1E 2157: B
1E 2158: C
1E 2159: D
1E 2160: E
1E 2161: F
1E 2162: G
1E 2163: A
1E 2164: B
1E 2165: C
1E 2166: D
1E 2167: E
1E 2168: F
1E 2169: G
1E 2170: A
1E 2171: B
1E 2172: C
1E 2173: D
1E 2174: E
1E 2175: F
1E 2176: G
1E 2177: A
1E 2178: B
1E 2179: C
1E 2180: D
1E 2181: E
1E 2182: F

1E 2183: G
1E 2184: A
1E 2185: B
1E 2186: C
1E 2187: D
1E 2188: E
1E 2189: F
1E 2190: G
1E 2191: A
1E 2192: B
1E 2193: C
1E 2194: D
1E 2195: E
1E 2196: F
1E 2197: G
1E 2198: A
1E 2199: B
1E 2200: C
1E 2201: D
1E 2202: E
1E 2203: F
1E 2204: G
1E 2205: A
1E 2206: B
1E 2207: C
1E 2208: D
1E 2209: E
1E 2210: F
1E 2211: G
1E 2212: A
1E 2213: B
1E 2214: C
1E 2215: D
1E 2216: E
1E 2217: F
1E 2218: G
1E 2219: A
1E 2220: B
1E 2221: C
1E 2222: D
1E 2223: E
1E 2224: F
1E 2225: G
1E 2226: A
1E 2227: B
1E 2228: C
1E 2229: D
1E 2230: E
1E 2231: F
1E 2232: G
1E 2233: A
1E 2234: B
1E 2235: C
1E 2236: D
1E 2237: E
1E 2238: F
1E 2239: G
1E 2240: A
1E 2241: B

1E 2242: C
1E 2243: D
1E 2244: E
1E 2245: F
1E 2246: G
1E 2247: A
1E 2248: B
1E 2249: C
1E 2250: D
1E 2251: E
1E 2252: F
1E 2253: G
1E 2254: A
1E 2255: B
1E 2256: C
1E 2257: D
1E 2258: E
1E 2259: F
1E 2260: G
1E 2261: A
1E 2262: B
1E 2263: C
1E 2264: D
1E 2265: E
1E 2266: F
1E 2267: G
1E 2268: A
1E 2269: B
1E 2270: C
1E 2271: D
1E 2272: E
1E 2273: F
1E 2274: G
1E 2275: A
1E 2276: B
1E 2277: C
1E 2278: D
1E 2279: E
1E 2280: F
1E 2281: G
1E 2282: A
1E 2283: B
1E 2284: C
1E 2285: D
1E 2286: E
1E 2287: F
1E 2288: G
1E 2289: A
1E 2290: B
1E 2291: C
1E 2292: D
1E 2293: E
1E 2294: F
1E 2295: G
1E 2296: A
1E 2297: B
1E 2298: C
1E 2299: D
1E 2300: E

1E 2301: F
1E 2302: G
1E 2303: A
1E 2304: B
1E 2305: C
1E 2306: D
1E 2307: E
1E 2308: F
1E 2309: G
1E 2310: A
1E 2311: B
1E 2312: C
1E 2313: D
1E 2314: E
1E 2315: F
1E 2316: G
1E 2317: A
1E 2318: B
1E 2319: C
1E 2320: D
1E 2321: E
1E 2322: F
1E 2323: G
1E 2324: A
1E 2325: B
1E 2326: C
1E 2327: D
1E 2328: E
1E 2329: F
1E 2330: G
1E 2331: A
1E 2332: B
1E 2333: C
1E 2334: D
1E 2335: E
1E 2336: F
1E 2337: G
1E 2338: A
1E 2339: B
1E 2340: C
1E 2341: D
1E 2342: E
1E 2343: F
1E 2344: G
1E 2345: A
1E 2346: B
1E 2347: C
1E 2348: D
1E 2349: E
1E 2350: F
1E 2351: G
1E 2352: A
1E 2353: B
1E 2354: C
1E 2355: D
1E 2356: E
1E 2357: F
1E 2358: G
1E 2359: A
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Annual Concordance: 1E 2360 – 1E 2831
1E 2360: B
1E 2361: C
1E 2362: D
1E 2363: E
1E 2364: F
1E 2365: G
1E 2366: A
1E 2367: B
1E 2368: C
1E 2369: D
1E 2370: E
1E 2371: F
1E 2372: G
1E 2373: A
1E 2374: B
1E 2375: C
1E 2376: D
1E 2377: E
1E 2378: F
1E 2379: G
1E 2380: A
1E 2381: B
1E 2382: C
1E 2383: D
1E 2384: E
1E 2385: F
1E 2386: G
1E 2387: A
1E 2388: B
1E 2389: C
1E 2390: D
1E 2391: E
1E 2392: F
1E 2393: G
1E 2394: A
1E 2395: B
1E 2396: C
1E 2397: D
1E 2398: E
1E 2399: F
1E 2400: G
1E 2401: A
1E 2402: B
1E 2403: C
1E 2404: D
1E 2405: E
1E 2406: F
1E 2407: G
1E 2408: A
1E 2409: B
1E 2410: C
1E 2411: D
1E 2412: E
1E 2413: F
1E 2414: G
1E 2415: A
1E 2416: B
1E 2417: C
1E 2418: D

1E 2419: E
1E 2420: F
1E 2421: G
1E 2422: A
1E 2423: B
1E 2424: C
1E 2425: D
1E 2426: E
1E 2427: F
1E 2428: G
1E 2429: A
1E 2430: B
1E 2431: C
1E 2432: D
1E 2433: E
1E 2434: F
1E 2435: G
1E 2436: A
1E 2437: B
1E 2438: C
1E 2439: D
1E 2440: E
1E 2441: F
1E 2442: G
1E 2443: A
1E 2444: B
1E 2445: C
1E 2446: D
1E 2447: E
1E 2448: F
1E 2449: G
1E 2450: A
1E 2451: B
1E 2452: C
1E 2453: D
1E 2454: E
1E 2455: F
1E 2456: G
1E 2457: A
1E 2458: B
1E 2459: C
1E 2460: D
1E 2461: E
1E 2462: F
1E 2463: G
1E 2464: A
1E 2465: B
1E 2466: C
1E 2467: D
1E 2468: E
1E 2469: F
1E 2470: G
1E 2471: A
1E 2472: B
1E 2473: C
1E 2474: D
1E 2475: E
1E 2476: F
1E 2477: G

1E 2478: A
1E 2479: B
1E 2480: C
1E 2481: D
1E 2482: E
1E 2483: F
1E 2484: G
1E 2485: A
1E 2486: B
1E 2487: C
1E 2488: D
1E 2489: E
1E 2490: F
1E 2491: G
1E 2492: A
1E 2493: B
1E 2494: C
1E 2495: D
1E 2496: E
1E 2497: F
1E 2498: G
1E 2499: A
1E 2500: B
1E 2501: C
1E 2502: D
1E 2503: E
1E 2504: F
1E 2505: G
1E 2506: A
1E 2507: B
1E 2508: C
1E 2509: D
1E 2510: E
1E 2511: F
1E 2512: G
1E 2513: A
1E 2514: B
1E 2515: C
1E 2516: D
1E 2517: E
1E 2518: F
1E 2519: G
1E 2520: A
1E 2521: B
1E 2522: C
1E 2523: D
1E 2524: E
1E 2525: F
1E 2526: G
1E 2527: A
1E 2528: B
1E 2529: C
1E 2530: D
1E 2531: E
1E 2532: F
1E 2533: G
1E 2534: A
1E 2535: B
1E 2536: C

1E 2537: D
1E 2538: E
1E 2539: F
1E 2540: G
1E 2541: A
1E 2542: B
1E 2543: C
1E 2544: D
1E 2545: E
1E 2546: F
1E 2547: G
1E 2548: A
1E 2549: B
1E 2550: C
1E 2551: D
1E 2552: E
1E 2553: F
1E 2554: G
1E 2555: A
1E 2556: B
1E 2557: C
1E 2558: D
1E 2559: E
1E 2560: F
1E 2561: G
1E 2562: A
1E 2563: B
1E 2564: C
1E 2565: D
1E 2566: E
1E 2567: F
1E 2568: G
1E 2569: A
1E 2570: B
1E 2571: C
1E 2572: D
1E 2573: E
1E 2574: F
1E 2575: G
1E 2576: A
1E 2577: B
1E 2578: C
1E 2579: D
1E 2580: E
1E 2581: F
1E 2582: G
1E 2583: A
1E 2584: B
1E 2585: C
1E 2586: D
1E 2587: E
1E 2588: F
1E 2589: G
1E 2590: A
1E 2591: B
1E 2592: C
1E 2593: D
1E 2594: E
1E 2595: F

1E 2596: G
1E 2597: A
1E 2598: B
1E 2599: C
1E 2600: D
1E 2601: E
1E 2602: F
1E 2603: G
1E 2604: A
1E 2605: B
1E 2606: C
1E 2607: D
1E 2608: E
1E 2609: F
1E 2610: G
1E 2611: A
1E 2612: B
1E 2613: C
1E 2614: D
1E 2615: E
1E 2616: F
1E 2617: G
1E 2618: A
1E 2619: B
1E 2620: C
1E 2621: D
1E 2622: E
1E 2623: F
1E 2624: G
1E 2625: A
1E 2626: B
1E 2627: C
1E 2628: D
1E 2629: E
1E 2630: F
1E 2631: G
1E 2632: A
1E 2633: B
1E 2634: C
1E 2635: D
1E 2636: E
1E 2637: F
1E 2638: G
1E 2639: A
1E 2640: B
1E 2641: C
1E 2642: D
1E 2643: E
1E 2644: F
1E 2645: G
1E 2646: A
1E 2647: B
1E 2648: C
1E 2649: D
1E 2650: E
1E 2651: F
1E 2652: G
1E 2653: A
1E 2654: B

1E 2655: C
1E 2656: D
1E 2657: E
1E 2658: F
1E 2659: G
1E 2660: A
1E 2661: B
1E 2662: C
1E 2663: D
1E 2664: E
1E 2665: F
1E 2666: G
1E 2667: A
1E 2668: B
1E 2669: C
1E 2670: D
1E 2671: E
1E 2672: F
1E 2673: G
1E 2674: A
1E 2675: B
1E 2676: C
1E 2677: D
1E 2678: E
1E 2679: F
1E 2680: G
1E 2681: A
1E 2682: B
1E 2683: C
1E 2684: D
1E 2685: E
1E 2686: F
1E 2687: G
1E 2688: A
1E 2689: B
1E 2690: C
1E 2691: D
1E 2692: E
1E 2693: F
1E 2694: G
1E 2695: A
1E 2696: B
1E 2697: C
1E 2698: D
1E 2699: E
1E 2700: F
1E 2701: G
1E 2702: A
1E 2703: B
1E 2704: C
1E 2705: D
1E 2706: E
1E 2707: F
1E 2708: G
1E 2709: A
1E 2710: B
1E 2711: C
1E 2712: D
1E 2713: E

1E 2714: F
1E 2715: G
1E 2716: A
1E 2717: B
1E 2718: C
1E 2719: D
1E 2720: E
1E 2721: F
1E 2722: G
1E 2723: A
1E 2724: B
1E 2725: C
1E 2726: D
1E 2727: E
1E 2728: F
1E 2729: G
1E 2730: A
1E 2731: B
1E 2732: C
1E 2733: D
1E 2734: E
1E 2735: F
1E 2736: G
1E 2737: A
1E 2738: B
1E 2739: C
1E 2740: D
1E 2741: E
1E 2742: F
1E 2743: G
1E 2744: A
1E 2745: B
1E 2746: C
1E 2747: D
1E 2748: E
1E 2749: F
1E 2750: G
1E 2751: A
1E 2752: B
1E 2753: C
1E 2754: D
1E 2755: E
1E 2756: F
1E 2757: G
1E 2758: A
1E 2759: B
1E 2760: C
1E 2761: D
1E 2762: E
1E 2763: F
1E 2764: G
1E 2765: A
1E 2766: B
1E 2767: C
1E 2768: D
1E 2769: E
1E 2770: F
1E 2771: G
1E 2772: A

1E 2773: B
1E 2774: C
1E 2775: D
1E 2776: E
1E 2777: F
1E 2778: G
1E 2779: A
1E 2780: B
1E 2781: C
1E 2782: D
1E 2783: E
1E 2784: F
1E 2785: G
1E 2786: A
1E 2787: B
1E 2788: C
1E 2789: D
1E 2790: E
1E 2791: F
1E 2792: G
1E 2793: A
1E 2794: B
1E 2795: C
1E 2796: D
1E 2797: E
1E 2798: F
1E 2799: G
1E 2800: A
1E 2801: B
1E 2802: C
1E 2803: D
1E 2804: E
1E 2805: F
1E 2806: G
1E 2807: A
1E 2808: B
1E 2809: C
1E 2810: D
1E 2811: E
1E 2812: F
1E 2813: G
1E 2814: A
1E 2815: B
1E 2816: C
1E 2817: D
1E 2818: E
1E 2819: F
1E 2820: G
1E 2821: A
1E 2822: B
1E 2823: C
1E 2824: D
1E 2825: E
1E 2826: F
1E 2827: G
1E 2828: A
1E 2829: B
1E 2830: C
1E 2831: D
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Annual Concordance: 1E 2832 – 2E 382
1E 2832: E
1E 2833: F
1E 2834: G
1E 2835: A
1E 2836: B
1E 2837: C
1E 2838: D
1E 2839: E
1E 2840: F
1E 2841: G
1E 2842: A
1E 2843: B
1E 2844: C
1E 2845: D
1E 2846: E
1E 2847: F
1E 2848: G
1E 2849: A
1E 2850: B
1E 2851: C
1E 2852: D
1E 2853: E
1E 2854: F
1E 2855: G
1E 2856: A
1E 2857: B
1E 2858: C
1E 2859: D
1E 2860: E
1E 2861: F
1E 2862: G
1E 2863: A
1E 2864: B
1E 2865: C
1E 2866: D
1E 2867: E
1E 2868: F
1E 2869: G
1E 2870: A
1E 2871: B
1E 2872: C
1E 2873: D
1E 2874: E
1E 2875: F
1E 2876: G
1E 2877: A
1E 2878: B
1E 2879: C
1E 2880: D
1E 2881: E
1E 2882: F
1E 2883: G
1E 2884: A
1E 2885: B
1E 2886: C
1E 2887: D
1E 2888: E
1E 2889: F
1E 2890: G

1E 2891: A
1E 2892: B
1E 2893: C
1E 2894: D
1E 2895: E
1E 2896: F
1E 2897: G
1E 2898: A
1E 2899: B
1E 2900: C
1E 2901: D
1E 2902: E
1E 2903: F
1E 2904: G
1E 2905: A
1E 2906: B
1E 2907: C
1E 2908: D
1E 2909: E
1E 2910: F
1E 2911: G
1E 2912: A
1E 2913: B
1E 2914: C
1E 2915: D
1E 2916: E
1E 2917: F
1E 2918: G
1E 2919: A
1E 2920: B
2E 0: C
2E 1: D
2E 2: E
2E 3: F
2E 4: G
2E 5: A
2E 6: B
2E 7: C
2E 8: D
2E 9: E
2E 10: F
2E 11: G
2E 12: A
2E 13: B
2E 14: C
2E 15: D
2E 16: E
2E 17: F
2E 18: G
2E 19: A
2E 20: B
2E 21: C
2E 22: D
2E 23: E
2E 24: F
2E 25: G
2E 26: A
2E 27: B
2E 28: C

2E 29: D
2E 30: E
2E 31: F
2E 32: G
2E 33: A
2E 34: B
2E 35: C
2E 36: D
2E 37: E
2E 38: F
2E 39: G
2E 40: A
2E 41: B
2E 42: C
2E 43: D
2E 44: E
2E 45: F
2E 46: G
2E 47: A
2E 48: B
2E 49: C
2E 50: D
2E 51: E
2E 52: F
2E 53: G
2E 54: A
2E 55: B
2E 56: C
2E 57: D
2E 58: E
2E 59: F
2E 60: G
2E 61: A
2E 62: B
2E 63: C
2E 64: D
2E 65: E
2E 66: F
2E 67: G
2E 68: A
2E 69: B
2E 70: C
2E 71: D
2E 72: E
2E 73: F
2E 74: G
2E 75: A
2E 76: B
2E 77: C
2E 78: D
2E 79: E
2E 80: F
2E 81: G
2E 82: A
2E 83: B
2E 84: C
2E 85: D
2E 86: E
2E 87: F

2E 88: G
2E 89: A
2E 90: B
2E 91: C
2E 92: D
2E 93: E
2E 94: F
2E 95: G
2E 96: A
2E 97: B
2E 98: C
2E 99: D
2E 100: E
2E 101: F
2E 102: G
2E 103: A
2E 104: B
2E 105: C
2E 106: D
2E 107: E
2E 108: F
2E 109: G
2E 110: A
2E 111: B
2E 112: C
2E 113: D
2E 114: E
2E 115: F
2E 116: G
2E 117: A
2E 118: B
2E 119: C
2E 120: D
2E 121: E
2E 122: F
2E 123: G
2E 124: A
2E 125: B
2E 126: C
2E 127: D
2E 128: E
2E 129: F
2E 130: G
2E 131: A
2E 132: B
2E 133: C
2E 134: D
2E 135: E
2E 136: F
2E 137: G
2E 138: A
2E 139: B
2E 140: C
2E 141: D
2E 142: E
2E 143: F
2E 144: G
2E 145: A
2E 146: B

2E 147: C
2E 148: D
2E 149: E
2E 150: F
2E 151: G
2E 152: A
2E 153: B
2E 154: C
2E 155: D
2E 156: E
2E 157: F
2E 158: G
2E 159: A
2E 160: B
2E 161: C
2E 162: D
2E 163: E
2E 164: F
2E 165: G
2E 166: A
2E 167: B
2E 168: C
2E 169: D
2E 170: E
2E 171: F
2E 172: G
2E 173: A
2E 174: B
2E 175: C
2E 176: D
2E 177: E
2E 178: F
2E 179: G
2E 180: A
2E 181: B
2E 182: C
2E 183: D
2E 184: E
2E 185: F
2E 186: G
2E 187: A
2E 188: B
2E 189: C
2E 190: D
2E 191: E
2E 192: F
2E 193: G
2E 194: A
2E 195: B
2E 196: C
2E 197: D
2E 198: E
2E 199: F
2E 200: G
2E 201: A
2E 202: B
2E 203: C
2E 204: D
2E 205: E

2E 206: F
2E 207: G
2E 208: A
2E 209: B
2E 210: C
2E 211: D
2E 212: E
2E 213: F
2E 214: G
2E 215: A
2E 216: B
2E 217: C
2E 218: D
2E 219: E
2E 220: F
2E 221: G
2E 222: A
2E 223: B
2E 224: C
2E 225: D
2E 226: E
2E 227: F
2E 228: G
2E 229: A
2E 230: B
2E 231: C
2E 232: D
2E 233: E
2E 234: F
2E 235: G
2E 236: A
2E 237: B
2E 238: C
2E 239: D
2E 240: E
2E 241: F
2E 242: G
2E 243: A
2E 244: B
2E 245: C
2E 246: D
2E 247: E
2E 248: F
2E 249: G
2E 250: A
2E 251: B
2E 252: C
2E 253: D
2E 254: E
2E 255: F
2E 256: G
2E 257: A
2E 258: B
2E 259: C
2E 260: D
2E 261: E
2E 262: F
2E 263: G
2E 264: A

2E 265: B
2E 266: C
2E 267: D
2E 268: E
2E 269: F
2E 270: G
2E 271: A
2E 272: B
2E 273: C
2E 274: D
2E 275: E
2E 276: F
2E 277: G
2E 278: A
2E 279: B
2E 280: C
2E 281: D
2E 282: E
2E 283: F
2E 284: G
2E 285: A
2E 286: B
2E 287: C
2E 288: D
2E 289: E
2E 290: F
2E 291: G
2E 292: A
2E 293: B
2E 294: C
2E 295: D
2E 296: E
2E 297: F
2E 298: G
2E 299: A
2E 300: B
2E 301: C
2E 302: D
2E 303: E
2E 304: F
2E 305: G
2E 306: A
2E 307: B
2E 308: C
2E 309: D
2E 310: E
2E 311: F
2E 312: G
2E 313: A
2E 314: B
2E 315: C
2E 316: D
2E 317: E
2E 318: F
2E 319: G
2E 320: A
2E 321: B
2E 322: C
2E 323: D

2E 324: E
2E 325: F
2E 326: G
2E 327: A
2E 328: B
2E 329: C
2E 330: D
2E 331: E
2E 332: F
2E 333: G
2E 334: A
2E 335: B
2E 336: C
2E 337: D
2E 338: E
2E 339: F
2E 340: G
2E 341: A
2E 342: B
2E 343: C
2E 344: D
2E 345: E
2E 346: F
2E 347: G
2E 348: A
2E 349: B
2E 350: C
2E 351: D
2E 352: E
2E 353: F
2E 354: G
2E 355: A
2E 356: B
2E 357: C
2E 358: D
2E 359: E
2E 360: F
2E 361: G
2E 362: A
2E 363: B
2E 364: C
2E 365: D
2E 366: E
2E 367: F
2E 368: G
2E 369: A
2E 370: B
2E 371: C
2E 372: D
2E 373: E
2E 374: F
2E 375: G
2E 376: A
2E 377: B
2E 378: C
2E 379: D
2E 380: E
2E 381: F
2E 382: G
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Annual Concordance: 2E 383 – 2E 854
2E 383: A
2E 384: B
2E 385: C
2E 386: D
2E 387: E
2E 388: F
2E 389: G
2E 390: A
2E 391: B
2E 392: C
2E 393: D
2E 394: E
2E 395: F
2E 396: G
2E 397: A
2E 398: B
2E 399: C
2E 400: D
2E 401: E
2E 402: F
2E 403: G
2E 404: A
2E 405: B
2E 406: C
2E 407: D
2E 408: E
2E 409: F
2E 410: G
2E 411: A
2E 412: B
2E 413: C
2E 414: D
2E 415: E
2E 416: F
2E 417: G
2E 418: A
2E 419: B
2E 420: C
2E 421: D
2E 422: E
2E 423: F
2E 424: G
2E 425: A
2E 426: B
2E 427: C
2E 428: D
2E 429: E
2E 430: F
2E 431: G
2E 432: A
2E 433: B
2E 434: C
2E 435: D
2E 436: E
2E 437: F
2E 438: G
2E 439: A
2E 440: B
2E 441: C

2E 442: D
2E 443: E
2E 444: F
2E 445: G
2E 446: A
2E 447: B
2E 448: C
2E 449: D
2E 450: E
2E 451: F
2E 452: G
2E 453: A
2E 454: B
2E 455: C
2E 456: D
2E 457: E
2E 458: F
2E 459: G
2E 460: A
2E 461: B
2E 462: C
2E 463: D
2E 464: E
2E 465: F
2E 466: G
2E 467: A
2E 468: B
2E 469: C
2E 470: D
2E 471: E
2E 472: F
2E 473: G
2E 474: A
2E 475: B
2E 476: C
2E 477: D
2E 478: E
2E 479: F
2E 480: G
2E 481: A
2E 482: B
2E 483: C
2E 484: D
2E 485: E
2E 486: F
2E 487: G
2E 488: A
2E 489: B
2E 490: C
2E 491: D
2E 492: E
2E 493: F
2E 494: G
2E 495: A
2E 496: B
2E 497: C
2E 498: D
2E 499: E
2E 500: F

2E 501: G
2E 502: A
2E 503: B
2E 504: C
2E 505: D
2E 506: E
2E 507: F
2E 508: G
2E 509: A
2E 510: B
2E 511: C
2E 512: D
2E 513: E
2E 514: F
2E 515: G
2E 516: A
2E 517: B
2E 518: C
2E 519: D
2E 520: E
2E 521: F
2E 522: G
2E 523: A
2E 524: B
2E 525: C
2E 526: D
2E 527: E
2E 528: F
2E 529: G
2E 530: A
2E 531: B
2E 532: C
2E 533: D
2E 534: E
2E 535: F
2E 536: G
2E 537: A
2E 538: B
2E 539: C
2E 540: D
2E 541: E
2E 542: F
2E 543: G
2E 544: A
2E 545: B
2E 546: C
2E 547: D
2E 548: E
2E 549: F
2E 550: G
2E 551: A
2E 552: B
2E 553: C
2E 554: D
2E 555: E
2E 556: F
2E 557: G
2E 558: A
2E 559: B

2E 560: C
2E 561: D
2E 562: E
2E 563: F
2E 564: G
2E 565: A
2E 566: B
2E 567: C
2E 568: D
2E 569: E
2E 570: F
2E 571: G
2E 572: A
2E 573: B
2E 574: C
2E 575: D
2E 576: E
2E 577: F
2E 578: G
2E 579: A
2E 580: B
2E 581: C
2E 582: D
2E 583: E
2E 584: F
2E 585: G
2E 586: A
2E 587: B
2E 588: C
2E 589: D
2E 590: E
2E 591: F
2E 592: G
2E 593: A
2E 594: B
2E 595: C
2E 596: D
2E 597: E
2E 598: F
2E 599: G
2E 600: A
2E 601: B
2E 602: C
2E 603: D
2E 604: E
2E 605: F
2E 606: G
2E 607: A
2E 608: B
2E 609: C
2E 610: D
2E 611: E
2E 612: F
2E 613: G
2E 614: A
2E 615: B
2E 616: C
2E 617: D
2E 618: E

2E 619: F
2E 620: G
2E 621: A
2E 622: B
2E 623: C
2E 624: D
2E 625: E
2E 626: F
2E 627: G
2E 628: A
2E 629: B
2E 630: C
2E 631: D
2E 632: E
2E 633: F
2E 634: G
2E 635: A
2E 636: B
2E 637: C
2E 638: D
2E 639: E
2E 640: F
2E 641: G
2E 642: A
2E 643: B
2E 644: C
2E 645: D
2E 646: E
2E 647: F
2E 648: G
2E 649: A
2E 650: B
2E 651: C
2E 652: D
2E 653: E
2E 654: F
2E 655: G
2E 656: A
2E 657: B
2E 658: C
2E 659: D
2E 660: E
2E 661: F
2E 662: G
2E 663: A
2E 664: B
2E 665: C
2E 666: D
2E 667: E
2E 668: F
2E 669: G
2E 670: A
2E 671: B
2E 672: C
2E 673: D
2E 674: E
2E 675: F
2E 676: G
2E 677: A

2E 678: B
2E 679: C
2E 680: D
2E 681: E
2E 682: F
2E 683: G
2E 684: A
2E 685: B
2E 686: C
2E 687: D
2E 688: E
2E 689: F
2E 690: G
2E 691: A
2E 692: B
2E 693: C
2E 694: D
2E 695: E
2E 696: F
2E 697: G
2E 698: A
2E 699: B
2E 700: C
2E 701: D
2E 702: E
2E 703: F
2E 704: G
2E 705: A
2E 706: B
2E 707: C
2E 708: D
2E 709: E
2E 710: F
2E 711: G
2E 712: A
2E 713: B
2E 714: C
2E 715: D
2E 716: E
2E 717: F
2E 718: G
2E 719: A
2E 720: B
2E 721: C
2E 722: D
2E 723: E
2E 724: F
2E 725: G
2E 726: A
2E 727: B
2E 728: C
2E 729: D
2E 730: E
2E 731: F
2E 732: G
2E 733: A
2E 734: B
2E 735: C
2E 736: D

2E 737: E
2E 738: F
2E 739: G
2E 740: A
2E 741: B
2E 742: C
2E 743: D
2E 744: E
2E 745: F
2E 746: G
2E 747: A
2E 748: B
2E 749: C
2E 750: D
2E 751: E
2E 752: F
2E 753: G
2E 754: A
2E 755: B
2E 756: C
2E 757: D
2E 758: E
2E 759: F
2E 760: G
2E 761: A
2E 762: B
2E 763: C
2E 764: D
2E 765: E
2E 766: F
2E 767: G
2E 768: A
2E 769: B
2E 770: C
2E 771: D
2E 772: E
2E 773: F
2E 774: G
2E 775: A
2E 776: B
2E 777: C
2E 778: D
2E 779: E
2E 780: F
2E 781: G
2E 782: A
2E 783: B
2E 784: C
2E 785: D
2E 786: E
2E 787: F
2E 788: G
2E 789: A
2E 790: B
2E 791: C
2E 792: D
2E 793: E
2E 794: F
2E 795: G

2E 796: A
2E 797: B
2E 798: C
2E 799: D
2E 800: E
2E 801: F
2E 802: G
2E 803: A
2E 804: B
2E 805: C
2E 806: D
2E 807: E
2E 808: F
2E 809: G
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(N. Encyc. Tamr. after App. II An. Cone.)
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(Mo = Morndas, Ti = Tirdas, Mi = Middas, Tu = Turdas, Fr = Fredas, Lo = Loredas, Su = Sundas. A circle indicates a holiday, a grey background a Daedric summoning day)
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